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A. SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING METALLURGY

1. Fast-Reactor Fud Element Development and Fabrication

a. PROPERTIES OF METALLIC FUELS AND b. CARBIDE FUEL AND FUEL ELEMENTS
JACKET MATERIALS (1)    Compatibility    of     (U,Pu) C with Jacket    Ma-

( 1)    Properties of Uranium-Plutonium-Base terials

Fuel Elenlents The interactions of 8 number of cladding materials,
including refractory metals and iron- and nickel-baseUranium-plutonium based fost-reactor fuel alloys
alloys with stoichiometric, single-phase  (U,Pu) C wereare needed that are higher melting than U-Pu-Fz al-

loys  (whose melting points are about 800° to 900°C),
examined over the temperature range of 800° to 1100°C
to determine extent and type of reactions along with

and that are compatible with inexpensive, refractory, the experimental techniques involved. Current work
high-strength jacketing materials. includes the 650° to 800°C compatibility of stainless

A suitable addition of either zirconium or titanium
steel, Hastelloy-X, and some high-strength iron-nickel-

increases the solidus temperature to upwards of
1150°C. The resulting U-Pu-Zr alloys are compatible chromium and iron-nickel-chromium-cobalt alloys

with Type 304 stainless steel up to at least 800°C, and, having relatively low nickel contents with hyper-
stoichiometric uranium-plutonium carbides. Phase

according to initial results, with stronger iron-base al-
loys that are low in cobalt and have less than 25·w/0

studies and compatibility tests of iron-modified hypo-
stoichiometric carbides are also under current investi-

of nickel. Longer-term compatibility tests are under
way, and the effects of fission products on compatibil- gation.

ity are being determined. Both the U-Pu-Zr and the (2) Production of PuC and (U·Pu)C and Fabri-
U-Pu-Ti alloys are compatible with vanadium-base cation of Carbide Fuel Element Specimens
jacketing alloys, are amenable to pyrorefining, and are
promising as fuel alloys for large fast reactors. The Eleven mixed carbide rods were made, ten of which

uranium corner of each of the two ternary systems was weie loaded to 80% theoretical density (T.D.) with
studied. Additions of zirconiun] or of titanium, which 8010/0 1iranium carbide and 2010/0 plutonium carbide.

The fuel bodies were low in both density and pluto-strengtliens by reacting with U-Pu base to form
nium carbide, in the upper two inches of the column.

(U,Pu) 2Ti, increase density and strength, and reduce
One mixed-carbide specimen, compacted to 83.8% T.D.thermal conductivity. Property value ranges  are:  den-
and containing 19.3% plutonium carbide, was moresity  14  to  17 g/cc; thermal conductivity,  0.20  to  0.25
nearly uniform in density and plutonium distribution

w/cm-°C  at 600°C; expansion coefficient   (17  to  20) than the ten based upon the model system.
10-6/'C;   675°C   tensile   and compressive strengths,

Five fuel specimens containing solid-solution ura-1 to 10 kg/mm2 with elongations usually greater than
nium-plutonium carbide were fabricated by the infil-

20% (lkg/mm2 produces 5% creep in one hour).
tration technique to the highest density practicably

(2)   Properties of Zero-Power Uranium-Pluto- attainable. The five specimens showed uniform density
nium Metal Fuels and fuel distribution. The density of the fuel columns

was 84.2 =t 1.3% of T.D. attained with 97.1% T.D.
Long-time corrosion tests of the U-20to/oPu- particles compacted  into  6.5  mm  I.D. j ackets.

2.5w/0 (6a/o) Mo  alloy,  the  fuel  for the SEFOR  fast
critical experiments in ZPR-III, have confirmed the c. FAST-REACTOR JACKET DEVELOPMENT
earlier findings that this alloy has excellent air-
corrosion resistance. Jacketed fuel plates of this alloy ( 1) Uniaxial Creep of Vanadium-Base Alloys
with simulated jacket failures are also being studied. The V-Ti-Cr alloys are being studied as part of a
Increasing the alloy's plutonium content to 25'tu/0 in program to develop fuel cladding materials with creep
anticipation of ZPPR a.nd ZPR-IV requirements does strengths greater than that of V-2010/oTi. Ternary
riot appreciably change the air-corrosion resistance. alloys containing more than 2010/oTi are less creep re-
U-Pu-Ti and U-Pu-Zr alloys have also been studied sistant while those with less titanium are more creep

as potential fuel alloys for ZPPR and ZPR-IV. resistant.
3
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Test data also indicate a trend toward increasing Arc melting was unchanged from previous practice.
creep strength with increasing modulus. The 5.8 cm (2.3 in.) diameter EB ingots served as con-

sumable-electrodes with the resultant arc-cast ingots(2) Constant-Pressure Tube-Burst Properties being 9.7 cm (3.8 in.) in diameter. Titanium content
At 550° and 600°C perceptible creep in Nb-ltv/0Zr and homogeneity of the ingots were well within speci-

under biaxial stress occurs only within a narrow stress fications. After melting, the ingots were machined to
range between the yield stress and the ultimate'tensile billets for ingot breakdown extrusion. The machined
stress. Stress for spontaneous rupture increases with billet weight was approximately 60' percent of the
the duration of exposure at temperature in a vacuum charge weight with the loss being machining chips, melt
environment of 1 x 10-6 mm Hg or better. The stubs and cropped ingot tops. Much of this solid scrap
minimum creep rate at 600°C of biaxially stressed can be reclaimed by remelting.
V-2Ow/oTi is about one-third of that at 650°C. At the

(b) Breakdown Eztrusionsame temperature and stress biaxially stressed
V-2Ow/oTi shows about one-half the strain rate and The ingots were canned in stainless steel and ex-

truded at a 3.5: 1 reduction ratio at 1100°C to yield  aabout one-third the total rupture strain of uniaxially
stressed material. 5.6 cm (2.2 in.) diameter ba.r. The V-20Ti bar was

machined into billets for re-extrusion into rods, sheet-
(3) Effect of Sodium on Biaxial Creep bar, and tube-blanks. The yield of machined billets

for re-extrusion or rolling averaged approximately 65Pre-exposure to flowing sodium appears to decrease
the creep strength of V-2Ow/oTi at 650°C. percent of the original billet weight.

(4) Thermal Conductivity of V-2Ow/oTi Alloy (c) Re-extrusion
The thermal conductivity of V-20·w/oTi alloy was Significant improvements were made in extruding

found to increase from 0.15 w/cm-°C at 100°C to 0.33 V-20Ti tube-blanks with regard to mandrel perform-
w/cm-°C at 1100°C. ance, internal surface quality, and recovery of ma-

terial.
(5) Improvements iii Consolidation and Fabrica- Mandrel failure was a major problem in initial tube-

tion of Vanadium-20zv/oTitanium blank extrusions. Failure of the H-12 hot-work tool-
steel mandrels (hardened to 47-50 Rc) was tensile in(a) Consolidation nature and always accompanied by a large degree of

Since the detailed report on the consolidation and necking. The problem was eliminated by changing the
fabrication of V-20'to/oTi (TV-20) was published, mandi·el material to a T-1 high-speed tool steel hard-
process improvements have increased the yield of ma- ened to 58-62 Rc. No deformation or softening of the
terial, quality of end products, and simplified the over- mandrels was observed.
all fabrication schedule. These improvements are sum- Adoption of a 0.025 to 0.038 cm (0.010 to 0.015 in.)
marized herein, and in a forthcoming topical report. thick coating of Corning 7052 borosilicate glass pow-
Pertinent references are given in the main text. der on the mandrel significantly improved the extruded

Improvements in producing drip-rods for electron- inner surface quality. Surface tearing observed when
beam melting were realized by use of stearic acid lu- use was made of a MoS<-graphite mandrel lubricant
bricant and/or 8 split die in briquetting vanadium was eliminated, and the overall roughness of the in-
chip and titanium sponge charge materials. Galling was ternal surface was greatly reduced.
eliminated and compaction was improved with bri- Improvements in tube-blank extrusion resulted in
quets having a higher green strength. Current briquet- an overall recovery of greater than 92 percent. Recent
ting is done with a larger, 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 7.6 cm redesign of the billet has resulted in yields of about 98
(1  in.  x  1  in.  x  3  in.),  die than formerly,  so  as to percent. The "canned" billet technique was the major
minimize the number of briquets per drip-rod. factor in the high recovery. This method eliminated

Varying the melt rate during electron-beam melting the need for any conditioning of the extruded tube-
indicated that the material lost by vaporization de- blank to remove either poor surface quality or con-
creased as the melt rate was increased from 33 to 51 tamination.
g/min. Further increases in the rate resulted in an The final extrusion practice utilized an 8:1 reduction
increased metal loss due to splattering of molten metal, ratio at 1100 to 1150°C. The decanned V-20Ti tube-
but even at a melt rate of 100 g/min. the loss was less blank measured approximately 2.16 cm OD x 1.61 cm
than that at a rate of 33 g/min. At melt rates of 50 to ID x 76 to 115 cm long (0.850 in. OD x 0.635 in. ID x
100 g/min., a yield of about 96% was typical. 30 to 45 in. long).
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cd) Seconda,·v Fabrication of Tubi,29 (6) Alloy Development (Vanadium-Base Alloys)

The improved surface quality of extruded tube- Work has continued toward the development of fab-

blanks reduced the number of necessary swaging oper- ricable vanadium-base alloys having improved sodium-

ations from three to one and, as a, resiilt, eliminated corrosion and creep properties, as compared  with   V -

two annealing operations. The single swage was re- 2Ow/oTi.
tained to provide better concentricity and a uniform (a) Fabrzcabitity of Vanadium-Base Alloys
wall thickness prior to drawing.

In lieu of swaging, tube-reducing .by a three-roll The fabricability of 28 vanadium base alloys have

tube-reducer of unique design has been evaluated at been screened to date. The alloys fall generally into

ANL. Overall reductions in area of 70 percent were four categories, namely V-Ti and V-Cr binaries and

achieved with no generation of cracks or other discon- V-Ti-X and V-Cr-X ternaries. Of the 28 alloys, 18
have been successfully fabricated into sheet specimenstinuities. External and internal surfaces were excellent.

Subsequent fabrication of swaged or tube-reduced for corrosion and property tests. Of the remaining 10

blanks involved ductile-core, mandrel, and plug draw- compositions, three are V-Cr binary alloys which have

ing techniques with the latter two methods gradually not been fully evaluated. The other seven alloys are
replacing the former. The use of a plastic base-coat considered unfabricable in their present state and by

the methods employed. The unfabricable alloys include
and a chlorinated-wax lubricant permitted carbide
draw dies to replace the aluminum-bronze dies origi- two V-Cr binary alloys with high Cr content, one V-

nally used. Plugs still are hardened beryllium copper Ti-Cr alloy having high Cr and low Ti content and

although carbide plugs are being evaluated. four V-Cr-X 811Oys containing Si, Zr or Al.

(b) Initial Scale-up Studies
(e) Tube Annealing Two vanadium-base alloys-V-40%0/oTi and V-

An induction-heated vacuum-annealing furnace 15w/oTi-7.5to/oCr-were selected for initial scale up
equipped with a moving coil was constructed at ANL from small arc-button melts into larger ingots. The
for annealing tubes up to 3.0 iii (10 ft.) in length. The first alloy was of interest due to its improved sodium
desired annealing temperature is maintained via a corrosion resistance (compared  to  V-2010/oTi).  The
Ray-0-Tube coupled to a controller and motor-gener- V-15Ti-7.5Cr alloy was selected based on its greatly
ator set. The coil travels over the evacuated quartz improved elevated temperature creep rate over that of
tube housing the metal tube at a speed of about 2.5 to V-20Ti and to a lesser extent on its improved corro-
7.6 cm/min (1-3 in/min.). The furnace has performed sion resistance.
quite satisfactorily in annealing tubes ranging in size A small ingot of V-40Ti was consolidated by the
from 2.03 cm OD x 0.25 cm wall (0.800 in. OD x 0.100 methods established for V-20Ti, i.e., electron beam and
in. wall) to 0.95 cm OD x 0.076 cm wall (0.375 in. consumable arc melting. Extrusion and ultimate fabri-
OD x 0.030 in. wall). cation of rod and sheet presented no difficulties. The

V-15Ti-7.5Cr alloy could not be satisfactorily con-
(f) Commercial Fabrication solidated by vacuum melting operations due to un-

predictable Cr losses. The final method consisted of
Tube-reducing of ANL-supplied V-20Ti tube-blanks

was successfully demonstrated by a commercial ven-
consumable-electrode double arc-melting in a helium-

dor. Commercial drawing of tube-blanks has been argon atmosphere. Extrusion and further fabrication to
rod and sheet presented no major problems.successful on a number of occasions. Finished sizes

Annealing studies have been conducted on two of
have ranged from 0.754 cm OD x 0.051 cm wall (0.297 the alloys produced during the initial scale-up studies,
in. OD x 0.020 in. wall) to 0.498 cm OD x 0.038 cm V-40Ti and V-15Ti-5Cr   (similar to V-15Ti-7.5Cr).
wall (0.196 in. OD x 0.015 in. wall). Yields of finished Full recrystallization occurred after one-hour anneals
tube from starting stock (tube-blanks extruded at at 700°C for the former and 800°C for the latter alloy.
ANL) ranged froin 60 to 75 percent. Tubing was of ex- A 900°C anneal of either alloy resulted in optimum
cellent quality and good dimensional control was evi- properties consistent with ductility and fabricability.
denced by yields of acceptable tubing frdm as-received The grain growth characteristics of the alloys indicated
footage of 97 percent or better. improved behavior of the V-Ti-Cr alloy over both the

No commercial attempts at tube-blank extrusion V-40Ti and the V-20Ti. Higher temperature anneals,
have been made as yet, but two commercial vendors however, effect the precipitate morphology in both
have indicated an interest in this facet. Billets have alloys to the extent that ductility was lowered and
not yet been available to proceed with these trials. fabricability jeopardized.
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(c) Futt Scate Fabrication of V-15Tf-7.5(,· for the commercial manufacture of ZPR-III fuel fo.
Consolidation: Consumable electrodes were double the SEFOR Critical Experiment. The commercially

manufattured fuels were monitored by a sampling andarc nielted under a helium-argon atmosphere to pro-
duce 9.7 cm (3.8 in.) diameter ingots. Alloy and inter- laboratory evaluation program. Reactivity and dan-

ger coefficient specimens were fabricated from U233.stitial element analyses indicated satisfactory control
resulted from the methods employed. Studies were initiated on the radiation effects on the

fabrication of highly irradiated plutonium containingIngot E trusion and Re-extrusion. Primary "break-
down" extrusion of the V-Ti-Cr ingot canned in Type large concentrations of ]?11238, Pu240, Pu241, and P11242.
304 stainless steel was carried out at 1100'C at an ex- The method demonstrated for the manufacture of the

zero-power fuel elements consists of the alloying andtrusion ratio  of  3.7: 1. Re-extrusion of sheet-bar  rod
and tube-blanks was carried out at approximately casting precision-sectioned uranium-plutonium-molyb-
1100°C with reduction ratios ranging from 4:1 t o 1 3:1. denum-alloy bar. Individual fuel plates were cut from

Secondary Fabrication: An evaluation of the sec- the  bar  and the plates  were j acketed in formed sleeves
manufactured from thin-wall stainless steel tubing.ondary fabrication of rod, sheet and tubing of the

V-15Ti-7.5Cr alloy was not complete at the time of End plugs were machined from rectangular stainless

writing. steel  wire   and were welded  in  the j ackets under   one-
The fabrication of rod and sheet to finished dimen- half atmosphere pressure of inert gas.

sions presented no particular problems providing as- ( 3)     Fabrication of Experimental Metal-Fueled
extruded material was heat-treated at 900°C for one Irradiation Test Rods
hour. Without this anneal severe longitudinal splitting An extensive radiation test program is under waywas experienced.

The fabrication of finished tubing is in process with to develop plutonium-containing metal fuel rods for
use of established ductile-core, mandrel and plug-draw- fast power reactors. One hundred sixteen fuel pins were
ing techniques. While the V-15Ti-7.5Cr alloy is slightly injection cast in various compositions of uranium,
more difficult to fabricate than the V-20Ti alloy no plutonium-fissium-uranium, plutonium-zirconium and
major problems are anticipated in producing   high- uranium-plutonium-titanium. These rods were assem-

bled into jackets made of V-20to/oTi, Nb-lw/oZr,quality tubing in a variety of sizes.
Hastelloy-X, Hastelloy-X-280, Type 304 stainless steel

d. FABRICATION OF FAST-REACTOR FUEL and Type 316 stainless steel. The diameters and
ELEMENTS lengths  of the j acket tubes, lengths  of the  fuel  pin  and

the restrainer design were varied to evaluate the effect(1)    Particulate Fuel Elements of void and sodium volume on the irradiation behavior
A total of 21 particulate U-1510/oPu-1010/oFz irra- of the fuel.

diation test elements were made in 1964 and were
(4) Supplemental U-St«oFs Fuel Pins for EBR-completed in 1965. The purpose of these specimens was

IIto obtain data on the fission-product release from
metal particles under irradiation test. Eleven of the Approximately 200 kg of U-5w/oFs alloy fuel pins
specimens were helium bonded and ten were logged were required to supplement the EBR-II Fuel Cycle
with sodium. Two additional specimens of each type Facility production. Three hundred forty-three of the
were provided with 8 central thermocouple. The pins were made of 70 percent U235 enriched uranium.
method used to prepare the fuel powder was atomiza- Approximately 2800 were made of 52 percent U235 en-
tion and hammer-mill grinding. The screen powders riched uranium. The fuel pins were injection cast into
were blended and loaded into the fuel tubes while vi- precision Vycor molds, cut to length and inspected.
brating. The finished pins were shipped to the Fuel Cycle Fa-

cility to be assembled in the fuel element.(2) Zero-Power Reactor Fuel Elements
(5) Economic Studies of Reactor Fuel Fabri-Fast critical and reactor physics experiments will

cationrequire the fabrication of more plutonium than all
other reactor programs combined in the next four A study was made to estimate the cost of the refab-
years. Work has been done on the design and fabri- rication of two typical cases of metal fast reactor fuels.

cation methods and inspection procedures for zero- The estimate is extrapolated from the EBR-II process
power reactor fuel elements to be used interchange- of closed-cycle fuel reprocessing followed by remote
ably in ZPR-III, ZPR-VI, ZPR-IX and ZPPR. A , refabrication. A computer program was developed to
different design and fabrication method were developed produce refabrication costs versus variation in plant
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throughput and fuel or blanket diameter and length. that the calculations are conservative and that burnups
It was found that the refabrication costs are particu- can be achieved that substantially exceed the calcu-
larly sensitive to tho cqiiipment use factor and the fuel lated values.
rod diameter. The greatest contribution to the refa,h- Irradiation specimens are being prepared that are
rication costs results from the cost of jacket material. fueled with U-Pu-Zr  and j acketed  in  iron and nickel-

base alloy tubing. These specimens will be irradiated
e. CORROSION IN SODIUM OF REFRACTORY- to burnups in excess of 10a/0.

METAL ALLOYS FOR FAST REACTORS
(2) Irradiations of Full-length EBR-II Type Fuel

(1)    Materials for Sodium-Cooled Fast Breeder Elements of U.Pu-Fz Alloys
Power Reactors

Nineteen U-Pu-Fz alloy fuel rods are being irra-Sampling-analytic techniques for the determination diated in EBR-II. The calculated maximum jacket sur-
of oxygen in sodium have been refined to the point face temperature is 445°C. The fuel is U-Pu-Fs with
where reliable analyses can be routinely obtained in

plutonium compositions of 10, 15 and 2Ow/o. Jacket
the concentration range of interest. The mercury amal-

materials are Nb-lw/oZr, Nb-4tu/oV and Hastelloy-X
gamation and vacuum distillation techniques are in with a tungsten liner.
use.

Initial results in the effort to describe quantitatively (3) EBR-II Experimental Metal-Fuel Irradiations
the effect of oxygen concentration and temperature on

Two U-Pu-Ti and 18 U-Pu-Zr alloy prototype fuelthe corrosion of V-20w/oTi have been obtained.
elements are under irradiation in EBR-II. 1\'lost of theEfforts to produce vanadium-base alloys with cor-
zirconium alloy rods are being irradiated in stainless

rosion resistance in oxygenated sodium superior to V-
20w/oTi have been successful. In particular, V-

steel or nickel-base alloy j ackets. Maximum j acket sur-

20w/oCr-5w/0Al has 8 corrosion rate only 10% that face temperatures in these irradiations are near 650°C

of V-2Ow/oTi. Fabrication of this alloy appears to
Seven experimental metallic fuel rods irradiated in

three gas annulus capsules in the MTR have been ex-
present problems. amined. Five of the rods were intact and two had rup-

In cooperation with the Engineering Irradiation
tured. Phenomena common to all seven fuel rods areGroup, a program has been started to study the corro-
(1) a shortening of the fuel column, and (2) ratchetingsion behavior of materials of interest exposed to reac-
of  the  fuel  up  the j acket. Fuel compositions  were  U-tor sodium in the core of EBR-II. Approximately 40
Pu-Fs with plutonium content of 10, 15 or 20·w/0.

samples, including vanadium, vanadium-base alloys, Jacket materials were Nb-lw/oZr, Vanadium, Hastel-nickel-base alloys, and stainless steel are in test.
loy-X with a tungsten liner. Maximum burnup was cal-

f. IRRADIATION OF FAST-REACTOR FUELS, culated as 2.4a/0 and maximum jacket temperature as
FUEL ELEMENTS, AND STRUCTURAL MA- 555°C.

TERIALS (4) Irradiation of Uranium and Plutonium Car-

(1) Irradiations of U-Pu Alloys bide Fuels

U-Pu-Fs alloy j acketed in Ab-lw/oZY alloy tubing Specimens of vibrationally-compacted UC-
was successfully irradiated to 8.7a/0 burnup at niaxi- 2010/oPuC in thin 0.23 mm (0.009 in.) Nb-lw/oZr
mum  j acket surface temperatures  of 545°C providing j ackets  have been irradiated  to 6.8a/0 burnup   (18   x
a convincing demonstration of the effectiveness of 1020 fiss/cc) with negligible volume change. Under the
jacket restraint for control of swelling. same conditions, specimens with 304 stainless steel

U-Pu-Ti and U-Pu-Zr alloys, that have higher melt- jackets showed some deformation.
ing points than U-Pu-Fs alloys, are being irradiated at
j acket surface temperatures  of  560°C  and  600°C, re- (5) Transient Irradiations of Plutonium Carbide

spectively. They have achieved burnups without fail- Transient irradiations were performed on unirra-
ure at the date of writing of 4.6 and 4.2a/0, respec- diated specimens of vibratorily-compacted PuC. There
tively. were no core-j acket interactions, dimensional   or  vol-

Equations have been derived that establish the re- ume  changes  on the Nb-110/0Zr j acketed specimens  at
lationship   o f j acket rupture with temperature, j acket j acket temperatures  up to 1200°C.  A  Type 304 stain-
dimensions and mechanical properties. Irradiation tests less steel jacketed specimen failed when liquid pluto-
are being conducted with specimens designed to verify nium formed during the transient on a low carbon
the predicted relationship. Preliminary results indicate (42.3%) PuC specimen.
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(6) Irradiation of UO.-20*u/OPUO£ safely withstand heating  up  to 750°C without  jacke.
A new program was initiated to study the irradiation rupture.

behavior of U02-PU 2 in the EBR-II. Specimens of (10) EBR-II Fuel Clad(ling Surveillance
vibratorily-compacted fuel have been fabricated and
will be joined by pellet fuel specimens. Burst tests   on   the   fuel j acket have shown   that

considerable strengthening    of    the j acket    has    oc-
( 7)     Irradiation of Cladding and Jacketing Mate- curred, accompanied by severe ductility losses.

rials

(1 1) Irradiation Surveillance   Program   for   EBR-The effects of elevated temperature and fast flux on II Structural Materials
the mechanical properties of promising cladding mate-
rials are bing determined, with EBR-II as the irra- Structural materials surveillance specimens are in
diation facility. Irradiations are being conducted at th6 EBR-II. Eight subassemblies are in the outer blan-
temperatures between 550° and 750°C for total inte- ket and two are in the storage rack as temperature
grated fast neutron exposures up to 1 x 1023 n/cm2. controls.

(8) Irradiation Test Equipment g. NONHESTRUCTIVE TESTS ON EXPERIMEN-
A new fission-gas collection system was installed and TAL FAST REACTOR COMPONENTS

operated satisfactorily in the alpha-gamma cave. Ultrasonic tests and radiography were used on a
A combination glovebox and shielded metallograph wide variety of materials and physical forms, particu-

has been designed for the examination of irradiated larly to aid in the development of improved fabrication
plutonium fuel specimens. The assembly is virtually processes. An extensive effort during the past year in-
complete with optical alignment and calibration still volved the inspection of EBR-II irradiation capsules
to be performed. to detect sodium voids and levels. A radiographic in-

spection, with the capsules both at room temperature
(9) EBR-II Fuel Surveillance and at about 150°C so that the sodium was molten, was

Surveillance measurements on the EBR-II Mark I the primary inspection technique. In some cases this
fuel have shown that the irradiated fuel elements can was followed by an eddy current test.

2. Development of Thorium-Uranium and Thorium-Uranium-Plutonium Alloys

The transformation from B to a thorium in the TREAT were foiind to ret,a,in t,hp.ir nrigina.1 sha.pe sna
Th-Pu and Th-Pu-U systems has been found to occur fiber structure. This has reactor-safety significance.
well above 900°C. This substantiates the binary US A new fast-reactor concept that was designed to use
and UK Th-Pu diagrams and refutes the Russian dia- Th232-U233 fuel to improve the sodium reactivity co-
gram which indicates that plutonium stabilizes B- efficient of a I.1238_pp239 reactor offers some interesting
thorium to temperatures as low as 610°C. materials problems. In this reactor a center zone of a

Thorium-uranium alloys that had been heated above U-Pu core is replaced with Th-U fuel. Potential fuel,
their solidus temperatures during brief transients in bonding, and cladding combinations were proposed.

3. Development of Ceramic Fuels

a.   (Th-U-Pu) S BODIES AND PuP was produced rather than the desired US. It was con-
cluded that elaborate purification procedures would beUranium  flionosulfide  Preparation.   Attempts  were

made to synthesize uranium monsulfide by electrolysis required to successfully produce US by the electrolytic
of fused salt mixtures containing Na,Cl, KCl, various method.

sulfides, and either UC14 or UF#. Under the driest Uranium-Plutonium Monosulfide Solid Solutions:
electrolysis conditions experimentally attainable, UOS Uranium-plutonium monosulfide solid solutions were
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prepared by reaction sintering of pure US and PuS 2610° =!= 20°C. The pellet was sealed in a tungsten
powders. Evaluation of compositions containing US crucible and gamma radiography was employed to de-
with 20, 40, 60, and 80a/0 PuS by metallographic and termine when melting had occurred. The UP was stoi-
X-ray diffraclion techniques is in progress. The melt- chiometric before and after melting and was presumed
ing points of pure PuS and pure US were found to be to be in equilibrium with its vapor at elevated temper-
2350° =t 30°C and 2470° + 15°C, respectively. atures. Considerable reaction took,place between tung-

Uranium Monosullide  Oxidation: An oxidation study sten and molten  UP;   attack on tungsten proceeded
was done on uranium monosulfide pellets at several along grain boundaries and was limited to solution of
oxygen partial pressures in the temperature range from the metal in UP. Most of the tungsten was rejected
200° to 1100°C. A gas chromatograph detector was from the UP lattice on cooling.
used for oxidation rate measurements. The oxidizing Thermal    Expansion    of    Uranium   Phosphide:    The
atmosphere was a helium-oxygen mixture flowing at thermal expansion of UP from 20° to 980°C was 9.2 X
100 cc/min. 10-6 cm/cm/°C, somewhat lower than the values for

The results showed that at temperatures of 700°C U02 or US.
and  above,  and low oxygen partial pressures  ( 52.85 Electrical Resistivity of Uranium Phosphide: There
torr), the specimens completely consumed the oxygen was no clear-cut relationship between room-tempera-
supplied. Specimens reacted at an oxygen partial pres- ture electrical resistivity and heat treatment tempera-
sure of 79.7 tori· quickly ignited at temperatures ture  (1600° to 2200°C).
2 400°C Specific Heat and Thermal Conductivity of Uranium

Examination of product layer sections revealed sev- Phosphide: The specific  heat  of  UP was found  to  be
eral distinct sublayers. Oxidation products that were 0.044 + 0.003 cal g-1 °C-1 between room temperature
identified include UO2, a-US2, UOS, 802 and sulfur. and 600°C. The thermal conductivity of UP was found

Thermal Expansion: The thermal expansion of PuP to be greater than that of U02, but less than that of
was measured from room temperature to 960°C. The UC.
coefficient of thermal expansion was found to be 11.9 x Thermat  Conductivity   of   U,·aniwn  Phosphide:   The
10-6/°C. This coefficient of expansion appears to be of thermal conductivity of uranium phosphide was found
the same order as the observed coefficients of the mono- to increase from 0.14w/cm-°C at 100°C to 0.21w/Clll-
nitride, monocarbide and the dioxide. These com- °C at 1000°C.
pounds are quite different from plutonium monosulfide Oxidation   of   Uranium   Monophosphide:   Fine   UP
which has a coefficient of expansion of 18.5 x 10-6/°C. powder exhibited negligible weight change after being

Microhardness:  The  DPH  microhardnes of single- immersed in boiling water for two hours, although it
phase PuP was found to range from 230 to 370, for showed a significant increase in oxygen content. UP
PuS the microhardness was found to range from 220 to reacted violently with concentrated phosphoric acid,
320, and for Pu2S3 the microhardness was found to yielding a green solution and PH  gas.
range from 520 to 600.

Electrical Resistivity: Electrical resistivities of PuP,
c. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM

PuS and PuC were measured from 100m temperature COMPOUNDS
to 700°C. Plutonium monosulfide exhibited a typical Strength and deformation tests have been carried
semiconductor behavior whereas PuP and PuC both out at temperatures in the range of room temperature
showed only slight changes in their resistivities with to 2000°C on uranium compounds with oxygen, sulfur,
increasing temperature which is typical of metallic- and phosphorus.

type bonding. Room temperatures resistivities of PuS, A brittle-ductile transition exists in U02 between
PuP, and PuC were 2580, 880, and 260F ohm-cm, re- 1250°C and 1500°C. The effect of strain rate, atmos-
spectively. phere, density, and surface condition has been evalu-

Then,eat Di#usivity of Ptutonittm Monosul#de and ated. The formation and movement of voids was
Monophosphide: A flash technique was used to meas- found to play a major role in the explanation of the ·
ure the thermal diffusivity of PuP and PuS between mechanism of deformation.
room temperature and 600°C. It was found that the Uranium monosulfide containing UOS and/or UO2
high-purity PuS had 8 substantially higher diffusivity as impurity phases was examined. The ductile transi-
than material containing oxygen as an impurity. tion occurred at about 1000°C for UOS-bearing ma-

terial and 1250°C for US containing UO<.
,. (Th-U-Pu) PHOSPHIDE BODIES The transition temperature for UP, containing
Melting   Point   of    Uranium   Monophosphide: The ltv/oU02 as impurity, was found to be approximately

melting point of stoichiometric UP was found to be 1250°C.
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d. THERMAL STABILITY OF CERAMIC MATE- tains no intermediate compounds. A solid Solution i:
RIALS present on the UP end of the diagram up to 6 to

An evaporation rate curve for U02 was determined 8w/oUC in the  1600° to 2000°C· range. There  is no  de-
tectable solubility of UP in UC. The liquidus containsover the temperature range of 1860° to 2400°K. Rate

data were obtained from weight-loss measurements in a eutectic at 3010/oUP with a melting temperature of
systein pressures in the 10-6 torr range. 2230°C; the solid solution at 6w/oUC melts   at  the

Samples used consisted of U02 wafers of approxi- same temperature as UP. The plot of evaporation rate

ma,tely 98% theoretical density and having an 0/U versus composition at 2000'C in vacuum rises linearly

ratio of 2.007. from UC to UP-1021,/oUC where there is a change in
slope and the rise is more rapid to UP.

e. THERMAL STABILITY OF PLUTONIUM CE- Phase Studies in the Svstegn UC2-US: Compositions
RAMICS in the system UC2-US were equilibra,"ted in vacuum at

A .glovebox thermogravimetric analysis apparatus, 1600°, 1750°, and 1950°C. At 10 and 25to/oUS the re-
designed for plutonium compound work, was con- action products were UC2 solid solution and UC solid
structed. The furnace has been tested to 2380°C in solution. Compositions containing 50 and 75w/oUS
va,m 111 in .

reacted to produce UC solid solution and US solid so-
lution. In none of the equilibrated compositions was

f. ANELASTICITY OF SOME URANIUM COM- UC2 solid solution present with US solid solution. The
POUNDS unit cell of the UC  was expanded only in the a-direc-

The elastic modulus of stoichiometric uranium diox- tion with the solution of US. The significance of the
ide at room temperature increased as the specimens reaction of US with UC2 is that, with small additions
became more dense. The modulus of nonporous urania of US to hyperstoichiometric UC, the UC2 reacts with
was given, through extrapolation, as 2243.56 + 22.1 the US and thus is absent as a discrete phase in the
kilobars by an exponential equation and as 2233.85 + sintered specimen.
22.05 kilobars by a linear equation. Sttidies in the System UP-US: The compounds UP

The internal friction of stoichiometric U02 decreased and US exhibited complete mutual solubility. A melt-
sharply as the grain size increased. The ]ogarithm of ing point maximum of 2665°C occurred at the compo-
the internal friction value of urania increased linearly sition 7Ow/oUP-3Ow/oUS. Uranium monosulfide
with an excess of oxygen. This behavior is attributed showed higher vaporization losses in vacuum than did
to the increased precipitation of U400 as a second UP and the solid solutions generally exhibited weight
phase. losses intermediate between those of the end members.

When elastic and anelastic traits of honstoichio- Phase Studies in the System UP-Uot X-ray dif-
metric uranium oxides are studied, the material must fraction and metallographic analysis revealed that
be characterized by oxygen-to-uranium atomic ratio, there were no intermediate compounds in the system
microstructure and procedures involved in heating and UP-U02,  and no solubility between the phases.  A
cooling the samples. eutectic occurred at the composition 38'to/oUP-

g. URANIUM-MIXED ANION SYSTEMS 62tu/oUO2 and a temperature of 2390° + 30°C. Va-
porization studies conducted at 2000°C in vacuum

Sotid Solitbility Among NaCI-Type UTallfuln Com- showed that U02 lost weight faster than UP, and that
pounds. Extent of solid solubility among   the com- vaporization of intermediate compositions was acceler-
pounds, UN, UC, US, UP, and UAs was found to be ated, possibly because of the high-temperature reaction
related to the size differential between the nonmetal UP + Uo2 --* 2UOT + PT.
atom radii. Substitutional solid solutions of extensive Phase Studies in the System UP-UN: X-ray diffrac-
range only resulted when the radii of the solvent and tion and metallographic analysis did not uncover the
solute atoms did not differ by more than 14%. Where existence of an intermediate phase in the system UP-
solid solution was restricted, there appeared to be UN, and only showed limited solid solution among the
greater solubility when the solvent atom was the larger compounds. A eutectic occurred at a composition of
than when it was the smaller. about 40w/oUP-60w/oUN and a temperature of

Phase Equilibrium in the Syste„1 UC-UP:   A pre- 2185° + 50°C. UN val)orized at a faster rate than UP
liminary phase diagram is presented from X-ray, me- and the intermediate compositions exhibited weight
tallographic, and melting-temperature data obtained losses that generally fell between those of the en
on compositions equilibrated in vacuum. The melting members. Samples rich in UN showed extremely hig..

temperatures were determined by using a modified losses at 2000°C due to a combination of melting and
Mendenhall wedge in flowing helium. The system con- vaporization.
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4. Experimental Irradiations of Fuels and Structural Materials

a. IRRADIATION OF THORIUM FUELS d. IRRADIATION OF PASTE FUELS
Postirradiation examination of Th-Pu and Th-U-Pu A paste fuel specimen consisting of a 50-50 mixture

specimens showed that operating the fuel at tempera- by  volume  of U02 particles and sodium j acketed  in
tures attractive for fast-reactor use resulted in the Type 304 stainless steel was developed by United
presence in the fuel of a liquid phase that was detri- Nuclear Corporation for the purpose of determining ifmental to the integrity  of the j acketing material. such a concept would combine the advantages of metal-
b. IRRADIATION OF URANIUM SI.TT.FITIE lic and ceramic fuels. Argonne National Laboratory

has designed the necessary capsule components and has
Specimens of uranium sulfide have been returned to

begun encapsulation for irradiation in 1\([TR to la/oANL for examination after irradiation to burnups up burnup at a jacket temperature of 600°C.to 3.7a/0 (8.0 x 1020 fiss/cc). Other specimens remain
under irradiation with a goal of 10a/0 burnup. e. HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT IN IRRADI-
c. IRRADIATION OF URANIUM PHOSPHIDE ATED STEELS

The behavior of uranium phosphide and UC-US A program for the study of hydrogen embrittlement
pellets at surface temperatures in the range 650° to in reactor pressure-vessel steels has been initiated, and
800°C will be investigated at burnups of 2,5 and preliminary irradiations of A212B and hardened 4340
10a/0. steels have been made.

5. Development of Corrosion-Resistant Jacketing and Structural Materials

a. MECHANISM-RELATED STUDIES APPLIED and understand the relationship between pertinent
TO SODIUM CORROSION variables. However, conventional techniques are not

applicable since an isothermal system is desired and
Difficulties encountered in the determination of po- electromagnetic pumps could introduce extraneous fac-

larization data have been related with reasonable as- tors. Therefore, a novel system incorporating bellows,surance to contamination (probably moisture) of the check valves, and inert gas at close to atmosphericsodium and dissolution in the solid zirconium of the
pressure has been designed, constructed, and satisfac-

preformed insulating oxide film in temperature ranges torily demonstrated with water 8t room temperature.of most interest. Progress is being made in overcoming Additional evidence of the validity of the rotating-these difficulties. disc technique-convective diffusion model approach toProgress has been made in peripheral areas asso- the study of liquid metal corrosion mechanisms hasciated with the polarization studies, which give indi- been obtained through investigation of the tin-tanta-cation of being of considerable importance in related lum system. This system was also useful for demon-fields. It is now possible to maintain the bright metallic stration of the usefulness of neutron activation analy-appearance of freshly cut sodium in our glovebox for sis as applied to corrosion and diffusion studies.periods of twenty minutes. Sodium-calcium solutions Equipment for extending this technique to alkaliat -600°C can reduce zirconium oxide films to metal- metal-refractory metal systems has been designed andlic zirconium. In the case of thick films (since the proc- is in the process of construction and assembly.ess proceeds at a relatively slow rate), it is possible to
produce two conducting layers (base metal and partly b. LITHIUM CORROSION STUDIES OF ELE-
reduced film) separated by an oxide layer. VATED TEMPERATURES

Preliminary static tests indicated promise for the Work in static capsules has been extended to 1200°C
se of dissolved metallic inhibitors for the control of and molybdenum and molybdenum-base alloys appear

.xygen concentration in sodium. Study under dynamic to have excellent resistance in high-purity lithium (40
conditions is necessary to demonstrate the technique ppm nitrogen; 50-100 ppm oxygen) under these condi-
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tions. A Ta-W-Hf alloy is markedly superior to un- c. AQUEOUS (INCLUDING STEAM) CORRO
alloyed tantalum under the same conditions. SION

Progress is being made toward development of a
suitable technique for analysis of lithium for oxygen. All experimental work on these programs was com-
An ultra-vacuum furnace capable of operation to pleted in 1964. Summary papers and reports were
2500°C is in the final stages of acceptance testing. completed in 1965 as listed in the body of the report.

6. Development of High-Temperature Jacket Materials

a. PROPERTIES OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE wall tubing. The materials involved were unalloyed

JACKET MATERIALS tungsten, W-2520/oRe, and W-30a/oMo-30a/oRe.
Primary fabrication consisted of coexlrusion of pressed

( 1) Uniaxial Creep iii Tungsten and sintered sleeves using billet components of molyb-
An analysis of ANL data and other published data denum and/or Type 304 stainless steel. Double extru-

on tungsten suggests that its steady-state creep behav- sion was used to obtain 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) OD tubing
ior between 850° and 3100°C consists of four regions, suitable for secondary fabrication.
each characterized by 8 discrete rate-controlling mech- Work on secondary fabrication has concentrated
anism. Activation energy data also support the possi- mainly on plug drawing of W-25Re tubing. Drawing
bility that two of these regions are continuations of over "Clarite" high-speed tool-steel (T-1) plugs has
each other in passing from higher to lower tempera- proven to be a successful way of not only reducing the
tures. tube size but also of eliminating the minor surface

striations introduced during extrusion. Additional ef-
(2) Bend Ductility of W-25w/oRe and of fort is being given to the swaging of draw points on the

W-3Oa/oMo-3Oa/oRe tubing to improve their performance. To date tubing
Bend ductility tests were conducted on W-Re and has been plug drawn down to a size of 2.9 mm OD x

W-Re-Mo in accordance with MAB procedures. Con- 2,4 min ID  (0.115 in. OD x 0.093 in. ID). Proper in-
siderable variation in minimum temperature for 90° process heat treatments were established by annealing
bend angle was found for materials procured from dif- studies.
ferent vendors. Tungsten and W-25Re tubing measuring 2.0 mm

OD x 1.6 1.Unl ID (0.080 in. OD x 0.064 in. ID) has
(3) Linear Thermal Expansion of Refractory been produced by drawing over the molybdenum ex-

Metals and Alloys trusion cores. Only short lengths of this tubing has
Linear thermal expansion characteristics of W, been produced by this technique. The effective length

W-Re and W-Re-Mo were determined. is limited by the difficulty in the removal of the molyb-
denum extrusion core. Study of the core removal prob-b. FABRICATION OF TUBING FOR HIGH-TEM- lem has been initiated and will be continued.

PERATURE APPLICATIONS Attempts to obtain tubing commercially have met
Work has continued on the fabrication of tungsten with limited success. Only unalloyed tungsten may be

and tungsten-base alloys into small-diameter, thin- currently procured at acceptable defect levels.

7. Development of Nondestructive Testing

a. DETERMINATION OF ELASTIC MODULI OF ple temperatures in the 2500° to 3000°C range, is now
HIGH-TEMPERATURE MATERIALS BY UL- in the construction stage. A stepped heat zone in the
TRASONICS furnace is expected to reduce the problem of the ten·

A new vacuum furnace, expected to be useful for the perature gradient across the measured length of the
ultrasonic measurement of elastic constants for sam- sample. Among materials now being studied with pres-
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..nt  eqi,ipmelit are several stainless steel and alumi- Among materials that now show promise are porous
num samples. This study is being made because of the stainless steel, stainless steel fiber metal and graded
scalter in tlic presently :,vA.ila,ble data. on high-tem- alumina.
perature mechanical properties for these materig,ls.

e. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEUTRON IMAGE IN-
b. ULTRASONIC IMAGING TENSIFICATION SYSTEM

A comparison between the television ultrasonic im- Two vacuum-tube, neutron-image intensifiers have
aging system and a mechanical scan ultrasonic inspec- been fabricated and evaluated. The light yield from
tion system for the nondestructive evaluation of thin each tube is more than adequate for visual or televi-
flat material, such as a flat reactor fuel element, has sion system observation of dynamic neutron images at
been made. As a result of this comparison, an ultra- the Juggernaut reactor neutron radiographic facility.
sonic system for such an inspection can be recom- Thermal neutron intensities as low as 150 rl/Cm2-sec
mended. This system would make use of a television have been visually detected by dark adapted observ-
system inspection as an initial screening process, fol- ers. The contrast and resolution capabilities of the
lowed by a mechanical scan inspection only of suspect neutron television system have been determined and
materials. This approach would permit maximum ad- are in reasonable agreement with theoretical consider-
vantage to be obtained for the excellent speed and reso- ations. Best values observed in these areas have been
lution capability of the television system, and of the thickness changes in steel and uranium as small as 4%,
flaw type differentiation capability of the mechanical and high-contrast images of objects as sn]all as 0.35
scan system. The present ultrasonic imaging program mm in diameter. The relative neutron-gamma response
has been completed; a final report has been prepared. is such that a high-energy gamma radiation intensity

of 4000 R/hr at the image tube faceplate yields an out-
c. CORRELATION OF THE SOUND TRANSMIS- put brightness equal to a thermal neutron intensity of

SION, HEAT-TRANSFER PROPERTIES AND about 5 x 105 n/cm2-sec. Since the Juggernaut facility
STRENGTH OF A BOND provides a neutron intensity some 20 times higher,

This recently completed study has established a defi- reasonably radioactive materials can be, and have
nite relationship between the heat transfer and ultra- been examined.
sonic transmission properties of bonded samples. The
results can be generalized by stating that a decrease in f. DEVELOPMENT OF INFRARED SYSTEMS
the ultrasonic transmission always correlated with a A thermal test system in which a radiantly heated
loss in thermal conductivity. While it was sometimes area on a test specimen is examined by a thermistor
true  that some small poor thermal areas on test sam- detector has been studied. The system has demon-
ples were not detected ultrasonically, the practical strated good response for objects having a temperature
thermal influence of such small areas on the heat-trans- very near room temperature, and the system appears
fer  properties  of  a real object wauld be negligible. capable of differentiating surface temperature differ-
Therefore, as a general conclusion, it can be stated ences as small as 0.125°C. Faster response time and
that ultrasonic nondestructive tests for the evaluation improved resolution are being sought in further work
of bond quality can be accepted with increased confi- now in progress.
dence.

g. MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIV-
d. ULTRASONIC INSTRUMENT AND TRANS- ITY OF IRRADIATED METALLIC FUEL AS

DUCER DEVELOPMENT A FUNCTION OF BURNUP AND TEMPERA-
Some progress has been made in developing more TURE

suitable backing materials for lead zirconate-titanate The thermal-pulse method of measuring thermal
piezoelectric material for use in fabricated ultrasonic diffusivity and thermal conductivity is being utilized
probes. Backing materials having an acoustic imped- to determine the thermal properties of ii radiated fuel
ance similar to this piezoelectric material have been material. The measurements should reveal variations
found, thereby minimizing confusing ultrasonic reflec- in the thermal properties in both the radial and axial
tions between the piezoelectric material and the back- directions along the fuel pins. Room-temperatureing material. However, backing materials having measurement equipment has been installed in a cave

reater ultrasonic attenuation are being sought in or- facility and is now ready. Vacuum-furnace equipment,uer to minimize the ultrasonic energy reflected through for such measurements iip to sample temperatures of
the backing material to t,he, piezoelectric material. 600°C, is being assembled.



B. FAST REACTOR FUEL-ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION

1.   Proper ties    of Uranium-Plutonium-Base   Metallic Fuel Alloys

a.    REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS   (L. R. KELMAN) have been developed.(5)  Thus the successful  use

The development of metallic uranium-plutonium- of the U-Pu-Zr and U-Pu-Ti alloys does not re-

based alloys as fuels for fast power-breeder reactors quire the development of new reprocessing

has continued. The U-Pu-Fz alloys have been shown methods.

to be suitable as high-burnup fuels provided they are
Because of these developments, future large fast re-

restrained by a strong compatible cladding or j acketing actors may yet benefit from the many desirable fea-

material and provided they are used at relatively low tures of U-Pu metal fuels. i.e., (a) high fertile-fissile
atom density, (b) high breeding ratio,  (c) high thermal

teinperatures.(1) The out-of-reactor properties of these

alloys and the results of studies of their interaction conduct.ivity, (d) large reliable thermal expansion, and

with potential cladding materials have been re- (e) excellent resistance to sodium corrosion. In addi-

ported. (2.3,4) tion, U-Pu alloys are:   (a)  relatively easy to prepare-
no synthesis problems, (b) easily controlled in com-

Emphasis during the past year has been placed on
the development of fuel/cladding combinations that position and impurity level-no stoichiometry prob-

lems, (c) amenable to pyrorefining, and (d) readilypermit higher operating temperatures and use inex-
pensive cladding materials.(3) The program includes fabricated and remotely refabricated.

Pertinent properties of several U-Pu-Zr and U-
the search for promising U-Pu based alloys, and the Pu-Ti alloys are summarized  in Table 1. These prop-
evaluation of the most promising of them by micro-

crty  studies were made  on inj ection-cast as well  as  top-structural and phase studies, by determining pertinent
pour-cast specimens. The properties were not sensitive

physical and engineci·ing properties, and by investi-
to the casting method. When macro Casting defects

gating their interactions with potential cladding ma-
might confuse the property under study, radiography

terials. The information is intended to aid in the fabri-
was used to select the specimens. The alloys were pre-

cation and reprocessing of fuel elements from these
pared from reactor-grade urgnium and plutonium andalloys and, most importantly, in the evaluation of their
crystal-bar zirconium and titanium. The resulting

behavior under irradiation.
specimens contained as much as 500 ppm carbon and

Developments to date have been very encouraging.
(1) Additions of zirconium and titanium have been up to 1300 ppm oxygen. This resulted in microstruc-

tures, Figure 1, containing appreciable amounts of thefound to increase significantly the melting tem-
light etching Zr- and Ti-rich phases, described in the

perature of U-Pu alloys.
(2) The U-Pu-Zr alloys have been found to be com- following section, which deals with the structures of

patible with Type 304 stainless steel up to at
these alloys.

least 800°C. b. STRUCTURE AND TRANSFORMATIONS IN
(3) Fuel reprocessing schemes that remove substan- U-Pu-Zr AND U.Pu-Ti ALLOYS (S. T. ZEGLER,

tially all fission products from the uranium and D. R. O'BOYLE, B. BLUMENTHAL, C. M.  ALTER
plutonium and that can be remotely operated AND H. V. RHUDE)

(1) Beck, W. N., Muiphy, W. F., Kittel, J. H. and Foote, A knowledge of the binary and ternary phase dia-
F.  G.,  Ir,·adiation  Behavior  of Plutonitan Alloy  Fuels for Fast grams is a prerequisite for an interpretation of prop-
Reactors, 3rd Intern. Conf. on Plutonium, London, 22-26 erty data of the U-Pu-Zr and U-Pu-Ti alloys. Although
November 1965. To be published in proceedings. the five binary boundary diagrams are well established,(2) Annual Progress Report for 1964, Metallw·gy Division,
ANL-7000,  p. 3-11. little information is available on the two ternary sys-

(3) Kelman, L. 12., Savage, H., Walter, C. M., Blunienthal, tems. The diagram work at ANL has been limited to
B., Dunworth, R. J. and Rhude, H. V., Statits of Metallic the composition range of interest in the uranium corner
Plutonium   Fast   Power-Breede,·   Fitels,   3i·d   Intei·ii.   Conf. on of the ternary systems. A systematic study of the entire
Plutonium, London, 22-26 Noveinber 1965. To be publislied in
proceedings. (5) Lawroski, S. and Burris, L., Jr., Processing of Reacto.

(4) Walter, C. M. and Lahti, J. A., Compatibility of U-Py-Fz Atel Materials by Py,·ometallu,·gical Methods, ATOMI
Fuel Alloy with Potentiai Clad(ling Materials, ANL-7051 (to ENERGY REVIEW, Vol. 2, No. 3, 3.69. Published by tl_-
be published). Internatioiial Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (1964).                               1
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                                                                                TABLE  1.     PROPERTIES OF U-PU-Zr AND U-Pu-Ti ALLOYS

U u u U U U

Pu   Zr     Pu   Zr     Pu   Zr     Pu   Zr     Pu   Ti     Pu   Ti

Nominal Composition:
'U) /u 11.1 6.3    15    10 18.4 14.1 17.1 3.4    15     6.5    15    10

a/0                                      10    15      12.9  22.5    15    30      15    15      11.9 25.7 10.7  35.6

Approx. Liquidus Temp. (°C) 1200 1250 1290 1200 1300 1340

Approx. Solidus Temp. (°C) 1120 1155 1170 1075 1160 1200

Solid Transformation
Temp. Range (°C) 505 680 595 GGE 595 GGO 570-780 570-850 680-850

Density at 25°C As-Cast (g cm-9 17.0 16.0 15.1 17.0 15.6 14.4

Thermal Expansion
Avg. Coef. X 106 (°C-1)

25°C to 1st Trans. 18.3 17.6 17.5 21.2 18.9 19.2
End of Trans. to 950°C 18.1 20.1 20.0 16.4* 20.0 19.2

In Trans. Range AL/1 X 103 (°C-1) 5.1 5.2 5.0 9.3           17             13.7

Thermal Cycling
Density Change (%)                                0                -0.1                0                +0.1

Hardness at 25°C As-Cast (DPH) 470 540 410 430 400

Thermal Conductivity (w/cm-°C)
200°C 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.12
400°C 0.18 0.17 0.20 0.17 0.16
600°C 0.22 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.20
800°C 0.25 0.24 0.30 0.24 0.23

Tensile Strength (kg/mme)
25°C 18.1 6.7 7.7           -- 4.5 6.5
675°C 1.2 2.1 2.9 3.6 2.6            7

Compressive Strength (kg/nim2)
25°C 164 129 116            96           130            90
675°C                                     4 5.6 5.6 3.8 6.3           10

* To 860°C.

ternary U-Pu-Zr phase diagram has been undertaken forms congruently to the y-solid solution at 898°C. In
by the Mound Laboratory. the U-Zr binary system the delta intermediate phase

The U-Pu-Zr and U-Pu-Ti systems show certain (primitive hexagonal) exists over a range of compo-
similarities:    (1)    both   zirconium   and   titanium addi- sitions that are near the composition of 33a/0 uranium
tions raise the solidus temperature of U-Pu alloys, (2) (UZr2) and that transforms to y peritectoidally at
body-centered-cubic 7-solid solutions form first on about 600°C. Both intermediate phases as well as the
solidification and show extensive solid solubility for zeta phase of the U-Pu system are present in alloys of
plutonium and zirconium as well as for titanium, and interest as fast reactor fuels.
(3) at room temperature alloys in both ternary systems Solidus Temperatures. Of several elements that were
may contain appreciable amounts of the a-U and the investigated, including Sc, Ti, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Pd, and
zeta U-Pu phases. Th, zirconium and titanium were the most effective in

The U-Zr and U-Ti binary systems have an inter- raising the solidus temperatures of U-Pu alloys. Fortu-
 ediate phase that, on heating, transforms to the nately these elements are also the least undesirable
.fBCC gamma solid solution. In the U-Ti binary system from physics considerations. In Figure 2a some ternary

this intermediate phase is hexagonal U ['i which trans- solidus isotherms are shown for both systems. The in-
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transform to ITZr, and alpha uranium when either slor.
cooled or quenched from the y-phase temperature re-
gion At highp.r pliitoniiim contents t,he 1-phase trans-
forms on cooling to solid solutions of UZrz + aU +
the U-Pu zeta phase. None of the high-temperature
phaoco (beta, cta, gamma) hao been observed in
Debye-Scherrer patterns of alloys quenched from the
7-lellipwallite Iegii,11. A fi,i,:1,4.imAge of a U-

,. 13a/oPu-22.5a/0Zr alloy homogenized and quenehed
from the y-temperature region (950°C) is shown in
Figure 3. The structure consists of a dark matrix and
light particles. Electron microscopy shows that the
matrix consists of two phases. An analysis of the dif-
fraction pattern identified these two phases as UZF
aud a-uiattiuiti.  '1'lie  glaili  boundailes ate  iliume uf  Wle
parent y-grains.

The light phase appears both within the grains and
wi  I,he  gi aiu  l,ouudaiieks  alid  cuii{,ailis  al,1,1'ixittial,ely

43132 Bright Field 500 X 92w/0 zirconium with no uranium or plutonium as de-
a. U-15w/oPu-6.Sw/oTi termined by mieroprobe analysis. This zirconium-rich

light phase is a stable microconstituent and its volume
fraction is proportional to the oxygen content of the
alloys. It is observed to occur at oxygen concentrations

eK..2,57 '11-_-7-_-,-3- .1 '-'t- 1-, <"0-'*1, _' 'C -3 as low as 100 ppm and to increase in amount with in-
creasing oxygen concentration. A quantitative metallo-

1      9        7 4;;  .> :,"'  '.;  "   Lt'·41        - ' !,          -  - -:53 'X
*- graphic analysis (systematic point count referred to a

5,2  .            .S---r   .14.    42--,23:it two-dimensional grid) showed that, in an alloy con-
'+         -,     iltr. '- _-         -

4-    p . S,412.1  ' 6-- -- taining  1100 ppm oxygen, the volume fraction  of  this
light phase may exceed 10%. It is concluded that the

,- 1 ,

*US '                      1    1.-1-
1 2    .     I A: light phase is a solid solution of oxygen in zirconium

& e.
. -

I                                     . 06* ... with the oxygen content close to the maximum solu-34              :           .. .. bility limit as shown in the zirconium-oxygen binary. .     e. . , ; system. (6)
In alloys of U-Pu-Ti plutonium atoms replace the

.«..
p.- -    :

uranium atoms in the U2Ti compound and the inter-
1.1 mediate phase projects into the ternary system as (U,

Pu) 2Ti.(7) U-Ti alloys  with a small amount  of  plu-
I t tonium quenched from the y-temperature region trans-

2-4 form by a complex series of reactions to (U,Pu) 2Ti plus
a-U. As the amount of plutonium in the ternary alloys

42872 Bright Field 500X increases, the zeta U-Pu phase also appears in the
b. U-18.520/oPu-14.lw/oZr structure at room temperature. An examination of the

FIG. 1. Microstructures of II-Pu-Zr and U-Pu-Ti Alloy diffraction patterns of U-Pu-Ti alloys quenched from
Castings. the gamma region shows that none of the high-tem-

perature phases (beta, eta, gamma) are retained at
dividual and combined effects of plutonium, zirconium

room temperature. The introduction of plutoniumand titanium on the solidus of U-Pu-Zr and U-Pu-Ti causes a slight expansion of the U2 i lattice. The lat-
alloys are shown in the curves of Figure 2b and 2e. tice constants of U-16.7a/oPu-33a/oTi homogenized
Figure 2b compares the rates at which zirconium and for one week at 1050°C and water quenched were found
titanium raise the solidus of uranium, U-10a/oPu and to be ao = 4.843 + O.001 A, co = 2.850 + 0.001 A com-
U-15a/oPu alloys. Figure 2c shows that additions of
plutonium lower the solidus more rapidly for the U-Ti ce) Elliott, R. P., Constitution of Binary Alloys, First SuppL
alloys than for the U-Zr alloys. ment, McGraw-Hill,  New York,  709  (1965).Solid-State Structures. X-ray diffraction has shown (7) Quarterly Statits Report Advanced Reactor Technology for
that U-Pu-Zr alloys with small additions of plutonium Period .Ending January 31, 1965, LA-3422-MS, p. 31-32.
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FIG. 2. Solidus Temperatures of U-Pu-Ti and U-Pu-Zr Alloys.

pared with ao = 4.828 A, co = 2.847 A for the binary has also been observed as occasional inelusions in high-
U2Ti.(8) When the same alloy was subsequently heat purity U-Pu-Ti alloys. As previously noted a similar
treated for three days at 775°C and water quenched, oxygen solid solution appears in the U-Pu-Zr alloys.
the ao parameter was reduced by 0.23% to 4.832 + In the cast structure the light phase has an irregular
O.0002 A while the co parameter was expanded by morphology. The particles tend to splieroidize as shown
0.42% to 2.8586 :i= 0.0002 A. in Figure 4 during a long-term anneal within the

Figure 4 is an electron micrograph of a U-15a/oPu- gamma temperature region.
15a/oTi alloy homogenized and quenched from 950°C Transformations. An analysis of the U-Pu-Zr and U-
which shows the fine structure of the low temperature Pu-Ti ternary systems shows that the transformations
phases formed during quenching. The structure ob- involved in the decomposition of the high-temperature
served optically is similar to the quenched U-Pu-Zr y-phase are complex and usually involve one or more
matrix shown in Figure 3, However, the phases formed four-phase isothermal reactions. Dilatometric and dif-
during quenching cannot be resolved. An electron ferential thermal analysis studies of several alloys in
microprobe analysis of the large round particles shown the U-Pu-Zr system indicate that two isothermal reac-
in Figure 4 has identified this phase as a solid solution tions occur during cooling of the y-phase to room tem-

  oxygen
in titanium (containing approximately perature. These two four-phase isothermal reactions

-9011,/oTi with no uranium or plutonium). This phase occur at 650°C + 5°C and at 595°C + 5°C. These
reactions are interpreted as Class 2 type reactions. It is(8) Knapton, A. G., The System Uranium-Titanium, J. Inst.

Metals 83, 497-504 (1954-55). believed that at 595°C the reaction is a t y- +8+ C
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42802
500 X

106-8659

FIG. 3. U-13a/oPu-22.5a/0Zr Annealed for 7 Days at 950°C and Oil Quenched. Decomposed gamma matrix with gamma grainboundaries. Light phase is a solid solution of oxygen in zireonium.

Below the 595°C isothermal reaction plane the two phases have about the same density. About 1800 ppmthree-phase regions are at C + 8, which is stable to of carbon and oxygen impurities in one casting loweredroom temperature, and y + C + 8, which takes part the density 10%. The line in Figure 5 was drawn for al-in 8 lower temperature transformation. loys of about 500 ppm carbon and oxygen contents. ForIsothermal reaction temperatures have not been es- pure alloys the density would be about 3 to 5% higher.
tablished for alloys in the U-Pu-Ti system. The small amount of porosity in some of these cast-Isothermal heat treatments are now being carried ings had a much smaller effect on density than did theout on additional alloys in the U-Pu-Zr and U-Pu-Ti oxygen and carbon impurities.
systems. These alloys will be examined by optical
metallography, X-ray diffraction and electron micro- d. THERMAL EXPANSION OF U.Pu.Zr AND U-
probe analysis. Pu.Ti ALLOYS (H. V. RHUDE)

c. DENSITY OF U-Pu-Zr AND U-Pu-Ti ALLOYS and U-Pu-Ti alloys of interest have large expansion       
Dilatometric studies have shown that the U-Pu-Zr

(R. J. DUNWORTH AND H. V. RHUDE) coefficients in the temperature range of reactor interest
As shown in Figure 5 the density of cast U-Pu-Zr (Table I). The  (U,Pu) 2Ti compound undergoes an  es-

and U-Pu-Ti alloys varies linearly with the atomic pecially large expansion as it transforms to the y phasepercent of zirconium or titanium in the alloy. The plu- on heating. Specimens approximately 6 mm in diamet,tonium content ranged from 10 to 20a/0, but the effect by 25 mm long were heated and cooled 2°C per minuig
is small, since the (U,Pu) alpha and the (U,Pu) zeta between room temperature and 950°C in a vertical
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42848 5,600 X

106-8662

FIG. 4. U-15a/oPu-15a/oTi Annealed for 7 Days at 950°C and Oil Quenched. Fine structure of phases formed during the rapid
transformation of the gamma solid solution. Large round phase is a solid solution of oxygen in titanium.

quartz-tube vacuum dilatometer. (0) Dilatonietric ex- tivity  of  the  (U, Pu)  zeta  and  the  (U, Pu) 2Ti phases.

pansion curves for U-15w/oPu-6.5w/0Zr and U- The addition of plutonium to these alloys will increase

15w/oPu-1011'/oTi alloys are given in Figure 6. the zeta phase and decrease the alpha phase. Both
changes will lower the thermal conductivity. These

e. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U-Pu-Zr AND data were obtained on a specimen 2 cm in diameter and
U-Pu-Ti ALLOYS (R. J. DUNWORTH) 8 em long. Tlie comparative type apparatusce) was used

The thermal conductivity of U-10a/oPu-13a/oTi, with Armeo iron as the standard.
U-lla/oPu-30a/oTi, U-15a/0Zr, and U-15a/oPu-
25a/0Zr has been measured. Qualitatively, the values f. THERMAL CYCLING OF U.Pu-Zr AND U-Pii-Ti
shown in Figure 7 correlate with the volume fractions ALLOYS (R. J. DUNWORTH 

of the phases present in the alloys. By the use of tenta- The U-Pu-Zr and U-Pu-Ti alloys listed in Table 2
tive isothermal sections at 500°C of the U-Pu-Zr and were repeatedly thermally cycled through their phase
U-Pu-Ti ternary diagrams, the volume fractions of transformations with essentially no effect. The pins
(U, Pu)      alpha,      (U, Pu)      zeta,      (U, Pu) Zr2, and increased in length froni 0 to 5%, but the errors in

(U, Pu) 2Ti phases were estimated. Since solid solubil- measuring slightly distorted rods were probably the
ity in these phases was limited, a mixture type equation major cause of these increases. The density changes
can be used to calculate the thermal conductivity of varied from -0.6 to +0.8% and were probably re-
the different phases.  On this basis,  the   (U, Pu) alpha lated more to homogenizing the cast structure than to

 d   (U, Pu) Zr2 phases have about twice the conduc- thermal transformation cycling damage. The largest
./.

(9) Annual Report. for 1961, Afe/,allurgy Divi.Rion,, ANT,-6518, length increases were associated with small or nega-

p. 406 and 403. tive density changes and no good correlation is evident.
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19.0 transfer times ranged from 13 to 30 minutes. Duri„g

4 these tests a thermal gradient of 15°C was measured
             o Ti along the capsule but this effect was undoubtedly miti-

18.0- A Zr gated by the heat capacity of the capsule and the NaK.0
0

1                                                  g. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF U-Pii-7.r AND
U-Pu-Ti ALLOYS (H. SAVAGE)

17.0-
fo Mechanical properties of a number of U-Pu-Zr and
f U-Pu-Ti alloys were determined from room tempera-
E

ture to 750°C. Compressive, tensile and creep strengths
i  16.0

- were measured. At reactor operating temperatures thea

                                     alloys have improved strength with increasing zir-0 conium or titanium content and lower strength with in-
A

15.0 -
o                         A                                                                           060

a o
00

14.0- /
0                                                                     0.50 -                                                                                                                                        ,'

13.0                   1                  1                  1                  1                                                                                                               ;   U-IOPu -
10                 20                 30                40                                    E                                                                       Uh// /----

a/0 OF Zr OR Ti  040-

106-8664                                                                                                                  5ti                           U-17Pu-21 Fz
FIG. 5.  Density of Cast U-(10/20)Pu-Zrand U-(10/20)Pu-Ti               g                 -  . -i --Alloys versus the Atomic Percent of Zr or Ti. 8   0.30-

g28            0      lopusi_
<
:E

  0.20- -2 4-5-Pu--25Zr24 -

2            U.15Pu-15Zr-3,/ --'- C.// U-11 Pu-30Ti
20- ...»r     I 

C
\
.

E 16-

0  100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
S 12- TEMPERATURE, °C
2    U-15w,/oPu-€.Sw,/011 ·

100-8055Xw                                                                  FIG. 7. Thermal Conductivity of U-Pu-Zr and U-Pu-Ti8-
Alloys  (a/o).

4- -U-15w/o Pu-IOw/oZr TABLE 2. ALLOYS THAT WERE THERMALLY CYCLED
THROUGHOUT THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS

Composition (w/o)
0 200 400 600 800 000

TEMPERATURE,°C                                          U                 Pu                 Zr                Ti

106-8663
bal.                     11                           5.9FIG. 6. Expansion Curve for U-15to/oPu-6.Sw/oTi  and bal. 16.3 6.3U-15w/oPu-1010/0Zr. baI. 14.9 9.2
bal. 10.6 13.4

Six injection-cast pins, 2.5 cm long by 3.5 cm in di- bal. 18.8 14.8
ameter were loaded into a stainless steel capsule, bal.            22                              11.6

8.9 cm long by 2.5 cm in diameter, and covered with 15 bal. 11.4 3.2

cc of NaK. They were heated to 700°C or 830°C and bal. 17.0 3.1

cooled to 350°C or 550°C, one hundred times. The bal. 19.8 9.0
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creasing plutonium content. The weak (U,Pu) gamma TABLE 3. ULTIMATE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF U-PU-Zr

phase limits the strength to very low values but im- AND U-PU-Ti ALLOYS AT 'VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

parts ductility to these alloys. A typical stress-strain- Ullittiale Con,piessive 3lrenglli
time-temperat,lire graph for one alloy is presented. Alloy Heat (kg/mmD

Each datum point represents a single test. (76·/0) Treatment

The compressive properties of U-Pu-Zr alloys are in- 25°C   500°C  625°C I 675°C  750°C
fluenced by temperature and the plutonium or zir- U-Pu-Zr Alloys
conium content. As shown in Table 3 about 50% of the
room-temperature strength is retained at 500° C. The U-11.1Pu-6. 3Zr Horn.(a) 164           12    4.0    --

strength drops rapidly to less than 5% of the room U-12.3Pu-14.1Zr Hom. 166 -- - 6.9 4.2

Ali-Cast 1G4 >53  12   5.2
temperature values al 675"C. The strength of the U- U-16.6Pu-6.3Zr As-Cast 127 >55  11  2.5
Pu-Zr alloys decreases with increasing plutonium con- U-15Pu-10Zr As-Cast 129     48   11    5.6

tent. Zirconium strengthens the alloys at 675°C. Some U-18.5Pu-14.1Zr Hom. 116 5.6

ductility was observed in the 500°C tests. The alloys
tested at 625°C and above failed in a ductile manner, U-Pu-Ti :Alloys

As-cast and homogenized specimens have similar
U-9.1Ti Hom. 145 115    80   65     35

properties. As-Cast 150    95    65   50     30
The compressive strengths of the U-Pu-Ti alloys are U-11.1Pu-3.4Ti Hom.                  96                                               6.3

listed in Table 3. The alloys retain about 10 to 20% U-17.1Pu-3.4Ti Hom. 96 -- --    3.8   --

of their room temperature strength at 625°C. Increas- U-15Pu-6.5Ti Hom. 130    37    13 6.3 4.2

ing titanium additions strengthen the alloys at all tem- As-Cast 158    27    12    9.0   --

U-15Pu-10Ti Hom. 90 45 20 10 7
peratures above room temperature because of the As-Cast 120 40---
U2Ti-type phase found in this system. The addition of U-22.1Pu-11.8Ti As-Cast 141    55    30   20     10

plutonium to U2Ti weakens this compound. As-cast
and homogenized specimens differ slightly in their (a) Homogenizing heat treatment: 1050°C 1 week, oil quench

for the alloys with >1Ow/oZr or Ti, and 950'C 1 week, oil
properties. quench for alloys with < 1Ow/0Zr  or Ti.

The short-time tensile properties as a function of
composition and at temperatures of up to 675°C were
studied. Values at 25°C and 675°C are summarized in TABLE 4. TENSILE PROPERTY VARIATION WITH

TEMPERATURE IN HOMOGENIZED AND QUENCHED
Table 4. The alloys are ductile but very weak in the U-PU-Zr AND U-PU-Ti ALLOYS(")
gamma-phase temperature region. The U-Pu-Ti alloys
are stronger in tension at 675°C than the U-Pu-Zr al- Alloy

U T.S. Y.S.(b)         E

loys. At room temperature both alloys are brittle. At (nominal w/o) » .2%  115) C= INitr:'
675°C, increased plutonium weakens the alloys as in
the compression tests. On the other hand, increasing U   Pu   Zr

zirconium or titanium additions strengthen the alloys
82.6 11.1 6.3     25     18.1 - 17.4 Brittleat 675°C.

675 1.2 1.1 1.4 Ductile
Tensile creep was measured on a number of the al- 77.1 16.6 6.3     25      4.0 -- 10.6 Brittle

loys listed in Table 3. These tests were made in· the 675 1.2 1.1 1.6 Ductile

temperature and stress range expected in the fuel rods 67.4 18.5 14.1       25        7.7 -- 13.0 Brittle

during normal reactor operation. The stress to pro- 675 2.9 2.8 1.9 Ductile

duce a given strain is plotted versus time on log-log U Pu Ti
coordinates in Figure 8 for a typical alloy of U-
18.5w/oPu-14.lw/oZr at 600, 650 and 700'C. Tests 90.9 0 9.1     25 14.7 22.7 Bri ttle

were conducted at intervals of 25°C between 600 and 675 26.3 3.0 Brittle

700°C and terminated at about 1% strain. It was es- 85.2 11.4 3.4     25     30.8 -- 17.9 Brittle

tablished that the strain-time relationship is approxi- 675 5.5 5.2 2.4 Ductile

78.5  15   6.5     25      4.5 - 14.7 Brittle
mately linear on log-log coordinates to at least 5% 675 2.6 2.1 1.4 Ductile
strain  such  that  data  ending  at 1% strain could  be  ex-                75          15      10                 25              6.5 - 7.9 Brittle

trapolated to 5% strain. At 600°C, a stress of 1 kg/ 675 7.0 6.5 3.0 Ductile

·11 2 requires 23,000 minutes to cause 5% strain;   at
v30°C, 220 minutes;  at 700°C, 26 minutes. The slopes

(•) All specimens were tested in creep prior to the tensile
tests, and therefore contain some (<5%) hot work.

of the stress-time curves at 650°C are different from the (b) Yield strength at 0.2% offset. Brittle specimens did not
slopcs of the other two. It may be noted that 650°C is attain this before fracturing.
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FIG. 8. Creep Data of U-18.5to/opu-14.ltu/oZr Alloy at 600, 650 and 700'C.

TABLE 5.  TIME (IN MINUTES) To ATTAIN 2% STRAIN the temperature of a four phase reaction in the ternaryIN  - U- r AND U-Pu-Ti ALLOYS U-Pu-Zr system. The slopes at 600 and 700°C are
, Alloy Comp. Stress

Temp. ('C) similar. A comparison of the creep strengths of the
l,olo) (kg/mmD various alloys is shown in Table 5. At 675°C and 1.0

600 625 650 675 700 kg-mm-2 stress, only the U-11.4w/oPu-3.4w/oTi al-

U  Pu  Zr loy required more than 100 minutes to attain 2%
strain.

82.6 11.1 6.3 0.5                           15

1 0                          5            h. COMPATIBILITY OF U-Pu-Zr AND U.Pu-Ti
2.0             -             3                   ALLOYS WITH POTENTIAL CLADDING MA-
4.0                                  5                       1                                      TERIALS    (C.   M.   WALTER,   L.   R.   KELMAN,   AND

77.1 16.6 6.3 0.5             --           10 S. T. ZEGLER)
1.0 5,000                       1.                                A most important consideration  in the successful  ap-
2,0 210
4.0               10

plication of the newly developed liigli-inellii,g U.Pu-
based alloys as fast reactor fuels is the type of clad-

75    15  10 0.5 --
5,000 ding that can be used. Heretofore, the formation of

1.0 5,000 80 low-melting eutectics has greatly restricted the use of
2.0 210 1 stainless steel and other iron- and nickel-base alloys as4.0·               10 cladding for uranium,  U-Pu and U-Pu-Fz alloys. (4, 10)

67.4 18.5 14.1 0.5 100,000 5,000     60    55
Yet stainless steel is the favored cladding material be-

1.0 10,000         80    10 10 cause it has the best combination of sodium compati-
2.0 800 2 2 3 bility, cross section to neutrons, and commercial avail-
4.0             70                                                ability in the form of relatively inexpensive thin-walled

tubing.U Pu Ti
Fortunately, recent studies have shown that some of

85.2 11.4 3.4 0.5             --          -- the U-Pu-Zr alloys are compatible with Type 304
1.0 20,000 2,000 stainless steel  up  to  800°C. (8)   On the other  hand;  the
2.0 350 60 high-melting U-Pu-Ti alloys have been shown to be4.0                5          1 similar to the U-Pu-Fz alloys in that they interact

75    15  10 0.5 400 110         45
readily with Type 304 stainless steel and the reacth

1.0                  20                       5 5 products melt at 650°C. (4.10)
2.0

4.0 (19) Annital Progress Report for 1964, M.etallurgy Division,
ANL-7000, p. 7.
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In addition to raising the temperature at which re- TABLE 6. CREEP-RUPTURE DATA* AND COMPOSITION

action-product melting occurs, the 8ddition of zir- OF POTENTIAL CLADDING  fATERIALS

Conium to U-Pu alloys a,lso produces a fuel that reacts
Creep-rupturevery slowly with 304 stainless steel below the eutec"tic

temperature. Qualitative extrapolation from data up to Stress, psiAlloy X 10-3 for Elongation Ni Cr Mo Co  W Mn Fe42 days at 650°C, assuming a parabolic rate law, pre- Failure in at Rupture
dicts a cladding penetration of < 10 F in one year. 104 hours (%)

Compatible higher-strength cladding materials may at 700°C

be needed to restrain swelling in U-Pu-Zr alloy fuels 304 SS            9          20      10 19 2    67
where very high burnups are desired at fuel/cladding 16-15-6          15         20      15 16 6 7.5  55
Interface temperatures uf 650°O or higher. A thorough 10-25-0          14          90      26 16 6 1,3  50

investigation of the compatibility of U-Pu-Zr alloys N-155      17     23   20 21 3 20 3 1.5  30

with several steels and high-strength superalloys is Incoloy 800           10                   20            32 21 0.75 46

Hastelloy-   15     40   48 22 9 1.5 0.61   18under way to determine (a) the nature of the reaction         X
products at the interface and their relation to the
equilibi·ium diagrams, (b) the effect of time and tem- * Extrapolated and estimated where adequate data do not
perature up to melting temperature, (c) the limit to exist.

which the zirconium content can be reduced in the
fuels, and (d) other additives that will make U-Pu al- TABLE 7. COMPATIBILITY TEST RESULTS FOR U-Pu-Zr

loys compatible with stainless steel. Other factors of ALLOYS WITH POTENTIAL CLADDING MATERIALS

interest  are: the influence  of  a sodium thermal  bond; Cladding Penetration (microns)
the  influence  of  an irradiation environment; the effect
of fission products that grow in at high burnups. U-18.Sw/oPu-Cladding Time U-151/oPu-10m/oZr

The melting temperatures of reaction products be- Material (days)
14.1m /0Zr

tween Type 304 stainless steel and three U-PU-Zr al-                       0                    0
loys are compared with data obtained on other uranium     750°C    800°C       750°C    
and U-Pu alloys in Figure 9. The U-Fe eutectic tem-
perature is included as a base point. The 150°C su- 304 SS 7 5 6 30 5 4     11

periority of the high-zirconium alloys over the U-Pu 42    4     13               8      6     25

16-15-6         7                                       3
alloys containing titanium or fizzium is clearly evident.

16-25-6        7           -               -     15     -

N 155         7           26       -     20     -     23
Incoloy 800       7 40 melted*                 40         60

500°C 600°C 700°C 800°C     42  70  - -
Hastelloy- 7 melted* 30 melted*

U# Fe               |                                                                                                    X                     42                                                        20»=»»»»»»»»=
* Melting of reaction products and accelerated penetration

u- Sw/o Fs #304 SS

Allillmllglnlt, Ill»»»ls' occurred.

U-15w/o Pu-IOw/o Fs #304 SS Also, 6.3w/0 zirconium is not as beneficial as 10 and
I.:...4,0,,liv 14.lw/0 zirconium when added to U-Pu alloys.

U-15*/opu-low/oTi#304 SS     ; The compositions and creep-rupture strength and
».»R·»»»»R»»Ny ductility of the iron- and nickel-base cladding mate-

rials that have been tested against U-Pu-Zr alloys are
U- 15./0 Pu-IOw>0 Zr//304 SS

·NIS.T..I,T4'222.4"24.rr RI"ll ,  llllr"Ir# given in Table 6. Compatibility test results are given
in Table 7. The alloys are arranged in both tables in

U-18.Sw/oPu-14.tw/0Zr//304 SS decreasing order of compatibility. Preliminary test
:«»» »»»R·N»»R,»»R» #Rl results indicate that the 16-15-6 alloy may be as good

I as Type 304 stainless steel. However, alloys high in
U- 16.6 w/o Pu- 6.3 w/0 Zr// 304 SS         1

&»»»*»»»t»»»»»=>51 nickel or cobalt have poorer compatibility. But the
poorest of these is a big improvement over Type 304
stainless steel with the U-Pu-Fz alloys. The role of

106-8519 Rev. 1 chromium in the compatibility of these potential clad-
FIG. 9. Melting Temperature of Reaction Products of Type ding materials is also being investigated.

304 SS with Several Fuels. A simplified system consisting of U-Zr/Fe is cur-
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o SINGLE PHASE Fe30 , and two binary phases ZrBFe and Zr2Fe have
Zr       e TWO PHASE been found in this work. The crystal structures of the

• THREE PHASE
phases have not been determined.

SU 0 U-Pu-Ti alloys appear to have adequate compati-

4 80 20 16 bility with the V-2Ow/oTi alloy at 700°C, but more
2  70

' Z''Fe- 30 40
tests will have to be run to confirm this. There is some

0,                                  question as to the compatibility of V-2Ow/oTi with/                       Zr  Fe

43   60
1 40 ' \ U-Pu-Zr alloys at 700°C because, although the clad-

-9     so    e                                         50 1
ding penetration is only slightly more than that found

4 7-U with U-Pu-Ti alloys, there was a very large penetra-
40 40 60 * tion into the fuel. This will also be checked by further9       2, --

30 Yul€ /0 70     z, Fe,
testing.

, / 2  €IL .CU.5)92 /  liFZ,6 F,23
20       3/ //9/--4,-          / i. PROPERTIES OF ZERO-POWER URANIUM-

10   9/:21'.9-9*-8<  --  L.(QU,Zi)Fe: 9    4%(U,Z,)Fe:       90/  - ----,/1    L \ PLUTONIUM METAL FUELS (H. V. RHuDE AND
-21 -9 /  v   vi   v  /v    v    v     Fe               L. R KELMAN)

Y. L.UG' e  9(0 80 70 60 50 40 l 0 20  10U6 Fe+ L ATOMIC PERCENT U UFe2
A  U-20w/oPu-2.5'to/0 (6a/o)Mo alloy was selected

106-8665 during 1964 for the additional fuel required for the
FIG. 10. Proposed 800°C Isothermal Section in the Ternary SEFOR (Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor)

U-Zr-Fe System. fast critical experiments to be performed in ZPR-
III. (12) Air corrosion tests were continued  on this alloy

rently being studied in an effort to understand the
during 1965, both on bare alloy specimens and on

improved compatibility of the more complicated U-Pu- jacketed fuel plates with simulated j acket failures.
Zr/304 stainless steel system. Results of compatibility One of the bare specimend held up well for 21tests of binary U-Zr alloys with iron also show no melt- months, after which the test was discontinued in order
ing of reaction products at 800°C when the zirconium to run a chemical analysis on the original specimen.
content is 10% or more. Microprobe analysis along Other specimens have been under test for over a yearwith equilibrium phase studies indicate a complicated and have confirmed the corrosion resistance shown bydiffusion path, which avoids regions containing liquid earlier tests.phases in the ternary system. Such diffusion phenom- The behavior during air storage of a clad fuel plateena are not uncommon in Complex systems. (11) There with a defective j acket  is also being studied. Approxi-is also indication that oxygen may influence com- mately 6 mm of the jacket edge-weld was filed off of
patibility in this system by forming a zirconium- a jacketed fuel plate and the two halves of the jacketoxygen solid-solution phase. separated slightly to simulate 8 major j acket failure.

The regions of the 800°C isothermal section of the · After eight months exposure to room-temperature air,U-Zr-Fe equilibrium diagram that have been investi-
with humidity varying between 25 and 50% relative

gated as part of the compatibility program are shown
humidity, the contamination level at the opening wasin Figure 10. The indicated phase relations were deter-
25M, compared to lOM originally. A very small notchmined from a correlation of optical and X-ray metal- filed through   the j acket   weld to simulate a minor

lographic data for isothermally annealed and water
j acket failure gave a reading of lM after eight months,quenched alloys. The liquid phase field that occurs in compared to none originally. The thickness of thethe U-Fe system between 23 and 38a/oFe extends into jacket fuel plate at a marked spot in the center in-the ternary system to approximately 12a/oZr. At creased from 0.587 mm to 0.506 mm, indicating that ahigher zirconium concentrations, up to 35a/0, the slight amount of swelling had taken place.liquid phase occurs in equilibrium with either one or Fuel alloys currently being considered for ZPPRtwo intermediate phases. These initial findings clearly and ZPR-IV(13) require a total Pu-239 + Pu-241 con-

indicate that compatibility between U-Zr alloys and
tent of 22.5a/0, which means that the total plutonium

pure iron requires the compositional path in diffusion
couples to be toward the zirconium corner of the ter- (12) Kelman, L. R., Rhude, H. V. and Savage, H., Devetop-
nary system. A ternary intermediate phase, termed ment of a Metal Fuel for SEFOR Fast Critical Expe,·iment a   '
epsilon, having the approximate  composition U33Zr37 for ZPPR, Trans.  ANS  7(2),  401   (1964).

(13) Kelman, L. R., Rhude, H. V., Schnizlein, J. G. aitu
(11) Kirbaldy, J. S. and Brown, L. C., DifiLdon Behavio,· in Savage, H., Metallic Fliels for Fast Critical Experiments, 3rd

Te,·nary, Mititiphase Systems, Canadian Met. Quarterly 2,89 Intern. Conf. on Plutonium, London, 22-26 November 1965.
(Jan.-Mar. 1963). To be published in the proceedings.
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content will be somewhere between 25 and 30a/0, to the molybdenum alloy, 12a/0 titaniuni must be

depending upon the amount of Pu-240 in the available added. U-26tv/oPu-2.4*'/0 (Ga/o) Zr,     U-26.5w/oPu-
plutonium. U-25w/oPu-2.5w/0 (6a/o) Mo alloy speci- 71£1/0 (9a/o) Zr, and U-27w/oPu-5w/0 (12a/o) Zr alloys
Inens have been air-corrosion tested for seven months have been air-corrosion tested for four months and
and have been as good as the lower plutonium content have held up well. Expansion properties are favorable,
alloys tested for SEFOR. Mechanical and physical but a britlleIiess and tendency to chip make these

properties are also comparable. Prototype fuel plates alloys more difficult to machine than the 11101ybdenum
of this alloy are now being made for ZPPR. alloys. Further testing is needed to see if these are com-

U-Pu-Ti and U-Pu-Zr alloys have also been studied parable to the molybdenum alloy.
as potential fuel alloys for ZPPR and ZPR-IV. An Attempts to roll the U-Pu-Mo and U-Pu-Ti alloys
alloy of U-26w/oPu-1.3w/0 (6a/o) Ti has favorable in a high-purity argon-atmosphere glovebox have had
mechanical and physical properties, but its air-corro- limited success owing to an inability to keep thp small
Siull lebiblance is poorer than that of the Ga/oMo specimens within the plastic temperature range during

alloy. To get air-corrosion resistance comparable rolling (600 to 700°C).

2. Carbide Fuels  and  Fuel  Elements

a. URANIUM-PLUTONIUM MONOCARBIDE (D. techniques to determine the extent of solid solution
E.  HITE AND  . R. JACOBY*) and by microprobe analysis to determine the homo-

Solid solutions of uranium-plutonium monocarbide geneity of the system.
are of interest as fast reactor fuels. These carbide The photomicrograph, Figure  11,  at 50Ox, reveals
solid solutions have been made by arc melting a mix- what is basically   a   (U, Pu) C with small inclusions,
ture of uranium-plutonium alloy with carbon. Buttons which probably  are   (U, Pu) 2C3 .(15) There  is  no  trace

produced by this procedure are crushed to a fine of UC2 present. The microprobe analysis revealed a
powder, compacted and sintered. The large surface 2% variation of the plutonium content, across the
area of the powder produced from the crushed buttons diameter of the specimen.
is conducive to oxygen pickup from the glovebox

atmosphere. b.   COMPATIBILITY OF  (U,Pii) C WITH JACKET
Several pellets were prepared so as to avoid this MATERIALS (T. W. L TIMER, C. M.  ALTER,

pickup(14) and sintered in argon at 1800°C for three AND  . R. JACOBY)
hours. The heating rate was very slow to insure the The initial phase of the compatibility studies of
integrity of the specimens. The pressed pellets had a (U, Pu) C  consists of surveying the interaction  of  a
green density of 9.15 g/ce and after sintering the number    of j acketing materials including refractory
density was found to have decreased to 8.86 g/ce. metals and iron- and nickel-base alloys with stoichio-
Three pellets were resintered at 1850°C in argon for metric, single-phase    (U, Pu) C   over the temperature
six hours. The densities increased to 9.35 g/ec. Chemi- range of 650°C to 1100°C. This portion of the program
cal analysis revealed little or no loss of plutonium, but is concerned with contact-bonding in the absence of
carbon analysis differed from the calculated carbon sodium and represents the extreme contact conditions
content by O.ltv/0. found in a helium contact-bonded fuel element. The

The pellets were crushed, repressed and sintered in emphasis is being placed on iron- and nickel-base
argon at 1840°C for six hours. The densities increased cladding* at 650°C to 8000 C. Later portions of the
to 11.832 g/cc, or 87% of theoretical density. Chenii- program will investigate the effect of stoichiometry,
cal analysis revealed a further loss of carbon and a stabilizing additions, sodium environment, and irradia-
slight increase in oxygen content. tion.

These pellets were examined by ceramographic The    (U, Pu) C was prepared by sintering pellets

* Industrial trainee from Westinghouse Electric Corpora- (15) Anselin, F., Dean, G., Lorenzelli, R. and Pascard, R.,
tion. "On the System (UPu) (CNO) as Applied to Sintered Car-

   (14) Anselin, F.,Dean, G., Lorenzelli, R. and Pascard, R., bides, Carbonitrides and Oxycarbides," in Carbides in Nuclear

 'On the System (UPu) (CNO) as Applied to Sintered Car- Energy, Vol. 1, Edited by Russell (Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,
bides, Carbonitrides and Oxycarbides," in Carbides in Nuclear London, 1964) p. 157.
Energy, Vol. I, Edited by Russell (Macmillan & Co., Ltd. * Jacketing that becomes metallurgically bonded becomes

London, 1964) p. 118-119. cladding.
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FIG. 11. Reaction Sintered (U,Pu)C.

pressed from crushed, arc-melted stock. '1'he U/Fu were then pulislied flat by usc of 1/0 emory papor on a
ratio  was  4:1  and a typical chemical analysis showed glass plate and a special specimen holder. Immediately
a carbon content of 4.74w/0 with oxygen and nitrogen after polishing the specimens were assembled and pres-
impurities of 0.09 and 0.03w/0, respectively. Examina- sure was applied by a screw in one end of the molyb-
tion of the pellets showed single-phase monocarbide of denum holder. The assembly was then placed in a
approximately 86% of theoretical density. capsule, evacuated, backfilled with V atmosphere of

Each compatibility assembly consisted of a pellet helium, and sealed. Stainless steel capsules were used
of the carbide fuel between two disks   of j acketing for the 800°C heat treatments while quartz capsules
material held in contact with a molybdenum frame. were used for the higher temperature heat treatments.
In addition, a third metal disk was added to the Equivalent results were obtained in each capsule mate-
assembly to ensure   that the fuel-j acketing assembly rial.
had a sufficiently greater thermal expansion than that The results of the compatibility tests made to date
of its molybdenum holder to maintain continued con- should be considered as a preliminary survey. The
tact  between   fuel  and j acketing at elevated tempera- extent of carbide reaction with the various cladding
tures. materials are summarized in Table 8 and some typica

Approximately 0.8 mm was ground off each end of reactions of  (U, Pu) C with various cladding material
the carbide pellets to minimize the chance of surface are shown in Figure 12.
impurity phases. The fuel-j acketing contact surfaces The results show no reaction of single-phase
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(U,Pu)C vs Hastelloy X 950°C for 7 days (U,Pu)C vs Vanadium-20% Titanium 950'C for 42 days
42733

(U,Pu)C vs Type 304 Stainless Steel (U,Pu)C vs Vanadium 1100°C for 7 days (U,Pu)C vs Niobium 1100°C for 7 days
FIG. 12. Typical Reactions of (U,Pu)C with Various Cladding Materials.

these alloys contain substantial amounts of cobalt or (U, Pu) C with newer potential cladding materials   is
manganese, the influence of which is unknown with yet to be determined. Hyperstoichiometric carbide
regard to compatibility with uranium-plutonium car- (C +N+0 content equivalent to 5.25w/oC) con-
bides or to sodium corrosion resistance, taining   (U,Pu) 2   as a second phase  has  been  pre-

Material considerations favor the use of stoichio- pared and is being tested with the iron- and nickel-
metric monocarbide although its permissible range of based j acketing materials listed in Table  9.
carbon content is so narrow that large scale produc- The lower thermodynamic stability of the carbide
tion is not economically feasible at this time. Stain- phases    (U, Pu) 2C:,   and    (U, Pu) (2 in comparison   to

,.IA less steels are reported to be compatible with slightly (U, Pu) C can present compatibility problems  in  hy-
          hyperstoichiometric     (U,PU) C    at    816°C    for 4000 perstoichiometric carbide fuels because of their tend-

hours, (16) but the compatibility of hyperstoichiometric ency to transfer carbon to the cladding, especially in
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TABLE 8. REACTION OF (CO.SPUB.2)C WITH POTENTIAL CLADDING MATERIALS

Reaction Zone Width G)
Temp. Direction of

Material Remarks
(°C) Reaction Zone

7 Days 17 Days 42 Days

304 SS 800 Nil Nil Nil                          -

950                   3                -                 -                 Cladding                              -
1100 130 380 Melted Cladding Heavy grain boundary pene-

tration

Hastelloy-X 800                -                   5                  8 Fuel Continuous band
950                45                 60                 75 Fuel Continuous band
1100 Melted Melted Melted

V-2010/OTi 800                       -                100 (270)* - Cladding Nonunifurm continuous band,
950 160(320)*

- 350(700)* Cladding poorly defined due to reac-

1100 750(>1300)* > 1300 Cladding tion along stringers

Vanadium 950 Nil Nil 45 Cladding Irregular second phase growth
1100 165 270 450 Cladding along grain boundaries

Niobium 950                2 Cladding Uniform continuous band
1100          8 Cladding Uniform continuous band

Molybdenum 1100 6 Cladding Uniform continulus band

Tantalum 1100           4 Cladding Uniform continuous band

Chromium 1100 Nil

Tungsten 1100 Nil

* Values in parentheses indicate extent of reaction along stringers.

(U, Pu) C  with  Type 304 stainless steel  at  800°C for continue to receive attention even though its strength
42 days. At 1100°C, heavy grain-boundary penetra- is significantly lowered at temperatures above 600°C.
tion was noted with eventual melting occurring be- Increased nickel content, although imparting greater
tween 17 and 42 days. strength to iron-nickel-base alloys, appears to lessen

At 800°C a slight reaction (8 microns at 42 days) the compatibility of these alloys with carbide fuels.
was noted with Hastelloy-X at the interface. At 950°C, High-nickel alloys, such as Inconel or Nimonic, have
the reaction zone is shown to be clearly in the direction been reported(16-17) as incompatible with carbide fuels.
of the fuel. Hastelloy-X (48w/oNi) has shown some reaction at

Vanadium-2Ow/0 titanium alloy appeared to react 800°C with stoichiometric material. Because of these

quite extensively  with   (U, Pu) C  at  800°C.  The reac- factors, the investigation is being expanded to include
tion zone was rather irregular and appeared to follow high-strength iron-nickel-chromium and iron-nickel-
stringers (particles aligned in the extrusion direction) chromium-cobalt alloys with relatively low nickel con-
observed in as-received vanadium-titanium material. tents (13-25w/o). These alloys represent an interest-

No reaction with vanadium was noted at 950°C up to ing range of compositions while having a significantly
17 days, but a few small grain boundary penetrations greater strength than stainless steel at 700°C. The
were observed after 42 days. This second phase was compositions of potential cladding materials receiving
present in much greater amounts at 1100°C. immediate attention are listed in Table 9. Three of

Refractory metals such as tantalum, niobium, and (16) Stahl, D. and Strasser, A., "Properties of Solid-Solution
molybdenum showed slight reaction (4 to 8 microns) Uranium-Plutonium Carbides," Cat·bides in Nuclear Energy,
at 1100°C for seven days while no evidence of reaction Vol. I, Edited by Russell (Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
was observed with chromium and tungsten under these 1964).

conditions. (17) Russell, L. E., Bradbury, B. T., Hedger, H. J., Parkin-
son,  N.,  Sowden,  R.  G. and Waldron,  M. B., AIonocarbides  as

Stainless steel, because of its low cost, good com- Reactor Fuels, P/154, 3rd Geneva Conf. on the Peaceful Uses
patibility with sodium, and ease of fabrication, will of Atomic Energy  (1964).
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the presence of a sodium bond. The carbon that is TABLE 9. POTENTIAL JACKETING MATERIALS FOR (U,PU)C
transferred either forms a cladding carbide at the

Composition (Wt. %)
interface „r diffuses into the eladding and degrades its
mechanical properties, notably diictility. It is therefore Alloy Nb
desirable to eliminate these higher carbides. This F e N i C r C o M n M o+  W  C   N  Si

Ta
might be  accomplished  in  two ways:   (1) the addition
of    an    element that would reduce    (U,PU) 2(3 and Type 304 Stain-   67  10  19 2 0.06     1

CIJ, PU) 2,   but  not   (U, Pu) C,   and   form   a compound less Steel

that would give the fuel greater overall thermodynamic Hastelloy-X 18 48 22 1.5 1 9 0.60.10 -- 1

stability, and (2) the addition of an element that 16-25-6 50 25 16 -- 1.36 -- -0.080.150.70
16-15-6 55 15 16 -- 7.56 - -0.070.350.50would form a very stable carbide existing as a single
Haynes 56 45 13 2111.5 1.54.50.751.50.280.101

phase compound over a relatively wide composition N 155 30 20 21 20 1.53 1 3 0.150.150.5

range. In the latter method it is hoped that the fuel
pellet would consist of either uranium-plutonium
monocarbide plus a metal carbide with a wider range TABLE 10. JACKET-FUEL COMBINATIONS

of stoichiometry than that of  (U, Pu) C. No. of Fuel Form Jacket Material
Since these additions will be made to the hyper- Specimens

stoichiometric powders before sintering of the pellets,
phase studies of the sintered pellets should indicate the 4 UC-PuC Hastelloy-X

3 UC-PuC Nb-lw/0Zr
feasibility of these methods before compatibility tests 2 UC-PuC Ta-1Ow/oW
are run.                                                1 UC-PuC 316 Stainless

1 (U,Pu)C 304 Stainless

c.   PRODUCTION   OF   PuC   AND    (U,Pu) C   AND                        2 (U,Pu)C Nb-lto/0Zr
FABRICATION OF CARBIDE FUEL ELE-      1 (U,Pu)C V-2Ow/oTi
MENT SPECIMENS (J. E. AyER, F. E. SoppET,           1 (U,Pu)C Vanadium

G. J. TALABER, AND B. H. BIELER*)                                       1 (U,Pu)C W-coated Hastelloy-X

The following text presents the results of fabrica-
tion by vibratory compaction of the first of a series of ANL, is the subject of this section of the annual
fuel specimens. The uranium-plutonium carbide speci- report.
mens  made  for this study  were j acketed in eight  di f-
ferent alloys. The fuel rods were manufactured by an (1)    Fuel-Element   Description
infiltration technique developed at ANL. The load- The requested fuel specimen consisted of a right-
ing conditions were derived from basic information circular cylindrical    metal    jacket with welded    end
gathered on a model system. (18,19) plugs, fuel column, and retainer. The fuel column was

Since 1963 a program directed toward gaining a 356 mm long by about 6.5 mm diameter. One of the
facility for fuel element manufacture by vibratory purposes of the irradiation experiment was to deter-
compaction techniques has been under way at ANL. mine the extent of reaction of carbide fuels with
This program, coupled with a capacity for the syn- various j acket materials    in a reactor environment.
thesis of plutonium carbide, (20) has developed into a Accordingly, a series of jacket-fuel combinations were
modest carbide compaction capability. In December provided. Table 10 is a listing of the samples manu-
1964 a request was made for sixteen vibratorily com- factured.

pacted carbide fuel rods for irradiation in EBR-II. The term UC-PuC in Table 10 represents a physical
The fabrication of these sixteen specimens, the first mixture  of  UC  and  PuC;   (U, Pu) C  is  the  term  em-
full-scale vibratorily compacted elements made at ployed for a solid solution containing UC and PuC.

The fuel body, specified as vibratorily compacted,* Dow Chemical Corporation Employee. was required to be twenty percent PuC and eighty
(18) Ayer, J. E. and Soppet, F. E., Vibratory Compaction:

percent UC. A uniform distribution of PuC in theI, Compaction of Spherical Shapes, J. Am. Cer. Soc. 48(4),  180-
183 (1965). mixed UC-PuC was desired. The density of the mixed

(19) Ayer, J. E. and Soppet, F. E., Vibratory Compaction: carbide system was specified to be eighty percent of
II, Compaction of AnguLar Shapes, (Accepted for publication theoretical. Since the distribution and concentration

-6. Am. Cer. Soc.). of PuC in a solid solution with UC is uniform, the1   cie) Tope, W. G., Production of Plutonium Monocarbide by only requirement on the solid-solution fuel body was
Reaction of Elemental Plutonitim and Carbon, ANL-6969 (dated
July 1965), published  Jan. 1966. uniforrn density. In the case of the solid-solution
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specimens, as high a density as might be practicably volved compromise between the two solutions su6
attained was allowed. gested above. A three-component system was devised

The finished fuel specimen was considered accept- in which settling and levitation were prevented and
able when it was leak-tight and free from alpha con- the infiltration of the finest fraction came about with
tamination. A rod was sufficiently clean when it showed little difficulty. To accomplish this a blend of two
less than 400-dpm direct count and zero wipe count size components was made. The coarse fraction size
using a proportional alpha counter. Leak-tight was was chosen to yield the maximum packing efficiency of
construed   as   loss of helium   from  the j acket, under a angular particles in a 6.5-mm tube according to the
one kg/emz differential, at a rate less than 2 x 10-6 equation:
std cc/sec as determined by a helium mass spectrom-

32.0
eter leak detector. Pei = 0.635 - - - 0.072e-0.207D/dl

d1

(2) Fuel-Rod Manufacturing Procedure where:   Pei   is the packing efficiency of the coarse com-

(a) Process Development ponent
di is the particle dimension in microns

Before loading any of the jackets with the two D is the tube inside diameter in microns.carbide materials, it was Iieeessary to determine the The optimum size for the coarse fractions, di, was
quantities and sizes of grains to be loaded. The found to be 1.2 mm. The determination was made bydetermination was based upon the results of newly
developed information on particle packing, (18,19) which

taking the derivative of Pel with respect to di in the
above equation, setting the derivative equal to zero,allows calculation of particle charges using empirical and solving for di . The maximum packing efficiency

formulae. Prior to this time graphical solutions were
necessary to such predictions.(21,22) The packing of the coarse component in such a system is 58.6%.

In order to increase the packing fraction of the first
process to be used consisted of an infiltration tech-

component to about 66%, a second component was
nique. (23) Experimentation with nialleable, nonfissile added. The size of the second component was selected
materials compacted into rigid tubes indicated that the such that it would be small enough to fit into the largemaximum packing fraction for a two-component sys- voids in the coarse component matrix and large enoughtem of angular particles in a small-diameter, 6.5-mm, so that it could not migrate through the paths between
tube   would be about 80%. Since the particle density large voids. The second component size was deter-of the earbides was about 97.5%, such 8 packing frac-
tion would yield a fuel density of only 78% of

mined to be 0.6 mm, about one-half the coarse com-
ponent size.theoretical. An obvious solution to the problem of

Several runs were made in which the two-componentraising the packing density would, in a model system, first fraction was blended, added  to a sample j acket,be the use of three components. However, in the past held in place by a "thimble", and infiltrated withwe had found that efforts to produce uniform density -325 mesh powder. The model runs, made with angularin ternary systems of angular particles were singularly blast-cleaning grit, yielded densities of about 82% inunsuccessful. An alternative would be to use the
which 20% of the material loaded was -325 mesh. The

popular procedure of blending three components and -325 mesh fraction was the stand-in for PuC in the
pouring   them   into   the j ackets while vibrating. (24,25) mixed carbide system.This solution was rejected because of nonuniform The model conditions required to yield a vibratorily
density and particle distribution resulting from the compacted fuel body of 80% coarse material, 20%
rapid settling of the finest fraction and subsequent finely divided material and 82% packing fraction were
levitation of the coarser particles. set. At this point the process was ready for application.

The procedure to yield an acceptable product in- The charges for the mixed carbides, based upon a 100-
(21) McGeary, R. K., Mechanical Packing of Spherical Parti- gram total charge,  were: 62.4 grams  of  - 12  + 14 mesh

cles, J. Am.  Cer.  Soc. 44(10), 513-22 (1961). material, blended with 17.6 grams of -30 +35 mesh
In) White, H. E. and Walton, S. F., Particle Packing and

Particle Shape, J. Am. Cer. Soc. 20, 155-66  (1937). material, into which was infiltrated 20.0 grams of -325
(u) Ayer, J. E. and Soppet, F. E., Method and Apparatus for mesh powder.

Vibratory Compaction, U.S. (Patent) Application S.N. 358,
389-5-30, 416.

(b) Fuet Loading Procedure

M) Hauth, J. J., Vibrationally Compacted Ceramic Fueis, All  work  on  the unj acketed carbide materials  wi
HW-67777, (January 10,  1961).

In) Porembka, S. W., Boyer, C. B. and Hauth, J. J., Fabri- carried out in the helium-atmosphere glovebox syste__
cation of UO: Fuel Rods by Vibrational Compaction and Pressure of the ANL Plutonium Fabrication Facility. The
Bonding, BMI-1637  (June 28, 1963). equipment employed for the compaction of the carbides
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'Tnto    metal jackets consisted    o f an electromagnetic thereby maintains the screen at a fixed depth in the
vibrator (Syntron Type V-60) controlled by a rheostat tube. The O-rings prevent the infiltrating fraction
and rectifier for operation at 60 cycles per second. The from being conveyed up the fuel tube wall and sub-
acceleration impressed upon the specimens during vi- sequent contamination of the fuel rod hardware.
bration was sensed by an Endevco, Model 2215C ac- The  thimble is seated against  the  fuel j acket top  by
celerometer that was attached to the underside of the downward pressure on the reducer while the fuel tube
vibrator platen. The output from the accelerometer is being driven at 60 cps and 15 gs. When the thimble
was fed into a Hewlett-Packard, Model 12OB, oscillo-
scope. The following procedure is the evolutionary
product of the simultaneous development of

techniques                                                 '" 7  .and fuel specimen manufacture.
The  j ackets were attached to the vibrator platen  by                                                  VIK                         11

a stud that was threaded into the bottom plug. Figure                              18               G
13 shows two fuel tubes, without protective wrapping,
mounted  on the platen  of a vibrator. After  the j ackets                              ·

were attached to the platen, a "rattle cage" was dropped
over the tube and a funnel was inserted in the open                        ·             :
end  (tube on left in Figure 13). The "rattle cage" is a               .    -                                               3
loose-fitting cage fashioned   of thin metal rings   at-                                             f.1                     (· f
taehed by light gauge  rods. The purpose  of  the  cage                                              , C                      0   ,is to limit bridging of the infiltrating fraction by im-
parting a random secondary mode of vibration normal
to the axial vibration. The primary funnel, which was                                                              ' "
about 22 cm long, was used to direct the fuel charge                                      i
into the tube and to protect the top, inside

surface of                          6              .,1,the tube wall from excessive contamination.
The preweighed coarse and intermediate size fuel

fractions were mixed thoroughly in a small V-blender. !p

iG'After blending for about 3 minutes the charge was .

poured  into  the j acket. During the introduction  of  the
blended fuel charge the vibrator was running at its
lowest setting, which imparted a force of 5 g. The                  <       4
pouring

operation took from 35 to 40 seconds and the                                         <fuel level was invariably within 3 mm of final depth.                         .„2
After the introduction of the blended fuel charge, the 1,vibrator was stopped and the primary funnel was care-
fully removed. The care exercised during removal of
the  funnel  was to prevent the funnel from being                                            -                .1 1:,

scraped along    the j acket    wall and thereby     from
depositing excessive contamination.

The primary funnel was replaced by a "thimble" -·  i

Firibil:"..irifi 18"-'IRE-*' 'and funnel  (tube on right in Figure 13). The construe- .'e*.f..9

tion of a thimble and a fuel retainer is shown in Figure
14. The thimble, which is essentially a restraining de-                                                                 3
vie.p, is made iip of a brass tube soldered into a stand-
ard c'Swagolok" roducer.  The  bnt.tnrn  nf the  brass till)e . .  ..... , 4.."

is closed by a screen with mesh larger than the most                                                      ' L
finely   divided   fuel   fraction   and   smnllpr   t.han the. -= ."...   . «. „ . . '' ..6,4.-4

,     *'..5     ....    "  Ic,(1:1.,·Met  f ra,fit,ions. The purpose of the screen is to hold -'      '.,91'* ,... .
*  .41 .......  -,    ,· *,4

· - ·71,0 ·:.,i· - ., 1

.,    1.11'11$1 1'11|1'|||||.
'

. "  I'    : .'..                 '.·•.'.'the fuel pnl„mn in pla.ne while the finer fraction is · 90·,ta·:,/·' ·,  ·'./0,8%,4/,94/,b; r ,   ...

 eing infiltrated into the bed of coarse particles. - AMS:.·:-HU-.   i -bi.'·4. ·h:9 .....m..iwa..2-ie..:.,%
41·3"a'·'"'*IM„I,MY•  +j · , • ..   IC ..1 4*.. .''ll

-
· -*--#. 41

 queezing the split plastic sleeve and the back ferrule
between the nut and the reducing fitting holds the 350-787
thimble in place   at   the   top   of   the   fuel j acket and FIG. 13. Fuel Tubes on Vibrator Platen.
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-                                PuC. About four hours of vibration at 15 gs was rf
quired to infiltrate the coarse-fraction matrix with the

FUNNEL -325 mesh PuC.
In the solid-solution case an attempt was made to

:11
reach maximum density  in  the  fuel  body.  The   -325
mesh fraction was added to the matrix as long as it
would accept it. This approach required fine fraction
addition for up to eight hours while vibrating the tube

THIMBLE at 60 eps and 15 gs.RETAINER 11 ./-11 r (c) Fitet-Rod Assembly

,                                  The thimble was carefully withdrawn and the fuel
At.                            specimens were partially decontaminated before cio-

: 4. sure welding to prevent plutonium from being alloyed
into the weld bead and permanently contaminating the
surface. The jacket was acceptable to welding when
surveys showed less than 10 dpni loose contamination
and direct count of the j acket-retainer interface showed
less than 2000 disintegrations per minute. The closure
of a decontaminated rod was made by a girth weld
that fused the top plug of the retainer to the fuel
jacket. The final decontamination was carried   out   in

: i.      i:                             an air-filled glovebox.
f

i.
1 (d) Fuel-Rod Evaluation

The evaluation of the fuel specimens included con-
:    · tamination survey, leak detection, gamma and X-
: radiography, autoradiography, and some eddy-current

examination. Completed decontaminated specimens-
were surveyed directly with a gas-proportional counter.

In all cases the loose contamination was less than a
total of 10 disintegrations per minute for wipes over
the entire rod surface. Except for isolated cases of
contaminated welds, direct survey of the rods showed

, 11 levels of contamination less than 500 disintegrations
1

i FUEL JACKET per minute.

A room temperature helium mass-spectrometer leak
test was made on all fuel specimens. The rod was
placed in a chamber that was evacuated by a mechani-
cal pump. When a satisfactory vacuum was attained

350-788
FIG. 14. Thimble and Retainer Components for Loading the chainber was isolated from the vacuum pump and

Powder Fuels. opened to the leak detector. An acceptable specimen
showed a leak rate less than 2 x 10-6 std ec/see.

is seated, vibration is halted, and the nut is tightened After cleaning and leak checking, the specimens
over the back ferrule and the split plastic sleeve until were radiographed to determine the distribution of the
the thimble is securely attached to the fuel tube. The carbides in the fuel column.
funnel is then inserted into the reducer and the tube
is ready to receive the fine fuel fraction. The above (3) Results
procedure was employed for the loading of both mixed Ten specimens of mixed UC and PuC were as-
and solid-solution carbide elements. sembled by the methods discussed. The calculated fuel

The fine fraction addition was made through the charges should have resulted in homogeneous specimer
thimble. In the ease of the mixed carbide system the of  80% theoretical density; however, X-radiograph  o.
fine fraction consisted of a preweighed quantity of the fuel columns showed void areas at the tube wall

H                                             -i
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..ear the retainer. The voids were indicative of low- duces surface-to-volume ratio (the particle approaches
density resulting from the absence of the fine fraction. spherical dimensions) and (2) the voids in the matrix
This condition was confirmed by autoradiography have rounded walls which reduce resistance to the
showing an absence of the -325 mesh PuC traction entrance  of  the  line  fractions;  and (3) extremely  fine
at the top of the fuel column. The low density at the powders which result from attrition add another size
top of the fuel column was brought about by the devi- fraction to the particle size distribution. Since the ex-
ation of the carbide system from the model system. tent to which the carbides would be affected by abra-
The most significant difference between theory and sion was not known, it was difficult to predict the de-
practice was that the model system was made up of gree of this effect.
angular-shaped particles of malleable material and Five  specimens of solid solution   (U, Pu) C  were  as-
the carbides are highly brittle. The effect of the brittle sembled in which maximum uniform density was de-
nature of the fuel was to provide a wider range of sired. The void-packing efficiency reached was 86.7
particle sizes during settling of the matrix than was =!= 1.6 percent, which yields a theoretical density of
introduced into the jacket as feed. Experience gained 84.4 d= 1.5 percent for 97.5% dense particles. These
with   some rej ected specimens showed   that   20%   of a specimens all showed uniformity of density and of
carbide fraction could be reduced to a smaller fraction plutonium distribution.
during loading of the matrix material alone. Since the One rod containing mixed carbide was made on the
loading of the -325 mesh fraction took as much as basis of information gleaned from the solid solution
eight hours, a considerable attrition could be ex- specimens. The -325 mesh fraction was made up on
pected. Although one would not expect the generation 18.4% UC and 8.6% PuC and added until no additional
of additional void volume by particle cleavage, a material could be infiltrated into the UC matrix. The
similar effect does exist. finished fuel rod showed no voids in the gamma or

We have found(19) that the packing efficiency of X-radiograph. The total packing fraction was 86.0%
regular tetragonal shapes may be increased by round- (83.8% theoretical density) and the plutonium carbide
ing the edges of the particles. The increase in packing content was 19.3%. Autoradiography revealed an area
efficiency of milled particles is brought about by at approximately 3 cm in the center of the rod which
least three conditions:    (1) the rounding of edges re- was apparently low in plutonium content.

3. Fast Reactor Jacket Development

a. ADVANTAGES OF VANADIUM-BASE AND carried out on the Nb-lw/oZr and V-20w/oTi alloys
NIOBIUM-BASE ALLOYS to determine creep behavior under biaxial stress (9

radial -0)
Vanadium-base alloys are of interest as fuel-jacket

materials for fast breeder reactors because of their b. UNIAXIAL CREEP OF VANADIUM-BASE
good compatibility with uranium-plutonium bearing ALLOYS
metallic fuels, the possibility of achieving compati- Creep tests were conducted on V-20·w/oTi and four
bility with molten sodium, and their superior creep V-Ti-Cr ternary alloys by using 0.76 mm thick sheet
strength at 650°C compared to Type 304 stainless specimens with a 4.2 Cm gauge length and dead weight
steel.   Nb-lw/oZr  may   also be useful   as   a j acketing loading. The sheet specimen blanks were rolled from
material for some fuels at this temperature when ex- arc cast buttons by the ANL Foundry and Fabrication
posed to sodium containing a low concentration of Group and contained a combined oxygen, hydrogen,
oxygen. nitrogen and carbon content of about 1200 ppm. As

During   the   past  year   the major effort   in  the fast- with V-2Ow/oTi, the ternary alloys tested in the stress
reactor materials property studies was devoted to the relieved condition (700°C, 1 hour) were less creep
creep of V-20%0/oTi, V-30w/oTi-5·w/oCr, V-15w/oTi- resistant than those tested in the recrystallized condi-
7.5w/oCr, and V-510/oTi-1510/oCr. Chromium addi- tion  (900°C,  1  hour). The strain versus time curves
tions were made to the V-Ti binary alloy in an at- for the recrystallized alloys tested in a vacuum en-

:mpt to improve creep strength at 650°C without vironment of less than 1 x 10-6 mm Hg pressure at
acrificing compatibility. The titanium and chromium 650°C with a stress of 15 kg mm-2 are shown in

contents    were also varied to evaluate the effect on .Figure 15.

creep strength. Constant-pressure tube burst tests were Analyses of the interstitial impurity elements for
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TABLE 11. ANALYSES OF V-15w/oTi-7.5w/oCr FOR INTER- 10-6
STITIAL IMPURITY ELEMENTS BEFORE AND AFTER CREEP
TESTING IN VACUUM (<1 X 10-6 MM HG) AT 650°C AND 15
KG-MM-'· STRESS

Chemical Analysis in ppm V-30Ti-SCr
Condition

10-7 _                                           _
C       0       H       N                                                   -

2                                                     -Before Test 400 540 5.2 296                           -

After Test 800 2300   23     490        w        0 V-30Ti-10Cr»
4 -
.

1.5 el 10-8 _                           _
1

1 v-30Ti-IOCr g v-20n

V-30 Ti-5Cr ,-2"                                                           1

33      _z                                                            V -15Ti-7.5 Cr

>1 X 10-0 mm Hg
i

1.0                                                                                                                                                 -ANNEALED 900°Clhr 10-9 -                                           -

  v-5Ti-15Cr  =
Z

:
:

0.5 V-15Tt-7.50

10-10
V-5T SCr                              14                       15                       16

BULK MODULUS, 103 kg mm-2

250 hr 500 hr FIG.  16. Log Minimum Strain Rate Versus Arithmetic Mean
0
0               10 20 30 40 Bulk Modulus for V-Ti-Cr Alloys Annealed at 900°C for 1

TIME, 103 min Hour and Tested  at  15 kg mm-2 Stress  at  650°C  in  <1 X   10-6
mm Hg Vacuum. Test on V-5Ti-15Cr was terminated prior to

FIG. 15. Creep of Annealed V-Ti-Cr Alloy Sheet Specimens achievement of a minimum creep rate.
Tested  at  15 kg/mm' Stress  and  650°C.

it might be expect,ed that they influence creep be-
the V-15tu/oTi-7.5w/oCr before and after 700 hours havior and may therefore serve as a useful index of
of testing are given in Table 11. Oxygen and hydrogen

creep resistance. Sherby(27) has proposed a relation-
have increased by a factor of 4 while carbon and

ship between creep rate and Young's niodulus. The
nitrogen have increased by 8 factor of 2. These sig- arithmetic mean bulk modulus of several V-Ti-Cr al-
nificant increases in interstitial levels may influence

loys has been calculated by a method proposed by
the crccp properties. Smith(28) and is plotted against creep rate in Fygure

The minimum strain rate for the V-20tu/oTi curve 16. Although a relationship between these two quan-
shown in Figure 15 is about 5 times lower than that for tities has not yet been established experimentally, the          I
the average of current Type 304 stainless steel data

apparent trend is toward a lower creep rate with anand about 45 times lower than that for the average
of 1952-1953 Type 304 stainless steel data.(26) The increasing bulk modulus.

A series of creep tests are being conducted on 0.45
creep behavior of V-3010/oTi-1010/oCr is similar to mm thick sheet specimens of V-2Ow/oTi pre-exposed
that of V-2Ow/oTi whereas the minimum creep rate to 650°C sodium in a dynamic loop. Vacuum distilla-
for V-3Ow/oTi-5w/oCr is about 20 times faster than tion analyses performed by the ANL Corrosion Groupthat for V-20'to/oTi. A significant decrease in creep on two sodium samples yielded oxygen contents of 18
rate has been achieved by lowering the titanium con-

and 20 ppm. A test now in progress indicates that the
tent as in Figure 15. The test for V-5w/oTi-15w/oCr

pre-exposed samples may have a faster creep ratewas terminated before the minimum strain rate was than unexposed V-201U/OTi, but the control specimens
achieved. It is interesting to note that the lower the must be tested to verify this.titanium-to-chromium ratio, the lower is the minimum
strain rate. Since elastic property terms appear fre- (17) Sherby, 0. D., Factors Afecting the High-Temperattire

quently in expressions used in dislocation mechanics, Strmgth  of Polycrystalline  Solids,  Acta Met.  10,  135  (1962).·
(28) Smith, J. F., Elastic Constants and Thei,· Relation i

(26) Annital Report for 1964, Metallurgy Division, ANL-7000, Cohesion and Stability in Inte,·metattic Phases, Nuclear Metai-
p. 78. lurgy Series,  Vol. X,  397  (1964).
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CONSTANT-PRESSURE TUBE-BURST PROP- TABLE 12. TUBE BURST DATA FOR 900«C

ERTIES (F. L. YAGGEE, E. R. GILBERT AND J. W. ANNEALED Nb-lw/0Zr

STYLES) Creep Test Conditions
Stress for Spoi·itatieuub

Creep tests under biaxial stress from internal gas

 

Rupture
Time Stress | Stra.in (kg/mm')

pressure were conducted on Nb-lw/oZr and V-20·w/0 (hrs) (kg/mm
9 1   (%)Ti. The test specimens have an overall length of 10.2

cm, a gauge length of 7.6 cm located between two rein- 550°C

forcing end collars(29) and a length to diameter ratio -                   -                   -                           33.6
sufficiently large to eliminate end effects. The com- 336 29.6 0.44 34.2

mercially purchased Nb-lw/0Zr tubes (9.6 mm diam- 493 32.6 0.93 35.8

eter by 0.38 niiii wall Lliickiiess) were given a pretest
anneal for two hours at 900°C and had a total inter- 600°C

stitial impurity content (C, 0, N, H) of about 465

'3'.21,111:it,I„;u.,are  t:l,Z  1&              -      1    None> 1200 33.3 =1.9
1

Test interrupted
32.8

Foundry and Fabrication Group and were given a one-
hour anneal at 900°C. 14 1 1 l i l I

The preliminary results for Nb-ltv/oZr tubes tested
1.2  -

in vacuum (pressure less than 1 x 10-6 torr) at 550°C U HOOP . 15 kg mm-2

ANNEAL: I hrat 900°C

and 600°C are given in Table 12. At these tempera-     T 1.0 -0
tures perceptible creep occurs only within a very z                                                           AT 14.9 x 103 min
narrow range of stress between the yield stress and   0.8- € = 1.8%                         -

.

the ultimate tensile stress. Similar behavior has been      6
reported for uniaxially stressed rod specimens. (30)   An             i  06-

650°C
increase in the spontaneous rupture stress occurs with       

/ 0.4-

an increase in exposure time at temperature suggesting
.

600°C .-.
a time-dependent strengthening of the alloy. An anal- 0.2

ysis of the posttest interstitial impurity levels should
be helpful in determining whether this strengthening       o0                       2                       4                       6                       8                      10

is the result of strain hardening or of alloy contamina- TIME. 103 min

tion. FIG. 17. Biaxial Creep Behavior of Annealed V-2Ow/oTi
Alloy at 650 and 600°C.Strain-time curves for V-20 u/oTi tube specimens

tested at 600 and 650°C in argon (pressure 40 microns
1 lilli    l    iHg) at 15 kg mm-2 stress are given in Figure 17. At

2.00 -                                                                      -
both temperatures the initial stage of creep is similar

-         0--15 kgmm-2in rate and duration. The minimum creep rate at ANNEAL: I hr 01900°C
600°C is about one-third of that at 650°C and is of   1.50

longer duration. Longitudinal strain  is  very  low       i UNIAXIALLY STRESSED SHEET
SPECIMEN IN VACUUM

( <0.08%)    at both temperatures. The spontaneous            f i.oo
( <p x 10-6  Hg )

rupture stress at 600 is about 56 kg mm-2.                  =
:

A comparison of the creep behavior of V-2Ow/oTi
0.50                                                                                                                                                 -sheet and tube material at 650°C and 15 kg mm-2

stress is shown in Figure 18. Material for both speci- SPECIMEN IN ARGON = 40 f Hg
BIAXIALLY STRESSED TUBULAR  -

mens came from a full size melt and both specimens         o                   '    ' ' 1 1

0           2           4           6           8

were annealed one hour at 900°C. This difference in TIME, 103 min

creep behavior of uniaxially stressed sheet and bi- FIG. 18. Creep of Annealed V-2Ow/oTi Alloy at 650°C.
axially stressed tube specimens is not unusual. In such
a comparison the total strain at rupture is generally greater for sheet than for tube. Similar behavior has

been reported for uniaxially and biaxially stressed
(29) Annital Report for 1964, Metathirgy Division, ANL-7000 Zircaloy-2(31) and the conclusion was made that creep
79.

(30) Annual Report for 1963, Metallurgy Division, ANL-6868, (31) Aungst, R. C., St,·ess Ritptiw·e Tests of Zircaloy-2 Pressu,·e
p. 132. Tlibes, BNWL-8,  (Jan.  1965).
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TABLE 13. THERMAL CONDUCTIvITY oF V-2Ow/oTi ALLOY values calculated from the Inconel standard wer:

Temp. Thermal Conductivity(•) generally higher than those from the Armco standard.
(°C) (watts/cm-'C) However, the difference is usually within =!=5% of the

mean values listed in Table 13. These data have a
100 0.153 probable accuracy of =i=10%.
200 0.192

300 0.220 f. IMPROVEMENTS IN CONSOLIDATION AND
400 0.241

500 0.257 FABRICATION OF VANADIUM-20m/oTITA-
600 0.271 NIUM (W. R. BURT, JR., W. C. KRAMER, F. J.
700 0.283 KARASEK, AND R. M. MAYFIELD 
800 0.296

900 0.306 ( 1)    Improvements in Consolidation of V.20Ti  In-
1000 0.317

1100 0.33(b) gots

Since the detailed report on the consolidation and-        (a) Probable accuracy, :t10%.
(b) Extrapolated. fabrication of V-20111/OTi (TV-20) was published, (34)

pi·ocess improvements have increased the yield of ma-data for sheet material tends to be conservative when
terial, quality of end products, and simplified theapplied to tubes. This has not been proved for 8
over-all fabrication schedule. These improvements aresufIcient number of different materials to be true in a
described herein, and in the forthcoming topical re-

general sense. Good correlation has been obtained be-
tween Type 316 stainless steel sheet and tube when

port. (35)

effective stress was used for the latter.(32) To compare Drip-rods for electron-beam melting were prepared
by compacting vanadium chips (granules) and tita-creep data for sheet and tube materials it is necessary nium sponge. Galling and resultant buildup of mate-to give consideration to the manner in which failure rial on the die side wall were major problems in using

occurs in each. By definition a pressure tube fails when
a one-piece die without die sidewall lubrication. Com-the wall is penetrated, whether by pinhole or ca,ta-
pacting Was improved by using stearic acid lubricant

strophic rupture, and strain ceases. Failure in tension
and/or a three-piece split die. Further improvements

is generally understood to mean the physical parting of in the briquetting operation have resulted from the
the specimen although the material's structural value

use of a 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 7.6 cm (1 in. x 1 in. x 3 in.)has decreased considerably at the onset of tertiary
one-piece die in conjunction with the stearic acid

creep where appreciable strain occurs.
lubricant. This combination has increased the density

d. EFFECT OF SODIUM ON BIAXIAL CREEP and green strength of the briquets and improved
(F. L. YAGGEE and E. R. GILBERT) weldability in subsequent drip-rod preparation. The

Tests have been initiated to determine the effect of ]arger die size has reduced the required number of
pre-exposure to 650°C sodium on the biaxial creep and briquets per drip-rod thereby reducing the compact-
rupture strength of Nb-ltv/oZr and V-2010/oTi tube ing operation time.
specimens. Specimens of these two alloys have been In the course of electron-beam melting drip-rod for
exposed for one week in a dynamic sodium loop both in three additional arc-cast ingots of V-20Ti, the melt
a stressed and unstressed condition. Only moderate rate was varied to determine its effect on metal loss.
surface oxidation was observed on both alloys, but With the beam power held constant at 29-30 kw, melt
this oxidized layer appears to make welding and rates were increased by improving the beam focus and
brazing of tube specimens more difficult. Sodium sam- position of the drip rod in relation to the beam. The
ples taken at the end of the one week exposure are results are given in Table 14. A significant improve-
awaiting oxygen analysis. ment was realized by increasing the melt rate from

e. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF V.20w/oTi
33 to 51 gms/min, as the weight loss dropped from

ALLOY (R. J. DUNWORTH)
5.6 to 2.4 per cent. This improvement resulted from
reduced vaporization losses. Further increasing the

The thermal conductivity of the vanadium-2Ow/0
titanium alloy was measured in the comparative ap-
paratus (33) with Inconel and Armco standards. The (34) Burt, W. R., Jr. el al., Consolidation and Fabrication

Techniques for  Vanadium-2010/0  Titanium (TV-20), ANL-692
(32) Rowe, G. H. and Stewart, J. R., Fundamental Stitdy of (February 1965).

Creep-1216pture  Under  Combined Stress, PWAC-354  (Jan. 1961). (35)  Burt,  W.  R.,  Jr. et al., Improvements in  Consolidation and
(33) Annual Report for 1961 Metallurgy Division, ANL-6516, Fabrication  of  Vanadium-2010/0  Titanium (TT/-20), ANL-7127

p. 403. (May 1966).
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_nelt rate from 50 grams/min. resulted in an increasing TABLE 14. CHARGE  EIGHT LosSES AS A FuNCTION OF
metal loss due to increased splattering of molten MELTING  RATE IN ELECTRON -BEAM   (EB)   ME:LTING

V-20iu/oTi DRIP-RODSmetal from the pool, but even at a melt rate of 100
gms/min. the loss is less than that for a melt rate of Per cent of ChargeMelt. Rate33 gms/min. The over-all yield of more than 96 per Ingot Numbcr Weight Lubl ill

giti/'min (lb/min) Meltingcent al melt rates of bO-100 gms/min. is considered a
practical maximum for the 60 kw single-gun electron- EB35 33 (0.07) 5.6
beam furnace. EB36 51 (0.11) 2.4

The surface quality of EB ingots was in all cases EB39 73 (0.16) 2.6

found to be dependent upon the position of the molten EB40 80 (0.18) 4.3

EB51 88    (0. 19) 3.7
pool in the mold and governed by the rate of ingot EB52 100 (0.22) 3.9
retraction. Other factors being constant,  a pool lying                                             -_._
t.no low in tho mold resulted in excessive cold shuts,
while too high a pool resulted in surface tearing as the direct 1·eInelting. Chips generated in machining can
ingot was retracted. also be pickled and cleaned to remove contaminants,

Parameters used in consumable arc melting of the compacted into briquets, and recycled through the
EB ingots were essentially unchanged from those ori- melting operations.
ginally established. A melting rate of 1 kg/min. (2.2 (2) Ingot Breakdown--Extrusion
lbs/min.) was achieved with straight polarity (con-
sumable electrode negative),  and 8 stirring  coil was Machined ingots were canned in Type 304 stainless
used to improve ingot quality and homogeneity. Ingots steel, heated to 1100°C, and extruded  at  a  3.5: 1  re-
were hot-topped to minimize secondary pipe. Although duction ratio to yie]d a nominal 5.6 Cm (2.2 in.) diam-
arc-melting was done under vacuums of 10-2 to 10-8 eter bar. The extruded bars were machined into billets
tori·, no loss of charge material was experienced. Chem- for re-extrusion into rods, sheet-bar, and tube-blanks.
ical analysis of arc-cast ingots have indicated excellent The yield of machined billets for re-extrusion or

rolling average approximately 65 pei· cent of the ori-alloy homogeneity with insignificant loss of titanium.
ginal billet weight. This yield can be increased by ex-The titanium content was within =1=0.4w/0 of the aver-

age analysis in all cases. Analyses for interstitial truding the ingot to a smaller diameter, but sufficient
elements (carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen) stock must be left to insure removal of the longitudinal

striations present on the alloy surface after the break-have shown that no serious contamination occurs in
the consolidation operations.*                       down extrusion. Additional recovery also can be ef-

fected by eliminating machining losses in tapering theIn regard to process yields in consolidation, melt-
ing losses are -14 per cent of the charge weight and billet nose for re-extrusion. Machining the center hole
result from splatter and vaporization during EB in billets for tube-blank extrusion results in approxi-

mately a 10 per cent material loss.melting, drip-rod and consumable-electrode stubs,
and machining losses in removing starting plugs and (3)    Re-extrusion    to Rod, Sheet-bar,    and    Tube-squaring ingot ends for welding. In machining the arc- Blanks
cast ingot into an extrusion billet, approximately 30
per cent of the ingot weight is removed making the While no yield data, were kept, alloy recovery in
over-all yield of the machined billet roughly 60 per rod and sheet-bar extrusion was approximately 95 per

cent after cropping of tail-end defects. The protectivecent of the starting charge weight. Machining losses
result from removing the starting plug or stool piece, steel j acket  used in re-extrusion precludes the neces-
cropping the secondary pipe, and machining the in- sity for surface conditioning or contamination removal
got diameter to remove surface defects. This latter prior to secondary fabrication.
machining operation removes about 15 per cent of the Significant improvements have been made in the

extrusion of V-20Ti tube-blanks with regard to man-ingot weight. While the overall weight loss is high,
drel performance, internal surface quality, and recov-much of the loss is solid scrap which is suitable foi
ery material. Current extrusion practice utilizes  an 8:1

* Recent ingots of V-20Ti have higher oxygen levels (-800 reduction ratio at 1100 to 1150°C. The decanned and
ppm) than earlier ingots because of the highei· level of oxygen straightened V-20Ti tube blank measures approxi-iontent in vanadium chips procured from commercial sup- mately 2.16 cm OD x 1.61 cm ID (0.850 in. OD x 0.635)liers. It is expected that all vanadium chips purchased in the

in.  ID)..tear future will have similarly high oxygen levels  (-800 ppm),
since commercial suppliers are not presently guaranteeing Initial tube-blank extrusion was done with an H-12
lower levels. hot-work tool-steel mandi'el hardened to approximately
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47 to 50 Rc. In the majority of cases, the mandrel extruded tube-blank size and improved as-extruded
failed during extrusion at 1100 to 1150°C with reduc- surface quality have reduced the number of necessary
tion  ratios  of  9  to   13: 1. The failure was tensile in swaging operations to one light pass for rounding and
nature and always was accompanied by 8 large degree sizing; the tube-blank providing better concentricity
of necking. Glass coating the mandrel to reduce heat and a uniform wall thickness. Since heavy swaging
build-up did not prove successful. The mandrel failure operations required in-process anneals after approxi-
problem was eliminated by changing the mandrel mately 25 per cent reduction in area to avoid crack
material to "Clarite" T-1 high-speed tool steel hard- formation, the reduced swaging schedule has also
ened to 58 to 62 Rc. Tube-blanks were successfully eliminated the number of necessary in-process an-
extruded with no deformation of the mandrel, and neals. Currently, the extruded tube-blank measuring
hardness measurements on mandrels after extrusion 2.16 cm OD x 1.61 cm ID (0.850 in. OD x 0.653 in.
showed no evidence of softening due to overheating. A ID) is swaged to a 2.03 cm OD x 1.52 cm ID (0.800
total of 20 tube-blank extrusions were made on T-1 in. OD x 0.600 in. ID) with the total area. reduction
tool-steel mandrels with one failure. This was prob- being approximately 15 per cent. After swaging, the
ably due to notch sensitivity from a pit or scratch. tube-blank is cleaned and vacuum annealed for one
The "Clarite" mandrels have been used for as many hour at 900°C prior to drawing.
as six extrusions with no apparent degradation of the In addition to commercial success in tube-reducing
mandrel. a V-20'T'i tube-blank, tube-reducing by a three-roll

Initial tube-blank extrusions utilized a MO 2- tube-reducer of unique design has been evaluated at
graphite  (95: 5) mixture in a synthetic oil  as the lubri- Argonne National Laboratory. In simple terms, three
cant for the mandrel. This lubricant generally resulted rolls converge on the tube and iron the tube wall over
in a rough internal surface with occasional tearing a hardened steel mandrel. To date, over-all reductions
of the inner surface. To improve lubricity and tube- in area of 70 per cent have been achieved with no
blank surface quality, mandrels were precoated with a cracks or other discontinuities being generated. Ex-
glass slurry. Corning 7052 borosilicate glass powder ternal and internal surfaces have been excellent, al-
was applied as a coating approximately 0.025 to 0.038 though the outer perimeter was not perfectly round
cm (0.010 to 0.015 in.) thick. The use of a glass coating owing to the present roll shape. Other roll designs are
on the mandrel significantly improved the quality of being evaluated.
the inner surfa.ce of the extrusion. Rarely, if ever, Subsequent fabrication of swaged or tube-reduced
were there indications of tearing and the overall blanks of V-20Ti has involved ductile-core, mandrel,
roughness of the internal surface was greatly reduced. and plug drawing techniques with the latter two meth-

The improvements in tube-blank extrusion have re- ods gradually replacing the former. Improvements in
sulted in an overall recovery of greater than 92 per lubrication have resulted in carbide dies replacing the
cent. The "canned" billet technique was the major aluminum-bronze dies originally used. The latter have
factor in the high recovery. This method eliminated been satisfactory for process development, but in-
the need for any conditioning of the tube-blank to creased quantities and lengths of tubing have made die
remove either poor quality surface or contamination. wear a problem. The use of a plastic basccoat (Hangs-
With the use of a floating mandrel (rather than the terfer No. 5PC) on the V-20Ti tube together with a
conventional mandrel-shift technique), a sleeve gen- secondary Aldraw J-1 (a chlorina,"ted oil) lubricant
erally rema.ined on the mandrel after extrusion and has permitted the use of carbide draw dies. Occasional
represented the tail end of the extrusion billet. Recent minor galling occurred in initial trials made with the
extrusion billet designs have incorporated a longer plastic base coat and such difficulties were found to
stainless-steel end plug. This has permitted complete be dependent upon the coating thickness. Reducing the
extrusion of the V-20Ti billet leaving only a stainless base-coating thickness made more draws possible be-
steel sleeve on the mandrel. This billet design has fore recoating and also eliminated the tendency for
made it possible to recover approximately 99 per cent the coating to strip. In addition, a light vapor blasting
of the starting billet weight as an extruded tube-blank of the tube surface improved adhesion of the base coat
suitable for further processing. and improved the drawn surface finish.

In plug-drawing, wear increases with decreasing tube
(4) Secondary Fabrication of Tubing size, increasing severity of reduction, and increased

Initially, extruded tube-blanks were swaged three tube lengths. As with the aluminum-bronze dies, the
times over hard mandrels to improve the surface qual- beryllium-copper draw-plugs have limited wear resist-
ity of the tube-blank and to provide a proper OD to ance. Decreasing the severity of the reduction has al-
wall thickness ratio for ductile-core drawing. A larger lowed longer lengths to be drawn within dimensional
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oolerances required, but has required the replacement in temperature or an increase in coil travel speed. To
or conditioning of the plug after each draw. A limited date, the furnace has performed quite satisfactorily
amount of plug drawing over standard carbide plugs in annealing V-20Ti tubes ranging in size from 2.03 cm
has been tried. Their use has not beell ab promioing as OD x 0.254 Cm wall (0.800 in. OD x 0.100 in. wall) to
carbide dies, 1,owever, owing to lubrica'Lion problems. 0.95 cm OD x 0.076 cm wall (0.375 ih. OD A 0.030 in.
Continued improvements in lubrication, it is hoped, Wall).
will permit use of carbide plugs for better wear re-
sistance and dimensional control. (6) Commercial Fabrication of V-20m/oTi

For mandrel drawing, a hardened tool-steel mandrel While a successful fabrication technique for high-
coated with Aldraw J-1 is inserted in the tube with the quality tubing has been established at ANL, commer-
assembly drawn as a unit. Since the mandrel moves cial vendors were asked to participate to insure com-
with the tube, galling and mandrel wear are not a mercial capability should the need for large quantities
problem, and heavier reductions per pass are achieved. of tubing arise. As no single source could perform all
After drawing, the assembly is reeled or swaged to ex- operations, various separate phases were evaluated.
.pand the tube for removal of the mandrel. Plug draw- The previous report, ANL-6928, discussed the pro-
ing is used as the final sizing operation to provide close duction and results of the three V-20Ti ingots produced
dimensional control plus improved surface finish. by Union Carbide Corporation. These ingots were of

comparable quality of those produced at ANL and
(5) Tube Annealing were fabricated into various products (sheet, rod, and

A major problem  in the fabrication of refractory tubing) with no difficulty. No additional ingots have
metal tubing has been the ]ack of suitable vacuum been procured from commercial sources since that time.
furnaces for annealing long lengths of refractory metal The same report covered the successful extrusion of
tubing-lengths of 2.4 m (8 ft.) or more. An induction- 15.2 cm (6 in.) diameter ingots to 5.1 cm (2 in.) diam-
heated vacuum-annealing furnace with a moving eter bar stock by the Canton Drop Forge Company.
coil has been constructed at ANL to partially elimi- While only one extrusion was attempted, all indica-
nate this problem. The furnace consists of a quartz tions are that this operation can be easily accom-
tube attached to a high-vacuum system that is valved plished.
to permit reloading. The quartz tube is capable of No commercial attempts have been made to extrude
handling 3.0 m (10 ft.) tubes and the size of the quartz tube-blanks of V-20Ti, as yet, but two firms (Nuclear
tube can be selected to match coil dimensions and tub- Metals, Inc., and the DuPont Co.) have indicated they
ing sizes for optimum coupling. A variable-speed motor are willing to extrude tube-blanks approximately 2.54
drives a table on which the induction coil and a Leeds cm OD x 0.32 cm (0.125 in.) wall thickness. Billets
and Northrup Ray-0-Tube temperature detector are have not yet been available to proceed with these
located. The table can be driven at speeds ranging from trials.
1.3 to 51 cm/min  (0.5 to 20 in/min.). The temperature Two firms-Wolverine Tube Division of Calumet
detector signals a Leeds and Northrup current-adjust- and Hecla and Superior Tube Company-have at-
ing type (CAT) control system which, in turn, con- tempted to fabricate high-quality small-diameter thin-
trols the output of the 30 kw motor generator set to wall tubing of V-20Ti from tube blanks furnished by
hold the temperature uniform as the coil progresses ANL.
over the tube. Wolverine Tube utilized tube-reducing for the ma-

The speed at which the coil moves is governed by jority of their fabrication schedule. Starting  with  a
the size of the tube to be annealed and the annealing 1.880 cm OD x 0.292 cm wall x 30.5 cm long (0.740 in.
behavior of the material itself. The speed and tem- OD x 0.115 in. wall x 12 in. long) tube-blank, the fab-
perature must be matched to provide similar hardness rication schedule consisted of four tube-reducing op-
and microstructural changes observed for annealing erations followed by two plug-drawing operations to
in conventional furnaces. For example, swaged V-20Ti final size. The tubing received three in-process anneals.
tube-blanks measuring 2.03 cm OD x 1.52 cm ID Approximately 2.6 m (8.7 ft.) of finished tube were
(0.800 in. OD x 0.600 in. ID) have been annealed at received for inspection. The vendor's experience
950°C with the Coil moving at a speed of 7.6 cm/min indicated that the alloy could be cold worked by tube-
(3 in/min.). This provides an equivalent hardness and reducing and plug drawing with relative ease. Accord-
microstructure to that obtained on annealing for one ing to the vendor, the material exhibited room-tem-
hour at 900°C in a conventional furnace. For tubes of perature fabricability similar to that of the Nb-base
thinner wall thickness, the time to reach heat is sig- alloy, D-43 (Cb-lOW-1Zr-0.1C).  The low yield  of
nificantly reduced, thereby allowing either a reduction finished size tubing resulted from difficulties in main-
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taining mandrel position during one of the tube-reduc- alloys having improvements  in both areas. Of major
ing operations and was in no way related to the prop- importance was the necessity for retaining sufficient
erties of the alloy. However, difficulties encountered ductility to enable fabrication of high-quality tubing.
in this operation necessitated some free sinking (no Selection of alloy compositions was based primarily
internal support) in the following drawing operation, on neutron cross-section considerations, and the nature
and this usually has an adverse effect on quality, of the binary constitution diagrams of vanadium with
Eddy-current inspection of the tubing at ANL re- the pertinent alloying additions. Complete solid solu-
vealed numerous areas with defects greater than 10 bility was favored for potential benefits regarding
per cent of the wall thickness. Only about 65 per cent fabricability as well as expected microstructural (and
of the as-received tubing was free of defects at a 10 accompanying mechanical property) stability under

per cent defect level. While the over-all quality of the irradiation. The alloys were generally devoid of inten-
tubing was not satisfactory, it was established that the tionat additions of dispersions and/or precipitation
V-20Ti alloy could be tube-reduced successfully. hardening elements.

A great deal of the commercial tube-drawing of V- Alloy fabricability should constitute the first con-
20Ti has been done by the Superior Tube Company. sideration in any preliminary alloy screening process.

To date, they have processed four orders for tubing in It is a very important first step-fur if the material
the finished-size range of 0.754 cm OD x 0.051 cm wall is completely unfabricable, it should receive lit,tle fur-

(0.297 in. OD x 0.020 in. wall) to 0.498 cm OD x 0.038 ther attention as a tubing candidate material even

cm wall (0.196 in. OD x 0.015 in. wall). While the spe- though its properties may be attractive. Fabricability
cific draw schedules employed are proprietary, area evaluation is carried out by rolling sheet from small

reductions of up to 35 per cent per pass were taken arc-nielted button stock. Further screening of fab-
with in-process anneals at 875'C after about 50 per ricable materials generally covers sodium compati-
cent total reduction. The as-drawn hardness ranged bility and properties. As a result of this sequence of
from 98 to 103 RB while the annealed hardness ranged tests, the most promising alloys are selected for more
from 96 to 93 R . No difficulties were encountered in thorough evaluation with the scale of operations being
processing the tubing, and the yield of finished tubing enlarged to produce the additional quantities of mate-
from starting stock of approximately 60 to 75 per cent rial needed for further evaluation. The alloy buttons

is considered good. All tubing received from the Su- were arc cast under an 80v/0 helium-20v/0 argon at-
perior Tube Company possessed good dimensional con- mosphere by means of a non-consumable (tungsten
trol and was of excellent quality as evidenced by yields tip) electrode. The cast buttons were broken up and
of acceptable tubing from as-received footage of 97 recast several times to promote alloying and homo-
per cent or more. Based on these results the secondary geneity. The buttons were then weld-sealed in Type
fabrication of V-20Ti extruded tube-blanks has been 304 stainless steel cans to prevent atmospheric con-
well established. tamination during hot rolling. Most of the alloys were

hot rolled (900 to 1200°C) and then cold rolled to a
g. ALLOY DEVELOPMENT (VANADIUM-BASE 50% reduction. It was necessary to incorporate an in-

ALLOYS) (W. C. KRAMER,  . R. BURT, JR., F. J. termediate warm roll (400 to 550°C) for some com-
KARASEK, J. E. FLINN, AND R. M. MAYFIELD) positions.

Relative fabricability ratings were assigned to the
( 1)    Fabricability of Vanadium-base Alloys alloys based on hot and/or cold rolling characteristics

Alloys    for fast reactor fuel-j acket applications (i.e., extent of cracking, amount of reduction per given
ideally should possess a combination of properties in- mill setting) and hardness measurements taken at
cluding high-temperature strength, low-temperature various steps in the reduction schedule. Obviously, an
ductility, compatibility with fuel and coolant, low optimized fabrication procedure could not be estab-
neutron cross section and irradiation stability. Such lished for each composition, so the relative ratings are
ideal j acket alloys are rarely found. Selection   of a taken  only as rough guides; however, this rating  pro-

j acket alloy  for  a well defined reactor system  is gen- cedure did cull out compositions that were truly
erally made from a list of less than ideal candidates difficult to fabricate. Among the fabricable alloys, the
and is done through compromise such that the surviv- ratings would point out those that posed the greatest
ing choice has the best available combination of de- (or least) fabrication problems.
sired properties. The fabricability ratings of vanadium-base alloys

Although the sodium compatibility and creep prop- that have been screened to date are given in Table 15.
erties of the V-20Ti alloy may be adequate, work has The twenty-eight alloys fall generally into four cate-
continued toward development of other vanadium-base gories-V-Ti binaries   (Nos.  1-3), V-Ti-X ternaries
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,Nos. 4-18), V-Cr-X ternaries  (Nos. 19-22)  and V-Cr TABLE 15. FABRICABILITY RATING OF

binaries (Nos. 23-28). The V-Ti binary alloys through 1/ANADIUM-BASE ALLOYS

5Ow/oTi proved to be quite similar to V-20Ti in fab- Fabri- Fabri-
ricability  with   l,lie   exception of V-30Ti, which was Alloy  C  position         cability           Alloy C : )osition cahilitv

slightly more difficult. V-Ti-Cr ternary alloys become Rating(a) Rating(1')
-    --

increasingly harder to fabricate with increasing Ti-Cr 1) V-30Ti b   15) V-40Ti-10Mo      b
contents. Combinations of high chromium and low 2) V-40Ti a   16) V-152'i-7.5Mo     a
titanium were especially difficult, and one alloy of this 3) V-50Ti a       17) V-15Ti-7.501-lY       a

type, V-2Ti-18Cr, could not be successfully fabricated 4) V-15Ti-5Cr a       18)  V-2Ti-18(r               d
into sheet. Additions of 2tu/0340, Ta, or Nb to V-20Ti 5) V-15Ti-7.5Cr b   19) V-501-10Si        d

6) V-30Ti-5(r c   20) V-5Cr-15Zr       d
ha.d no effect on fabricability, and increasing the Mo

7) V-30Ti-10Cr c    21) V-5(1·-10Al       d
content had less effect than iticreasing the Cr content 8) V-20Ti-5Cr c    22) V-20Cr-10Al       d
in V-Ti-X alloys. Substitution of Si, Zr, or Al for Ti 9) V-5Ti-15Cr c    23) V-ECT            B

(V-Cr-X alloys) resulted in alloys that could not be 10) V-20Ti-2Mo a   24) V-10Cr          e

fabricated. Increasing chromium content in V-Cr 11) V-20Ti-2Ta a    25) V-1501           e
12) V-20Ti-2Nb a    26) V-20Cr           e

binary alloys is accompanied by decreasing fabricabil-
13) V-40Ti-5Cr c    27) V-25Cr           d

ity. It was possible to fabricate V-5Cr into sheet but 14) V-40Ti-10Cr c    28) V-40(r          d
not the V-25Cr and V-40Cr alloys. The three other
V-Cr alloys listed, containing 10, 15 or 2Ow/oCr, have ca) 8 - similar to V-20Ti, b = slightly more difficult, c =

not been fully evaluated. The only alloy not covered considerably more difficult, d = unable to fabricate satisfac-
torily, e = not completejy evaluated.

in the four categories listed above is the quaternary
V-15Ti-7.5Cr-lY alloy (417) which was similar to TABLE 16. TYPICAL INTERSTITIAL ELEMENT
V-20Ti in its fabrication characteristics. ANALYSES OF ALLOY CHARGE MATERIALS

In summary, of 28 vanadium-base alloys given a Nitro- HY-
preliminary fabricability evaluation, 18 were success- Material Carbon Oxygen Total

gen drogen

fully fabricated into sheet specimens for further evalu-                                                                      -
ation. Of the remaining ten compositions, three are Vanadium Chips 200 800 350     50    1400

V-Cr binary alloys that have not been fully evalu- (Granules)

ated. The other seven alloys are considered unfabrica- Titanium Sponge         50 500 300     20     870

Chromium Flakes 300 5 30 5     340
ble in their present form and by the methods described.
These are two V-Cr binary alloys with high chromium
content, one V-Ti-Cr ternary alloy with high chro- at 1100°C to -1.5 cm (0.6 in.) diameter rod stock
mium and low titanium, and four V-Cr-X ternary al- which was scheduled for cold rolling or swaging to the
loys containing Si, Zr, or Al. finished size. However, examination of the extruded

rod revealed macroscopic particles of unalloyed metal
(2) Initial Scale-up Studies scattered throughout, indicating the necessity for

Two vanadium-base alloys-V-4Ow/oTi and V- double melting to insure complete alloying and homo-
15w/oTi-7.5iu/oCr-were selected for scale-up from geneity. An additional V-40Ti EB ingot was quartered
small button melts into larger ingots. The V-40Ti and together with the extruded rod served as a con-
alloy was of interest due to its improved sodium cor- sumable electrode for arc melting. The 5.8 cm (2.3 in.)
rosion resistance (compared to V-20Ti). The V-15Ti- diameter arc-cast ingot (AM49) showed no unalloyed
7.5Cr alloy was selected for scale-up based on its metal. Ingot analyses for Ti and interstitial elements
greatly improved elevated-temperature creep rate over are shown in Table 17. (The oxygen content of 790
that of V-20Ti-and to a lesser extent on its improved ppm was not considered troublesome since earlier
corrosion resistance. work(36) had indicated that this oxygen content in the

binary alloy would not materially effect fabricability.)
(a) V-40to/oTi Consolidation and Fabrication The arc-cast V-40Ti ingot was conditioned to a 4.42

Drip-rods were prepared by compacting vanadium cm (1.74 in.) diameter, canned in Type 304 SS and ex-
chips and titanium sponge into briquets, and then, truded at 1100°C  and  a  6.9: 1 reduction ratio to yield
tack-welding them together. The rods were electron- a 1.96 Co (0.77 in.) diameter extruded rod.. After
eam (EB) melted into 5.8 cm (2.3 in.) diameter in- straightening,  the  rod  was  dejacketed by pickling  in

«ots. Typical impurity levels in the charge materials
(36) Burt, W. R., Jr. et at., Consolidation and Fabricationare shown in Table 16. After conditioning, the ingot Techniques for  Vanadium-2010/0  Titanit,m (TV-20), ANL-6928

was canned in Type 304 stainless steel and extruded (February 1965)
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TABLE 17. ANALYTICAL RESULTS ON 5.8 CM (2.3 IN.) ing under vacuum in both the arc and EB furnaci-
DIAMETER V-40w/oTi AND V-15w/oTi-7.5w/oCr proved unsuccessful from the standpoint of predictingARC-CAST INGOTS or controlling chromium losses. Accordingly, the con-

Analytical Results solidation method was revised to consumable-electrode
arc melting in a helium-argon atmosphere. This tech-

Element V-15w/OTi-V-40-,0/oTi nique proved successful in controlling chromium con-
(AM49) tent and will be described in more detail later.1.58/oer

(AM50)
The arc-cast ingot (AM50) analyzing V-15W/oTi-

Titanium Top 41.5 w/0 15.0 10/0 5w/oCr was conditioned, canned in Type 304 SS, and
Bottom 40.6 w/0 15.0 w/0 extruded to rod at an extrusion temperature of 1100°C

Chromium  Top                                              -                            4.8  w/0
Bottom                                      -                            4.9 w/0

and  a  6.9: 1 reduction ratio.  The  rod was rolled  to  a
Carbon 244 ppm 262 ppm 0.96 cm (0.38 in.) diameter and then to sheet in the
Oxygen 790 ppm 880 ppni manner described for V-40Ti. As with V-40Ti, no prob-
Nitrogen 260 ppm 510 ppm lems were encountered in cold rolling the V-15Ti-5Cr
Hydrogen 99 ppni 19 ppm alloy.

(c) Annealing Behavior of V-40Ti and 17-15Ti-5(r
320

Even though the target chromium content (7.510/0)
300 kl-I

a  V-40 Ti was not obtained in the initial scale-up it was con-
S .\.\ sidered advisable to proceed with the evaluation of thiso  V-15 Ti-5 Cr

3 - \  \\ \ material on the premise that the 5u)/oCr nominal com-
e 280 -

\ \\
position should be quite similar in behavior to the

M - .                -- target alloy and the information would prove bene-
  260

-
\ \\\ ficial to further processing operations.0

-                          \\                                                                      -

C/)                                         \
b      .      "

  240-           0 0 (d)     Hardness   and   ilficrostructw·e

\,                         ,                                            - Cold-rolled sections of V-40Ti and V-15Ti-5Cr were
I \220 -                  # vacuum annealed for one hour at temperatures of 700,\

-         800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1350, and 1500°C. Metallographic
200   '      '     '      1      1      1     1      1

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
examinations and diamond pyramid hardness readings

TEMPERATURE,UC were taken on the annealed sections. Hardness results
FIG. 19. The Change in Hardness as a Function of 1 Hour are shown in Figure 19. Both alloys exhibited the same

Anneals for V-40Ti and V-15Ti-5Cr Alloys. as-rolled hardnesses, and a minimum hardness at
700°C with the V-40Ti being significantly higher than

hot, concentrated IICI and rolled to -0.96 cm (0.38 the ternary alloy-possibly due to the higher solid.
in.) diameter. After vacuum annealing for one hour at Bolutioli liardening from the higher solute content. As
900°C, sections of the rod were machined into samples the annealing temperature increased, the hardness for
for EBR-II in-pile sodium corrosion testing. The bal- the V-Ti-Cr alloy increased while the V-40Ti alloy re-
ance of the rod was cross-rolled and long-rolled to tained its minimum observed hardness up to 1000°C
provide 0.15 crn (0.060 in.) thick sheet and 0.076 cm before significant hardening occurred.

(0.030 in.) thick sheet specimens for further evalua- The microstructures of 700, 1000, 1350, and 1500°C
tion studies. No difficulties were encountered in rolling annealed V-40Ti are shown in Figure 20. Full recrys-
the rod and sheet. tallization occurred at 700°C with higher-temperature

anneals resulting in marked grain growth. Heat treat-
(b) V-15Ti-7.5Cr Consolidation and Fabrication ments at 1000°C and above result in a dispersed phase

Attempts were made to utilize the V-40Ti consolida- at the grain boundaries and throughout the matrix.
tion procedure for producing the V-15Ti-7.5Cr alloy This phase is similar in appearance to the Ti-C-AT
with the modification of increased Cr in the briquets complex found in the V-20Ti alloy, but its coniposi-
to compensate for expected losses in melting. The arc- tion has not been determined.
melt was made under vacuum and resulted in a 5.8 cm The .microstructures of 800,  1200,  1350 and 1500°C
(2.3  in.) diameter ingot (AM50). Analyses of charge annealed V-15Ti-5Cr alloy are shown in Figure 2
and ingot material are shown in Tables 16 and 17 Recrystallization was apparently complete  at  800°C
respectively. The chI:omium content of the ingot was The microstructures are significantly different than
4.9w/0 (or a nominal 5w/o). Further attempts at melt- those for V-40Ti. The ternary alloy exhibits a banded
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FIG. 20. Microstructure of the V-40Ti Alloy after One Hour Anneals at the Indicated Temperatures.

structure with the bands consisting of discrete parti- precipitated Widmanstiitten structure consisting of
cles that appear to restrict grain growth during an- two acicular precipitates-light and dark colored. The
nealing. After a 1350°C anneal much of the banding light colored particles appear to have a marked re-
has been eliminated and two distinct types of particles tarding effect on grain boundary migration. Neither of
appear: an acieular-shaped particle apparently  a re- these particles has been identified but the dark colored
sult of precipitation, and a nodular-shaped particle particles are similar in appearance to the Ti-C-N par-

„ihat may have resulted from coalescense of particles ticles of the V-20Ti alloy.
 iginally constituting the banded regions. Annealing The grain-growth behavior of the two alloys is com-

at 1500°C completely eliminated both the bands and pared, with limited data for V-20Ti, in Figure 22. Al-
the nodular-shaped particles, but resulted in a heavily though consolidation and fabrication operations were
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FIG 21  Microstructure of the V-15'1'1-5Cr Alloy after One Hour Anneals at the Indicated Temperatures.

similar for both alloys, the V-15Ti-5Cr alloy exhibited ing. Attempts to roll sections of the V-15Ti-5(r alloy
a grain size nearly a factor of four smaller than after annealing at 1500°C were unsuccessful at room
V-40Ti. The V-15Ti-5Cr grain size is a factor of two temperature and at -500°C Fracture occurred after
smaller than that for V-20Ti although this comparison approximately a 10 per cent reduction in area and was
may be affected by a different fabrication schedule and intergranular in nature. The apparent brittleness could
interstitia] level for the latter alloy. be attributed to the presence of particles segregated in

the grain boundaries, but the large grain size als<
(e) Efect of Structure on Fabricability penalized fabricability.

Preliminary fabrication studies on the ternary alloy A section of rod annealed at 1500°C was eanned in
annealed at high temperature have not been eneourag- Type 304 SS and extruded at 1100°C  and  a  4:1  reduc-
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lon ratio to determine if the structure would be ame-
nable to hot fabrication by extrusion. No improvement
in fabricability was evident as the alloy fractured 0   V- 20 Ti

(intergranular) into many pieces. - 0 V-40 Ti                 -

Should the high-temperature annealed structure be - A V-15 Ti-5(r                -

desirable  for  Some  parl,ic, il,tr reason, it would have  to
be incorporated as a final anneal since subsequent fab-
rication appears remote-especially in tubing.

o.z

(3) Full-Scale Fabrication of V-15Ti-7.SCr Cm                 _                                                                                                                        -
LLI

H
W     -

(a) Consolidation a
<[

The charge components-vanadium chips (gran- e- f   -ulcs),  titanium  spuilge,  and  chi·omium liakes-were <                 -                                                                                                                        -
E

weighed on the basis of V-15w/oTi-7.510/oCr, lubri-      u
Z      //fcated with a small amount of stearic acid, and com- w O.01
5                 -                                                                                                                        -pacted   to   form   2.5 cm square   x   7.6   cm   long    ( 1   in.                                      -                                                                                                       -

square x 3 in. long) briquets. The briquets were heated                    -                                                       -
in vacuum to drive off the lubricant and welded to-
gether to form consumable electrodes. The electrodes             _                                    -
were double arc-melted under an atmosphere of 75%
He-25% A at a pressure of 500 torr to produce a 9.7 cm
(3.8 in.) diameter ingot. To date, two full-scale arc-

0.001          1                                 1cast ingots have been produced with the first ingot 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600

(AM64) being 33 cm (13 in.) long and the second TEMPERATURE,°C

(AM68) measuring 41 cm (16 in.) in length. .FIG. 22. The Effect of One Hour Anneals on the Mean Grain
Alloy and interstitial element analyses for both in- Diameter of Some Vanadium Base Alloys.

gots are shown in Table 18. There was no apparent
deleterious effect of the consolidation technique upon
the interstitial element levels. The titanium and chro- TABLE 18. ALLOY AND INTERSTITIAL ELEMENT ANALYSES

ON 9.7 CM (3.8 IN.) DIAMETER ARC-CAST
mium contents are well within the normal tolerance V-15to/oTi-7.5w/oCr INGOTs
range. Hardness measurements across the diameter of
ingot AM64 ranged from 22 to 24 Re with no apparent Arc-cast Ingot- Arc-cast Ingot-

AM64 AM68variation between sidewall and center. Element
Mid- Bot- Mid- Bot-

(b) Ingot Extrusion and Re-extrusion Top dle tom Top dle torn

The machined V-Ti-Cr ingot (AM64) was canned
Titanium, w/0 15.1214.47 14.80  14.88 14.72 14.62

in Type 304 SS and extruded (Ext. *535) at 1100°C Chromium, w/0 7.53 7.31 7.77 7.61 7.25 6.90

and  a  3.7: 1 reduction ratio  on a 1250-ton horizontal Carbon, ppm 234 -- 265 222 --  226

press. The running load was 835 tons. The extrusion Oxygen, ppm 772 -- 632 810 --  810

data are shown in Table 19. Nitrogen, ppm 390 -- 410 390 --  440

The 5.4 cm (2.12 in.) diameter extruded bar was re- Hydrogen, ppm        13      -    15     17      -    13

machined into 4.4 cm (1.74 in.) diameter billets for re- Total Interstitials, 1409 1322 1439 1489

extrusion. This removed the steel jacket and the stri- Ppm
ated surface of the V-Ti-Cr alloy bar. These striations
are similar to those observed on V-20Ti after ingot
breakdown extrusion and are due to the relatively tios ranged from 4.1  to  13.0: 1. The extrusion  data  are
large as-cast grain size. shown in Table 19.

Seven and one-half billets were machined for re- The  304 SS j ackets on rod, sheet-bar, and tube-blank
extrusion;  one for sheet-bar,  234  for  rod,  and  4 for OD's were removed by mechanical stripping. The 304

 ube-blanks. These were canned in Type 304 SS and SS liner on the ID of extruded tube-blanks was re-
 xtruded on a 350-ton vertical extrusion press. Ex- moved by pickling in hot HCl. The alloy extruded

trusion temperatures ranged from 1050 to 1150°C with surfaces had minor longitudinal striations typical of
the majority being extruded at 1100°C. Reduction ra- #canned" billet extrusions. However, no conditioning
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TABLE 19. ExTRUSION  DATA  ON  V-15Ti-7.5Cr FOR INGOT BREAKDOWN AND RE-EXTRUSION

Extrusion Pressure

Extrusion Extrusion(1)
Extrusion Billet Temp., Reduction Breakthru Running Constant "K"Extrusion Number Speed cm/sec kg/cmiProduct °C Ratio

(in/sec)
kg/cm' kg/cms (psi)

(psi) (psi)

535 (Ingot break- Bar 1100 3.7 30 (12) 10,550 (150,000)  8,800 (125,000) 6,750 (96,000)

down)
536 (Re-ext.) Rod 1050 7.1 10 (4) 11,700 (166,000) 10,900 (155,000) 5,560 (79,000)
537 (Re-ext.) Sheet-bar 1150 13.0 7.5 (3) 13,200 (188,000)  11,900 (169,000) 4,650     (66,000)

538 (Re-ext.) Rod 1100 4.1 15 (6) 7,250 (103,000)  6,350 (90,000) 4,500 (64,000)
539 (Re-ext.) Rod 1100 6.8 13 (5) 9,500 (135,000) 8,450 (120,000) 4,400 (62,500)
540 (Re-ext.) Tube-blank 1150 8.1 13 (5) 10,200 (145,000)  8,750 (124,000) 4,200 (59,500)
541 (Re-ext.) Tube-blank 1100 8.2 13 (5) 10,700 (152,000)  9,100 (129,000) 4,350 (61,500)
542 (Re-ext.) Tube-blank ]100 8.3 10 (4) 12,000 (170,000)  9,850 (140,000) 4,650 (66,000)
543 (Re-ext.) Tube-blank 1100 5.9 15 (6) 8,050 (114,000)  7,050 (100,000)  4,000 (56,500)

cl) From P -K l n Ao/A where P i s the running extrusion pressure, Ao/.4 is the reduction ratio and K i s the extrusion constant

r...)1„::.'55>,2, 7·52'.7: 170.Y':--BJ-""f"*=«r 1...SC.93" and a  13: 1 reduction ratio is shown in Figure 23.  The
'O'.971%71-64,144*Kisf<Bega,44*4

degree of banding evidenced in this structure is signif->:9  : 1-&  ' '.iu.:2*-9:94ULAT<*,y  : : „«.9
:.f:.:33..:.  f., 'St*.'2 :32-L.1...ty. »0»»..XS,73.4-1 cantly reduced from the amount seen in material fab-
' t.,1.:··'. ,u· r  *.y   ....· ,"  i >:.,-Xs:4-:,·--. '>·> A-J . ricated earlier from smaller ingots (see Figure  21).

3353.'   f.,1,"R,ff-  -. J   ,ir*Lt f'' .....,  -,'-'  ,,I2    '-'*            Thi   is  due  to  the  inereassed  amount  of  working  in-
....«·. 1.3 -4-Mf ·A-=- /4.-«=,E'--'.0.\:-- . .1-1.:3ft,·,-49 5.Cic:'.4 herent in processing the large production ingots. The

f..,2, 19:.-3( 259:.,f:. 2.1.....6..r..2,9.3.----  1.) ,-.6: f hardness of as-extruded V-15Ti-7.5Cr was approxi-
mately 21 Re.

.     ..  .  -\.,-J-  -..   :0   •.     2  2 ...  *1  .-   A   A L.      '   z  ..   -,  .  '.-       '
bay'I:e.*.i....5'<,t ·,A':Cr»74·4'14   4*»I'S3»irAwkKA--1 (c) Secondary Fabrication

..

IA --·:f*KE.':...29-:4:3--I  )' '  :'.t'-7 ,:; Z>.:.  T..,-'..< r.2>....Ea Initial attempts to cold roll as-extruded rod and
U.....'....0*.0.'.....':.2:ra:2 -  fL'.5.,·.4 '--'.•.. ·p , Iff# 41 sheet-bar resulted in severe longitudinal splitting after
#13    ZJ ..6/.,   i.. ... A         ' . 1 . , ..,  .-,     ;.r. 41..   ....·r<3·      ·     ·.·0 .·.   ·    .:. r
. .-t: .1.'-X- .......'f:...:f:-r-<S' :r...u.TYLL:7#16 approximately 10 per cent reductions. However, after

r -h';.:... ,.. 'r..i- '... .«*..  »f .'<.„i .... - ./49.'4  1 ...'.... . 'li-J.' :'. ...: 63 annealing extruded material for one hour at 900°C- 1 1  %/:4......0.54.1.41.._3.- 4 25,·,;..·:.· 1· r....42437  25- i22 (93-99  RB), it could be readily cold rolled to reduc-..r:., el:... f.:..f.''.7..   'C :3».;3'. r  'L·0..lu.gr  art--2
.

':..6.1,.,  .; *:<. Y.r... 'T tions  o f  60  per   cent  with no evidence  o f cracking.   The
as-rolled hardness of 0.178 cm (0.070 in.) thick sheet2  ...   .

.....5574·5  i-'5 -R# il:..r  ·i. r.05  :4*.. e. I) 44-7., THR'.
<.0. F  .,ic. t:. I.<..>    A  :-·  .. S .·    -·' · k,. 't<,·'1·:;-,...:.:-U.. - after 60 per cent reduction was 32 to 34 Re .- I .  ....... .. .. -5.C,  4   -    ..t,-, -.4, r i.' '  wl.•>.) :L '1.-0.-:/V-/.i·  ... 21.- :a Tubing fabrication operations were under way at91    $.:.'.« .'.:'Gi, 2 1.-27.' f-i *iJ,ty.' '414....,t ,3,3 the close of the reporting period. Although the V-15Ti-.......'....../.i:rectl.,m- »t'. >'f-'f " .1'  .'"« ' Y)'5' -v,pk4.. '. 4., :.A..

7.5Cr alloy is rated as slightly more difficult to fabri-
43069 150X eate  than the V-20Ti alloy,  no  maj or difficulties  were

Etchant:  50 mI  H804,50 ml HF, encountered. Ductile core, mandrel and/or plug draw-
50 ml HA, 2 mI HNG. ing have been utilized as for the V-20Ti alloy. Micro-

FIG. 23. Longitudinal Microstructure of V-15to/oTi- structural examinations are under way to evaluate
7.5tt)/OCr Sheet-bar Extruded at  1150'C and  a  13:1  Redudion structural characteristics at various stages of fabrica-Ratio (Extrustion No. 537).

tion.
of the surface was necessary prior to secondary fabri- Deliveries of wrought products of the V-15Ti-7.5Cr
cation. alloy, including tubing, will be made available to oth-

The microstructure of sheet-bar extruded at 1150°C ers at ANL for more extensive appraisal.
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4. Fabrication of Fast-Reactor Fuel Elements

a. ZERO-POWER REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS A detailed product specification for the fuel was
prepared by the Atomic Power Equipment Division

(1)    ZPR-111 Fuel Elements for SEFOR Critical of General Electric Company in consultation with
Experiments (A. G. HINS AND A. B. SHUCK) ANL. Procurement of the fuel was accomplished by

The Metallurgy Division was responsible for two a contract between the AEC (San Francisco Office)

phases of the ZPR-III-SEFOR critical experimental and Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation,

program (1) development of a design and fabrication GE-APED was delegated for inspection of the con-
process for the fuel elements, and (2) evaluation of tractor's production. Argonne National Laboratory
the product of the commercial manufacture of these was requested t.o perform laboratory evaluations on
elements. The fuel elements developed were indi- a number of preproduction fuel elements, and on
vidually cast U-20w/oPu-2.5tv/oMo core plates that about one per cent of fuel element components and
were encased between formed Type-304 stainless steel finished fuel elements. Dummy elements containing
half-jacket panels. The two jacket panels were joined steel cores were submitted for destructive testing of
by welding extra-heavy welds on the ends of the welds.
elements that were machined to form parallel end
shoes.

(a) Quatijication of Preproduction Specimens

The fuel alloy was prepared in two steps-uranium Evaluation of the preproduction was by the labora-
was melted with about 3.12w/oMo and cast as a tory inspection of 15 U-Pu-Mo alloy core plates of
prealloy. This was remelted with 2Ow/oPu and cast three typical sizes and the inspection of seventy

directly into refractory-washed graphite molds. The j acket panels, seventy dummy wafers containing
casting dimensions were such that the ends only re- stainless steel core plates, five 50 mm x 75 mm x 6
quired machining. mm wafers containing U-Pu-Mo alloy plates;  and ten

The   hal f-j acket panels were drawn   from   0.30 mm weld strips and runout rods. Thirty-five stainless
thick strip to a depth one-half the thickness of the steel j acket panels were received   from the fabricator
fissile cores. The cavity was shaped to produce a and were visually inspected. Numerous panels con-
close-fit with the fissile core. The panels were trimmed tained imbedded metal chips and other defects that
with    turned-out    rims    that    were j oined by fusion made them unacceptable. The panels had obviously
welding   to   seal   the j acket in final assembly. Filler not passed through the manufacturer's degreasing,
strips   were spot welded   to    the    ends    o f    the j acket cleaning, or quality control inspection operations.
panels. These provided the additional metal, which Further inspection was discontinued and the fabri-
was arc-cast in a formed chill as an extra-heavy cator was requested to resubmit materials meeting
weld on each end of the elements. These welds were the specification. The manufacturer then submitted

subsequently machined flat and parallel. The last 70 additional panels, which were inspected and found
welds were made in a chamber that was back-filled to be acceptable.
with one-third to one-half atmosphere pressure of Three 4.51-cm x 7.06-cm x 0.53-cm core plates were
helium-argon gas mixture. received for preproduction qualification. These core

The  j ackets  were very tight  on  the  25  x  76  min and plates  were rej ected after visual inspection  and  meas-

larger elements. The thermal-contraction of the pe- urement for cold shuts, cracks, deep shrinkage voids,
ripheral welds took up the assembly clearances in and other defects indicating the need for improved
length and width. The atmospheric pressure forced, casting practices. The fabrieator was requested to
the  j acket panels  to the sides  o f  the  core.  Core, j acket submit material of higher quality. Five additional

panel and assembled element dimensions are shown core plates were received of the same size. The surface

in Figure 24. of these was improved and was considered accept-

The development work was completed in early able. The core plates were measured and the dimen-
1965 and a process report was written. A number of sions were found to be acceptable with a few minor
prototype elements were made up for properties test deviations from the prints. Three of the core plates
and transient test in TREAT. The transient tests were scored and fractured. The fractures of two plates
showed the desired prompt thermal expansion, and were sotind. The third showed several small inclu-

AE,he design was accepted for fabrication into ZPR-III sions. Samples were submitted for chemical analysis.
 lements for the SEFOR critical experiments. (37) Five each of the 50 mm x 178 mm x 6 mm and 50 mm

(:7) Shuck, A. B., Pilarski, E. M., Hins, A. G., and Burton,
x 50 mm x 3 mm core plates were evaluated and ap-
proved with comment on minor variation from the

G.,  Jr.,  Development  of  a   Process  for  Man·ujuciw··i·ng   ZPR-III,
U-Ptl-Mo Test Fuet Etements, ANL-6955 (March 1965). specifications.
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FIG. 24. Core, Jacket Panel, and Assembled ZPR-III-SEFOR Fuel Elements.

(b) Evatttation of Production Specimens About 70 preproduction and production wafers and
The contractor elected to make several changes in dummy elements were inspected for conformance to

manufacturing process that affected the quality of weld specification. Early production showed consider-
able fused-on copper picked up from the chills. Thesefuel plates. One of these involved the use of BeO
welds    were rej ectable under the specifications    forwash on carbon crucibles and molds. Comparative

neutron counts and beryllium analyses were made on weld composition. They were highly objectionable
production plates and on plates cast without use of because of the extreme grain-boundary embrittling
BeO in processing. The increase in neutrons was effect of copper in stainless steel welds. Nearly all

edge welds examined were below or just within thefound to be rough]y one percent per ppm of Be. On
minimum specified weld thickness. This was re-single melt fuel, made in BeO washed crucibles, the

neutron count was 30 to 50 percent greater than from ported on every lot of welds examined. There was also
evidence of poor arc control and electrode or chillmaterials containing no beryllium. The contractor

was requested to discontinue use of BeO on crucibles. misalignment. A similar condition was observed on
Core plate composition gave much difficulty during wafers sent to Idaho, where nearly 15 percent were

early production. The contractor requested approval returned for various weld defects.

for deviations from specified composition on several
(2) Fabrication of U233 and High-Burnup Pluto-melts. Some of these difficulties could be attributed nium Fuel Elements (A. B. SHUCK, A. G. HINS,to the problems of sampling and analyzing within the

AND E. M. PILARSKI)
precision required for verification of the core plate
analyses. Later as melting, sampling and analysis An extensive experimental program is under way b:
techniques improved, compositional control became the Reactor Physics Division to evaluate the effects
a relatively minor difficulty. of the various isotopes of uranium and plutonium on
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vllast reactor neutronics. Reactivity and danger coeffi- 1000 -

cient elements, doppler effect elements and partial zero
power reactor loadings are being fabricated by the 500 -

Metallurgy Division in support of this program. The
fabrication of doppler test clcments was described in t

200 -

the 1964 Annual Report(38) and in ANL-6995.(39) Dur-
ing 1965 the following effort was made: 100 -

(1) Fabrication of U233 containing 42 ppm of U232
into reactivity coefficient elements.

50 -

(2) Fabrication of 23 kg of plutonium-containing
approximately 22% puno' 4.6% pu241, and 0.7%
pu242 into zero power reactor elements was 20 -

started.
(3) A computer program was developed to predict . 10 -

I.

gamma and neutron radiation dose rates from     0
plutonium ranging in content from the present 5 -

W

91% Pu239 to that containing 96% or more of    k
Fu242, with intermediate ranges of Pu238  pu240'      w
and Pu241. 82_

0
The principal problem in the handling of uranium

1

1
t

containing U232 and of plutonium containing Puy; 12 5        10       20         50      100      200

pu241, and Pu242 is the biological hazard of penetrating TIME AFTER SEPARATION, DAYS

radiation. The daughter products of U232 and of U241
350-805

yield gamma rays and soft X-rays of sufficient energy FIG. 25. Radiation Intensity One Foot from One kg of U:33
to cause difficulty in unshielded glovebox operations. Containing 50 ppm of U:32.

The spontaneous fission of Pu238, Pumo, and Pu 42

yields a significant neutron flux. In addition Pu same piece produced a reading of 6.5 R/hr gamma at238 has
an a-particle yield 280 times that of Pu239. Plutonium 50 mm.

containing only one percent of Pu is approximately The build-up of radiation intensity versus time after238

four times as a-radioactive as the 91% Pu289 now separation of a kilogram of U233 containing 50 ppm
available. The recycle plutonium fuels, from both U232 is shown in Figure 25.

thermal and fast reactors, will have increased quanti- Because of the rapid build-up of gamma radioactiv-

ties of Punf Pu240  Pumi and Pu242  Experience that ity, it was desirable to fabricate this material as
will be gained in the fabrication of the reactor physics quickly as possible. A fabrication plan was adopted
test elements, therefore, is significant to the future that by rotating personnel required that no person

fabrication of reactor recycle fuels. spend more than one-half hour with his hands closer
to the material than 30 cm. Wrist badges were worn

(3) Fabrication of U233 Reactivity Coeflicient Ele- and in some cases light lead shielding was used. The
ments for ZPR-VI (A. G. HINS AND E. M. PILAR- procedure was rehearsed by fabricating depleted
SKI) uranium specimens. A stop-watch log was kept of each

The purpose of this work was to fabricate six 42 mm individual's exposure.
x 45 mm x 4.5 mm plates from U233 for reactivity Casting into precision graphite molds was selected

measurements in ZPR-VI. A quantity of 1288 grams as the method for fabricating the required core plates

U233 containing 42 ppm of U232 was separated on that would minimize exposure of personnel to radia-
November 19 and reduced to metal at ORNL. It was tion. A six-cavity mold was machined from high-den-

received at ANL on December 10, 1964. At this time sity graphite. The mold was coated by brush with 3-B
the largest piece, weighing about 800 grams, produced yttria suspended in ethyl alcohol, dried and out-gassed

a reading of 1 R/hr gamma at 50 mm thru a 0.7 mm at 500°C prior to casting.
rubber glove. On December 21 just prior to casting the The metal was melted in a yttria-coated bottom-

pour graphite crucible by induction under a vacuum of
_   (38) Annwl Report for 1964 Metallurgy Division, ANL-7000 0.002 torr. A gentle bubbling of the metal was appar-
Iip.  4448.
vi,    09) Ayer, J. E., Hins, A. G., White, D. E., Carpenter, D. C.,

ent immediately after melting. The power was regu-
and Konicek, C., The Manufacture of Glass-Bonded Fuels for lated to hold the melt at about 1200°C until this gas

Doppter Coe,#icient Measttrement, ANL-6995 (March 1965). evolution ceased. It was then increased to raise the
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FIG. 26. Um Castings in Graphite Molds.

TABLE 20. U233 REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT used over the milling vise and milling arbor to collect
PLATE DIMENSIONS all lurnings. The sawing operation produced a surface

Length Width Thickness that did not require further finishing. Edges were
Plate No. mm mm mm smoothed by filing. The dimensions of the plates before

j acketing are shown by Table  20.
Um-1 44.63 42.06 4.50 The  plates were double  jacketed   in  0.38 mm thick
U:':-2 44.58 42.01 4.50

Type 1100 aluminum and in 0.40 mm thick Type 304LUs:'-3 44.58 42.06 4.47

Uu,-4 44.68 42.09 4.45 stainless steel. The aluminum j ackets  were  made  from

U'"-5 44.76 42.09 4.50 two core-plate-shaped panels drawn to a depth of 2.3
US"-6 44.65 42.04 4.55 mm. Masonite dies and a brass punch were used to

form the panels. The panel edges were trimmed with a
melt to a temperature of 1300°C and the metal poured 1.5  min  turned-out  rim.
into the molds which were at 550°C prior to pouring. The core was placed between two panels with care

Figure 26 shows the appearance of the U castings that the rims of the panels were not contaminated. The233

in the molds with the two outer graphite plates re- assembly was clamped between copper welding chills
moved and the yttria brushed away. The eastings were that exposed the contacting rims of the panels only.
stripped from the molds and visually inspected. Five These were fused together by nonconsumable-elec-
were without defect. One plate showed a slight depres- trode, inert-gas-shielded (TIG) arc weld. The weld
sion  where the sprue joined the plate,  but  was con- j oint was carefully inspected  at  2 x magnification  anc
sidered acceptable. surveyed for alpha contamination. Each aluminum

The sprues were removed from the castings by means j acketed plate was weighed.
of 8 0.8 mm thick milling saw, A vinyl enclosure was The stainless steel outer jackets were furnished in
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FIG. 27. U233 Reactivity Test-Elemeiit and Components.

the form of rectangular sheaths with one end open. pocket and wrist film badges. Table 22 shows the time
The   aluminum j acketed plates were inserted   in the and film badge radiation exposures for each operation
sheath and the opening closed by means of a plug. of core making. The integrated body exposure for all

The ends of the plug were welded to the sheath and operators was approximately 0.5 rem. The maximum
the assembly was placed in the vise of a vacuum body exposure of any operator was 140 mrem. The
welder. The welding chamber was closed, evacuated integrated wrist exposure for all operators was less
and back filled with helium to one-half atmosphere than 300 nirern.

pressure.  The  j oint between the sheath   and  plug was Table 23 shows personnel radiation exposures during
fused by TIG arc weld. The fuel element components fuel element assembly, welding and inspection. Once
and  a finished element with seetioned   away j acket is the cores are jacketed the B-radiation component was
shown in Figure 27. absorbed and the soft X-ray component was con.

The completed elements were surveyed for a con- siderably reduced.

tamination, leak detected by means of a vacuum-test
(4)  Fabrication of Reactivity Coelucient Elementschamber and helium-leak detector, weighed, radio-

from High.Burnup Plutonium (N. J. CARSON,
graphed, and visually inspected. The gamma-ray in-

JR., A. G. HINTS, H. F. JELINEK, AND A. B. SHUCK)..tensity of each plate was approximately 2.5 R/hr at
 0 mm  measured thru the j acket. The weight  and con- A shipment of 23.4 kg of high-burnup plutonium

tents of each specimen are as shown by Table 21. Care- was received in November 1965. The isotopic analysis
ful dosimetry was maintained on each operator by of one button of this material was 72.55to/opu239,

means of radiation rate meters, integrating meters and 22.16w/oPu240.4.62w/oPu241, and 0.67%0/0Pu242. This
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TABLE 21. WEIGHT AND CONTENTS OF U233 The following manufacturing sequence was estau-
REACTIVITY SPECIMENS lished:

Stainless (1) Alloy and cast billets measuring about 16 mm
Specimen Gross Core Aluminum

Steel x 54 mm x 200 mm weighing about 2500 gramsNo. Weight,g  Weight, g  Weight, g Weight, g
each.

(2) Crop sprues and Sample.
U233-1 172.866 147.626 5.240 20.000

U233-2 171.971 146.708 5.286 19.977 (3)  Roll at 300°C to 2.32 mm (cold dimension) by
U233-3 170.231 145.213 5.155 19.863 15 to 25% reduction steps.
U233-4 170.825 145.740 5.140 19.944 (4) Co]d roll to 2.25 mm thickness.
U233-5 172.501 147.548 5.128 19.825 (5) Blank and coin core.Um-6 173.690 148.576 5.270 19.844

(6) Clean, number, measure, and weigh core plate.
(7) Prepare jackets and loading funnels.

TABLE 22. PERSONNEL RADIATION EXPOSURE DURING (8) Assemble cores in jackets.
U233 CORE PLATE MANUFACTURE (9) Insert closure plug and assemble in welding

chill.
Glove- Film Badge Exposure

(10) Weld at 1/2 atmosphere He-30%A.Operation box
Time Body (11) Survey for a contamination.Wrisl

(12) Flatten between platens in press.
Introduction and Trans- 15 Min #-80 mRad        0                  (13) Leak detect.

fer of U233 between 15 Min 7-35 mR (14) Measure and weigh finished wafers.Gloveboxes
Weighing U:33 Material  22 Min  0-150 mRad B-40 mRad (a) Rolling Tests

(Leaded Apron worn) 7-65 mR 7-60 mRad
Breaking of Discs into 5   15 Min        -               0 A billet of Pu-1.lw/0Al alloy was cast and rolled.

g pieces (Leaded The billet measured approximately 114 mm x 45 mm
Apron) x 16 mm after cropping. The billet was given two 15%Loading and Unloading  27 Min 8-210 mRad 0-40 mRad reduction passes at 250°C. It was then cut in half. Theof Furnace, Demold 7-75 mR 7-70 n:lIt

first half was reduced to 2.3 mm in thickness in a seriesand Clean-up, Brush
Plates, (Leaded Apron) TABLE 23. PERSONNEL RADIATION ExpoSURE DURINGLoading and Unloading   27 Min  #-230 mRad   0-100 mRad T. 233 FUEL ELEMENT ASSEMBLY AND INSPECTIONof Furnace, Demold 745 mR 7-40 mR
and Clean-up, Brush Film Badge ExposurePlates, (Leaded Apron) Operation

Glovebox
Milling U233 Core Plates   15 Min         0                0                                                    Time

Wrist BodyInspecting Milled Plates     15 Min      7-25 mR                       0
Cleaning and Weighing  22 Min   7-25 mR 7-25 mR Loading Fuel into Alumi-   53 Min y-80 mR y-35 mRCore Plates num Jackets and Chill

Blocks (Lead Shielding)
Positioning of Chill Block   65 Min 7-55 mR          0material   is  to be fabricated into stainless steel   jaek-

Clamps Prior to Weldilig
eted, Pu-1.ltv/0Al elements for ZPR-III. The elements (Lead Shielding)
are to be compatible in design with the Pu-1.lw/0Al WeldingAluminumJackets   45 Min   7-110 mR y-25 mR
elements presently at ZPR-III. The quantities and (Lead Shielding)
pertinent dimensions of the high-burnup plates are as Passing Fuel during Load-    28 Min 7-35 mR         O
follows: ing and Welding (Lead

Shielding)
Nominal Dimensions Core Dimensions Nom. Core Pouching Out and Loading     64 Min    7-110 mR 7-25 mR

Quantity over Jackets, mm mm Weight Elements into Chill
Blocks (Lead Shielding)42      25 x 50 x 3.2 23.8 x 45 x 2.2 32.3

Inspection of Welds 52 Min 7-55 InIt 7-25 mR100 50 x 50 x 3.2 48.8 x 45 x 2.2 69.0
Leak  Testing  Fuel  Ele-   10 Min 7-55 mR         O120 75 x 50 x 3.2 73.8 x 45 x 2.2 104.3

Inents
Final Inspection and 27 Min 7-45 mR         OElement production is scheduled to begin in early Weighing1966. Development work was done in 1965 with low- RadiationMonitoringDur-  60 Min 0-25 mRad  7-50 mR

burnup plutonium to establish the fabrication se- ing Manufacture of Fuel 7-100 mR
quence, to design the tools and gages, and to order the Elements
jackets. The jackets are promised for January 1966 Photography and X-Radi-   33 Min -        7-25 mR

ographydelivery.
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FIG. 28. Welding Chills for ZPR-III and ZPPR Fuel Elements.

of 15% reductions made at 250°C. The second piece (5) Radiation Dose Rates from High-Burnup
was reduced to the same thickness in a series of 25% Plutonium (A. B. SHUCK, P, K. DOHERTY,* H. R.
reductions at 300°C. Both pieces were reduced without FRASER,* AND M. B. TEN EYCK*)
edge cracking or surface checking and had sufficient In the U238_PU239 fuel cycle, the composition of
ductility for 8 cold finish reduction. The total reduc- aqueous-processed plutonium can vary from nearly
tion in thickness was greater than 85%. Side spread pure Pu239 to that containing 40% or more of Pu238 
was 7% for the piece reduced by 15% passes and 6% pumo pu241, and Pumi The aqueous decontamination
for the piece reduced by 25% reduction passes. processes reduce the radioactivity from the fission

A combination blanking and coining die has been products to very low levels. Glovebox fabrication of
designed and constructed for each size core plate. This the decontaminated plutonium fuel is practical with
die is designed with a sizing cavity so that, after low and moderately irradiated fuels. High-burnup ir-
blanking, the punch presses the core plate into the radiation and multiple recycle of the fuel will increase
cavity flattening it and coining it to size. Sharp edges the concentration of the higher isotopes of plutonium
are removed by file and scraper. and of the Pu238. This, in turn, produces increased

The stainless steel j ackets  are  open  at  one  end.  A levels of radiation in the decontaminated fuel. Glove-
disposable aluminum loading funnel is used to protect box shielding becomes necessary when maximum per-
the  edge  of  the j acket from plutonium contamination missible limits of personnel exposure are reached by the
as the core is inserted. Welding is done in the chill fix- operators. At some radiation level, glovebox fabrica-
ture shown in Figure 28. This fixture clamps the six tion becomes impractical, possibly because of neutron
sides of the element in copper chills that expose only shielding difficulties and high "burnout" of personnel.
the  edge  o f  the j aeket  to  the  weld arc. Welding  is  done Remote fabrication is then required.

  one-half atmosphere pressure of He-30% A mixture. The methods by which power reactor fuels can be
i he fabricating sequence shows a press flattening fabricated depend upon the intensities of the alpha,
operation after welding. The latest welding tests have
indicated that step will not be needed. * AMU Engineering Practice School.
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20,000 light elements. X-rays and low-energy gamma rays
are emitted from U237 and Am241, which build into the
fuel from the decay of Pu241. Hard gamma rays from

10,000 residual fission products may also present a significant9,0008,000                  - -f hazard even in chemically decontaminated fuel.
7,000 ---
6,000 --+ The half-life of Pu241 is about 13 years. A small
5,ono - /

--- percentage of it transforms to U237 by alpha decay. A

2
4,000 --

I // --% second source  of  U287 in irradiated fuels  is  the   (n, 2n)

51
3,000 --*g&h reaction with U238. '1'he U237 has a half-life of 6.7 days

-/*I.

x                                                                   and reaches equilibrium in the plutonium in about 20
-4 2,000 days. It beta decays to Np237 yielding a gamma-ray&  1  «--- 7. plus X-ray spectrum ranging from 33 Kev to 371 Kev.
M

4 1,000 /ili-kzz
Over 99 percent of the Pu241 decay events produce

R     . 900
/:S=-Sr-S= 

Am241. The half-life of Am241 is 460 years, and it con-
:00 \

700    // //  /0,+0- ;-- i tinues to build into the fuel containing Pupil The
gamma radiation from this source exceeds that of the

-----... U237 in about 120 days. Am·241 decays to NP237 pro-
400 . - ducing a broad spectrum of gamma and X-rays rang-
-SS, -- ing from 0.99 Kev to 17.7 Kev. The buildup of hard

radiation in highly irradiated plutonium fuel is time-
200

0 6 12  18   2    30  36  1,2  1,8   54  60         dependent and an incentive to fabricate as soon after

TIME  AFTER  SEPARATION (NK)NTHS) processing as possible.
350-808 Neutron emission from the recycled reactor fuels

FIG. 29. Calculated Hand Dose Rates Source, 2.03 kg, Pu- is  derived   from two sources:    (1)   the (a,n) reaction
1.25w/0Al, 140 mm Diameter Disk, Shielding, 253 mm He, 0.7 with light elements and from (2) spontaneous fission.
mm  Neoprene. Energetic alpha particles from all uranium and plu-

ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS tonium isotopes, and from Am241 and NP237, react with
light elements that may be present as alloys, as chemi-

PU'38 Pum PU240 Pu241 PU242 cal compounds, or impurities. These in turn yield-  - neutron fluxes of sufficient intensity to require radio-
a                          . 001 91.15 8.0 0.8 0.05 logical protection. Isotopes of the even mass numbers
b 0.02 76.68 20.0 3.0 0.3

c O.001 73.1 22.8 3.5 0.6 also yield neutrons by spontaneous fission.

d 1.0 64.0 20.0 12.0 3.0 A program is under way to determine radiation

e 0.04 62.76 30.0 60 1.2 exposures and shielding requirements while fabricating
f 2.0 40.0 30.0 18.0 10.0 fuel elements from high-biirnup plutonium. The prob-
g 0.1 34.9 35.0 10.0 20.0 lem is being approached from two directions:
h 0.2 4.8 25.0 10.0 60.0

i 0.3 0.7 2.0 1.0 96.0 (1) Calculation of dose rates from isotopic gamma
and neutron energy data considering different
geometric and shielding configurations vs. time

beta, X-ray, gamma, and neutron radiation associated after separation.
with the fuel. Handling limitations are imposed in (2) Measurement of actual radiation levels encoun-
each. If alpha radiation alone occurs, protection must tered while fabricating zero-power reactor ele-
be provided against direct contact and contamination ments and test specimens from high-burnup
of the room atmosphere. Each gram of Pu239 emits plutonium of known compositions and histories.
1.43 x 1011 alpha particles per minute. But the intensity Three AMU-ANL Summer Engineering Practice
of alpha radiation can vary widely from this base level. School students were assigned to make dose rate cal-
PU238 emits about 280 times as many alpha particles culations during July and August of 1965. This work
as the Pu239 , and if the plutonium contains 1% of Pu238, culminated in a computer program to calculate neutron
it will have approximately four times the alpha radio- and gamma-ray dose to personnel over 8 broad range
activity of pure Pung Am241 and Np237 also have very of isotopic compositions of plutonium in various StageR
high specific alpha radioactivities. of fuel element fabrication.(40) The chemical compos

There are three sources of penetrating radiation
associated with highly irradiated plutonium. Neutrons (40) Doherty, P. K., Fraser, H. R. and TenEyck, M. B.,

Calculation of Radiation Dose Levels in the Fabrication of High-are generated by the spontaneous fission of Pune Burnup Plutonium, AMU-ANL Summer Engineering Practice
Pu24o, and Pu242  and  from the (ci,n) reaction with the School (September 3,  1965).
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-Elon and densities of the shielding media were found 2,000
f

and gamma ray attenuation coefficients were caleu-
lated for the present operating conditions. Sets of input
data were prepared for several cases for plutonium 1,000

-d
900 .... <*-0*.

fuel of nine isotopic compositions. Calculations were 800 ---= ---
700

/ --- - g.h
made for five periods of elapsed time after separation             6 0
of the plutonium: 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, 2 years, 500 -

/ -e
and 5 years. Results from two of these cases are shown

;   400  -                       -by Figures 29 and 30.
% 300 .il -

The confirmatory experimental data will be ac- . / //
cumulated during fabrication of various reactor phys- I     'll//» SS:S:- -.    200

ics elements containing high-burnup plutonizim.   One            W  
set of  experimental  data will  be  obtained  from  fabrica-              2 -5 l//       i
tion of 23 kg of 72w/opu'39,22.lw/opu240,4.6w/0Pu241,        i  100 --I

+       90 / --
and 0.67te/0Pu242 into reactivity coefficient plates 3 Bo  -

Preliminary surface dose rate measurements have been       A       70
60

made on plate specimens of this material in a variable-
50

source-distance, extrapolating, ionization chamber. At           40
approximately 90 days after separation, the surface

30

dose rate from 25 mm x 32 mm plates of 3.2 and 1.6
mm thickness was 7.211/Hr through 0.5 mm of vinyl.

20

The calculated dose rate was 8.1 R/hr. It was felt          0  6  12  18  24  30  36  42  48  54  60
that this was agreement within the limitations of the TIME AFTER SEPARATION (MONTHS)

calculations and experimental measurement. 350-809

FIG. 30. Calculated Window Dose Rates Source 2.03 kg Pu-

(6)   Development  of  ZPPR Fuel Elements   (A. B. 1.25w/0Al, 140 mm Diameter Disk. Shielding 448 mm He, 9 mm
CR-39.

SHUCK, H. F. JELINEK, AND N. J. CARSON, JR.) ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS

Pu238 Pu239 PUM Pu:41 Pu24:The purpose of this program is to develop a commer-
cially low-cost method for making ZPPR fuel ele- a .001 91.15 8.0 0.8 0.05
nients. The objectives of the work are as follows:                 b 0.02 76.68 20.0 3.0 0.3

(1)  to design and develop U-Pu-alloy plate fuel ele- c O.001 73.1 22.8 3.5 0.6

ments that provide prompt transmission    of                            d 1.0 64.0 20.0 12.0 3.0

thermal expansion and safe containment of the          e 0.04 62.76 30.0 6.0 1.2

f 2.0 40.0 30.0 18.0 10.0
fuel. 20.0g 0.1 34.9 35.0 10.0

(2) to investigate potentially low-cost methods for          h 0.2 4.8 25.0 10.0 60.0

fabricating core plates of uniform plutonium       i 0.3 0.7 2.0 1.0 96.0

content and precise dimensions.
(3)   to develop methods for forming the j acket com-

ponents. lurgy Group, and ignition properties of the alloy are
(4)   to demonstrate methods  for j acketing  and seal being tested in the Chemical Engineering Division.

welding the core plates in the j acket components Alternate alloys are also being investigated by the Ap-
that minimize contamination problems. plied Physical Metallurgy Group and if other alloy

(5) to pilot-production test methods for making compositions are shown to be more desirable for ZPPR
ZPPR fuel elements and to develop inspection fuel elements, fabrication methods will be modified to
methods and standards. the alternate compositions.

(6) to draft technical specifications for the pro- Three potential methods for fabricating the ZPPR
curement of ZPPR fuel elements. alloy  have been considered: (1) precision casting,   (2)

*ia The reference design is being developed in coopera- casting and rolling, and casting and extrusion. Time
 on with the Idaho Division, ZPPR Organization. The limitations dictate the early selection and develop-

reference alloy for fabrication development is U- ment of the inost promising of these methods. The ref-
25w/oPu-2.5w/oMo. The properties of this alloy erence alloy is hard and non-ductile. Very little plastic-
are under investigation by the Applied Physical Metal- ity develops until it is heated to above 600°C.
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4       CORE        -            --   -*.M--CORE
elements will have the cross section shown by Figure
31 but a small number will be required that are one-

--1 half the thickness of the plates shown. Nine different4                 R.                   i               lengths of fuel elements are required, each having the

2                  same cross-section and the same end closures. This
2  93

design will allow cutting cores from cast or fabricated

5*16 11* U-25w/oPu-2.511,/0Mo alloy bars. The jackets may be
f       t made from precision-formed rectangular tubing and the

end plugs cut from rectangular wire. It is believed that
JACKET v -

-· -JACKET this design will reduce the tooling cost when compared

to methods that require separate molds or dies for each
fuel element size. Cross-sectional clearance is provided

ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS so that the plutonium alloy core plates can be loaded
into   the j ackets through a contamination-preventing

NOMINAL     25        51         76 102 127  152   178 203 229 funnel and sheath. It is intended that one end plug beCORE 20.42 45.82 71.22 96.55 121.9  147.3 172.7 198.1 223.5
LENGTH 20,32 45.72 71.12 96.44121.8 1472 172.6 198.0 223.4 welded in place and the joint leak detected before
JACKET  25.65 51.05 76.45 101.8 127.3 152.7 178.1 203.5 228.8 core loading. The core will be loaded and the oppositeLENGTH    2540  50.80  76.20   101.5    126.9   152.2   177.6  203.0  228.3

end plug inserted. The assembly will then be clamped
350-811 in a welding fixture that squeezes the core between theFIG. 31. ZPPR Reference Element. two end plugs while the final weld is being made. This
Because of the high hardness of the material at room weld must be made under a partial vacuum so that the
temperature, carbide tools have been required for ma- j acket  does not inflate at Idaho altitude pressure  and
chining. Further development of machining methods is at the anticipated fuel element temperatures. Con-
being undertaken for cutoff, finishing and weight ad- tact between the core and fuel provides prompt trans-
j ustment. mission  of thermal expansion  to  the j acket  ends.  The

The pilot production  o f j acket components  has been end plugs are sufficiently thick that they can be
undertaken in cooperation with the Fabrication Pro- machined parallel if welding causes distortion.
cureInent Services and Central Shops Divisions. Em- (b) Casting
phasis has been placed upon techniques that yield good
precision and freedom from j acket defects. Jacket-Coin- Alloying and precision casting methods have been

ponent fabrication must be adaptable to large-scale
well developed for the U-Pu-Mo alloys.(41) The prop-

production and minimum tooling cost. erties of these alloys were described by Kelman,
Contamination control during fuel element assembly et al. (42) The relatively low atmospheric oxidation rate

is a very real and a potentially costly problem. An and low pyrophoricity of this alloy at room tempera-
alpha contamination level of 400 DPM on the surface ture, its high compressive strength and high coefficient
of the fuel elements represents 0.000,000,001,4 grams of thermal expansion were important factors in the se-
of plutonium. Techniques are being developed to mini- lection of the alloy. The alloy Cantiot be cold straight-
mize   contamination   of   the j ackets during assembly.

ened or otherwise room temperature deformed because

Weld contamination has been a particular problem be- of its low ductility.
cause of the difficulties in decontaminating welds. The casting properties of the alloy are good. Prelimi-

Welding and weld inspection has caused serious dif- nary tests show that the casting properties of the U-

ficulties in the commercial procurement of fuel ele- 20w/oPu-2.5w/oMo and U-25w/oPu-2.5w/oMo alloys
ments. This is partly because few vendors realize the are similar. Only slight modification of the casting
precision of welding fixtures and arc control required methods developed for 178 mm long ZPR-III SEFOR
to weld thin metals satisfactorily. It is partly due to critical test elements is required to produce 10-in. long,
the difficulty in setting up inspection standards and in precision-cast bar sections. Longer cast bars may also
describing unsatisfactory welds. The welding phase be practical, but it was felt that these would have very
of this program will attempt to describe the param- little advantage over multiple cast 254 mm lengths.
eters required to make satisfactory welds in the fuel (41) Shuck, A. B., Pilarski, E. M., Hins, A. G. and Burton,
elements and to provide inspection standards. G., Jr., Development of a Process for Manufacturing ZPR-ITT

U-Pu-Mo  Test  Fuel Etements, ANL-6955 (March 1965).
(a)  Fuel Element Design (42) Kelman, L. R., Rhude, H. V., Schnizlein, J. G., aI.-

Savage, H., "Metallic Plutonium Alloys for Fast CriticalThe reference fuel element design being developed Experiment," Third International Conference 071 Plutonium,
is shown in Figures 31 and 32. The majority of fuel Institute of Metats, (November 22-26,  1965).
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FIG. 32. Components and Prototype ZPPR Fuel Element.

Difficulties were experienced by the ZPR-III SEFOR mm from which shorter individual core plates are being
contractor with carbon pickup from ceramic-washed Cut. One of these castings is shown in its mold in Fig-
carbon crucibles.(48) Ceramic crucibles can be used for ure 33. The dimensions of the core plates have been
melting the alloy but with increased dress losses. Large chosen such that each 25 mm of length weighs approxi-
ceramic crucibles have a poorer thermal shock re- mately 100 grams. Each 254 mm casting will weigh
sistance than carbon crucibles and must be used more approximately one kilogram. Individual process stud-

carefully. ies must be made by each contractor to determine
Of several oxide crucibles tried, Zr02 seems to give maximum safe-batch limits in his plant. But it appears

the most satisfactory overall performance. The Zir- that multiple mold techniques can be developed that
conium Corporation of America has suggested the use will allow casting of batches as large as 30 kilograms.
of hydrogen refired crucibles to reduce drossing. A sub- Glovebox handling of larger batches must be mecha-

oxide layer is produced on the surface of the Zr02 nized.
crucibles that is said to reduce the amount of oxidation Precision casting, either of the individual pieces on
of molten metals. precision-sectioned bar, appears to be a practical

The cast alloy blackens in air but is not pyrophoric. method for the making of the core plates. This is the
Castings have presently been made to a length of 254 present method of choice.

   (43) collett, J. G., Benson, E. M., Gerrish, R. W., and Brug- (c) Secondary Working
geman,  L. D., Zero-Power Reactor III .P'uel Fabrication, Trans.
ANS  1965 Winter Meeting, 8(2), 354-355 (November 15-18, Secondary working requires the casting of billets, so

1965).
the casting phase is not eliminated from the process.
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1      rolled on a 5 in. x 8 in. (13 cm x 20 cm) two-high roh-
..:, r            .          i        A.. . ......1 I     ing mill. The rolls were electrically heated to 260°C,

4 :s  i
:3.' .Jl the maximum temperature obtainable with the two-kw....

th '. : heaters in the rolls. Rolling tests were made at 550°,
610°, and 650°C. The billets were standard 5.2 mm

*                                                                  thick, 25 mm x 50 mm fuel-plate castings. Severe brit-
tie cracking occurred at small reductions at 550°C. Lat-

T                          :      eral cracking also occurred with 30 percent reductions
·  '       at 610°C. Thirty percent reductions were accomplished.,»*.0.

·    successfully at 650°C billet temperature. The billet
oxidized excessively in the glovebox atmosphere con-
taining less than 0.015% oxygen and 60 ppm H2O. A

.'    I :... . limited number of tests were made with molten salt
. ·,·    ' - ' ' ·       coatings to determine whether a neutral  salt  bath

-,b
,  *  i might reduce oxidation. The method was found to be

4 h                                                                      i    .... messy and somewhat hazardous for glovebox operation,
.r                                    *...5, , and was discontinued. The tests indicated that hot
:61           '                 te8%                                   : working could be done at sufficiently high tempera-
0/1                                  *:g.....:.I ..a tures, but did not show sufficient promise to warrant

-..

tej                                                                      f :41:..':..: i tooling-up  one  of the large mills with heated rolls  for

                                     .. 1.{ ....... ,1 full-scale tests.

Ri#

'    '14:- A-0 Extrusion is a method that works metal largely by4.-re'lel-.'-..
#4 * .*:tz.v.. compressive forces. The extrusion tests are presently
m te:'- under way. The alloy appears to have a tendency to
'91

•22 attach ferrous dies at the near 800°C temperature
.r required for extrusion. Protective lubricants or ceramic

extrusion tools will be required if die erosion and con-
tainer sticking problems cannot be eliminated. Extru-

:4 1.*1- sion in protective cans is not recommended because ofet·Je.ret41- tp, .4....
Oses. at.:.43 *.*r the imprecision of the method and the problems associ-......ir/.-'. ated with j acket removal.:6% I. '

6, .1..*.1
Considerable machining experience was gained on

646 (d) fIfachining

...v: r.'t*.*:.'.4.i:Elt»1  1 .,4,- the U-20w/oPu-2.5tu/oMo alloy. Tests on the U-
..   . :. 2  '':1&4 fs.:4'.. 25ti'/oPu-2.5w/oMo alloy have shown similar machin-1 i.,    1. 1  '41... „

.....

L  --'
'

ing characteristics. High-speed steel tools, used dry at

350-813
room temperature, did not stand up. Carbide tools per-

FIG. 33. ZPPR Bar Casting Before Removal From Mold. formed reasonably well. Although solid carbide cut-
off saws maintain their cutting  edge,  they  are  subj ect

The costly rolling mills or extrusion presses used to to breakage and their cost is over $50 each. A large
fabricate plutonium cannot be used for other products amount of spallation and edge breakage resulted during
because they become radioactively contaminated. The cold machining. Chip formation was of a brittle and
metals and machinery must be gloveboxed not only powdering nature.
for personnel protection but also for the high-purity A number of holes were drilled in the alloy fuel
inert atmosphere required for hot working. Because plates. High-speed steel drill points blunted immedi-
maximum batch limits can be precision cast in multiple ately and were not successfully used at room tempera-
molds with acceptably low recycle, the economic justi- ture. Carbide drills were used but edge breaking oc-
fication for secondary working may be questioned. In- curred around the drilled holes. It was found that if
vestigation of rolling and extrusion techniques was the plates were heated to above 200°C they could be
undertaken because several potential fabricators ex- drilled with the high-speed drills. Plate breakage wa
pressed an interest in these methods. reduced and a normal looking, drill chip resulted. Thi-

The brittleness of the alloy presents a problem in led to the design of an electrically heated milling fix-
secondary working. Tests were made with small billets ture and gang slitting saws to part the plates from the
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FIG. 34. Hot Milling Set-up for Multiple Sawing of Four ZPPR Bars.

alloy bars. The fixture has just been completed and Fabrication of jacket sleeves from rectangular pre-
has been tested with high-speed steel cut-off saws. The cision-formed tubing appears to offer 8 low-cost, high-
hot milling setup is shown in Figure 34. Tests were production method  for  making j acket envelopes.  The
made at 100°, 125°, 150°, 175°, and 200°C with a 1.6 varying sizes will be cut from long lengths of the tub-
mm x 76 mm diameter slitting saw with 28 teeth. The ing. Development of the tube-forming process has been

speed was 80 rpm and feed was 0.6 mm per minute. Im- undertaken in ANL Central Shops. The steps of tube
proved machinability was seen on tests above 150°C. forming are shown in Figure 36. A 0.4 mm wall tube is
Edge spallation was greatly reduced at 175°C and es- drawn to the required diameter. The 6.1 Illm sides and

sentially eliminated at 200°C although surface oxida- edges are formed over a mandrel by means of dies in a
tion was increased. Normal cut machining chips were press brake. The 50 min sides are flattened in a second

produced at 175°C and 200°C. The machined surfaces press brake operation. And the resulting, slightly un-
are shown in Figure 35. dersized, preformed tube is drawn over a stretch man-

drel in a rectangular forming box to finished dimen-
(e) Jacket Fabrication sion. The resulting rectangular sections can be inspected

Type 304-L stainless steel j ackets are preferred for and leak-detected before they are cut to j acket lengths.

two reasons, the stainless steel is sufficiently tough to In production, end plugs will be cut from precision-

survive handling and it is a normal component of most drawn rectangular-section wire. Jacket component ma-
of the reactor cores to be mocked up in ZPPR. In the chining should be reduced entirely to cutoff, deburring,

past,  envelope-type j ackets  have been wrapped-up and finishing, and cleaning operations.
seal welded from sheet metal. It has been very diffi-
cult to maintain satisfactorily high precision by this

(f) Fuel Element Assembly

method. Individual tooling was required for each The operations of fuel element j acketing and welding

 acket size and time consuming hand operations were are shown in Figure 37. Very careful handling is re-
 ecessary that  made  the j ackets costly.  Drawn j ackets quired to keep plutonium contamination from the out-

were used for the ZPR-III SEFOR fuel but the pro- side of the jackets and weld joints. A disposable load-
jecting edge welds were objectionable. ing funnel is used to prevent contamination of the
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FIG. 35. Hot Machined Surfaces of ZPPR Castings.
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FIG. 37. ZPPR Fuel Jacketing Operations (1) Funnel Insertion, (2) Core Loading, (3) Plugging and Welding.

jacket lip. The small end of the funnel must be thin welding. The welding fixture will be mounted in a vac-
enough  to be inserted  well  into  the j acket.  In  the past uum welder, which will allow the welds to be made un-
these funnels have been improvised from 0.05 to 0.1 der about one-half atmosphere pressure of A + He gas
mill (2 to 4 mil) aluminum foil, brass shim stock or mixture. The welder is shown in Figure 38.
plastic film. But because of the small clearances, the Both TIG weld and electron-beam weld methods of
hand-made funnels have to be extremely precise and closure welding are being investigated. Because we pres-
were costly to make. The vacuum-formed plastic fun- ently do not have gloveboxed electron-beam welding
nels lacked the required rigidity and particles of plastic equipment for plutonium work, elements containing
tended  to be carried  into  the  jacket  as  the fuel plates plutonium alloy core plates will be TIG welded. Speei-
were loaded. Impact extrusions and draw dies are be- men elements containing dummy core plates will be
ing made up for the high-rate production of aluminum electron-beam welded. One of the plutonium-containing
loading funnels. It is believed that these will provide TIG-welded specimens is shown in Figure 39.
the necessary rigidity and precision at lower cost.

(h) Inspection
(g) Welding Leak detection, alpha counting and dimensional in-

After insertion of the core plates and the end plugs, spection techniques previously used for ZPR-ITI fuel

 ze assembled elements will be clamped in a chill fix- elements appear to be satisfactory but will require
v=cure shown in Figure 28. This fixture is designed to cool modification for large quantity production. Weld in-

the four sides  of  the j acket  and  the end plugs  and to spection, particularly, has been a problem because sub-
force the two end plugs against the core plate while jective judgments as well as measurements are reauired
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FIG. 38. Vacuum Welder Used for ZPR-III and ZPPR Fuel Elements.

to evaluate welds. It is intended that weld inspection (1) Thp fn,brication of a fuel container of acceptable
standards be developed during pilot production. Meth- strength and configuration and (2) The luading of surh
ods for evaluating core-plate quality are being worked a shape to acceptable density and uniformity. An in-
out in consultation with the Applied Physical Metal- vestigation into the basic aspects of particle packing
lurgy Group, Nondestructive Test Group, Special Ma- was undertaken before attempting to load a model
terials Division and Idaho Division, and will be tested radiator. The following report on the progress of loading
during pilot production. a radiator shape is divided into two parts. One deals

with the fundamentals of particle  packing; the other
L. PARTICULATE FUEL ELEMENTS with the efforts to load such a shape.

( 1) Powder-Loaded Racliator-Type Fuel Elements (a) Vibratory Compaction (J. E. AYER AND F. E.
SOPPET)

The term "radiator fuel element" has been given to
Since the last annual report, work on the compactionan extended-surface, heat-exchanger fuel concept. It

is felt that such shapes may afford higher heat-ex- of irregular-shaped particles has been completed. The
relationship between the packing efficiency of a singlechange rates than plate- or rod-type elements. The com-

plexity of solid shapes required to fill such elements has component and the size of the particle was reporti

delayed the development of the radiator fuel element.
to be:

The program is divided into two distinct areas of work Pei - 0.635 - 0.032/di - 0.072e-0.027 Dtdi
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,here Pei is the packing efficiency, D is the diameter
of the container, and di is the diameter of the single
component. The above equation was generated on        i
105 individual data points with the aid of an IBM
704F computer. The fit of the equation to the data
points yields a standard deviation  o f packing

efficiency                                          of 0.009 for particle dimensions greater than 300 mi-
, 0,5

crons. thet              ..
94- 5.The packing efficiency of a second angular com- 'AM :1

ponent in the matrix formed by the first component 1. = a *.M.k  ' 41
is expressed as: iNia .

i QUi. h i
P62   -   0.484   -  0.1926-0098dl/ds                                                                                                                                       

                                       'S

.R  .                    mI

** .       .M
This equation was evolved from 91 data points and the
standard deviation of the data points and the curve .-El/.. . .  .. · 0

is 0.026. With the aid of the two above equations the m-C..33....-:....    .          .  .            .   :1- M

total packing fraction of a binary system of angular /*4/#ak-i;*f#.4   3.. h

materials reduces to: *4 *2*Y-Ai. t.k.   4/, A*ayr' ,      '  7.9.»:i*yi0.812 - 0.017/di - 0.037e-0 .2 0 7 D /d 1 - 0.070e-0.098D/d2 -.'SK.'--
-  467.... '. . I.-/.

The value 0.812 is the limiting density of a binary sys- . 40&<.
" .'*5·'.40:&    .

tem of angular (approximately tetragonal) grit. Ef-
forts to produce uniform density by infiltration of a     I
third component into a binary system were singularly

350-822
unsuccessful.

FIG. 39. Prototype Fuel Element.Work has commenced on the final phases of the in-
vestigation into the compaction of shapes. Apparatus
to study the factors affecting the rate of infiltration of of diameter of matrix particle to entering particle.
particles has been completed. The purpose of this part Study of the effects of vibration upon rate of entry has
of the study is to determine the characteristics of shown that low frequency and moderate acceleration
particles and vibration that will yield high uniform den- are optimum for both spherical and angular particles.
sities in the shortest time. At this time the investiga- Infiltration time is a minimum at about 80 cycles per
tion into infiltration rate of spheres and rounded parti- second over the range 20 to 500 cycles per second, and
cles has been completed and only the work on angular the effect of acceleration seems to be maximum at
particles remains. about 15 g's. Some of the effects of variables related to

The procedure for the rate-of-entry studies is based the particle, or matrix, character have been determined.
on information gained during the study of compaction At this point all indications show that infiltration time
of spheres and angular shapes. These investigations is linearly proportional to column height for both
were carried on malleable steel grit and shot as ob- spherical and angular particles. Rate of entry of a sec-
tained from a producer of blast-cleaning materials. In ond component is very sensitive to the void fraction in
general, a matrix of particles is formed in a cylindri- the matrix. In fact, the rate is inversely and expo-
cal container by vibration and the time for a calcu- nentially proportional to the matrix void fraction. Fi-
lated quantity of second component to permeate the nally, the ratio of the size of matrix particle to that of
matrix is determined. The quantity of entering ma- the infiltrating particle influences the rate of entry.
terial that the matrix will accept can be calculated by There is a minimum ratio below which a particle will
using formulas previously determined. not enter the matrix. That ratio varies with particle

Although work is not yet complete, observations can shape. There is also a maximum ratio above which no
be made regarding the rate at which a densely packed advantage in rate of entry is realized.
body of particles is formed. Two sets of variables affect Conclusions based upon incomplete experimentation

6,he  rate  of  formation  of  the  body: (1) Those applied show that the "ideal" system for the formation of uni-
 rternally   to   the body: frequency, amplitude, and form-density fuel bodies would be spheres of selected

force of vibration and (2) those internal to the system: size ranges loaded by the infiltration technique driven
voids available in the matrix, column height and ratio al 60 cycles per second at 15 g.
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(2) Radiator Loading (J. E. AYE:R, R. A. JANI)RISE- steel shot, was carried out by three AMU-ANL
vITS*,H. R. FRASER, AND G. H. RICHARDSON*) Summer Engineering Practice School participants.

A shell-and-tube configuration was packed with Apparatus:  The two radiators  had the same exterior
dimensions and contained hexagonal close-pack arraysspherical steel shot by vibratory compaction. A second-

ary mode of vibration was found necessary to attain a of solid steel rods (simulating tubes). The center rod

limiting packing efficiency of 0.635. An equivalent di- of each container was removed to provide an opening
ameter of the configuration was proposed and, in terms in the top of the shell for loading. The radiators

of this and the particle diameter, the packing efficiency differed in that one contained an array of 60 rods and

was found to be: had a void volume of 857 cms.
In Figure 40, a radiator is shown in place on aPe = 0.635 - 0.35Oe- 0,431D/d vibrator platen. Two such vibrating devices were

Using the proposed equivalent diameter and the equa- available. Each consisted of a Syntron Model V-60
tion found for the packing of spheres in cylindrical shaker, which operated at 60 eps and had an output
containers yields equivalency well within the experi- acceleration range of 3 to 20 g. Power to each unit
mental standard deviation of 0.015. was supplied by a variable auto-transformer.

The work accomplished was concerned with the. The acceleration and amplitude of one of the vibra-
fabrication of nuclear fuel elements by vibratory com- tors werc sensed hy an Endeveo Model 2215 C
paction. The object of this study is to determine the accelerometer, which was attached to the underside of
influence of particle shape and size upon the efficiency the platen. The output of the aceelerometer was read
of particle packing in containers of shell-and-tube on an Hewlett-Packard Model 12OB oscilloscope. The
configuration. Containers of this type represent pos- acceleration and amplitude of the other vibrator had
sible fuel elements for fast reactors. The tubes, for the been previously determined as a function of the trans-
passage of coolant, are arranged in the usual hexagonal former setting.
close-pack array to provide efficient heat transfer. The particles selected were steel shot as obtained
Particle fuel is loaded through an opening in the shell from a manufacturer of blast cleaning materials. An
and occupies the space between the tubes. examination of the particles with a low-power micro-

Specifically, two questions were investigated: First, scope revealed that the majority were spherical and
what is the effect of the boundary condition 6n the the effect on the packing efficiency of those which were
packing density and, in fact, can the limiting packing not was considered to be negligible. The shot was
density be reached at all? Secondly, what equivalent classified into seven fractions whose diameters ranged
container diameter will apply to any container having from 0.011 to 0.043 mils. The average pyr.nometer
a hexagonal close-pack tube array? density of the seven classifications was 7.64 g per cm3.

Investigations have shown that the packing ef- Procedure: The packing of each of the shot fractions

ficiency of a particle system can be expressed as a was accomplished following the same procedure. After
function of the particle diameter using an equation the radiator was fixed in place on the vibralor platen,
of the form w ibration was enmmenced at 10 to 12 g. Particles were

C.Did poured in through an opening in the top of the shell.Pe =At B·Ce-
As the container filled, power to the vibrator was

where A, B and C constants, D is the container diam- gradually decreased. To achieve tight packing at theeter and d is the particle diameter. For a spherical top, only enough acceleration was supplied to cause
system A has been found to be 0.635, i.e., for single the particles to roll over each other, (about 3 to 5 g).
component packing the limiting packing efficiency is In order to pack particles to the limiting efficiency in
63.5%. D for cylindrical containers is simply the con- a hexagonal configuration, a secondary mode of vibra-
tainer diameter. However, for containers of complex tion was found to be essential. (Striking the radiators
shape, an equivalent term for diameter must be derived with a mallet provided the secondary vibratory modethat employs the parameters of the configuration. in this experiment.) The effect of this mode was an

The proper method for determining D should make upward vertical shift in the entire efficiency curve. It
the void packing efficiency a function of D/d only. is interesting to note that Ayer and Soppet(44) found
and not of a particular hexagonal shell and tube con- that the efficient packing of an infiltrating component
tainer. Consequently, before the correct term could be into a packed bed of spheres demanded a second mode
selected experimental data had to be obtained. of vibration.

An experiment consisting of packing two model shell
and tube containers, or "radiators," with spherical (44) Ayer, J. E., and Soppet, F. E., Vibratory Compaction:

I.  Compaction of Spherical Shapes,  J. Am. Ceramic  Soc.  48 (4),
* AMU Engineering Practice School. 180-183  (1965).
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  After the radiator was filled the contents were
weighed and the packing efficiency was computed. The -

elapsed time for each test ranged between 3 and 5                          -
hours.

Results  and Discussions. Several expressions  for the
equivalent diameter of a hexagonal configuration were .. -
examined. One considered the voids between rods as
unit cells; another employed the exterior side dimension ...-

of the shell and the number of rods in the array.
....'.'

..

Neither of these methods was found to be suitable.
..1'1.21· 4The derivation of the equivalent D which was finally 1   --.

proposed considered total void volume and total . 574-a21

boundary surface area. The equivalent diameter was
;«'4taken as the diameter of the right circular cylinder
*.*, / 21

which had the same surface area to void volume ratio f.3 .2.
as the shell and tube configuration. 1. r  1.5

L.*- 1--
Thus, .a...:.6,2 .e: h =. LlTotat Radiator Boundary Area  = lrDL .1    I."..1,  :

2

Radiator  Void  Volume  =  3  L                                                                              i.5      .   H ...
'.1 4      2 11

and p.::1.        ...;3

77  :       .1 114 · Radiator  Void Volume
.1.,1D= ·

Total Radiator Boundary Area ·..:            4 4
./,/                   1:2

A 32
This definition of "equivalent diameter" is analo- . . .

-

- 44                ..3gous, and nearly equal, to the classical definition used
in hydraulic technology. The void volume of each of

I  .                        9

the radiators was known. The total boundary areas, . -  4which included the inside surface areas of the shells
9.     al          .3and the exterior surface areas of all the rods, was com- :...    +     '1< S :-     i 

puted from information on the engineering drawings ..·  ,•  ·...  .'•.     4   *e
1"F 5'.6+21 .for the radiators. (The areas of the end plates of the .

• I 4.        .  ':ft 90,containers were neglected since their contribution to .

+    0 -   ......,>...    : . . .4. .

the total boundary areas of the configuration was
.

4.7    ....     '.  ...

small.) tl "44 ,

The calculated values for the two eqiiivalent diam-
otero Wore as fallnWR · *.,      I

44                                                                                                                          t,· f.    I              '   'D = 4.773 min (60 rod)
*:'· ··

D = 3.388 mm (90 rod) r..9
w:

'14,4.
An equation was generated on a CDC 3600 digital ...... -

computer in accordance with a least-square-fit pro-
gram(45) upon eleven experimental runs, and the result- 350-798

FIG. 40. Radiator Model on Vibrator Platen.
ant equation was:

Pe = 0.635 - 0.35Oe- 0.451D/d resulted in the original expression for the compaction
The standard deviation  of  the data points  from th6 of spheres into a cylindrical container. That rela-
curve is 0.015. tionship  was:

  If the expression for the equivalent diameter was Pe = 0.635 - 0.216e- 0.313D/d

.:Iindeed equivaleIit, the least squares fit would have
If one solves each equation for Pe by substituting

(45) Fu, Ruth, kirbitrary  Function  Fit, AN L-E-208. identical values for D/d he finds agreement well within
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the experimental standard deviation of 0.015. This additional material was required and the sheared end.
check upon the choice of expressions for the equivalent of EBR-II cast pins were fed to the hammer mill. The
diameter supports the judgment used. product had the same appearance as the pulverized

Conclusion: An expression for the packing efficiency atomizer sponge.
of spherical particles  in a hexagonal configuration is: The pulverized material was classified by screening

Pe = 0.635 - 0.350e-0.451D/d
and  loaded into Ab-110/0Zr j ackets   by the vibratory
technique described in the section beginning on page

where Pe is the packing efficiency, D is an equivalent 64.    The j ackets were enclosed in aluminum tubes
diameter of the configuration and d is the diameter with the top end sealed through a nylon or tefion
of the particles. When two modes of vibration are guard and loading funnel. The desired density was 55
applied to the configuration the limiting packing effi- to 60 percent of the solid-metal density. To obtain
ciency of 0.635 can be attained. An equivalent diameter this, only single size fractions were loaded in any
involving the total boundary surface area and the specimen. Six specimens each were loaded with -325
void volume of the configuration according to the mesh, -200 +325 mesh, and -120 +200 mesh powders.
relation D=4 Void Volume + Total Boundary Sur- Three additional specimens were loaded with -60
face Area yielded results which satisfied the conditions. +120 mesh powder.

Sodium was vacuum infiltrated into the powderc. FABRICAl'ION OF PARTICULATE METAL-
FUELED IRRADIATION SPECIMENS (E. M.

bed. This was accomplished by placing an extruded
sodium wire on top of the bed of particles. The amount

PILARSKI, D. J. KoCENKO, D. A. KRAFT, AND A. B. of sodium required to fill the interstices in the fuel
SHUCK) powder bed and to reach a desired level above the bed

A total of 21 particulate U-15w/oPu-10w/oFz ir- was calculated. The specimens were placed in a
radiation test elements were made in 1964 and 1965. vacuum-pressure furnace. The furnace was evacuated
The purpose of these specimens was to obtain data on to less than 25,t. Heating elements were then turned on
the fission product release from metal particles under to raise the temperature of the specimens to 250°C.
irradiation test. Eleven of the specimens were helium The furnace was back filled with helium gas to one
bonded and ten were logged with sodium. Two addi- atmosphere pressure. The specimens were removed
tional specimens of each type were provided with a from the furnace and quenched directionally from
central thermocouple. The methods used to prepare the bottom to top to solidify the sodium. Sodium levels
metal fuel powders,  load  the  Nb-ltv/oZr  j ackets with were gaged from the top of the capsule. The test ele-
powder, infiltrate the powder with sodium, weld and test ments were then cleaned and closure welded by the
the specimens is described in detail in ANL-7018.(46) capacitor-discharge welding method.
The fabrication technique is summarized below. The finished specimens were radiographed for so-

Two  methods were tested for powder preparatioii: dium level and fuel distribution. Sodium level was a
atomization and pulverizing. Atomizing was accom- measure of bond efficiency but did not indicate local-
plished by dropping a stream of molten metal through ized sodium void areas in the fuel bed. The eddy-
a cross-fired blast of argon gas. The product was current techniques used for annular bond determina-
collected in a rotating collector tray. Only about 25% tion in solid-pin fuel rods gave little information. The
of the materials remained as discrete particles. The elements were transmitted to the Engineering Irradia-
balance of the alloy re-fused as a spongy mass. The tion Group for reactor test.
particles were not spherical but were blown out into
elongated shapes that became flattened as they iIIl- d. FABRICATION OF EXPERIMENTAL METAL

pinged upon the spinning collector. FUELED IRRADIATION TEST RODS (H. F.
JELINEK AND A. G. HINS)The spongy material and irregular particles were

fed through a high-speed miniature hammer mill The extensive irradiation test program that has been
(Mikropulverizer). The products of pulverization were under way on metal fueled rods is described elsewhere
more nearly that desired and recycle through the in this report. A concurrent fabrication program is
hammer mill promoted the rounding of the particles. under way to develop and manufacture the U-Pu
The final particle shape was nearly round. The mate- alloy fuel rods for irradiation testing in CP-5, EBR-
rial was screened and that larger than 60 mesh (U.S.S. II, and TREAT. The program includes the fabrication
sieve series) was recycled to the hammer mill. Some of various fuel rod designs in selected fuel alloy

(48) Pilarski, E. M., Kocenko, L. J., and Kraft, D. A., The
fissile concentrations and j acket materials.

Fabrication   of   Particulate   Metal   Fnel  Irradiation   Specimens, One hundred sixteen   fuel   pins   were inj ection   cast,
ANL-7018  (July 1965). assembled   into j ackets, sodium bonded,

welded   and                I
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itispected during 1965. The fuel alloys were U-Pu-Fz, TABLE 24. COMPOSITION OF INJECTION-CAST
U-Pu-BASE ALLOYSU-Pu-Zr, and U-Pu-Ti in various compositions and

enrichments.   The j ackets were made   of   V-20·to/oTi, Uranium
Nb-lw/oZr, Hastelloy-X, Hastelloy-X-280, Type-304                             · r. Number

Pu      Zi      Ti
stainless steel, and Type-316 stainless steel. The diam- Enrich- of Pins

Fuel menteters and lengths of the jacket tubes, lellgllis of the
fuel pins and restrainer design were varied to allow

75w/0 7.7w/0 15w/0 1Ow/O                   5
determination of the affects of void and sodium 75w/0 93.2w/0 15w/0 1Ow/0                                 29
volume. 71w/0 93.2w/0 15w/0 14w/0                              27

i 75w/0 0.22m/0 15w/0 10Ut/0                    2
( 1) Injection Casting 75w/0       20. Ow/0 15w/0 1020/0                     4

75,0,/0 93.27,1/0 1,5,„,/0 101,1,4                    31Mubt uf ilie expeliweiital fuel i·ods liave beeri injec-
8Ow/0 15.5w/0 1Ow/0 1011,/0 20

tion-cast, uranium-plutonium-zirconium and uranium- 8Ow/0 93.2w/0 1Ow/0 1Ow/0 24
plutonium-titanium alloys. The injection casting prop- 75,0/0 7.7·w/0 15w/0 1010/0         5
erties of these alloys have been Satisfactory but 75w/0 90. 510/0 15w/0 1Ow/0 23
considerable difficulty was encountered in preparation
of the U-17w/oZr and U-1710/OTi master alloys to diameter fuel pins of 280 mm, 305 mm, and 322 mm
which plutonium was added during the casting melts. lengths. The fuel pins were of U-15w/oPu-10to/oFz, U-
The dissolution of 17w/0 (33v/o) of zirconium in ura- 1Ow/oPu-1010/0Fz, U-15w/oPu-1Ow/0Zr and U-
nium required temperatures in excess of 1650°C. At 15tu/oPu-1Ow/oTi. All jackets were of V-2Ow/oTi alloy
these temperatures yttria and thoria-coated gi·aphite tubing with 0.4 mm wall thickness. The bore dia,m-           1
crucibles and yttria-stabilized zirconia crucibles were eter of the j ackets was varied between 4.18 mm  and 4.5
attacked. Excessive carbon was found in the melts made mm to vary the amount of sodium filling the angular
in the yttria-coated graphite crucibles while the zir- volume around the fuel pins. The void volume of the
conia crucible produced an alloy that Was low in fuel rods was varied between 22 percent and 38 per-
zirconium content. cent   of j acket volume by varying the jacket   tube

Better results were obtained in zirconia crucibles by lengths between 450 mm and 600 mm. Twenty addi-
dissolving zirconium in uranium in two stages. An tional fuel rods were made up with Type-304 and
alloy was prepared by adding approximately 1Ow/0 Type-316 stainless steel, and Hastelloy-X and Hast-
of zii·conium to uranium in the first melt. The product elloy-X-280 j ackets. These jackets  were  840  mm  long
was then remelted with an added 7w/0 of zirconium. with bore diameters varying from 3.96 mm to 4.35 mm.
It was possible to lower the alloying temperature Sodium filling was accomplished by techniques
about 100°C, and there was a much higher recovery of developed for EBR-II fuel elements. The weight of
zirconium. To reduce loss, plutonium was added in the sodium needed to fill the angular space and to cover
final injection casting melt. the fuel pin to the desired depth was calculated from

The injection casting of the U-15%0/oPu-14·w/oZr the measurements  of the j ackets  and  fuel pins. Sodium
required 8 melt temperature of about 1550°C with needed to fill the angular space and to cover the fuel
the mold temperature at 260°C to 400°C. The melt pin to the desired depth was calculated from the
temperature was near the softening point of the Vycor measurements of the jackets and fuel pins. Sodium
molds and it was necessary to shorten the time the wire was extruded, adjusted to the required weight
tips of the molds were immersed in the crucible of and  placed  in the bottom   o f the jacket.   The j acket
molten metal. Yttria-coated carbon crucibles have was heated gently to melt and out-gas the sodium.
been satisfactory. The yield of usable fuel pins is To  avoid j acket contamination, the plutonium-con-
somewhat lower than normal for EBR-II casting. This taining fuel pins were loaded through disposable fun-
is probably because of the reduced immersion time nels that kept the pins from contacting the lip of the
and the higher melting temperature of the alloy. j acket. After loading  the j acket was placed  on   a   60

A total of 39 U-Pu-Ti and U-Pu-Zr alloying and ci)s vibrator, the sodium was again melted and the
casting melts were made during the year. The com- fuel pins submerged in the molten sodium.
positions of these melts were as.shown in Table 24. The original EBR-II fuel rod enclosure plugs had

an extended stem into the sodium that kept the fuel'2) Fuel Rod Assembly pin submerged. The plug and stem were termed the
The effects of mechanical restraint, void volume "restrainer." The first 80 rods loaded had similar

and sodium volume on permissible burnup were of restrainers. The V-2Ow/oTi bar stock was in short
interest. Eighty fuel rods were made up with 3.66 mm supply. It was necessary to fabricate the restrainer
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  1
tests showed that the specimens were actually strength-
ened in the regions of the grooves. All of the samples
burst away from the indentations with no reduction
of bursting pressure when compared to unstaked con-
trot tubes.

(3) Welding, Bonding and Inspection
The fuel rods were closure welded, bonded and in-

spected by the techniques developed previously for
EBR-II test specimens. An evaluation of the eddy-
current bond test was complicated by the various
tube materials, tube wall and bond thickness, and the
varying properties of the fuel pin cores. Six of the fuel
rods showing defects were decanned and the nonbond
areas measured. The eddy-current traces from these
six rods were used to evaluate bond quality on the

350-800 remaining fuel rods.
FIG. 41. "Stake-in Restrainer" for High Void Volume Fuel

Element. (4) Transient Test Specimens
Sixteen EBR-II-type specimens were fabricated

stems from 2 mm diameter wire and to weld machined for test in TREAT. The fuel pins in these were of
ends onto the stems to form the restrainers. Thc last four compositions-U-15w/oPu-1Ow/oFz, U-10w/oPu-
20 fuel rods loaded were designed to have from 44 to 1Ow/oFz, U-15w/oPu-1Ow/oTi, and U-15w/oPu-
53 per cent void volume above the sodium. The stem 10w/oZr. All fuel pins wore 3.66 mm diameter x 50.8
of a conventional restrainer would occupy too much mm long. Three j acket compositions were tested-
of the ·volume and would possess insufficient column Nb-liu/oZr, V-20w/oTi, and Type-304 stainless steel.
strength. A "stake-in" restrainer was developed for The  bore  diameter  of j ackets varied  from  3.96  mm  to
these. 4.35 mm and lengths from 90 mm to 100 mm. Void

The stake-in restrainer was a small plug that was volume was varied from 12 percent to 21 percent. No
staked into the jacket at the appropriate location. restrainers were used. Fabrication was similar to that
One of these plugs and the staked indentations holding for the EBR-II test specimens.
it in place arc shown in Figure 41. Longitudinal
channels are provided to permit passage of the sodium. e. ECONOMIC STUDIES OF REACTOR FUEL
The  j acket  wall is indented, or staked,  into the three FABRICATION (J. E. AYER AND D. A. JONES*)
circumferential grooves to lock the restrainer plug in (1) Objectives
place. A fixture was used to align the restrainer grooves
within the tubes below a staking die. The staking tool During the current year a study of reactor fuel

fabrication was completed. The principal objective ofhad a concave chisel point that made a 60° circumfer- this work is to provide a method by which one mayential ident;ation. The staking tool was driven by estimate the cost of fabrication of metallic fuels manu-means of an impactor converted from an automatic factured by well-developed remote-handling methods.
spring-driven center punch. The impactor spring was The secondary objectives   arc  the: (1) determinationset to drive the punch with a 40-pound force. Two of the contribution of the several process variables toindentations  were made at opposite sides of the j acket, the cost of fuel refabrication, (2) resolution of thein each groove, and the jacket was rotated 60° in effect of some fuel element design variables uponstaking each successive groove. The wall thickness

refabrication cost, and (3) provision of costing datadifference in the jacket material made it necessary to for specific design studies. (47)vary the number of staking impacts to obtain full-
depth indentation. The sodium channels were cut (2) Fabrication Process
much deeper than the staking grooves in the restrainer
plugs  so  that they would  not be blocked  by  the j acket The process upon which this estimation procedure
indentations. is based is short-cycle fuel reprocessing of the pyrc

Tensile tests showed that approximately 146 pounds * Office of College & University Cooperation.
of force was required to move the staked restrainer (47) Link, L. E., et al., 1000 Mme Metal-Fiteled Fast Breeder
in the tube for each pair of indentations. Tube bursts Reactor, ANL-7001  (June 1966).
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chemical variety followed by fuel refabrication.(48-51) casting method produces semifinished fuel pins by 'the
The fuel cycle is assumed to be at equilibrium state use of gas pressure to force molten fuel alloy into
and the fuel.is in a  conventional j acketed  rod form. evacuated, precision-bore molds. The molds are
Two fuel subassembly designs are considered. The stripped from the castings and the castings are cropped
first is the segregated case where the fuel and blanket to proper length. Inspection of the finished fuel pin is
are  separately j acketed and assembled. An example of the final operation before fuel rod assembly. Demold-
the segregated case is the EBR-II Core I design. The ing, sizing, and inspection have been more highly re-
second design is the integrated case where the fuel and fined than would be required for an established produc-
blanket occupy  the same jacket. The proposed core tion  capability. (56)
element of a 1000 Mwe fast reactor (48) is an example Fuel rod assembly is the process by which acceptable
of the integrated case. fuel  pins are converted to acceptable  fuel  rods. (57)   In

The point of departure for the generation of cost this phase, sodium is loaded into preassembled and
estimation data was the EBR-II refabrication process inspected jackets. The sodium is melted and settled
for which many values are known. Among the knowns into the fuel tubes which are then introduced into the
for the system are the capacity and capital cost of remote facility. Acceptable fuel pins are placed in
each unit of in-cell process equipment, the cost of cell the  j ackets containing sodium  and   are then bonded.
space, and the cost of installation of process equipment Bonding consists of heating and impacting the fuel rod
and auxiliaries. The experience gained in the fabrica- Until 8 continuous annulus of sodium is achieved be-
tion of about one and one-half loadings for EBR- tween the fuel pin exterior and the inside surface of
II (50-52) and the recent operations of the fuel cycle the  j acket. Following bonding  a  restrainer is inserted
facility upon irradiated fuels contributed another into  the j acket and welded into place.   At   this   time
series of facts for the basis of this study. Fabrication assembly is complete and the fuel rod is ready for in-
experience provided knowledge of acceptance factors spection.
from each processing step, man-hour requirements for A completed fuel or blanket rod is inspected for its
each operation in the process, processing rates for each leak-tight integrity and may be inspected for discon-
operation, and inspection requirements. tinuities in the bond. Leak testing is accomplished by

All of the out-of-cell operations such as tubing cut- a pressure decay method that is sensitive to leakage
ting and inspection, and welding, and subassembly of approximately 5 x 10-6 standard cubic centimeters
hardware inspection are standard and assume no un- of helium per second.(58)  The tendency  toward  provid-
developed equipment or machinery. In-cell 01,era- ing generous clearances between   fuel   pin   and j acket
tions are based upon developed remote-controlled to extend fuel burn-up potential(59) may obviate bond
methods(53) of fuel refabrication. inspection. However, if it is found necessary to inspect

Feed for the refabrication operation is the product for bond continuity the technology to do so exists. (57)

of pyrochemical refining and consists of an ingot of The final refabrication operation is subassembly
rei)rocessed fuel alloy. The ingot is weighed before construction in which acceptable fuel and/or blanket
charging to the injection casting operation. (54,55) The rods   are  assembled  into  core or blanket elements. (60)

In this operation, preassembled top sections of fuel
(48) Levenson, M., Bernstein, C. J., Graae, J., Coleman, L element shroud hardware are placed on an assemblyF., Hampson, D. C., and Schraidt,  J. H.,  The Py,·ometalt,12'gicat

Process and Plant for EBR-II, Proceedings of the Second
International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Fabrication of EBR-II P,·ototype FiLel Pins, Nuclear Metal-
Geneva, Switzerland (September 1958). lui·gy,  Vol.  IV, 51-62 (November 1957).

(49) Hesson, J. C,, Feldman, G. J., and Bui·ris, L., Description (55) Jelinek, H. F., and Iverson, G. M., Equipmentfor Remote
and Proposed Operation of the Fuel Cycle Facility for the Second Injection  Casting  of  EBR-II  Fitel,  Nucl.   Sci.  Eng. 21, 405-«ill
Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR-II), ANL-6605 (Api·il 1963). (1962).

(50) Jelinek, H. F., Carson, N. J., Jr., and Shuck, A. B., (56) Carson, N. J., Jr., and Brak, S. B., Equipmentfor Remote
Fabrication of EBR-II, Core I Ftiet Pins, ANL-6274 (June 1962). Demotding, Sizing, and Inspection of EBR-II Cast Fitel Pins,

(51) Carson, N. J., Jr., Jelinek, H. F., and Shuck, A. B.,The ibid, 412-418.
ilia, fact1Lre of S,ippte,nentat Depleted Fuel Rods fo,· FCF (") Cameron, T. C., and Hessler, W. F., Auembhng, Sod€lim
Start-up, ANL-6550  (Sept. 1963) Bonding, and Bond Testing of EBR-II Fuel Rodt Nucl.  Sci.

(52) Carson, N. J., Jr., Grant, N. R., Hessler, N. F., Jelinek, Eng. 12,424-431  (1962)
H. F., Olp, R. H., and Shuck, A. B., Fabrication of EBR-II, (58) G runwald, A. P., Leak Testing of EBR-II Fitet Rods, ibid,
Core I Fitet Etements, ANL-6276 (December 1962). 419-423.

(53) Shuck, A. B., and Ayer, J. E., Enginee,ing Conside,·ations (59) Foote, F. G., Private Communication.
0,·  Remote  Refab,·ication of EBRJIFitet Elements,  Nucl. Sci. (60)0Ip,  R.  H.,   Remote  Assembly  of  Reprocessed  Fuel  Sub-

Eng.  12,398-404  (1962) assemblies fo, EBR-II, Proceedings of the Eighth Conference
c") Yaggee, F. L., Ayer, J. E., and Jelinek, H. F., The In- on Hot Laboratories and Equipment, Book 2, TID-7599,

jection  Ca.sting  of  U,·anfum-Fisslum  .4. Itoys  as  Apptied  to the 429-433.
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machine  jig.  Fuel  rods are loaded  onto  a grid, which role in the cost of product materials is played by th 
is attached to a preassembled bottom section, Until 8 jacket tubing. At this point it may be pertinent to
hexagonal close-packed fuel array is achieved. The two mention that V-2Ow/oTi is considered as the refractory
sections are then brought together until the fuel array jacket alloy. In lieu of reliable costs for production
is enclosed by the shroud. The two sections are then quantities of V-20tu/oTi tubing or rod stock, some
welded together and the assembly is complete. After reasonable estimate   of j acket costs   for an existing
inspection and testing, the fuel or blanket subassembly productive capacity had to be made. Tubing costs
is ready for insertion in the reactor. were generated by assuming that, in an advanced tech-

nology, productive capacity for refractory alloy tubing(3) Mathematical Representation exists. It was further assumed that V-20ui/oTi tubing
Estimation of refabrication costs is accomplished would be no more difficult to form than seamless Type-

through the medium of a computer program. The 304 stainless steel tubing on which present day, reliable
programming information of the refabrication process cost figures do exist. The cost of fabrication of the
is characterized by over one hundred different equa- refractory alloy jacket tubing, then, is assumed to be
tions made up of more than two hundred variables the cost of a similar size of seamless stainless steel
which are used as programming information. Fixed tubing purchased in random mill lengths in lots greater
value input data consists of such items as the capital than 20,000 feet. The cost of the refractory alloy is
cost of equipment of the EBR-II type, amortization taken as the weight of alloy required multiplied by
life of equipment, machine production Capacities, a cost per pound of alloy. Finally, the total jacket cost
process acceptance factors, density  and  cost  of j acket is generated by summing fabrication costs, alloy costs,
alloys, and void space in the fuel-jacket system. In- and cutting and inspection costs. In the case of stain-
dependent variables imposed upon the computer pro- less  steel' jacketing, (represented  by the dashed  line)
grain are ]ength and diameter of fuel and/or blanket, 33 to 46 percent of product materials costs, over the
and fuel throughput rate. Many dependent variables range of fuel pin diameters of 3.66 to 14.6 mm, is
such as number  of  fuel rods throughput, j acket thick- attributable to tubing costs. For refractory alloy jackets
ness,  length  and  diameter  of  jackets and subassembly the cost of tubing comprises 64 to 85 percent of product
hardware, and process multipliers are arbitrarily material costs. From this figure one also finds that, as
related to the independent variables by the use of the diameter of the fuel pin increases beyond about 9
algebraic expressions. mm, process equipment capital charges increase. This

The cost per day for refabrication and the cost per phenomena is due to larger and heavier process units
kilogram of fuel and/or blanket is generated for one necessary to handle the fuel and blanket pins. In addi-
thousand and eighty different reactor fuel subassembly tion, certain basic changes in equipment are required,
configurations. As by-products of these calculations, for instance: above about  6.5  mm  (0.25 in.) diameter
each of the 1080 determinations generate such in- a fuel rod is closed by a girth weld instead of a single
formation as numbers of process machines i·equired, discharge weld; resolution of flaws  in jacket tubing
number of operators required, and numbers and weight by eddy curi·ent techniques will not permit simple
of fuel and blanket pins produced. single-pass inspection. Instead the tubing must be

Five areas of cost are totaled for each fuel-blanket spiralled past the sensors.
configuration. They are daily charges for capital The integrated core element design is certainly ap-
equipment, materials, direct labor, building, and in- pcaling from the standpoint of design simplicity and
direct personnel. The cost figures are printed along fabrication ease. It does require a minimum number
with corresponding hollerith headings to aid in the of pieces of hardware and fewer units to assemble
interpretation of results. A total of 540 pages are into a core unit. There are, however, a number of com-
required to present the 1080 determinations. As fur- promises that must necessarily be made to achieve this
ther help to the reader, 24 pages of "index" are degi·ee of simplicity. One of the compromises impressed
presented where trends in cost and vital physical data by this design is the restriction of the role of the axial
for each determination may be found as well as the blanket. The blanket pin diameter must be nearly the
numbers of the pages where more detailed information same as that of the fuel. In addition, disassembly of
is displayed. the core element for any reason carries the axial

A graphical representation of the increments of blanket along. An obvious solution to this situation is
refabrication cost versus fuel pin diameter for the the segregated case where fuel and blanket occupl
integrated case is shown in Figure 42. In this figure one separate and distinct jackets. It is possible, unde:
readily sees the overwhelming influence of product some condition, to realize a cost advantage by segre-
materials upon refabrication costs. The dominant gating core from blanket rods.
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FIG. 42. Cost of Increments of Refabrication vs Fuel Pin Dia. at Process Use Factor of 78 f 4% Integrated Case.

(4) Conclusions In general, since the high cost of fuel refabrication
The information presented by the computer program is associated with the cost of jacket material one

does not include reprocessing costs, waste disposal, should examine close]y the conditions that impress
scrap recovery, use charges, cost of money considera- high-cost materials upon the system. If the fuel sur-
tion, or other refinements. It is intended to provide face temperature is a controlling variable and refabri-
basic data that may be modified by corporate fiscal cation costs constitute an appreciable fraction of the
policies, such as that indicated by Collins(61) to arrive annual reactor complex costs, one should examine the
at fuel costs of a refined nature. entire system for possible optima between steam tem-

The study of factors affecting the cost of refabrica- perature, fuel burnup, j acket material costs, fuel alloy
tion of metal fuels for fast reactors has revealed a requirements, and fuel pin diameter. If, upon search-
number of important facets in the economics of the  ' ing analysis, one concludes that only small diameter
fuel cycle. In particular, an average equipment use pins jacketed in high-cost refractory alloy are accept-
factor greater than 75 percent is necessary to realize able for metal-fueled fast breeder reactor applications,
the potential of fuel cycle processes. The cost of re- one has a compromise that may be examined. Since
fabrication is heavily influenced  by  cost of jacket the blanket alloy is lower in plutonium content than
materials and a penalty is extracted if refractory the fuel alloy, one might consider a segregated fuel
jackets are necessary  to the reactor system.  Fuel pin assembly j acketed in refractory alloy   with the axial
diameter has a marked effect upon refabrication cost, blanket clad in stainless steel. The radial blanket
to the extent that an increase in fuel pin diameter from elements might then be of the integrated type clad in
3.6 mm (0.144 in.) to 5.4 mm (0.215 in.) can bring stainless steel. Such a system would lower rdfabrication
about a 25 percent reduction in cost. costs by approximately 25 percent.

In any event, if the cost of fuel refabrication is a(6')  Collins,   G.D. ,   Fab,·ication  Cost  Estimate  for   UO:  and
M·ixed Pu02· U02 Fuets, GEAP-3824 (January 1962). significa,nt, part of the annual costs of breeder reactor
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operation, the parameters that affect such costs must pin consolidation. A maximum capacity of 78 moldi
be considered and optimized against other variables in per melt is charged. The charge material consists of a
the reactor system. This study was made to contribute 6.5 kg billet and a 1.3 kg recycled heel.
some of the data necessary to determine such optima. The cast pins are stripped from the molds by hand

and visually inspected. They are cropped to a 343 mm
f. SUPPLEMENTAL U-Sm/oFs ALLOY FUEL PINS length by means of a rod-parting shear. The end

FOR EBR-II (H. F. JELINEK) shards are accumulated in 7 kg batches. Each shard

Approximately 200 kg of U-510/oFs fuel pins were batch is consolidated into a billet by renielting in a
needed to supplement the Fuel Cycle Facility produc- strainer-bottom crucible that drains into an yttria-
tion for EBR-II. This quantity of material will pro- washed mold. Analytical samples are taken from
duce about 2800 pins that measure 3.66 mni diameter shard ends.

by 343 mm long. The alloy was prepared and cast into (3)    Inspection
6.5 kg billets by the Chemical Engineering Division.
The  fuel  pins are being injection  cast into precision The fuel pins are transferred to the inspection hood
Vycor molds in the Plutonium Fabrication Facility for length measurement, weighing, and identification
where the necessary equipment Was available in opera- in vinyl bandolier pouches. The bandolier of pins from
tion. Since the glovebox lines are plutonium contami- a single casting batch are sea.led out of the glovebox
nated, the fuel pins are handled as "a-radioactive" on system in lay-flat vinyl bags. The pins are radio-
all subsequent operations, graphed through the vinyl bag and bandolier by means

of   a Cow source. Radiographic   rei ects are removed
(1) Preparation from the bandolier, which is then coiled into a compact

Most of the supplemental loading work was confined roll. The roll of fuel pins is placed in one end of the
to three hood lines so that other plutonium specimen pouch and a tight-fitting envelope is formed and sealed

work could continue uninterrupted. These hood lines off by means of a dielectric sealer. The reject pins are
were used for casting, inspection, and storage. To avoid returned to the storage hoods and chopped up for the
intermixing, no plutonium-containing fuel pins were consolidation melts. The envelope of acceptable pins is
in the same hoods with the EBR-II castings. The proc- placed in a 10 cm diameter by 50 cm deep food-pack
ess followed general procedures for nuclear hazard can, which is closed by means of a conventional can
control in Building D-350. sealing machine.

Preparation included: (1) construction and installa-
tion of a new heater assembly in the injection-casting (4) Results

furnace, (2) design and construction of inspection The first billet was received September 1, 1965 and
gages (3) procurement of crucibles, vinyl bandoliers, casting began September 3, 1965. A casting schedule

and bags, and (4)the installation of a shielded camera of 3 melts per week or 150 to 200 pins was established
cabinet for a Co60 source. Inspected Vycor molds were as a goal. The melting and casting line has been alter-
obtained from the Idaho Division. Prior to hood intro- nately used for production of irradiation samples and
duction the mold bores are coated with 8 thin yttria ZPR plate development.

coating. A total of 1922 fuel pins have passed inspection by
December 27, 1965. Of these 1856 have been shipped to

(2) Casting Idaho for reactor use. These  were  of two enrichments:

The casting hood line is used for melt preparation, 343 were 70w/oU235 enriched, 1513 were 52111/oU235

injection casting, demolding, shearing to length, and enriched.

5.  Corrosion in Sodiuni of Refractory-Metal Alloys for Fast Reactors

a. CORROSION IN SODIUM OF FUEL.JACKET in the sodium. As shown in the next section by Ruther
MATERIALS FOR SODIUM-COOLED REAC- and Dorman, V-20Ti* loses weight at a constant rate
TORS (H. A. L VIN AND J. SCHLAMER) in sodium at 650°C and oxygen concentrations of 20

In the temperature range of 550°C to 650°C, the ppm and higher. The magnitude of the corrosion rati

behavior of vanadium and vanadium-base alloys in * All concentrations are in weight per cent unless otherwise
sodium is very dependent on the oxygen concentration indicated.

3
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too great to allow use of this material as a fuel crucible transferred to a vacuum chamber. The entire
j acket  at  650°C  and  at the higher oxygen concentra- operation is carried out under a purified helium at-
tions  (>20  ppm). In earlier wi,rk (Annual Report for mosphere. The system is then pumped down to a pres-
1963-ANL-6868) on V-20Ti in a zirconium hot-get- sure of 10 6 toi'r or loss and t.lie. Rodium is distilled
tered forced-flow loop, this material had gained ap- away by an induction heater. The sodium oxide residue
preciably smaller amounts of weight for comparable is then determined by standard titration methods.
times of exposure. It was, therefore, decided to investi- Typical values of the oxygen concentration in hot-get-
gate the behavior of vanadium and vanadium-titanium tered sodium range from 1.1 ppm to 8.7 ppm with an
alloys in low-oxygen (5 ppm or less) sodium. average value of 4 ppm, a median value of 2 ppm, and

the mode between 1 and 2 ppm.
( 1)    Analytic and Sampling   Studies The correlation between analytical results by the

One of the major difficulties encountered in corrosion vacuum-distillation technique and equilibrium solu-
studies in low-oxygen sodium is the achievement of bility data, at the 40 to 50 ppm level has been good.
accurate and reliable measurements of the oxygen Sodium that contains oxygen in this concentration
concentration. A considerable effort has been made (in range was analyzed by the vacuum distillation tech-
cooperation with W. E. Ruther) to develop and per- nique and by the mercury amalgamation technique.
fect techniques for measurement of the oxygen con- Results were 42 ppm and 36 ppm respectively.
centration at the 10 ppm level and lower.

(2) Corrosion ResultsVarious sampling techniques were tried in conjunc-
tion with the mercury amalgamation method for oxy- V-20Ti specimens were exposed to zirconium hot-
gen determination. Much of the problem of obtaining gettered sodium at 550°C, 650°C, and 750°C. The
representative sodium samples in the low-oxygen range initial corrosion rate behavior at all temperatures for
stems from contamination of samples taken at ele- times up to 20 to 24 hours is parabolic and the weight
vated temperatures. Sodium samples taken at 175°C gain  data  can be represented  by the equation:
through a 5 micron stainless steel filter yielded values (AW) 2  =  Kpt
of oxygen concentration close to the equilibrium solu-
bility at that temperature, i.e. 10 ppm. The same so- where aw is the weight gain per unit area,
dium, when heated to 650°C, yielded results in the 50 Kp is the parabolic rate constant,
ppm range and higher. Stainless steel and nickel t is the time of exposure.
sampling tubes, including both dip tubes and flushable A transition from parabolic behavior to a lower rate
samplers, were used. All methods gave erroneously high of corrosion was observed during some of the experi-
results when the sodium was sampled at high tempera- mental runs after the initial 20 to 24 hour period. It
tures. is suspected that a decrease in oxygen concentration

The problem of sampling at elevated temperatures during these runs, gives rise to the observed behavior.
is much more acute in the case of low-oxygen sodium For all temperatures of exposure, the maximum rate of
than the case of high-oxygen sodium. Sodium samples corrosion was the initial parabolic rate and all devia-
taken from a system at 650'C, in which a cold trap tions for longer times were towards a lower rate of reac-
was used to maintain the oxygen concentration at 50 tion. The variation of the parabolic rates constant with
ppm yielded values corresponding to equilibrium solu- temperature is shown in Figure 43.
bility at the cold trap temperature. In this Case, 8 The detailed behavior of V-20Ti in zirconium hot-
flushable stainless steel sample tube was used. These gettered sodium at 650°C is shown in Figure 44. The
results give some support to the idea that a major corrosion product was identified by X-ray diffraction
source of contamination is the oxide film on the inner techniques as single phase VOo.9 with titanium present
surface of the samples. However, there is also reason in the oxide. The oxide thickness was found to be less
to believe that the relatively complicated sampling than 1 micron at the end of 333 hrs. exposure. The
technique, including the use of a bellows, introduced solution of oxygen in the underlying metal contributes
other sources of contamination. substantially to the total weight gain. The ratio of

The vacuum-distillation technique, combined with oxygen in the film to oxygen in the metal is approxi-
a simplified and more direct sampling procedure, was mately unity.
then explored. The results to date have been very en- The hardness in the contaminated region is shown
-ouraging. The method found to give the most reliable as a function of distance from the surface in Figure
esults  is the following: A nickel crucible   (3  gram ca- 45. The hardness is plotted as a normalized function

pacity) is lowered into the sodium to fill; pulled above where H is the measured hardness at 8 given distance
the liquid level to -allow the sodium lo freeze;  and the from the surface, Ho is the hardness in the uncontami-
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0.325nated region, and Hs is the extrapolated hardness at
the surface. 0.300 -

0.275 -
b. DEVELOPMENT OF REFRACTORY-METAL 0

ALLOYS FOR SERVICE IN OXYGEN-CON- 0250 -
N

TAMINATED SODIUM (W. E. RuTHER AND D. 50225-
-                                  0

J. DORMAN) E 0.200 -
+

During the past year, two small, oxygen-refreshed
  0.175autoclave systems have been constructed for the test-
g O. 1 50

ing of refractory alloys in static sodium of controlled
  0.125

oxygen content. The system is shown in Figure 46.     E
A  0100Initially, some experiments were performed with 0V-20Ti alloy samples, prepared by the Foundry and 0.075

Fabrication Group, to test the equipment and to 0050

roughly determine the sensitivity of the alloy to so- 0.025
dium containing about 25 ppm and about 50 ppm oxy-

0
gen  (Figure 47). The samples in these tests lost weight 0 25 50 75  100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350

and relatively nonadherent oxide was removed by TIME, hrs

rubbing after the test. The total penetration was eval- 106-8247 (Rev.)
FIG. 44. Behavior of V-20Ti in Zirconium Hot-gettereduated by measuring the external change in dimensions Sodium at 650°C.

and then sectioning to determine the depth of the in-
ternal hardened case formed by the penetration of of these two values. It is shown as a range since the
oxygen into the alloy. The total penetration is the sum internal case varies somewhat from point to point on

the alloy.
100
90- | | | - The oxygen concentration of the sodium was meas-
80- -   ured by the mercury amalgamation method. Some
70 -                                                                                                        - segregation has been noted in the sampling device so
60 -                                                                                                        - the concentration is given as a range.
50-                                                                                                       - Although V-20Ti may bc a useful alloy for low-oxy-

e
40 - -              gen   ( <5 ppm) sodium service   at  650°C,  it  does  not

represent a satisfactory solution to the potential cor-30 -                                                                                                       -
rosion hazard. Thus, 8 program to develop improved
alloys is under way.

20 -                                                                                            -

·6                                              Alloys are made by levitation melting (Corrosion
e                  Group) or by multiple arc melting (Foundry and

i Fabrication Group). The levitation alloys were tested

5     10- in the as chill-cast condition with machined, lightly
-    9.0 -                                                                                           ' etched surfaces. The arc-melted alloys were tested
"    8.0 -                                                                                                       -
& 7.0- _     in annealed sheet form with lightly etched surfaces.

6.0 - - Corrosion testing is performed in the small oxygen re-
5.0 - - freshed autoclave systems referred to previously. Initi-
4.0 - _     ally, an oxygen concentration of 40 to 50 ppm was

maintained to accelerate corrosion and differentiate
3.0 - -

clearly between various alloys. More recently, tests
have been performed in the 20 to 30 ppm region since

2.0-                                                      
                                                       

0\\\- it is now believed that this represents a more normal
reactor value.

Although there has been an effort to improve the air
oxidation rate of vanadium, most of the testing was

1.0
.9                      1.0                      1.1 1.2 performed elsewhere(62) at temperatures substantially

101    . i<-1 greater than 650°C. In addition, there has been nT
evidence submitted to indicate a direct correspondenc

43485

FIG. 43. Variation of the Parabolic Rate Constant with (62)  Klicker,  J.  D., and Bomberger,  I-I.  B.,  WADD  Tech.
Temperature for V-2OTi in Zirconium Hot-gettered Sodium. Report 60-405  (Sept.  1960)
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i.0     '           '     '     '             and titanium content. When the end of the layer is

0,0                                                                                                     _             The  V-Al  and

V-Cr systems give somewhat  the  same
reached, the transition to original hardness is rapid.

post exposure microstructure, except that the transition
band is wider and the layer has more of the charac-

0.8 - -    teristics of a retained oxide coating in the case of
V-Cr. Most other binaries show a rather gradual
change in hardness from the edge to about 500,k deep.

0.7 - Only the V-Ti system has been studied over a range0
of compositions  (Table 26). The average total metal

0.6 -
 

- penetration decreaseb with increasing t,it,anium con-

32 30 tent, resulting in a minimum penetration at about 70
x =r     e                           to 80tu/oTi. However, starting at about 4Ow/oTi,

0.5- stringers of a second phase appear with the same etch-
ing characteristics as the oxygen-hardened zone near

0.4 - _     the surface. These stringers extend much further into
the metal than the average depth of the hardened sur-
face zone and would represent a potential cracking

0.3- -   hazard in many practical applications. Considering
this factor, the region of practical titanium content

0.2 - would seem to be 0 to 40·w/o. The maximum titanium
content practicable may be a function of the oxygen
content of the sodium.

0.1 -                                                                    -            The V-Ti alloys also show a distinct effect of  an-

<                                    nealing
on corrosion resistance as indicated in Table

T\-A     1 27.
0.0010 0.0020 0.0030 0.0040 0.0060 A number of ternary alloys have also been exposed to

DISTANCE FROM SURFACE - cm sodium. Quite a large fraction of these have been of
Macro 43484 the V-Ti-X type. The results of corrosion testing of

FIG. 45. Variation of Hardness with Distance from the sonic of these materials is given in Table 28 for the
Surface of V-20Ti Specimen Exposed to I-Iot-gettered Sodium 40 to 50 ppm oxygen tests and in Table 29 for the 20for 333 Hours.

of air oxidation rates with those in oxygenated sodium. -- SAMPLE REMOVING DEVICE

The first step, therefore, appeared to be the evaluation
TO ARGON

of selected binary alloys with the results shown in
Table 25. TO VAC.

In addition to the controlled oxygen tests sum- SAMPLE ENTRYCHAMBER

mai·ized in Table 25, a number of preliminary tests in
[DI| GATE VALVE

| SAMPLE RACKa nonrefreshed autoclave, indicated by relative metal
*11  ls--THERMOCOUPLE WELL

penetration of oxygen that V-10Zr, V-5Y, V-5Si, TO ARGON

  --- -SODIUM LEVEL
V-10Mo were substantially poorer alloys than the    -- -iN•-THERMOREGULATED   * REFRACTORY METAL.

 
HEATER

  SAMPLESV-Al, V-Cr and V-Ti types. It is interesting that f\/ 0        +every addition has had the effect of reducing the pene-        \.  S'  -  - %LI PDRR CVAELTC2g=.1 RURE
tration of oxygen somewhat as compared with pure F 317-111 DISTRIBUTION

k

vanadium, which suffers penetration of over 1000F » P·' 0                 9           RCEOGNUTLROTLOR
under the conditions of the tests summarized in Table 1   1 Ir --·| CHAMBER

25. liht:/:81*42%= 5. STAINLESS FILTER

Of the binary systems studied, 811 suffered a weight 5% ng#  liT STAINLESS WOOL
FLAPP PULSAFEEDER

loss due to loss of corrosion product. At least a portion A          n-r.

of the weight loss resulted from the loss of a poorly HEATING
IAPE   

dherent coating when the samples were separated
705 FLUID

rom clinging sodium by washing in etliyl alcohol. The
106-8244

V-Ti alloys form a hardened layer at the exposed sur- FIG. 46. Sodium-Corrosion Equipment with Oxygen Con-
face. The depth depends on the exposure conditions trol.
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100
1 1111111 improved corrosion resistance as compared with thu

T- 45-50 PPM reference V-20Ti, none of them offer as much as an
1                                                                                                  / /1     OXYGEN
i 8 -                             ,             -     order of magnitude improvement./0 /

5 /9 ---Iz 20-25 PPM

t 60_ / ./ OXYGEN TABLE 27. EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON CORROSION
z                                           / . /      / / -I                  

           -:          /1 % OF  ANADIUM-TITANIUM ALLOYS ExpOSED TO STATIC RE-
FRESHED  SODIUM  AT 650°C:  7  DAYS,  45-50 PPM OXYGEN

   40-                    1<i *---446/--
(Rotled Sheet)

4

Alloy Loss Penetration,
*   20 -          f External Internal Total.

BB per side         B
0 1 1'l l i l l
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

TIME , days V-20Ti Control (An-         42 43-46 85-88

Macro 43489 nealed, 900°C-1 hr. iii
vac.)

FIG. 47. Behavior of Annealed (-900°C) V-2Ow/oTi in                                -V-30Ti Cold Worked           52 23-27 75-79
Oxygenated Sodium at 650°C. V-30Ti Annealed               33 15-17 48-50

V-40Ti Cold Worked           28 13-16 41-44
T'ABLE 25. CORROSION BEHAVIOR OF VANAl)11:IM BINARY V-40Ti Annealed                    14 13-16 27-30

ALLOYS IN 650°C SODIUM V-50Ti Cold Worked           25 12-18 37-43

(Levitation Melted and Machined)
Cold Work-As Cold Rolled.

Nominal Composition External Loss, B
=/O per side

aw, mg/cm'
TABLE 28. EFFECT OF ALLOY COMPOSITION ON CORROSION

IN 650°C  ODIUM  ONT.·LINING ABOUT 45 PPM OXYGEN
V-10Al                     93 -51.2 (Rolled Sheet)V-locu 180 -104
V-10Cr 100 -61.4 External Depth Total Metal
V-20Cr                              32 -27.5 Alloy Loss. 6'W.

Hardened, Penetration,
V-10Fe 129 -88.5 B per side   Ing/cm'     ·    ;,               

V-20Fe                           64                            -91.8
V-10Ni 146 -93.8 V-5Ti-15(r                  9 -9.2 60-70 69-79

V-20Ni 189 -115 V-15Ti -5Cr                           24                   - 14.7 40-45 64-69

V-2Si 133 -82.5 V-15Ti-7%(r          21 -15.6 34-38 55-59

V-20Ti                               34 -28.4 V-20Ti-5(r                           23 -19.5 32-35 55-58

V-30Ti-SCr                  14 -13.1 20-22 34-36

Oxygen Content: 42 to 50 ppm V-30Ti-10Cr                18 -14.1 15-18 33-36
7.0 Days Exposure-Alloys Tested as Chill Cast. V-20Ti-2Mo                 17 -8.5 40-45(1) 57-62

V-20Ti-2Ta                          34                  - 11.2 35-40(1) 69-74
TABLE 26. EFFECT OF TITANIUM CONCENTRATION ON COR- V-20Ti-2Nb                   34 -14.7 40-50(1) 74-84

ROSION BEHAVIOR IN 650°C SODIUM CONTAINING 45-50
PPM OXYGEN V-20Ti (Reference) 42 -16.3 30-35 72-77

(Levitation Melted and Machined)
(1) Longitudinal Surface Cracks in Hardened Layer 10-20F

External Depth Total Metal Deep.
Alloy Loss per side aw, mg/cm2 Hardened(i) Penetration 7.0 Day Test-Samples Tested With About 50% Cold Work.

B                                            11                    # Reference V-20Ti Rolled and Annealed at 900°C.

V-10Ti              77 -51.7 68-72 145-149 TABLE 29. EFFECT OF ALLOY COMPOSITION ON CORROSION
V-30Ti                      39                        - 20.0 12-15 51-54 IN 650°C SODIUM CONTAINING ABOUT 30 PPM OXYGEN
V-50Ti              27 -12.4 12-15 39-42

V-70Ti                      17 -7.6 7-10 24-27(2)
(Rotted Sheet)

V-90Ti              13 -5.3 50-55 63-68(2)

Alloy Composition 6'LU, mg/cm'External Loss,
B per side

(1) Including Adherent Oxide.
(2) Does Not Include Stringer Penetration. V-20Ti (Reference) 22 '

-17.3
7.0 Days Exposure.

V-40Ti-10Cr                                16                                  9.8
to 30 ppm tests. The results suggest that the titanium V.-40Ti-10Mo                         14                            9.0
content is most significant in these ternary alloys in V-15Ti -73·iMo                                     37                                          25.6

determining the corrosion resistance, with chromium
7.0 Days Exposure-Alloys Tested/With About 50% Coldserving to reduce the external loss more effectively Work.

than titanium. While many of these alloys have shown Reference V-20Ti Rolled and Annealed at 900°C,
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Because of the film retention properties produced by of the alloy by zirconium and yttrium additions is be-
chromium as an additive, some ternary alloys have ing t ied as a possible aid to fabrication.
been made with chromium as the major addition to
the vanadium. The data available al the moment is c. IN-REACTOR CORROSION OF JACKET AND
meager, but the initial results have been very encourag- STRUCTURAL MATERIALS BY SODIUM (S.
ing  (Table  30).  The best alloy (V-20Cr-10Al) thus GREENBERG)

far has shown an order of magnitude improvement in The final judgment as to the adequacy of materials
corrosion resistance as compared with the reference for use as reactor components must be based on the
V-20Ti, but is very difficult to fabricate. Modification performance of prototype structures in the reactor.

A necessary step preliminary to such experiments is
TABLE 30. CORROSION RESISTANCE  OF  THE  V-At -Cr  TER- the study of the behavior of tuaterials per so in the

N.ARY ALLOYS IN SODIUM CONTAINING 20-30 PPM OXYGEN reactor environment.
(Levitation  Melted  and Machined) Such a program is now under way in EBR-II in

Alloy External Loss, cooperation with the Engineering Irradiation Group.
10/0 B per side

aw, mg/cnt
The solid rod end of fuel material radiation Capsules

V-20Cr-5Al                                                      8                                          - 20.7
is replaced with heavy wall cylindrical samples fitted

V-25Cr-5Al                           3 -15.8 over a central rod. The samples are thus exposed to
V-30Cr-5Al -2 -6.0 EBR-II sodium at design conditions of flow, tempera-
V-20Cr-10Al                          3 -1.8 ture, and neutroii flux.

Approximately forty samples are now in the reactor.
V-20Ti (Reference)         23              -20.9 Materials include vanadium, vanadium-base alloys,

Referetice V-20Ti.Rolled Sheet-Annealed 900°C. nickel-base alloys and stainless steel.

6. Irradiation of Fast Reactor Fuel, Fuel Elements and Structural Materials

a. IRRADIATIONS OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM developed a localized j acket rupture after    8.7a/0
ALLOYS (W. AT. BECK) burnup, is also being examined.

Irradiation experiments are being conducted in the The maximum irradiation conditions are shown in

CP-5 reactor that are designed to proof test advanced Table 31. Dui·ing the later stages of the experiment,

concepts of fuel rod designs and potential fuel nia-
plutonium depletion resulted in temperature drops of
approximately 150°C. The specimens were irradiatedterials for fast breeder reactors. The high fast fluxes in

the vertical fuel thimbles of this particular reactor in an instrumented capsule in the CP-5 reactor for 29

make these facilities uniquely useful for plutonium months. During this period they were also subjected to
irradiations. several hundred severe thermal cycles because of reac-

The experiments being conducted are designed to tor shutdowns.

evaluate the performance of the fuel rods up to the The purpose of the experiment was to evaluate the

point where j acket failure occurs  or is imminent.  The effect on achievable burnup of jacket thicknesses
heavier than  the  thin  0.23  min   (0.009  in.) j acket  used

capsule assembly was therefore made such that it may for the EBR-II 1\([ark I fuel. The predicted achievablebe completely removed from the reactor, the specimens
in the capsule nondestructively examined by neutron burnups based on pressure-volume calculations are

radiography, and the assembly then returned to the shown in the second column from the right in Table 31.
By comparing this column with the adjoining columnreactor for a continuation of the irradiation period.

This examination permits periodic surveillance of the t6 the right, it can be noted that the burnups achieved

fuel-specimen-jacket integrity as well as measurements without j acket rupture were markedly higher   than

of changes in fuel volume. A diagram of the fuel speci- predicted. The differences may be due to strengthening
men assembly can be seen in Figure 48. of  the j acketing during irradiation. Consideration   is

Postirradiation examinations are in progress oIl a being given to re-encapsulating some of the specimens

:roup of five uranium-plutonium-fissium specimens for continued irradiation in order to obtain additional
uhat successfully achieved burnups as high as 8.7a/0 comparisons between predicted achievable burnups at
(calculated) . The irradiated specimens are shown in the   point   o f j acket rupture   and the burnups   that
Figure 49. A sixth specimen, which was found to have actually can lie obtained.
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rupture was shown. Neutron radiography at 5.7a/0
burnup disclosed that four of the six specimens had--TOP PLUG  AND

J  IDENTIFICATION TAG ruptured or deformed jackets, and irradiation has
1, therefore been discontinued. The important conclusions

1                                                                                           that   Can be drawn  from the second group of speci-
- mens  are:

(1) All specimens achieved burnups at least 60%
Na LEVEL higher than they were designed to reach.

- (2)   Two  of the specimens  did  not show j acket  rup-
-

ture after burnups 80% higher than they were

jEI   designed to achieve.
Icm :

Ilt
(3)   The two specimens   that   did   not   show j acket

1 U failure had a greater ratio of radial expansion
to axial expansion than did the others, indicat-

M F FUEL MATERI.VL
ing that radial clearance is more effective than

 - axial clearance in extending fuel burnup.
1                                       In March 1965, a capsule containing six specimens

jacketed in duplex type tubing was removed  from  the
reactor and examined nondestructively by neutron
radiography. All specimens were intact. The jacket
materials were either Type 304 stainless steel or Has-
telloy-X tubing having an ID of either 0.156 or 0.166

i  ;                                in. (3.96 or 4.2 mm) and a wall thickness of either
0.009 in,  (0.23 mm)  or 0.015 in.  (0.38 mm). The fuel

= '\\\ material was U-15w/oPu-10to/oFz that was Sepa--END PLUG
rated  from  the j acket  by  8  0.025 mm thick vanadium

106-7579 foil. The specimens had been iriadiated to a calculated
FIG. 48. Diagram of Prototype CP-5 Irradiation Specimen. 3.Oa/0   burtiup   at  a  maximum j acket temperature   of

610°C. This Capsule will not be disassembled but has
The burnups achieved in this experiment are among been reintroduced into the reactor and the irradiation

the highest ever reported for inetal fuels. Successful continued until there is evidence of jacket failure.
attainment of these high burnups is regarded as par- An irradiation experiment is being conducted on
ticularly noteworthy in view of the fact that unclad vibrationally-compacted U-1510/oPu-1010/oFz metal
uranium-plutonium-fissium alloys were found to swell powders. The mesh sizes of the powders are either
catastrophically at i·elatively low temperatures and -60 +120, -120 +200, or -200 +325 and are con-
burnups (ANL-6429). The experiment therefore pro- tained in Nb-lw/0Zr tubing. The powders are impreg-
vides a convincing demonstration of the effectiveness nated with Na to improve the heat transfer charac-
of restraint by cladding in preventing fuel swelling. teristics of the compact. The specimens have been

For purposes of comparison, 8.7(1/0 burnup in the irradiated at maximum fuel temperatures of 690°C for
uranium-plutonium-fissium alloys used in this experi- a calculated 1.2a/0 burnup. Neutron radiography of
ment produced a fission density of 3.3 x 1021 fiss/cma. the specimens at this burnup Value showed that the
This fission density is equivalent to over 100,000 j ackets were intact.
Mwd/T burnup in oxide fuel, and to 80,000 Mwd/T The postirradiation examination will include fission-
burnup in carbide fuel. gas recovery and analysis. The resulting data, will be

An additional group of six U-Pu-Fz alloy specimens compared with calculated results on the probability
were irradiated in Nb-liu/oZr alloy j ackets. The speci- of fission-recoil escape given  by the equation: (63)
mens were not designed to achieve maximum burnup f = 94(212/D) - 346(2R/D)3but instead were designed to test theoretical relation-
ships

 

between fuel volume,  void  volume,   and j acket where  f = probability  of  escape of recoils;
R   =  range  o f fission fragments;strength. On these considerations, the specimens were

designed to reach only 3.la/0 burnup. When this D = diameter of particle.
burnup was reached all specimens were intact. Ir- Irradiations have begun more recently on high-melt-
radiation was deliberately continued to determine the ing U-Pu-Ti and U-Pu-Zr alloys. The irradiation
j acket failure point. All specimens were still intact at (63) White, D. W., Beard, A. P., and Willis, A. H., Irradiation
5a/0 burnup,  after  which  the  first  evidence  of jacket Behavio,· of Dispersion Fuels,  KAPL-1909  (1957).
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Specimen No. C-115A C-1168 C-117A C-118C C-120C

Composition, w/0 U-10Pu-10Fz U-10Pu-10Fz U-15Pu-10Fz U-15Pu-10Fz U-10Pu-10Fz

Burnup, a/0         7.1          7.1          8.7          8.7          7.1
106-8480

FIG.  49.  Appearance of U-Pu-Fz Alloys Jacketed in Nb-lw/0Zr Alloy after Irradiation  to  High  Burnup

TABLE 31. IRRADIATION CONDITIONS FOR HIGH-BURNUP U-Pu-Fz SPECIMENS

Fuel Jacket Maximum Fuel Maximum Jacket Predicted Actual

Specimen No. Composition, Thickness, Temperature, Temperature, Maximum Burnup Calculated
-w/0                      in.                     'C                     °C To Failure, a/0 Burnup, a/0

C-115A U-10Pu-10Fz 0.015 590 510 5.0 7.1

C-116B U-10Pu-10Fz 0.020 610 530 5.9 7.1

C-119A* U-15Pu-10Fz 0.015 625 545 5.3 8.7

C-1180 U-15Pu-10Fz 0.025 625 545 9.4 8.7

C-117A U-15Pu-10Fz 0.015 625 545 7.2 8.7

C-120C U-10Pu-10Fz 0.025 610 530 6.7 7.1

* Observed to have developed a localized jacket split.

 emperatures are relatively  high. A U-1510/oPu- irradiation temperatures are 760°C central metal and
1010/01'i alloy fuel pin is being irradiated in V-2Ow/oll 560'C  maximum j acket surface. A nondestructive  ex-
alloy tubing having an ID of 0.173 in. (4.4 mm) and amination of the fuel rod at 4.6a/0 burnup showed that
a wall thickness  of 0.015  in.  (0.38 mm). The present the fuel rod was straight  and the j acket was intact.  The
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-1 5      1     1     1     1
nickel-base alloys to temperatures of 800°C. A grou„

C•                                    of si¥ specimens consisting of U-1510/oPu-10w/oZr0
-

.                                                                                                                                                       alloy   pins j acketed with either    Type 316 stainlessCl

4                                                              steel, Type 304 stainless steel or Hastelloy-X is being
1 10 -               O
2                  0                                 prepared for irradiation to high burnups. The ID of
LUr                                                                      the tubing is 0.166 in. (4.2 mm) with a wall thickness
z                                                                                                                                     of  0.015  in.  (0.38 mm). The intended operating j acket6
3  5 -                     Lk                       -       temperature is 650°C.
0o                                              The periodic examination of the CP-5 irradiation
-1
w                                      experiments by neutron radiography has served to
D
u.                                                                                                                                     establish the integrity  of  the j ackets and obtain  fuel
Z O         .4    0«                 *              dimensions. It has been possible by this technique to
LI,1                                                           4

9                                                plot fuel volume changes as a factor of burnup andZ                      i<r                                                                                  temperature.
0-5         1 1 0 1 Preliminary observations show that when a 35%0                 10 20 30 40 50 radial volume expansion exists between the fuel and

PREIRRADIATION ALLOWABLE RADIAL
VOLUME EXPANSION, percent j acket,  the fuel column height  will not increase  but  in

& certain instances decreases. A reduction in radial clear-FIG.  50.  Final Fuel Column Height  as a Function of Origi ·
nal Allowable Radial Volume Expansion. Fuel material   was ance below this value results in a corresponding in-
U-Pu-Fs irradiated to 4.0 a/0 burnup at a fuel temperature of creased length change.
645°C. A typical case is where the radial clearance was

18%, the fuel temperature was 645°C and the speci-
mens had been irradiated to 4.Oa/0 burnup. Under

6- -
0 U-15w/oPu-low/oFs these conditions the length change of the fuel was
A U-low/oPu-1Ow/oFs-                                                      measured at 10 percent. Similarly, fuel irradiated at

.
2 5-                                      _-                                                                             the above mentioned values but with specimens having
Cl

&-                                                                   an allowable radial expansion of 26% showed a length
. 4-
.                                                                                               -           change of 5 percent (see Figure  50).
Z

=                                      Data obtained from the specimens irradiated to.

*3- -      burnups in excess of 8.Oa/0 showed a progressive fuel

  volume increase to -30% after which there was a
5 2- - marked reduction in measured fuel volume. It pres-

ently is speculated that internal cracking in the fuel2
0 1- -    may have provided paths for gas release. Detailed

metallographic studies now in progress may provide0
0 lilli

an explanation for the observed fuel behavior. A plot0 1 2 34 56 7 8 9

BURNUP, 0/0 of the data is included in Figure 51.
FIG. 51. Percent Change ill Fuel Column Height vs. a/0 b. IRRADIATIONS OF FULL-LENGTH FUELBurnup for a Group of U-Pu-Fs Specimens Irradiated to High

Burnup. ELEMENTS OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM.
FIZZIUM ALLOYS (W. F. MURPHY AND C. C.

irradiation of the rod will be continued to determine CROTICERS)

the point of jacket failure. One metallic fuel element experiment (ANL-55-8)
A U-18.5w/oPu-14.lw/0Zr alloy pin is also being remains in the MTR in a gas annulus temperature

irradiated in V-2Ow/oTi alloy tubing. The ID of this controlled capsule. This capsule contains three EBR-II
tube is 0.175 in. (4.5 mm) and the wall thickness is type fuel rods that have been irradiated to a calculated
0.015 in.  (0.38 mm). The irradiation temperatures for 3.Ba/0 burnup   at   a  maximum  jacket  temperature   of
the rod are 870°C central fuel temperature and 600°C 555°C. The thermocouples in the capsule have given
maximum j acket surface  temperature.  Examination of no indication of fuel rod failure. Two of these fuel
the specimen at 4.2a/0 burnup showed  the j acket  to be pins are U-15w/oPu-10u,/oFz and one is U-1Ow/oPu-
intact. This specimen will also be irradiated to de- 1Ow/oFz. The uranium has been enriched 7.7% anc
termine the point   of j acket failure. 15.5% respectively so that all the fuel would havi

Other work in the Metallurgy Division has shown about the same heat generation rate in equivalent neu-
tliat the U-Pu-Zr alloy is compatible with iron and tron flux. One fuel pin with 15% Pu is jacketed with
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 anadium. The other    two    are j acketed    with    Nb-
lw/oZr. The fuel pins are 330 min long and 3.66 mm
in diameter. The annealed jackets are 3.96 mm ID and                                                             -
have 8 0.38 mm wall. Sodium serves as a bond between
the   fuel   and   the j acket.   The   gas void volume   was
originally about 39% of the fuel volume.                                  1

Capsule ANL-55-7 was removed from the MTR
on July 6, 1965. The calculated burnup was 2.8w/0
of heavy metal atoms at a maximum fuel temperature
of    600°C. The maximum j acket

temperature    was                                                555°C. The fuel alloy was U-1511,/oPu-101.0/oFz in
which the Uraniuill was 7.7% enriched. The three fuel                      !
pins   in this capsule   were j acketed in Nb-lw/0Zr,
vanadium, and Hastelloy-X lined with vapor-deposited
tungsten. The Nb-lw/oZr  and the vanadium j ackets
were initially in the stress relieved state. The Hastel-
loy-X tubing was originally in the annealed condition.                         i
The fuel pins in the Nb-lw/0Zr and vanadium jackets
were 330 mm long and 3.61 mm in diameter. A shorter
fuel pin (292 mm) but with the same diameter was
used in the Hastelloy-X tubing lined with tungsten
because only shorter lengths   of j acket material   were                                                     '

available. The ID of the jacket of Nb-lw/oZr and
vanadium was 3.96 mm, and for the Hastelloy-X tube                    ·
3.88 mm. The wall thicknesses were 0.38 and 0.27
mm. The Hastelloy-X tube had a wall thickness of                           '
0.23 mm and a liner of vapor-deposited tungsten 0.04
mm thick. The overall lengths of the jacketed fuel
rods were 459 mm (Nb-1Zr, V) and 418 mm (Hastel-
loy-X) respectively. Sodium  was  the heat transfer                                     .
medium between  the  fuel  and  the j acket. All three  of
the fuel rods were found to be intact and appeared to                      1
be in excellent condition after irradiation. Figure 52
is a photograph of the irradiated rods. Radiography
of the fuel rods indicated that the fuel had moved in-
side   the j ackets.   The   pins   clad in Nb-110/0Zr   and
vanadium had moved upward away from the bottom
plug  7.9  and  6.4 mm,

respectively.  The  fuel  in  the                                                                      «  

Hastelloy-X tube had moved up only 1.5 mm. In
addition, it appeared that the overall length of the Er,arpm,#,w,'w'    , ,    p ,  *„ mfuel columns had decreased 12, 11 and 4% respectively

110 1
for the Nb-1Zr, V and Hastelloy-X jacketed fuel EI-3886 -1, X
rods. Diameter measurements on the jacketed fuel did FIG. 52. Irradiated Fuel Rods from Capsule ANL-55-7.
not indicate any swelling. However, overall volume Left to right: Hastelloy-X  with W liner, Nb-110/0Zr,  vana-
measurements by the immersion method indicate small dium jackets.
volume increases (less than 14%) in all three rods.
The upward movement of the fuel pins within the and 3.66 mm in diameter. Sodium served as the heat
jacl[ets was probably a thermal ratcheting phenome- transfer medium between    the    fuel    and    the j acket.
non associated with reactor startups and shutdowns. Maximum j acket temperature during irradiation   was

Further examination of the single irradiated fuel 550°C. Maximum burnup as determined by analysis
 od from Capsule ANL-55-5 has been made. This fuel for technetium was 1.8a/0 of heavy metal atoms. Prior
vlltod  was U-2Ow/oPu-low/oFs alloy j acketed in stress to  opening the capsule two areas  of j acket failure  had

relieved Nb-lw/0Zr. The jacket tubing was 3.96 mm been observed by neutron radiography. When the
ID and 0.23 mm thick. The fuel pin was 361 mm long capsule was opened in addition to the two areas of
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-                rod. The fuel was found to be off of the bottom plu_
16 mm and the overall length of the fuel column had
decreased by 7.7%.

Further examination of the fuel rods from capsule
ANL-55-6 also revealed  fuel  shi fts within  the j ackets.
The three fuel rods in this capsule were like the one

4    ..... *3:41Lll
in Capsule ANL-55-5 except that one had a restrainer

'                                                   on the top plug. The calculated burnup of the fuel inI          ,58.t
these  rods  was  2.da/0  maximum,  and  the j acket  tem-
perature was 505°C maximum. The jacket on one of
these rods had split for about 90 mm along the lower

-               part of the fuel rod. The other two were intact.
X-radiographs showed that the pins in these rods were
displaced 13.2, 11.7 and 7.2 mm off of the bottom plug.
In addition the lengths were shorter by 3.2,5.8 and

r                                                          
                                  8.2%.

.
  1                                                                     Thus far the postirradiation examination of U-Pu-Fs

'
alloy fiiel rods from temperature controlled capsules

'                                            from MTR has shown a shortening of the fuel column,
and  a  ratcheting  o f  the  fuel  up  the j acket as phenome-
non common to these experiments.

e. EBR-II EXPERIMENTAL METAL FUEL IR-
RADIATIONS (F. L. BROWN AND TV. F. MURPHY)

=r-- The 19 fuel rods in subassembly XA01 constitute
the first irradiation experiment of the Engineering

•,  Irradiation Group in EBR-II. Preparations for this
- experiment began back in 1961 with the casting of'

full size, 3.7 mm diameter x 36.17 cm long (0.144 in.'          .                     '                                    diameter x 14.24 in.  long), plutonium-bearing metallic
0 fuel pins (7Ow/oU-2Ow/oPu-1Ow/oFs) by the Plu-

tonium Fabrication Group. The first design for an
experimental irradiation subassembly was completed„111 .

7.  1 : Il in May 1962. This design was later extensively changed
4  P .;; by the Reactor Engineering Division to also accommo-
M 81:1 date the needs of experimenters from outside ANL.

/   . 11 4 Development of sodium-bonded EBR-II type fuel
EI-3645 1.8X rods also continued. The general trend has been toward

FIG. 53. Failure of Fuel Rod of U-20w/oPu-10w/oFs Jac- the use of larger gas void space and increasing the
keted in Nb-ltv/oZr Irradiated  to  1.8 a/0 Burnup  at  a Maxi- wall  thickness  of the jacket. Other variables under
mum Jacket Temperature  of 550°C. study included reducing the amount of plutonium in

the fuel alloys and changing the composition of the
failure, it was found that the jacket was split from fissium addition. The fuel rods included in the XAOl
the bottom of the fuel rod up to the lower of the two experiment reflect some of the changes. The aim in
areas of drastic failure (approximately A of the all cases was to extend the lifetime of the fuel to
length  from the top  of  the fuel column). The jacket higher burnups.
between the two areas of greatest swelling was intact The fuel rods in the XA01 subassembly are identified
as shown in Figure 53. There seemed to be indication in Table  32. The variables included in this group  are:
of melting on the defect nearest the top of the fuel (1) reduction in the amount of plutonium from 20 to
rod. On the basis of available information the two 15 and 10w/0, (2) a change from "fissium" to "fiz-
areas of drastic jacket failure  do not coincide with zium", (3) various j acket materials in either the stres
either maximum temperature or maximum burnup, relieved or annealed condition, (4) increase  in  j acke
The length of the fuel pin was deduced from measure- wall thickness from 9 mils (0.23 mm) to 15 mils (0.38
ments on X-radiographs of the two ends of the fuel mm),  (5) a decrease in fuel pin length to provide more
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 as space within the jacket, and (6) with and without TABLE 32. DESCRIPTION OF FUEL RODS IN

restrainer plugs. In the fuel pins where the quantity SUBASSEMBLY XA01

of plutonium has been reduced from 2Ow./O, the enrich-
Jacket

ment in U235 has been increased so that all fuel compo- FuelCode No.
sitions would have the same heat generation rate iIl Composition* Condi-  ID.  Wall,Composition tion** mi4 111I11the same neutron fiux. Fizziutii differs from fissium in
that the quantity of ruthenium, rhodium, and pal-

C93 U-20Pu-10Fs Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.23

ladium has been reduced from about 7w/0 to 4w/0 and C97t U-20Pu-10Fs Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.23

the amount of zirconium has been increased from C98 U-20Pu-10Fs Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.23

0.05w/0   to 2.5w/o; molybdenum remains at about C99 U-20Pu-10Fs Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.23

2.5to/0. Fuel rod LA02 is shorter than the others be- Cloot U-20Pu-10Fs Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.23

Clol U-20Pu-10Fs Nb-1 Zr R.R. 3.96 0.23
cause longer lengths of jacket material were not CM01 U-20Pu-10Fz Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.38
available.

Sodium was used to bond the fuel to the jackets and CA01 U-15Pu-10Fz Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.23

to provide heat transfer from the fuel rod to the CB02 U-15Pu-10Fz Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.38

capsule wall. To promote bonding in the 0.15 min CB03 U -15Pzz-10Fz Nl)-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.38

CB04 U-15Pu-10Fz Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.38
(6 mil) annulus in the fuel rods, they were subjected CDOl U-15Pu-10Fz Nb-1Zr Ann. 3.96 0.23
to at least 1000 impact cycles at 500°C. Subsequent CD02 U-15Pu-10Fz Nb-1Zr Anii. 3.96 0.23

inspection by radiography and eddy current revealed LA02 U-15Pti-10Fz Hast.-X*** Anit. 3.8 9 0.27

no voids that were considered detrimental to the ex- PA01 U-15Pu-10Fz Nb-4V Ann. 3.96 0.23

periment. Eddy current tests were generally made at
CG02 U-10Pu-10Fz Nb-1Zr S.R.. 3.96 0.23

150°C to avoid the presence of shrinkage cavities in CG03 U-loPu-10Fz Nb-1Zr S.R. 3.96 0.23
the sodium. CJ01 U-10Pil-10Fz Nb-1Zr Ann. 3.96 0.23

After inspection the fuel rods were put into capsules. PB02 U-10Pti-10Fz Nb-4V Ann. 3.96 0.23

After sealing, the capsules were sodium bonded by * Uranium enriched as follows: 20% Pu-0%, 15% Pu-7.7%,heating at 500°C for four hours while gently vibrating
10% Pu-15.5%.to promote wetting and the elimination of gas bubbles ** S.R.-stress relieved; Arin.-annealed.

from the sodium. Then the capsules were radiographed *** Hastelloy-X tubing lined  with 0.04 mm of vapor-de-
and eddy current tested. The 19 capsules were put into posited tungsten.
a subassembly designated as XA01 for irradiation in t  Restrainer-type top plugs.
EBR-II.

The subassembly was put into EBR-II in sector D, is alloyed with 9, 10 or 12w/0Zr or 1010/oTi, (2) vari-
row 6, position 2 on May 6, 1965. Maximum fuel ous   j acket materials including V-20Ti, 304 stainless
center temperature and maximum j acket temperature steel, 316 stainless steel, Hastelloy-X, and Hastelloy-
have been calculated as 472°C and 453°C, respectively. X-280, (3) both restricted and unlimited space for
These specimens have been exposed in the reactor for axial fuel expansion, (4) 0.38, 0.40, and 0.51 mm wall
2350 Mwd and have accumulated 0.25a/0 burnup of thickness    (but   not    for   each j acket material),    (5)
heavy metal atoms. 0.28, 0.40, and 0.44 mm sodium bond annuli, and (6)

The construction of a steel and uranium cask, which 5a/0 and 10a/0 levels of burnup.
is intended for shipment of experimental capsules be- The   primary obj ective   o f these experimental   cap-
tween EBR-II and ANL, Illinois, has been completed. sules is to investigate the respective Zr and Ti addi-
It is at ANL and is being inspected and tested. tions to U-Pu. The ternary additions greatly improve

More recently, experimental fuel rods were also the properties by raising the melting point and in-
placed  in  subassemblies  XG05 (two capsules), XG06 creasing the resistance to thermal cycling damage. The
(two  capsules),  and  XA07 (16 capsules). The speci- iron-base j acketing alloys  are of great interest  in  view
mens were prepared by the Plutonium Fabrication of recent studies that have demonstrated excellent
Group by vacuum inj ection casting. The EBR-II compatibility with U-Pu-Zr alloys up to temperatures
capsules were loaded in a manner similar to that pre- of at least 800°C.
viously described except that a vacuum technique Subassemblies XGOS and XG06 were inserted in
aided in the elimination of voids in the bond sodium EBR-II grid position 4C2 and 4E2, respectively, on

..and reduced the vibration-bonding treatment to a one- September 10,1965. XA07 was inserted in grid posi-
.lour operation. tion 4D3 on October 29, 1965. Table 33 lists the in-

The variables in these capsules include the follow- dividual fuel rods and important descriptive infornia-
ing: (1) alloy variations in which U-14 or 15w/oPu tion. The maximum fuel and cladding temperatures
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TABLE 33. DESCRIPTION OF FUEL RODS IN SUBASSEMBLIES ume. The carbon content of the UC in both typ 
XG05, XGOG, AND XAOT was 4.8w/0 and that of the PuC ranged from 3.4 to

Cladding 6.4w/o. Free plutonium was present in the low-carbon
Sub- Fuel batches and sesquicarbide was evident in the high-Code No.

assembly Composition ID, Wall, carbon batches. The uranium was not enriched since
Composition mm mm the irradiations were to be made in thermal reactors.

XG05 NC17 U-15Pu-loTi V-20Ti 4.39 0.40
The PuC was then the only component undergoing

ND24 U-15Pu-10Zr V-20Ti 4.50 0.40 significant fissioning and the results are characteristic

of the PuC powder and not the UC.
XGOG NC23 U-15Pu-10Ti V-20Ti 4.50 0.40 The capsule irradiation program for the vibratorily-

ND23 U-15Pu-10Zr V-20Ti 4.50 0.40 compacted specimens calls for nominal burnup levels
XA07 ND25 U-14Pu-12Zr 304 SS 4.22 0.51 of 2, 5, and 10a/0 at jacket surface temperatures of

ND27 U-14Pu-12Zr 304 SS 4.22 O.51 600°, 800°, and 1000°C. Irradiations have been com-

ND26 U-14Pu-12Zr 316 SS 4.22 0.38 pleted at the 2 and 5a/O burnup levels at 600°C, al-
ND29 U-14Pu-12Zr 316 SS 4.22 0.38 though the 2a/0 specimens did not all quite achieve
ND30 U-14Pu-12Zr 316 SS 4.22 0.38 this burnup or temperature. Specimens for the 10a/0
ND31 U-14Pu-12Zr 316 SS 4.22 0.38 level at 600°C and 800°C are now in MTR and 2 andND33 U-14Pu-12Zr Hast.-X 4.22  0.38

5a/0, 1000°C capsules are being prepared.ND34 U-14Pu-127,r Hast.-X 4.22 0.38

ND35 U-14Pti-12Zr Hast.-X 4.22 0.38 The examination of four physically-mixed UC-
ND37 U-14P7-12Zr Hast.-X-280 4.47 0.38 2Ow/oPuC and two PuC vibratorily-compacted speci-
ND39 U-14Pu-12Zr Hast.-X-280 4.47 0.38 mens irradiated in the MTR to an estimated 5.3 toND44 U-14Pu-12Zr Hast.-X-280 4.47 0.38

6.8a/0 burnup has been completed except for metallog-ND28 U-15Pu-9Zr 304 SS 4.22 0.51

ND41 U-15Pu-9Zr 304 SS 4.22 0.51 raphy and burnup analyses. The results obtained so

ND32 U-15Pu-9Zr 316 SS 4.22 0.38 far are given in Table 34, along with previous results
ND43 U-15Pu-9Zr Hast.-X 4.22 0.38 from similar specimens. All specimens had 0.23 mm

(0.009 in.) thick jackets and a fuel diameter of 3.96
are calculated to be 775°C and 650°C, respectively. mm  (0.156  in.).
The maximum burnup achieved to date is calculated Inspection  of  the data indicates:
to be 0.64a/0. 1. Specimens jacketed with Nb-lu,/0Zr had no

significant diameter, length, or volume changes.d. IRRADIATIONS OF URANIUM AND PLUTO- 2.   Specimens j acketed   with 304 stainless steel   had
NIUM CARBIDE FUELS (L. A. NEIMARK, C. F. changes in diameter, length, and volume that
REINKE, AND C. C. CROTHERS  depended upon burnup and temperatures.

This irradiation program   has   as   its obj ective the 3. Fission-gas release was dependent on the carbon
investigation of uranium and plutonium carbide fuel content of the PuC with hypostoichiometric fuel
behavior with respect to swelling, fission-gas release, releasing considerably more gas.
micro- and macrostructural changes, and cladding All mixed-carbide specimens were intact, but speci-
compatibility. Both pellet fuel and vibratorily-com- men F-20, 304 stainless steel, was bowed slightly.
pacted fuel are being studied. Irradiations are being Specimen F-8, PuC in 304 stainless, was bowed and
made on specimens in instrumented temperature-con- ruptured. The rupture was at the top of the fuel sec-
trolled capsules in the CP-5 and MTR reactors, and tion and appeared to be from a pressure burst. The
on prototype fuel rods in EBR-II. fuel  inside the split j acket appeared  to be massive  and

So far, the emphasis has been on vibratorily-com- not particulate. The specimens are shown in Figures
paeted physical mixtures of UC-20tu/oPuC powders. 54 and 55. Specimen F-6 had melted during a CP-5
A few vibratorily-con]pacted PuC powder specimens experiment in which it was being used to determine the
have also been irradiated to obtain information on heat generation rate of PuC (see ANL-6868).
the single carbide system. Two types of specimens The bowing of the two specimens is tentatively at-
are included in the investigation. One type has a fuel tributed to fuel swelling against a restrainer plug in
diameter of 3.96 mm (0.156 in.) with a 0.23 mm the specimen gas plenum. This plug is attached to the
(0.009 in.) thick j acket of Nb-ltv/0Zr  or 304 stainless upper end plug by a solid rod that would transmit the
steel. The other type has a fuel diameter of 0.653 min force to the end plug and put an axial stress on thi
(0.257 in.) with a 0.3 mm (0.012 in.) thick jacket of j acket. Since the clearance above the specimen  in  th,
Nb-lw/0Zr. Both types have 5 cm (2 in.) long fuel capsule was limited to about   1.6 mm, continued   fuel
sections with gas plenums about 20% of the fuel vol- swelling would cause bowing  of  the j acket.  It  is  sig-
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                        TABLE 34. SUMMARY OF  IBRATORILY-COMPACTED CARBIDE IRRADIATIONS

Burnup Maximum
Gas Release,

Specimen Jacket ·W/O C Jacket Maximum % AL %av           %FuelNo. Material in PuC Fiss/cc Surface % ADia.
17/n    X leo   Temp., °C Theotetical

F-7 PuC 304 SS 4.24 2.0 5.1 495 1.0 0.1 1.1 35.2

F-6 PuC 304 SS 6.22 5.4 13.1 625 0.8 Specimen Melted

F-8 PuC 304 SS 4.24 6.0(") 16.0 675 14.3 2.0 Jacket Ruptured

C -44 PuC Nb-1Zr 3.40 2.2 5.3 625 0.5 Neg. 0.3 45.9

C -43 PuC Nb-1Zr 4.24 5.30) 14.0 550 0.1 Neg. 0.3        31

F-18 D C-YOPUC 304 SS 6.42 1.4 3.4 505 0.3 Neg. 0.6 8.8

F-21 UC-20PuC 304 SS 3.40 1.4 3.5 430 0.5 Neg. 0.2 25.7

F-19 UC-20PuC 304 SS 6.22 5.8(a) 15.0 570 2.8 0.3 3.5 <1(a)

F-20 UC-20PuC 304 SS 4.24 6.8(") 18.0 645 4.7 1.3 7.3        40

C-69 UC-20PuC Nb-1Zr 6.42 1.2 3.1 405 0.5 Neg. 0.3 5.7

C-74 UC-20PuC Nb-1Zr 3.40 1.6 4.1 455 0.3 Neg. 0.5 21.5

C-72 UC-20PuC Nb-1Zr 6.22 6.8(a) 18.0 635 0.2 Neg. 0.4 <1(.)

C-70 UC-20PuC Nb-1Zr 4.24 6.8(a) 18.0 650 0.4 Neg. 0.5        20

ca) Based only on xenon release.
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FIG.  54.  From Left,  UC-20w/oPuC Specimens F-19  (304 SS), F-20  (304 SS),  C-72  (Nb-lw/oZr), and  C-70  (N b-ltv/oZr)  after Irradi-
ation.
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unidentified but may be free plutonium metal froU.

the hypostoichiometric carbide.

11        1
The fission gas results shown in Table 34 are indica-

tive of the effect of a free metal phase. Hypostoichio-
                                 metric carbide released significantly more gas than
-                                                      the hyperstoichiometric. The quantities of gas released

                                       are commensurate with
the irradiation temperatures

and are not considered excessive.
A capsule containing two vibratorily-compacted

| specimens of the UC-2Ow/oPuC mixture has been re-
9              turned to ANL after irradiation in the MTR. The

  specimens achieved estimated burnups of 3.0 and
3.5a/0  (7.9  and  9.2  x 1020 fiss/ec).  It was necessary
to end this experiment short of the desired nominal1.' ,

Ii I goal of 5a/0 because all thermocouples were lost. Maxi-
.i                                     mum   jacket  surface  temperatures  were   640°C   and

670°C, respectively. These specimens have 0.3 mm
(0.012 in.) Nb-lw/0Zr jackets and a fuel diameter

i  i i

of 0.653 mm (0.257 in.).
l

ti. Two other capsules are under irradiation in the
B m . MTR with four specimens similar to the ones men-
&mi tioned above. They have reached estimated burnups
SE i                        of 4.3 to 4.6a/0 (11.2 to 12.0 x 1020 fiss/ce) of sched-*' uled nominal burnups of 10a/o. One capsule is operat-I -al'.
I Ni...

1 1 t,14 ing with specimen surface temperatures in the range
.i of 600° to 650°C and the other in the range of 750° to

....15= :. 800°C.
Two additional instrumented capsule experiments

1       2                                            .        -,;a are planned on vibratorily-compacted mixed carbides.
106-8369 1.5X Target irradiation conditions e.all for surface tempera-

FIG. 55. Specimens   C-43   (left)   and F-8 (right),   PuC in tures of 1000°C and burnups of 2 and 5a/o. One cap-
Nb-lw/oZr and 304 SS, Respectively, after Irradiation. sule is being assembled; the other is currently at MTR

awaiting insertion. Each capsule contains three speei-
mens of vibratorily-compacted physically-mixed UC-

nificant that the stainless remained ductile during ir- 20tu/oPuC and one vibratorily-compacted PuC. The
radiation to an estimated 2.9 x 1021 nvt. The absence specimens are jacketed with Nb-110/0Zr.

Three vibratorily-compacted mixed carbide proto-of significant dimensional changes in the Nb-lle/oZr type fuel elements are now under irradiation in thespecimens is attributed to the low creep rate of this EBR-II. Two specimens are physically mixed UC-alloy below its yield point.
20ti'/oPuC and one is solid solution (Uo.8Puo.2) C. TheOnly cursory metallography has been done to date fuel diameter is 0.653 mm (0.257 in.) and the jacketon just the low-burnup specimens. Other than evidence materials are 304 stainless steel, Hastelloy-X, andof nielted fuel in the remains of specimen F-6, no Nb-llt'/0Zr. The specimens are operating at from 20

gross fuel changes have been noted. In-pile sintering of to   23   kw/ft   at j acket surface temperatures betweenUC and PuC has so far been found only to a small
590°C and 610°C. They have achieved a peak burnupdegree. Figure 56 shows a small PuC particle to of about 0.6a/0 (1.3 x 1020 fiss/ce) of a scheduled

 

which smaller UC particles have become attached. Ex-
Sa/O.

tensive sintering was found in specimen C-44 which Similar elements to those already in EBR-II and
was all PuC. It is expected that sintering of UC and also solid-solution pellet fuel specimens are beingPuC will be evident on a larger scale in the higher readied for irradiation in EBR-II to burnup level-
temperature specimens. Other than the melted speci- of 2, 5, and 10a/0 at heat ratings up to 30 kw/ft.
men,   the only fuel-j acket reaction noted   was   a thin Also included in the carbide fuels irradiation pro-intermittent layer on the fuel side of the fuel-cladding gram is the study of UC-US. This system is of interest
interface in PuC specimen C-44. The layer is as yet because of its improved compatibility with stainless
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FIG. 56. PuC Particle with Adhering UC Particles in Specimen C-74. The specimen has a burnup of  1.6 a/0.

steel   over   that of carbide alone. (61) Eventually the TABLE 35. TRANSIENT IRRADIATIONS OF  IBRATORILY-

study will be extended to include the UC-PuS system. COMPACTED PUC

Pellets of UC-2Ow/oUS have been received from
Reactor Maximum

the Engineering Ceramics Group. These pellets have JacketSpecimen No. Jacket Material Integrated Temperature,been sized and grouped and will be irradiated in 304 Power, Mw-sec        °C
stainless steel, Hastelloy-X, and vanadium-2Ow/0
titanium j acket materials. The irradiations   are  to be C-40 Nb-110/0Zr 13.2 900

carried out in instrumented capsules in the MTR and C-41 Nb-110/0Zr 21.2 1210

ETR reactors at jacket surface temperatures of 600°C F-9 304 SS 29.2 1435

and 800°C to burnups of 2, 5, and 10a/0.
The results of the post-transient examination re-

e. TRANSIENT IRRADIATIONS OF PLUTONIUM vealed that the integrity of the Nb-lw/0Zr jacketed
CARBIDE (C. F. REINKE) specimens had been maintained, but that the stainless

steel-clad specimen showed extensive j acket failure.
Transient irradiations in the TREAT reactor on The specimens are shown in Figure 57. There were

vibratorily-compacted carbide were done to deter- no dimensional or volume changes of significance on
mine the behavior of the fuel under abnormal reactor the   Nb-lw/0Zr j acketed specimens. Each specimen
operating conditions. had three thermocouples attached  to the j acket surface

Three jacketed specimens of vibratory-compacted at widely separated points and these indicated a
PuC    were subj ected to elevated temperature tran- nonuniform temperature distribution along the speci-
sients in the TREAT reactor. Specimen data are mens  during the transient. The specimen  jaeketed  with
tabulated in Table   35. The specimens,   jaeketed with Type 304 stainless steel failed in an evident melting
nominal 0.23 mm (0.009 in.) thick Nb-lw/oZr or reaction. An examination of the plutonium-carbon
Type 304 stainless steel tubing, had not been previ- phase diagram indicated that in this instance
ously irradiated. Each specimen had three thermo- (42.3a/oC) liquid phase plutonium would exist at
couples attached  to the jacket. Measured jacketing temperatures above 900°C. Since plutonium and iron

 mperatures
ranged from 773° to 1435°C. form a low melting eutectic, the failure is not unex-

pected. A metallographic examination of the failed

(64)  Shalek,  P.  D., and White,  G. D., Studies  in  the  System specimen indicated that a molten phase had indeed

Uranium-Carbide-Uranium-Rul,fide, Carbides in Nuclear En- been present. Figure 58 shows a reaction zone where the
ergy,  Vol. I, 264-272, Harwell, 1963. jacketing had almost been breached.
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FIG. 57. Core-clad Interaction on the Stainless Steel Jacketed PuC Specimen.

Analysis of the specimen temperature traces ob- on the mechanical properties of promising fast reac-
tained during the transient indicate approximately tor cladding materials. The irradiations are being per-
2.7 seconds elapsed between the time molten pluto- formed in EBR-II and are in the temperature range of
nium    came in contact   with    tlie j ackct    and j acket interest for civilian power reactors. The experiments
failure occurred. At the time o f failure j acket tempera- include exposures in the range of 1 x 1021 to 1 X 1023
tures ranged from 987° up to 1377°C. -

n/c,112. The irradiated specimens will be subjected to
both uniaxial and biaxial mechanical tests, as well asf. IRRADIATION OF UO2-20,0/oPuO2 (L. A. NEI- metallography, electron microscopy, 111icroprobe analy-

MARK) ses, etc. The classes of materials being investigated are
A new program has been initiated to study the ir- austenitic stainless steels, high-strength nickel-base

radiation behavior of UO2-20w/oPuO2. Tlie study will a.llovs, and refractory metal alloys. Major emphasis
include the effects of fuel synthesis (coprecipitation, is being placed on AlBI Type 304 stainless steel,
physically-mixed, and Nupac), fuel form (vibratorily- Haste]loy-X, Inconel 625, vanadium-2Ow/0 titanium,
compacted and pellets) particle shape in vibratory and vanadium-15w/0 titanium-7.5w/0 chromium al-
compaction (spheres and angular shapes), and jacket loy.
alloy composition. The experiments will be carried The uniaxial stress tests, which include tensile,
out in the EBR-II reactor at heat ratings of 15 to creep, and stress-to-rupture, will be used to establish
20 kw/ft and to burnups as high as 25a/0. values for yield strength, ductility, ultimate strength,

During the past year the program has been laid out minimum creep-rate, and rupture strength after irra-
and some vibratorily-compacted specimens of Nupac diation. The tube-burst test will be used to determine
oxide have been fabricated. Procurement of pellets the rupture strength as affected by a biaxial stress
made from physically-mixed oxide powders was also system. The tests will be conducted at room tempera-
begun. ture, 550°, 650°, and 750°C.

Three capsules each containing 16 uniaxial ten-
g. IRRADIATION OF CLADDING AND JACKET. sile and creep specimens of Type 304 stainless steel.ING MATERIALS (R. CARLANDER AND  . F. Hastelloy-X, and vanadium-20m/0 titanium allo

MURPHY) have been inserted in EBR-II subassembly XAG,
A program has been initiated to determine the ef- for irradiation to 1 x 1023 n/cine at a temperature

fects of elevated temperature coupled with fast flux near 5550°C. Three uniaxial stress capsules identical
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FIG. 58. Effect of Transient Irradiations on Vibratorily-compacted PuC.

to those mentioned above and five biaxial stress cap- The drilling chamber completely encloses the fuel

sules, one containing twelve 304 stainless steel speci- specimen in a vacuum. The chamber can be changed
mens and two containing 12 specimens each of to accommodate fuel specimens of only a few inches

Hastelloy-X and vanadium-20to/0 titanium, will be to several feet in length. The chamber and the drill
inserted in EBR-II before the end of the year for mijy be either vertical or horizontal. A shaft holding
irradiation under similar conditions. Temperature 8 1.6 mm (5.6 in.) drill enters the vacuum chamber
monitors are distributed in each capsule, as well as through three rubber chevron seals. The drill is
neutron flux monitors. powered directly by a 186 watt (0.25 hp) DC motor

with a variable-speed, constant-power control. The
h.  IRRADIATION TEST EQUIPMENT drilling chamber is connected to the collection appara-
( 1)     Fission    Gas    Collection    Equipment     (L. A. tus with approximately 10.7 m (35 ft.) of 1.3 cm (0.5

NEIMARK AND C. F. REINKE) in.)  ID stainless steel bellows tubing  and  1.9  cm  (0.75
A new system for puncturing fuel specimens and in.) ID copper tubing. The copper tubing leaves the

collecting the released fission gases has been installed cave through an alpha-tight seal port in the ceiling, A
in the alpha-gamma, cave in the Fuels Technology three-micron particulate filter is in the line to prevent

 enter. The system consists of an in-cell drilling fuel particles from being carried into the collection
chamber and an out-of-cell collection system located system.
above the cave. All vacuum pumps are also located The collection system is 8 glass vacuum system con-
above the cave. sisting of expansion bulbs, two Toeppler pumps, a
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mercury diffusion pump, and a triple-range McLeod i. EBR-II FUEL ALLOY SURVEILLANCE (F. L.
gage. The system volume is calibrated to +3%. All BROWN)
the released gas is drawn to the collection system by Surveillance of Mark I fuel is being conducted dur-
the mercury diffusion pump which exhausts to one ing the operation of the EBR-II reactor in Idaho. The
Toeppler pump. This pump transfers the gas to the fuel elements are U-5w/oFs alloy pins, 36.12 cmcalibrated volume where the pressure is measured (14.22 in.) x 3.66 mm (0.144 in.) diameter, sodium
with the MeLeod gage. An aliquot or the entire gas bonded (0.23 mm, 0.009 in., annulus) in Type 304
sample is transferred to a detachable bulb by the stainless steel tubes with 0.23 mm (0.009 in.) wall.second Toeppler pump. The gas in the bulb is then Examinations included dimensional and density meas-
analyzed by mass spectrometry. urements  on  both j acketed and stripped fuel, metallo-

The recovery capability of the entire system has graphic inspection, furnace heating tests, and burst
been checked with known gas volumes with a result- tests on the fuel jackets. (Measurements also are be-ing prerision of +0.01 ce or 0.5%. The system func- ing made at the Fuel Cycle Facility in Idaho which
tioned satisfactorily with the first group of fuel speci- include sodium level and bond condition, void volume,mens that was punetured. and diameter checks  of  the j acketed  fuel  by  go,  no-goAt the close of the year the system was temporarily gaging.)dismantled to allow the construction of a supporting The primary objective of the surveillance program
fission gas laboratory. is to enable. EBR-II fuel to achieve the maximum

burnup short of excessive fission product release into(2)   Development of Equipment  for the Metal-
the reactor primary coolant. Frequent inspection oflographic Preparation and Examination of
the fuel, as burnup accumulated, furnished the infor-Irradiated Plutonium Alloys (R. CARLANDER) mation necessary to keep the reactor operating to as

The microscopic examination of plutonium-bear- high a burnup as possible on the initial fuel loading.
ing fuel alloys is but one phase of the determination Samples of fuel were removed after each 0.1 to
of the damage sustained by prototype fuel specimens 0.2a/0 increment of burnup. The reactor continued
during irradiation. In the past, polished specimens operation while fuel was being examined from each
have been coated with a thin layer of epoxy in order burnup increment. Above 0.8a/0 burnup it appeared
to protect their surfaces during subsequent examina- more prudent not to operate the reactor until comple-
tion in a metallograph operated in an air atmosphere. tion of the previous fuel examination. The fuel utiliza-
This mode of operation was not satisfactory because tion subsequently was halted at 1.2a/0 burnup on the
of loss in resolution at high magnifications, but it basis of surveillance observations. Further tests may
was necessary until an inert atmosphere shielded indicate that the burnup level can be increased with-
metallograph could be constructed. Because of limita- out  danger  of a failure  in the reactor; however,  un-
tions in size, location, and space, no commercially less satisfactory evidence is forthcoming, the limit on
available shielded metallographs were judged to be the Mark I fuel exposure will remain at 1.2a/0
adequate, and it was necessary to develop and build burnup.
an instrument inter-related to the alpha-gamma cave The initial loading of the reactor contained 84
facility. special fuel rods distributed in groups of seven in the

The final design of the metallograph is a departure center of 12 subassemblies. These special rods had been
from previous concepts, in that the specimen, objec- carefully measured before insertion in subassemblies
tives, and stage are enclosed in an inert atmosphere with regular fuel rods, and examination of these rods
glovebox for alpha containment with the glovebox was expected to yield the required information in
surrounded by steel shielding for gamma ray protec- the surveillance program. Most important were meas-
tion. Stage rotation and translation    and obj ective urements of fuel swelling and the resulting pressure
selection are motorized while filter and field selection, rise in the gas pocket in the top of each fuel rod. Un-
illumination, coarse and fine focus, etc., are manipu- fortunately, nondestructive tests performed on the
lated by mechanical linkages. The microscope proper rods in the FCF at Idaho disclosed that for some
is a combination of 8 Bausch and Lomb glovebox unexplained reason the special fuel rods were swell-
metallograph and shielded metallograph designed ac- ing at a significantly higher rate than regular rods.
cording to specifications. It was decided to remove all subassemblies containir

The assembly of the metallograph is virtually com- special rods after they had achieved 0.9a/0 burni
plete with optical alignment and calibration still to and continue the surveillance program with only regu-
be perfornied. lar fuel rods for examination.
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Figure 59 illustrates lhe increase in fuel volume 10.0

with burnup  and the effect on j acket stress and internal
pressure.  The j acl· et stress  and pressure  are  calculated                       9.0
values, but the fuel volume change with bumup is • SPECIAL FUEL
derived from a large number of postirradiation meas- 8.0 u REGULAR FUEL

urements   on fuel swelling  made  in  the FCF. These
0

measurcmelits were based on eddy current tests that
7.0                                    0

revealed the level of the sodium above the fuel inside        :
.                                                                                        0

of each rod. From these values and with the nominal        2
E 6.0value of the sodium level before irradiation and the                            E   odesign dimensions of the cladding, the fuel swelling                                03 5.0                0

was calculated. The curve in Figure 59 shows that     -J
after about 6% volume increase the internal pressure       g                      %0  00

4.0increases rapidly. The curve assumes no
cladding     strain and does not include a thermal stress component.            4-

3.0
Volume changes calculated from the measured den-

sity values of decanned fuel pins are shown in Fig-
ure 60. The points for the special pins (measured 2.0                          •

before irradiation) are well grouped as compared to                              o
the scattered points for the regular pins. Figure 61 1.0

illustrates the swelling of the same pins as determined                               from eddy current measurements of sodium levels.        00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

The curve of swelling vs. burnup included in Figures MAXIMUM BURNUP, a/0

60 and 61 is not based on the indicated values but
FIG. 60. Volume Increase of EBR-II Mark I Fuel. The

rather is the average swelling as shown along the values   are  based on density measurements  of  bare  fuel  pins,
abscissa in Figure 59. The amount of fuel volume in-

8
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7-
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  FIG. 59. Effect of Fuel Volume Increase on Jacket Stress MAXIMUM BURNUP, a/0
Iid Internal Pressure at the Maximum Operating Tempera-

ture. The values of volume increase with burnup were obtained FIG. 61. Volume Increase of EBR-II Mark I Fuel. The
from many measurements of sodium level. values are based on measurements of sodiiim  level.
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5.5 graphic investigations on the fuel were not completeu,

although bubble formation was not detected to 0.48a/0
• SPECIAL FUEL5.0 - burnup.0 REGULAR FUEL Fuel rod heating experiments were performed tox CALCULATED FROM VOLUME

4.5 - provide an indication  of the capability  of the j acketedAND LENGTH MEASUREMENTS
ON SPECIAL FUEL fuel in resisting dimensional changes  or  of  the j acket

4.0 - to resist rupture because of temperature rises that
g could conceivably occur in the reactor core due to
Z 3.5- coolant flow interruption.
Cl In the furnace heating experiments, j acketed   fuel
  3.0- rods exposed above 0.7a/0 burnup were heated to pro-0<I

6                         0
gressively higher temperatures of 550°, 600°, 650°,

6 2.5 -                          0                           700°, and 750° or 800°C. They were held for five
1.-

-0 minutes at each temperature after which they were
li-1

 2.0-  8
0

cooled to room temperature for leak tests and dimen-
-                          0O 0 0 sion and density measurements. After the final heat-0

1.5  -                                                                                                                ing   at   750°   or   800°C, the jackets were removed    (if
possible ) for dimension measurement and density0

1.0 - 'X0 determination on the bare fuel. Significant changes
. / did not occur until heating at 750°C, when volume

0.5 - J/ increases of 0.4 to 1.2% were observed on the clad rods01 and 9 to 11% on the bare fuel. The change, not indi--f l ! cated by length and diameter measurements on the
0.1 0.5 1.0             1.5             2.0

MAXIMUM BURNUP, a/0 clad rods, was evaluated by density measurements.
Heating to 800°C caused failure by eutectic forma-

FIG. 62. Diameter Increase of EBR-II Mark I Fuel. tion  between  the  fuel  and  the j acket.

crease appears to be related to burnup by the fune- j. EBR.II FUEL JACKETING SURVEILLANCE
tion A [7/V  ,  Bn where Aviv = volume change,  B = (W. F. MURPHY)
burnup, and 1.5 <n< 2.0. As part of the EBR-II fuel element surveillance

Length measurements on the decanned special fuel program, a series of tube-burst tests is in progress on
pins gave good agreement among values of length Type 304 stainless steel j ackets removed   from  irra-
increase. Values for the regular pins were scattered.
At 0.95a/0 burnup the special rods increased in length TABLE 36. TuBE BURST TESTS ON EBR-II TYPE
about 0.5%. An accompanying diameter increase of 304 STAINLESS STEEL JACKETS

about 1.0% would be rerviired to account for the Tan-
total volume increase of 4.3%. Similarly, at O.Ga/0

Burst
Test Burst gential Elongation, %

burnup a diameter increase of 0.35% would be required Specimen Condiliuit   " bmpel - Pressure, Rupture

ature, 'C psi 311 .35,with the measured length increase of 0.2% to account                                            psi   Max. Min. Avg.
for the total measured volume increase of about 1.4%.                                                                -
These two values of diameter were used to plot a curve, Irradiated  (-1.4 X 400 8875 81,600   1

shown in Figure 62, which illustrates good agreement lon n/cm: at mid- 450 8250 75,900   1

with measured diameter values at 0.26 and 0.48a/0 plane) 500 7525 M       69,200         1

500 8425(•)     77,500      H

burnup, but poor agreement at 0.95a/o burnup. The 500 6850(b)  63,000   5
diameter values of the regular pins were widely seat- 550 6875 63,200 H
tered as shown in Figure 62.

Measurements on the clad fuel rods also were not Unirradiated 400 5425 49,900 12.7 7.710.9
450 5400 49,600 14.3 10.812.7informative in providing values of the pressure 500 5200 47,800  11.6  8.2 9.6

buildup in the gas void. Some measurements on the 500 5275 48,500   13.0   9.1 10.5

special rods gave results in agreement among them- 550 4925 45,300 14.4 8.811.2

selves, however, all of the results on regular rods were
widely scattered. These latter measurements were (a)  Same  tube.   Cut  off  section of first rupture and repeat

test. Second test required more pressure to break.
above la/o burnup, just where accurate evaluation is (b) Cut off bottom end. Burst near top plug away from pres-required to justify extension of fuel life. Metallo- sure connection.
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FIG. 64. Irradiated Tube Burst Test at 500°C with Rupture at Top of Jacket and Pressure Connection at Bottom.

diated fuel pins. One end plug of the fuel rods was the area in the vicinity of the rupture had been cut off.
removed with a dry cut-off wheel in the nitrogen cell Again the break was near the pressure connection
of the Alpha-Gamma Cave. Once the sodium was but the stress was appreciably higher than in the
melted it was relatively easy to remove the fuel pins first test. Since the pressure connection may have
from   the j ackets. No attempt   was   made to remove affected the burst strength, a fifth tube was tested
the  sodium  from  the j ackets prior to burst testing ex- at 500'C after cutting off the bottom plug instead
cept by melting. The tubes were burst with helium gas of the top. This tube also broke at the top end plug at
pressure. the extreme end away from the pressure connection

The irradiated tubes and the unirradiated control as shown in Figure 64. The strength of this tube was
tubes both had spacer wires spiralling around them low and ductility relatively high compared to the
and spot welded at the top and bottom ends. The irra- other tests on irradiated tubes. Present indications
diated specimens were calculated to have accumulated are (1) that the top of the irradiated fuel jackets
1.3 to 1.5 x 1022 n/cme fast flux exposure. have the lowest strength, (2) the strength of the irra-

The data obtained from the tests thus far are given diated tube wall increases in the direction of the re-
in Table 36. Five irradiated tubes were tested. Four actor core midplane, and (3) ductility is low.
of them were cut open at the top plug and one at the The unirradiated specimens were geometrically
bottom plug. The four tubes opened at the top were the same as the irradiated specimens. The tubing was
tested at 400°, 450°, 500°, and 550°C. In every case annealed Type 304 stainless steel. When burst tested
the rupture occurred at the top of the tube just below this tubing showed appreciable ductility as deter-
the pressure connection. Figure 63 is a typical example. mined by diameter measurements made along the
Free fragments of the tube also resulted from these tubing. The tangential rupture strength was much less

 ests. Ductility as evidenced by diameter measurements than for the irradiated tubes. Data are shown in
 as a maximum of 0.5 to 1% elongation near the Table 36. Thc unirradiated specimens all broke in

rupture. Of this group, the irradiated specimen tested the midsection. A typical rupture on an unirradiated
at 500°C was retested at the same temperature after specimen is shown in Figure 65.
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FIG. 65. Unirradiated Tube Burst Test at 500°C with Pressure Connection at Top of Jacket.

The general disinclination of the specimens to break Material Type of Test
-

at the spot welds joining the spiral spacing wire to the Berylco  # 25 Hardness

cladding, indicates that the welds had not weakened Borated Steel Hardness

the Inaterial. 301 Stainless Steel Tensile, Hardness
304 Slainless Steel, welded Tensile, Bend Test

k. IRRADIATION SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM Tantalum Tensile, Hardness

FOR EBR.II STRUCTURAL MATERIALS (W.
F. MURPHY) Specimens have been encapsulated in both open

and closed tubes. There are ten subassemblies (SURV-
A cooperative surveillance program of radiation 1  through  10),  with 19 capsules  each,  containing  the

damage and the effect of high-temperature sodium on above specimens. Eight of the subassemblies are being
structural materials of EBR-II has been started by irradiated in the outer blanket of the EBR-II. Two of
the Metallurgy and Reactor Engineering Divisions the subassemblies (SURV-6 and 7) have been put into

The materials and test specimens included in the the storage basket in the primary tank to serve as
program  are as follows: controls on thermal effects.

Material Type of Test It has been proposed that the first irradiation sub-

Aluminum Bronze Tensile and Hardness assembly be removed from the reactor after 10,000
Stellite 6B Hardness Mwd of operation. Thus far the reactor has been oper-
Inconel-X Tensile, Hardness, Impact, ated for about 4,500 Mwd. Of the two subassemblies

Springs in the storage basket it has been proposed that one
420 Stainless Steel Tensile, Hardness
184 High Speed Steel Tensile, Hardness be removed with the fourth subassembly taken out of
347 Stainless Steel Hardness the reactor and the other with the last subassembly
416 Stainless Steel Hardness froni the reactor.

7. Nondestructive Tests on Experimental Fast Reactor Components

a. RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION (N. P. LAPIN- drawing aids the fabricators in improving processes,
SKI) thereby creating products of higher quality.

Radiographic inspections of experimental fast re- An extensive effort during the past year involved
actor components have involved a wide variety of X-ray examinations of EBR-II irradiation capsules to
materials and forms. The principal alloys inspected detect sodium voids and levels. The capsules con-
were vanadium-20to/0 titanium, vanadium-15m/0 tained both a single and double annulus. A double

titanium-7.5w/0 chromium, and various tungsten al- annulus is formed in these capsules by the sodium

loys. Radiography was employed during the various bonding  of  a j acketed metallic  fuel  pin  in the capsule
stages of tubing and bar stock fabrication from these to  a  vanadium  tube; the vanadium  tube  is  in  tui
alloys. The radiographic inspection of ingots, extru- sodium bonded to the outer jacket of stainless stec
sions and of materials in various stages of rolling and The bond quality is important in both annuli and
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FIG. 66. Positive Prints of X-Radiographs of Capsules Containing (a) Single and (b) Double Annulus Radiographed at Rooin
Temperature.

radiography is the only method presently available taining sodium is minimized to the extent that it can-
to inspect aIiy part of the inner annulus. not be seen on the radiograph. These areas are then

The capsules are examined at a temperature of ap- tested by eddy currents if they are detected in the
proximately 150'C and at room temperature. The cap- outer annulus or if capsules containing one annulus
sules are placed  into a furnace;   only  the  area con- are examined.
taining sodium is heated. After heating of the capsule The radiographs are processed in the usual manner.
sufficiently to rehder the sodium molten, the capsule After processing, positive prints are made on fine-
is removed from the furnace and secured vertically in grain, single-emulsion film to enhance contrast, thereby
contact with a cassette containing film and lead enabling nonbonds in the sodium to be more readily
screens; X-ray exposure follows. Time elapsing be- discernable. (65) Voids greater than the minimum ac-
tween removal of the capsule from the heat source cepted diameter of 1.58 mm are usually great in num-
and termination of exposure is approximately one ber when the capsule is examined at room temperature
minute. The process is repeated several times with 45° (Figures  66a  and 66b). These are merely shrinkage

 tation of
the capsule after each exposure. This does (65) Beyer, N. S., Berger, H., Lapinski, N. P., and Kraska, -•not necessarily provide full coverage. If the fuel pin I.  R.,  A   Film Copying Technique for Improving  Radiographic

or vanadium tube is slightly off center, the area con- Contrast, Nondestructive Testing 21, 230-234   (1963).
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FIG. 67. Positive Prints of X-Radiographs of the Same Capsules Examined While the Sodium Was Molten.

voids, Rnd are usually eliminated when the sodium was in the form of plate or rod stock, billets, and
is molten (Figures 6'itt aud 67b) Tf, after examining tubing.
the  capsule hot, voids greater  than  1.58  mm  are  still
prevalent, then additional bonding is in order. c. ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF PROTOTYPE

FUEL PLATES FOR AAH 11 (R. H. SF.T,NER)
b. ULTRASONIC INSPECTION (R. H. SELNER) Prototype fuel plates from various manufacturers

Ultrasonic evaluation of materials for the fast re- were evaluated by an ultrasonic through-transmis-
actor development program during this year included sion technique. Eleetrosensitive paper recordings were
primarily: V-2Ow/oTi,   V,   Type 304 stainless steel, taken of each plate. Nonuniform dispersion of the fuel
Haste]loy-X, and V-15w/oTi-7.5w/O(Jr. The material was the most frequently encountered anomaly.



C. DEVELOPMENT OF THORIUM-URANIUM AND THORIUM-URANITIM-
PLUTONITIM FUELS (B. BLUMENTHAL)

1.     lillroduction

The development of fuel materials for fast breeders These alloys are compatible with V-20w/oTi cladding
has been based almost exclusively on the U-238 -4 alloys, but not with stainless steel. During the past
Pu-239 fuel cycle with practically no attention being year work on the phase diagram of the ternary system
given to metallic thorium as a fertile material. The and on some of the alloy properties has been continued
Th-232 -4 U-233 cycle has been used in thermal re- and this work is summarized below. Work on the defer-
a.ctors but there has been very little interest in apply- mination of strength and ductility is progressing.
ing this cycle to fast reactors. The excellent irradia- Thermal conductivity, thermal-cycling behavior and
tion results obtained with binary thorium-uranium enthalpy still need to be measured. For the all-im-
alloys with up to 25a/0 uranium,(66) and the desira- portant irradiation testing 8 series of well-defined
bility of utilizing plutonium in a fast reactor have specimens has been prepared and is awaiting inser-
called attention to the binary thorium-plutonium al- tion into the CP-5 reactor.
loys(67) and to the ternary thorium-uranium-pluto- Two other developments, only partially metallurgi-
nium alloys. An investigation of the ternary Th-U-Pu cal, are reported. They may have an important bear-
system showed, as was reported last year, (68) that the ing on the future of thorium as a potential fuel. The
useful alloys of the ternary Th-U-Pu system are first concerns the behavior of binary two-phase tho-
confined to the thorium corner of the system. Alloys rium-uranium alloys during brief transients in
with 7Oa/0 or 10/oTh-20%U-10Pu or 80%Th-10%U- TREAT. In this case assistance Was given to C.
10%Pu are typical of those having suitable properties, Dickerman, ANL Reactor Physics Division, in
particularly a sufficiently high solidus temperature. metallurgically evaluating his TREAT experiments

and this work resulted in interesting observations.
(66) Kittel, J. H., Horak, J. A., Murphy, W. F. and Paine,

The other development concerns the effect on theS.  H.,  Efects  of Irradiation  on  Tho,·ium  and  Tliorium-Uraniim:
Alloys, ANL-5674 (1963). sodium void coefficient of designing a thorium-uranium

(67) Horak, J. A., Kittel, J. Ii., and Rhude, H. V., The Ef- central region into a uranium-plutonium reactor core.
fects of Irradiation on So,ne Binary Alloys of Thoritim-Plu- . In this case the conceptual design of a new fast re-tonfum  and  Zit·coniia,z-Plitioniii,11  Alloys,   ANL-6428   (1962).

actor type by W. B. Loewenstein led to metallurgical(68) Annital Progress   Report  for   1964,   Metallitrgy  Division,
ANL-7000,  pp. 69-70. questions that were studied in some detail.

2. The Thorium-Uranium-Plutonium Phase Diagram

Progress has been made during the year in answer- consequently the ternary isothermal sections shown
ing the question of the stability of the thorium beta in Ref. 68 were drawn on that basis. But, there re-
phase at temperatures as low as 610°C as shown in mained some doubt.
the Russian binary Th-Pu phase diagram.(69) Early A high-temperature X-ray diffraction Debye-
thorium lattice parameter measurements made at Scherrer camera was built and patterns were made at
room temperature with equilibrated and quenched 800°C with an alloy containing 58a/oTh-2a/oU-
specimens(70) appeared to confirm this diagram in con- 40a/oPu. These patterns gave no indication of the
tradiction to the US-UK phase diagram,(71,72) and presence of the beta phase. Also electrical resistivity

measurements up to 990°C at controlled rates of(69) Bochvar, A. A., Konobeevsky, S. T., Kutaitsev, V. I.,
Menshikova, T. A., and Chebotarev, N. T., The Interaction heating and cooling with an alloy containing 70a/oTh-
Between Plutonitmt and Other Metals in Connection with their 30a/oPu and differential thermal analysis Up to 1100°C
An·angement  in  Mendeleev's  Periodic   Table,  Proc.   2nd   Intern.

onf. on Peaceful  Uses of Atomic Energy 6, 184-193 (1958) Coffinberry, A. S., and Miner, W. N., The University of Chi-
(70) Annual Report for 1965, Metalturgy Division, ANL-6868, cago Pi·ess  (1961)

pp. 120-125. (72) Poole, D. M., Williamson, D. K., and Marples, J. A. C.,
(71) Schonfeld, F. W., "Plutonium Phase Diagrams Studied Preliminary Investigation of tlu Plitioniitm-Thorium St/stem,

at Los Alamos," Chap. XXII in The Metal Platonfum, Ed. by J.  Inst.  Met..  86, 172-176 (1957/8).
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FIG. 68. Th-U-Pu 700°C Isothermal Section. FIG. 69. Th-U-Pu 900°C Isothermal Section.

also with a 70/30 alloy gave no indication of a trans- are shown in Figures 68 and 69. The new 700°C
formation to beta. It was concluded that both in the isothermal section agrees reasonably well with the
binary and ternary systems the B to a transformation earlier lattice parameter measurements.(70) An impor-
occurs at a higher temperature as in other binary ta,nt break, however, in the lattice parameter vs.
thorium systems.(73) The 700°C and 900°C isothermal concentration curve at high plutonium concentrations
sections drawn in agreement with these observations for alloys quenched from 900°C still requires explana-

tion.
Confirming evidence for the diagrams of Figures

(73) Bannister, S. I-I., and Thomson, J. R., The Body-Cen- 68 and 69 was obtained by microprobe analysis of anlei·ed-Cubic to Face-Ceniered-Cubic Phase Ti·allsforniation 42
Thorium  and  Some  Thot'ium-Rich  Alloys,  J.   Nucl. Materials , alloy with 45a/uTh-20a/oU-35a/oPii, The results are
12(1),  16-23 (1964). indicated by crosses in the appropriate sections.

3. Properties of 7'horium-Uranium-Plutonium Alloys

The properties of the thorium-uranium-plutonium of density data for Ute iliorium cornor of thp. system.
alloys as they were reported in the preceding annual This is shown in Figure 70.
report(68) were supplemented during the current re- Although thorium alloys have been shown to have
port period by additional density and compatibility good compatibility with Ti-2Ow/oV alloys, an at-
measurements. There exists now a fairly complete set tempt was made to improve the compatibility of tho-

rium-base alloys with the economically attractive
5 \ /\ /\ /\ /1 /\ stainless steel. In view of the success of zirconium ad-

  40t--0 . ditions to uranium-plutonium alloys, with respect
 -      ·-43.2 '·!40 both to compatibility with stainless steel and to solidus

/3 ....: temperature, a series of quaternary Th-U-Pu-Zr alloys

28(t  \          '                                     was prepared and tested for compatibility with Type
/ \ \13.0 304 stainless steel for one week at 750°C. The alloys

4          \l2.5  \
t2.0              \13.5 tested contained, in a/0

Th I     77».,.   V  -  "     'r     "     " \P" (a) 71Th-lOU-10Pu-9Zr11.7 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 too
w/0 PLUTONIUM (b) 61Th-20U-10Pu-9Zr

(c) 60Th-lOU-10Pu-20Zr106-8511
FIG. 70. Densities in g/cm' of Th-U-Pu Alloys. (d) 50Th-20U-10Pu-20Zr

--11
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ititerpenetration both of the fuel into the stainless (b) had exceeded the solidus temperature upon ho-
steel and of the stainless steel into the fuel was sub- mogenization at 1050°C for one week. Alloys (c) and
stantial, actually greater than for the ternary alloys (d) gave no indication of partial melting under the
without zirconium and eliminated all of the above same conditions. Alloy (a) was homogenized at 1000°C
alloys from further consideration as a fuel with stain- for one week and was found not to have exceeded the
less steel cladding. Metallography showed that alloy solidus temperature.

4.  Examination of Thorium-Uranium Fuel After Transients in TREAT

Because thorium-uranium metallic fuels are of po- 1086°C), the original fiber structure  of the alloy Was
tential interest for use in sodium-cooled fast power- retained. Since the alloy is a two-phase alloy in which
breeder reactors a series of fast reactor safety melt- a lower melting uranium phase is embedded in a high
down experiments has been performed in the TREAT melting thorium matrix it appears that the properties
facility by C. Dickerman, L. E. Robinson and R. of the thorium matrix determined the behavior of the
Stewart of the ANL Reactor Physics Division. The alloy as a whole during the brief excursion. This be-
Metallurgy Division assisted in preparing the speci- havior, when supplemented by information from pene-
mens and evaluating them. Th-2Ow/oU fully enriched tration experiments of molten fuels through the clad-
alloys were prepared by vacuum induction melting, ding as made by Walter and Kelman with uranium
cast into ingots a.nd extruded at 500°C. They were and U-Fs,(74) may well add significantly to the under-
subsequently centerless ground to the EBR-II fuel standing of the metallurgical side of the safety aspect
pin size of 0.365 cm diameter. The extruded rods had of nuclear fuels.
a typical fiber structure. Six fuel pins were run in Other data obtained by microprobe analysis showed
TREAT to a range of conditions extending froin no that, in specimens where melting occurred, the fuel
damage to extensive failure. Metallographic and alloyed readily with the stainless steel cladding but
electron microprobe analyses were made on samples did not pick up any sodium from the vaporized sodium
from the TREAT specimens. In one of the pins which bond.

was given a power burst of 0.43 sec half width and
for which maximum cladding surface temperatures (74) Walter, C. M., and Kelman, L. R., Penetration Rate
of 1330° and 1360°C were measured, (a temperature StiLdies of Stainless Steel by Motten U,·anilan and U,·aniwn-
substantially above the solidus temperature of Fissitan  Alloy,  J.  Nucl.  Mat. 6, 281-290  (1962).

5. Applicability of Thorium-Uranium Fuels in Fast Power Breeder Reactors

Physics calculations for sodium-cooled fast power- of U-Pu fuel. The core is reflected by a blanket of
breeder reactors show that reactor cores operating on natural or depleted uranium. The scheme of such a
the Th-232 -+ U-233 cycle tend to have more negative core is shown in Figure 71.
sodium void coefficients of reactivity than those oper- The physical and metallurgical aspects of this ap-
ating on the corresponding U-238 -+ Pu-239 fuel proach  have been described. (76) The overall   core   as-
cycle.(75)   W. B. Loewenstein, ANL Reactor Physics sembly principle  can be applied  to  any  of the major
Division, has shown that it is possible to replace part fuel types, oxides, carbides, metal, or other advanced
of the U-Pu fuel by Th-U fuel with some advantage materials still in the state of development. The com-
on the sodium reactivity coefficient. If this replacement bination of a uranium-base and thorium-base fuel in
is carried out, it results in a hybrid system in which a fuel element, however, presents a number of metal-
the reactor core will have a central region on Th-U lurgical problems which do not exist for fuel elements
fuel which is surrounded on all sides by a larger region containing only 8 single fuel material.

(76) Loewenstein, W. B., and Blumenthal, B., Mixed Fitol-
(75) Okieijt, D., Cohen, K., and Loew·enstein, W. B., Some (.ycle Fast Breeder Reactors. A'uclear, Safety and Materials Con-

Nuclear and Safety Considerations ·in the Design of Large Fasi siderations, Conf. on Safety, Fuels, and Core Design in Large
Power Reactors, P/164, 3rd Intern. Conf. on Peaceful Uses of Fast Power Reactors, October 11-14, 1965, Argonne National
Atomic Energy, Geiieva, August 21-September 9, 1964. Laborn,tory, Argonne, Illinois, ANL-7120, p. 751.
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TABLE 37. MIXED FUEL  YCLE FAST BREEDER REACTOA
POTENTIALLY USEFUL FUEL COMBINATIONS

DEPLETED

iii Fuel ZoneURANIUM
Cladding Bond

238 \ \Pu-U Center Outer0     0\ 4
E                                          AU 233 -Th

. SJ<

 Ti             4
Th-U U-Pu-Zr V-2Ow/oTi Na

i \ or\ \ U-Pu-Ti4 3
. '11     11

ThO:-UO, UO:-PuO:     Stainless Steel He

14 m
ThC-UCH UC-PuC Stainless Steel         He

ThC-UC(b) UC-PuC Stainless Steel Na

B
112-5754

.FIG. 71. Vertical Section of Conceptual Mixed Fuel Cycle ThO:-UO: U-Pu-Zr Stainless Steel He
Fast Breeder Reactor. ThO2-UO: U-Pu-Ti V-20w/oTi He

The-UCM) U-Pu-Zr Stainless Steel He
To produce an integrated fiiel element of multiple ThC-UC(") U-Pu-Ti V -20to/oTi He

composition it is desirable ThC-UC(b) U-Pli-Zr Stainless Steel Na

1. that the cladding material for both the thorium                                                         -ca) Hyperstoichiometric
and uranium base fuel be the same. (b) Single phase

2. that the attainable burnup level for the thorium
core and the surrounding uranium-plutonium fuel predicted to what extent matching burnups can be
can be matched. Since the power level in the inner achieved with such fuel combinations but they other-
zone of the reactor core is higher than in the outer wise appear advantageous for fabrication and proc-zone, e.g., the axial extremities, the inner zone essing as they combine similar materials within the
will reach its maximum burnup at a time when same cladding.the burnup of the outer zone is still relatively

To satisfy the condition of burnup capability thatlow. Therefore, if both fuels are capable of at-
is higher in the center than in the outer zone, the com-taining the same high burnup level, the fuel ele- binations listed in Table 37, Part B are potentiallyment will be removed from the reactor for re-

processing long before the fuel capability of the useful. In these cases the outer zone has 8 U-Pu-Zr or
ends has been fully utilized. The resulting waste a U-Pu-Ti metal fuel, the center zone either an oxide

or handling complications should be avoided. It or a carbide fuel. Stainless steel can be used as a
is therefore desirable to select two fuels that cladding material for the U-Pu-Zr alloy, but a helium
simultaneously will reach their maximum burnup bond would have to be used throughout unless one
capability. admits the Complications of using a different bonding

Potentially useful fuel, cladding and bond combina- material for each zone. With 8 U-Pu-Ti alloy in the
tions are shown in Table 37. Each one of these com- outer zone the V-2Ow/oTi alloy would be the cladding.
binations has certain advantages and disadvantages If, on the other hand, the stoichiometry of the ThC-UC
with respect to the requirements stated above. Those fuel can be controlled well enough to permit sodium
in Part A have either 8 metallic, oxide or carbide fuel bonding the last of the combinations ]isted in Table
throughout each fuel pin. At this time it cannot be 37 Part B would become very attractive.

t



D. DEVELOPMENT OF CERAMIC FUELS

1.(Th-U-Pu)S Bodies

a. US PREPARATION (D. R. MESSIER) Steps which appear essential for the successful elec-
Work on the development of methods for the syn- trolytic preparation of high-purity US include:

thesis of uranium monosulfide from fused salt mixtures 1. The synthesis of high-purity starting materials,
was concluded. The final phase of the work, discussed e.g., UC14 and CaS.

here, was concerned with attempts to prepare US by 2. Careful purification of the NaCl-KCl salt me-
clectrolysis. diuiii.

Previous results indicated that the most promising 3. A search for attack-resistant electrode materials.

composition for the electrolytic synthesis of US was a 4. Carrying out the entire preparation and reaction
fused salt mixture of UC14, CaS, NaCI, and KCl.(77) processes under inert-atmosphere conditions.
CaS was chosen because it is much less hygroscopic These stringent requirements make the electrolytic

method unattractive compared to the presently usedthan 3828, which was first tried as a sulfur source. It
was therefore hoped that 8 major source of oxygen uranium metal-HQS gas direct reaction method.(78)
contamination could be eliminated. The electrolysis experiments were therefore concluded.

Table 38 summarizes the electrolysis results. The b.    URANIUM - PLUTONIUM MONOSULFIDE
product with the least oxygen was that of run E-19. SOLID SOLUTIONS (0. L. KRUGER AND J. B.
Despite attempts to dry the salt batch as carefully as MOSER)
possible, the product was oxysulfide rather than

The preparation of plutonium monosulfide and mon-
sulfide. In addition, the product was heavily contami-

ophosphide by gas-metal reactions has been describednated with carbon. When the product was vacuum previously. (79) Briefly, the method consists of cyclicheat-treated to remove excess salts, the carbon and reaction and decomposition of plutonium with hydro-UOS reacted to form uranium dicarbide. gen to obtain a plutonium powder that is subsequentlyCarbon contamination was also observed in other combined with sulfur or phosphorus by reaction withruns. The most likely source of contamination was 828 or PH3 gas. The resulting product, either PuS orattack of the graphite electrodes during electrolysis. PuP, is then homogenized under vacuum at tempera-In particular, the graphite crucibles, which served as tures of 1600°C and 1400°C, respectively.anodes, showed evidence of attack, and were often The gas-metal reaction was used to prepare solidfound to be cracked after runs.
solution of  (U,Pu) S by two techniques. Initially, alloysThe overall electrolysis results indicate that the
of uranium with 20, 40, 60 and 80a/0 of plutoniumdesired reaction to form monosulfide was at least
were prepared by arc-melting. These alloys were thenpartially achieved. That S- - was oxidized to sulfur used as a starting material for the gas-metal reaction.was demonstrated in a run with lead sulfide in which
Some difficulty was observed in obtaining a homo-sulfur was produced. Furthermore, free sulfur was
geneous solid-solution by this technique because theobserved in the reaction chamber after some of the uranium · reacts preferentially  with  H23  gas.  X-rayNa28 and CaS runs. It also appeared that a uranium- diffraction analysis of the final products indicated thatbearing species was being reduced at the cathode. For
long heat-treatments at temperatures below 1700°Cexample, in the runs where UF4 was used, its charac- are needed to obtain equilibrium. If higher tempera-teristic green color disappeared from the salt mass tures are used for equilibration some sulfur is lostduring reaction. However, the experimental data are through decomposition of the unstable higher-sulfideinsufficient and the system is too complex to allow uranium phases. More recent work has indicated thatspeculation on the details of the reaction mechanism. the solid-solutions are best prepared by reaction-From the results, it was concluded that, under the
sintering of mixed powders of US and PuS. Composi-best conditions attainable with our apparatus, the tions of US with 20, 40, 60 and 800/oPuS are beingelectrolytic method could not be used to make uranium examined by metallographic and X-ray diffractionmonosulfide. The main problem seems to be avoiding

xygen contamination by attaining extremely dry op- (78) Shalek, P. D., Preparation and Properties of Uranium
..rating conditions. and   Thorium  Monositifides,  J.  Am.   Ceram.  Soc. 46(4), 155-161

(1963).

(77) Annuc,l Report for 1964, Metalturgy Division, ANL-7000, (70)   Annitat  Report  j'or   1963,   Metattit,·gy Dzvision, ANL-6868,
pp.   84-85. p. 140.
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TABLE 38. RESULTS OF ATTEMPTS TO PREPARE US ELECTROLYTIC.ALLY

Salt Charge Temp. Applied emf   Back emf Current Time
Run No.               (g)                  (°C)           (V)            (V) (Amp) (min)

Products Remarks

E-4 41.4 LiCl 500 5.0 3.5          4 125 Uot All of the UF4 appeared

48.6 KCl UOS to react.

30 NasS·XH2O                    U
4 UF4 Alkali

Metal

E-9 39.6 NaCl 700 5.0 3.2 4.5                       52 UOS Salts vacuum dried 4 hr

50.4 KCl UO: at 800°C. 46-hr HCl
30      Na:S · XH:O dry.

4        UC14

E-13 39.6 NaCl 700 5.0                   -                                             10                  -            Mo cathode dissolved.

50.4

19  PbS                                                                                             |
4 U01+

E-14 39.6 NaCl 700 6.0 2.9         4 140 Pb Graphite cathode.

50.4   Kel                                                                                                                                                                                                       S

2.5 PbS
4        UCL

E-15 39.6 NaCl 700 5.0 2.2 3.5                 35               - Mo cathode dissolved.

50.4   KCl
1  CaS
4 UCL#

E-16 39.6 Nael 700 5.0 2.6 3.5 100 UO: Graphite cathode.

50.4 KCl Sonie
1                                                    UOS
4 UCL

E-19 39.6 NaCl 680 5.0 3.0 1.9-3.5 210 UOS HCl and electrolytic dry-

50.4  KCl ing. Graphite contam-
10 CaS ination in product.
5 UCL UC, produced during

heat treatment.

E-20 39.6 NaCl 070 5.0 2.5 1.9-3.8              95 - Crucible badly attacked.

50.4   KCl
5  CaS

E-21 39.6 NaCl 700 5.0 2.6 3.2-4.0 170 UOS CaS pre-dried at 1200°C.

50.4 KCl UO: Graphite contamina-
2 CaS                                          S      tion in product. UC

10 UCL produced during heat
treat;Inelti.

techniques. Precision lattice-constant measurements The melting points of PuS and US containing less
have been taken on the following types of composi- than 0.0510/0 impurities of oxygen and nitrogen were
tions:     (1) pure solid solutions consisting   of the found to be 2350 + 30°C and 2470 + 15°C, respec-
(U,Pu) S  phase  only,   (2)   (U,Pu) S  in the presence of tively. The value for US is in excellent agreement
the sesquisulfide phase, (3) phase mixtures annealed with the results of Cater, et al,(80) who obtained a
and quenched from 1900°C and 1700°C, and (4) melting point of 2462 + 30 - 5°C. Compositions with
(U,Pu) S in equilibrium with the metal phase. Although sulfur contents greater than the stoichiometric amour '
the results of the investigation are not complete this had slightly lower melting points. The same behavi(
work should yield data on lattice constants as a func-

(80)  Cater,  E. D., Cilles,  P.  W., and Thorn,  R. J., Uranium
tion of composition and indicate the range of stoichi- Monositifide. I. Vapot·ization, Thermodynamics and Phase Be-
ometry  for both  the  PuS  and  (U,Pu) S phases. havior,  J.  Chem.  Phys. 35(2), 608-618  (1961).
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DETECTOR BRIDGE CIRCUIT can be related to the difference in composition between
the gases.

The bottom part of Figure 72 shows a highly sim-
RM       RR plified block diagram of the apparatus. In operation,

+ 12 v EMF a helium-oxygen mixture serves as the reference gas.
OUT

The gas stream is split so that half goes through the
RR     %              reference side of the detector. The other half goes

through the furnace, where some of it reacts with the
APPARATUS SCHEMATIC specimen. The difference in composition between the

input and output gases is recorded as a function of
time to obtain rate data. This method has an ad-

[REF» VENT vantage over a gravimetric method in that it can even
measure rates for reactions in which no weight changes

He + 02*- occur, e.g., in the oxidation of US to UO2.
4 SPEC.iMEAS.-, VENT

Figure 73 is a calibration curve showing the re-
corder pen displacement versus the volume percent

43158 oxygen in the gas stream. The pen displacement is
FIG. 72. Schematic Diagram of Gas Chromatograph De- given in units of counts per minute from the Disctector Bridge Circuit and Block Diagram of Oxidation Appara-

tus. Integrator. The calibration is linear over 8 very wide
composition range-from 0.087v/0 oxygen to 10.5v/0

has been observed for material contaminated with oxygen.

oxygen, therefore,  all  work  on  the   (U,Pu) S solutions Figure 74 shows 8 weight-gain curve, for the oxida-
will be done on high-purity material. tion of copper at 600°C, which was run as an addi-

tional calibration check. The total weight gain of 6.06
c. URANIUM MONOSULFIDE OXIDATION (D. R. mg calculated from the chromatograph record agreed

MESSIER) quite well with the gravimetrically determined figure
of 6.2 mg.Uranium monosulfide is of considerable interest as a

potential reactor fuel material. However, US, along The US specimens used in the oxidation runs were
with other nonoxide materials such as UC and UN, is sintered pellets about 7 min diameter by 5 mm thick.
very susceptible to oxidation in preparation, fabrica- The geometric density of a typical pellet was 85% of
tion and handling. Experiments were therefore started theoretical.
to obtain data on the oxidation of US as 8 function A reaction run was started by heating a specimen to
of temperature and oxygen partial pressure. the desired temperature in pure helium. The reaction

The apparatus that was constructed had a thermal- was started by switching to the helium-oxygen mix-
conductivity detector of the type used in gas chroma- tzire. A flowrate of 100 cc/minute was used for all runs.
tography for oxidation-rate determinations. The ap-
paratus was modeled after one described by Berkowitz 16             1who used it to obtain silicide oxidation rates. (81)

Figure 72 illustrates the essential features of the ap- 14 -                                                       -

paratus. The detector is a wheatstone bridge circuit, 12-
shown simplified in the figure. The arms of the bridge      c'

10- ./  -
are heated tungsten filaments enclosed in chambers    82
through which gas streams are passed. In operation, a         w   8-                                                                           -
reference gas of known composition is passed over the

3 6_                               _
$

two  bridge arms labeled  RR · The unknown  gas  is       o
> 4-                                  -passed over the other two filaments. As the resistance

of a heated filament depends on the thermal conductiv- 2-

ity of the gas passing over it, any difference in compo- 0 1'1 1
sition between the reference and unknown gases re-        0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000
RUlts in a signal from the bridge. The signal is fed to a COUNTS PER MINUTE

ecorder, which is calibrated so that the pen deflection
43160

FIG. 73. Chroniatograph Calibration Curve Showing Re-
(81) Berkowitz,   J.,   Stability   of  Ceramic  Materials   at Tem- corder Pen Displacement vs. Volume Percent Oxygen in

pe,·at.,4,·es  to 2000'C, WADJ) Technical Report 60-377 (1960). Helium-Oxygen Gas Mixtures.
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7 several phases are present. The outer layer was identi-
fied as U02 by X-ray diffraction. The composition of

6 -                                                          the thin second layer could not be determined. The1
0 5-

black appearance of the third layer is due to heavy
                                                                                  attack by the etchant (82804-10% peroxide). X-ray
& 4- results indicated that a-US2 was present in this region.

The severe etchant attack is consistent with the X-ray
E  3-

/ data since it has been reported that a-US2 is more
3                 1
4 2- / readily  attacked  by  acids  than  US,  UOS,  or  U02.(82)

/                                                         The composition of the innermost band, which appears
\- r continuous with the US, was not determined. How-

1

0/l i l l i l ever, it might consist of a sulfide intermediate between
0 10 20 30 40 50 60   70                   US and US2 such as U283· Although UOS was also

TIME, minutes identified in the product layer material, its exact loca-

43162
tion in the product layer is undetermined.

FIG. 74. Weight Gain vs. Time for the Oxidation of Copper The measured weight gains and X-ray results on
at 600°C in a Helium-0.375 Volume Percent Oxygen Atmos- specimens reacted at low oxygen pressures and at
phere. 700°C and above indicate an oxidation mechanism

involving some retention of sulfur by the specimens.
The use of higher flowrates led to excessive detector As mentioned previously, a simple oxidation of US to
noise dutput. U02 results in no weight change. The sulfur appeared

In a preliminary run, analysis of the output gas to be able to react in several ways. The results indi-
stream showed 802 to be a reaction product. Because cate that some of it was oxidized to 802, that some
any gas affects the chromatograph reading, and only reacted with the underlying US to form US2, and that
oxygen analysis was desired, a method for removing some may have been lost as sulfur vapor.
the 802 Was needed. A commercially available 802 The evidence for higher sulfide formation on oxi-
remover bulb containing Mn02 (Fisher Scientific dation is consistent with results in oxidation studies
Company) proved very effective in removing the un- in the UP and UN systems. For example, Baskin
wanted contaminant. identified UP2 and U:+P4 as products of the oxidation

Table 39 summarizes the oxidation data, which cover of UP.(83) Similarly, Wheeler and Dell found U£N:,
the temperature range from 200° to 1100°C at oxygen to be a product of the oxidation of UN.(84)
partial pressures from 0.066 to 79.7 torr. Oxidation Figure 76 shows the chromatograph record obtained
always resulted in specimen volume increases. Data from the oxidation of a specimen reacted at 400°C in
on specimens that could be weighed after reaction helium-10.5v/0 oxygen. The record shows an initial
showed that 8 weight increase accompanied the re- decrease in rate of oxygen consumption followed by an
action. Chromatograph data indicated that at high abrupt rate increase. The dip in the curve corresponds
temperatures  (2 400°C)  and at low oxygen pressures to visual evidence of ignition in the specimen. Ignition
( 52.85  torr), the oxygen supply was completely con- was indicated by a characteristic blue flame.
sumed by the specimen. At a high oxygen pressure The US ignition results can be compared to those
(79.7 torr), specimens reacted  at  400°C and above for UC and UN reported by Wheeler and Dell.(84)
quickly ignited. In general, specimens reacted at high The comparison is only approximate, however, since
temperatures and low oxygen pressures, had strong, the ignition temperature is a function of specimen
adherent product layers. On the other hand, specimens size, shape, and state of agglomeration (powder, sin-
reacted at low temperatures and high oxygen pres- tered pellet etc.),  as well as oxygen pressure. Wheeler
sures had product layers that were powdery and and Dell reported that sintered carbide and nitride
flaky and fell off easily. specimens ignited between 300°C and 400'C at oxy-

Figure 75 is a photomicrograph of 8 section through
the product layer of a US specimen reacted at 1100°C (82) Dell, R. M., and Allbutt, M., The Aritrides and Slitphides
in a helium-0.087v/0 oxygen atmosphere.* The un- of   U,·an€11,12,   Tho,·itim   and   Plitioniwn:   fl   Review   of  PTesent
reacted US is at the lower right in the picture. The Knowledge, AERE-R 4253  (1963).

multilayered structure of the product indicates that (83) Baskin,Y., Oxidation   Behavior   of   Uraniian   Monophos-
phide, J. Am.  Ceram. Soc.  48(3),  153-156  (1965).

(84) Wheeler, V. J., and Dell, R. M., Tlie Oxidation and Is
* The temperature was erroiieously reported as 700°C in nition    of    Uranit#m    Mononitride   and    U,·anium   Monocarbide,

ANL-7046, pp. 45-47. AERE-R 4600  (1964).
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                                     TABLE 39.  COLLECTED US OXIDATION DATA
Temp. Vol. %  02 Time Percent

Specimen (00                02 Torr Min. Weight Gain Products Identified Remarks

1006 300 10 5 70.7             3           --*

200 10.5 79.7            65 --* TIO:

1007 400 10.5 79.7            70 --* Uou Ignition observed.

928 700 10.5 79.7             3 --* Immediate ignition.

500 10.5 79.7            18 --* UO: Ignition.

614 700 0.375 2.85           71 0.72 UO,, SO: , S(P)** O, completely consumed.

322 1100 0.0087 0.066          60 0.45 UOS
301 1100 0.087 0.66           60 1.08 Uot, auos, UOS

* Product was fine  powder  some of which  w as  scattered  throughout  furnace  tube. Accurate final weight  was not obtainable.
** Yellow deposit oii furnace tube.

--,
f $4 r

*4

41590

FIG. 75. Photomicrograph of a Section Through the Product Layer of a US Specimen Reacted at 1100°C in a Helium-0.087 Vol-
ume Percent Oxygen Atmosphere. (Original magnification  130X).

gen pressures up to 525 torr. The oxidation results on
8

US pellets indicate an ignition temperature of less
than 400°C. The room-temperature behavior of US w 6_  V  7-f-\ -
in air indicates that it is less pyrophoric than UC or E 5-

UN. However, the results at higher temperatures, al- 5 4_
though incomplete, indicate that the oxidation resist- & 3

0 2-
ance of US may be no better than that of UC or UN. 1-

d. PROPERTIES OF THE CARBIDES, SULFIDES 0                     .-
1 1    1   1   1   1    1    1

AND PHOSPHIDES OF PLUTONIUM (0. L. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

KRUGER AND J. B. MOSER) TIME, minutes

  The thermal expansion of PuP was measured frOIn 43161

FIG. 76. Chromatograph Record Obtained from the Oxida-
vr·oom temperature to 960°C in a quartz-push rod tion of a US Specimen Reacted at 400°C in a Helium-10.5

dilatometer with a dial gauge indicator. A typical Volume Percent Oxygen Atmosphere.
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18 TABLE 40. MEROHARDNESS VALUES FOR THE SULFIDES AN

 U                                       
 PHOSPHIDE

OF PLUTONIUM

1 6-                                                                                                                                                                             Distance
from Im-Micro- Densitv

hardness (% . prmon Comments1 4- Material
Range Theoret- Nearest(DPN) ical) Pore

 0
1 2_ (Bm)

x PuP Pu N
PuS

Z 10- Sample 1   220-250     80       -5   Single Phase.0
Di                                     /                           Sample 2 280-320     88 -5 Single Phase.
Z k Sample 3  360-410    90 -50 Puss: Precipitate in
2 8-

4       -pucx                                                                                                               PuS Grain.
W

6-
»puo,  U 2S) 520-600    90 -50 Measured on PusS,

1                *
Phase in Mixture of

PUP
4-

Sample 1   230-310     87 -5 Single Phase.
Sample 2 220-370     87 -5 Single Phase.

2- i Sample 3   320-370     89       -5    Single Phase.
/                                                         Sample 4 350-420 91 -50 Precipitated of Im-/

0 1
purity Phase in PuP

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 Grains.

TEMPERATURE, t

43202 tween the impression and the nearest pore in these
FIG. 77. Thermal Expansion of Some Plutonium Compounds.

samples was about 50 Fm. Heavier loads increased

dilation curve of PuP is shown in Figure 77 along the size of the impressions so that they overlapped
the pores and erroneously low microhardness valueswith curves of other plutonium ceramic compounds

(PU02, PuN, PuC,  and PuS). Plutonium monophos- resulted. The effects of pore distribution can be seen

phide has a thermal expansion coefficient of 11.9 x from Table 40 because the hardness range generally

10-6/°C which appears to be of the same order as the increased with increasing density. The microhardness
of theoretically dense PuS and PuP is thought to beobserved coefficients of the mononitride, monocarbide
about 400 DPN. Samples that showed values of thisand dioxide. These compounds, however, are all quite

different from the monosulfide which has a thermal - magnitude also contained a second phase within the
expansion coefficient of 18.5 x 10-6/°C for the same

grains. The small amount of these impurities would
not be expected to change the overall hardness sig-temperature range. The reason for this unusually high
nificantly. Plutonium sesquisulfide was found to have

expansion is not obvious. Similar uranium compounds a greater hardness than the monosulfide.do not show deviations of expansion from the group
average of this magnitude. Therefore, the results on f. ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY (0. L. KRUGER AND
plutonium monosulfide were unexpected. Work is in J. B. MOSER)progress to clarify this apparently anomalous behavior
which may be related to the bonding and band structure The four-probe potentiometric method was used to
of plutonium monosulfide. measure the electrical resistivities of PuC, PuS, and
e. MICROHARDNESS (0. L. KRUGER AND J. B. PuP from room temperature to 700°C. The monocar-

bide containing 4'la/o carbon was prepared as a but-MOSER) ton by arc-melting of the elements. A specimen was
The DPN hardness values for PuS, Pu283 and PuP made from the button by the drop-casting technique.

are shown in Table 40. These values were measured The monosulfide and monophosphide were prepared
with a Kentron microhardness apparatus and a load of by reaction of PuH2-* with H2S and PH8, respectively.
25 g on the indentor. This load gave an impression ap- This reacted powder was homogenized under vacuum
proximately 10 pm in width which left a distance of at about 1600°C. Specimens of 90% of theoretical
about 5 pm between the impression and the nearest density were then prepared from the powder by co]d
pore in samples with densities of less than 90% in pressing and sintering.
Table 40. Samples with densities of 90-91% of theo- The electrical-resistivity curves for the three corn-
retical had widely spaced pores and the distance be- pounds are shown in Figure 78. The resisitivity of PuC
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                                                          room temperature and 600°C, the diffusivities shown
260C give a good indication of the behavior of the thermal

 2400 conductivity as a function of temperature. Work is in

f 2200 progress on heat capacity measurements.
42000- Pw s OHEATING Even though the plutonium monosulfide batch with

ACOOL/NG the higher oxygen content sintered to a higher density,
- 1800--                                                its thermal diffusivity was found to be much lower
0 /600-                                                                  than that of the high purity material. A second phase
Wt400- observed microscopically in the high oxygen batch

1200 - was the probable reason for this. Note also that a
1000- substantially lower diffusivity Was obtained for PuP

4_5· p 0 b  n    .    1  6 0 ---e-£- than for PuS of equal density and similar oxygen con-800-
tent. The PuP shows a trend similar to UP in that

600- there is no strong change in diffusivity with increase
400-

P. C9    /:s o a  0 8  0 B  o a  o · rl 0% in temperature. The PuS shows a dip in the diffusivity
200- curve at approximately 250°C which is much more

1 1                                                          1                                                                                                                     1 1 defined in the high-purity material. This appears to
0 too 200 300 400 500 600 700 be due to a change in the electrical properties at that

TEMPERATURE ec) temperature and measurements are in progress to aid
43203 in the understanding of this phenomenon.

FIG. 78. Electrical Resistivity of PuS, PuP, and PuC.

and PuP showed only a slight change with increasing Density w/0 w/0
Symbol Compound % Theor. Oxygen Nitrogentemperature. The generally low resistivity of these

two compounds is consistent with metallic-type bond- •      Pu S 88.2 0.03 0.03

ing. Plutonium monosulfide, however, exhibited typical 0      Pu S 93.0 0.20 0.05

semiconductor behavior and the resistivity decreased 0 PUP 88.2 0.05 0.02

rapidly from its room temperature value of 2580 F
ohm-cm to 300 F ohm-cm at 700°C. The detection of a
semiconductor among actinide compounds with group 0.06

IV, V, VI anions with anion-to-cation ratio of one and
possibly greater compositional stability than the  :0 0.05 ...oxides has many interesting possibilities. Thermo- N

electric materials could be developed either by doping      5
PuS or by using it as the doping agent to change the 40.04  '                            5 -\\carrier concentration in other compounds. In addition -

\4
this work may be of help in the improvement of the

  0.03                           0       0 0
thermal conductivity and high-temperature stability    a
of uranium and plutonium fuels. 3  002   :1:,».-           -    --fre

i v You\.Firif<FE\\\\\€)0_F#Mawy-<
g. THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF PLUTONIUM    

0.01
MONOSULFIDE AND MONOPHOSPHIDE (J.
B. MOSER AND 0. L. KRUGER)

0
Thermal diffusivities as a function of temperature 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

are shown in Figure 79. Since the specific heat of these TEMPERATURE,°C

compounds is not expected to change much between FIG. 79. Thermal Diffusivity of Plutonium Compounds.
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2. (Th-U-Pu) Phosphide Bodies

a. MELTING POINT OF URANIUM MONOPHOS- Tungsten dissolved in the UP at elevated temperatures
PHIDE (Y. BASKIN) but was mainly rej ected on cooling; some residual  solu-

The melting point of stoichiometric UP had not been tion of tungsten may have produced the lattice strain.

determined, for UP dissociates pronouncedly at ele- Considerable interaction occurred between the
vated temperatures. The compound preferentially lost molten UP and the tungsten crucible. The bottom cav-

phosphorus above 1400°C and metallic uranium was ity of the crucible, which was originally 0.318 cm in
rejected from the structure above 2200°C.(85) Conse- diameter, became enlarged to 0.407 cm after contact-

quently, the melting temperature in hydrogen or helium ing molten UP at 2610°C to 2620°C for one hour. At-
tack was spearheaded along tungsten grain boundaries,ranged from 2400°C to 2590°C, depending upon speci-

men size and heating rate, and was about 2300°C in vac- as  seen in Figure 81; additional penetration along
uum. Examination of melted material revealed sub- tungsten grain boundaries ranged from 0.04 to 0.08
stantial amounts of metallie uranium, especially in cm. X-ray diffraction did not show formation of an
material melted in vacuum. intermediate phase and, apparently, reaction between

Experiments were conducted to avoid the difficulties the two substances was limited to sohition of tungsten

arising from dissociation of the compound by sealing in UP. On cooling the tungsten precipitated both at

a pellet in a high-density, gas-tight tungsten erucible. UP grain boundaries and within grains. The slightly
The  UP was synthesized. (86)  It  had a lattice constant diffuse UP powder diffraction pattern suggested some

of 5.589A and an oxygen content of 0.20v/0, with the solubility of tungsten in UP, although the lattice eon-
oxygen occurring in the secondary U02 phase. A small stants of both phases were not measurably changed

pellet was pressed and then heated at 1200°C to drive from those of untreated materials.
off the binder and give it adequate strength. This tem- Examination of the sectioned crucible revealed ap-
perature was below that at which UP begins to disso- preeiable UP vapor attack on the tungsten, most of it
ciate so that no departure from stoichiometry occurred. along grain boundaries. Appearance of the attacked

zone was similar to that produced by molten UPThe crucible and cover were fabricated from full-
density tungsten rod and the pellet was sealed under (Figure  81). This suggested that attack  was  caused

vacuum by electron-beam welding. by the same mechanism, namely, formation at the
grain boundaries of a liquid phase consisting ofThe crucible was heated in 25°C to 30°C increments

(starting at 2500°C) in a vacuum furnace. The same tungsten dissolved in UP. Small amounts of UP were

sample was used throughout and the crucible was only in fact detected in some of the metal grain boundaries.

seetioned on completion of the runs. Gamma-radiog- X-ray and metallographic analysis did not reveal any
raphy was employed as 8 direct method of establishing new phase in the zone attacked by vapor, ruling out
when melting had occurred. formation of 8 tungsten-phosphorus compound or a

The gamma radiographs (Figure 80) showed that tungsten-uranium alloy. Such formation could have
the pellet began to soften at 2580°C, and that melting prevented attaiLLUient of equilibrium between the

was in progress at 2610°C. The crucible did not exhibit pellet and its vapor, and would have altered the com-

any weight loss after the runs at elevated temperature position of the UP. However, the fact that the pellet
and chemical analysis revealed that the phosphorus to composition was unchanged, even after relatively ]ong
uranium ratio of the UP did not change on melting. heat soaks at elevated temperatures, was the strongest
About 2Ow/0 of tungsten dissolved in the molten UP evidence that equilibrium conditions did exist.

and was rejected from the compound on cooling.
On the basis of the radiographs shown in Figure 80,

The lattice constant of the melted UP was 5.589A,
the melting point of UP in equilibrium with its vapor

unchanged from that of the untreated st;oichiometric was 2610° + 20°C Solution of tungsten in UP could

powder. This value was also identical to the lattice conceivably lower the melting temperature, but solu-
tion of the metal would not be expected to be sub-constant of UP, which was in equilibrium with

U,P# ·(85) The X-ray powder pattern of the melted UP stantial until the UP itself was molten. The presence

was somewhat broadened and diffuse, especially in the of about 2w/oof UO2, which was present at UP grain

high-angle region, and was indicative of lattice strain. boundaries, also lowered the "melting point" of UP.
However, phase studies in the system UP-U02(87) in-

(85) Annual Report for 1964, Metallurgy Division, ANL-7000, dicated that depression of the melting point by thi
p. 87. amount of U02 would be small.

(86)  Baskin,   Y., and Shalek,   P. D., Synthesis   of   Uranium
Monophosphide   by   the   Phosphine   Reaction,   J.   Inorg. Nucl. (87)  Baskin,   Y. ,   Phase   Studies   in    the Sy8tem UP-UOZ,   J.
Chem. 26, 1697 (1964). Am.  Ceram.  Soc.  48(12),  652  (1965)
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(a)   (b)   (c)    (d)   (e)   (f)
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FIG. 80. Gamma-Radiographs of UP Pellets Sealed in Tungsten Crucible, Untreated and After Heat Treatment at Elevated
Temperatures: (a) Untreated, (b) 2500°C, (c) 2555'C,  (d)  2580°C, (e) 2610°C,  and (f) 2620°C. Pellet rests on shelf about halfway  up
the crucible. Light area above pellet  is main crucible cavity and dark gray area below is the lower cavity.  (%X).
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FIG. 81. Transverse Section Across Lower Crucible Cavity Showing Melted UP and Attack on Tungsten. The UP cracked some-
what on cooling and also exhibited differential shrinkage with respect to tungsten. Dark areas represent voids, mostly due to grain
pullout. (21X)

b. THERMAL EXPANSION OF URANIUM PHOS- and tube were employed in conjunction with a preci-
PHIDE (Y. BASKIN) sion dial gage. The thermal expansion curve is shown

                                                                                                                          in  Figure  82;  it
was continuous with a slight increase

Thermal-expansion measurements were conducted in expansivity with rising temperature. The value for
on UP over the temperature range 20°C to 980°C with 20°C to 980°C was 9.2 x 10-6/°C, somewhat lower
a dilatometer operating in vacuum. A quartz push rod than the values for either U02 or US.
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9 DENSITY ORIGIN
SYMBOL COMPOUND % THEOR. OF DATA

8-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ·
e                  A1203                88                  ANL

7- AI 203             88          MORGANITE

b   6-                                                                                                                                         9                    UP                  89                  ANL
UO too REF 89

X 5-- UC 100 REF 90
-1

27  4 -
8 3-

2-                                                                                                            it     00,11     -.-»'C ./o HEATING CYCLE                                                                  -
1- . COOLING CYCLE       72                          --     ----w 0.05-  A 40·'
OIIIIllllIlll -4- \0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200          A

TEMPERATURE (°C) f     0.04 -'6 41912                                                                        4\0FIG, 82. Thermal Expansion of UraniumMonophosphide.                8                                      \
7                                                   -

c. ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF URANIUM  
0.03- \  -0 --

0 '- 7k.-
PHOSPHIDE (Y. BASKIN)                       4     I*UR--11 W   . 80 -W\-

      002 - .-0-9Electrical resistivity
measurements  were  made  on                         - -ub,---                                               eUP samples sintered or heat treated in the temperature --

range 1600°-2200°C. Resistivity values for a large 0[0,0     '    too   '   260    '   300 '460 7--1- .  1
500 600

number of samples ranged from 148 to 217Fohm-cm, TEMPERATURE (t)

with an average value of 200;,ohm-cm. Results showed
43176

no clear-cut relationship between room-temperature FIG. 83. Thermal Conductivity of Uranium Compounds.
resistivity values and those at heat-treatment temper-
ature. This was true despite the small difference in considerably but reaches only approximately half of
stoichiometry arising from heating at different temper- the thermal conductivity of UC.(go) Work is in progress
atures and the presence of metallic uranium in samples to confirm the change in curvature above 400°C.
fired at 2000°C and higher. The values obtained for A1203 are included for com-
d. SPECIFIC HEAT AND THERMAL CONDUC- parison purposes. Good agreement was found between

TIVITY OF URANIUM PHOSPHIDE (J. B. the work done at Argonne and the single determination
MOSER AND 0. L. KRUGER) made by the manufacturer of the specimen at 600°C

(see Figure 83).
Progress was made in determining the thermal dif-

fusivity, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of e. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF UP DETER-
uranium and plutonium compounds, as a function MINED WITH METAL STANDARDS (R. J.
of temperature, using aluminum oxide as a standard. DUNWORTH)
The apparatus and method were described before (88)

and the horizontal diffusivity furnace was employed The thermal conductivity of a uranium phosphide
to obtain the measurements reported. specimen, 2 cm diameter by 8 cm long, was measured

The specific heat of UP was found to be 0.44 + from 100°C to 1000°C in the comparative apparatus
0.003 cal g-1 °C-1 between room temperature and described   in   the 1961 Annual Report. col)   The   data
600°C. No systematic variation with temperature was presented in Table 41 are averages from runs of Armeo
detected within the limits of error of the method. and   Inconel  both of which   were   used as standards;

Figure 83 shows the thermal conductivity of UP the Armco values were 10% higher and the Inconel
between room temperature and 600°C as determined values were 10% lower than these means. The tem-
at Argonne. It is noted that it exceeds that of U02 (89) perature differences measured along the uranium phos-

(88) Annual Report for 1964, AIetallurgy Division, ANL-7000,
p. 106. (90) Secrest, A. C., Jr., Foster, E. L., and Dickerson, R. F.

(89) Godfrey, T. G., Fulkerson, W., Kollie, T. G., Moore, Preparation and Properties of Uranium Monocarbide Castings
J. P., and McElroy, D. L., Thermal Conductivity of Uranium BMI-1309  (1959).
Dioxide from  -57° to 1100°C by a Radial Heat Flow Technique, (91) Annual Report  for   1961,  Metallurgy Division, ANL-6516,
J. Am.  Ceram.  Soc.  48(6),  297 (1965). p. 403.
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        TABLE 41. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF thermal conductivity of 100% dense uranium phos-
URANIUM PHOSPHIDE phide. The probable accuracy of these data is =!=15%.

Thermal Conductivity,
Temp. (watts/cm-'C) f. OXIDATION OF URANIUM MONOPHOPHIDE
Ec) (Y. BASKIN)

93% Dense 100% Densecc,
Studies have continued on the oxidation and corro-

100 0.126(b) 0.140(b) sion resistance of uranium monophosphide. Although
200 0.126 0.140 UP powder exhibited virtually no weight change after
300 0.126 0.140

being immersed in boiling water for two hours, chemi-
400 0.126 0.140

500 0.130 0.145 cal analysis showed a measurable oxygen pickup. One

600 0.137 0.152 sample, with an original oxygen content of 0.13w/0,
700 0.151 0.168 showed an increase to 0.3210/0 after two hours in
800 0.167 0.186 boiling water. Another sample showed an increase in
900 0.181 0.201

1000 0.188(b) 0.209(b) oxygen content from O.06 to O.15w/0 after similar

treatment. Relatively pure UP powder (0.06w/0 oxy-
ca) Estimated accuracy, f15% gen) exhibited an increase in oxygen content to 0.09w/0(b) Extrapolated.

/1 + 17/2\ on standing in air for one day, and a further increase
(c) From the formula Ka = K.   1-V  |= 1.113K„, to 0.1218/oon exposure to air for five additional days.

where UP powder reacted violently with concentrated phos-
V - volume fraction of the pores phoric acid at room temperature, producing a green

Km = measured thermal conductivity liquid and PH) gas. The PHa ignited in air and care
Kth = theoretical conductivity.

had to be taken to prevent ignition of the unreacted

phide rod were not consistent, and average values were UP. The green color of the liquid suggested that the
calculated to obtain the thermal conductivity data. uranium had been oxidized to the tetravalent State.

Since the specimen was 93% dense, the values in col- Heating of this liquid in air above 400°C resulted in
umn two were multiplied by 1.113 to approximate the formation of green crystals  of U (POB) 4 ·

3. Mechanical Properties of Uranium  Compounds   (C.   R.  TOTTLE *)

a. NEED FOR PROPERTY DATA Above 1250°C, a substantial increase in the deflec-

Quantitative data concerning the high-temperature tion was obtained with each rise in temperature. This
change was usually accompanied by a correspondingstrength and deformation of ceramic fuel materials is

needed for the understanding of fuel element design
drop in the maximum stress. Up to 1250°C, the brittle

and for the interpretation of irradiation results. The range, a slower strain rate produced 8 higher modulus

purpose of this program was to determine the meehan- of rupture, presumably due to the increased time for

ical properties of fuel materials and to evaluate the relaxation in the highly strained areas of the crystal

effects of testing and processing variables on these lattice or around pores. Beyond this point however,

properties. The work previously reported(gz) on UO, the situation reversed, and a higher strain rate in-
ereased the maximum stress. Furthermore, the fastest

has been extended and investigations of US, UP, and
UP-U02 have been initiated. rate used exerted its maximum effect at 1750°C,

whereas, this occurred at 1250°C for the two slower
b. URANIUM DIOXIDE rates employed. Defiections increased steadily with

The relationship between maximum stress and cor- rise in temperature, and above 1500°C, with higher
responding total strain is shown in Figure 84. These strain rate. At 1750°C, the ratio of maximum stress to

data are for high-density U02 samples for three rates deflection was approximately constant, whatever the

of straining. strain rate, indicating an optimum plasticity for re-
laxation.

.  * Resident Research Associate  from the University  of Figures 85-87 show that load-deflection curves
Manchester,  England.

(921 Annual Report for 1064, Metalturgy Division, ANL-7000, measured above 1250°C (where U02 becomes more
p. 27. plastic) closely resembled those for conventionally
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ductile metals. The elastic range was clear and definite, 54

with a decrease in both slope (modulus) and elastic
45limit, with rise in temperature. The yield point became

more definite at 1500°C, but was quite distinct even
at room temperature with testing in vacuo. The yield 0 36

-                                             1750 °Cshowed sometimes an upper and lower value, (as with UNBROKEN

low carbon steel) sometimes a constant load  (as with                 27

- MEDIUM ST   IN

soft copper) or a simple inflection in the curve. Oc- 18- (-1 )V UNBROKEN

easionally, further yielding also occurred at higher                         N
9                              /      1750•Cload, sometimes with violent changes. "Serrated"

 
SLOW STRAIN

yielding was common at 1500°C and above; the swings O.1    l  i  l  i  l  l  I  i  I  l  l
in load value decreasing in frequency and amplitude 0 25.4 508 764 101.6 0 254 50.8 76.2 101.6

at the higher temperatures. DEFLECTION X 102 mm

Measurement of density after test showed a decrease 41036

greater than experimental error. Completely fractured FIG. 86.  Load-deflection Curves for 1750°C Tests of UO2.

specimens decreased by 1.5 to 8% in density, the faster 45
strain rate and higher temperatures causing the great-
est change. Unbroken samples decreased less, depend- 36- UNBROKEN

ing on how far cracks had penetrated through the sec-         -2
1900.C

tion before fracture. A
small    crack,   extending   only                     2 7-                                                        MEDIUM  STRAIN1.25 mm or so into the section, produced about 0.5%

8

SLOW STRAIN RATE                                                                  9
x MEDIUM STRAIN RATE

3 2,1093 • FAST STRAIN RATE -381.0 E
i E                          O

\                  Z    -3302 10 0 25.4 50.8 76.2 101.6 127-0 152.4 177.8 203.2 228.6-=  1,7577- STRAIN

VACUUM                  z           1/               - X DEFLECTION  X  102 mmU)                                                                                           / \ -279.4  1,406.2 --ZZ- 7-as ,,/. /.A -2286  K
5      41034

ti      1.054.6 -                   SIn ' -1. '13/  /               ''           /
1''

- 0 FIG. 87. Load-deflection Curves for 1900°C Tests of UO, .

,                                                                                                                                       \.:/ A 177.0   5
3         •---                                                 _         LL
2   703.1- AIR \\J.*7'-, - 127 0   change, the variation increasing to the point where3                »tN  -   -J

3 5 1 5 -                                                                                 i >>'44                                           -  76  2
  95% penetration decreased the density in direct pro-

0 '-----33R&!N---- --  -< -254   portion to that of a complete fracture. Low initial den-
0 1000 1250  1500 17501900 sity gave rise to the greatest change below 1250°C,

TEMPERATURE ,'C and the reverse at higher temperatures. At 1900°C
41035 there was an increase in density of 0.3% due to pore

FIG. 84. Maximum Stress and '1'otal Strain vs. '1'emperature migration. Borne volatilization of material also oc-
for HighlDensity U02.

curred at this temperature.
In the U02 samples, the majority of pores were

63 - found to be uniformly distributed at triple points in
1500 °C FAST STRAIN the grain boundaries, in a roughly hexagonal sym-

54 - 1500°C MEDIUM STRAIN metry, as would be expected from their origin as
cusps at particle junctions. The grain size of all speci-

45 -
Crl 1500°C SLOW STRAIN mens tested was between 10 and 20 microns, so that./

0 36- grain growth of 20 to 40 times this occurred at the
g                                                       sintering temperatures. This type of porosity (Figure
-1   27 - 88) was termed "necklace" porosity in view of the

distribution and pore shape. Numerous examples were
I 8

obtained at rooni temperature of microscopic cracks
9                                        spreading from these pores, and propagating mostly

along grain boundaries but occasionally across a grain0 1 1 1  l i l i  l i l i
O 254 0   254 0 25A 50.8 where the conditions were obviously favorable (Figur,

DEFLECTION X 162mm 89).

41033 Subsequent development of such cracks produced
FIG. 85. Load-deflection Curves for 1500°C Tests of 802. an elongated macroscopic void of considerable dimen-
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FIG.  90. Crack Opened Out arid Progressing at Tip  (25°C).

sions, with an enlargement of the central portion. Fig- a similar general pattern to that below the transition
ure 90 shows one half of such an elongated void. from brittle to ductile behavior, but was much more
Further advance of the macroscopic crack continued confined to grain boundaries, and involved a greater
by microscopic enlargement and elongation of pores degree of enlargement of pores. Figure 91 shows the
similar to those of Figure 89, and Can be seen follow- enlargement   in its early stages,   the j oining   up,   the
ing a grain boundary path in Figure 90. Some pore subsequent elongation of these connections, and fi-
growth took place on each side of the crack and the nally, the formation of a definite void forming part
almost spherical central void, but the triaxial stresses of a propagating crack. Although many pores enlarge
are highest at the crack tip, and so influence the diree- (Figure 91 (a))  and all progress to stages  (b)  and  (c),
tion of the main propagation. fewer still attain the shape shown in Figure  91 (d).

Very similar behavior was followed by specimens The plasticity observed however, is the summation
tested at 1000°C and 1250°C, to that at 25°C, and so of all these effects, at all stages, and final fracture
characterized the brittle range. After polishing many occurs by gradual separation of several possible void
sections from tests in this range, it became apparent or crack sites, leading to the fibrous texture and crum-
that only one or two microscopic cracks formed at bling nature of the material close to the fracture.
25°C and that these became the basis of the fracture The time available for elongation and distortion of
mechanism. At 1000°C, and further at 1250°C, a the pores before rapid crack propagation occurs must
greater, but limited number of such cracks could be affect the measure of plastic deformation observed.
found, close to the fracture. At the higher temperatures, The stress concentrations around a suitably oriented
the widening of the cracks, and the appearance of the pore will lead to yielding in the boundary, or in th*
enlarged voids at their extremities, suggested increas- grains, on either side. In the boundary, there will bl
ing plasticity, though the same fundamental mecha- a tendency to produce a sharper stress concentration,
nisni still operated to failure. leading to crack nucleation and propagation.

The cracking mechanism above 1250°C followed The considerable decrease in density observed in
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(c) Enlargement of Connected Pores. (d) Enlarged pores becomes a distinct void.
106-8635 (115OX)

FIG. 91. Progress of Cracking Mechanisms at 1500°C.

completely fractured specimens but much reduced in system around them would therefore be less concen-
unbroken or only partially fractured ones, suggests trated, due to the greater radius of curvature. Porous
that energy stored up at the stress concentrations was specimens, therefore, deformed more slowly than

1 eleased suddenly in the final stages of fracture. Low others, even at fast strain rates. Above 1500°C, all
density specimens (less than 10.4 g/cc) possessed specimens deformed more readily at fast strain rates,
larger pores initially than high density ones, but in so that yielding must have occurred more rapidly
much the same number and distribution. The stress than crack propagation; the difference increasing with
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rise in temperature. Below 1500°C, the slower the number of operative slip systems in the rock-salt lattic
strain rate, the more time was available for stress of US'as compared with the fluorite type of UO2 ·
relaxation at concentrations, and a higher breaking The strength of US fell more sharply with rise of
load was recorded in spite of the brittle nature of the temperature above that giving rise to the maximum
material. stress value than for U02, whether the impurity was

Specimens from which the surface skin had been UOS Or UO2. The strength of US + U02 remained
ground  away  to a depth  of  1.3  min  on the tensile face slightly higher (under all conditions) than for US +
were tested at 1500°C and 1750°C, respectively, at UOS. At 1750"C, US showed little resistance to bend-
medium strain rates. The ductility and maximum ing, and fracture was rapid.
stress increased by 10% at 1500°C and 50% at 1750°C. The microstructure of US specimens indicated some
Since the surface skin contained a lower volume of of the reasons for the behavior at high temperature.
pores than the interior, the ground face was capable Examination of the specimens suggested a binary
of increased stress relaxation before crack propagation euteetic of US-UOS in the boundaries, along with
became rapid, and hence an increase in both ductility primary UOS, since large areas of light grey etching
and maximum stress was possible, confirming the hy- UOS predominate both in narrow filamentary bound-
pothesis of porosity influence. aries and triple point colonies. A Widmanstlitten pat-

tern was evident  and this appeared  to  be UOS precipi-e. URANIUM MONOSULFIDE tated in the US grains as a. remilt of a fall in solid
Samples were prepared  from two types of material: solubility of UOS in US. The solubility is probably

(1) US containing approximately 1.5w/oUOS impur- very small when in equilibrium at the sintering tem-
ity, and (2) US containing approximately 2.3w/oUO2 peratures used (1800°C).  Etch  pits  have  been  pro-
and 0.3w/oUOS. The behavior of the US samples was duced in the present work, and shown to be uncon-
found to be similar to that of U02 in general, but nected with the Widmanstbitten pattern.
varying with the impurities present. It would appear, therefore, that during sintering US

The results of tests on US samples are shown in retains a small solid solubility of UOS, but the main
Table 42. US containing UOS, fractured at lower bulk of UOS, containing some dissolved US, remains
stress than US containing U02, but with only slightly as a liquid phase surrounding the US grains. During
lower defiection. An increase in temperature increased cooling, the US grains subsequently reject UOS in the
the maximum stress in both initially, but the maximum WidmanstRtten pattern, and the liquid phase breaks
occurred at 1000°C for the material containing UOS down into primary UOS plus the eutectic of UOS-US.
and 1250°C for the material with U02. The ductility Since UOS has a lower melting point (-1900°C) than
of the US + UOS batches increased dramatically that  of US (2450°C), the strength  of  UOS  will  be
above 1000°C and similarly for US + UO2 above lower at high temperatures than that of US. The
1250°C. In neither case was there a gradual change such presence of UOS in grain boundaries will cause grain
as that noted for UOE, presumably due to the greater boundary sliding, and considerable plasticity, at a

TABLE 42. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF US AT MEDIUM STRAIN RATE

Maximum StressDensity (g/cc) Kg/cm' Mean Load Mean Strain
Number of Samples Rate Rate Total Deflection Temp.

(g/sec) (mm/sec X 104)       (mm)            CIC)
Mean Deviation Mean Deviation

UOS Impurity
5 10.09 0.04 529 20.3 303.9 11.7 0.14 R.T.
4 10.12 0.05 1201 43.1 186.0 15.1 0.22 1000
3 10.21 0.02 895 55.3 59.0 10.7 1.27 1250
2            10.09        -          444        - 31.7 13.7 2.54 1500
3            10.31        - 265 66.7          --              -- 3.17 1750

U02 Impurity
4 10.65 0.01 1069 155.9 258.6 6.9 0.18 R.T.
4 10.65 0.05 1215 189.1 213.2 6.1 0.23 1000
4 10.67 0.01 1382 44.9 195.0 5.8 0.25 1250
2            10.68        -         864        - 249.5 11.4 2.54 1500
2            10.69        -         324        -            -              - 3.10 1750
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™                                                                                 ber of slip systems above 1250°C. At very high tem-  1800A perature (1720°C) the impurities in US appear to
f 1500.- STRENGTH - make little difference to the behavior, as the strength

E    1200 *2 -IS--  ,<                                  -                    approaches  zero towards t.he melting point of the basic
2 -i- 

= . i.l. \11

CO     900 i -
material. The number of etch pits seen in the micro-

a structure increased at high temperatures in all samples
  600-:  of US, indicative of increased dislocation density.
3     300 Polygonization of grains inferring dislocation climb

0- and an increase in the number of slip systems opera-. U023.5- . US +UOS IMPURITY tive was seen in many samples of US tested above
3.0-

' US + U02 IMPURITY                              /               -                  12.50°C.I Up

E       2 5-     · 62 % U02 + 38 %U P                                                     -                    d. URANIUM PHOSPHIDE
Z
0      2.0 -- Uranium phosphide samples containing not more1-

        i.5 -                                                                                            -                    than lw/oU02 impurity were tested in vacuum.  The

        1.0 -                                                                                            -                    results
of these tests are summarized in Table  43.

0.5-='         DUCTILITY   - Uranium monophosphide resembles U02 more than
1-1 US, and retains a high strength, only slightly less than0

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 F02, at high temperatures. The plasticity of UP is

TEMPERATURE .2 greater than U02 and increases steadily as tempera-

42212
ture is raised, in a similar manner to US. Since UP does

FIG. 92. Strength and Ductility of Uranium Compounds. not evaporate quite so readily as UO , the final tests
(Medium strain rate in vacuum.) were conducted at 2000°C rather than 1900°C as used

for U02. Here the UP showed greater loss in strength
comparatively low temperature. This is precisely as would be expected from contrast of its melting point
what happened to specimens containing UOS. How- 2610°C, against that of UO2, 2750°C.
ever, the US itself must either have several available Examination of microsections after testing showed
slip systems, or the presence of U02 affected the defor- similar behavior to that of U02 at lower temperatures,
mation mechanisms, for US with no grain boundary i.e., the formation of enlarged voids leading to crack
UOS became quite plastic at 1250°C. The effect of propagation by both intergranular and transcrystal-
UOS must therefore be a specific one, and Figure 92 line modes. At higher temperatures, the deflection pro-
indicates that the displacement of the curve of strength duced by this mechanism was still present, as in U02,
against temperature for US is almost constant, be- but insufficient in quantity to account for the plasticity
tween 1250°C, and 1500°C, when UOS forms the grain measured. Again, the simplicity of slip in the grains
boundary. Since US crystallizes with the rock-salt became evident, by an increase in the number of etch
structure, it is extremely likely that it exhibits a num- pits and in the characteristic planes on which they oc-

TABLE 43. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF UP AND 62% U02/38% UP MIXTURE

Density (g/cc)
Maximum Stress

Kg/cm2 Afean Load Mean Strain Total Deflection Temp.Number of Samples Rate Rate

Mean (g/sec) (mm/sec X 104)      (mm)            CIC)
Deviation Mean Deviation

UP
5 9.7 0.005 1234 46.1 213.2 6.2 0.20 R.T.
4 9.67 0.01 1556 198.2 195.0 5.8 0.27 1000
4 9.69 0.01 1413 144.2 145.2 7.9 0.46 1250
3 9.68 0.05 964 44.1 31.8 11.2 1.91 1500
3 9.63 0.01 637         -- 20.0 14.1 2.54 1750
2             9.59        --          194        -- 4.2 10.3 3.17 2000

A.* UOS/UP
4           10.34       - 939 76.1 231.3 9.9 0.24 R.T.
3 10.25 970 45.3 163.3 12.2 0.43 1000
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curred. The rock-salt structure of UP must once more an interlocked angular particle shape of UP in a
allow a greater number of operative slip systems to matrix of UO2, with some voids, probably as a result
come into play, as compared with U02. The ductility of differential thermal strains and reduced diffusion
of UP is therefore partly caused by void enlargement rate of vacancies.
and relaxation along boundaries, but at high tempera- The mechanical tests were carried out at room tem-
tures, probably more as a result of slip within the perature and 1000°C only, and are shown in Table 43
grains. Figure 92 and Table 43 summarize the proper- and Figure 92. It is obvious that the strength property
ties of all the compounds tested. of neither individual constituent is reached, but that
e. BINARY SYSTEMS plasticity is increased. The rise in ductility is greater

than that produced by UOS in US, due to the greater
In view of the differences shown to exist in the

quantity of UP present, but the mechanism may bemechanical properties of the fluorite structure (802)
and the rock-salt type (UP and US) it became a mat- similar. The UP, with greater slip potential, forms the

ter of speculation as to the properties of combinations individual grains, whereas U02 becomes a very thick

of these, as 8 possible means of providing "tailor- boundary. The UP can slip to allow stress relaxation,

made" ceramics of predictable strength-ductility be- but the U02 cannot develop its full strength. At higher

havior. temperatures, it nia.y be possible to retain more
The composition U02-38to/oUP was used in this strength, and produce a uniformity of strength over a

work, as an initial exploration. The material displayed wide range of temperature.

4. Thermal Stability of Ceramic Materials (E. D. LYNCH)

Prolonged exposure of ceramic materials to reactor ties of materials. The present purpose of this program
environment results in chemical and physical restruc- is to determine the effects of composition, temperature,
turing. For a complete understanding of materials be- and atmospheric environment on the rate of evapora-
havior it is necessary to evaluate the various phe- tion of ceramic materials. Of first interest are the
nomena that contribute to restructuring. One area of
interest in this regard is the evaporation eharacteris- "K
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urania-based fuel materials and those materials that ratio was determined to be 2.007. Density of each
may be associated with them for purposes of property sample was determined by the suspended weight
development or as impurities. method. The average density of all samples tested was

Uranium dioxide has been prepared and tested in a 10.72 g/cc or 97.7% of theoretical density of U 2.00 ·
vacuum environment. Uraniuin dioxide wafers ap- Evaporation rate was determined from measurements
proximately 0.1 cm thick and 0.64 cm diameter were

of weight loss as a function of time and temperature.used for these determinations. These samples were Representative weight loss data is shown in Figureprepared from UO2 containing less than 750 ppm total
93. There is a tendency for a time-lag, at lower tem-

impurities, as determined by spectrochemical analysis.
Samples were prepared by compacting powders and peratures, before the establishment of a linear loss-

sintering in H2 at 1750°C for two hours. The stoichiom- rate. All measurements for calculation of evaporation
etry of these materials was determined irom measure- rate were taken from linear loss-rate curves. The cal-
ments of weight change resulting from oxidation and culated evaporation rates are shown as a function of
reduction of the sintered materials. The average 0/U temperature in Figure 94.

5. Thermal Stability  of Plu tonium  Ceramics  (D.  R.  MEssIER)

Initial testing has begun on a glovebox thermo- with a tantalum heating element. In order to obtain
gravimetric analysis apparatus constructed for ex- higher temperatures in a hydrogen atmosphere, a
periments with plutonium compounds. The apparatus tungsten-mesh heating element and tungsten heat
consists of an Ainsworth recording semi-micro balance shields have been installed in the furnace. A tempera-
connected to a Marshall high-temperature vacuum ture of 2380°C has been reached in vacuum with the
furnace. The system is designed for weight-change tungsten element. The entire system requires further
measurements in vacuum, inert atmosphere or hydro- testing to insure proper performance when the glove-
gen at temperatures up to 2500°C. box is committed to plutonium work.

The system operated well at 2200°C in vacuum

6.  Anelas Licity  of  tonie  Uranium  Compounds   (R. J. FORLANO)

The techniques used in the present investigation for and 2440 kilobars (Voigt average). An average  of
the determination of the elastic and anelastic traits these values is 2305 kilobars. The agreement with
have been explained elsewhere.(93) The change of the present data is good, even more so if one realizes
elastic modulus with porosity of stoichiometric ura-
nium dioxide at room temperature is shown in Figure 234-           1             1   0 ELASTIC MODULUS CALCULATED FROM FLATWISE

FLEXURAL VIBRATIONS
95. The elastic modulus of nonporous U02 was found • ELASTIC MODULUS CALCULATED FROM EDGEWISE

FLEXURAL VIBRATIONS

by extrapolation to be 2243.56 + 22.1 kilobars when E \\ A FROM WACHTMAN &191· ( mean of Voig, and

using an exponential equation and 2233.85  +  22.05          5 2 2-      » -   Reuss average)

\0                    8kilobars when employing a linear expression. These & 0
\.

values fall within the range mentioned by Wachtman      .                          8                          -x 2,1 - E .Eoll-Apl                    o

et at.,(94) who asserted that Young's modulus for non- M .\-0 E = Eoe-bp0              -·: 16 .0

porous polyerystalline U02 without preferred orienta- 2 9 90  b -<..
0  2.0 -- \ -tion should lie between 2170 kilobars (Reuss average) 6 \ :

0<

LLI                                                                                                                                   O

@

(93) Forlano, R. J., Allen, A. W., and Beals, R. J., Elasticity 19-
0

and Anelasticity of Uranium Oxides at Room Temperature,

 NL-7101  (December,  1965)
U 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 O.05 0.06 0.07

VOLUME FRACTION POROSITYVI/  (94) Wachtman, J. B., Jr.,Wheat, M. L., Anderson, H. J.,
and Bates, J. L., Elastic Constants of Single Crystal U02 at FIG. 95. Effect of Porosity  on the Elastic Modulus  of   U02
25"C, 3. Nuclear Materials  16(1),  39-44 (1965). at  Room  Temperature.
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that: (a) the techniques employed were dissimilar, ultrasonic region while in the present investigation
(b) the equations used for extrapolation are based on the tests were performed in the sonic range.
ideal conditions that are not always attained in prac- By use of least squares fitting of data, the elasti-
tice, and (c) small errors occurred in the density modulus was calculated from zero to 0.4 volume frac-
determination. Wachtman et al.(94) worked in the tion porosity. The results are presented in Figure 96.
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Wachtman   et at.(96) reported an internal friction
The exponential equation results in higher values of

value of 4.3 x 10-5 for uranium dioxide. Their failure
the elastic modulus. This relation does not fulfill the

to mention the grain size of their samples makes a
boundary condition for P=1 and for a volume frac-

comparison with our results difficult because grain
tion porosity of 0.438, the linear equation calculates

size affects the room-temperature internal friction
to zero elastieity. This is consistent with the postu- value. The microstructures of samples of different
late (m)   that a material of initial uniform particle  size

grain size are shown in Figures 98, 99, and 100.should approach zero elasticity at porosity less than The behavior of internal friction with changes in0.4764 volume fraction porosity.
grain size follows a pattern similar to the one de-The variation of internal friction as a function of
scribed for yttriuni and for magnesiumoxidecos)

grain size of urania is presented in Figure 97. The
oxide. (97, 98) The decrease of damping with increasing

large discrepancy shown by one specimen was at-
tributed to some defects introduced by rough han- (96) Wachtman, J. B., Jr., Tefft, W. E., Lam, D. G., Jr., and
dling of the sample. Subsequent heat treatment an- Stinchfield, R. P., Factors Controlling Resistance to Deforma-

 aled out these defects. Hon and Mechanical Failure in Poll/crystalline (Glass-Free)
Ceramics, WADC-TR-59-278  (1959)

I. (95) Marlowe, M. 0., and Wilder, D. R., Elasticity and In- (m Hanna, R., and Crandall, W. B., The Young's Modulus
ternal Friction of Polycrystalline Yttrium Oxide, J. Am. Ceram. and Internal Friction of Polycrystalline AlgO at Room Tem-
Soc. 48(5), 227-233 (1965). perature, AROD-2891.1  (1961).
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grain size is generally attributed fo the dissipation of
energy at the grain boundaries. The contribution of the second phase must have been an oxygen deficient

U409 ' which had piecipitated along the [111] planesthe porosity, however, should also be considered. When
during cooling.the grains are small the porosity is scattered, while

when the grains become larger the number of pores is Figure 101 shows that the elastic modulus of urania
decreased to a large degree up to the composition ofsmaller and then the possibility of interference with UO 2.05 and then started to level off. Scott  et  at. (1(XI)the elastic waves diminishes.

The change of elastic modulus with oxygen content of reported that the elastic modulus of uranium having
urania is shown in Figure 101. The preparation of the
specimens  has been explained in another report. (93) UO2-(609 Phase Diagram,  J. Nziclear Materials 2(2), 110-120

Microstructures of samples with different oxygen (1960).

contents are shown in Figures 102, 103, 104, and (100) Gronvold, F., High Temperature X-Ray Study of Ura-
nium Oxides in the UO:-U:08 Region, J. Inorganic Nuclear

105. After etching, a second phase was detected. At- Chemistry 1 (6), 357-370  (1955).
tempts to identify this phase by X-ray diffraction (101) Perio, P., Oxidation of Uranic Oxide at Lott, Tempera-
were inconelusive. The phase diagrams published by fares, Bzill.  Soc.  Chim., Frazice, 20, 256-263  (1953).

several workers, (99,100,101,102) however , indicated that (102) Blackburn, P. E., Oxygen Dissociation Pressures 01
Uranium  Osides, J. Physical Chemistry 62(8), 897-902  (1955

Im Hanna, R., and  Crandall, W.  B.,  Dissipation  of Energy (103) Scott, R., Hall, H. R., and Williams, J., The Plastic
by the G,·ain Boundarie8,  AD 274956 (1962). Deformation of Uranium Osides Above 800 °C, J. Nuclear Ma-

(99) Schaiier, B. E., Metallographic Determination of the terials 1 (1), 39-48  (1959).
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composition U02.16 was 66.6 percent of the value of
los -    1     1     1     1     i     1     1     1     1     1the  same  specimen with composition UO2.00 ·This              --   8 OXIDIZED TO UO

2.084 AND THEN REDUCED

would agree with the present data, if the plateau ob- _            IN  I |2 TO  UO2.026

served in Figure 101 romaineil imchanged to an urania
8  OXIDIZED TO UO2.081 AND THEN REDUCED

composition of U02.16 -         IN H 2 TO UO 2.005

Tests(g3) indicated that the large decrease of the
elastic modulus in nonstoichiometric specimens was -  0 QUENCHED AT 800°C

mainly due to the presence of the second phase. Minor
contributions to the elastic modulus were produced 104 - O QUENCHED AT 450° C

by the oxygen in solid solution and the change in   B   -                      0---
6

-
SPECIMEN 50-1

porosity.      -    E -
The data on the relative internal friction of urailillili       _,. -

oxide as 8 function of oxygen-to-uranium atom ratio      0
0 0

are shown in Figure 106. The logarithm of the internal       E
friction value of urania increased linearly as the    

»                                                            SPECIMEN 49-1

oxygen increased. This must have been caused by the     j.
increased precipitation of U409 above stoichionietry. '03 _                                                        _

This seems consistent with the results obtained for        -
samples 49-1  and 50-1 (Figure 106). A larger amount                  - 8

of U40, in the latter than in the former must have been
the reason for the difference in the damping charac-
teristics of these samples.                                                   a

It was concluded that the elastic and anelastic
traits of nonstoichiometric uranium oxides are drasti-
cally affected by the presence of a second phase. As a .  lili         1              1

consequence, when determinations are made on such 2.00 2.01 2.02 2.03 2.04 2.05 2.06 2,07 2.08 2.09 2.10 2.It

OXYGEN - TO- URANIUM RATIOoxides at room temperature the results are affected by
the procedure followed in preparing the hyper- FIG. 106. Change of Internal Friction with Oxygen Content
stoichiometric .urania specimens. of Urania at Room Temperature.

7. Uranium-Mixed Anion Systems

a. SOLID SOLUBILITY AMONG NaCl-TYPE of Iandelli, (104) which dealt with rare-earth cont-

URANIUM COMPOUNDS (Y. BASKIN AND G. D. pounds having the NaCl-type structure. The lattice
14THITE) constant versus composition curves for virtually 811

of the uranium compound binary systems were fairly
Solid solubility among metals has been studied for linear and generally showed 8 positive deviation from

several decades and a significant amount of research Vegard's law. In systems where solid solution was
has been conducted on substitutional solid solution in-      restricted, the amount of solubility was estimated on
volving ca,tions in ionic systems and metallic atoms in the basis of the lattice constants and on the assump-
covalent systems. Anion or nonnietal solid solution tion of only small deviation from Vegard's law.
has not received much attention and this is especially Degree of solid solubility among the five compounds
true in the case of uranium compounds with the NaCl- is shown in Table 44, along with the percentage size
type crystal structure. difference between the nonmetal atom radii. It is

The UC and UN used were obtained commercially, seen that solid solutions of extensive range only oc-
while the UP, US, and UAs were synthesized. Mate- curred when the 1:adii of the two atoms did not differ

als were blended, pelletized and fred at 1800°C in by more than about 14%. There was an apparent dif-
acuum for two hours. The nonmetal atom radii in ference in solubility depending upon whether the sol-

the five compounds ranged from 1.57A in UN to (104)  Iandelli,     A.,     Some    Santarium    Compounds     With    the
1.99A in UAs. These atom sizes were based OIl the work NaCl·Type Strv.c/.it,Fe, Zeit. anorg.  allg.  Chem.  288,  81  (1956).
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TABLE 44. SOLID SOLUBILITI' AMONG NaCl-TYPE TABLE 45. SOME PROPERTIES OF UC AND UP
UR.ANIUM COMPOUNDS

Melting Lattice NonmetalThermal
Percent Size Percent Size Density Conductivity
Difference Amount Difference Amount

g/CC
Point °C Constant Radius

Compound of Solid of Solid °C cal/cm sec           A            ASmaller Larger Solubility
100-800°C

Pair SolubilityAtom as Atorn as
Solvent (%) Solvent (%)

UC 13.6 2350 0.05 4.96 1.61

UP 10.2 2610 0.032-0.037 5.59 1.92
UAs-UN 27.0 Slight 21.3 Slight
IJAR-UC 23.9 Slight 19.3 1.3

UP-UN 22.6 0.3 18.4 0.7 other 0.2w/o. The UP was made by reacting phos-
UP-UC 19.6 Slight 16.4 6.0 phine with uranium powder produced by hydridingUS-UN 18.1 1.3 15.3        12 and dehydriding uranium chips. The product of thisUS-UC 15.2 4.0 13.2        40

UP-US 3.8 Complete 3.7 Complete gas-solid reaction was homogenized at 1400°C to pro-
UC-UN 2.5 Complete 2.5 Complete duce stoichiometric UP. Its oxygen content was O.lw/0.

Compositions were prepared at 1011,/0 increments
across the system and also at 4, 6, and 8w/0 UC.

vent  atom was greater or smaller; where solid soliition Initial mixitig of the powders was done with a mortar
was restricted and the atom size differential was the and pestle. Subsequently, mixing and ball milling were
same, there appeared to be greater solubility when done in xylene. Specimens were pressed from these
the solvent atom was larger than when it was smaller. powders and equilibrated in vacuum at 1600°, 1800°,

Degree of solid solubility among the uranium com- and 2000°C for varying lengths of time. In some in-
pounds appeared to follow closely the rules formulated stances equilibrated specimens were crushed, repressed,
by Hume-Rothery and coworkers.(105) They found and reacted for an additional period of time at the
that where the atomic diameters of solvent and solute same temperature to insure attainment of equilibrium.
differed by more than about 14 to 15% of that of the Metallography and X-ray were employed to determine
solvent, the size factor was unfavorable and solid equilibrium phase content.
solution was restricted;   when the atomic diameters A modified Mendenhall wedge in flowing helium
were within this limit considerable solid solutions was used to measure melting temperature. The tung-
could be formed. Similar size principles also applied sten wedge heating element also served to contain the
to mutual solubilities among the refractory mono- specimen fragment. Temperatures were measured with
carbides. (106) an optical pyrometer and melting was observed si-

multaneously with a high-temperature microscope. A
b. PHASE EQUILIBRIUM IN THE SYSTEM UC- temperature-correction curve was determined by melt-

UP (G. D. WHITE AND Y. BASKIN) ing materials with well established melting points.
Fragments were melted in at most three minutes and

The investigation of phase equilibrium in the sys- position.
tem UC-UP is a part of the continuing investigation In '1'able 46 the phase distribution results areof uraniuin compound systems with the rock-salt crys- presented as obtained from X-ray and metallo-tal structure. All of these uranium compounds are po- graphic determinations along with unit cell sizes. Thetential reactor fuels and, because of variation of physi- metallographic data and the melting temperaturecal properties among them, phase equilibrium between measurements were used to construct a phase equi-
the compounds is of practical interest. Some of the prop- librium diagram shown in Figure 107. The systemperties of UC and UP are shown in Table 45. Both the contains no intermediate compounds. The solubilitycompatibility with most containment metals and of UC in UP is 6-8w/0 in the 1600° to 2000°C range.stability in air of UP are superior to that of UC. There is no detectable solubility of UP in UC. TheThe UC used in the investigation was obtained liquidus is characterized by a eutectic at 3Ow/oUPfrom two different commercial sources. Both materials melting at 2230°C and a horizontal position which ex-were   made   by arc melting   and were stoichiometric; tends from the limit of solubility to UP at 2560°C.
however, one lot contained 0.610/0 oxygen and the If the liquidus line at the limit of solubility were ex-

tended at the same slope, it would terminate on the
(105) Hume-Rothery, W., Mabbott, G. W., and Channel- UP isopleth at approximately 2610°C, which is th°

Evans, K. M., Freezing and Melting Points of ALLOYS of Silver melting point of UP in a closed system.(107) Tl
and  Copper, Phil. Trans. Royal  Soc.  233,  1  (1934). melting point of UP in a flowing helium atmosphere lS

(106) Norton, J. T., and Mowry, A. L., Solitbility Relation-
ships of the Refractory Monocarbides, Trans. AIME 185, 133 (107)  Baskin, Y., Melting Point Determination  of UP, Nuclear
(1949). Science and Engineering (in press).
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TABLE 46. PHASE CONTENT

Phases Present Unit Cell Sizes A
Composition w/0 Temperature, Time, etc.

X-Rav Metallogra.phy UC UP(C)

UP 1800°C, 6 hrs (Composi-        -              -                     5.580
UP-4UC tions mixed with mortar UP (C) UP(C) 5.569
UP-BUC and pestle). UP(C) UP(C) tr. UC 5.567
UP-8UC UP(C) UP (C)   tr. UC 5.568
UP-loUC UP(C) wk. UC UP (C), UC 5.563
UP-20UC UP(C) wk. UC UP (C), UC 5.560

UP-30UC                                                                                   _                                     _                               -                      5.556
UP-40UC (Both phases presp.nt. in remaini[g binary 4.963 5.552
UP-50UC compositions). 4.964 b.550
UP-60UC 4.965 5.549
UP-70UC 4.960 5.547
UP-80UC 4.961 5.543
UP-90UC 4.958
UC 4.958

UP-4UC 1800°C, 10 hrs (Composi- UP(C) UP(C) 5.576
UP-GUC tbns from above, UP(C) UP(C) 5.575
UP-20UC crushed, repressed and UP(C), UC UP (C) ,  UC                                      -                                 5.570
UP-50UC reacted 4 more hours). (Both phases prese]it iii remaining composi- 4.959 5.567
UP-80UC tions. Specimens were very porous.) 4.958
UP-90UC 4.958

UP-10UC 2000°C, 3 hrs (All succeed-   UP(C)   wk.UC   UP(C)   some   UC (Both 5.567
UP-20UC ing compositions mixed phases in remaining compositions.)        -         5.565
UP-40UC by ball milling). 4.958 5.556
UP-50UC 4.958 5.538

UP-6UC 1600°C, 5 hrs. UP(C) UP(C) 5.575
UP-20UC UP(C) wk.UC UP (C)  some  UC                    -                            5.572
UP-50UC UP(C), UC UP(C), UC 4.962 5.523

UP-6UC 1800°C, 4 hrs. UP(C) UP(C) 5.570
UP-30UC UP(C) wk. UC UP (C)  some  UC                     -                            5.565
UP-50UC UP (C), UC UP (C), UC 4.960 5.514

TABLE 47. UNIT CELL SIZE OF UP(C) OF PREREACTED
SPECIMENS SUBSEQUENTLY REACTED AS FRAGMENT

2600 AND POWDER

LIQUID              I    I                                                       Unit Cell Size of UP(C) in A
2400-

1 Composition
        -               I 10/0 Prereacted

-  r-r.         LIQUID + up(c)Es. Fragment Powder
Specimens

&    2 200 -T
1                     LIQUID + UC                          I

4                                1 Up-louc 5.584 5.575 5.579
a: 2000- UP-40UC 5.549 5.548 5.574
li

                                       UC + UP(C}s.s.      

 :  .  4

UP-70UC 5.538 5.554 5.571

  1800-

1600- slightly less because of the preferential vaporization
of phosphorus.

UC 20 40 60 80 UP Examination  of the unit cell sizes  for  UP (C) solid
WEIGHT PERCENT UP solution in Table 46 revea.ls that no equilibrium unit

cell size was obtained. It varies with the composition,
42300

becoming smaller with increasing UC content. Ini-
FIG.   107. Preliminary Phase Diagram    for    the    Systern

UC-UP. tially this was thought to result frotll insufficient
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milling and mixing. However, these results persisted TABLE 49. PHASES PRODUCED BY REACTING UC: AND US .

with extended times of ball milling. 1600°, 1750°, AND 1950°C

The unit cell sizes of UP (C) solid solution in Table X-Ray and metallography gave the same results

46 for the specimens which were crushed, repressed, Phases Present
and reacted for an additional length of time became Composition

W|O

larger instead of smaller as would have been expected 1600°C 1750'C 1950°C

if equilibrium had not been attained. Since these speci-                                                                             -
UC:-loUS UC: SS UC: SS UCe SSmens were porous, the results suggest that a reaction

tr. UC ss tr.  UCwhich is affected by an evolved gas pressure may
affect  the  unit  cell  size  of  the  UP (C) solid solution. UC,-25US UC: ss Ucs SS Uct SS
Further evidence is presented in Table 47. Specimens wk UC wk UC ss wk UC
that were prereacted for four hours at 1350°C were
reacted as pellet fragments and powders at 1600°C UC,-SOUS US SS US SS US SS

med.  UC  ss     wk UC ss wk UC
for four hours. The increase in unit cell size of the
solid solution in the powder occurred for each coniposi- UC:-75US US ss US ss ITS ss

tion except the UP-10UC. This increase in unit cell v.wk UC ss v.wk UC ss wk UC ss
size was Accompanied by a sharpetiing of X-ray re-
flections in the back region.

The most likely reaction that would be sensitive oxygen. Artificial mixtures of two compositions with
UO2 were reacted at 1600°C and the results are shown

to the escape of evolved gases would be one involving
in Table 48. The oxide had no effect on the unit cell
size of the solid solution. This does not eliminate an

TABLE 48. EFFECT OF U02 ADDITIONS ON THE UNIT CELL
SIZE OF UP( )

effect of oxygen present in some other form.
Reaction at 1600'Cfog· Four How·s Prereacted specimens of compositions in the system

were heated in vacuum at 2000°C for four hours to
Unit Cell Size of UP(C) in AComposition establish evaporation rates. Figure 108 shows the

'010 weight loss per c1112 per hour as a function of con]posi-
08/ouo: lw/OUO2 570/ouot tion. The rapid drop in weight loss between 100 and

UP-10UC 5.576 5.577 5.576 90% UP undoubtedly results from the solubility of

UP-40UC 5.542 5.554 5.554 UC in UP.

c. PHASE STUDIES OF THE SYSTEM UCTUS
(G. D. JVHITE 

100 - In work related to the investigation of the UC-US
system, it was observed that compositions of TIR And

                                                            hyperstoichiometric UC reacted to produce a product
       80 - free of UC2 Or UQC8 · Since the compatibility of UC is
; adversely affected by the presence of UC  and US has
Z

G o                                                                    superior compatibility properties, a study of reactions

8  x   60 - between UC  and US is of interest.

2 f Uranium powder, made by hydriding and dehydrid-

    ing uranium metal, was reacted with H28 to form US.
u) \ The UC2 was made by reacting UC with carbon at
§ -

40- 1750°C. This product was analyzed to be UC1.96 and

                                                            produced an X-ray pattern with only one very weak
e-                                                                       reflection for U2C3 · Compositions were ball milled,W

20 - pressed into specimens, and reacted in vacuum at
1600°, 1750°, and 1950°C. Determinations of phases
present were made by the use of X-ray diffraction and

1 1  I  lilli I metallography.
UC 20 40 60 80 UP

WEIGHT PERCENT UP The  results of these reactions are shown  in  Tat
49. The reaction of UC2 and US produces UC  Sol

106-8269
FIG. 108. Weight Loss at 2000°C of Some Compositions in Solution, UC2 solid solution and UC solid solution, US

UC-UP System. solid solution and UC solid solution, or US solid solu-
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tamination, and an understanding of its effect on the TABLE 50.  EIGHT LOSSES OF UP-U02 COMPOSITIONS AT

overall properties of UP conipacts is important. 2000'C IN VACUUM

Saniples were fired at 2000°C for four hours. Densi-
Composition Percent Weight Loss

ties of 95% of theoretical anti higher were obtained for W/O Per  H(,11 r

pellets across the entire compositional range. X-ray
diffraction analysis did not reveal al'ty st'tlic]-sta,te inter- UP 1.4

action between UP (rock-salt structure) and U02 95%UP-5%U02 1.9

88%UP-12%UO: 3.0

(fluorite structure). No evidence  of an intermediate 76%UP-24%UOs 2.7

phase was detected, and the lattice constants of the 61%UP-39%UO: 3.6

two compounds did not vary with the composition of 49%UP-51%U02 4.5

the sample. The UP lattice constant, which was origi- 38%UP-62%802 4.9

nally 5.589A, dew·eased to 5.584A due to phosphorus 35%UP 66%UOY 0.0

23%UP-77%U02 5.3
]oss at 2000°C, but did not change further with UO2 11%UP-89%UO: 3.3

additions. The U02 lattice constant, 5.472A, was un- Uot 2.8

changed across the entire compositional range. Metallo-
graphic examination of various compositions in the

Vaporization studies were conducted at 2000°C with
system showed no interaction between the two com-
pounds.

a vacuum of 1 x 10-5 torr. Pellets were placed within
a tantalum crucible having a 0.25 cm diameter orifice.

The phas& diagram of the system is presented in The data are summarized in Table 50 and show that
Figure 110. It is comparatively simple, exhibiting no UO2 lost weight at a faster rate than UP and that
intermediate compounds and no solubility among

vaporization of intermediate compositions was ac-the phases. A eutectic occurred at the composition
3811,/oUP-62tu/oUO, and a temperature of 2390' t celerated, possibly because of the high-temperature

reaction UP  +  U02 -1  2UO  T  +P T· (114) The presence
30°C. The melting temperatures in helium of the two
end members were 2535°C and 2720°C for UP and

of uranium at UP-U02 boundaries suggested that

UO2 i respectively. It is likely that at their melting another high-temperature reaction occurred between
the two compounds, resulting in the formation of the

temperatures both compounds were substoichiometric. metallic phase. However, this could not be stated
Moreover, small amounts of metallic uranium most unequivocally, since photomicrographs of pure UO2,
probably occurred above 2200°C through decomposi-
tion of UP, and possibly of U02. The melting tempera- fired at 2000°C in vacuum, also showed the presence

of substantial amounts of uranium in grain boundaries.
ture of UP in helium was only moderately lower than
the melting point value of 2610°C obtained for stoi- Moreover, it is possible that in both cases the metal

precipitated out during sample cooling.chiometric material sealed in a tungsten crucible.
Under these conditions the UP was presumed to be f. PHASE STUDIES OF THE SYSTEM UP-UN (Y.
stoichiometric during melting and no metallic uranium BASKIN 
should have been present to depress the melting point.

A study of the system UP-UN was undertaken to
determine phase relationships and some physical prop-        1

2800 erties of the binary compositions. The pure compounds         1
2 700 - are being investigated and are both potential fuel
2600- materials.

P                                             Powders of the two compounds were blended and
LIQUID

w 2500_ U02+ LIQUID comminuted further by ball milling. Pellets were pre-
            UP+LIQUID
H- 2400- pared of compositions  at 12.5,n/0 intervals  and  were
5*                                              fired in vacuum at 1800°C for four hours. Densities
  2300-

in range of 92-94% of the theoretical value were ob-
W 2200- UP + U02 tained with compositions in the UP-rich portion of

2100 -
the system, but decreased to 90% toward the UN side.
X-ray diffraction revea]ed only limited interaction

2000 -
i between the compounds. The lattice constant of pure

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 UP, which was originally 5.589A, decreased to 5.585A
WEIGHT PERCENT U02

41477 (114) Gingerich, K. A., Lee, P. K., and Efimenko, J., Vapori-

FIG. 110. Phase Diagram of System UP-UO: . (Sample was zation  of  Up·ani,im  Monophosphide,  Nature,  Lotidon, 200 (4908),
heated in 1 atm of helium.) 774-776  (1963)
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tion. In none of these compositions were the reaction 2800 llllllltl
products UC2 and US. This may explain the absence LIQUID

2700-of UC2 in hyperstoichiometric UC containing a small
-

a,ddition of US. On taking US into solution the tet- -

p   2600>     A<Ss + LIQUID - -%-%
ragonal unit cell of UC2 is expanded in the a-direction.                                                        - *..-LU \While the c-direction remains approximately the same.   2500- \-

ti

d. STUDIES OF THE SYSTEM UP-US (Y. BASKIN) r     2400-
LLI

a            FCC SOLID SOLUTIONEarlier studies(108,109) revealed that UP and US   E 2300-
exhibited complete mutual solubility, and that the 1-

2200 -intermediate compositions showed some interesting
properties. A preliminary phase diagram(108) showed a

2100    '    '    '    1    1    1    1    1    1
melting point maximum at 7010/oUP-3010/oUS and 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 loo

UP USa minimum at 1Ow/oUP-90w/oUS. X-ray diffraction WEIGHT PERCENT US
analysis did not reveal compound formation at either

43155
of these compositions. Microhardness measurements FIG. 109. Phase Diagram of the System UP-US.
showed a general increase in hardness with rising US
content, but did 11Ot show a maximum at the composi- tamination, which may have also been responsible
tion 7Ow/oUP-3OFF/oUS. Weight losses increased with for the unusually high weight losses shown by this
rising US content and were highest for the composition composition.
10tu/oUP-90iu/oUS. The presence of a melting point maximum in this

A new series of samples were prepared at 1Ow/0 in- system is unequivocal. Such phenomena are not en-
tervals from relatively pure materials (oxygen con- tirely understood, although they have been reported in
tents less than 0.1%). Pellets were fired at 1800°C and a   number of binary systems. (111,112) No evidence   of
2000°C in vacuum. X-ray analysis again revealed compound formation has been found in the composi-
complete mutual solubility and a plot of lattice con- tional region 7Ow/oUP-3010/oUS. There is a strong like-
stant versus composition yielded a smooth curve with lihood that the valency of the nonmetal atoms affected
a slight positive deviation from linearity (Vegard's the binding forces leading to strengthened bonding in
law). US exhibited 8 greater weight loss than UP and the region of the melting point maximum. Addition of
the intermediate compositions generally showed US or UP may have resulted in the filling of the par-
weight losses that fell between those of the end mem- tially unfilled cation-anion bonding band in UP. Based
bers. on similar considerations, Denker(113) postulated that

The new samples were melted under two atmospheres the mixed system TiCi-=N, should exhibit a maximum
of helium and the new phase diagram for the system melting point, as compared to pure TiC.
is shown in Figure 109. The melting point value for
US was close to that found by Shalek.(110) The melt- e.   PHASE   b'1'UUIES   UF  THE   S   STEM  UP-U02
ing point of UP (2575°C) was moderately lower than (Y. BASKIN)
the value found for material sealed in a tungsten The system UP-U02 was studied to obtain informa-
crucible (2610°C). Undoubtedly, some dissociation of tion on phase relationships and some physical proper-UP occurred which resulted in formation of metallic ties of the binary compositions. U02 often occurs as
uranium and somewhat depressed the overall melt- a second phase in UP powders, owing to oxygen con-
ing temperature of the material. A melting point maxi-
mum occurred at the composition 70tu/oUP-30tu/oUS, (111) Shalek, P. D., and White, C. D., "Studies in the System
confirming the earlier results. However, there was no UC-US" in Proceedings of the Sympositt„T on Ca,·bides in Arit-
sign of a minimum melting point at 10w/oUP- clear  Energy,  Macmillan  &  Co., Ltd., London,  p.  266  (1964).

(112) Agte, C., and Alterthum, H., Studies of High Melting9Ow/oUS. It is thought that the minimum melting Point  Carbides, Zeit. techn.  Phys.  11,  182  (1930).
temperature in the previous run was due to UOS con- (113) Denker, S. P.,  "Relation of Bonding and Electronic

Band Structure to the Creatioii of Lattice Vacancies in TiO,
(108) Ann2ial Report for 1963, Metallitrgy Division, ANL-6868, TiN, and TiC" in Proceedings of the International Symposfum

p. 156. on   Compounds   of  Interest   in   Nitclear   Reactor   Technology,   p.
(109) Annuat Report for 1964, Metalliti·gy Division, ANL-7000, 51-52, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. Edited by

P. 96. J. T. Waber and P. Chiotti with the assistance of W. N. Miner.
(110)  Shalek,  P.   D. ,   Prepa,·ation  and  Properties    of U,·aniwn IMD Special Report No. 13; Nuclear Metallurgy, Vol. X.

and  Thorital:  Monosttljides,  J.  Am.  Ceram.  Soc.  46(4), 1955- Metallurgical Society of the American Institute of Mining,
1961 (1963). Metallurgical Engineers, New York  (1964).
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2900 TABLE 51.  APORIZATION LOSSES IN  ACUUM OF

2800- /-- COMPOSITIONS IN SYS•1'EM UP-UN

  Starting Percent of0
- 2700-

w                     I IOUID Composition Theoretical 1800°C 1900°C 2000'C

2      2600-
70/0 Density

5                 --
Rj  2500-               \ UNCS+ LIOUID UP 93.5 0.06 0.22 0.68
a. 98UP-2UN 94.3 0.10       --       0.786 2400-

uPss* LIQUID 95UP-5UN 92.8 0.08 0.24 0.75LU

f                                                                 UNss
2300-»Ults 87.5UP-12.5UN '

94.1 0.12 0.30 0.97

75UP-25UN 92.4 0.12 0.31 0.89
2200-

UPss+ UNss 62.5UP-37.5UN 91.7 0.10 0.21 0.75

2100 111111111 50UP-50UN 92.1 0.11 0.21 0.91
0 10 20 30 10 60 GO 70 80 90    Ir 0 37.5UP-62 5UN 91.4 0.11 0.28        *
UP UN

0.06                   *25UP-75UN 91.1 0.30WEIGHT PERCENT UN
12.SUP-87.5UN 88.4 0.12 0.22        *

43154 UN 84.7 0.18 0.31        *

FIG. 111. Preliminary Phase Diagram of the System UP-UN. * Pellets disappeared through a combination of vaporiza-
tion and melting.

through phosphorus loss at 1800°C and dropped fur- cause of the atmosphere problem the liquidus tempera-ther to 5.580A with addition of UN. Assuming a linear tures obtained for the intermediate compositions were
relationship between lattice constant and composition, subj ect to greater errors than those  near the  end  mem-
this corresponded to a solubility of about 0.7w/oUN in bers. Thus, the phase diagram presented in Figure 111UP. The lattice constant of UN increased slightly from is preliminary. Nevertheless, with the exception of4.893A to 4.895A, indicating a solubility of about

slight solid solution of UN in UP and even less solu-
0.3w/oUP in the mononitride. The very limited solu-

bility of UP in UN, the diagram is fairly straight-
bility in the system was due to the large size differen- forward. No intermediate compounds occurred in the
tial between the radii of the nonmetal atoms, 1.57A system and a eutectic occurred at a composition offor nitrogen as against 1.921 for phosphor US. (104)

about 4Ow/oUP-6Ow/oUN and a temperature of 2185°This corresponded to 8 difference of -18.4% when UP + 50°C
was the solvent and +22.6% when UN was the solvent. Vaporization studies were conducted in vacuum
Photomicrographs of compositions in the series showed and the results are summarized in Table 51. Weight
little reaction between the compounds and did not re- losses of UN were higher than those of UP and the
veal formation of an intermediate phase. intermediate compositions generally showed greater

Compositions at the UN-rich portion of the system weight losses than the pure monophosphide. Pellets
were melted under 21/2 atmospheres of nitrogen to rich in UN exhibited very large losses at 2000°C due
suppress decomposition of the nitride; those at the UP to a combination of melting and vaporization. Moder-
end were meltud under an atmosphere of helium, ate interaction occurred between the moltdn material
since pure UP exhibited substantially lower melting and tungsten, but considerable reaction took place
temperatures under nitrogen than under helium. Be- with the tantalum crucible.

8. Fabrication of Uranium Monophosphide (J. T. DUSEK)

A batch of 20% enriched uranium phosphide pellets acryloid) was added to the 20% enriched powder and
were fabricated for radiation study. The pellets meas- the material WaS screened through a 20 mesh sieve
ured 0.658 cni in diameter by 1.130 cm long. Speci- for dry pressing. The specimens were dry pressed at
mens were made from a blend of fully enriched uranium 2800 kg/cmz and fired in vacuum at 1800°C for 4 /2
phosphide and normal uranium phosphide each hours. The average geometric density was 95% of the

blcined separately in vacuum at 1400°C for four theoretical value.
)urs. The powders were screened to pass a 200 mesh A series of uranium monophosphide specimens

sieve and ball milled in benzene for five hours and measuring 0.64 cm wide by 5.7 cm long and slightly
dried. The binder (0.67#Lu/0 stearic acid and 0.33w/0 less than 0.64 cm thick were fabricated for the purpose
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of determining flexural strength at various tempera- determine flexural strengths at various temperature-.
tures. Specimens were made from material calcined Specimens were produced from uranium monophos-
in vacuum at 1400°C for four hours. The powder was phide, calcined in vacuum at 1400°C for four hours
screened to pass 8 200 mesh sieve and ball milled for and ball milled with the uranium dioxide for five
five hours in xylene. The UP 'powder was dried and hours in xylene. After drying ltv/o stearic acid was
lw/0  stearic  acid was added  as a binder; the material added as a binder and screened through a 20 mesh
was then passed through 20 mesh screen and pressed sieve. The first attempt to cold press under 2090 kg/cm2
under 2090 kg/cme. The bars were fired in vacuum at produced severe laminations. The pressure was re-
1800°C for 2 /2 hours. The average geometric density duced to 1568 kg/cmz, but laminations were still
was 91% and the immersion density was 94% of the present. Specimens produced under a pressure of 1045
theoretical value. kg/cm2 were sound and these bars were fired in vacuum

A series of specimens of the composition 38% UP- at 1900°C for two hours. The average geometric den-
62% UO2 measuring 0.64 cm wide x 5.7 cm long and sity of the bars was 90% and the immersion density
slightly less than 0.64 cm thick were also prepared to wa.s 97% of the theoretical value.

9. Glass Bonded Fuel for Doppler Coefficient Measurements (D. E. WHITE)

Additional glass bonded oxide specimens were made pacts were crushed to produce granules. The granules
for doppler coefficient measurements. The specimens were sintered in hydrogen at 1750°C. Density n]eas-
were to have densities in the range of 62 to 65% of urements indicated that the sintered granules had
theoretical  (6.80  to  7.12  g/cc). The varying enrich- densities in the range of 90-95% of theoretical density.
ments of U285 (12.5%, 33.3%, 50% and 66.6%) which The sintered granules were mixed with lw/0 sodium
were needed were made by blending fully enriched metasilicate and the mixture was pressed into pellets.
U02· In addition to these enrichments sonic 97.6% The pellets were allowed to dry in air, and were then
enriched specimens were made. sintered in hydrogen at 1200°C.

The urania mixtures were compacted and the com-



E. EXPERIMENTAL IRRADIATIONS OF FUELS AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

1. Irradiations of Thorium Fuels (W. N. BECK)

Postirradiation examinations were conducted on respectively 780° and 720°C. At these temperatures
six thorium-base specimens irradiated in the CP-5 a liquid phase would exist in the Th-U-Pu alloy and
reactor. These fuel specimens were 50 mm in length would also be highly probable in the Th-Pu alloy.
and  3.66  min in diameter. All specimens  were j acketed From the radiographs it was possible to note that the
in Nb-lw/oZr tubing. The fuel alloys were Th- fuel in these two specimens had divided into two
3,5w/OPu, Th-20ui/of-20 ,/oPii, and Th-2Ow./oU. The separate pieces. BectionB of the fuel completely filled
jackets   had   a wall thickness dimension  of  0.38 mm the   interior   of   the j acket. A small amount   of   fuel
and an inside diameter dimension of either 3.96 min or protruded from an opening in the jacket of the Th-
6.52  mm.   The  pins  were NaK bonded  to  the j acket 3510/oPu fueled specimen.  The j acket  of  the  specimen
but otherwise unres'trained. These fuel rods were irra- fueled with Th-2Ow/oU-2Ow/oPu was badly deformed
diated to burnups ranging from a calculated 2.9 to and cracked.
5.5a/0 heavy metal burnup and at maximum fuel Another Th-35'w/oPu  specimen,  which  was  jacketed
temperatures of 780°C. in 3.96 nim ID tubing, had a longitudinal crack in the

Surveillance of the condition of the specimens in j acket. This specimen  had been irradiated  at  8  maxi-
the capsule was maintained by periodic examinations mum fuel temperature of 570°C.
by neutron radiography. The capsule was disassembled A specimen fueled with Th-20w/oU   and j acketed
when it was apparent that the fuel material in two in 6.52 mni ID tubing Was intact, but the upper third
specimens had defornied. of the fuel pin showed 8 marked diameter increase.

The hot-cell examination revealed that a Th- The  j ackets  of the remaining three intact specimens
20tu/oU-20w/oPu specimen and a Th-35%0/oPu speci- failed to show significant diameter changes. These
men had extensively ruptured their j ackets.   Both of specimens will be punctured for recovery and analysis
these specimens had been jacketed in 6.52 mm ID of fission gas. All specimens will be sectioned for a
tubing. The maximum irradiation temperatures were detailed metallographic examination.

2. Irradiation of Uranium Sulfide (C. F. REINKE AND L. A. NEIMARK)

The irradiation program on uranium sulfide is con- burnup but failure of all capsule thermocouples aborted

tinuing with the goal of achieving 10a/0 burnup (22 the experiment. The postirradiation examination is
x  1020  fiss/cc). An instrumented capsule containing expected to begin shortly.
four specimens of 0.253 in. diameter US pellets in Eight similar specimens remain under irradiation
0.012 in. Nb-ltv/oZr j ackets   had been returned to in the MTR in two capsules. Estimated burnups of
ANL after irradiation in the MTR. Estimated burnups from 2.2 to 4.9a/0 (4.8 to 10.6 x 1020 fiss/cc) have
ranged from 2.5 to 3.7a/0 (5.4 to 8.0 x 1020 fiss/CC) been achieved with a nominal goal of 10a/0. Jacket
at  maximum j acket surface temperatures  from  530° to surface temperatures are in the range of 550° to 650°C
680°C. These specimens were intended to go to Sa/0 and 700° to 750°C.

3. Irradiation of Uranium Phosphide (C. F. REINKE AND L. A. NEIMARK)

Pressed and sintered pellets of UP have been re- tures in the range 650° to 800°C, will be investigated
ved from the Engineering Ceramics Group. These at burnups of 2a/0, Sa/0, and 10a/0. Jacketing ma-

pellets have been sized and grouped and will be ir- teria]s for the pellets will be selected from among the
radiated in instrumeted capsules in either MTR or most promisirig ones currently under development.
ETR. The behavior of the UP, at surface tempera-

4
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4. Irradiation of Paste Fuels (R. CARLANDER)

The paste fuel concept incorporates the advantages United Nuclear Corporation and Argonne National
of metallic and ceramic fuels of high thermal expan- Laboratory are engaged  in  j oint program where  UNC
sion and elevated temperature irradiation performance, will develop and supply such a specimen and ANL will
respectively. United Nuclear Corporation has utilized encapsulate, irradiate, and analyze the performance
this approach to develop a fuel consisting of a settled of the fuel. UNC has supplied the specimen, which is a
bed of UO2 particles with the interstices filled with 50-50 mixture by volume of approximately 10F particle
sodium. It is believed that in a fast reactor burning size U02 Powder and sodium. Dimensional measure-
this fuel, 8 temperature excursion would result in a ments and radiographic inspection and capsule com-
movement of both the sodium and the fuel particles ponent design have been completed. After encapsula-
due to the thermal-expansion coefficient of sodium tion, the specimen will be irradiated in 1\([TR to 1%
alone. burnup at a clad temperature near 600°C.

5. IIydrogen Embrittlement in Irradiated Steels (A. D. RoSSIN)

a. INTRODUCTION The popular theories fall into two groups. The first
requires hydrogen to precipitate or leave the lattice

Hydrogen embrittlement is a phenomenon observed
under certain conditions in high-strength steels. The internally and form molecules. The kinetics are such

changes in mechanical properties due to the presence that tremendous internal pressures of hydrogen can

of hydrogen in steel have been studied extensively and build up in internal voids, cracks or collections of
lattice defects. These pressures, or surface interactionsreported in the literature. [A recent survey is available

from  DMIC. (115',] Perhaps the most insidious form of of hydrogen and the lattice cause crack growth. The
hydrogen embrittlement is delayed brittle failure. A other school is represented by Troiano and his co-

workers. (116)  This theory calls for hydrogen to diffusehigh-strength steel charged with a few parts per million
of hydrogen can fail in a few hours at room tempera- to regions of highest triaxial stress, where the lattice

ture under loads ranging down to one-third of the itself is most expanded. There it accumulates and

yield stress. As an example, aircraft landing gear lowers the cohesive strength of the lattice, allowing
made of very high-strength steels collapsed in a matter the crack to propagate.

of hours under load. The hydrogen had entered the Both theories agree that diffusion at room tempera-
steel when the parts were cadmium-plated to prevent ture is essential. At low temperatures hydrogen does

corrosion, and the cadmium coating helped retain hy- not diffuse fast enough and no delayed failure is ob-
served. At high temperatures the hydrogen diffusesdrogen in the metal.
out, and at cven higher temperatures the yield atress

b. THEORY of the steel drops. In some high strength alloys the
Hydrogen-induced delayed brittle failure is charac- effect would be that of a higher tempering tenipera-

terized by three stages: (1) incubation period, (2) ture, also reducing the yield stress.

relatively slow crack growth in tiny discrete jumps, Hydrogen embrittlement leads to delayed failure
and (3) rapid brittle fracture of the remaining metal. only in high-strength materials, such as steels with

The incubation period is required for the hydrogen yield stress between 100,000 and 300,000 psi (-70 to
to diffuse preferentially to regions of highest tensile 200 kgm/mm2). It appears that a very highly stressed
stress. Hydrogen concentrates just beyond the root of lattice without any gross evidence of plastic flow is a
a notch where stresses are highly triaxial. It lowers requisite.
the cohesive strength of the material to the point
where the crack proceeds, but then it arrests until a c.  SIGNIFICANCE FOR REACTOR SAFETY

new critical buildup is formed. Finally, the stressed Delayed failure, as described above, would certainly
area is reduced by this crack growth and the piece be disastrous if it occurred in a steel reactor pressure
fails the rest of the way in typical brittle fashion. vessel. In water-cooled reactors the source of hydrogen

(118) Elsea, A. R., and Fletcher, E. E., Hyd,·ogen-Inditced, (116) Troiano, A. R., The Role of Hydrogen and Other Int,
Delayed, Brittle Failures of High-Strength Steels, DMIC Re- stilials  in  the  Mechanical  Behavior  of  Metals,   Trans.   ASM  52,
port 196 (January  20,1964).                                                                                  54  (1960)
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.: present; however, several factors work against the since the cracked areas of the cladding were in low
likelihood of hydrogen embrittlement. First, the tem- flux regions. However, since examination of the clad-
perature is generally high enough for hydrogen to dif- ding near the core midplane is virtually impossible, it
fuse away readily, although depending on the source, would be advisable to know whether or not one Can
m,me hydrogen might build up. Carbon steel vessels safely say that tliere is no danger of hydrogen em-
today are clad with stainless steel to decrease corro- brittlement.
sioii, iso the hydrogen has a hard time getting to the
carbon steel. Second, the average stress levels are d. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
low. Codes require safety factors and designers are
generally conservative, though locally high stresses The most straightforward and sensitive test for
could exist. From a practical point of view, pressure hydrogen embrittlement in steel consists of a room-
vessel steels of today do not have high enough yield temperature stress-rupture test. A notched tensile
strength to sustain the elastic strains required for specimen is loaded in a lever-arm creep machine.
hydrogen embrittlement. Failure in a matter of hours at stresses of less than

Neutron irradiation decreases the ductility of steels half the yield stress is a clear indication of hydrogen
and increases their yield stress. Conceivably, a pres- embrittlement. Specimens of 212B and 4340 were ir-
sure vessel steel, not believed  subj ect to hydrogen em- radiated.

brittlement, could become hardened in service to the Heat-treatable 4340 is a steel that can be hardened
point where it would be susceptible. The experiment to very high strength levels. These specimens have
devised to study this possibility is now in progress and Rockwell C hardness of about 49 and yield strength
is described below. of about 170 kgm/nim2 (240,000 psi). It is known to

Actually the initial idea for the experiment involved suffer hydrogen embrittlement and much experimental
a special source of hydrogen. High-energy neutrons data is available on its behavior.
striking an iron-54 nucleus can dislodge a proton. The There is a possibility that the presence of irradia-
reaction is written:    Fe54 (n,p) Mn54,   with a neutron tion-produced defects may influence the diffusion of
energy threshold of 3 or 4 Mev. These protons are hy- hydrogen. They might serve as traps, capture the hy-
drogen nuclei and remain in the metal. In practice drogen and eliminate the embrittlement. While of no
these protons number far too few to be a serious interest to reactor applications, the 4340 may provide
pressure vessel problem. evidence that would help to evaluate certain theories

An attempt to devise an experiment in which these on the subject and the implications of these theories
protons provided the hydrogen source for embrittle- as they pertain to reactor materials.
ment proved in vain. Extremely high flux levels and a The purpose of this irradiation is to make the 212B
long irradiation would have been required. For fluxes brittle at room temperature, i.e., to raise the NDT
high enough, the radiation heating would cause very temperature to something substantially above 25°C,
high temperatures, and no cadmium plating could keep and to raise the yield strength. Then the stress-rupture
the hydrogen from diffusing away. The experiment tests will tell if the i]·radiation has significantly in-
chosen consists of irradiating the material and subse- creased its susceptibility to hydrogen induced brittle
quently charging it electrolytically with hydrogen, a delayed failure.
case more relevant to the reactor safety issue. Notch-tensile and shaped tensile specimens of pres-

During 1965 two power reactors were found to have sure vessel steel A212B and of hardened 4340 steel
faults in their stainless steel vessel cladding: were irradiated in CP-5. A stainless steel capsule with
EBWR(117) and Connecticut Yankee.(118) In each case NaK for a heat transfer bond was used. Flux monitor
the question of possible hydrogen embrittlement came wires of nickel, iron, and Al-Co were included along
up;  however, the unirradiated material  was  not sus- with three thermocouples.
ceptible, the opportunities for water contacting the The thermocouples disclosed that specimen tem-
carbon steel were limited, and the temperatures were peratures did not exceed 75°C during the irradiation.
fairly high during operation. The possibility of ir- Owing to a change in the CP-5 schedule, the reactor
radiation hardening being a factor was ruled out was ordered shut down when the capsule had received

only 40% of the requested exposure, but it appears to
(117) Balai, AT., Sutton, C. R., Wimitiic, E. A. ai,d Joiies, be sufficient.

:. F., Inspection, Evalitation and Operation of the EBWR Re-
The capsule was removed from the reactor inctor Vessel, ANL-7117  (Nov.  1965).

(118)  Evaluation   of    Yankee    Cladding    Pmetrations, WCAP- September and stored. It has not been opened, so the
2855,  (October 15, 1965). dosimeters have not been analyzed yet. Based on pre-
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vious work in this facility, (119) estimates of the ex- 2.26 x 1019RDU, which should result in an ND'-

posure can be made. The capsule was in the reactor for shift of 135°C. The 212B should be fully brittle at
1.31 x 106 kw-hrs. In terms of exposure units de- room temperature.
scribed in ANL-6826(120) the maximum exposure is

Testing equipment and facilities for charging speci-
(119) Rossin, A. D., and Armani, R. J., Fast Neutron Dosim- mens with hydrogen and analyzing for hydrogen by

eli·J fot· Radiation Damage Stitdies, Neutron Dosimetry, Vol · vacuum extraction have been built. A stress-rupture
II, p. 515, IAEA, Vienna (1963).

(120)  Rossin,  A.D. ,  Dosimetry for Radiation Damage Stitdies, machine will be placed in the hot cell, with the charg-
ANL-6826 (March 1964) ing apparatus, for tests on the radioactive samples.



F. DEVELOPMENT OF CORROSION-RESISTANT JACKETING AND
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

1. Mechanism-Related Studies Applied to Sodium CorrC,sion

a. CORROSION INHIBITION BY DISSOLVED lower half of piping are shown in section to reveal the
GETTERS IN LIQUID-SODIUM ENVIRON- circulation mechanism.
MENT (C. A. YOUNGDALL, S. GREENBERG, AND Furnace section A contains the sample section of
J. C. TEZAK) the loop  (left) and check valve section (right).  Sam-

ples of reactor materials under study may be distrib-
The deleterious effect on corrosion behavior of oxy- uted vertically on a holder extending down from the

gen, present as an impurity in sodium, is well known. upper closure. Section B contains the precipitate trap,
The prevailing methods of dealing with oxygen im- normally to be held at the same temperature as A.
purity involve hot- or cold-trapping techniques. An Section C contains the sodium vapor trap region and
alternative means, which employs an oxygen-gettering is to be operated at relatively low temperature. Sec-
metal dissolved in the sodium, is being investigated in tion D, to be operated at room temperature, contains
this program. two stainless steel bellows of about 2 liters volume

Such metals as lithium, calcium, and magnesium each, which are alternately deflected over a one-half
form relatively stable oxides a.nd possess a useful solu- inch (adjustable) stroke fifteen times per minute.
bility in sodium. Thus, these elements appear po- Loop piping material, including ball check valves, is
tentially useful as dissolved getter material. Experi- commercially pure nickel. This choice was based on
ence with calcium in sodium in the 500 to 650°C experience in static tests. Some dissolution of the
range, contacting previously corroded zirconium alloy nickel is expected and will be tolerated in the initial
samples, demonstrated the reducing power of such work. Static corrosion test exposure of commercially
solutions and was instrumental in leading to the pres- pure nickel to sodium containing lw/0 calcium getter
ent study. A subsequent review of the literature re- for 5.5 days at 680°C resulted in small average weight
vealed a limited amount of investigation jn this area. changes of the order of 0.1 mg/cmY and no serious

An isothermal sodium solution flow ]oop, shown (to effect on appearance. Resistance of nickel to air oxi-
approximate scale) in Figure 112, has been designed,

E-/constructed and successfully tested with water (at
room temperature) substituted for sodium. Now that El

the novel pumping method has been demonstrated, the
components necessary for high-temperature operation                 C
at·e being assembled to the basic loop structure.

Flow is considered essential to the study since con-                          1
centrations of impurities of interest, such as oxygen,
are expected to be so ]ow as to effect serious local de-
pletion of impurity at corrosion surfaces in the ab-
sence of flow. The ability to operate in an isothermal
manner (in the liquid phase) is also essential. The

A   : 3loop design provides for sodium pumping at a rate of                                      ,
up to 1.5 liter/minute in 1-inch schedule 40 pipe, yield-
ing a flow velocity of 4.5 cm/sec in an unrestricted                   1,·b              Dsection of the pipe. The total volume of liquid

(shown                          1gray in the figure) contained is
about 850 cc. The                 11pump consists of two, series, in-line ball check valves

operated at test temperature, with argon-filled void iwi „€

spaces above the liquid on either side. The
moderate                 B  '  'trgon presslires (near atmospheric pressure) are cycled 5        I -Z= =:G 4

\,J' Miy means of bel]ows (operated at room temperature)                                 u                  L..1
diiven by an electric motor through suitable mechani-

43490
cal linkage to effect liquid pumping. The furnaces and FIG. 112. Isothermal Sodium Flow Loop.

135
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dation has been observed to be satisfactory in the tem- v is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid, CIT12/sec

perature range of interest. While mechanical proper- w is the angular velocity of the disc, radians/sec.
ties appear poor at these temperatures, the requirement C,at is the equilibrium solubility of the solute in
for strength is moderate in this application. the liquid, gm/cm'.

The   advantages  of the design   are: (1) isothermal CB is the initial solute concentration of the liquid
operation is possible in the 650°C range; (2) limitation at time = 0, gm/cn,3.
of number of extraneous dissolved metals from the Icw,, is a constant of integration that is obtained
apparatus to essentially one  (Ni) ; (3) limitation of from the solution to the convective diffusion
quantity of impurities derived from cover gas, through equation and is a function of the reciprocal
continuous re-use  of  a  discrete  quantity  of  argon; (4) Schmidt number. Values of I (D/,1 are listed in
accommodations for varying flow rates, adding oxygen Table 52 for a number of values of D/v.
impurity at controlled rates and positions, and sam- Equation (1) is applicable to laminar flow, which for
pling the flowing  liquid;  and  (5) low vessel pressure a polished and dynamically balanced disc extends to
operation minimizes hazard. Reynolds numbers of the order of 105. The Reynolds

Upon completion of assembly of the furnaces and number for a disc of radius R is defined as R. = diz
instrument system, the apparatus is to be tested with The temperature dependence of the maximum dis-
sodium at 650°C Subsequently, it will be used to study solution flux can be obtained by inserting the following
the effect on the corrosion of reactor materials of expressions for the temperature dependence of D, v,
various dissolved getters under conditions of known and  C,  t  into  equation  (1).
and controlled impurity concentration and rate of

C -QD)input. In addition, the over-all technology of gettered D  -  Do exp  VET  /                                 (2)
systems will be studied to assist in evaluating applica-
bility to reactor systems. , =  mexp /tgA                          (3)
b. CORROSION MECHANISMS IN REFRACTORY (RT)

METAL-LIQUID-METAL SYSTEMS (T. F. (-AH»oln.)
KASSNER AND D. L. RINK) C.at = Co exp    RT  yl         (4)

The general objectives of this program were out- The result is given below for the case where the initial
lined  in the Annual Report  for 1964 (ANL-7000). solute concentration of the liquid,  CB, is zero :
Preliminary results obtained in an investigation of
the dissolution kinetics of 304 SS in the bismuth-tin .7- = 0.554 Iit/,) D:/8 4.1/6 Wl/2
eutectic alloy were also included. This work has since /   4QD + Q, + 6aHsoln.

'   (5)

been   completed   and the report   has been issued. (121) .exp (- BRT
This report includes the theoretical basis for this ex-
perimental program. From  equation  (5),  the temperature dependence  of  the

The convective diffusion model for mass transport maximum dissolution flux, QJ™ , is related to the overall
to or away frorn a rotating disc sample set forth by heat of solution of the solute in the liquid, AH»oin ,
Levich(122) has been extended to include the range of and   the activation energies for solute diffusion,  QD,
Schmidt numbers, (v/D), between 4 and 1000. Schmidt and viscosity, Q.,  by the relation:
numbers less than 1000 are encountered in liquid
metal systems at high temperatures. The expression Q L.-   1(4QD  +  Q.  + GAHaoin.)       (6)
for the maximum mass flux from a disc sample under-
going dissolution in a large volume of liquid can be The investigation of the dissolution kinetics of ta,ntalum
written as in liquid tin proposed in the Annual Report for 1964

J™ = 0.554 IG;') 1)214-1/60,1/2 (Ciat - CB)     (1)
as a further test of the applicability of equations (1)
and (6) is in progress. The results to date are

discussed          Iwhere: below.
D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the

liquid, cm2/sec. Experimental Procedure

(121)  Kassner,  T.  F., A Convective Dibision  Stitdv  of the Dis- A schematic diagram of the apparatus in which the
solittion Kinetics of 304 Stainless Steel in the Bismuth-Tin dissolution runs are made is shown in Figure 113. Th
Elitectic Alloy, ANL-6985  (Nov.  1965). tantalum disc, 5.08 cm in diameter and 0.114 cm thicl

(122)  Levich,  V.  G. ,  Physiochenzical Hl/di·odynamics,  P.  60-72,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962 (2nd is lowered into the tin reservoir and rotated at a

ed.).
constant angular velocity. Samples of the liquid are
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btained at desired time intervals with Vycor sam- A - HEAT SHIELDS
8 - SAMPLE TUBE

pling tubes. C -  ROTARY PUSH PULL SEAL

The tin samples are analyzed for tantalum by the 0 - THERMOCOUPLE F HELIUM FLUSH   I
E - BALL VALVE

following method of neutron activation. The samples F -  VACUUM SEAL (WILSON) VACUUM
G -  VYCOR CRUCIBLE

are removed from tlic Vycor sampling tubes, weighed H - FIVE ELEMENT FURNACE

and encapsulated in polyethylene tubing. Samples of I - 0-RING FLANGE
J - FIRE BRICK                 VAR. SPEED MOTOR

pure tin of similar size are also weighed and sealed in
.

: I  :N:RLECOOLING COILS    polyethylene tubes. Tantalum standards were pre- El I  I
pared by dissolving an accurately tared tantalum wire                                     I
in  a measured volume  of  50: 50 HF-HNO   acid solu- R  R
tion. One ml quantities of the standard solution are VACUUM a FLUSH A-U 1-1-

IEJ--3-»*-

38 "TABLE 52.
VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL /(D/.) FOR A RANGE OF                                H      :  I| 11 III-- SCHMIDT NUMBERS BETWEEN 4 AND 1000 . -1-   -i P.

(Schmidt No.)-1 Integration Limit Value of the integral

U)/4 1.9944 (v/D)0 I<Din --b
0 W 0.8934

0.001 19.944 0.9209

0.002 15.830 0.9286

0.003 13.828 0.9341

0.004 12.564 0.9305
. 9-

O.OQ5 11.663 0.9424

J3,
0.006 10.967 0.9457

0.007 10.426 0.9487 =-»=31--SI
1 1       Ill J lu-  1

0.008 9.972 0.9515
43488

0.009 9.588 0.9541
FIG. 113. Schematic Diagram of the Dissolution Apparatus.

0.010 9.257 0.9564

0.020 7.347 0.9747 quantitatively transferred to polyethylene capsules

and the capsules sealed.
0.030 6.419 0.9877 Groups of 8 Ta-Sn samples, 2 pure tin samples and
0.040 5.832 0.9981 4 tantalum standards are irradiated in the Juggernaut

0.050 5.414 1.0068
Reactor at a thermal flux of 1.6 x 1011 neutrons/cmz-

0.060 5.094 1.0143 sec for four hours. A counting system incorporating a
10 x 10 cm well type scintillation detector and a pulse

0.070 4.839 1.0209 height analyzer (PHA) is used to determine the sample
0.080 4.629 1.0268 and standard activities in the energy regions of the
0.090 4.450 1.0321 1.121, 1.188, and 1.223 mev Ta-172 peaks. Major in-
0.100

'

4.297 1.0368 terference by the 9.4-day half-life Sn-125 peak at

1.07  mev is eliminated  with  the PHA; however,  the
0.110 4.162 1.0412 activity of the Ta-Sn samples is corrected for tin ac-
0.120 4.043 1.0451 tivity by using information obtained from the tin

0.130 3.937 1.0488
standards.

0.140 3.841 1.0521
Results

0.150 3.754 1.0552
Representative concentration-versus-time plots are0.160 3.674 1.0580

shown in Figure 114 for two of the runs. The initial
0.180 3.532 1.0631 slope of each curve is used along with the area of the
0.200 3.410 1.0675 disc sample and the weight of the tin reservoir to ob-

tain values for the maximum (initial) dissolution flux.
0.250 3.166 1.0762 The saturation concentration of tantalum in liquid
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FIG. 114.  Concentration versus Time Plots for the Dissolu-                           5-                                                                    -
tion of a 5.08 cm Diameter Disc in Liquid Tin. o l i l l i l l 1 ,1    1
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1 1                                                                   1 FIG. 116. The Effect of Slight Oxygen Contadiinatioti of

300 the I-Ielium Cover Gas on the Dissolution of Tantalum in
e DATA FROM DISSOLUTION RUNS Liquid Tin.

200 - 0 DATA FROM SOLUBILITY RUN

Figure 116 is representative of the type of curve
100 obtained when trace amounts of air or water vapor
70- 0 are introduced into the helium gas cover during the
50 - sampling procedure. When the system is allowed to

Cw    30                      0 equilibrate overnight, during which time no additional
V                                                       contaminants are admitted to the system, the system
,2      20 -                           O finally attains saturation. The tantalum disc at the
I                                                    conclusion of a run in which contamination occurred8

10 -                                                                     - was found to have decreased uniformly in thickness

7.(- F -5.0--
-1 and the weight loss was many times that required to

saturate the isothermal reservoir.
3.0- The curve in Figure 116 can be explained on the
2.0- basis that oxygen prevents the system from reaching

saturation, with respect to tantalum, by oxidizing the
1.0- tantalum at the liquid-gas interface and thus effec-
0.7- tively removing it from solution. The dissolution proc-
0.5 l i l l I I- ess at the tantalum disc-liquid interface proceeds at a

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2             1.3 rate that is related to the difference between the
1000/T, °K-'

43486
saturation concentration and the steady state concen-

FIG. 115. Temperature Dependence of the Solubility of tration of tantalum in the tin reservoir. The latter
Tantalum in Liquid Tin. quantity is determined by the rate of dissolution of

the disc and the rate of removal by oxidation of tanta-
tin obtained from the dissolution curves (defined as lum from the system.
concentration values at times greater than 4 hours) X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from sample
are plotted in Figure 115 along with values obtained of the tin melt at the conclusion of the run indicatect
from a solubility run in which equilibration periods that 8 large amount of Ta205 was present along with
from 48 to 100 hours were used. tantalum.
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Figure 117 illustrates the temperature dependence RPM

of the dissolution flux at a rotational speed of 10.0         2      5 10 40 100 150180
11 1 11

(Re - 5  x  103). The break in the curve is indicative 16B_
of a transition from surface-reaction control to liquid-

7                                                                        1000°C
diffusion control of tlie disbulution procoss as t.lie 1,<1117-

5
pe.,·ature is increased.                                  0

Figure 118 shows the velocity dependence of the    7 3
dissolution flux at 1000°C. These data cover the region        EO 2
of laminar flow and correspond to Reynolds numbers -, 0-0--I------i-0-50
from 103 to 105. The velocity dependence of the dis- -%
solution  flux at 1000°C is  less than that predicted  by           5  166 3.-w

E 1
the model for 8 purely liquid diffusion r.nnt,rolled dis-         ' -
solution process. 5-

A quantitative comparison of these results with the
3

convective diffusion model will not be made at this
time. The value of the heat of solution of tantalum in 20.2 0.3   0.5 0.7 1.0 20 3.0 5.0 7.0 10 20 30

1 1 1 1

liquid tin from Fig. 115 and the temperature depend- W, RADIANS/SEC
ence of the dissolution flux, Q,in ' from Fig. 117 may 43487

change somewhat upon completion of several more FIG. 118. The Effect of Rotational Speed of the Disc on the
runs. More important, however, is the fact that the Maximum Dissolutio,2 Flux of Tantalum at 1000°C.

measurements of the self-diffusion coefficient of Ta-
182 in liquid tin are not yet completed. Diffusion meas- agreement with the work of Careri(128) and Ma(124)
urements of Sn-113 in liquid tin to check out the for the temperature range 250 to 800°C.

diffusion cell have been made and the results are in In view of the promising results obtained using this
approach, recent work has been directed toward the
application of these methods to the investigation of

T °C x 10-2 corrosion processes in alkali-metal systems. In this
12 11 10   9    8     7 case,the transport of a reacting specie, e.g. oxygen,l i l l I   1

5- to the disc as well as the transport of corrosion prod-

3-  \0
10.0 RPM ucts away from the disc, is of interest. An apparatus

2 -   sodium purification still and hot-gettering system to
is under design for use in sodium corrosion studies. A

00                                           be used in that work is presently being assembled.

I04              c. POLARIZATION STUDIES IN LIQUID-METAL2   7            0                           ENVIRONMENT (C. A. YOUNGDAHL, S. GREEN-CO

' 5--                                                      BERG AND J. C. TEZAK)E

9     3-                     o Polarization studies in the oxygenated sodium en-I.

: 2- vironment are being pursued to demonstrate effects»
of polarizing current on corrosion and to gain informa-E 

10-7 tion relevant to the corrosion process. Initial results
7 were given in the Annual Report for 1963 (ANL-
5- 6868) and apparatus and advanced findings were de-

scribed  in the Annual Report  for 1964 (ANL-7000).
3 Subsequent efforts to refine technique are described
2- in the following.

Difficulties noted previously related to (a) the oc-
-8io                                               currence of localized partial short-circuits in the cor-0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 1.05 rosion surface films on zirconium, particularly at the

1000/T, °K sites of visible, apparently bare spots  on the surface;
-1

3492 (123) Careri, 0., Paloetti, A., and Viceiitine, M., Nuovo
FIG. 117. The Temperature Dependence of the Maximum Cimento, Series X, 10, 1088-99  (1958).

Dissolutioti Flux of Tantalum into Liquid Tiii at a Rotational (124) Ma, C. H., and Swalin, R. A., J. Chem. Phys. 36, 3014-
Speed of 10.0 rpm (Reynolds No. -5  X  102) 18 (1962).
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(b) the possibility of shorting by essentially oxygen- The data show (1) that the hydrogen extractioi.
free sodium condensate on the sample electrode shank rate was lower (implying less hydrogen in the sodium)
near the sodium liquid livel;  and (c) excessive scatter when spot-free films were produced;   (2) that extrac-
in corrosion data. Methods used to deal with these tion for extended times decreased the concentration in
problems will be discussed first. Corrosion and EMF the sodium, in one instance to a level at which a
data, from spot-free electrodes will then be presented. spot-free zirconiuni surface was developed;  and   (3)
A supporting investigation into zirconium corrosion that weight gains were not clearly related to the pres-
film stripping will also be described. ence or absence of spots.

Study has continued of the occurrence of relatively These data, as well as considerable subsequent ex-
bare spot areas on zirconiuni surfaces otherwise black- perience, show the efficacy of glovebox loading in al-
ened by exposure to oxygenated sodium at 540°C for ways producing a spot-free surface at 540°C in over-
20 hours. Spot diameters ranged up to VS-inch, and night (-22 hours) runs. The surface appearance of
a dozen or more spots might be seen located randomly spot-free samples suggested the existence of film spots
over the corroded surface. at an earlier stage of the reaction prior to the time of

A series of exposures to investigate the phenomenon removal. Further, an overnight exposure of a fresh
is summarized in Table 53. The same unalloyed zir- sample at 400°C in presumably "dry" sodium resulted
conium sample (unpolarized) was employed through- in a spotled corrosion surface. Apparently, the im-
out, being refinished to 8 bare surface condition prior provement of sodium purity tends to speed the arrival
to each run. A thin-wall nickel tubing probe waR sub- of a stage at wliich spots are no longer evident.
stituted for the sample to monitor hydrogen content The association of spotting with hydrogen or other
of the sodium. Gas was drawn through the walls of the sodium-moisture reaction product, rather than with
probe at 650°C into a vacuum-extraction analysis another atmospheric component, is offered as 8 reason-
apparatus and identified as hydrogen by means of a able assumption. The correlation of spotting with
palladium value in the latter apparatus. hydrogen content is not independent of the loading

technique; however,  the one instance (experiment  3)
TABLE 53. INVESTIGATION oF CORROSION FILM SPOT in which extraction resulted in the production of a

PHENOMENON ON ZIRCONIUM** IN SODIUM spot-free sample film adds support to the suggestion.
Hy-

An additional speculation is that an impurity product
Sodium

15. '  Ap-  1 may be present as soft agglomerates in the sodium,
(Highly Oxygenated)

Surface

Handling and tion 540'C mg< pearance tionPrepara- giving rise to the spotted character of the effect.
Treatment cm, Rate at The possibility of intertilittent cell shorting by rela-

650°C* tively oxygen-free sodium condensate at the liquid-
vapor interface region of zirconium electrode samples1) Loaded  without   Ground 22 0.76      Spots               -

glovebox has been noted. Such shorting may interfere with po-
2)  New loading with- Etched    16 0.25 Spots - larization studies and may contribute to the nonuni-

out glove-box form behavior of unpolarized sa.mples by promoting
3)  Sodium of (2). At- Ground 23 0 4 No Vcry selt-polarization, given the thermal gradient which

tempted hydrogen Spots low exists in the sodium.extraction.
4) Loaded without    "    21 0.52 Spots - Vapor condensation on the electrode was reduced by

glovebox means of a local heater on the electrode in the vapor-
5)  New loading with-       "         19 0.43 Spots 20 phase region, the heater maintaining a shank tempera-

out glovebox; at- ture somewhat higher than that of the surrounding
tenipted  extrac- vapor. An additional measure employed was pre-tion of hydrogen oxidation of the electrode shank surface to electricallyovernight.

6)   Sodium     of     (5) i             "             20.5 0.3 8 Spots 10.8 insulate the shank area prior to polarization. However,
extraction of H the insulating (at room temperature) property of the
Over weekend. pre-oxidized area was not retained in the vapor region

7) Glovebox loading       "       21      0.40 No 4.3 within about one centimeter of the sodium surface,Spots
8) Repeat of (7) " 15.5 0.34 No 5.3 although it was retained above and below this region.

Spots The phenomenon was consistently reproduced, with or
without the local heater, in overnight exposures at :* Rate index nearly equal to micron-liters per minute into central sodium temperature of 540°C..02 torr sink.

In the cylindrical cell apparatus, the electrodes ex-** %" dia. rod having hemispherical tip, surface refinished
to 400 grit for each run. tend from the central melt region upwardly through



F. Devetopinent of Corrosion-Resistant Jacketing and Structural Aiaterial.f 1110 the melt surface, into a volume containing sodium (3 inches) from the tip.was then considered suitable
vapor and argon cover gas and then through insulated for further test, leaving an additional 1.9 cm (0.75 in.)
seals to the cell exterior. A temperature gradient typi- of oxidized surface for insulation above the sodium
cally exists along an electrode except in the central surface.

sodium, the sodium surface being near 520°C. Electrodes iliusly prepared were employed in ex-
Lowering of film resistance near the liquid surface ploratory polarization experiments at 400°C in oxy-

was thought to  be  due to  one or more  of the following: genated sodium prepared as described above. All vol-
(a)  a  cover gas impurity, such as moisture;  (b)  a so- tages greater than 100 mV were obtained with 10
dium condensate effect;  or (c) partial dissolution of InA/cn,2 of anodic current applied, although the vol-
film by the zirconium. Cold trapping the argon cover tage values were not reproducible from sample to
gas supply line to remove moisture did not eliminate sample. One sample displayed 0.25 volts at the be-
the effect, nor did the deliberate production of an oxide ginning  of  such  a  test; the value decayed  to  100  mV
crust on the mclt surface, lu inhibit vaporization of gradually overnight. After removal, washing and dry-
sodium. However, holding an oxidized electrode in ing, only 20 niV was developed at the beginning of a
vacuum environment at 520°C overnight produced a subsequent exposure. The voltage level varied gradu-
similar lowering of film resistance over the entire ally between 10 and 60 mV during a week's test.
length of the sample. Thus, it appears dissolution of Weight change and surface capacitance behavior
film by zirconium may produce the surface resistance was more uniform. A group of five electrodes exposed
lowering effect without substantial change in film together to 580° (central) sodium for 22 hours gained
appearance, due perhaps to uneven thickness of the 0.55 Ing/cin2 + 8%. Little or no weight change oc-
original film. The effect would be expected to be less curred in subsequent 400°C exposures of up to one
or completely absent further from the melt due to week, the variations being less than 20 Fgm/cm2 which
lower temperature and completely absent in the melt is in the range of variation due to handling and weigh-
because of readily available oxygen for maintenance ing error. The lack of significant weight change at
of the film. In trials at a central sodium temperature 400°C was true of two anodically polarized samples as
of 400°C, tlie effect was absent during the 1 to 8 day well as of the other unpolarized samples. Surface
test durations employed, supporting the ideas concern- capacitance measurements by a method described in
ing effect of temperature. the Annual Report for 1964 (ANL-7000) yielded val-

In view of the preceding findings, test procedures ues of 35 + 13 mitfd for the 11.4 cm2 reference area
and conditions were modified. Cell loading was per- for these samples following the exposures noted. No
formed in glovebox helium dried to 1-2 ppm of water effect of polarization on capacitance of the order ap-
(<1 ppm oxygen), in which the sodium retained a parent earlier in tests at 540°C was observed in the
bright, metallic surface appearance during the several 400°C tests. An electrode prepared separately from the
minutes* loading period. Vacuum-desiccated sodium foregoing group developed a capacitance of 60 mpfd
peroxide was employed  (145 gm. Na and 4 gm. Na202)· for the reference area after 17.5 hours at 580°C, a
Preliminary heating to 540°C for 16 to 20 hours was capacitance value obtained successfully without the
performed to produce the Na-Na20 solution desired. boric acid anodizing step normally employed prior to
(Since the partial decomposition of peroxide is a physi- capacitance measurement. These weight-gain and ca-
cally active process, the electrode was not introduced pacitance values are consistent with findings given in
until after this step. A cover elamp has been added to the previous report (ANL-7000) and tend to support
the apparatus illustrated in ANL-7000 for reasons of the validity of data therein for unpolarized samples.
safety.) During all steps external to the glovebox, a The evident lack of both corrosion and polarization ef-
stagnant argon cover gas dried initially to 4 ppm feet at 400°C (after initial corrosion at higher temper-
moisture content was maintained. Introduction of the ature) indicated the temperature or procedure to be
test electrode was then accomplished, again in the unsuitable.
glovebox. A 9.6 cm (3.75 in.) electrode immersion In a separate, supporting investigation, solutions of
depth was used in an overnight exposure at 580°C to calcium in sodium were employed in an attempt to
form a film suitable for subsequent polarization study. reniove zirconium oxide corrosion films from samples
The filmed electrode was then cooled and removed into by chemical reduction. Initial effort produced the
air, washed immediately with distilled water, and result shown in Fig. 119. The reduced layer on the

 vacuum dried. The area extending back 7.6 centimeters outer surface is readily apparent.  The  Zr-ltv/0(311-
110/oFe sample had been pre-oxidized in steam at* In several trials it has been proved possible, in this glove- 650°C to form the relatively thick corrosion filmbox, to maintain the bright metallic appearance on freshly

cut sodium for periods of about 20 minutes. shown. The sample was then exposed to 94w/0 so-
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FIG. 119. Zr-lw/oCu-lw/oFe Pre-corroded in Steam at 650'C, then Exposed to 9410/oNa-Gw/oCa for 20 Hours at 600°C.

dium-Bu·/0 calcium solution for 20 hours at 600°C, etching. It appears that in the case of thin films, the
resulting in the metallic layer evident on the outer reduced metallic layer becomes integral with the base
surface of the corrosion film. The layer was electri- metal (there is no intermediate oxide layer as in the
cally conductive and very hard, implying a high re- sample shown in Fig. 119) and the etching process
sidual oxygen content. The outer layer was readily cannot readily distinguish between reduced film and
etehed away. The results were readily reproduced in base metal, i.e., there is no well-defined end point.
several experiments in the range of 600°C. The tech- The process discussed above way be useful in the
niques thus may be useful for quantitative measure- liiallufacturc of field omission rgthndes, fie.ld effect
ments in those cases where thick films are produced. transistors, or other metal-oxide-metal layer struc-
(Reduction and reduced film removal-by etching- tures, perhaps with anodized films.
are repeated until tlie etching process fails to display Continuation of polarization experiments is antici-
an end point after brief exposure.) pated, employing weight gain and capacitance data

The technique was also applied to zirconium elec- as indices of the effects. A set of suitable conditions
trodes that had been corroded at 540°C in oxygenated permitting substantial corrosion and better mainte-
sodium. The corrosion film was reduced, but no useful nance of film polarization potential and reproduci-
weight change data were produced by subsequent bility is being pursued.
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2. Lithium-Corrosion Studies at Elevated Temperatures
(JAMES Y. N. PMANG AND EMALTER D. NICFALL)

a. INTRODUCTION Sufficiently accurate data on the free energies of
formation of these nitrides are not available. Standard

The study of the high-temperature corrosion behav- free energies of reactions of tantalum and molybdenum
ior of refractory metals in lithium has continued. The with lithium nitride calculated from standard free
first obj ective  o f this program  is to study the variables energies of formation indicated -14.9 kcal per g-atom
that affect the corrosion process and thereby gain in- of nitrogen for TaN and +27.0 kcal per g-atom of ni-
sight into protection possibilities. trogen for M02N. The driving forces for these two

During the past year, efforts were initiated in the reactions are thus opposite in direction. In view of the
study of effects of nitrogen and oxygen contamination results of the nitrogen analyses given above, it is ap-
in lithium, the evaluation of corrosion resistance of parent that tantaluin was effective in gettering nitro-
molybdenum, tantalum and their alloys at 1200°C, gen from lithium, whereas lithium gettered nitrogen
and the study of corrosion inhibitors. Since high tem- from molybdenum. The highly selective attack on
perature and high vacuum are necessary to this work, tantalum makes it reasonable to believe that concen-
much effort was devoted to the construction of two trated interstitial compounds, such as nitrodes, may
vacuum furnaces for medium- (to 1250°C) and high- be present in the area of attack. Nitrogen concentra-
temperature (to 2500°C) studies. The former is now tions in lithium of 175 ppm had no apparent effect on
in operation and the latter is in the final stages of ac- the corrosion of molybdenum at 1200°C.
ceptance testing. The deleterious effect of oxygen in lithium is also
b. THE EFFECT OF NITROGEN AND OXYGEN well known. There is considerable scatter in the data

CONTAMINATION IN LITHIUM since a reliable method for determination of oxygen
has not yet been established.

In lithium corrosion, it is known that both nitrogen An attempt to analyze lithium for oxygen with one
and oxygen are of importance. The solubility of nitro- of the techniques used for the determination of oxygen
gen in lithium at 250 and 300°C has been reported to in sodium is in progress. The method involves the dis-
be 1290 and 1830 ppm respectively.(125) No inforina- tillation of lithium under vacuum, solution of the
tion is available at higher temperatures. A considera-

residue, and titration against standard acid. A higher
ble decrease in the ductility of steel exposed to lithium distillation temperature is required for lithium than
has been correlated with the presence of lithium ni- for sodium. The nickel crucible used for sodium analy-tride in lithium. It has also been reported that the sis has been replaced by one made from Armeo iron.
solubility of molybdenum in liquid lithium is highly In order to protect the quartz portion of the vacuum
dependent upon the concentration of nitrogen between

apparatus, a molybdenum-covered quartz liner has
650 and 930°C.(126) The corrosive effect of nitride in been added. These modifications have been completed,lithium on molybdenum and other refractory metals

and exploration of this analytical technique is now inat temperatures of interest in this program has not yet
been established. progress.

Nitrogen analyses are satisfactorily carried outRecent work on the lithium corrosion of tantalum
and molybdenum capsules at 1200°C for periods of 8

using the methods described in the Annual Report for
1964  (ANL-7000).to 9 days indicated an increase in nitrogen content of

the lithium in contact with molybdenum from 40 to e. CORROSION OF MOLYBDENUM, TANTALUM,
175 ppm. However, there was a decrease in the concen- ANID THEIR ALLOYS AT 1200°C
tration of nitrogen in the lithium to 5 ppm (from the As indicated in the 1964 Annual Report (ANL-
same initial 40 ppm level) after test in tantalum cap- 7000), high-purity arc-melted lI101ybdenum showed
sules. The mode of corrosion attack on the tantalum high resistance to lithium at 1000°C. However, bothwas both intergranular and transgranular. Surface powder-metallurgy and arc-melted tantalum were sus-
pits developed at evidently sensitive locations. There ceptible to transgranular attack in liquid lithium.
was only very slight solution attack of the molybde- Arc-inelted molybdenum and tantalum have been
num. tested in lithium* at 1200°C in the newly built hori-

        (125)  Hoffman,   E.   E. ,   Corrosion   of  Materials   by   Lithium at * In these tests, high-purity lithium supplied by Foote
v Elevated Temperatures, ORNL-2924  (Oct. 1960). Mineral Company was used. We have determined that this

(126)  Levenworth,  H.  W., and Cleary,  R.  E.,  The Solubility lithium contains about 40 ppm nitrogen (by proceditre de-
of Ni, Cr, Fe, Ti and Afo in Liquid Lithium, Acta Metallurgica scribed ill ANL-7000) and the supplier states the oxygen con-
9, 519-20 (1961). centration is 50-100 ppm.
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FIG. 120. Corrosioii Behavior of Tantalum Exposed to Lithium With and Without Thorium Additive at 1200°C.

zontal furnace. This furnace is capable of operation level. No weight change or other evidence of attack
either as a high vacuum device or under a positive was observed on the molybdenum insert specimen.
pressure of about 38 torr of inert gas. After 4.2 days In additional tests, refractory alloy coupon speci-
of exposure in vacuum, there was no evidence of ex- mens were contained in unalloyed capsules of their
ternal oxidation of the capsules. This showed that the respective base materials. The sealed capsules were
furnace vacuum was acceptable. tested in the horizontal furnace under a positive helium

The tantalum capsule interior suffered both inter- pressure of about 38 torr. Four alloys, including Mo-
and transgranular attack to a niaxinium depth of 120 3OW, Mo-0.5Ti, Mo-0.5Ti-0.08Zr and Ta-8.5w/oW-
microns. Attack was least severe above the liquid 2.5ze/oHf have been tested at 1200° + 15°C. The
level. An insert tantalum specimen included for weight periods of exposure were between 8.5 and 8.7 days.
determination showed a weight increase of 38 mg/ Initial results showed that the Mo-3OW alloy ex-
01112. perienced no attack and no change in basic micro·

A molybdenum capsule exhibited superficial corro- structure. There was no measurable weight change
sion attack by lithium in the liquid region. However, The Mo-0.5Ti was partially recrystallized, whereas
there was no evidence of corrosion above the liquid Mo-0.5Ti-0.08Zr exhibited no apparent change in
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-licrostructure. No evidence of corrosion was detected some mctallic additives in a liquid metal en-
on either material. There was no corrosion of the vironment can alter the aggressiveness of the
molybdenum capsules along the interior walls. How- liquid by formation of diffusion barriers of
ever, a slight intergranular attack was detected on the inter-metallic compounds and/or solid solu-
botiotii of ilie interior surfaces. tions. The mechanism of this phenomenon is

The Ta-8.5W-2.5Hf alloy also suffered no visible not yet clear; however, its practical importance
corrosion attack. Some fabrication (rolling) effects in power-reactor design is widely recognized.
were still apparent after exposure, but there was evi- Information is not available on the inhibition of
dence of the initiation of recrystallization. There was lithium corrosion at elevated temperatures. An at-
no significant weight changes for the alloy specimens. tempt was made to study the effect of a metallic addi-
Corrosion penetration was found to be rather severe at tive in the lithium-ta,nta.lum system. The test was con-
the bottom interior surface of the tantalum capsule. ducted in a manner similar to that described above
Detailed studies of these and other alloys at higher except that a small amount of thorium (0.4a/o) Was
temperatures will be made as soon as the necessary introduced to the system. (An independent test had

equipment is ready for service. shown thorium has appreciable solubility in lithium at
the temperature of interest.) The standard free energy

d. CORROSION INHIBITION of reaction of thorium with lithium oxide, calculated
A liquid metal inhibitor may be considered as a from standard free energy of formation data, indi-

metallic additive which exerts a strong influence in cated the possibility of the reduction of lithium oxide
teducing corrosion and mass transfer effects. Two by thorium. After 8.7 days of exposure at 1200°C, it
mechanisms of corrosion inhibition have been con- was shown that the corrosion of tantalum by thorium
sidered: containing lithium Was greatly accelerated as com-

(1) A scavenging agent may be considered as a pared with pure lithium. Results of the exposure are
liquid metal inhibitor by virtue of its ability to shown in Fig. 120. No thorium was observed on the
remove undesirable impurities from effective surface of the tantalum insert sample. Further tests
solution in the liquid and to thereby reduce the with other metallic additives are now in progress.
corrosiveness of the environment.

(2) It has been repeatedly observed(127,128) that Metal Reactions i,1 Bistludh and Sodi,im, Lict. Met. and Solidi-
fication. A.S.M.  (1958).

(128) Wang, J. Y. N., Elfect of Metallic Additives on Mei·citi·V
(127) Weeks, J. R. and Gurinsky, D. H., Solid Metal-Liquid CO„'Osion  of Titaniitin, Corrosion  21(2),  57-61   (1965)

3. Aqueous (Including Steam) Corrosion

a. ALUMINUM ALLOYS FOR HIGH-TEMPERA- c. CORROSION OF STAINLESS STEELS AND
TURE WATER SERVICE (W. E. RuTHER) NICKEL-BASE ALLOYS IN SUPERHEATED

No experimental work was done on this program STEAM (W. E. RuTHER, R. R. SCHLUETER, R. H.

(which is considered completed) during 1965. An in-
LEE AND D. J. DORMAN)

vited paper (120) was published. No experimental work was done on this program
b. ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS FOR USE IN SUPER- during 1965. A topical paper(132) was submitted to

HEATED STEAM (C. A. YOUNGDAHL, S. GREEN- Corrosion, terminating the program.
BERG AND J. C. TEZAK) Iron  and  Copper  or  Nickel,  Corrosion 21(4), 113-124 (April,

1965). (This is the paper listed as submitted to Cori·oaio,I i„
No experimental work was done on this program the 1964 Annual Repoi·t.)

(which is considered complete) during 1965. The work (131) Greenberg, S. and   Yo,ingdahl,   C.   A. ,  Development  of
is summarized in two publications. Zirconfum Alloys for Use i'n S,Lperheated Steam, ANL-6714(130,131)

(to be published, 1966).  (This i·eport was listed for publication
(129) Draley, J. E., Ruther, W. E. ,   aiid  Greenberg,   S. ,   Cor-                 in   1965   i i i   the   1964 Annual Report ; however, there   were   l I n-

·osion   Experimces    With   A Illmimt„i   Powel·   Products,    Int. J. avoidable delays.)
Powder Met. 1(No. 2), 28-41, (1965). (132) Ruther, W. E., Schlueter, R. R., Lee, R. H., and Trait,

(130)  Greenberg,  S. and Youngdahl, C. A., Superheated Steam R. K., Co,·,·osion Behavior of Steels and Nickel A.Zloys in Super-
Col'l·Osion    of   Zirconium   Alloys    Containing   Small   Amounis of heated Steam,  (Submitted to Corrosion, October, 1965).



G. DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE JACKET MATERIALS

1. Properties of Refractory Metals and Alloys
a. UNIAXIAL CREEP IN TUNGSTEN (E. R. GIL- pressed-sintered and wrought-recrystallized tungsten

BERT, J. E. FLINN AND F. L. YAGGEE) sheet. Prior to testing all specimens were given an
Fuel-cladding materials combining good conipati- anneal at 2000°C for one hour. The tests covered a

bility and high-temperature creep properties must be temperature range of 1200°C to 2000'C, which filled
considered for operating temperatures appreciably a  gap  where very little  work  had been reported.  The
above 650°C in small, special purpose reactors. These results of the investigation consisted primarily of
include W-Re and W-Re-1\([o alloys, both of which evaluating the stress and temperature dependence of
represent a compromise in nuclear properties to obtain the minimum (steady state) creep rate, 4 . The effect
greater high-temperature creep strength, but the creep of temperature on 5, is shown in Figure 121 where S,
of unalloyed tungsten will be reported first. is plotted on a logarithmic scale versus reciprocal

Steady-state creep studies have been conducted on temperature. Also shown in Figure 121 are the data of
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1 0-3-     1            1 1 11 1'1'1 1 1'1 3 FROM CREEP DATA
TABLE 55. ACTIVATION VOLUME CALCULATED

-                                                                     -           Region of Activation Volume, b3 Data Used

_                             
             Creep

0                                                              /                                                       6  X  102  -1.1  X 103 G reen
10-4 __

z                                                                                                      /                                     1                   9.9  X  102  -2.8  X
103 CE-NMPO

2.3 X 102 - 9.1 X 102 King & Sell
0 0/     1 -1

-            00                                                                          /                                                    2                   1.3  X  102  -2.2  X
102 ANL

- 00 6 1 - 8.5  X  101  -  2.0  X 102 King & Sell
1

'O.5  7  0        -000 0»                 f.           11               1                K                     3                              67
»10. Pugh

-  S S 1 1 01 -
8  X  101  -  1.1  X lu: King & Bell

Z
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FIG. 122. Log Steady-State Strain Rate vs. Log Stress for
ANL Data iii Region 2.

TABLE 54.  STRUCTURE FACTORS, S, AND STRESS FUNCTIONS, f(a), FOR '1'1:[E STEADY STATE CREEP OF TUNGSTEN

Region S(a) fc"  (a, kg-mm-2) Type of Material Reference

1                -5 X 107 0.9 Press & sintered Green
(b)

Q.(') = 170 K cal mole-1                        -                   as.0 Press & sintered King & Sell
= 1   X 1011 94.3 Vacuum arc nielted GE-NMPO

2 =8 97.0 Press   & sintered ANL

Q. = 105 K cal mole-1 0·7
(b) Press   & si ntered King & Sell

/4.0 Vacuum arc melted CE-NMPO

3

Q. = 83 K cal mole-1 - 3   X 102 e O·67(r Press & sintered Pugh

4

Q. = 103 K cal mole-1 -2   X 10-4 el.66  Press   & si titered Pugh

w Terms used  in the strain rate equation:  d.  = S f(a) exp (-Q,/RT).
(b)  Values taken from  Ref.   109.
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other investigators (133-136) which extend the tempera- TABLE 56.  BEND TEsT REsuLTs

ture range from about 850°C to 3100°C.
Minimum Con-The steady-state creep behavior of tungsten appears Alloy Temperature for Condition solida- Ven-

dorto consist of four regions, with each region charactelized 90° Bend Angle, °C tion

by a discrete rate-controlling mechanism. The effect
lT 4T As Receivedof the applied stress on 5, is shown in Figure 122. Stress

del)endence for data reported by other investigators W-25tu/oRe -130 - 130                          -                    VAC        A

was  determined (137)  and  is  presented  in  Table  54  along -100 -95 4 min at 1650°C   PM      B
95 -132 SR VAC  Cwith the activation energies and structure factors for -95 -115  - PM A

each region. - >25  - PM D
Conrad's (138) review  of the most likely rate-controlling

mechanisms in metals along with the experimentally W-3Oa/oMo- - -100 1 hr. at 1650°C PM   B
30a/oRedetermined creep parameters given in Table 54 and

the calculated activation volumes given in Table 55 Recrystallized
tentatively suggest that Region 1 represents noncon- W-25to/oRe 305 275 1 hr. at 2000'C VAC  A
servative motion of jogs and Region 2 represents non- -- 180 1 hr. at 2000'C  PM    B

conservative motion of iogs assisted by short circuit 306 295 1 hr. at 2000°C  PM    A

diffusion 334 300 1 hr. at 2000°C  VAC   Calong grain boundary and dislocation paths.
Support for this point of view is also given by the effect W-30a/oMo- - 2 3<T< 1 hr. at 2200°C  PM    B
of grain size on the activation energy. Region 3 is not 3Oa/oRe 100°C*
well identified but cross slip appears to be a reasonable

* 70° bend angle at 23'C.candidate, and Region 4 may be an extension of Region Test Conditions2 to lower temperatures at strain rates lower than that
Specimen: 0.030 inch thick, 0.5 inch wide, 2.5 inch longrequired for cross slip. sheet strip cut transverse to final rolling di-

rection.
11. BEND DUCTILITY OF TUNGSTEN-25*0/oRHE- Speed: 1 inch per minute crosshead travel.

NIUM AND TUNGSTEN-30a/oMOLYBDE- Environment: Freon 12 below ambient.

NUM-30a/oRHENIUM (E. R. GILBERT AND A. R. Oil above ambient.

BROWN)
c. LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION OF REFRAC-

Bend tests on as-received, stress-relieved, and re- TORY METALS AND ALLOYS (F. L. YAGGEE

crystallized materials are reported in Table 56. The AND J. W. STYLES)
tests were conducted in accordance with the proce-
dures outlined in report MAB-192M of the Materials Thermal expansion measurements were made on

tungsten, molybdenum, W-25w/oRe and W-30a/oRe-Advisoi·y Board. Testing above ambient temperature
was conducted in oil and testing below anibient tem- 3Oa/oMo, and bend-ductility tests were made on
perature was conducted in liquid 3'reon 12. 'rhere is W,3On,/nl:1 p-3On.,/nMo.   The   latter property measure-
considerable variation in the minimum temperature
for a 90° bend angle in materials procured from differ- 0.7 Illllllll
ent vendors. Material procured from Vendor B, which        8 M, - ANL

Ref.

0.6 -retained a fine grain size after recrystallization, has % W-30 a/0 Re-30 0/0 Mo ------ ANL /-Re --- GE

the lowest transition temperature of the recrystallized         .El-j 0 5_   W 26 w,« R, ---- ANL li/-
W-2511,/oRe alloys.                                     ,       w             ----- ANL              -i                       M  1/3      0.4_

(In) Pugh, J. W., Proc. ASTM 57 (1957).                                 f                                             
 .:»5/1 /        -

w 03-

(134) Gree,1, W. V., Trans. Met. Soc. AIME 6, 1057  (1959).                 5
(135) High Temperatwe Materials Program Progress Report

      0.2
- »»No.   49,  Part  A ,  C;EMP#gA,  27-35   (1965).                                                                           .

Z('36) King, G. W., and Sell, H. G., Trans. Met Soc. AIME M  o.1-233,  1104  (1965).                                                                                                            je                   p
(137) Gilbert, E. R., Flinn, J. E. atid Yaggee, F. L., lit'tilti- o ./i-  1   It   1   1   1.1   1

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000mechanism Behavim· in the Creep of Timgsten, Fourth Sym-
TEMPERATURE.°C

posium on Refractory Metals  (AIME),  Oct.  3-5, 1965, French
Lick, Indiana. To be published in proceedings. FIG. 123. Linear Thermal Expansioti of W, Re, Mo, W-2620/

(138, Conrad, H., J. of Metals, AIME, 16, 582 (1964). oRe and W-3Oa/oRe-30a/oMo between 25-960°C.
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nients were made both to provide information essential determined over the temperature range 25°C to 960°C
to material fabrication and to document base line data on a continuously recording quartz dilatometer. The
on materials of interest with known thermo-mechanical expansion versus temperature curves are plotted in
histories. Work on the Mo-0.5w/oTi-0.08w/oZr alloy Figure 123. Data by GE-NMPO(139) for rhenium are
was not actively continued because of time considet·M- also shown in Figure 123.
tions and the fact that tiibing of this material is not
available at present.

(189) Conway, J. B., Properties    of    Some    Refractoi·j    Metals
III-Thermal Expansion Characteristics of Tungsten, Rhenium,

The linear thermal expansion of tungsten, molyb- Tantalum, Motybdenum, Niobium, IF-25.Re Ta-10117 and Mo-
denum, W-25w/oRe and W-3Oa/oRe-3Oa/oMo was 50Re, GEMP-375  (June 29,  1965).

2.  Fabrication of Tubing for High-Temperature Applications
(D. C. BRILLHART, W. R. BURT, JR., AND R. M. MAYFIELD)

a. UNALLOYED TUNGSTEN TUBING at  a reduction ratio  of  7.4: 1 at 1150'C. The secondary
Work on unalloyed tungsten tubing was limited in extrusion yields a tube-blank with an outer diameter

(OD)  of 6.4 mm  (0.25 in.), which is of a size suitable1965 because of a change in emphasis to the tungsten-
for secondary fabrication.25w/0 rhenium alloy. A detailed report of the status

of this material may be found elsewhere. (140) Some (2) Secondary Fabrication-Drawing
additional work was done on high-purity tungsten
pressed and sintered sleeves obtained from the General Although no development work was done on the
Electric Company. secondary fabrication of unalloyed tungsten during

the year, several lengths of 2.0 mm OD x 1.6 mm ID
( 1) Primary Fabrication-Extrusion (0.080  in.  OD  x  0.064  in. ID) tubing were obtained

It has been found most feasible to co-extrude the by drawing over the molybdenum extrusion cores.

pressed and sintered tungsten sleeves. That is, the Briefly, the tubing    was dej acketed after secondary
sleeves are inserted  in  a j acket  and  have an inner  core extrusion, recrystallized at 1400°C and drawn at
for internal support during deformation. At ANL the 700°C. Each draw pass resulted in a 10% reduction in

greatest success has been obtained with Type 304 area. In-process recrystallization anneals of one hour
stainless steel j ackets and molybdenum cores.  A  pri- at 1400°C were performed after every 30% reduction

(three draw passes). After reaching the target  size,mary   breakdown   with a reduction ratio   of   4:1   at
the material was decored in aqua regia.1150°C is used. This ratio is not limited by press ca-

pacity but ratlier by the marked tendency of tungsten b. TUNGSTEN-25w/0 RHENIUM TUBING
sleeves to tear during extrusion at higher reduction
ratios. ( 1) Primary Fabrication-Extrusion

Following primary extrusion, the tube-blanks are The starting material, as in the tungsten work, was
dej acketed by dissolution   of the steel  in aqua regia pressed and sintered sleeves 3.18 cm OD x 2.54 cm ID
and are heat treated to obtain a fine grained, recrystal- x 10.2 cm long (1.25 in. OD x 1.00 in. ID x 4 in. long).
lized structure. In order to select the proper annealing Experience gained from the initial tungsten extrusions
treatment for the high-purity tungsten sleeves, an was used to establish an extrusion schedule for the
isoehronal annealing study was performed on the as- W-25w/oRe alloy consisting of identical reductions in
extruded tungsten, the results being shown in Figure area,  i.e.  4:1  and  7.4: 1  for the primary and secondary
124. An anneal of 15 minutes at 1400°C was selected extrusions respectively. However, because of the high
for this material. In contrast, it was found necessary work-hardening rate of this alloy, it was found neces-
to anneal commercial-purity tungsten for one hour at sary to extrude at more elevated temperatures. Molyb-
1400°C to obtain an equivalent microstructure and denum extrusion j ackets and cores   are   used   with   an
hardness. (140) extrusion temperature of 1400°C. All tube blanks are

After the post-extrusion anneal, the tungsten is annealed for one hour at 1500°C prior to re-extrusion.
.cketed again in 304 stainless steel and re-extruded This heat treatment yields a fine-grained recrystallized

microstructure.(140) Annual Report for  1964, Metallurgy Division, ANL-7000,
pA 138-143. The tube-blanks produced by doiible extrusion (6.4
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FIG. 124. Annealing Study on High-purity Pressed-and-Sintered W Sleeve (GE) Extruded at 4.1: 1 at 1150°C.

mIn OD nominal) have been found by nondestructive temperature (usually 650 to 675°C) has been attained,
testing to have defects between 10 and 20% of the wall the tube and plug are pushed into a 30° approach
thickness. The defects are in the form of longitudinal angle carbide die and the projecting end of the tube
striations resulting from extrusion. No cracks were is gripped and pulled through the die while the plug
detected. is held in a fixed position.

The equipment arrangement for plug-drawing is(2) Secondary Fabrication shown schematically in Figure 125. A lubricant con-
The initial experiences with swaging and ductile- sisting of powdered sugar and graphite suspended in

core drawing unalloyed tungsten prompted efforts to water has worked well but commercial lubricants are
fabricate tubing of W-25Re by plug-drawing methods. also being evaluated.
This technique not only helps to smooth out the sur- The die and plug sizes have been designed to obtain
face striations resulting from the extrusion operation a 10% reduction in area per pass. After each 10% re-
but also eliminates any problems associated with core duction the tube is annealed for one hour at 1500°C.
removal. The ratio of OD to wall thickness (D/t) is held at

Plugs have been fabricated from "Clarite" (T-1) 10: 1  throughout the process. Two consecutive passes
tool steel hardened to 58 to 62 Re. The plug is prop- of 10% reduction have been found sufficient to lower
erly lubricated and inserted into a conditioned tube- the defect (striation level) to 2 10% of the wall thick
blank-the OD of which has also been lubricated. The ness based on pulsed eddy current analysis. To date
assembly is then placed in a furnace (or heater) 10- tubes have been successfully drawn through a 2.92 mm
cated adj acent  to  the  draw die. After the prescribed (0.115 in.) die, and, at the same time, around a 2.36
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FIG. 126. Tungsten-25w/0 Rhenium Tubing Fabricated by Drawing at 700°C Over the Molybdenum Extrusion Core.

mm (0.093 in.) diameter plug. No significant wear of gained at ANL as well as from other fabricators, has
the niandrels has been observed. Work is continuing to indicated that a shorter blade length may be conducive
obtain 2 mm OD x 1.6 mm ID (0.080 in. OD x 0.064 to better tube pointing. This variable as well as other
in. ID) tubing by this fabrication method. die design parameters are being evaluated in an effort

Tubes are current.ly being pointed for drawing by to improve tube quality in the pointing operation.
swaging at 1200°C. This was proven the 1110St difficult In addition to plug drawing, tubing of diameters less
operation in the drawing schedule. Crack-free points than 2.5 mm (0.100 in.) has been produced in a manner
are difficult to obtain and defective points often pull analogous to that used on unalloyed tungsten, namely,

 
during drawing. drawing over the molybdenum extrusion core. In-

The original cast-Stellite hot-swaging dies were de- process recrystallization anneals of one hour at
signed with a 32° entrance angle, a blade length twice 1500°C, were required after every 30% reduction in
the diameter and a 120° exit relief angle. Experience area. Figure 126 shows a section of 2.0 mm (0.080 in.)
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molybdenum j ackets   and with Nb-5Zr (D-14) cores
t.:p•--   .Tr.                - -                                                              at a reduction ratio of 7.4: 1 at 1500°C. At lower tem-
4 -*    -  .,1- -                                                          '
ER-*,4,                   . . .                            :     . .                --                     peratures,  e.g.  1350 and 1400°C, the Nb-5Zr cores  ex-ts,-I-   f TRy'll-

1--/   *            -0 --  - - * .---n.  - - ---4-- 3 - hibited insufficient plasticity to yield sound tube
R   "             ---I.

6¥41    -3-5/;                      La blanks.
r. -   ./.il.
SE   Wi:                f

: Attempts to remove these cores by reaction with
s-   _,21.-.                           -                      hydrogen  gas at ANL were unsuccessful. Dejacketed
'..7 -  '*..,

16    - --2                     -        . -    -              ·                                          tube-blanks were suspended  in a hydrogen furnace  at
9-  '  ..i.- -                           - temperatures ranging from 600 to 900°C. During these

-

imfi__ - '& 23/1

initial attempts it was found that the product of the
.  .                    -                                                                           reaction had a marked tendency to swell, thus leading

11.      2- i.-' to tube splitting.
#4   -lim:-
t- :=. -*fi- If the gas-metal reaction could be restricted to the

exposed end of the core it might yield a product that
b...  ..1.-J% : would flake off as the reaction proceeded. In order to
i:F   -t' 1  1 '
n--           ..1-                            .- further investigate this possibility a cooperative   ar-
<1 -,5/

-

rangement has been established with the Wah Chang
 0- _ -  *---2
e.l-  - --62 Corp. in Albany, Oregon, and two tube-blanks have

been sent to them for core removal. The proposedAl   -' .- -„  -
, -                                     -

Mi...3 46-  2                                 r_  _-                                                                                                                     technique   involves the direction   of a stream  of   hy-
drogen gas upon the exposed core end surface, thus

>,  - -:'-2W.... ..2.02,-                  'i                                                                 allowing the reaction product to flake  off  of  the  sur-
al--31/M - face instead of swelling at the core-tube interface as
L      =  Z   - * .  -           ·                   experienced at ANL. The hydrogen gas drills its way
.f. '26-:--: 1_        . .                                          . . .                            through  the  core  as  the  reaction  proceeds.  It  is  an

interesting possibility for core removal but no results
h.- . *_4. i
t -  ..47-- - were available at the close of the reporting period.

1.-  ...13 - 2                                                                     c. TUNGSTEN-30a/0 RHENIUM-30a/0 MOLYB-
-:.-- 1

. i. DENUM

Because of vigorous industrial participation, very
1350°C 1400°C 1500°C little development work on the fabrication of this alloyAs-extruded surfaces

43192 has been done until recently. Some extrusions have

FIG. 127. Three Secondary Extrusions of W-25m/oRe with been made and a few tentative conclusions can be
N b-5Zr Core Performed  at  1350,   1400 and 1500'C. drawn.

( 1) Primary Fabrication-Extrusion
OD tubing fabricated in this manner. There are two
short-comings to this technique. First the ID surface As before, the fabrication schedule began with the
of such material retains the striations typical of ex- primary extrusion of pressed and sintered alloy sleeves.

truded products and secondly it is extremely difficult It has been found possible to extrude this alloy at a
to remove the molybdenum core. The cores are re- reduction ratio of 4:1 at 1100°C using Type 304 stain-
moved by dissolution in aqua regia, a process which less steel for both the jacket and the core. The principal
severely limits the effective length of core material to post-extrusion difficulty encountered with this alloy has
be removed. been the removal of the extrusion core. This core must

In an effort to alleviate the core-removal problem, be removed prior to the in-process recrystallization
extrusions of an investigatory nature were performed heat treatment (one hour at 1500°C) because of the
in order to evaluate the feasibility of using niobium low melting point of Type 304 stainless steel. The core-
base cores that may be removed by reaction with removal problem is acute even at the large (1.59 cm
hydrogen (hydriding). Three secondary extrusions OD [0.62 in. OD]) tube sizes due to the rapid rate ce
were made (using a reduction ratio   of  7.4:1)   at tem- etching of this alloy. The W-3Oa/oRe-3Oa/oMo allo
peratures of 1350, 1400 and 1500°C. The resultant dissolves in acid at a rate almost equal to that of
W-25Re tubes are shown in Figure 127. The results Type 304 stainless steel. No secondary fabrication has
indicate the feasibility of extrusion of W-25Re in been done on this alloy.
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d. PROCUREMENT OF TUBING FROM INDUS. Lampworks Division at $5.91 per cm ($15.00 per inch).
TRIAL SOURCES Fabrication techniques remain proprietary. The over-

all quality was high with a defect level approximately
( 1) Unalloyed Tungsten 10% of the wall thickness. The final product was, how-

Tungsten tubing 7.6 m (300 in.) total, of random ever, quite brittle and very difficult to handle at room

lengths has been purchased from the General Electric temperature. It is not known, at this time, if this
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FIG. 128. Target Size Tubing of W-3Oa/oRe-30a/oMo Procured from Chase Brass.
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brittleness is due in part to the fabrication procedure (3)   Tungsten-30«/0 Rhenium-30«/0 Molybdenum
used or to the inherent brittleness of unalloyed tung-
sten. Ternary tubing (W-30a/oRe-30a/oMo) has been re-

ceived from Chase Brass. The initial shipment of 3.6(2) Tungsten-25w/0 Rhenium
m   ( 10  feet)   was  of excellent quality with defect levels

Material has been received from Nuclear Metals, of   < 10%  of  the wall thickness. Based on these results,Inc. that was double extruded to approximately 0.25 an order was placed for 91.5 m (300 feet) of 2.0 mm
cm (0.100 in.) OD. This material has been of incon-

OD  x  1.6 mm ID  (0.080  in. x 0.064 in.) material  atsistent quality, "Chevron tearing" (a term coined by $153.00 per meter ($50.00 per foot) to be fabricatedNMI to describe such failures) being exhibited on the
maj ority  of the tubing. Parenthetically, this tearing  is

on a best effort basis. About 90% of this order has
relatively random compared to the chevron tearing been received and is of very poor quality. Some sec-
that develops from fracture during rolling. In extru_      tions have open cracks through the wall and the inner
sion, this type of tearing has been found at ANL to surface is very rough as shown in Figure 128. It is
occur at reduction ratios that are too severe relative estimated that less than 30% of the shipment will have
to the working temperature. a defect level   1 10%.



H. DEVELOPMENT OF NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

1. Determination of Elastic Moduli of High-Temperature Materials by Ultrasonics
(R. G. PETERSON)

This program is concerned with the development of ability to cool the rod properly prevented raising the
methods for the measurement of the temperature de- index region to a higher temperature. The echo pattern
pendence of elastic moduli of materials which show remained strong, which indicates that it is possible
promise in high-temperature reactor applications. An to make measurements upon tungsten at much higher
Ulliasulliu  luclillique  iIi used; pulsed ullrasoilic waves temperatures.
are propagated along the length of test rod samples An indication of a problem with high temperature
and the transit times of pulses passing a heated, in- measurements was given by the behavior of a stainless
dexed region are measured. Longitudinal ultrasonic steel rod in this same furnace. An attempt was macie
velocity is determined by measuring the time between to follow the change in ultrasonic echo signal as pre-
ultrasonic reflections from the top and bottom portion sented on an oscilloscope while the rod was heated to
of the index region. Shear velocities Can be determined about 1400°C. The echo signals were observed until
by measuring the delay time between trailing pulses the rod was brought to 8 temperature near its melting
generated in the index region due to the waveguide point, when they disappeared. After the rod had cooled,
effect. Having determined these velocities, any of the echoes were observable  at  1  mc  and  at  21/4  mc;  at  5
elastic moduli, e.g., Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, mc, the ultrasonic noise level of the system (which in-
shear modulus, can be determined. creased with increasing frequency) was higher than

Our present capabilities in this area permit us to the echo signal. The conclusion was that the heat treat-
make such measurements in a vacuum furnace at sam- ment given the rod caused the grains in the heated

ple temperatures up to about 1400°C. Plans are pres- region to grow. The 5 mc sound was scattered so much
ently under way to extend our capability to sample that only a small percentage of the total sound energy

temperatures in the 2500 to 3000°C range. A new reached the end of the rod in 8 coherent form. Since
vacuum furnace having this temperature capability is 21/1 mc sound got through the rod in a coherent form,
now in the construction stage. it is thought that the grain size probably approached

In our present equipment, the problem with the large the wavelength of 5 mc sound in steel, which is 0.12 cm.
(as much as 50°C) temperature difference (141) between A similar problem was encountered in a measure-
the two ends of the index region still has not been re- ment involving uranium samples. At the a -* B trans-
solved. The technique previously described(141) did formation temperature and all the way up to the B
not solve this problem, and other approaches are being -+ y temperature the ultrasonic echoes from the shoul-
sought. A stepped heat zone furnace now appears to der and end of the uranium rod sample were visible,
offer promise as a means of reducing this problem. but no trailing pulses were seen. After the sample

Examples of some of the measurement efforts made passed through the B -  y transformation, no more
during the past year with present equipment and tech- echoes of any kind were seen, even after cooling the
niques are given below. rod down to room temperature. The grains in the

A tungsten rod was obtained with the intention of heated end of the rod evidently grew so that they were
determining how high in temperature measurements of of the same order of magnitude of the wavelength of
this type can be made. The tungsten rod was threaded ultrasound in the rod, which was -0.7 mm. Thus no
as discussed previously(141) and measurements were data on the moduli of uranium at high temperatures
made on it from room temperature to 900°C, the ap- were obtained.
proximate temperature limit of our present vacuum Room-temperature measurements have been made
furnace equipment designed for elastic constant meas- on several samples of diverse materials. It is often
urements. Calculations of moduli including the effects rather easy to obtain specimens on the order of 2.5
of thermal expansion, have been made iii this range. cm in diameter and around a millimeter thick, whereas
A high-temperature furnace was made available so samples 25 cm long (the length of the rods used in the

iat measurements could be made  above  900°C; meas- furnace) are not always available. Since a knowledge
rements were taken to 1300°C. Unfortunately, in- of the room-temperature mechanical properties may be

(141) Annitat Report for 1964, Metalturgy Division, ANL-7000, quite helpful in reactor design, even if their variation

pp. 148-149. with temperature is not known, measurements have
155
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TABLE 57.  ROOM TEMPERATURE ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Acoustic
Longi- Impedance,Shear Young'S Shear
tudinal Longitu-Wave Densitv Modulus Modulus Poisson'sMaterial Wave   (10,2 (10,2  dinalVelocity (gm/cm') Ratio
Velocity Waves

(105 cm/sec) Dyne/cm,) Dyne/cm') [106 kg/(10' cm/sec)
(ms-sec)]

W-25tu/oRe (vacuum arc cast; rolled) 5.31 2.93 19.6 4.29 1.68 .283

W-25tu/oRe (powder metallurgy; pressed, sin- 5.24 2.95 19.6 4.34 1.71 .269

tered, rolled)
R.e (rolled sheet) 5.63 2.91 20.99 4.68 1.78 .318

UO: 5.52 2.81 10.63 2.22 0.839 .326 58.5

V-30Ti-10Cr as rolled 6.03 2.71 5.63 1.08 0.413 .374

V-20Ti-SCr annealed 6.12 2.86 5.76 1.28 0.469 .362

V-20Ti -2Mo annealed 6.22 2.72 5.76 1.18 0.420 .382

V-20Ti -2Ta annealed 6.10 2.90 5.78 1.40 0.522 .376

17-15Ti-7.501 anncaled 6,20 2.79 5.89 1.26 0.459 .373

V-15'Ii-501· annealed 6.12 2.76 5.87 1.23 0.449 .372

V-20Ti-2Nb annealed 6.07 2.74 5.75 1.19 0.432 .372

V-5Ti -15Ci· annealed 6.12 2.90 6.19 1.41 0.519 .356

V-30Ti-5Cr as rolled 6.00 2.74 5.61 1.16 0.420 .369

Pure, recrystallized alumina 10.24 6.09 3.72 3.38 1.38 .227 38.1

Araldite 502 Epoxy 2.66 1.18 3.14

Araldite 502 Fiberglass Loaded 2.60 1.19 3.09

Araldite 502 Epoxy, Silver Loaded 1.67 2.70 4.50

Araldite 502 Epoxy, Tungsten Loaded 2.08 1.19 2.48
' 1.63 2.83 4.62

1.33 4.03 5.36

been made on several materials as samples have be: of the scatter in data found in the literature. For this
come available. The room-temperature data obtained reason a study of the high-temperature elastic prop-
to date are summarized in Table 57. The Araldite ma- erties of several samples of Types 304 and 316 Stain-
terials in Table 57 were studied as an aid to the trans- less steel and on commercially pure aluminum has be-
ducer development program. gun. Several samples  of  each  will be studied;   each

It has been learned that present data on stainless sample of a given material will be from a different heat
steels and on aluminum are considered inadequate for if they are from the same manufacturer, and it is
use in calculations of high-temperature mechanical hoped that several manufacturers' products will be
properties of reactor materials. This is mainly because studied.

2. Ultrasonic Imaging (H. BERGER)

This program, concerned with the development of offers the advantage of an immediate pictorial presen-
a television system for ultrasonic image presenta- tation. In some cases, this results in greater ease of
tion, (142) has been concluded and a final report(143) signal interpretation as compared to conventional
completed. Although the final report includes some ultrasonic inspection systems. In addition, in most
discussion of the application of the ultrasonic imaging practical situations, the television system provides im-
technique to liquid level investigations and fluid flow proved resolution capability and inspection speed. The
studies, the emphasis was placed on the flaw detection continuous-wave ultrasonic television system can be
applications of the system. used to successfully inspect a wide variety of materials

For ultrasonic flaw detection, the television system and configurations. However, this study has empha-
sized the application of the system to the inspectic(142) Anmial Report for 1963, Metallitrgy Division, ANL-6868,

pp. 219-221. of relatively thin, flat material, such as a flat reacto.
fuel element.(143)  Berger,H.,  A   Television  System for   Ultrasonic  Imaging,

ANL-7042  (Jan. 1966). In inspection cases involving thin, flat material, it
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i advantageous to use the imaging system with a system was well suited to the detection of nonbond
Lamb    Wave    through-transmission technique. (144-145) areas in such samples. The television system offers in-
Angling the inspection object with respect to the ultra- creased inspection speed and the capability for de-
sonic bea.iii direction tends to eliminate interfering tecting smaller flaw areas. The mechanical scan sys-
standing-wave pat,terns from the image. Also, the use tem, on the other hand, appears to offer an improved
of a first-order Lamb-wave mode improves ultrasonic capability for differentiating between various types of
transmission and yields good sensitivity to internal discontinuities, at least at the present state of the
defects. (146) television system development. Therefore, a recom-

A comparison between the television system and a mended system for flat plate inspection would make
mechanical Scan ultrasonic inspection system for flat use of a television system inspection as an initial
reactor fuel element inspection (147)  revealed that each screening process, followed by a mechanical scan in-

spection only of suspect materials. This approach
would permit maximum advantage to be obtained for

(144) Annual Reporifor 1964,  Metalliti·gy Division, ANL-7000,
pp. 147-148. the excellent speed and resolution capability of the

(145, Berger, H., and di Novi, R. A., Angular Positioning of television system, and for the differentiation capability
Thin Metallic Samples For Optimwn Contintious-Wave Ultra- of the mechanical scan system. Such an inspection sys-
sonic Imaging, J. Acoust. Soc.  Am. 36,  2053 (1964). tem has been recommended for the proposed AARR

(146)  di  N o v i,R.A. , Lamb  Waves:  7'heir  Use in Nondestructive flat fuel elements.
Testing, ANL-6630  (1963).

(147)
Selner,   R.   H., and Berger, I-I., Comparison Belween vision Imaging, preseiited at the 25th National Conventioii of

Ult,·asonic Inspection Systems-Mechanical Scan Versits Tele- the Society for Nondestructive Testing, October, 1965.

3. Correlation of the Sound Transmission, Heat-Transfer Properties, and Strength
of a Bond (R. A. DI NoVI)

The objective of this recently completed program(148) diffusivity (a) and of the conductivity (ID in the        I
was to determine the correlation, if any, between the central region was calculated; these

values  were  related                                 heat transfer and ultrasonic transmission properties of to the standard by dividing the average value of a and
bonded samples. To determine the thermal properties of K by the value of a and of K of the solid coppel·
of the bonded elements, the thermal pulse method for standard, respectively. These

values were compared         measuring thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity with the normalized amplitude (A) of the transmitted
developed by Parker et 81(149) was utilized. Detailed ultrasonic pulse through the central 7 mnis area. These                    I
descriptions of the methods for making both the thermal results are graphically illustrated in Figure 129, a plot
and ultrasonic measurements have been previously re- of NA versus Nx for the three test frequencies where
ported. (150-151) Mechanical bonds (hot-brazed bonded

Amplitude of the transmitted ultrasonic
copper plates) and roll bonds (sections of Borax-V

pulse for specimenfuel plate) were investigated. "Point-by-point" (1 mm2
Amplitude of the transmitted ultrasonic

area) measurements of thermal diffusivity, thermal
pulse for standard                                             conductivity and amplitude of the transmitted ultra-

sonic pulse were made in the central 7 mm2 region of NK   Thermal conductivity of specimen
each specimen. Thermal conductivity of standard*

For each sample studied, the average value of the
N« - Thermal diffusivity of specimen

(148) di Novi, R. A., Correlation of Heal Ti'(msfer Propet'lies Thermal diffusivity of standard**
and   Ultrasonic  'Transmission   Properties   of  Bonds,   ANL-7074
(Feb.  1966).

As a is proportional to K, AT,i versus N, would have
the same relationship.

(149) Parker, W. J., Jenkins, R. J., Butler, C. P., and Abbott,
C.  L. , Flash Method for  Deter,nining  Thermal  Difusivity, Heal For the point-by-point comparisons, as opposed to
Capacity  and  Thermal  Conductivity,   J.  Appl.   Phys.   32,   9,  1679
(1961). .ASTD = 0·922

cal cm

(150) Annital Report for 1963, Metallurgy Division, ANL-6868, c?n  Mec '

-p. 221-222.
C„12(151) Annual Report j'or 196'4, Metallitrgy D'iv'is·ioit, ANL-7000,                                                 **aSTD = 1.14 --

p. 146.
sec
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the comparison of average values over the 7 min 2 areas            •1<
plotted in Figure 129, the ultrasonic measurement re- W

<

quired the masking of the ultrasonic beam to an effec-          I
I

tive 1 mm diameter. The incident energy was, there- 2 1..

fore, greatly reduced and a "no-transmission" level           E                                        / .9                           10Z
was reached at inspection points whose thermal diffu-          0

-08                                sivity and conductivity were much higher than the      s
cut-off values found for the comparisons over the larger

.

ci   .7

<1:5areas. Figures 130 and 131 show the point-by-point 4  ..6, "
values of N  and Ni: for ultrasonic frequencies of 1.0          u

4     .5 •/ COPPER BRALE 8)ND
mc and 2.25 mc and represent the combined values    Z  Z

  .4                5            F= 1.0 Mi:from four specimens. Accurate point-by-point ultra-       5
sonic measurements could not be made at 5.0 mc. 5.3        /

D                                                  /

'1'he experimental results indicate that the amplitude o .2 ,'

W

of the transmitted ultrasonic pulse decreases with a        
decrease in heat-transfer properties and, thus, with       ,1.1

bond quality. This relationship is strongly frequency 5 0
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6  .7 .8 .9  1.0

Z

dependent, the rate of loss of ultrasonic transmission
N K =  MSTD

K

increasing as the wavelength decreases.
NORMALIZED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY INIMM AREAS2

Destructive evaluation of several of the copper speci-
mens revealed that variations in the bond quality oc- 43138

FIG. 130. Normalized Ultrasonic ransmission  at  1.0 mc...

curred for two reasons. There was, in some regions, a in 1 mm2 Areas versus Normalized Thermal Conductivity in
complete absence of solder. The thermal resistance of 1 mm2 Areas for Copper Braze Bonds.
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Je two contacting surfaces is extremely high, and the No destructive evaluation was made of these speci-
resulting conductivity values are extremely low. mens. However, destructive evaluation was made ear-
Through such specimens there was no ultrasonic trans- lier on several Borax fuel plate specimens which gave
mission;   all   of the ultrasound was reflected   at the ultrasonic television system indications similar to the
interface at all test frequencies. ones obtained on the Borax specimens used in this in-

Other specimens showed many small light spots that vestigation. In only one case was a true nonbond
give the appearance of porosity on their radiographs. found; other suspect regions contained only large par-
These regions contain solder, but are not well bonded ticles of U02 or a larger concentration of U02 particles.
in most cases because the solder did not properly wet It is most probable that the conductivity losses were
the surfaces. These small areas of non-bonding act as due to particle size variation or particle concentration
scattering centers for the sound wave. The amount of variations of the dispersed U02. This would always
energy reflected or transmitted depends on the ratio of be detected by the thermal method but not always by
defect diameter to wavelength. As the frequency in- the ultrasonic through-transmission method. A large
creases, the same discontinuity would have a greater UO2 particle whose major axis is parallel to the sound
ratio of diameter to wavelength; the reflected echo direction would cause little, if any, change in the
becomes greater in amplitude and the transmitted echo amplitude of the transmitted sound, but yet would
smaller in amplitude. substantially affect the thermal conductivity. The tele-

The transition between lack of good bonding due vision ultrasonic imaging method is a "point-by-point"
to improper wetting of the surfaces and that due to scan, and the sensitivity of the Lamb wave technique
the complete absence of solder or presence of large air used is greater. (145) These two factors would account

gaps is evident in Figure 129 at about ATE = 0.3 where for the suspect regions not always giving indications
the curves undergo a sharp vertical drop as the ultra- when tested with the conventional ultrasonic through-
sonic transmission becomes negligible or non-existent. transmission method.

The Borax fuel plates from which roll bonded speci- This thermal method of testing bonds proved itself
mens were made for this study had been previously to be very sensitive to small changes in thermal prop-
tested and passed by the through-transmission method erties. The requirements of this method, e.g., small
at a frequency of 2.25 mc. The plates, however, were sample size, satisfying of boundary conditions, and
then later tested with the television ultrasonic imaging the relatively slow scanning speed, would exclude this
system(152) by utilizing Lamb waves, and suspect areas method from practical testing consideration. It has,
were indicated. Five specimens were made from the however, illustrated the sensitivity that can be
suspect areas, and several specimens were made from achieved by thermal methods when a fast detector
other areas to serve as standards. Both thermal and is used-temperature equilibrium was reached on the
ultrasonic measurements at 2.25 mc were made in the back surface of the copper braze bonds in 20 ms to, in
same manner as for the copper brazed specimens. the worse case, 0.1 sec.

No thermal conductivity loss greater than 10% of the This study has established a definite relationship
standard value was found for any of these test speci- between the heat transfer and ultrasonic transmission
mens. A decrease in the ultrasonic transmission was properties. The results can be generalized by stating
always accompanied by a loss of thermal conductivity. that a decrease in the amplitude of the transmitted
There were, however, several for which a decrease in ultrasonic pulse always signifies a loss in effective
thermal conductivity was not accompanied by any thermal conductivity both for the braze and roll bonds,
change in the ultrasonic transmission. It is possible but, that, depending on the resolution and sensitivity
that the thermal conductivity values do not represent of the ultrasonic system, there may be small areas of
real differences unless the value is greater than 10%, poor thermal properties that cannot be detected by the
and it is also possible that the cause of the change in ultrasonic through-transmission method. The practical
thermal properties could not be detected by the ultra- thermal effect of such small areas, however, would be
sonic through-transmission method. negligible in most cases. Therefore, as a general con-

clusion, it can be stated that ultrasonic nondestructive
(152) Jacobs, J. E., Collis, J., and Berger, H., An Evaluation

tests for the evaluation of bond qua]ity can be ac-of An  Ultrasonic Inspection  System Employing  Television  Tech-
niques, Materials Evaluation 22, 209-212  (May 1964). cepted with increased confidence.
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4. Ultrasonic Instrument and Transducer Development (R. H. SELNER)

One important design consideration in ultrasonic was calculated that a 90% dense sample should have
transducer probes is the backing medium for the piezo- the desired acoustic impedance. Measurements taken
electric material. If a short pulse length is desired, the of such a sample verified this calculation. Unfortu-
backing medium must transfer and absorb most of the nately, the 90% dense sample was not an effective ab-
energy from the back face of the piezoelectric ma- sorber of ultrasonic energy at frequencies commonly
terial. Suitable backing members for quartz and lith- employed in testing applications.
ium sulfate have been developed. Little information Porous 316 SS is still considered to be a potential
on backing members for ceramic piezoelectric materials backing material and therefore is being investigated
is available. Thereforei considerable effort in the past further. Samples with various combinations of density
year has been given to the problem of developing a and particle size have been ordered. Fine particle speci-
backing member for lead zirconate-titanate, 8 trans- mens appear to offer the most promise because the
ducer material that has been used predominately in higher longitudinal wave velocity in such specimens
ANL fabricated probes. means that a lower density can be used to achieve the

Maximum energy transfer across a boundary is desired pv value. The lower density samples will in
achieved when the acoustic impedances of the ma- turn be more effective in attenuating the ultrasound.
terials involved are equal. Acoustic impedance, Z, is Other materials for backing members are also being
defined as the product of the density, p, and the longi- investigated. Type 302 stainless steel fiber metal is one
tudinal ultrasonic wave velocity, v. Typical commer- material that has possibilities. Various densities of
cially available lead zirconate-titanate has an acoustic this material have been ordered. Graded alumina (153)
impedance of 34 x 106 kg/m2-sec. An ideal backing has been shown to have the desired characteristics but
member for this material should have an equal acoustic may be difficult to manufacture. However, a source

impedance value. for this material is being sought. Tungsten impreg-
One material, which seemed to hold promise as a nated silicone rubbers(154) are another possibility and

backing medium, has been extensively investigated. samples of these will be fabricated.
This material is porous Type 316 stainless steel (316 (153) Goldman, Richard, Ultrasonic Technology, Reinhold
SS) . Sample discs of varying densities and particle Publishing Corp., New York (1962), p. 78
sizes were evaluated. For 8 specific particle size, it (154) Goldman, Richard, private communication.

5. Development of a Neutron-Image Intensification System (H. BERGER)

The development of an immediate response neutron Absorption of a neutron by the lithium results in
imaging system that permits the observation of neu- alpha-particle emission ;  the alpha particle stimulates
tron images in a dynamic system has been the phosphor, yielding light. The light causes photo-
achieved. (155, 156) The basic element in the system is a electron emission    from    the adj acent photoemissive

vacuum-tube-type image-intensifier tube, which con- layer. These photoelectrons are maintained in an image
verts a neutron image into a bright visible image. Once orientation and are accelerated toward the output
the conversion into visible light has been achieved, ob- phosphor by a potential of about 30,000 volts. The
servation of the image can be accomplished by con- bright output image results from the high-Voltage ac-
ventional methods such as direct observation, mirror celeration, and from the demagnification of the electron

systems, photography, or television systems. signal. The demagnification ratio   is   9:1; the input               I

A diagram of the neutron-image intensifier tube is target has a useful diameter of 22 cm.
shown in Figure 132. The tube contains a neutron The image-intensifier development program is being
scintillator consisting of 4 parts ZnCDS (Ag) phosphor conducted on a cooperative basis with The Rauland
to 1 part Li-6F by weight (Li-6 enrichment is 95.72%), Corporation, Chicago, Iftinois. The two tubes that have

been studied thus far were fabricated by Rauland.
(155) Annual Report for 1964, Metallargy Division, ANL-7000, The characteristics of the image-intensifier detec

pp.   149-151. tion system have been investigated for one intensifie.
(156) Berger, H., Niklas, W. F., and Schmidt, A., An Opera-

tional   Thermal  Neutron  Image  IntensiBer,   J.  Appl.  Phys.  36, tube, and at least partially confirmed by a study with
2093-2094  (June 1965). a recently received second intensifier tube. The pre-
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              NEUTRON brightness for decreasing neutron intensities. In such
SCINTILLATOR visual testg, dark adapted observers were able to
PHOTOEMISSIVE OUTPUT visually detect an output phosphor screen brightness

'\ LAYER PHOSPOR for incoming thermal neutron intensities as low as 150
NEUTRON n/c1112-sec. The characteristics of the image-intensifier

IMAGE
, tubes are suIninarized iIi Table 58.

All the data summarized in Table 58 were based on
measurements made at the Juggernaut reactor neutron

AMPLIFIED radiographic facility. Some confirmation of the tele-
VISIBLE
IMAGE vision response data was obtained in tests conducted

/VACUUM in the Chemistry Division Hot Laboratory with a
/ ENVELOPE radioactive Cm-Be neutron source. Thermal neutron

40786 intensities less than 105 n/emz-see. obtained from a
FIG. 132. Diagram   of a Neutron Image Intensifier   Tube. moderator-collimator arrangement around this 6 x 109The glass tube is mailitained 11nder vacuum by an attached ion

plimp (not shown). n/sec. total yield source were visually detectable at the
intensifier tube output but were not detectable with a

liminary light yield data(155) for the output phosphor vidicon television system. A modified source arrange-
of the first tube have been confirmed.(156) The light ment yielded a neutron-beam intensity of 2.5 x 105
yield from the second tube shows a similar linear re- n/em2-sec ; this intensity could be detected  with  the
sponse with incoming neutron intensity over three vidicon televison system.
orders of magnitude of neutron intensity. Although Demonstrations of the speed and resolution capa-
detailed light measurements were not taken for in- bility of the system are given in Figures 133 and 134.
coming thermal neutron intensities less than 104 n/cm*- Figure 133 is a print of a portion of a motion picture
see, visual observations of the output phosphor for recording of the kinescope of the neutron television
lower neutron intensities indicated a continued drop in system. The object pictured is a rotating cadmium

TABLE 58. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THERMAL NEUTRON IMAGE INTENSIFIER

Output Phos- Approximate Lowest Approximate

phor Screen Thermal Neutron IntensitY Maximum High Contrast Neutron Intensity
Detected, n/cm2-sec. High-Contrast

Resolution to Yield Minimum
Brightness For (Smallest Hole Equivalent Heavy Metal

Thermal- Object Speed Size in a Output Thickness
Neutron Visually Image That Can Be Cadmium Brightness to Change Observed

Intensity of Vidicon With Orthicon Observed With Object, Observed 4000 R/Hr. Through TV2 X 107 n/cm2- Televi-
I)ark Televi- TV System With Vidicon Hard Gamma System**

sec, Meter- sion
Adapta- sion Without Blurr TV System) Radiation at

Lamberts System tion System* Tube Face

First Tube 1.8 105 150 103 5 meters/min. 0.5 Inm 5 X 105 n/cm' 4%

Second Tube 2.3 6 X 104* 100* 102-103  5 meters/min. 0.35 mm Not measured Not measured

* Estimated.
** Observed for steel and natural uranium, for a base material thickness about 1.5 half-value layers.
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  FIG. 133. A Portion of a Kinescope Motion Picture Recording, Showing the Neutron Transmission Image of a Moving Cadmium
'Plate.  The plate contains several  1.5  mm dia. through-holes.  The hole nearest  the  end  of the cadmium plate was moving  at a linear

velocity of 5 m/min. at the time of this test. The movement of the cadmium plate can be observed in successive frames, particularly
by comparison with the stationary motor support plate image in the white neutron image field, at the bottom.
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FIG. 134. A Still Photograph of the Neutron Television The resolution capabilities of the system have been
Image of a Cadmium Test Plate Containing Several Through-
Holes. The hole nearest the center of the cadmium object has examined in detail,(157) the experimental results being
a diameter of 1 mm. Hole diameters to the right of the center in reasonable agreement with the analysis. The im-
hole have diameters of 0.75, 0.5 and 0.35 mm, respectively. proved resolution capability of the second image in-

tensifier tube resulted from the fact that the input
bar. The linear velocity of the hole nearest the end of target-window separation within the tube was less than
the cadmium bar at the time of the recording was 5 that of the first tube. Therefore, the inspection object
m/min. The image of this 1.5 mm dia. round hole is to detector distance can be smaller. The diverging
slightly elongated; however,  the hole image is accept- component of the imaging neutron beam then has less
able for most purposes, and the black trailing edge effect on the resolution obtained.
from the image of the moving cadmium bar is negli- Possible degradation of image-tube response due
gible. Figure 134 is a still photograph of the kinescope to radiation-caused darkening of the glass window
of the neutron television system showing the neutron covering the output phosphor of the tube has also re-
image   of a cadmium   test   obj ect containing several ceived some attention.(158) The darkening of the glass
through-holes. The smallest hole observed has a diam- due to the neutron boinbardment produces a negligible
eter of 0.35 mm. effect. A total neutron irradiation of 4 x 1014 ntli/'Cn12

Figure 135 illustrates the experimentally observed (at a rate of 4 x 109 n/cmz-sec) yielded an optical
thickness changes detected by visual observation transmission loss of only 20 per cent. For a neutron-
through the neutron television system, for several imaging beam intensity in the more normal range of
metals. Best values observed were 4 per cent, for steel 107 n/cm2-sec, the total dose to produce a 20 per cent
and natural uranium. The shapes of these response decrease in image tube response, due to darkening of
curves   have been analyzed and explained. (157) For the output window, would be well in excess of 1000
small base-material thicknesses, a relatively large hours of operation.
percentage thickness change is required to produce Output window darkening due to gamma radiation
a neutron-intensity change of 5% at the detector. Since effects can be regarded as more serious, particularly
the television system now in use can recognize a since one of the intended uses of the dynamic imaging
change only of that magnitude or greater, this sets the system involves radioactive material. (159) A high
limit for the thickness change that is detectable for energy gamma radiation (cobalt-60 was used for the
base-material thicknesses less than about one half- tests) intensity of 5 x 103 R/hr at 30 cm would reduce
Value layer. For greater base-material thickness, the (158) Niklas, W. F., Dolon, P. J., aiid Berger, H., A Thermal
thickness change that can be detected is determined by Neutron Image IntensiBer, presented at the Third Symposium
the statistical variations in the imaging beam. The on Photoelectroiiic Image Devices as Aids to Scientific Obser-
quantum limitation, of course, continues to increase in vation, Imperial College, London, England, Sept., 1965, to 1 -
magnitude for increasing absorber thickness.

(159) Berger, H., and Beck, W. N., .4 Thermal Neutron Telev.-
published, Academic Press Ltd., Loridon.

(157) Berger, H., Characteristics of a Thermal Neutron Televi- sion System For Post-Irradiation Annealing Stqtdies, Trans.
sion Imaging System, Materials Evaluation (to be piiblished). Am. Nuel. Soc. 8(1), 73-74.
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.ae transmission of the window by a factor of two, in tioned very well. Further applications planned include
a total exposure of 400 hours. This level of gamma additional irradiated fuel studies and an investigation
radiation intensity could be encountered in the planned involving the casting of heavy metals. The motion ob-
use of the system to observe post-irradiation annealing servation capability of the neutron imaging system
of irradiated experiniental reactor fuel materials.(159) will be used to advantage iii both of these planned ap-
However, 400 hours of gamma exposure would permit plicatiOn studies.
a large number of stich tests to be made. Additional efforts on the imaging system itself will

One pieliminary study of an irradiated fuel sample be directed towai·d improving the resolution capability
has been completed; (157, 159) the imaging system func- and the relative neutron-gamma response.

6. Suppression and Reduction of Noise in Electromagnetic Test Systems
(C. J. RENKEN)

The problem of noise in general is the chief factor tion and under test. This noise is caused by a variety
limiting the application of electromagnetic test sys- of effects, often poorly understood, but including vari-
tems to many problems iii nondestructive testing that ations in test specimen geometry, permeability or re-
a superficial consideration would indicate could best sistivity that do not affect its serviceability, as well as
be solved by an electromagnetic method. Noise itself vibration of, and stray fields about, the pickup. This
has been defined aS Signals that are not coherent with noise is usually neither truly random nor ergodic.

signals to which a useful meaning is assigned in any It may seem that there exists superficially very little
transmission system. This noise can, for purposes of relationship between these two broad classifications of
this study, be divided into two broad classifications: I. noise. Unfortunately, the measures taken to suppress
systenl noise and II. test specimen noise. the effects of the second type of noise often have the

The term "system noise" is intended to cover all effect of increasing the effect of the first type of noise.
noise arising within the test system such as shot noise, For example, the wideband test systems developed here
Johnson noise, partition noise, flicker, jitter, etc. Most at Argonne have been relatively successful in suppress-
of these types of noise are wideband in nature. For ing type II noise encountered in the testing of metallic
this type of noise, the noise power output of the sys- tubing, (actually this was accomplished by increasing
tem dP, referred to the input is given by the system signal-to-type II noise ratio) but type I

noise has increased in importance because of the in-
dp=Kdf

creased bandwidth. In these systems, further improve-
where df is the differential of frequency and K is for ments could be expected in the suppression of type II
the purposes of this study, a constant. noise if type I noise could first be reduced. As another

A pulse G (t), zero everywhere except in the interval example, in narrow-band systems, type II noise has
Ti   <   t   < T2 Possesses a frequency spectrum  0 (w) often been suppressed by the use of another separate
which is continuous frequency channel, thus increasing the effect of type I

noise.
rT 2

9(co) = / G(t) -'"tdt. Since in any generalized transmission system the
J 1,1 overall signal-to-noise ratio governs the ultimate sen-

In practice, a relatively wide bandwidth is re- sitivity, both types of noise should be considered to-
quired to transmit such a pulse with reasonable fidelity, gether, particularly in broadband systems. Most ef-
so it is apparent that the narrow-band electromagnetic forts to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in broadband
test system possesses a considerable advantage over a systems have been directed toward increasing the sig-
wideband system in freedom from the problem of wide- nal rather than decreasing the noise. A strong possibil-
band noise. ity exists that better performance and increased appli-

The second broad classification of noise in electro- cation can be obtained from existing electromagnetic
magnetic test systems has been termed test specimen test systems asa result of improvements suggested by
toise. This does not refer to the thermal noise reflected the systematic study of the sources of type T noise,
nto the test system pickup by the resistance of the and the characteristics of type II noise now in progress.

specimen, but is caused by variations in the reflected A block diagram of a broadband test system of the
field produced by the test specimen while it is in mo- type in use at ANL is shown iii Figure 136. Most of
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yet been done to reduce this contribution. Unfortu-
POINT MASK- 1

 

PREAMP   nately, relatively little of fundamental or quantitative
APERTURE                          I
ASSEMBLY nature is known about this so-called "large signal

noise".
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LIFT OFF   ETc. penetration was defined for the square pulses used in
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the analysis. As expected, the difference between the

i
IOR RECORD-1 incident wave and the reflected Wave at the metal ED OUTPUT   

· COAXIAL
MASK-APERTURE surface is much different for the idealized plane waveASSEMBLY

case   assumed   in the analysis   and   the . relatively
106-8194 localized curved field provided by the mask-aperture

FIG. 136. Block Diagram of a Pulsed Electromagnetic Test assemblies. However, a comparison between tlle calcu-
System. lated field transmitted through a given thickness of

metal and some experimental results shows that the
the noise in such a system originates from three main

analysis will provide useful information about neces-
sources:

sary bandwidths despite the disparity between the
1. Preamp noise (thermal and shot noise) idealized and actual reflections at the metal surface.
2. Pulse generator noise A final approach toward the reduction of type I
3. Noise originating from time jitter in the sampling

noise involves a study of the operation of the mask-
pulse. aperture assemblies. The ultimate objective of thisOf these three, preanip noise is the most important, work is to increase the field strength available from

and considerable progress has been made in the past the aperture at the specimen surface. Aiiy increase will
year in reducing it. Noise measurement equipment was automatically improve the system signal-to-type Iconstructed and used to develop improved preampli-
fiers. Two types of low-noise preamps have been con-

noise ratio. This work is being done at the University

structed;  one was designed  with type 7586 Nuvistors, of Missouri, and is just getting under way.
and the other with type 2N3822 N channel field effect A first step in the assault on type II noise seems to

transistors. These preamplifiers lowered the system be the development of an improved method of ex-
noise figure nearly 2.5 db. In addition, more stable tracting the data from the leflected pulse since nothing

sampling circuits have been designed that have reduced can be done about suppressing type II noise unless the
the noise originating from time jitter  of the sampling various signal components are available in electroni-
circuits. Pulse-generator noise at present contributes Cally useful forms. Data extraction is more com-
about one-fourth as much noise power in the system plicated for a pulse system since theoretically so much
output as the best preamp so far built. Nothing has more information is available.

\
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7. Development of Infrared Systems for Nondestructive Testing (I. R. KRAsKA)

A large number of known forms of energy have been . 1«,1 El»-1-fl#i,=lLM#ki ISEVUIl l- k
used in nondestructive testing. Although such systems 77=tt,«  

i exhibit excellent capabilit,ip..s for revealing infoiitialion tvbEA=J,-97:=' f/T, r -:.l ,7--191241- i.i-Fr6-1''w=y.L..24    -.-. t-L---%=*1+ --4;-1---1-j--1 _:-6- an-;·- =18=4-_concerning the internal conditions of a given material, ,-E=/=-.  1 rl ..i-   -1 .-2--,-  --4  -, -4-·1--4-:·1-ZE'i='1·--1  :  t- i._·- ·--··=41   - 1  1-/.-'.-

these tests usually are only iiidirectly related to the 5-«--1 11,  M.  i  Vi.--i»xi:t „i.-1.--*-ffi

sample property about which information is actually id:IMS#adf .#   UTFULd/#IM:*36'320.t Rebitw

-= «E-»s=\=»SI\--:\-„-'SI t:.»\-=\E- desired. Many nondestructive tests, particularly in the
43175nuclear field, are performed to determine how well heat FIG. 1371). Strip Chart Recording of a Thermal Test of thewill be transferred through an assembly. It would seem Test Plate Described in Fig„re 13711.

reasonable to expect that a thermal testing system

capable of differentiating surface temperature changes a test of a flat stainless steel rectangular plate, with
could supply such information directly. voids machined in the back surface. The test plate is.

A thermal testing system utilizing a thermistor as 1.27 mm thick, with three, 6.35 mm diameter round
the thermal detector has been evaluated. The test sys- voids, 0.25 mm, 0.2 mm and 0.127 mm deep machined
tem makes use of a near surface direct current thermal in the back (unscanned) surface. The figure shows the
detector. A surface temperature is observed by the straight line scan path on the test plate, with the
thermal detector, producing an electrical signal corre- detector and heat spot in tandem on the scan path.
sponding to the surface temperature of the material. The path is achieved by moving the test plate in
This electrical signal is amplified in an electronic pre- front of the fixed heat source and detector. Heat from
amplifier and conveyed to a strip chart recorder which the source diffuses into the material at a rate dependent
provides a permanent record of the inspection. upon the condition of the interior of the test sample.

A radiant heat source is used to heat the test samples The delayed surface temperature measurement (0.25
just prior to the thermistor observation of the surface seconds) allows the heat to diffuse into the test plate,
temperature. The heat source used in these tests is a and reveal the interior characteristics of the material.
1000 watt, 115 volt projection lamp. The focusing Under test conditions, the system demonstrated a
reflector is a 172 nim diameter, 98 mm focal length response to test materials having surface temperatures
first surface mirror. An 89 mm focal length condensing of about 25°C. The thermal detector demonstrated a
lens is used to reduce the projected filament size on the capability for differentiating temperature differences
test obj ect to  5 mm x 7 mm. as small as 0.125°C.

Figure 137a illustrates the scan heat technique in Figure 137b illustrates a strip chart recording of a
thermal test of the rectangular test plate described

VOIDS
above. The three temperature rises in the trace indicate
the fabricated voids in the test materials, the position-» -4--e -

t                                               and dimensions are shown. Heat spreading causes the
SCAN PATH voids to appear to be approximately 9.5 mm, in Wans-

verse dimension, rather than 6.35 mm.
STAINLESS STEEL: 1.27MM THICK Further efforts in this study will be concentratedSCAN SPEED:2.5 CM./SEC.
TIME DELAY: 0.25 SEC. on the improvement of electronic circuitry   and   the
HEAT SPOT SIZE: 5MM x 7MM incorporation of the thermistor detector into a radi-

43175 ometer. Electronic circuitry work will be designed
FIG. 1378. Stainless Steel Test Plate, With Voids Machined primarily for a better signal-to-noise ratio, faster

in the Back Surface. The test plate is 1.27 mm thick, with three,
6.35 mm diameter round voids, 0.25 mm, 0.2 mm and 0.127 mm response and improved resolution of the thermal sys-
deep machined in the back (unscanned) surface. tem.
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8.  Measurement of Thermal Conductivity of Irradiated Metallic Fuel as a Func-
tion of Burnup and Temperature (R. A. DI Novi)

TABLE 59. ROOM-TEMPERATURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY The thermal-pulse method(149) of measuring thermal
AND THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF UNIRRADIATED diffusivity (a) and thermal conductivity (K) is being

UR.ANIUM-FISSI UM ALLOYS utilized to determine the thermal properties of irradi-
K (cal K (cal ated fuel pins. Each fuel pin will be alternately sec-

Alloy Section af (Cm,2/   Cm/ci·112 cm/cml tioned into a number of transverse (3.6 mm diameter,sec) sec .C)    sec .C)
1 mm thick) and longitudinal (3.6 x 3.6 x 1 mm) speci-

U-3.310/0Fs- First Trans- 0.0794 0.0550 mens. This enables the diffusivity  and . conductivity

1.7m/0Zr; 10% verse to be measured in both the axial and radial directions

Enriched Fii·st Longi- 0.0831 0.0540 at many points along the fuel pin, and thus, will in-
tudinal dicate any anisotropy in the thermal properties as wellSecwid Trans 0.0816 0.0560 as any variation of these properties in the axial and
verse

Third Trans- 0.0818 0.0554 radial directions along the length of  the fuel pin.

verse Accurate measurements on such small specimens
U-3.Ow/oFs 0.0541 aro not a,lways possible. A feasibility study showed
U-Sm/oFs; 20% First Trans- 0.0601 0.0454 that measurements within the accuracy of the luethod

Enriched verse can be mada on small, thin samples provided a correc-First Longi- 0.0620 0.0440

tudinal tion is made for finite pulse-time effects. (160)
Second Trans- 0.0631 0.0475 This experiment is planned in two stages:   (a)  room-

verse temperature measurements, and (b) temperature
Third Trans- 0.0628 0.0451

measurements up to 600°C. Efforts to date have been
verse directed toward the ambient temperature measure-U-5w/oFs 0.0450

U-Sw/oFs- First Trans- 0.0721 0.0516 ments. A room-temperature set-up, suitable for op-
2.5w/oZr; 20% verse eration in a cave area, was designed and has been
Enriched First Longi- 0.0752 0.0509 installed in 8 cave. Measurements made on the un-

tudinal irradiated uranium-fissium alloys are given in Table
Second Trans- 0.0744 0.0500

59.
verse

U-Sw/oFs- 0.0474 At the present time, the study is restricted to one

2.25w/0Zr irradiated alloy-the U-5'W/oFs alloy. Burnup levels
U-6.7to/oFs- First Trans- 0.0634 0.0454 range from 0.32(1/0 to 3.Oa/o. The extensive metal-

1.3w/oZr; 10% verse lographic preparation of the plane specimens necessaryEnriched First Longi- 0.0610 0.0440
to give the surfaces the required flatness and paral-tudinal

Soco,1,1 Trans- 0.0614 0.0442 lelism is almost complete. It is contemplated that the
verse room temperature thermal measurements on these

Second Longi- 0.0639 0.0457 samples will be completed in the near future.
tudinal

Third· Trans- 0.0625 0.0460 ('60)  Taylor,  R.  E.,  Finite  Pulse-Time  Efects  in the Flash

verse Dibisivity Technique, Applied Physics Letters   5(10),    212

U-5.110/ops * (1964).
U-1Ow/oFs- First Trans- 0.0414 0.0357

5.Ow/0Zr; 10% verse

Enriched First Longi- 0.0419 0.0352

tudinal
Second Trans- 0.0454 0.0370

verse

Third Trans- 0.0458 0.0369

verse

Fourth Trails- 0.0454 0.0368

verse

U-1Ow/oFs 0.0345

* No value
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A. METALLURGY OF ACTINIDE METALS

1. Uranium

a. SELF-DIFFUSION IN ALPHA URANIUM (S. TABLE 60. SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN PERFECT AND

J. ROTHMAN, R. BASTAR, AND D. RoKOP*) MOSAIC SINGLE CRYSTALS OF a-URANIUM AT 860°K

The past year's effort on this problem was directed Crystal Diffusion
Structure Analysis Method   D, (10-14NO. Direction cm'/sec)toward determining the effect of the dislocation struc-

t,ire on the anisotropy of self-diffusion. To this end, 38 [100] "Perfect"  Mass Spec. 3.67
six alpha uranium single crystals (see Table 60), three          3b [0101 "Perfect"  Mass Spec. <0.35
with considerable mosaic structure (Laue spots spread           Je [0011 "Perfect"  Mass Spec. 3.84

over -5° arc, and three without mosaic structure      4a [100] Mosaic Fission Count.   -6

(henceforth called "perfect crystals")   were   annealed                     db [010] Mosaic Mass Spec. <0.35
4(:           [001 1 Mosaic Fission Coulit. -7.5together at 860°K for 6.45  X  106 sec. The diffussing iso-

tope was U 88.
Crystals 4a, 4b, and 4c were sectioned on a lathe; 4a The two penetration plots for the [010] direction

and 4c did not section well. A small cylinder of metal (Figure  139) are alike ill shape, both showing  a  very
was extruded from the center of crystal 48 while turn- rapid drop near the origin, followed by a long tail.(161)
ing   metal   off   the   side   of   the   sample.   The dial gauge The more gradual slope of the initial drop for the mo-
jammed while crystal dc was being aligned, so it ended saic structured crystal indicates faster diffusion, i.e.,
up 2 X 10-3 cm out of alignment. The sections from enhancement by the dislocations. The curvature of the
crystals  38,  3b,  and  3c  were  cut · by  grinding,  and no plots makes it impossible to obtain an exact estimate of
problems were encountered. the enhancement; it appears to be about a factor of two.

The penetration plots for the three different crystal It should be noted that the oscillations in ·the tail of the
directions are shown in Figures 138, 139, and 140. It is curve are not due to errors iii the analyses; they prob-
evident that the large anisotropy noted before (Annual ably represent a dislocation effect, like the one observed
Report for 1961, ANL-6516, Annual Report for 1964, by Peart(162) for self-diffusion in vanadium.
ANL-7000) is again  present.  As shown below,   the dis- The penetration plot for diffusion in the [001] direc-
locations do enhance diffusion, but they do not affect tion   in the "perfect" crystal (Figure   140) is again   a
the shapes of the penetration plots; i.e., the plots for straight line; its slope gives D = 3.84 X 10-14 ellie/sec.
[100] and [001] are straight lines, whilst the one for The penetration plot. for the mosaic structured crystal
[010] is curved. was analyzed by taking the average concentrati.on in

The plot for diffusion along [100] in the perfect crys- each  section:
tal, Figure 138, is a straight line, as expected from the
solution of the diffusion equation for the thin layer k 1/TDi F   . (X + m\ / X \1

Cave -
I el'i

 -erf 1 -I l  (1)initial condition, with D= 3.67 X 10-14 cm2/sec. The                     m     L    ( 24Di \21/Di/J
penetration plot for crystal da was analyzed by consider- where k is a constant obtained by normalizing at
ing the extrusion mentioned above as a displacement of
part of the sample parallel to the diffusion direction. X2 - 1.0 X 10-6 cm2,
The points in Figure 138 marked "calculated" were ob- m is the misalignment (2.116 X 10-3 cm), D the diffu-
tained by using this model and normalizing on the first

sion coefficient, and t the annealing time. The points
point (the square with the arrow thus fits exactly over marked "calculated" were obtained by using a value ofthe   circle   at  which   the   arrow   points).   D was taken   as

6 X 10-14 cm2/sec in the calculation, and since D   =   8   X 10-14 cm2/sec,  D   =   7   X   10-14  cm2/sec  gave

points slightly below the experimental curve. The value
D  =  '(5  or 7)   X  10-14 en12/sec taken for D was therefore 7.5 X 10-14 cni /sec; there is

thus an enhancement of about a factor of two due to the
gave worse  fits, the above value is accurate  to  *17 %. dislocations in the mosaic-structured crystal.It is thus eviden.t th A.t t,here is enhancement due to dif-

 sion along dislocations, D being increased by about (161) Rothman, S. J., Hines, J. J., Gray, Jr., J. and Harkness,

1 %. A.  L., J.  Appl.  Phys. 33,  2113  (1962).
(162) Peart, R. F., in: Di,#wion in Body-Centered Cubic Met-

* Chemistry Division ats,  ASM 235  (1965).

169
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The values of D [100] and D [001] from this study, 10'_
last  year's Annual Report (ANL-7000),  and  Reference                                                     = • MOSAIC STRUCTURED
161, are plotted vs. 1/T in Figure 141. The points for                      f          CRYSTAL
Dtiooi for mosaic-structured crystals fall on a straight 3.2

-

• CALCULATED

line, which is fitted by Do = 9.3 X 10-3 cm2/sec and an * "PERFECT" CRYSTALd   100-:f
activation energy of 44 kcal/mol. However, because of 8-

D -the experimental uncertainties, the enhancements due
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0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0  12.0  14.0 16.0 to mosaic structures, and the very narrow temperature

X; 'd crnx range covered, no great significance can be attached
these values. For DIoo,1 the points did not lie on 8 straig

43141

FIG. 139. Penetration Plots for Self-diffusion along [010] iii line. Also, no exact values of D could be calculated for
a-U at 860°K, Crystals 3b and 4b. X = penetration distance. diffusion in the [010] direction because of the curvature
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of the penetration plots. The maximum possible value of
-15

D [010] for both kinds of crystals is about 3.5 X 10
0.040 - URANIUM SINGLE CRYSTALcm /see. G [010] -6700

The values of D given here are somewhat lower than
0.030 -

those found by Adda et at. (163, and in fair agreement                               /
'P vith those found by Bochwar and co-workers.(164) As the         8 1

L    0.020_   URANIUM POLYCRYSTALlatter noted, the D's published by A(ida el, al. probably          0
2. G [010] · 3200contain a grain-boundary diffusion component. O.o 1 0-

This concludes our investigation of self-diffusion in
alpha uranium.                                                                 0      '     '           1           1     1     1

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 50 6.0 7.0 8.0

FRACTION OF ATOMS FISSIONED X 106b. IRRADIATION GROWTH OF ALPHA URA-
NIUI I (B. A. LOOMm) 43142

FIG. 142. The Elongation of Uranium Crystals on Neutron
Publication: Irradiation at 135°C.

B. A. Loomis and S. B. Gerber, The Efect of Pre- ported by Paine and Kittel(166  and the G [010] value for
irradiation Heat Treatment and a Brief Postirradia- the polycrystal is substantially higher than the G value
tion Anneal on Swelting of Alpha Uranium, J. of 1200 reported by Buckley.(167  The reason for the
Nuc. Mat., 16 49-53 (1965). different growth coefficients on irradiation at approxi-

mately 150°C is not clear at the present time. Additional
The elongation of single crystalline and polycrystal- crystals will be irradiated to determine if the growthline alpha uranium (0.42u/oU235) was determined during coefficient decreases when a greater fraction of thethermal neutron irradiation at 135°C. The elongation U- atoms are fissioned.

of the single crystal was measured in the [010] crystal- It was previously reported that a 0.32 cm diameter
lographic direction, and the elongation of a polycrystal- uranium single crystal did not grow on irradiation atline rod that was prepared by swaging and subsequent 821600C.(165, Buckley,(167) however, has reported that a
recrystallization at 400°C was measured along the rod 0.1 cm diameter wire has a G [010] value of 11,000 onaxis. The apparatus used in this study has been de- irradiation   at   - 196°C. The examination of crystalsscribed previously.(165  The results of this study are pre- after irradiation  at  - 160°C has shown  that  the speci-
sented in Figure 142. The growth coefficient G for the mens are cupped on the ends, which indicates enhancedSingle crystal and the polycrystal is 7600 and 3200, re- growth of the peripheral layers of the crystals at low
spectively. temperatures. This observation suggests that the ge-

The G [010] value for the single crystal is approxi- ometry of specimens being irradiated at low tempera-mately one order of magnitude greater than that re-
tures may be important in determining the magnitude
of growth. Therefore, 0.1 cm diameter wire and a 0.32

(163) Adda, Y., Kirianenko, A., and Mairy, C., Compt. Rend. cm diameter rod will be irradiated at approximately
253, 445  (1961). -269°C.

(164) Bochwar, A. A., Kuznetsova, V. G., Sergeyev, V. S.,
and  Butra,  F.  P. ,  Third   U.  N.  International  Conference  on the (166) Paine, S. H., and Kittel, J. H., Preliminary Analysis
Peacefill  US€8  of  Atomic Energy, A/Conf. 28/p/133 (1964). of Fission-Induced Dimensional Changes in Single CruBtals Of

(165) Loomis, B. A., Blewitt, T. H., Klank, A. C.,and Gerber, Uranium, U.S.A.E.C. Rep. ANL-5676.
S.  B. ,  Elongation  of  Uranium  Single  Crystals  During Neutron (167) Buckley, S. N., Irradiation Growth, U.K.A.E.A. Rep.,
Irradiation, Appl. Phys. Letters,  5,  No. 7, 135-137 (1964). AERE-R 3674  (1961).

2. Plutonium

a. PREPARATION OF HIGH-PURITY IBIETAL tory.   A net weight   of   1.5   kg of usable metal  was  ob-
(G. B. O'KEEFFID, J. A. AMY, AND L. T. LLOYD) tained during the past year from 4.0 kg of anode stock.

.    We are continuing to prepare plutonium metal   iii              Our own programs used up  1.3  kg,  and a small quantity
small quantities by electrorefining in a fused salt elec- was supplied to the ANL Chemistry Division for ana-
trolyte for use in our own programs and to satisfy lytical standards.
occasional requests from other Divisions of the Labora- Although the electrorefining process produces good
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quality plutonium metal, the final castings contain compared to the grain structures of other cast metals.
from 500 to 1500 parts per million impurities (atoms), They  show: (1) large differences in grain  size,  with fine
primarily the lighter elements C, H, N, and 0. These grains   occurring in clusters;     (2)    some   of the larger
impurities are sufhicient to affect the electron transport grains have subgrains, some do not; (3) grain boundaries

properties of plutonium, for example the ratios of re- are very irregular for the most part and show nonequi-
sistance at room temperature to resistance at 4.2°K are librium configurations, i.e. the angles between grain
about 30, and undoubtedly they influence the other boundaries at triple points when triple points exist, are
physical wid metallurgical properties. Tn an effort to seldom near 120°; (4) some coarse grains are partially,
prepare metal with impurity levels at least an order of or wholly, "speckled" as if etched, while ilie remainder

magnitude lower, we are studying the feasibility of of the grain surface and surrounding grtlins are smooth
further purification by zone-refining. faced; and (5) some grains are completely surrounded

A commercial, floating-zone apparatus with electron by another grain. The observation of these mierostrue-
beam heating has been procured and modified to give tures has posed two questions:  (1) What metallographic
satisfactory operation with metals that melt at low procedures can be used to develop reproducible and real
temperatures. In preliminary experiments liquid zones structures?    (2)   How cati these microstructures  be  in-
hn,ve been passed successfully through 3 mm diameter terpreted?

wires of lead, which is a good substitute for plutonium The ability to consistently reproduce microstructures
because of its poor thermal conductivity, low melting of alpha plutonium by the mechanical preparation and
temperature, and ratio of surface tension to density, (168) electropolishing methods given in previous Annual Re-
of aluminum, which has a melting temperature close to ports (ANL-6677   and   ANL-6868)   was   demonstrated
that of plutonium, and of gold, which has a high density in last year's Annual Report (ANL-7000).  Also  it  was
liquid and is not supported by oxide films. The appara- shown that inadvertent and intentional overheating of
tus is being moved into a glovebox in preparation for the sample during electropolishing could cause "speck-
the final experiments to test its applicability to plu- led" areas and included grain in the microstructure.
tonium. Therefore, it was possible that these features in all

b. METALLOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES (M. D. samples were artifacts, which are created by the metal-
lographic preparations. This quandary has been an-ODIE AND L. T. LLOYD) swered during the past year as a result of metallographic

Microstructures of alpha plutonium in cast and slowly observations  On  samples  subjected  to high pressure  and
cooled samples display several unusual features when high temperature treatments (SeC Section below);

(168) Heywang, W., The Stability of Vertical Melting Zones, Figure 143 shows the microstructures of two such speci-
Z. Naturforschg.  11A,  238 (1956). mens. Figure 143:1 clearly illustrates that the metal-
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a. Pressed and heated to 40 kbar and 790°K in the piston-cylinder apparatus and cooled under pressure through the liq. - 13 anG
B -9 a phase changes at rates of 10°K/hr and 15°K/hr, respectively.
42671 Polarized light 75X

FIG. 143. Microstructures of Plutonium Specimens After High Pressure and Temperature Treatments.
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b. Pressed and heated to 31 kbar and 710°K in the opposed anvil device and cooled under pressure at a rate of 1°K/min through
the 0  - a transformation.
41246 Polarized light 250X

FIG. 143-Conti·nued

R. Dlographic procedures normally do not cause "speckled R.D.

1100%areas and included grains, although it must be empha-
sized that improper preparation can create such arti-                                      u

203010

facts. lIn addition, the equiaxed grains in the partially
-I %.  ·lf'                                   -               '(010)  - .*-to.     Brecrystallized structure shown in Figure 143b demon-

C.D. no:Y71 34:. _ - - ic.O,\  /1strate that alpha, plutonium can have the typical micro-
.A,  1                               1structure of an annealed metal wherein the grain size

»." 1is nearly uniform, the recrystallized grains are free of 1,001/ /         •

substructure, the grain boundaries are straight and a bsmooth, and the triple points show equilibrium cen-
010

figurations. / /0.
1 1We now are convinced that our metallographic pro-

1
(213)            r

cedures yield reproducible and real microstructures, |4013 -1- (013
.'and we do not plan any further development work. (2031  \- /

C.D. .041it;--
C.D.

(00

Qualitatively, the interpretation of the unusual micro-
1.T    o°

structures in samples of plutonium treated at atmos-
pheric pressure is related to the properties of this metal,
primarily the fact that the alpha phase is formed from
the beta phase Lit a relatively low temperature                       C                                                                   d

R. D. R.D.

(a +2 B   at 385°K) 41535

FIG. 144. Pole Figures Showing the Ideal Orientations Usedwith an accompanying decrease in volume of -10 %. to Explain the Relationships between the Intensities Found on
e. PREFERRED ORIENTATION IN ALPHA the  (013),  (004),  (203), and  (213) Pole Figures. The solid circles

ROLLED SHEET (A. F. BERNDT AND L. T. and solid lines represent projections from the upper hemi-
sphere; projections from the lower hemisphere are shown by

LLOYD) open circles and dashed lines.
Publication:

tonium rolled at room temperature to 98.8 % reduction
A. F. Berndt and L. T. Lloyd, Preferred Orientation in thickness  (see last year's Annual Report, ANL-7000)

       in a Sheet of Alpha-Rolled Plutonium, Trans. ASM         gave the ideal orientations shown in Figure 144. Four
58 470-475 (1965). diagrams were needed to explain all possible combina-

An  analysis  of  the pole figures  for  the   (013), (004), tions of the pole figures because both the (203) and
(203)   and (213) reflections  from a sheet of alpha plu- (213) figures had two maxima. The (010) pole is ap-
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proximately parallel to the cross-direction in two of the which call, in principle, predict the transformatiolt
I diagrams, 144a and 144b, and is approximately parallel characteristics of any two parent phases, given their

to the rolling-direction iii the other two, 144c and 144d. respective crystal structures. The essential idea in the
This suggests that the rolled sheet has a two component WLR treatment is the transformation of a block of
texture. The stronger maxima from the  (203)  and (213) material in phase A into a block of material in phase B
pole figures were combined to give the orientation il- in two stages. In stage one a geometrical transformation
lustrated in Figure 144d, while Figure 1448 is the result of the fundamental lattice vectors converts phase A to
of combining the two weaker maxima. Therefore, the an intermediate phase B'. In stage two an inhomogene-
preferred orientation with the [010] axis nearly parallel ous shuffling of the atoms of phase B' brings them in
to the rolling-direction is the major texture component. register with the atoms of the phase B structure. Agree-
This Conclusion is corroborated by the results of Brod- ment with experiment is found to be particularly good
sky arid Ianniello,(169, because their curve of resistance in the case of transformations where the parent phases
vs. temperature in a direction parallel to the rolling- have primitive lattice structures.(171,172, In the ease of
direction of a sheet of alpha plutonium flat rolled at complex structures with multiple atoms positioned ir-
room temperature was more like the resistance-tempera- regularly within the unit cell, however, the mathemati-
ture curve for the [010] direction, as reported by Elliott cal operations tend to be laborious and messy(175,176)

et al., (170) than were their curves for a direction 45° from and there are indications that a reliable answer, in gen-

the rolling-direction and for a direction parallel to the eral, cannot be obtained without utilization of addi-
cross-direction (both directions were in the plane of the tiotial experimental data besides the crystal structures
sheet). of the parent phases.

In the present investigation where the structures are
d. THE a 0 9 TRANSFORMATION (L. C. R. quite complex (a-Pu has 16 atoms per unit cell(177  and

ALFRED, J. A. AMY, AND L. T. LLOYD) (178)B-Pu has 34 atoms  per unit cell), we are proposing to
The mechanism of the a A B phase transformation in determine the characteristics of the transformation by

plutonium is believed to be martensitic. Owing to diffi- appropriate modifications of the WLR treatment. There
culties encountered iii growhig single crystals of these are two methods that we believe can be employed here
phases and in the interpretation of their rather complex with advantage-they are described briefly below.
X-ray diffraction patterns, the primary characteristics M ethod 1: This method follows the lines of the treat-
of the transformation, i.e., (a) the change of shape, (b) ment of martensitic transformation iii iron alloys by
the  orientation  of the habit plane  and   (c) the orienta- Doi and Nishiyaina(179)

and Frank(180  where the habit

tion relationship between the two phases, are still un- planes are identified with the planes of best conformity
determined. Since these transformation characteristics (i.e., the invariant planes) in the two parent phases.
play an important part in the metallography and in the The matching of the atomic arrangements in the planes

growth of large crystals of a and #-plutonium, the of best conformity carl be performed by a computer.
problem of determiiiing them by a theoretical approach Once the habit planes are known, a careful study of the
is well worth r.onsidering. inner habit plane atomic arrangement should lead us to

The theoretical determination of tlie primary charac- the lattice correspondence of the parent phases. Al-
teristics  of  a  martensitic  transformation(171,172)   has met ternatively, a WLR transformation can be carried out
with a fair measure of success. The method generally utilizing the known orientation of the habit planes.
employed is the correspondence matrix transformation
of Wechsler, Lieberman, and Read,(173

,174)
(WLR),

(174) Bowles, J. S., and Mackenzie, J. K., The Crystallography
(169) Brodsky, M. B., wid Ianniello, L. C., Anisotropy and of  Martensite Transformations, Acta Met. 2, 129  (1954).

the  Anomalous  Resistivity  of A tpha  Plutonium,  J.  Nucl. Mat. (175) Lomer, W. M., "The 8 - a Transformation in Uranium
13, 281 (1964). -1.4  Atomic  Per Cent. Chromium Alloy," The Mechanism  of

(170) Elliott, R. 0., Olsen, C. E., and Bronisz, S. E., E ect of Phase Transformation in Metals, p. 243, Inst. of Metals, London
Prefer·red Orientation on the Electrical Resistivity of Alpha Plu- (1956).

tomum at Low Temperature, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 276 (1964). (176) Lomer, W. M., a-6 Transformation  in Plutonium, Solid
(171) Christian, J. W., The Theory of Transformations in State Commun. 1, 96  (1963).

Metals  and  A l1ou8, Chapts. XXI and XXII, Pergammoii Press, (177) Zachariasen,  W.  H.,  and  Ellinger,  F.  H., The Cr118tal
Oxford (1965). Structure of Alpha Plutonium Metal, Acta Cryst. 16, 777 (1963).

(172) Bilby, B. A., atid Christian, J. W., "Martensitic Trans- (178) Zachariasen, W. H., and Ellinger, F. H., The Crystal
formatioii," The Mechanism of Phase T,·ansformations  in Met- Structure of Beta Plutonium Metal, Acta Cryst. 16,369 (1963).
als, p 121,  Iiist. of Metals, London (1956). (179) Doi, M., and Nishivama, Z., Habit Plane of 7 - a Tran:

(173) Wechsler, M. S., Lieberman, D. S., and Read, T. A., On formation in Iron Alloys, Mem. Inst. Sci. Ind. Research Osaka
the Theory of the Formation of Martensite, Trans. AIME 197, Univ.  11,  153  (1954).
1503 (1953). (180) Frank, F. C., Martensite, Acta Met. 1,  15  (1953).
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   Method 2:  The essential idea in this second method is mination of the diagram up to 40 kbar.(182' No new trans-
the transformation of the parent Pu structures by small formations were found between 40 and 57 kbar.
displacements of the atoms to secondary structures with In order to qualitatively evaluate the pressure gradi-
a primitive lattice (for example a-Pu reduces to a mono- ents imposed by the solid pressure transmitting media
clinic

 
primitive lattice   by   a   mean   displacement of (talc, graphite and boron nitride) in the piston-cylinder

....,.,0.6A  per  atom  pei·peiidicular  to  the  two-fold axis). cell assemblies, metallographic studies were made on
These transformations can he arrived at either by sim- uraniuni sa.mples cooled at various rates through the
ple inspection of a crystal model or they Can be worked phase transformations while subjected to 25 and 40
out as pseudo-structures from approximate X-ray kbar.  (At 25 kbar the samples went through the 7 -+ B
structure factors:181  Having approximated the parent and 8 -+ a transformations, while at 40 kbar they trans-
phases to primitive lattice structures, a WLR trans- formed directly  from  7  -+ a.) Decreasing  the  rate  of
formation can be carried out without difficulty to give cooling at a given pressure increased the size of the
the characteristics of the transformation. grains. For a given cooling rate, the grains in the sam-

Work  on   this  proj ect was started quite recently and ples treated at 40 kbars were larger and contained less
there are no concrete results to report so far. We are substructure than the grains in the samples treated at
currently writing a computer program for the CDC 25 kbars. All of the samples displayed appreciable
that will help us to determine the planes of best atomic plastic deformation by twinning (Figure 1458). Stresses

conformity in a  and B-Pu,  as indicated in Method 1. arising from volume changes during the transforma-
We are also in the process of working out the possible tions, or from the anisotropy of thermal expansions(183)

primitive pseudo-structures that can be derived from and/or linear compressibilities and related interactions
(184,185)the Pu lattices for use in Method 2. at grain boundaries could not have caused these

extensive deformations, and it was concluded that the
e. EFFECTS OF PRESSURE ON TRANSFORMA- pressures transmitted by a solid medium are far from

TIONS (R. G. LIPTAI, L. T. LLOYD, AND R. J. being hydrostatic.
FRIDDLE) This problem of nonhydrostatic pressures is elimi-

Publication: nated when the test specimen is surrounded by an
annulus of an alkali metal (lithium, sodium or potas-

R. G. Liptai, L. T. Lloyd and R. J. Friddle, The sium) in a tantalum capsule and this assembly is sub-
Efects of High Pressure and Temperature on the jected to the high pressure conditions. Twin deforma-
Microstructure of Plutonittin, J. Nucl. Mat. 17 tions are greatly reduced in uranium samples tested in
330-335 (1965). this manner (Figures  145b  and  145c). The amount  of

The overall objective of this program is to study the twins in a sample increases as the amount of grain

effects of high hydrostatic pressures on the transforma- boundaries increases. Therefore, these twins are caused

tions in actinide elements, with an immediate goal of by stresses arising from interactions at grain boundaries

using high pressure as a. parameter in attempts to grow due to the anisotropies of thermal expansions and linear
compressibilities.large grains or single crystals of alpha pltitonium. Work

during the past year has been divided between two ef- It is extremely interesting to note that subgrains are

forts: 1) installation, calibration, testing and evalua- eliminated in samples tested in alkali metals at 40 kbar
pressure, i.e., transformed directly from 7 to a (Figure

tion  of the piston-cylinder apparatus;  and 2) studies  of
the effects of high pressure on the transformations and 145c), but subgrains are present in samples treated  at

microstructures of plutonium.
25 kbar (Figure  145b). This observation provides  in-
direct experimental verification of Cahii's explanation

Upon completion of assembling and installing the for the formation of substructure in alpha uranium as EL
piston-cylinder equipment in the globevox, and of
calibrating the apparatus, the first experiments were

result of phase transformations at atmospheric pres-

conducted on uranium in order to further test the equip- (182) Klement, W., Jr., Jayaraman, A., and Kennedy, G. C.,
ment and to develop techniques for high pressure ex- Phase   Transformations   in    Uranfum   at   High   Pressures,   Phys
periments before contaminating the equipment with Rev.  129,  1971  (1963).

plutonium. During this work the pressure-temperature (181)  Cahn,  R.  W.,  The  Preparation  of Alpha-Uranium  Crvs-
talS, Acta Met.  1,  176  (1953).diagram of the solid-state transformations in uranium (184) Lloyd, L. T.  and Mayfield, R. M., Microstructu.ral

was   determiized   up   to   57   kbar   by differential thermal Changes   of   Uranium   Upon   Thermal   Cycling,   Trans.   ASM  50, alysis. The results agreed well  with a previous deter-            954  (1958).
(188) Davidson, T. E., Uy, J. C., and Lee, A. P., Hydrostatic

(181) McLachlan, D. J., X-Ray Crustat Sti·tictu're, Chapt. 7, Pressure-Induced  Plastic Flow  in Poll/crystalline  Metals,  Trans.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, (1957). AIME 223,  820  (1965).
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a. In boron nitride-40 kbar pressure. b. In lithium-25 kbar pressure.
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c. In sodium-40 kbar pressure.
43221 50X

FIG. 145. Microstructures of Uranium Samples after High  l'reSSure  Mild  Tetilpwature  Treatmoptg     All  Rpertimens were pressurized,
heated to 1160°K, and cooled through the tratisformations at a rate of 1°K/min. Polarized light illumination.

sure:183) He proposed that the subgrains are the result hysteresis of the a * 8,8 0 7 and 7 - f transforma-
of strains accompanying the volume decrease during the tions are shown in Figure 147. The P-T diagram does not
0 -* a transformation. Because the beta phase is show an alpha-beta-liquid triple point, as proposed from
stronger than the alpha phase, these strains are ac- an extrapolation of Stephens' data.(me Therefore, it is
commodated by plastic deformations of the alpha grains impossible to obtain the alpha phase by solidification
and annealing phenomena then form low angle bound- from the liquid. The most interesting aspect of the P-T
aries. Assuming that the gamma phase is weaker than diagram is the decrease ill slope of the a A B curve with
the alpha phase at high pressure, it accommodates the increase in pressure to zero slope at about 55 kbar.
straizis when alpha is transformed directly from ganinia, Above this pressure the curve appears to have a nega-
and, therefore, the alpha grains are free of substructure. tive slope, which indicates an increase in volume upon
It appears that the parameter of high pressure may per- going from the beta to alpha phase.

mit growth of good single crystals of alpha uranium by The Clausius-Clapeyron equation relates the heat of
the phase transformation technique. transformation (AH), the change in volume upor

The phase diagram of plutonium to 75 kbar is shown (186) Stephens, D. R., The Phase Diagram of Plutonium, J.
in Figure 146. The effects of pressure on the temperature Phys. Chem Solids 24,  1197  (1963).
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FIG. 146. The Phase Diagram of Plutonium. The data were obtained by differential thermal analysis at heating and cooling rates
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FIG. 147. Temperature Hysteresis of the a d #, B 0 7, and where, p is the density of the material. Examination
7 0 e Transformations in Plutonium. of this equation shows that dP/dT = 0 can only be in-

terpreted to mean that AV for the transformation is
transformation (AV), and the transition temperature

zero.

(T) to the first derivative of the transition temperature
The volume change during the B -+ a phase trans-

with respect to the applied pressure (P) in the follow-
formation was determined as a function of pressure

 ng manner: (Figure  148 ) . A least-squares analysis of the  data  gave
Cav)

dt-T(AV) = T (37/             (1)                          - -9.2 -0.17.P,                (2)AV
dP --SH p(AH)  '                                                         Vo
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1 1    1    1    1 1 where ri/rz is the ratio of the radius of the inner sphe, v

  3000- 900- 8 60- 24-             -0  -10
,DENSITY (transformation interface) to the radius of the original

t'500- ':'00-  50-  20--i3/ 1-dVdPTa  
-8   -8 outer surface (spherical transformation model), B is

7.200c- W. 700- :040- :316-ATX \  - -60  -6 3 Poissons ratio of the outer spherical shell, and K. and
\

Ki are the bulk modulus of the outer spherical shell and

  1"0-  "0-  i'.-  i 1.-    .  5........\\.._=_  -, f.  -. : the inner sphere, respectively.
0 100£-  50(- a 20- a 8-       1          X          -2     -2 p The temperature hysteresis of the a A B transforma-3 1- 8 / AT

-0

r   500 - 400-   »  10-        4 1 -0 -O tion in plutonium can be shown to be a function of the*-*-A-ill \
   0  300   0 o t i:I i j. -2 -2 internal transformation stresses and the applied pres-

0    10   20 30 40 50 60 70 sure through the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. ThePRESSURE, k bar
transformation stresses, tensile during the 0 -+ a and

43212
compressive during the a -+ 0 transition, lower and raiseFIG. 149. Variation of the Quantities in the Clausius-Cla-

peyron Equation with Pressure for the a *B Transformation the transformation temperature, respectively. Applied
in Plutonium. The curve of density as a function of pressure pressures reduce  the transformation stresses  by  1)  de-
was calculated from the data of Bridgman.(188) creasing the volume change during the transformation

and 2 )   reducing and finally annihilating (by superposi-
where A V/ Vo is the change of volume with respect to tion) the transformation stresses. By using reasonable
the initial volume at atmospheric pressure    ( % ) . Ex- values for the parameters in Equation   (3),  and calculat-
trapolation to atmospheric pressure yields a volume ing the transformation stresses as a function of applied
change of 9.2 %, which agrees well with published data. pressures and, in turn, using the values of the transfor-
Extrapolation to higher pressures indicates zero volume mation stresses in the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
change at about 54 kbar. values for the temperature hysteresis of the a * B

Majumdia and Royclsm have studied the applicability transformation in plutonium were calculated as a func-
of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation to solid-solid tran- tion of the applied pressure. These results showed good
sitions and have concluded that the heat of transforma- agreement with the experimental observations of tem-
tion can be calculated from accurate P-1/-T data if rela- perature hysteresis for this transformation (Figure
tively large AV and dT/dP terms exist. By applying 147).
their analysis to the a *B transformation in plutonium, Eigects of Pressure On, the Microstructure of Alpha
it appears that the heat of transformation remains con- Plutonium: Both the opposed-anvil device and the pis-
stant with pressure to at least 60 kbar (Figure 149). The ton-cylinder apparatus have been used to study the
calculated  value  of  AH  was   1100  kcal/g-atom, com- effects of high pressure and temperature on the micro-
pared with published values of about 1000 kcal/g-atom. structure of alaph plutonium. The results of the treat-
Determinations of the relative amounts of heat ab- ments in the opposed-anvil system, which were limited
sorbed and liberated during the a *B transformations to tests on solid plutonium, are given in the publication
from the differential thermal analysis data corroborate listed at the beginning of this section. Plutonium held in
the constant heat of transformation as a function of the upper portion of the alpha phase pressure and tem-
pressure. perature range (35 kbar and 620°K) gave Illetallo-

As discussed in the Annual Report for 1963 (ANL- graphic and X-ray evidence of recrystallization. Cool-
6868), the volume change during   a   transformation is ing through the 8 -+ a transformation at about 25 kbar
one of the primary factors that generates transforma- and 620°K resulted in microstructures composed of
tion stresses in a material. The deviation of the mean large and/or small grains. Large grains with lineage
transformation stress in the above report did not con- structure were predominant when cooling rates were
sider the effects of external pressure. If this variable is 5°K/min. or higher. A slower cooling rate of 1°K/min.
taken into account, the transformations stress   (p) is produced structures with large and small grains (see
give  by  the following equation: Figure 143b). The small grains were free of substructure

AV (1 - 4) + p f[ 1 (1 tx)1[2(1 -2„)  4-2
F \ 4/ 1[2Ke (1  -  2/1) -1 (1 + 11)

"2_  j                                                                         (3)

-1- 3 r
P=

[ 1 (1+B)1[1+24(1-2„ + 1/1_,·:)-  L  (1  - 2F) J L 4 (1 + B) Ki· ( 4/-
(187) Majumdia, A. J., and Roy, R., Test of the Appticabitity and are believed to be the result of recrystallizatio

of lhe Clapeyron Relationship  in  afew  Cases  of Solid-Solid  Tran- after the B -+ a transformation.sitions, J Inorg. Nuel.  Chem. 27,1961  (1965).
Attempts have been made to grow large grains of(188) Bridgman, P. W., Compression and the Alpha-Beta Tran-

sition  of Plutonium, J.  Appl.  Phys.  30,214 (1959). alpha plutonium in the piston-cylinder apparatus by
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crystallization and grain growth and by cooling
through the 0 -+ a transformation either from the liquid
range or from  the  beta  latige.  Tlie  information  obtained
froixi tlie determinations of the phase diagraiIi aIid of
the effect of pressure oii the volume change diiring th.e
B -+ a transformation has been useful in the selection of
the  conditions foi tlit,be  expelillielits;   i.e.     (11)    the  tem-
perature of the a 7-+ 8 transformation is raised from
385°K at atmospheric pressure to over 675°K at 50 kbar,
(b) the number of solid phases is reduced from six at                                                                              1
atmospheric pressure to two at pressures over 30 kbar
and (c) the volume change duiiiig tlie B -0 01 transforma-
liuit dew eabeb fiuiti about 9 % al atrnospheric pressure
to zero at about 54 kbar. Tliub tal, iiiust of the experi-

ments have been limited to pressures in the range from
30 to 40 kbar.

42864 50 X

Attempts to grow large grains by recrystallization and FIG.  151. Microstructure  of  a  Plutonium Specimen after
grain growth techniques have not been successful. Pressing to 40 kbar, Heating to the Liquid Phase Temperature
"Alpha treatments" at 40 kbar and 763°K cause re- Range, Cooling Through  the  liq.  = B  and B  --* a Transforma-

crystallization and discontinuous grain growth (Fig- tions at a Rate of 80°K/hr, and Holding at 663°K for 24 hours.

ure 150); however, the larger grains are small (-0.1 Polarized light.

mm). Other solid-state treatments, which include single
or cyclic lieating and cooling through the a Ti 0 trans-
formation and prolonged holding times at temperatures
in the beta and/or alpha phase ranges, have not been
encouraging.

:: •,      T..Techniques that include the solidification and cooling
from the liquid phase have been the most promising.

..... -

Figures 1438 and 151 show relatively large grains with .1'.:. .t.'.  1.E'......k W .  , -

..4-£ #··  2 ..4.-

and, apparently, without substructure. During cooling,
the specimen shown in Figure 151 was held at a high
temperature in the alpha phase region (663°K for 24

1 Ihours). This treatment appears to produce more regular

grain boundaries and eliminates some of the substrue-

41657

Htes./3</4..2-  0499*/mi#JA    r 4 FIG. 152. Macrophotograph  of  a Longitudinal Section
6 4. f *946£,        .wr„.6:iee-    , #. Through the Tapered Teiisile Specimen of Pu-3a/oGa Alloy.

Each scale division represeiits 1 mm. Bright field illumination.* r-,        0.'-1,&,prM:/r-     *-*)*Ti,-
*-Fi* 8'. Lk'WI-*R ."u, **         4 1'  
...  A-///./B LI Afi '2145

'
ture. Other experiments have shown that decreasing the
rate of cooling through the B -+ a transformation in-
creases the size of the alpha grains. Also iricreasing the

: P'Mth# MB 2...'.. pressure above 40 kbar appears to increase the grain  L                   h

size. To date, the largest grain produced, neglecting

fi-73.112Z1 *f.i    Z.'  '                              substructure, had a maximum dimension of  about 4
mm.

./*4*445* » . '+ One of the problems that remains is the eliminationf---  1   -

of the substructure in the alpha grains. This is impor-
tant from the viewpoint of the perfection of the crystals.

AmBPS.* t .f«'-Prl'F      .MIL  .- C.-. =CJ,     ,                                      ' Also, substructure  may be responsible for limiting  the

 2862                             50X size of the alpha grains. The substructure is proha.bly

FIG. 150. Recrystallization and Grain Growth of Alpha due to one or both of the following factors; 1) the volume

Plutonium. Specimen was held for 48 hours at 675°K and 40 change during the beta -+ alpha transformation  and 2)
kbar pressure. Polarized light. the pressure transmission by a solid medium, as was
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5 0 4 0   1  1 1 1 1 1 11 Experimentally this is somewhat more difficult since

X \ double-stage, piston-cylinder technique must be used.
       - \           c                                                      -         The second condition presents a more difficult problem,

1           Y

56 zp:Al ps
- --. 3.4 at.-% Al (ref. 7) i.e., containing the liquid plutonium in a medium that

6 30-
1

-°- 3.4 at-'% Al transmits pressure hydrostatically. Also, the container
                                     -•-  6.0 atr'% Ai

-a-   9.0  at.-% Al material for the liquid phase presents a significant-
problem, because metallographic observation of speci-

1                                         mens melted in boron nitride and tantalum have re-
2 20- \,\4 -     vealed a second phase in some cases. Work on these
9 :0 problems is continuing.

  10« f. PREPARATION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS  OF
DELTA PHASE (A. F. BERNDT, J. A. AMY, AND
L. T. LLoyD)

-1 ...---i A tapered tensile specimens of a Pu-3a/oGa alloy
<I 11k- - Was pulled to fracture and annealed  for 73 hours   atZ O  I.l i l i

0 too 200 300 400 500°C in an attempt, to grow large grains of the delta

TEMPERATURE , °K plutonium phase. Three large grains were observed in
42018

the portioii of the sample where the stress varied from
950   Kg/cm'    to    1200 Kg/cm' (Figure 152). SimilarFIG. 153. Hall Coefficients of Al-stabilized, Delta Pluto-

nium Alloys. (Reference 7 refers to publication given  at the large grains were produced in a cylindrical sample pulled
beginning of this section). in tension to a stress of 960 Kg/cm2 and annealed.

Therefore, the strain-anneal technique for growth of
1 1     1           1     1 large grains appears to be applicable to delta plutonium.

0%
\                          --- 3.4 at-% Al(ref. 7) Since the first casting contained an excessive number of

-9 40- « -o -  6.0 at-% Ce inclusions, which might be expected to limit grain
X \9 -• -   8.0   at.-% Ce

\

growth, a second melt is being prepared for further ex-
-a- 10.0 at-% Ce

  30'.'. 1                   -'- 610,6%,e
perimentation.

g. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE (M. B. BRODSKY)
0--1           - Publication:
#           -1      11 

t 20 -  'itt,
M. B. BRODSKY, Hatt Efect in Plutonium, Phys.

Rev. 137 A1423-A1428 (1965).

t9\                           -       The Hall coefficient has been measured
for delta-

LU5                                            stabilized alloys COntaiIlitig val·iuus Luitointrations of
E j, Vi i» aluminum or cerium in order to determine their effect  %0gff
8 - 7 cc------ ---1-

on magnetic ordering and band structure. These data
are shown in Figures 153 and 154. It is inferred, as in the

J . -S»---I- --

  O- ---99= r work given in the above publication, that the large
-0- temperature dependence at low temperatures is due toT.                                                                                                  w

1 1' 1 1     1     1
1

magnetic ordering, atid that the small temperature de-
0 100 200 300 400 pendence at high temperatures is due to electronic ef-

TEMPERATURE,°K fects free of magnetic interactions. Higher concentra-

42019
tions of alloying element reduce the magnitude of the

FIG. 154. Hall Coefficient of Ce-stabilized, Delta Plutonium magnetic ordering effect. The high-temperature data
Alloys. (Reference 7 refers to ptiblication given at the begin- have been tested against various two-band models of
ning  of this section). electron structure, and, as before, the 5f-78 band con-

figuration is most suitable, even for cerium compositions
discussed above. The study of the effects of pressure on having negative Hall coefficients. The number of hol,
the volume change during the B -+ a transformation in the 7s band is a linear function of the alloy concei
suggests that the first condition cari be eliminated by tration.
cooling from the liquid phase at pressures of 54 kbar. The absolute thermoelectric power of the cerium and
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i i                         comes more negative with increasing ceriuni content.

: 8 Higher concentrations of cerium cause a decrease in the
b                                                       value of the maximum at 30°R, and the peak in the
 6 • curve at 30°K is almost eliminated in the 15a/0 alloy,

\
X                                                      h -

  4- -----4----»- Attempts to separate phonon drag contributions to the
theritioelectrie power have not been successful.

9 2- Changes in slope of thermoelectric power versus
/»                                                                                        temperature have been found iii rare earths, manganese,
8  0-
a chromium,    and  vanadi um   at   their   Ndel   temperatures.
w                                                                  On this basis it would be possible to deduce Ndel tem-  -2- 6 at.-% Al

25                                                                                                                    6  at.-%
ce peratures of 40-80°K for cerium alloys and 40°K for

  -4- ---LEE, et 01. aluminum alloys. These temperatures are lower than
3.5  M-% Al (189)

llllllll the N6el temperatures assumed from resistivity data.,
O loo 200 300 400 but are in the temperature range where the Hall coeffi-

TEMPERATURE,°K cients vary greatly with temperature. If, however, the
42585 maxima, in the Hall effect correspond to magnetic or-

FIG. 155. Thermoelectric Power of Cerium and Aluminum
Stabilized Delta Plutonium.

dering temperatures, then the Ndel temperatures de-
duced from the thermoelectric power data. are much too
high. It seems that the thermoelectric power data are

aluminum-stabilized delta alloys was measured by a dif- too complex to yield definite evidence for a N6el point,
ferential technique in an effort to find low-temperature but will prove of value if, and when, other measurements
magnetic behavior. Figure 155 compares the results for establish the existence of magnetic ordering in plu-
the two 6a/0 alloys. The thernioelectric power at the totiium.
maximum near 70°K for aluillinum-stabilized alloys is

(189) Rocher, Y. A., and Friedel, J., Aspect Phenomenologique
larger for lower aluminum contents aild decreases with       de Quetques P,·op,·ides dite Pititoniwn et des Sohitions Solides
increasing alloy content. At the broad minimum near Plitionium-A luminunt   Delta,    J.    Phys. Chem. Solids    18,    196

150°K for cerium alloys the thermoelectric power be- (1961).

3. Americium and Neptunium

a. ELECTRON TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF metal (see below) indicates that these inipurities   had
AMERICIUM (B. M. BRODSKY) little effect on the measured properties.

The study of electron transport properties of the Figure 156 shows the electrical resistance or resistivity

actinide metals has been extended to include americium. of the three samples. Resistivities were calculated for

The metal was prepared by the reduction of Am02 with An14 only, because of the 11011Ulliform shapes of Am2
and  Am3.

zirconium followed by vaporization of the product.
Measurements have been made on vapor deposited

The Hall coefficients are shown in Figure 157. Once

metal left on the original glass collection tube (desig-
again (see secti n above) the results are found to fit

nated  as  An12  and 3)  and  on  metal  that  was  remelted
a 5f-78 band configuration. The data may be interpreted

and rolled  (designated as Am#). Both types of samples to mean that americium does not have low temperature

had the double-hexagonal close packed structure found magnetic transitions, and it is the first element past

by  1cWhan, with lattice parameters, ao =et al (190, thorium to have a negative Hall coefficient and to show

3.471, co = 11.246 for Am4 and ao = 3.471, co = 11.251 little temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient.
°           Figure 158 shows the increase of resistance with time

for Am3, compared to ao = 3.468 and co = 11.243A
found by McWhan. The measured density of Am4 was at 5°K due to the self-damaging effects of alpha parti-

quite low, 12.35 g/cm  compared to an X-ray density cles. Neither curve fits the simple exponential function

of 13.64 g/cni; which implies the presence of insoluble used to describe plutonium self-damage data.(191,192) The

:mpurities. Similarity of results for the two types of 091) -King, 1E., Lee, J. A., Mendelssohn, K., and Wigley, D.
(190) McWhan, D. B., Cunningharn, B. B., and Wallmann, A.,  Resistivity  of  Plt#loniian,  Neptunium  and   Uranilim  Due  to

J.  C.,  D·ystal  Structw·e,  Thet·mal  Ezpansion  and Melling Point the  Acc:16„mlation  of Radioactive Self-Damage,  Proc.  Roy.  Soc.

of Americium Metal, J. Inorg. Nuct. Chem. 24, 1025-1038 (1962). (Londoii) A284, 325-343  (1965).
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FIG. 157. Hall Coefficient of American Metal. FIG. 159. Resistivity-temperature Curves for Damaged
and Undamaged Americium Metal.

results show no maximum as was found in plutonium
enriched with Pu238 after 350-400 hours.(192, The higher ca,tive of a lack of magnetic ordering at low tempera-
specific activity of the americium makes the study tures, then the temperature-resistivity curve for ameri-
shown here equivalent to about 2000 hours of self- cium should have,the same slope  in the damaged  and
irradiation of the enriched plutonium. Isochronal undamaged condition. This is indeed the case (Figure
annealing has shown one annealing stage at 12°K and a 159). The studies  are being  continued.
second stage at 85°K.

The temperature-resistivity plots of plutonium at b. NMR IN NEPTUNIUM-237 (D. 0. TTAN OSTEN-
various levels of damage do not have the same slope as BURG AND 3%. BRODSKY)
undamaged plutonium at low temperatures. It has A search for the Np227 nuclear resonance signal in
been postulated that this is due to a disordering of the
magnetic spins   by the irradiation.(191,192,    If   this   is so,

metallic specimens was continued. The frequencies
covered a range from 6.274 to 8.950 Mc/sec. This rangeand if the Hall coefficient data, for americiuni are indi- is  sufficient  to  encompass nuclear moments  from  1.882

(192) Griffin, C. S., Mendelssohn, K., King, E., Lee, J. A., to 2.685 nuclear  magnetons    (nm).   The  investigation
Rand, M. H., and Street, R. S., Self-I,·radiation Damage in also  included  NP237, in  concentrated   HCl   where   theTi·ansuranic Elements and Colizpoltnds, Third Int. Conf. on frequency was varied from  1.449 to 15.118 Mc/sec  andPlutonium, to be published, The Institute of Metals. in two dilute solutions. This interval includes nuclear(198) Elliott, R. 0. and Olsen, C. E., Comparison of Setf-I,·ra-
diation Elfects in Alpha Phitonitim Enriched and Unenriched moments from 0.4347 to 8.818 nm. No signal was d<
in Pit'n, J. Appl. Phys. 35, 1925-1931 (1964). tected in any of the above measurements.



B. URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM CERAMIC COMPOUNDS

1. Magnetic Susceptibilities of (UPu) Carbides (D. J. LAM, J. W. Ross,
AND M. V. NEvi'i"i·)

The magnetic susceptibilities of monocarbides of Conference on Plutonium,* and a paper describing the
uranium and plutonium have continued.  Some of the   results will appear in the Proceedings of the Conference.
recent data were presented at the 3rd International A brief sununary of these results follows.

Figure 160 shows the molar susceptibility vs. tem-
perature for the binary monocarbides of uranium and

A-PU54 C46 (1410.C F.C.3

::*::: t.:ix: e 61.1
plutonium. The va,11ies for UC are in good agreement

120  ",  .US()CSO  {1410* C  FC ) with    those of Bates     and    Unstead.(194     The    constant

lee 1.'-\                                                                                                   38f J * \ 36-
.*  80  -   1          34-E r.fi
  60- \ \  32-0
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FIG.  160.  Plot  of  x,n vs Temperature  for  UC and PuC  Al.            '0      1 8-
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FIG.  162.  Plot of xo vs. Temperature for Binary and Ternary

f                                                          Carbides of Uranium and Plutonium.
0 60-

X
susceptibility may be explained either on the band40 - (a)

model, chosen by Bates and Unstead, or from a localized
(b)

20- electron point of view, which incorporates crystal field
splitting of the lowest J multiplet of the U4+ ion. All

1 1     +                     three PuC compositions show marked deviation from
0 too 200 300

TEMR (°K) Curie-Weiss behavior, there being a maximum sus-

6-8444
FIG. 161. Calculated Susceptibility vs. Temperature for * London, Nov. 22-26, 1965.

Pu+4 Ion in an Octahedral Crystal Field. The three curves (194) Bates, L. F. and Unstead, P. B., The Magnetic Stiscepti-
labelled (a) were calculated with ri as the lowest energy bility of Some  Carbides of Uranittm and Thorium, Brit. J.  Appl.
state, and the two curves (b) with rs as the lowest state. Phys.  15,  543  (1964).
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ceptibility at 20°K in each composition. As with UC, a dependent effect is due to the carbon concentration or     *.
qualitative explanation can be formulated in terms of a to changes brought about by heat treatment catinot be       7
band or localized electron model. If the band model is answered until additional work has been done to clarify         :
chosen, antiferromagnetism must be involved to explain this point.
the peak in the susceptibility. A similar argument per- The magnetic susceptibility of ternary carbides of    1
tains if the lowest lying electronic state due to crystal uranium and plutonium have been measured front 50     3
field splitting possesses a permanent magnetic moment.       to 300°K. The results are shown in Figure 162. After        
However, there is a pronounced similarity between the subtracting the contribution from the U atoms and    4
experimental results and the susceptibilities calculated scaling the results to 50 atomic percent Pu, a single     1
on the assumption that the nonmagnetic singlet state, susceptibility-temperature curve was obtained for the
ri, is the lowest lying state of the Pu4+ ion, as shown stoichiometric ternary compounds. This suggests that
in Figure 161. The overall crystal-field splitting of the the magnetic properties of the stoichiometric com-
6/4 state is assumed to be approximately 400°K. pounds is mostly governed by the Pu ions in the com-

The time-dependent magnetization effect of PuC at pounds if the susceptibility is to be explained 011 a
low temperatures, reported in ANL-7000, has not been localized atomic model incorporating crystal-field
found in a saniple having a composition closer to the splitting.
ideal stoichiometry. However, this sample had an addi- The same procedure when applied to UloPU24(42 ga've
tional heat treatment at 570°C not given to the samples a different temperature dependence, and susceptibilities
studied earlier. Thus, the question whether the time were  approximately 70 % greater below  100°K.

2. Defect Equilibria in Pu02_. (L. 1\([. ATLAS AND G. J. SCHLEHMAN)

The activity of oxygen in the nonstoichiometric agree within about 3 kcals per mole with results reported
(196)compound PUO2_. has been measured between 1045 by Markin, Bones and Gardner (except when x <

and 1505°C by a combination of gas analysis (195) and 0.05) at Harwell.  Values  of  the  relative partial molar
gravimetric methods. The resulting data. are presented entropy (&81) and enthalpy (AH;,) of oxygen in
in Figure  163 as log-log plots of the oxygen  dissocial         PuO2_, do not agree as well. In general, when z 2 0.05,
tion pressure of Pu02_, against the oxygen deficiency   the Harwell properties are less negative than values
(see Note). Electrical conductivities (0.), determined read from the Figure 166 curves above 1250°C. As a
for the same specimens, are presented in similar log-log result, free energies ext;rapolated from the cell data to
plots in Figure 164. The oxygen pressures of Figure 163, higher temperatures diverge from the present measure-
recalculated to relative partial molar free energies of ments. This discrepancy is consistent with the view
oxygen  in  the condensed phase   (aGj), are shown  as a that the defects clustered in the temperature region of
function of x in Figure 165. The solid lines in these the Harwell investigation (below 1100°C) and ran-
figures have been located by least-squares analysis. Free domly distributed above 1250°C. The disagreement in
energies taken from the least-squares lines of Figure 165 a,91 values may thereupon be attributed to the greater
are replotted as a function of temperature in Figure 166. configurational entropy of randomly arranged defects as
The slope deviation iii the curve for PuOi.99 and to a compared to defect clusters. It should be noted that the
lesser extent  in   the  one   for  PuOi.95,   may   represetit a proposed clustering in the Harwell case does not appear
tendency of the defects to cluster with a fixed concen- to depend on impurities because its effects persist even
tration of impurity ions. These clusters (which appear at high values of x.
to dissociate above 1250°C) become relatively less On the basis of a mass-action analysis of the log-log
important as the number of defects created by oxygen plots in Figures 163 and 164, it has been tentatively
loss outweighs the number of impurity ions (i.e., as suggested that the predominant defects in Pu02- may
I increases). be interstitial plutonium ions rather than oxygen

(195)Free energies taken from the 1045°C line of Figure 165 vacancies. New statistical thermodynamic rela-
tions have been developed for PU02_* on the basis

(195)  Atlas,  L.  M.,  and  Schlehman,  G.  J.,  Katharo,netric  and both interstitial cation and oxygen vacancy modfResistivity Sttidies of P,102_, Equitibria, U.S.A.E.C. Report
ANL-6960  (1965).   (Note: The temperatures  iii this reference (196) Markin, T. L., Boiies, R. J., atid Gardner, E. R., Ther-
report are incorrect and should be 1045 and 1325°C instead of modynamic Data for Plittonitim Oxides, U.K.A.E.A. Report
1100 and 1400°C.) AERE-R4724  (1964).
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(see Note  artd Appendix). These relations express the sis that the defects are randomly distributed at high

oxygen dissociation pressure of 11102-* as a function of temperatures, but are clustered near 650°C (i.e., above

oxygen content and temperature, and both models give 1045°C w' . 1, but near 650°C to' - 2.5 for the inter-

calculated pressures that agree within experimental stitial model and 4 for the vacancy model; see A.ppen-
scatter  with  the  measured  values.   The  equations  may              dix).
also be used to evaluate &Hl and in differentiated form, A more clirect means of establishing whether inter-
the maximum temperature at which PU02-. trans- stitial cations or oxygeti vacancies predominate in
forms into a mixture of solid phases. Here, too, both the PU02-* is to measure the density change of the solid as

interstitial and vacancy models perform about equally a function of x. This information, combined with the
well. The statistical analysis also supports the hypothe- lattice parameters reported by Gardner, Markin, and

(197)

Street, should indicate whether 0 atoms are being
Note: Figures 163 to 166 and the statistical relations based

removed from, or Pu atoms added to the unit cell of
on the interstitial cation model were first presented at the
Symposium on Thermodyn'amics with Emphasis on Nuclear PU02 when it is reduced to ] U02-x · Unfortunately,

Materials and Atomic Transport in Solids, Vienna, Austria, the ex-solution of Pu02_* into a phase mixture below
62-27 July 1965 (Paper No. SM-66/79). These figui·es, with cor- 650°C cannot be completely prevented even by quench-

.·ected temperatures, and equations based on botli interstitial
cation and oxygen vacancy models were later presented at the (197) Gardner, E. R., Markin, T. L., and Stieet, R. S., The
Third International Conference on Plutonium, London, Eng- Pllitonililiz-Oxyge,2 Phac: ficigam, J. hiot·g. Ni,cl. Cheni. 27,

land, 22-26 November 1965 (Paper No. 38). 541-551 (1965).
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-140 immersion gas by varying the volume of the pycnom-
1 Ill 1 1 1  1   1     1         Ill 1 1 1  1   1\ 1

,                                                                                                      eter  (Vp)  with a microburette,   (5). The volume change\
-130 -3       .         \

(AVp) required to bring about the pressure change AP
e                                                                                                           depends  on the total volume  of the system as follows:

8
- -120-                                     _      P(Fp - F,)

  0                                                    T                                      (1)

5 -1,0- - Ti <  + ap)(Vp - V.- AFF + avm).
5                8000

a                                                      Here V. is the volume of the sample; AV™ is the volume
    -,00 -     «                       0                                        0 0                          - change produced   by the movement    of the mercury6 6

      \0   0
\                                                               1045'C0                column in the manometer ; Ti and T  are the effective0

a '         absolute temperatures of the immersion gas before5 -90- ma MOV -*  \\R, 0 0 and  after the volume change  AVp ;  and  P  is  the  at-- 1235•C.0 3\\ 0 mospheric pressure of the gAS Stirrounding the pycnoni-
0   -80- -       eter initius the fixed pressure difference shown by the
<1

\ 1325•C manometer in Figure 167.\
-70 -                                                           ,                                                              When all parts  of the pyc.nomet,er  A.re  at  the  same

i.          . 1415'C temperature (i.e., when it is operated at or near rooin
1505 C temperature), the ratio T,/T.· = 1. The volume Vp60      I          l i l l i l Ill 111111  1   1

0.3 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.002 may then be determined by measuring AFp without a
X (IN Pu 02-X) sample in the alumina tube. However, when the saniple

42861 tube is heated, the effective temperature of the gas
FIG. 165. Composition Dependence of Relative Partial changes with the setting on the microburette. Since

Molar Free Energy of Oxygen in PU02-x . the temperature distribution over the various parts of
the apparatus is complicated, it is not practical to-140 l i l l i measure Ti, Tf or T:/Tf directly. The ratio T:/Tf can,4

',                               however, be indirectly evaluated for a given set of
-130- .A

temperature and volume conditions by measuring a
substance of known density at high temperature.

2  120_             Y                       -                    With a microburette that reads directly to 0.001 ml,
                     6 H.0.·                     \
>-               -223 KCALS \ AH.0. AVp has been measured with a precision of about one or
      -110 -                                    ·                  \:245   KCALS two percent. In contrast, the theoretical densities of
5 the interstitial cation and oxygen vacancy models of

i -„,-1 \\P«1.83- PUC)2-x can differ by ten percent or more when z is
aH°00 \ 6 HOO=

                    -190   K  CALS   -250 K CALS
8     -90-                                                                                                -
5                                                      Puo:.95
'0

  -80- 04          8 Hb-       _                                                                            5
\-256  K CALS                                                                                                                       66

b.                                                         4
-70 -                                                                                  -

\\ u01.99 -

-60     '     '     '     ' ' VAC                     3
1000 1100 1200 1300 MOO 1500 1600                                                                                      2

T (°C)

42860
7FIG. 166. Temperature Dependence of Relative Partial

Molar Free Energy of Oxygen in Pu02_..

HELIUM                                                                          .    

ing. Therefore, the density measurements must be -YD
carried out while the solid is being heated. High-tem- --

perature measurements can be performed in a gas
43157immersion pycnometer and an apparatus of this kind FIG. 167. High-tdmperature Gas Pycnometer. 1, furnace;has   now been constructed    (Fig.   167).   In   this .unit a 2, alumina sample tube; 3, 0-ring vacuum coupling; 4, valve;

standard pressure change (AP) is produced in the 5, microburette; 6, electrodes; 7, differential manometer.
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large. Density measurements are now being carried out c. Relative Partial Molar Enthalpy of Oxygen in
on reduced plutonium oxide that had previously been Pu02_* (attractive interactions are assumed to be
heated to 1650°C and then pulverized. This procedure dominant)
was designed to produce an aggregate of

dense and            Ipossibly single crystal grains. The compound will next 8Hl   =    -       AHf (interstitials)   +  w
be oxidized to PU 2.00 in the pycnometer and the                                     (4)
density chatige will be determined. (%/2)2  1 -.F   z    +            AHpr,(1 - a)1

Duritig the coming year, measurements of oxygen Ll - x/2 (1 - x/2)2]
activity in Pu02_. will be extended down to 900°C

2. Oxygen Vacancy Modeland up to 1600'C over an increased range of x. Slope
deviations appearing in the AGj vs. T curves should a. Relation Between  P (02),   z   and   T
provide additional information on defect clustering at
the lower temperatures.  It is hoped that the nature of           RT   - 2l ln p(02)  +  ln    -  z   -  2(1  -  a)
the defects will be elucidated by the high-temperature \Z

density measurements. ·ln Zz(1 - a) + 2(1 - a) ln  -,1,
\z W

APPENDIX

- 2(1 - a)z  - 2aln 2ax - (1 - 20)1. Interstitial Cation Model                                                                                                                                                                                                                   (5)

a. Relation Between p (02),  z and T
. 111 (1- 2a)z_  = 2zZ#p„f(z,w,a)

RT [-In ,(O,) - iln (1 -;/2) + G +1)
+ 8Hf/2 - T F,  S;2 + ASvib /1-z/2 \ 1

(1    -    */ A                                                                                                                      L 2

·ln <    z'     - =/2  _ w,z, ln C  w'Z' / - inz' - 2(1 - a) 111 z:
/1 \  /1 - z/2

+1 -71 + 4(1 -a) lnl ,,
b.  Differentiated Form  (a On p (02))/ax = 0)

Clu Z ,  WZ 4         -        2     (6 - 4a
- R  f(z,to,a)AHF, -2-     x

- 2(1 - a)  - 4(1 - a) ln 2(1 - a)=       (2)                                  2 - x
(6)

-  4a ln 2ax  -  (1  -  4a ln  (1  -  da)z/2                                                                               _                                         -  0.
8(1 - a)2

;_, - 2(1 - a)x

-I   z   +  (z/2)2  1        -
Z W

lf(z,w,a)AH,r.1 - x/2 (1  - z/2)'J c. Relative Partial Molar Enthalpy of Oxygen in
+ AH, - T [Sl, + ASvibl - ln z' PU02-*      (attractive

 

interactions are assumed     to     be

dominant)
-  4( 1  -  a)  1n z' AHj-  -[AHf (vacancies) + 4 aw'AH,„, (1 - a)]     (7)
b.  Differentiated  Form   (a (ln p (02))/8x = 0)

- -1 F   1    +     Z          (=/2)2 1
3. Explanation of Symbols

+RT [1 - x/2 (1 - z/2)2 (1 - z/2)8_j R    gas constant
T absolute temperature

1(z,to,a)SHP" - (5 - 4a) +        1 P(02) partial pressure of oxygen in the gas
x       Zw'z'(1 - z/2) phase in equilibrium with PU 2-* solid

1            i + 1 2                      (3)        z' =z+1
the number of 6therwise eligible sites
next to a defect unit (i.e., an oxygen

-                                                                                                +3
vacancy, Pu ion, or an interstitial

22(1  - x/2) 2-x
- -I PU+3 or Pu·+4. ion) that may not be

Z
occupied by a like unit because of

\2

<-1. + 4(1 -
a) 

charge repulsion or strain effects. For
\W Z a  random  distribution,  z'   =   1.
2- 10'=10 + 1 a parameter that reduces the total

- -73  -  4(1  - a)z number of regular cation lattice sites'W Z
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that may be occupied by Pu+3 ions be- interstitial cation. or oxygen vacane
cause these reduced cations     tend .to defects together with their compensat-
favor sites next to interstiticd plutonium ing Pu« ions and one mole of oxygen
ions or oxygen vacancies. For a random gas at one atmosphere pressure.
distribution, w' - 1.                  1                  8 12 the entropy of one mole of oxygen gas

a - a parameter that describes the degree at one atmosphere pressure and the
of dissociation of the defects. In the temperature T.
interstitial model, 4a is the fraction of  Svib the net vibrational entropy produced ill
all the inteistitial plutonium ions that            · the solid by introducing a mole of

+3are in the +3 state, and 1 - da is the defects plus their compensating Pu
fraction in the +4 state. In the vacancy ions.
model, 2a is the fraction of vacancies AH j = the relative partial molar enthalpy of
in   the   + 1    state,    and   1    -    2a   is the oxygen in Pu02-I solid.
fraction  in  the  + 2 state. Note: At or above 1045°C, w' may be assumed to

AHpr, = the average enthalpy of interaction N. 1. Near 650°C, to' - 2.5 for the interstitial model and
among the various defect units in near- to' - 4 for the vacancy model. z' may be neglected at all
est neighbor position. tkmperatures, and f (z,w,a)   ,   W'(1    - a). Log-log

f(z,to,a) = the functional relation between AH p. s plots of electrical conductivity vs. P (02)  suggest that
and z, w and a. In the special case where for the interstitial model, a % 0.06 at 1045°C; 0.19
attractive interactions are dominant at 1235°C; 0.16 at 1325°C; 0.15 at 1415°C; and 0.06
over repulsion effects, f (z,W,a) N at 1505°C. For the vacancy model a . 0.31 at 1045°C;
to'(1   - a) . 0.44 at 1235°C; 0.41 at 1325°C; 0.40 at 1415°C; and

AI:If = the net enthalpy involved in creating 0.31 at 1505°C.

3. Thermodynamic Properties of Plutonium Carbides (L. M. ATLAS
AND G. J. SCHLEHMAN)

Despite the fact that ionically conducting carbides 1100°C. The El\([F of the following cells will be used to
are not available to serve as electrolytes, high tempera- calculate the free energies of formation of plutonium
ture galvanic cells have been used for the thermody- mono and sesqui carbides.
namic study of refractory carl)ides (ag., Aronson (198)  Putiq, PuFi | CaF2 | PuFs, Putiq(C) PuCi_.    (2a)
Some of these cells have solid fluoride electrolytes, and
the total cell reaction includes the formation and de- Puiiq, PuFs | Ca,F2 | Pul73, PuCi-6, Pu2(3 (2b)

composition  of  a  fluoride  salt as steps   in  the  formation Puliq, Pu])'3 | Cali'z | PuFa, PU2(3, C. (2c)of the desired carbide. As an example, Aronson used the
cells where a and b represent the carbon content of PuCi_*

Th, ThF,t I CaF, 1 Thli'4, The0.7, Th« (C), (la)
at both phase boundaries.

An attempt will also be made to measure the ac-
Th, Th])'4 1 CaF2 1 Th])'4, ThC, ThC7, (lb) tivities of plutonium and oxygen in the defect ph.ase

Pu (C,OV)1_. with the following cells:and

Puliq , Pul73 |  Ca.F2 |  PuF3, Pu (C,Ov)i_I      (38)
Th, Th17* 1 Ca,F2 1 Thl74, ThC2, C (lc)

to determine the free energies of formation of ThC and

and ThC2 · Fe,  FeO I Zr02(Ca)  | Th02 (Y)  | Pu(C,Ov) 1-z , (3b)
This approach will be applied to the thermodynamic

study of plutonium carbides between about 700 and where   ZrOs (Ca)    and   ThO2 (Y) represent calcium-
stabilized zirconia and yttrium-doped thoria.    i

(198)  Aronson,S.,     Thermodynamic     Properties    of    Thot·iwit The construction of the cells, which have recentl]Carbides from Measurements on Solid EMF Cells, Int. Sympo-
siuni on Compounds of Interest in Nuclear Reactor Technol- been completed and installed in a glovebox, is il]us-
ogy, IMD Special Report No.  13, AIME, 247-254 (1964). trated in Figure 168. The fluoride unit at the right uses
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a   single   crystal   of    Ca,11'2    as    ail    electrolyte     (14). This . OXIDE FLUOAIDE

crystal is pressed against the ground end of an alumina CELL -CELL
ELECTROLYTE ELECTROLYTE

tube  by the spring   (8), and serves to isolate  the  two
electrodes from each other and prevents reactions he- 3»_c 3»-E
tween them via the gas phase. The metal contact at the -  1-
lower electrode (Put,q, Pif)) is in the form of a tung- /-1 .-1
sten cup to catch any liquid plutoniuin that may drain
out of the pellet. S

The oxide cell at the left of Figure 168 has a calcium- -X
%-2)-                              3

e M@)

stabilized    zirconia    crucible     (19)    to    isolate    the two (»----F 16

20 .i/-*.*.-+
1/3

electrode chambers from each other. However, at very
low oxygen activities-such as occur  in  Pu (C,Ov)1_.                               ,9
when   y    is small-electronic conduction    in   ZrOg.. be- r-W

- .1/=
comes an appreciable but indeterminate component of -(9)-.---
the total conduction. Thoria-yttria solid solutions are -8)7

(199)

useable at lower oxygen activities, ·  and a pellet of
this  material   (21) is interposed between the zirconia - 0---ill-
and the plutonium oxy-carbide electrode. Another 1-»=»«  -         mthoria-yttria pellet is placed between the Fe,  FeO elec-
trode and the zirconia crucible to absorb any iron that
might otherwise diffuse into the:drucible. *1- MI   %*1\-

Both the fluoride and oxide electrolyte cells are
flushed with helium or argon.  Ithas been ·the experience L-----·.r=J

of those familiar with cells ihat  the  inSproper  treatment
of this gaseous atmosphere can result in a drift of the 43156

cell voltage because of the excessive reduction or oxida- FIG. 168. High-temperature Solid Electrolyte Cells. 1 and

tion of an electrode. Iii the present case the gas is first 2, gas outlet al·id ililet; 3, kovarglass termitial,4, 0-ring vacuum

passed through a Linde Molecular Sieve a,t liquid nitro- coupling; 5, brass support; 6, fused silica tilbe; 7, split-element
furnace; 8, spring; 9, alumina tubes; 10, thermocouple; 11,

gen temperature. Subsequent purification is effected by tungsten electrode contact; 12, tungsten   cup;   13,   Pu,   PuF3
· the metal contained in the crucibles (18) at the top of stalidard electrode;   14, Ca]72 single crystal; 15, plutonium
both cell units. This metal may be chosen so that the carbide + PuF: electrode; 16, thoria crucible; 17, platinum

final oxygen partial pressure of the gas more or less or tantalum foil electrode contact; 18, crucible containilig

matches the oxygen activity ill the electrodes. metal getter; 19, calcium-stabilized-zirconia crucible; 20,
Ptl (C,Oy) 1- electrode; 21, yttria-doped-thoria pellets; 22,

Following a brief testing period with kilown thernio-
Fe, FeO standard electrode.

(199) Markin, T. L., Bones, R. J., and Gardner, E. R., Ther-
modynamic   Data   fo,'   Plittonitan Oxides, U.K.A.E.A. Report dynamic systems the cells will be applied to the study
AERE-R4724 (1964). of plutonium carbides.

4. Antiferromagnetism of Uranium Monophosphide (S. S. SIDHU,  .  OGELSANG,*
AND K. D. ANDERSON

Uranium monophosphide crystallizes in a NaCl-type that are observed iii the X-ray diffraction pattern of the
structure. Neutron diffraction patterns of a polycrystal- sample. These reflectioiis could be indexed with normal

line sample of the compound made at (a) room tem- iddices for the structure, that is, with indices, hk/,
perature  and (b) liquid nitrogen temperature, Figure which are all even or all odd. The lattice parameter of
169, show marked differences. The room temperature the chemical unit cell derived from these reflections is

0

)attern consists 8f reflections which are entirely charac- ao =. 5.590 f 0.004A. The neutron pattern made at
cristie .of  the. NaCl-type structure  and- are ·the same liquid nitrogen temperature,   Figure 169b, however,

* Resident Research Associate in Summer 1965 from Univer- consists of ill the reflections observed in the room tem-

sity of Wisconsin.. perature pattern and several additional reflections.
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nFIG. 169. Neutron Diffraction Patterns of UP. (a) Room temp. (b) Liq. 32 temp. A = 1.09A.

TABLE 61. OBSERVED ABSOLUTE VALUES FOR q2Fl , ANTI- nickel sample and were used in obtaining experimental
FERROMAGNEMC NEUTRON DIFFRACTION INTENSITIES, 1-hkt , values of q971, where F.„ is the magnetic structureAND CALCULA'rED q2 FACTORS FOR UP

factor and q the magnetic interaction vector. The
 2Ft Ihkt values of absolute intensities, 7ut, and 42Fl are given

hki                  28 1' kz ( X 1021 (x 1024 q(cal.) in Table 61.
cm2) cmD The magnetic structure of UP is shown in Figure 170.

110 15.50 4 2.9023 315.3       1
201 24.90 8 1.6610 147.3       %
112 27.40 8      0.6410    46.5        34
221 33.80 8 1.1256 55.2       %
310 35.70 8 1.1864 52.6        1

023 41.16 8 0.2892 10.0*

%'             T,„.. 2-8-9 --     ..u
312 42.70       16 0.7542 48.5

401 47.40 8 0.5559  1 9·i 7

5'         '     '          '           1 0 1

22./ 0 =P
26.4

223 47.40
8                     0.278Of                                                  K 7                                                                                                                 2    2

114 48.87 8 0.06581 ----0----
10.9                   n                                                                          .              J  1  133O 48.87

4               0.5923.1                                      1                                                              »1               v 2 20

421 53.07 16 0.86911 29 164.8                            -
332 54.43

8                  0.7483                                            94                                                   OCO

403 58.35 8      0.3630               15 1 a0 --- 
510 59.63 8 0.5684< 29.8        1          42873
314 59.63              16 0. 2186J                                 %3                       FIG.  170.

Magnetic Moment Alignment for Uranium Atoms
in Uranium Monophosphide.* Calculated value

2.0 -
These additional reflections result from antiferromag- 1.85-------- --4!0netic alignment of magnetic moments. They could be
indexed with mixed indices, such as, 110,201,112, 221,                   i.5-                 112
etc. The rule governing these indices is that h + k is                 Fin                       201 reven. The lattice parameter of the magnetic unit cell is 224 112the same as of the chemical cell at the same tempera- 1.0

- 310\ 0     421

ture. \» ..332
401·TiiFT.'mThe magnetic moment alignment, the atomic mag- 223      I 1 4    403   3 M

netic moment and the magnetic form factor for uranium                      0.5
0             0.1             0.2            0.3            0.4          0.5atoms were obtained from measured integrated intensi- Sin 8/ A

ties of magnetic reflections. These intensities were put 42874
on an absolute basis by comparing those with a standard FIG. 171. Magnetic Structure Factor  of  UP.
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Phe   symmetry   of   the  magnetic   unit   cell   is   tetragonal
1.0                        110

although the symmetry of the chemical cell remains
cubic. The multiplicity factors, jui,  for  the  two               f                      201  '     221

(200) 112

cells are, therefore, of different Laue groups (4/mmm
312   421.112310

for the tetragoilal and m3m for the cubic). The mag-              4                                  401"330 40 '501
netic moments    are    aligned   ferromagnet,ically    in    each 223  114      314

.2-

layer, but oppositely aligned in alternating layers per-
0              0.1             0.2 0.3 0.4           0.5

pendicular  to   (001)   plane  at  distances  co/2  alolig the Sin 0/ X

c-axis. The directions of magnetic moments and posi- 106-8497

tions  of  the 4 uranium  atoms  in  the magnetic  cell  are: FIG. 172. Magnetic Form Factor for Uranium Atoms ill UP.

+  :0 0 0;     # *0 and  -  : #0 6;     0 3 3
was deduced from the following considera.tinn. As seen

and  the magnetic structure factor  for  the  cell  is:
hi   Table   81,   the magnetic reflection    (001)   does   not

F. (hkt) = p.{1 + e (A.1*) - e 7rilhtl)
Tri(k-H)  } (1) appear although it has a magnetic structure factor. It-e

was concluded, therefore, that glooi) = o. This means
where the magnetic scattering amplitude p„ = that the magnetic moments are aligned at right angles
0.2695 *4, B  the atomic magnetic moment in Bohr to  the (001) plane  or  the unit magnetization vector  k
magnetons and f the form factor. Since F„, =  4p„ for is in the (100) plane and the unit scattering vector e in
all observed magnetic reflections, expression    (1) be- the (001) plane.conies: The observed F„, values were obtained from values of

F„,(hkt)   =   1.078 BW.                                    (2)               q2121  and  q2  given in Table 61. Since  F„,  is a function  of

The magnetic interaction vector, *   q2    -    1    - (e- · /c)2
ut,f, and f is unity at sin 8/A =  0, the value of Ba was
determined by substituting value of F™ (0 ), Figure 171,

(2001  Inte,·national   Tables  for   X-ray  C,·ystatiography,   Vol.    I, in expression     (2). The value.  BB    thus    determin ed    is
p. 32  (1952).

1.72   =1=   0.03   Bohr  magnetons.  The  magnetic  form  fac-*4 2-1- COS: 9. where tors were calculated for the observed reflections by
hth, + kik: + lit:/0 co substituting this value in expression (2) and are shown

COS 71                                               -  -
(hi + ki + 1 /02)1/2 (h  + k  + 1 /C')1/2 ' C-  4 ' in Figure 172.
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C. DIFFUSIONLESS PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS IN HCP METALS

Considerable experimental evidence suggests that transformations, we are investigating both questions as
temperaturd-induced diffusionless, martensitic phase they apply to the thernially induced hcp -, bcc trans-
transformations in certain metals and alloys are asso- formation, which occurs upon heatin.g in some 15 hcp
ciated with a large anisotropy in their elastic shear metals. To determine whether elastic anisotropy is a
moduli, a systematic study of 1,his correlation has not        necessary factor, we R,re measuring the elastic moduli as
been made. Available data, do not clarify (a) to what a function of temperature. As for the second question,extent elastic anisotropy is a necessary condition, and we are exainining theoretically the concept that the
(b) why elastic anisotropy favors the occurrence of
diffusionless . transformations. Since the answeis to diffusionless transformation is brought about by the
these two basic questions may be of vital importance to effects of changes ill elastic moduli on the properties of
understanding several aspects concerning mai·tensitic dislocations.

1. Temperature Dependence of Elastic Moduli and Their Relation  to
Transformation (E. S. FISHER AND D. DEVER)

A brief summary of the background and progress per- Plots of cli , (33 i (44 , (66 , Cl2 and c13 against tempera-
taining to the relationship between the elastic moduli ture are shown in Figures 174, 175, and 176. Included
and the hep --* bcc phase transformation is given in in Figure 174 are the rhenium data of Shepard and
Figure 173, which shows the effect of temperature on Smith,(202) the differences between the two sets of
the shear modulus anisotropy ratio, A  =  £44/(66, for measurements are significant.
13 of the 22 metals with an hep structure. Of these, A The 0°K Debye temperatures,  GE, for rutheniuni
increases with temperature iii eight and decreases in and rhenium computed from the ANL data are

(203)

five. Except for rhenium, the hcp -+ bcc structural given in Table  62,  and  are  compared with  ec,  the
transformation occurs iii all of those metals, in which A calorimetric Debye temperatures. The relatively large
increases with temperature; the transformation does discrepancy in ruthenium may be the result of the
not occur in the metals in which A decreases with absence of reliable specific heat data below 10°K. The
temperature. A detailed background cati be found in 08  and  Oc  for  cobalt are discussed below.
the past two annual reports (ANL-6868 and ANL-7000) DIVsproshim, Gadolini m, and Erbium: The elastic
and in Refp.renee 201. This section is a summary of the moduli of Dy and Gd at 298°K were given in the 1964
results obtained during the past year with single crystals Annual Report. It wa.s mentioned that some doubts
of rhenium, ruthenium, dysprosium, erbium, gadolin- existed with regard to the accuracy of the dysprosium
ium, cobalt, and beryllium. data because internal checks deviated by more than

Ruthenfum and Rhenigi,n: The measurements for 1 %, and that the reason for this might be the fact that
these two metals have been completed from 4° to the dysprosium crystals contained unusually large
923°K; above this temperature the epoxy phenolic concentrations of black hexagonal platelets, which
acoustic coupling cement breaks down.(201  To establish precipitated on  the bA,Sal planes. The 'crystals have
the curvature of the A vs. temperature curve for therefore been annealed at 1073°K in a dynamic vacuum
rhenium at higher temperatures, shear mode velocity until gas discharge ceased. Measurements at 298°K
measurements were made up to 1123°K with the use of showed an unusually large effect of the anneal on the
a water glass type coupling.(201  The data show clearly elastic moduli, as shown in Table 63, where Dy I are
(Figure  173)  that the slope  of  the  A  vs. temperature the crystals before anneal and Dy IH are annealed
curve becomes flat; in contrast, in metals which trans-
form to the bcc structure A increases with an increasing (202) Shepard, M. L., and Smith, J. F., J. Appl. Phys. 36

slope. 1447 (1965).
(203) Debye e computed by J. R. Neighbours with wave·

(201) Fishei·, E. S., and Renken, C. J., Phys. Rev. 135, A482 velocity averaging program at U. S. Naval Post Grad. School,
(1964). Monterey, California.
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FIG. 173. The Variations with Temperature of the Anisotropy Ratio A = c44/(66 in \'arious hap Metals. ])ata for R.e, Ru, Co,

Dy, and Er ai·e given iii this i·eport. ]Refei·ences to other data are given in ANL-6868.

crystals. The moduli cil, cs, and CM decreased ill magni- prosium have been extended up to 923°K and the results

tude  by  2  to  4 %, which  is  considerably in excess of are given in Figure 177. Because of the high acoustic

experimental error. The cross checks, however, have attenuation accompanying the magnetic ordering,
not improved, indicating that impuritics still exerted ati measurements below 174°K are not possible with our
influence. A second set of dysprosium crystals were present equipment. The variation of A = (44/(66 with
then prepared from metallic buttons made by arc melt- temperature as p16tted iii Figure 173 is therefore
ing relatively pure sponge material; they showed no normalized with respect to A at 298°K. The tempera-
significant second phase concentrations, and the meas- ture dependence of A for dysprosium follo,i·s closely that
ured elastic moduli, Dy II of Table 63, were not grossly of yttrium.
different from Dy IH except for cii and £44. The Cross- The temperature dependence of c44/C66 for erbium has
check deviations for the latter are somewhat greater been measured iii the 60°K to 298°K range. Unlike in
than   the  normal   0.2 %   precision,   but   the indicated dysprosium, the onset of ferromagnetism at 80°K was
values for the moduli are believed to be accurate within not accompanied by a large a8oustic attenuation for
0.3 %, except for cia where the error may be to 3 %. the shear modes. As shown in Figure 178, both c 4 and

The erbium and gadolinjum crystals also contained (66 increase sharply upon cooling below temperatures

relatively high concentrations of a hexagonal shaped close to Te. The anisotropy ratio A is very close to
second phase. The cross-check deviations liowever, are unity throughout the 80° to 298°K range, but it in-

 latively small, indicating no strong impurity effects. creases significantly with increasing temperature, as
, is, nevertheless, intended to make a.new set of crys- expected.

· tals from arc melted sponge and remeasure the moduli: Cobalt: Cobalt is one of the hep metals that does not
The measurements on the elastic moduli iii dys- transform to the bcc structure. One would then exRect
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TABLE 62. COMPARISON OF DEBYE 8 COMPUTED FROM 298°K by McSkimins' data.(208, Cobalt differs, however,
ELASTIC AND CALORIMETRIC DATA from the other hep metals    in two respects:     (1)    it

GE (from 4°K moduli) 8 c (from specific transforms to a fcc structure at 703°K (heating cycle);
(°K) heat) (°K) and (2) it is ferromagnetic, with To = 1394°K. There

Ru 555 505(204)
is also a transition in the direction of easy magnetiza-

Re 406.2 405(205) tion, at 523°K, which has been shown to cause anomalies
CO 469.6 469(206) in the elastic properties. (2"      Because of these     phe-

460(207) nomena, the assumption that A continues to decrease

TABLE 63. ELASTIC MODULI OF DYSPROSIUM, ERBIUM, AND GADOLINIUM AT 298°K (units of 1012 dynes/cm')

X-ray deviations (%)
Cross-check

Material Density Cll C33 C44 C66 C12 C13

g/CC
1*      2**     3***

Dy I 0.6712 0.8014 0.2468 0.2505 0.2602 0.2210 0.00 0.45 1.10

Dy IH 0.7483 0.7885 0.2434 0.2424 0.2635 0.2218 0.20 1.00 1.00

Dy II 8.560 0.7466 0.7871 0.2427 0.2425 0.2616 0.2233 0.00 0.30 0.25
Er 9.064 0.8634 0.8554 0.2803 0.2792 0.3050 0.2257 0.10 0.10 0.10
Gd 7.888 0.6661 0.7189 0.2068 0.2084 0.2493 0.2131 0.00 0.00 0.45

* [(44 (Crystal A) - c,4 (Crystal C)}/c44 X 100.
** [pvl (Crystal B) - 1,6 (c44 + (60)1/.1'•, (C44 + Ces) X 100.
*** [p'F L + PT' s - 3,6 (Clt t C:J - C44/pP L t pvbs X 100.

A to decrease with increasing temperature, as indeed upon heating to temperatures in the range of 298°K
as shown to be the case in the narrow range of 243° to to 703°K seemed open to question.

(204) Clusius, K., and Piesbergen, U. P., Z. Naturforp,h. (to ) Cheng, C. H., Wei, C. T., and Beck, P. A., Phys. Rev.
14A,  23 (1959) 120, 426  (1960).

(205) Morin, F. J., and Maita, J. P., Phys. Rev. 129, 1115 (207) Dixon, M., Hoare, F. E., Holden, T. M., and Moody,
(1963). D. E., Proc. Roy. Soc. 285A, 561  (1965).
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1.05 TABLE' 64. ELASTIC MODULI OF COBALT AT 298°K
(density = 8.836 g/cc) (units of 1012 dynes/cmt)

1.04 -           G'66                                                                             - Elastic ANT. % Diff.McSkiminConstants

1.03- ' - Cll 3.071 3.063 0.26

f 1.650 1.651 0.07

T.. .11«« c 1.027 1.020           0.70

1.02 - U,L.-·• 
C33 3.581 3.574 0.20

C44 0.755 0.753 0.27

C66 0.711 0.706 0.71

1,1- (1%-Trzrri r#d - pvQS 1.143 1.141 0.18
33

PVOL 2.945 2.933 0.41

pvPS 0.732 0.729 0.41

1.00 -
Cross-check
deviations

099
PT..S 0. 137% 0.068%0       50 100 150 200 250 300

TEMPERATURE . °K pvis + pv L 0.172% 0.048%

43281

FIG. 178. Frequency Data for Computing the Temperature measured 298°K moduli agreed well with McSkimins'
Dependence of the Elastic Moduli of Erbium. Q.L. and P.S.

published values (Table  64). The effects of tempera-curves are· for the quasi-longitudinal and pure shear waves

propagated in a direction inclined .45'.to c axis. ture on the elastic. moduli are shown in Figure 179, A
the present time our measurements extend from 4°]

Samples were prepared from a zone-refined single to  about  500°K;  a gradual increase in acoustic  attenua-
crystal· that contained considerable substructure. Our tion that occurs upon approaching the transition in

(:os) McSkimin, H, J., J, Appl. Phys.  26, 405 (1955) (:09) Kaster, W. Z. Metallkunde 39,  1  (1948).
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FIG. 179. Temperature Dependence of the Elastic Moduli in hep Cobalt.

easy magnetization direction at 523°K did not permit TABLE 65. ELASTIC MODULI     OF    BERYLLIUM    AT    298°K;
(density  =  1.848 g/cc) (units of 1012 dynes/cm')

us to obtain data at higher temperatures, except for
Cu · The cm mode is unique in this respect iii that exces- Smith et al.(211) ANL % Diff.

sive attenuation existed only between 523° and 533°K,
and wave velocity measurements could be made up to Cll 2.923 2.945 +0.75

711°K, which is 8°K higher than the temperature at C 12 0.2670 0.276 +4.1

which the hep -+ fcc transformation begins upon heat-  1  0.14

C33 3.364 3.5700 +6.0
ing.(50 A millimunl in 03 occurs at 708'K and the at-

C44 1.625 1.6303 +0.31
tenuation that sets in at 711°K, which presumably C66 1.328 1.3343.. +0.46

clincides with completion of the transformation, pre-
vents the measurements of wave velocities in the fcc
phase. Upon cooling, the attenuation persists until the sorption of acoustic energy by the movement of domain
temperature decreases to 676°K, which coincides with Walls.

the published temperature of the reverse transforma- Beryitium: The elastic moduli data. for beryllium as
tion. (210) There appears to be no significant effect of published by Smith d at.(21" show an almost insignificant

this transformation on the structural perfection nor on temperature'dependence of A in the 77 to 300°K range,
the orientation of the single crystal. 1n view of reported phase transformation in beryllium

Between 4° and 500°K the anisotiopy ratio, (44 (66 , (at 1523°K)  it is of interest· to recheck and extend the
shows no unusual changes, as shown in Figure 173 by the elastic moduli measurements to higher temperatures.
circles overlapping the curve for ruthenium. We hope One  set of crystals · was  obtained  from  a large ingot
to extend these measurements to higher temperatures crystal kindly furnished by Dr. J. Smith, of Iowa State
by simultaneously aligning the ferromagnetic domains College. The measurements   at   298"K   are   given   in
in a magnetic field, as it is presumed that the excessive Table 65. The values are in all cases largr.i' than those

,tenuation that occurs above 500°K is due to the ab- of Smith  et  al. (211)

(210) Sebilleau, F., and Bibring, H., Sympost'zi,n on the Mech-
rt,N.?8m   of   Phase   Tranaformation.9   i·n   Metals,    Inst. of Metal s (211) Smith, J. F., and Arbogast, C. L.,  . Appl. Phys. 31,
Monograph Series  No.  18,  p. 209, London (1956). 99  (1960).
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2. Calculations on the Effects of Temperature on the Properties of Dislocation5
and Their Relation to Transformation (L. C. R. ALFRED AND E. S. FISHER)

It is reasonable to assume that the structural changes etc. Computer techniques now make it possible to ob-
in diffusionless transformations require glissile disloca- taill exact solutions within a reasonable time, once the
tions that differ in one or more respects from ordinary method is programmed.(216) The present calculations
glissile dislocations. Since marked anisotropy in the are being carried out with a program designed for the
elastic moduli significantly affects the stress fields C.D.C. 3600.

around the core of a. dislocation, the observed relation- Apptications: The applications of this program have
ship between the temperature dependence of elastic so far been restricted to stationary dislocations in the
anisotropy and the existence of the hcp -+ bcc trans- hep metals for which the elastic moduli have been
formation (see above) may be a result of changes in measured over at least a 300°K range of temperature.
certain dislocation properties. To test the validity of The metals studied and the references for the elastic
this concept we are computing the effects of tempera- moduli are given in Table 66.
t,Ure on the widths and line energies of unextended dis-
locations and the relative widths of stacking faults TABLE 66. HCP METALS CONSIDERED IN THE

(for    a given stacking fault energy) between split COMPUTATIONS OF DISLOCATTON PROPERTIES

dislocations in several hep metals. The computations Metal Rcfcrcnce to Elastic Modulus Data
are based on the elastic continuum model and the
Peierls-Nabarro model for the variation of forces within Zll (217)

the core. Cd (218)

The method of computation is that developed by  ig (219)

Eshelby.(212, The crystal is imagined as cut along the Re This report
Zr (201) (Also ANL-6868)

glide plane, X2 - 0, with moving tractions applied to                  Ti                 (201) (Also ANL-6868)
the surfaces so that Upon rewelding a moving disloca- Ru This report
tion is formed with axis along X3 and velocity along Xi . Hf (201) (Also ANL-6868)

Be (211)For an infinitely long dislocation with Burgers vector b
Co (Partial) This reportthe  energy  per unit length is given  as:
Y (Partial) (220) (Corrected data given in

1 fR Kb  R ANL-6868)E--1  bic;2(Xl,0) dXI = - ln -    (1)ZJ/O     4·r To

where b  (i = 1,3 for glissile dislocation) are the com- K Factors for bo - <1120>: The calculations have
ponents of b along Xi and Xa, ai2 are the components considered primarily those unextended dislocations
of shear stress, R is the outer dimension of the stress with the <1120> Burgers vector, as this is the predomi-
field, ro is the core diameter, and K is the elasticity nant direction of glide for slip deformation in hcp
factor relating the stress and displacement components. metals and it is also assumed to be the primary glide
K is a fiinction of the elastic moduli of the crystal, the direction associated with the hcp -+ bcc structure
relative orientation of Xi, XG and X  to the principal change.(221) The cases considered have been designed to
axes, the Burgers vector, and the velocity of the disloca- survey the variation  in K  as a function  of the angle   (a)
tion. In the general cases where the Xi axis is not a between the dislocation  axis,  X3,  and the Burgers
symmetry axis, the pure screw and pure edge disloca- vector, bo, in a series of crystal planes, the normals to
tions both involve all three displacement components, which are inclined 90°, 75°, 60°, 45°, 30°, 15° and 0°
Ul,  CTS and  U, ; thus the derivation of K requires to the C axis. Each calculation was repeated at several
numerical computation of the integral of Equation (1). temperatures within the range of the available elastic
Consequently, most of the applications(213-215) of Eshel- modulus data.
by's method have been restricted to those orientations

(216) Teutonico,  L.  J., Phys. Rev.  127,413  (1962).
where Xi is a diadaxis and K can be evaluated analyti- (217) Alers, G. A., and Neighbours, J. R., Phys. Chem. Solids
cally, i.e., the integral of Equation (1) can be obtained

7, 58 (1958).

by summing over the separated force components, bial2, (218) Garland, C. W., and Silverman, J., Phys. Rev. 119, 1218
(1960).

(212) Eshelby,  J.  D.,  Phil.  Mag.  40,  903 (1949). (219) Slutsky, .L. J., and Garland, C. W., Phys. Rev. 107, 0-°
(213) Bullough, R., and Bilby, B. A., Proc. Phys. Soc. (Lon- (1957).

don),  B67,  615 (1954). (220) Smith, J. F., and Gierre, J. A., J. Appl. Phys. 31, 6*.
(214) Seeger, A., and Schak, G., Acta Met. 1, 519 (1953) (1960)..

(215) Chou,  Y.  T.,  J.  Appl.  Phys.  33,2747 (1962) (221) Burger, W.  G., Physica  1,561  (1934)
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For the basal planes (90° to the C axis) K for a 1.7

mixed dislocation can be computed analytically from 1.6

the relation for an isotropic plane,
1.5-

K = Ke sin2 a + K, cosu a            (2)                  1.4--1 Ti,1156
and 1.3-

K         (Ke - K,)  . 2 1.2 -

-=lt sin    a                              (3)                                                      Zi,1133
K,      K,                  1 -

1.0

where Ke and K. apply to the edge and screw disloca- Ke-Ks
tions, respectively. K. and K, are given by the following =Rs           0 9   Zr, 923 -*Cd,300relations: 0.8 - /-Cd,412

/ /      - Zn,670

Ke (basal) =       Cap ) O
T:,300

Zr 300

0.7  -

Cllc33 - C 3/ ,:---Zr#*  94:23(4)

,(2(NGAC33 - Cia) + 1\1-1/2
--==z9 -254-3Mf-

-.--0---L   -6-6 -  -- - Mg,3000.4   /---A==XES&, Ti  4.2\  Cllc33 - (13      c44   
R.,923-81;Zy./...11 - \ =F\Z:.,Mi,- £44 /  / 'Ru,923  K.<1120> = 1(44(66 -    172        (5)             0.2-)O,1 -«Zn,4.2

< Ti,1156where A is the shear anisotropy factor, 44/86. For a o  lilliIIII
completely isotropic medium with a Poisson's ratio of 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

ki,   the   rotational   anisotropy   factor of Equation (3), AXIS , degrees
ANGLE BETWEEN PLANE NORMAL AND C

(Ke - K,)/Ks, is 0.5, or Ke/Ke =  1.5.
Since the screw dislocation may move on any plane 43285

FIG. 180. Difference between K Factor for Edge and Screwcontaining bo, K. is independent of X2. K., howevei·,       Dislocations (K, and K., respectively) as a Function of the
must be computed numerically for all planes deviating Glide Plane with bo = <1120>. Numbers indicate temperature
from 0° to 90° to the C axis. Ke for the 90° planes in °K for which data apply.

(including all prismatic planes) is given analytically as
The variations of K with a for crystal planes close to

Ke (900)  =  (66 <1  + --PI .                    (6)          90° from the basal planes were of special interest to this
011/

study because the habit planes for the hcp -+ bcc
Equation   (2)   for K cannot  be  applied  exactly  to any transformations in titanium and zirconium are reported
but the basal plane. It is of interest however to compare to be within 9° of a prism plane.(222, K vs. a does in
the variatioris of the factor (Ke - K,)/K,,   for  bo = fact deviate markedly from Equation   (3)   in  the  90°
<1120>, as a function of the plane and the temperature, planes for these two metals, as shown in Figure 181.
as shown in Figure 180. Zero on the abscissa represents As K. - K. decreases with increasing temperature the
the basal plane. For most of the metals at temperatures variation between the pure edge and the 60° orientation
of 300°K and below, this factor is in the range of 0.6 (X, close to <1123> in the prism plane) becomes very
to 0.3, as compared to 0.5 for the isotropic case. In slight, and, in fact, a maximum K at 60° occurs for
addition, there appears to be only a slight variation titanium at the transformation temperature.
with the plane. Exceptions are found in zinc and An  unusual   deviation  from  Equation   (3 )   was   also
cadmium where the factor increases by 2 to 3 on passing noted for zinc at lower temperatures, for K in the 90°
from the basal to the prism planes, and in beryllium planes. At 4°K the minimum K occurs for an orienta-
(not included in Figure 180) where the factor becomes tion deviating about 15° from K,, (Figure 181). At
negative for planes inclined greater than 70° to (0001). 300°K and 670°K, however, the minimum shifts to the
The outstanding variations, however, are found in normal screw orientation. The anomalous decrease in
titanium and zirconium at temperatures far above K with a for beryllium is also shown in Figure 181.
300°K. There is a marked increase with temperature Efective Line Tendon: The effective line tension for a
for (Ke - K,)/K, in the basal plane (1156°K and straight dislocation can be approximated, i.e. neglect-

133°K are the respective temperatures of the hcp -* ing the core energy, by the relation
ucc transformations in titanium and zirronium) and
corresponding decreases with temperature for the prism (222) Williams, A. J., Cahn, R. W., and Barrett, C. S., Acta
planes. Met. 2,  117  (1954).
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1.8
1

111 Our  evaluations"· of  T (a)   for  the hep metals  have
Cd been. carried out for several planes. and bo - <1120>.

For the basal plane  T (a)  can be obtained  analytically:
1.7-

T(a)ba,al

2 bj R   (8)
1.6 -                                                                           -                         =  [2Ks  -Ke + 3(Ke-K,) cos a]-ln-.

Zr 47r To
For other planes, polynomials for K vs. cos" 2a were

,·Zn.5 -                                                                           -                  obtained  by  least-square  fitting  and  d2K/da2  was  ob-
-·Re

tained by evaluation of the appropriate polynomial
-K-                                         Mg            expressions.
Ks 1.4- Ti - The temperature dependence of the line tensions for

-Hf the screw and edge orientation (Ts and Te) within the
//      RU

Tzr                            basal  planes is shown   iii  Figure.  182.   For all metals
3- (1133°)

-
Te ' <   Ts .  Except  for magnesium, titanium  and  zir-

conium  have  the smallest values  of  T.  and,   in  contrast
to nmgnesium, show a strong dependence on tempera-

1.2- ture. To for zirconium and titanium become negative
at 873°K and 730°K, respectively. These are the only
cases where significantly negative line tensions are

.1         ..                                                     --

Ti found for bo = M[1120].
(1156°) T,Fidths of Unextended Distocations. Eshelby(212  and

Bullough and Bill)y have extended Nabarro's(213)

10 -Be· analysis of the range of distortion within the core of a
dislocation to anisotropic solids. Assuming a pure shear

0.9                                                                           in the glide plane with displacement in the Xi direction,
-'0 '10'-20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 the distance along Xi in which the distortions within an

a, degrees edge dislocation exceed the strains that can be
43286 treated by Hooke's law can be computed from the KFIG. 181. K Factor as a Function of the Angle, 01, between
the ]Dislocation Axis and the.Burgers Vector, bo - <1120>, iii factor by
the.Prism Planes of Various h.c.p Metals. Data obtained from ,    ,,    TO            (9)4.2°K elastic moduli, except for the cases indicated othei·wise. C = hK.ao/C66 C:£ 2

d2E (a) where ao is the glide plane separation distance and. c 6 is
T(a) = E(Q) +              (7)

da2
. the appropriate shear modulus for the Xi.Xs shear.

'                                                                                                                                              For a screw dislocation,  with  X&  displacement
For ..a constant bo and assuming ln (R/ro)    to    remain
invariant with.a, it can beseen from Equation  (1)  that                  rs                                                                                                                            (10)

Kiao
To(Screw) CE -i  .

T..(a) can be evaluated from the variation of K with a. C 44

Thus, deWit and Kbehler analyzed the shapes of(223)

For an isotropic solid with Poisson's ratio = 44 the
dislocation loops created by an applied stress on a

widths  of  the  edge and screw  are  ao  and  1.5 ao, respec-
pinned. dislocation in various fcc and bcc metals. For

tively.
lithium at 77°K  (bcc) they found that K for the  (110) Figure 183 shows the temperature dependence of the
plane and <111> Burgers. vector peaked at a - 60° and widths of the screw and edge dislocations for bo =
T (a)· became  negatiye  in this region. Physically  this                -13[1120]  in the ba sal  planes  of  the hcp metals of Table
anomaly implies that the equilibrium form of the dislo-

66, plus cobalt and yttriuni. The units are in co/2.
cation at zero external stress is not a straight line. Excepting zinc and cadmium, the screw widths are
Noting    the association. between the negative    T (a) within 0.1 of one interplanar distance at 4°K, whereas
and the large shear anisotropy for lithium, the authors the edge widths vary from 1.35 to  1.72. For this orienta-
suggested   that   the · sharply bent dislocations   are   also tion
associated with the martensitic phase change in lithium
(-70°K).                                                                                                                                                       ro(screw)  cs A-1/2 (fA (11,

\2/
(223) deWit, :G'.,  aiid :.Koehler, J.  S., Phys.  Rev.  116,  1113

(1959).
where A (44/(66 · Consequently, zirconium and ti-
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FIG.  182.  Influence  of the Changes in K. and, K. in the Basal Planes  on the Temperature Dependence  of the Line Tensions  on

Straight Screw and Edge Dislocations with bo in the Glide (basal) Plane.

ta.nium show an exceptional decrease with increasing tion upon a second parallel dislocation of the same Burg-
temperature  for ro (screw). In contrast,  ro   (edge) for ers vector with X  and bo both in the basal plane is
these two metals are relatively temperature inde- given as
pendent.

For   glide   on the prism planes, however,   both   the                                                   bi                                              F.   =    _N      Ks      ( 13)Fe  =  ir- --  K.(basal);
screw and edge widths show exceptional increases with LlrX1 211-Xi

temperature, as shown in Figure 184. For this orienta-
tion where Xi is the separation distance. For an edge disloca-

tion splitting into two Shockley partials with Burgers
1 1/2

(12)
vectors each having edge and screw components one/· 5 \

r,(screw) - ki   (-3-- ao  ; can treat the total force between the partials as the
simple sum of forces between edge and screw com-

therefore,,·0 (screw)    for   the hep metals which trans-
ponents, respectively, since no edge-screw interaction

form to bcc upon heating increases with increasing exists for this orientation. Thus,
temperature dependence. The widths of edge disloca-
tions increase with temperature for all of the metals. b: 1

Extending the analysis to mixed dislocations in a Fpo = -1-·- (3K  - Ks)
271-Xl 4    «

prismatic glide plane with bo = 3'6[1120] in the glide

plane it becomes obvious that the core distortion within
FP, = 31...  (3K, - Ke)a circular loop on a prism plane of titanium or zir- 2·ir.Xi

conium increases remarkably   in all directions   in   the
nlane upon heating to the transformation temperatures and

ad, in the case of titanium, becomes greatest where                                                 1,2
wle line tangent is near the <1123> direction. Fpm = Fpe sin2 a + Fp» cos2 a= - -

257rXi (14)1)Fidths of Stacking Faults Between Shockley Partials
in the Basal Planes: The force exerted by one disloca- · [3K. - Ke + 4(Ke - K.) sin2 al,
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43283 Prism Planes as a Function of Temperature.
FIG. 183. Widths of Edge and Screw Dis]ocations with

bo = <1120> Along a Direction Normal to the Dislocations in lium the 11<, values should apply since the d estimates
the Basal Planes as a Function of Temperature. (224)are from electron microscope observations.

If it, is assumed that y remains independent of tem-where the subscripts refer to partial edge, partial screw, perature, M, and therefore d, decreases significantlyand partial mixed. upon heating for most of the metals (magnesium and
By equating these forces to the stacking fault enerpv, beryllium excluded).   In  fact,   d  for dissociated screws

7, and 19 to the distance between partials, d, in titanium and zirconium becomes less than one bo

d - ..L [3K, - Ke + 4(Ke - K,) sin a]
above 800°K. These observations are consistent with

87ry Friedels mechanism for the strong temperature depend-
(15) enoo of prismatic slip in hep metals.(22© The calculations

M
=-b of stacking fault widths in cobalt are of a special interest

7                               because of the hep -* fcc transformation. Current
(225)where 1lf can be given iii units of ergs/cni2. The values theories assume that a very small 7 which decreases

obtained for M as a function of temperature are plotted with increasing temperature is primarily responsible
ill Figure 185. The values of M vary from 200 to 4000 for the observed stacking faults in the hep phase and
ergs/c1112 for the metals involved in this analysis. Since for the phase change. Our results indicate that the
accurate values of 7 are difficult to obtain it is of in- change in y between 4° and 523°K is not extraordinary,
terest to estimate y from the values of d estimated by unless d increases very significantly. Our experimental
Friedel(224   from  strain rate measurements. These · observations discussed above suggest that the transi-

estimates of d are based on the energy of recombination tion in the direction of easy magnetization at 523°K
of screw dislocations in crossing from basal to prism has a very abrupt affect on M and, consequently, may
slip. In Table 67, we have estimated 7 froni Me and M, be a dominating factor iii decreasing 7.
values at 298°K, for comparison. For cobalt and beryl-

(225) Heidenrich, R. D., and Shockley, W., Report on Con).,
In') Friedel, J., Distocations, Pergamon Press (1964). University of Bristol, Jitly 1947, Phys. Soc. of London  (1948).
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FIG. 185. Influence of Temperature oii the Elastic Repulsive Force between Parallel Shockley Partial Dislocations in the Basal
Planes, Assuming a. Constant Stacking Fault Width, d.

Other Studies in Progress: Besides the general survey TABLE 67. STACKING FAULT ENERGIES  OMPUTED FROM

of glissile dislocations with bo = <1120>, several specific FORCES BETWEEN PARTIAL DISLOCATIONS AND ESTIMATED
 IDTHS(224) AT 300'K

problems have been or are being treated for bo =  <0001>
and bo = <1123>. The widths of unextended prismatic Estimated d 7 - M. (b«/4       7 - M.
edge dislocations with bo = <0001> follow closely the (298°K) (ergs/cmD (bo/d)

(units of bo) (ergs/cmt)
temperature dependence of the basal plane edge dislo-
ca,tions shown in Figure 183. Analyses of the widths of Co                     45                        40                     12
dissociated edge and screw dislocations with bo =       Zii        7        130       81
<1123> on pyramidal planes are in progress. Be                         5 330 300

Cd                         3 180 107Summary of Progress: The shear anisotropy factor, A,
Aig             3              140             60ill hcp crystals is directly related    to    the    widths    of Re                         2 1900 770

screw dislocations which produce <1120> glide in the Ru                         2 1750 990

prism planes. The sharp changes in A at temperatures            tri              2 550 180

approaching the hcp - bcc transformation in titanium             Zr               2 425 175

and zirconium suggest that the change in crystal struc- Hf                   2 570 260

ture is a direct result of the thermally induced growth
of the cores of these screw dislocations. There are, how- c)    Negative line tensions of glissile dislocations   in
ever, a number of other dislocation properties that the basal planes;  and

appear exceptional in these two metals: d) A maximum in the K factor in prism planes for
a) The unusually large temperature dependence of the 60° direction rather than the edge orienta-

the widths of the edge dislocations in the prism tion, at very high temperatures.
plane,  with bo  = <1120>; The latter two factors correspond, somewhat, to the

b) Essentially no possibility of stacking fault fornia- reported calculations for bcc lithiuin(223  near the bcc -&
tion in the basal planes above 800°K, from screw hcp transformation temperature, and thus provide
dissociation; further circumstantial evidence for a significant rela-
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tionship between dislocation line tensions and diffusion- b)   The  reduction  of   the free energy   of the disloca-
less transformations, The core width relationship, tions to the point where thermal generation of
however, offers at least two possible approaches to dislocations can occur at a critical temperature.
explain the role of dislocations in diffusionless trans- The latter possibility was recently considered as a
formation: basis for a theory of melting. (226)

a) The reduction of the Peierls stress with increased

core width, (226) Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, D., Phys. Rev. 140, A1599  (1965).



D. GASES IN METALS

1. Ilabit Plane of the Hydride in HCP Metals (D. G. 17ESTLAKE)

TABLE 68. HYDRIDE   HABIT   PLANES AND GLIDE   PLAN MS In last year's Annual Report, (ANL-7000) we liad8 HCP METALS referred  to the initiation of research  on the habit plane

Primary Primary Secondary reasoned that one might expect the hydride habit plane
of the hydride in Hf, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er and Y. It was

Metal Hydride Habit Glide Planes Glide Plane
P]anes to be the same as the primary glide plane. To test this

Zr 11010  (227,228)
110I01(229) (0002) (230) postulate, we deformed each of the metals by uniaxial

Ti              {10IOI (m) 110IOI (1:') (0002) (232) compression at room temperature, and examined each
Hf {10I01 {10Iolt (0002)t metallographically to deternihie tlie deformation planes.

The work has now been concluded and the results are
Gd (0002) 110IO} (0002)

given in Table 68, along with the hydride habit planesDy (0002) {10I01 (0002) for Zr and Ti.Ho (0002) {10101 (0002)

Er (0002) {10Tol (0002) It is apparent that these hep metals, whose c/a
Y (0002) 1101 01 t

* ratios lie between  1.37  and  1.59,  fall  into two distinct

groups with respect to the habit planes of their hydrides.* Failure to find basal glide in Y could have been due to the The expected correlation with the glide planes was notfact that the Schmid factor (cos 0 cos 0, where 0 is the angle
between the tensile axis and the pole of the glide plane, and 0 found in the rare earth metals and in Y. However,
is the angle between the tensile axis and the glide direction) some basal glide did occur, and it is possible that for Y
for prism glide was much higher than that for basal glide in and the rare earths the basal plane becomes the primary
this particular specimen. Furthermore, some wavy glide was glide plane at elevated temperatures, where the rate of
detected; this is indicative of glide on at least one other plane precipitate growth is significant.
of  the  <1120> zone (which includes the basal plane). Factors other than primary glide can be postulatedt In agreement with Reference 233.

t In agreement with Reference 234. as playing the predominant role in determining the
(227) Langeron, J. P., and Lehr, P., Compt. Rend. 243, 151 habit plane of the hydride but no further experiments

(1956).
are planned until such time as rare earths of higher

(228) Westlake, D. G., and Fisher, E. S., Trans. AIME 224, purity can be obtained.
254-258 (1962).

(229) Rapperport, E. J., and Hartley, C. S., Trans. AIME (m) Churchman, A. J., Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) Ser. A
218, 869-876 (1960). 226, 216 (1954).

(230) Martin, J. L., and Reed-Hill, R. E., Trans. AIME 230, (233) Baldwin, D. H., and Reed-Hill, R. E., Trans. AIME
780-785 (1964). 233, 248-249  (1965).

(231) Williams, D. N., Hydrogen in Titanium and Titanium (234) Rapperport, E. J., and Hartley, C. S., Trans. AIME
Atioys, TML-100, May 16, 1958, p. 113. 215, 1072 (1959).

2. Hydrogen Enibrittlement of Vanadium and Niobium (D. G. WESTLAKE)
Low-temperature, hydrogen embrittlement of vana- of view the hydrogen embrittlement of vanadium and

dium and niobium has been reported by many re- niobium may be analogous to the embrittlement of
searchers. The results have generally been interpreted zirconium, where we have shown it to be due to the
on the assumption that hydrogen has remained in solid presence of hydride particles. The present investiga-
solution. Extrapolation of the solvus to subambient tion was initiated to study the disposition of hydrogen
temperatures in the many published phase diagrams in vanadium and niobium at various temperatures and
of the V-H and Nb-H systems(235) leads one to conclude in various states of cold work, in an attempt to deter-

 mt there is a distinct possibility for hydride formation       mine the embrittlement mechanism. The materials we
at the embrittlement temperatures. From this point used in the investigation were indeed embrittled by

hydrogen, as shown by tensile tests, an example of(235) Libowitz, George G., The Solid State Chemistry of Binary
Metal Hydrides, W. A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, 1965. which is shown in Figure 186 for pure vanadium and

205
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a V-0.3a/oH alloy. Similar but less drastic embrittle- was not detected. Three explanations are possible: 1)
ment was observed in niobium. the precipitates were too small to be resolved; 2) the

A Nb-2a/oH alloy was examined by transmission solubility limit is greater than 2a/oH at 130°K; or 3)
electron microscopy at various temperatures between diffusion Was too slow to allow attainment of equilib-
130 and 295°K. Disappointingly, precipitation of NbH rium during the experiment, and a supersaturated solid

solution has resulted.
24 If one assumes the last explanation and if disloca-

1 1    1

82
0 VANADIUM

_

tions had atmospheres of hydrogen associated with
- 20-0 V -0.3 at.% them, then precipitation might be induced by low

Z
0                  /             strain rate deformation, because dislocations could
A 16-                     -
4                                                 / carry hydrogen to nucleation sites. To test this hypothe-
0                           /                       sis, we studied the surfaces of deformed tensile speci-§ 12-                     -/                     mens by optical microscopy and found some sort of
LLI                               08-                           /                 _ inhomogeneity appearing all over the surface (Figure
f                                                             /                                                              187).  Attempts to study the structural  details of these
2  4-                             /                     -               inhomogeneities in tensile specimens by transmission2 1
21         00               1        (-I-  -1           -61            I                 1

T

electron microscopy have not been successful because
loo 200 300 400 of the difficulty in obtaining a specimen close enough

TEMPERATURE , °K to the fracture, and we have therefore resorted to de-

43277 forming samples cyclically to cause large numbers of
FIG. 186. Effect. of Hydrogen on the Uniform Elongation of dislocations to glide without the occurrence of fracture

Vanadium at Various Temperatures. so as to obtain suitable specimens. Figure 188 shows the
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FIG. 188. Transmission Electron Micrograph of Vanadium-la/oH Deformed by Bending at 245°K.
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high density of dislocations in a V-la/oH alloy resulting ferred sites in alloys containing hydrogen below th
from two bending cycles at 245°K. The large number of solubility limit. Experimental observations in support of
loops which may be produced by jog formation during the formation of some ordered phase are given below.
cross glide of screw dislocations around obstacles or by a. Domain walls have been observed. These are
envelopment of obstacles by gliding dislocations, in- manifested as bands of fringe contrast, the same
dicate that there are strong obstacles in the hydro- as stacking faults, except that the first and last
genated vanadium that are not present in the pure fringes are of opposite contrast. They are easily
vanadium treated  in  the same manner (Figure 189). differentiated from grain or twin boundaries be-

There of course still remains the possibility that the cause crystallographic orientations on opposite
obstacles are hydride precipitates, formed during cool- sides of a wall are almost identical.
ing and prior to deformation, but that they are too small b. Electron diffraction patterns from some areas ex-
to be resolved. At this stage, we have not eliminated the hibit deviations from the interplanar angles of the
possibility that the reduced ductility of these alloy bcc lattice of the metal. These are readily explained
systems is analogous to that observed in quenched zir- on the basis of a tetragonal unit cell, identical to
conium-hydrogen alloys, i.e., once a crack has been that of VII 0.5 ·(236) (237)

nucleated, the plastic deformation necessary to blunt c. Some electron diffraction patterns contain spots
the tip of the crack becomes so improbable (because suggesting a unit cell twice as large as that of the
the matrix is now so strong) tliat the crack propagates metal, and some contain spots representing planes
through the matrix. for which there would be extinction in fi bcc lattice,

In our electron microscopy studics we have observed for  example   (111) planes. Doubling  of the lattice
another phenomenon that may play a role in embrittle- parameters  has been reported  for  VDu.,b  .

(238)

ment, namely, the ordering of hydrogen atoms in pre- (237)  Maeland,  A.  J.,  Investigation  of the  Vanadium-Hydrogen
System by X-Ray Difraction Techniques, J. Phys. Chem. 68,

(236) Westlake, D. G., The Combined Efects Of Oxyge'n and 2197-2200 (1964).

Hydrogen   on   the   Mechanical   Properties   of   Zirconium, Trans. (238) Roberts, B. W., A Neutron Dilfraction Study of VDX,
AIME 233, 368-372 (1965). Phys.  R.ev.  100,  1257  (1955).

3. Migration and Coalescence of Gas Bubbles in Solids (E. E. GRUBER)

Pubtication mann's constant,  T is the absolute temperature, and f

E. E. Gruber, On the Theory of Migration and Co- is the atomic force resulting from the energy gradient.

atescence of Bubbles in Solids, ANL-7079 (Nov. If the energy gradient arises from a thermal gradient,
(240)

1965)
VT, the atomic driving force is given by

The planned theoretical considerations of bubble Q;VT
migration and coalescence in solids have been concluded. f ---                 (2)T
The results have been reported in the publication listed
above. Brownian motion migration and resulting co- where Q; is the surface diffusion "heat of transport."
alescence results were discussed in the 1964 Annual Since the sign of f determines only the direction of

Report (ANL-7000). The corresponding results for migration, we consider only the magnitude of f in the
bubbles in an energy gradient will be presented briefly following treatment of coalescence.

here. In the presence of such a uniform driving force, all
It can be shown that a spherical pore migrating in bubbles should move in the same direction  (in a perfect,(239)

an energy gradient in a fcc lattice by surface diffusion infinite crystal). If the bubbles were all of the same size,
moves with a speed all  would move with  the same speed (Equation  1) ,  and

the driving force would lead to no enhancement of
1.78aoD,

vi   =                                    f                                               (1) coalescence. Apparently   the size variation   is   the   key
T:kT consideration.

where ao is the interatomic distance, D, is the surface Enhanced coalescence occurs when a smaller bubb

diffusion coefficient, ri is the bubble radius, k is Boltz- overtakes a larger and hence slower bubble (Figure 190

(289) ANL-7079  (Nov. 1965). (240) Sliewmon,   P. G., Trans.   AIME   230,   1134,   (1964).
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1 lie collision volume   is   that   of a cylinder of radius              z-

(rl   +   ,·2) and length    (vi   -   v2) at,   since  only the differ- 9   4

ence hi speed leads to collisions. The probability of     
collision of a particular small bubble containing n< gas        3- T'=185.4
atoms with a larger bubble ,-t<,„I.aining 71, gas atoms is      Q

1- 0,

given by the product of collision volutiie and number of        2 9    -
mi bubbles per unit volume, so thaI, the total number of E x              '

H <-- 2 -
collisions between 71: and n i bubbles in unit volume in       E 5
time At is --

where the distribution of bubble sizes is given by the      
- Al -aG:j  =  71·G:Gj (ri  +  r j)2(v:  -  vi) At, (3)              w          '-

T'=231.9

function U (n,t) and we have written G: for G(11:, t).      g    o 2   : -*<1#f11/   1, 1 1 1 1 1114   1    ' ;-'7-1-""I 
In terms of the "normalized" distribution function        10         10         10
g (71,1),  obtained  by  dividing  the function  G (n,t)  by  m, NUMBER OF GAS ATOMS PER BUBBLE, n

the number of gas atoms per unit initial volume, we ob- 42290

tain after substitution for v: and r: in terms of ni the FIG.  191.  Semilogarithmic Plot of Distribution Function for

result
Biased-migration Coalescence.

ag:i    =    gigi (111/2    +    71112)2(7171/2    -    717112)AT', (4) 700

O  < *>
where    ·r'   -     1.93    maoD,fi (7/GT)-1/2    is    a dimensionless a   2     600 -
paranieter, which we call the "reduced tin*ie." Equation                     2            0 <d':>/<no>
(4)  has been used to  calculate the change in  an assumed Lu       500 -
initial bubble distribution by finite-difference methods, 8 S

  92     400 -                                                             -as discussed previously. (239    Instead  of   a singular input, > a- 035+IOOT
as used iii the Brownian motion case, the initial distribu-                           n
tion was taken as the result of Brownian motion co- 0 2     300-4 4
alescence after a very short anizeal. A major modifica- -J 01

tion was required ill controlling the values of ni to be §       200 -                                                             -

considered at each step. Although 8 simple procedure for
g w      IOO  Tperiodically doubling the increment an was sufficient

for the previous calculation, it became necessary to con- 00   100  200  300  400  500  600
1 1

sider exponentially increasing values of ni iii the present DIMENSIONLESS  TIME, T
case. The values of 71: are then spaced uniformly on a 42289

semi-logarithmic  plot  of the results (Figure 191). FIG. 192. Dependence of Distribution. Parameters on Time.
The results in this case were not as accurate as iii the The mean radius r is determined by the ratio of moments

earlier case; the calculated number of gas atoms varied <n,/D/<no>,  and the swelling aV  is  determined  by the moment

from m through a nlaximum of 1.11 m at ·r' = 8.5, 0.1/;.

then decreased slowly to 1.014 m at 7-' = 568, the
ence steps was 1300, compared to only 400 in the earlier

highest value considered. The number of finite-differ-
case.

The results are generally consistent with the approxi--9  , r \ mate calculation based on characterization of the dis-
tribution function by a mean radius and the dispersion'...,  1 1 of the distribution function.(241, That is, the predicted

(    '1>¢'v,At                     mean radius and volume change are very nearly linear
with time. The calculated powers at 7-' - 568 are 0.977

MAV=744:   

for the mean radius and 0.945 for the volume change.
The difference from unity results primarily from the
error in m, which affects the mean radius calculation

("t) Gruber, E. E., "Calculated Size Distributions of Bub-
430 bles in Solids for Surface Diffusion Migration and Coales-

1 : FIG. 190. "Collision Volume" for Pores with Radii n and cence," Proceeding of AIME  Symposiwn  011  Radiation Elfects,
r: (rt = 3,·1). 1965, in press.
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5 5 1 The values predicted by the earlier analysis, under the

   4  T: 362.5\               /
T = 567.6 same conditions except for the absence of the gradient

and for an annealing time of one month, are r - 42A
EN _
L - and AF" - 0.006 %.
i n z 3-

-  /          \        1,  2 ui            -                   If  it  is  assumed that the distribution approaches  a
62 - 7<T:185.4                       1 standard shape with decaying amplitude  and  spreading
@   2- il./
40 - /      T'= 56.5 <

range, then it can be shown from the results that the
0 LL distribution must be of the form

   »I/· G(ri,t) = 977 7,_4Z (ni/T'2).
0.01 002 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

u· = n (rf Calculations of the one-parameter "standard frequency

42288
curve" for several values of 7-' give the results shown in
Figure   193. It appears  that  the distribution tends  to-FTG. 193. "Standzrdized" Size-distribution Curves  for

Biased Migration Coalescence. ward a standard shape with increasing time, but not
nearly as rapidly as in the earlier case.

less because t.he mean radius is given by the ratio of It can be concluded from the analyses that swelling
two moments of the distribution function so that the is not likely to be significant if it occurs orlly by random
error partially cancels. The ratio of moments <ni /2 )/<no>, migration and coalescence of bubbles in large-grained
which determines the mean radius r, and the moment material, but that swelling can be greatly enhanced by

3/2,

<n 1, which determines the volume change aV, are external effects. It has also been shown that considera-

plotted in Figure 192 as function of 7-'. The lines repre- tion of the variation in bubble size at any particular
sent linear approximations to the results, leading to the time is necessary to quantitatively predict swelling be-
following relations when the constant term is omitted: havior. Finally, the tendency of the calculated distribu-

tion functions to approach a standard form should be
T  .  0.40maoD,ft/7                                      (5) noted, for it implies that the approximate relation for

and swelling in terms of the mean radius is correct except

for a proportionality constant in the cases considered.
a"[/ - 0.33m2/t:Taol),ft/y. (6) The assumption that the same behavior is exhibited in

more complicated cases, such as coalescence of bubbles
Comparison of the relation for AV based on the approxi-

(242) on dislocations or grain boundaries, may lead to simplerma,tion that all bubbles have radius r shows that the treatments of these problems.
approximate relation underestimates AV by about 65 %. Experimental work is planned to investigate theSince no data are available for the surface diffusion validity of the assumptions and conclusions of the the-
heat of transport, an order-of-magnitude estimate of 10 oretical analysis. A thermal gradient furnace similar to
Kcal/mol will be used to illustrate the enhancement of that used at Oak Ridge(243  has been fabricated in the
swelling in a thermal gradient. If a copper crystal is ANL shop. The furnace will be incorporated in a bell
annealed for one hour at a mean temperature of 1000°K jar vacuum system. Experiments are planned to investi-
with a thermal gradient of 103 00/cm after irradiation gate the influence of a known thermal gradient on bub-
that introduces 1020 gas atoms per cc, the predicted ble migration and coalescence.
mean radius is 140OA and the predicted swelling is 10 %.

(243) Biermann, W., Heitkamp, D., and Lundy, T., Acta
(242) Barnes, R. S., J. Nucl. Mat. 11 (1964) 135. Met. 13 (1965) 71.



E. DIFFUSION IN METALS

1. Isotope Effee L   in   Self-diffusion in Silver and Silver Halides *
(N. L. PETERSON AND L. W. BARR**)

When diffusion occurs by a vacancy mechanism, the for mechanisms involving the simultaneous motion of n
atoms do not pursue a random walk. After exchanging atoms, where mo is the average mass of the nontracer
with a vacancy,  all atom has a larger than raildom prob- atoms.

ability of making a reverse exchange jump with the same Using Vineyard's(252  many-body treatment of reac-
vacancy. A similar condition exists for alternate pairs of tion rate theory, Mullen(253) has obtained the relation

jumps by the interstitialcy mechanism. This causes the
atoms to pursue a correlated walk and introduces a cor-

1- 20= f,AK, <1 -  C" - 1)mo + m.11,2'1   (4)U. (11  -  1) mo +  mB_1   Jrelation factor f into the diffusion equations. For self-
diffusion in an isotropic crystal, the correlation factor where zl.KB is the fraction of the translational kinetic

fo is determined by the crystal lattice and the diffusion energy of the activated state iii the jump direction that
mechanism, and has been calculated for numerous is possessed by the jumping atom.

(244-'246) rn
cases. i he  correlation  factor  for  impurity diffu- The procedure for determining Do/D« is to diffuse

sion depends on the jump frequencies of both the solute simultaneously the two isotopes into a crystal from a
(247-249)and solvent atoms and  may  lie   anywhere   in the thin layer originally on the surface. The solution of the

range  0   <  f,    < 1. diffusion equation for the concentration N of a tracer
One of the techniques used to determine f is to com- as a function of distance X from the surface after diffu-

pare the diffusion coefficients of two isotopes of the dif- sion for a time i is given by the equation
(250)fusing   elenient. 050, Schoen, and later Tharmalingam

and Lidiard,(250 derived the relation
N= constant  :c  exp   ( - X2/4 Di ).                    (5 )

The relative concentration of the two isotopes as a func-
1   -       -    1   -  EPI fo,                                     (1)                 tion  of  penetration  is  given  by

r. 1

where the D's and r's are the diffusion coefficients and
111  *r  - constant - In N, <1 -  8 .    (6)jump frequencies of the two isotopes a and B of the same                                B                                                      u./(N.

cheillical element. Using the relation ram-11; we have        The accuracy of De/D. is determined by the accuracy of

El  -   ('115)92                                             (2)
N. and No and is independent of the accuracy of X,  t,

r. - \MB) and temperature.
There have been several determbiations of D#/D. for

for a mechanism involving the motion of one atom, and self-diffusion in crystals in an effort to determine the

9 - [(71 - 1)mo + m.11/2
difTusion mechanism and AKB. The investigations on

(3)               fcc   crystals are consistent   only with diffusion takingr«       L (n  -  1) mo +  m,_1
place by the vacancy mechanism and AKB  -   1    (for

* This work was done in the Solid State Physics Division, Pd self-diffusion (254)    AK    =     1.01    rE    0.04;    for   Na,   in

A.E.R.E. Hai·well, Berkshire, England, during a year's leave Naa,(250  AK  =  0.93  f 0.09). The one investigation on
by the first author, partly supported by a National Science a   bcc metal, sodium,(256, has yielded an isotope effect
Foundation Fellowship. that may be interpreted as a vacancy mechanism with

** Solids State Physics Division, A.E.R.E. Harwell, Berk-
shire, England. AK = 0.50 f 0.05, or an interstitialcy mechanism with

(244) Compaan, K., and Haven, Y., Trans. Faraday Soc. AK- 1. This sodium result has raised two interesting
52, 786 (1956). points: 1. If the vacancy mechanism is dominant in

(245) Compaan, K., and Haven, Y., Trans. Faraday Soc. 54, sodium, Equation  (4)  cannot be used to evaluate f for
1498 (1958). impurity experiments without first having a good value

(246) Mullen, J. G., Phys. Rev. 124, 1723  (1961).
(247) LeClaire, A. D., and Lidiard, A. B.,Phil. Mag. 1,518 G. H., Phys. Chem. Solids 3, 121 (1957).(252) Vineyard,

(151).Manning,  J.  R., Phys.  Rev.  116,819 (1959).
(253) Mullen, J. G., Phys. Rev. 121, 1649 (1961)
(254) 1,eterson, N. L., Phys. Rcv. 136, A568 (1904)

(249) Manning,  J.  R.,  Phys.  Rev.  128,2169  (1962) (255) Bal·r, L. W., and LeClaire, A. D., Proc. Brit. Ceram.
(250) Schoen, A. H., Phys. Rev. Lettet·s 1,  138 (1958) Soc.  1,  109  (1964).

(251) Thai·malingam, K , and Lidiard, A. B., Phil. Mag. 4, (256) Bari·, L. W., ·and Mundy, J. AT., Diffusion in BCC
899 (1959). Metals, Anier.  Soc. for Metals, Metals Park,  Ohio,  171   (1965).
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of AK for the Solvent crystal; and 2. an isotope effect, Chemistry Division, Argonne. Analysis of the gamill
even hi self-diffusion, does not always tell one the oper- spectrum of the carrier-free Ag105 solution showed no

105  ·

ating diffusion mechanism. Further, it is clear that a radioactive impurities. The decay of the Ag   isotope
self-diffusion isotope effect experiment should be per- was followed for over ten half-lives and the resulting
formed on a material where the interstitialcy mechanism 1n activity vs. time curve was linear with
is known to be operating, in order to establish the validity 4/2 - 40.91 a 0.04
of  Equations   (3)   and   (4)   for  a  mechanism  involving
the motion of more than one atom. days. This isotope decays to stable Pd10» by electron

Teltow et al.(87,200 have found that an appreciable capture and the emission of numerous 7-rays in the
fraction of the silver ions move by an interstitial type energy range 0.06 to 0.44 MeTT. The A.gill isotope was

111

mechanism in pure silver bromide and pure silver chlo- purchased from Amersham. The B decay of the Ag
ride. The relative mobilities of silver ion vacancies and isotope was followed for 10 half-lives and showed no
interstitial silver ions varies with temperature in a traces of radioactive contaminants;  ti/2 was found  to  be
known manner.   Friauf (259, has- reported  that  the inter- 182.90 a 0.14 hours. The Agill decays to stable Cd 11

stitial silver ions in silver bromide move by two different by the emission of 1.05 MeV B particles and some
interstitialcy mechanisms, and the ratio of the mobili- 7-rays with 0/7 - 20.
ties of the two interstitialcy mechanisms (collinear and The Ag105 and Agill isotopes were simultaneously de-
noncollinear) varies with temperature in a known man- posited on the surface. The crystals were diffusion an-
ner. Miller and Maurer(280, have shown that all the sil- nealed at a temperature kilowIi 1,0 * 1°C, and sectioncd.
ver atoms move by a vacancy mechanism in silver The sections were converted into a thin uniform layer
bromide doped with 0.03 to 0.08 mole percent cadmiurn of Ag28 of reproducible thickness on an aluminuni disc
at temperatures between about 100 and 200°C. Results before counting. All handling of the halide samples, from
similar to those of Friauf have been obtained by the beginning until the sections were clissolved, was done
Weber on silver chloride. under a safe light in a darkened room.(261)

The present investigation was undertaken to deter- The sections were counted by placing the discs be-
mine the isotope effect for diffusion of A.glos and Agill in tween two counters (a B counter and a y counter) in a
1. silver metal (to check our experimental technique dual counting system. The counters were attached to
and to  get AK for this material) ;  2. cadmium-doped identical electronic systems controlled by a single timer.
silver bromide (to obtain AK for vacancy diffusion in In this manner both isotopes could be counted simul-
silver bromide); 3. pure silver bromide at a number of taneously and slight changes in temperature, line
temperatures (in hopes of verifying Equations (3)and voltage, background and time of count would tend to
(4)  for both types of interstitialcy mechanisms) ; and cancel. Each section was counted three times for both
4. pure silver chloride (to see if the size of the anion isotopes, with 106 counts above background obtained in
would effect the silver isotope effect). each section. The raw counting data were corrected for

EIperimental: The silver single crystals were of the the counter dead times, backgrounds, and the decay of
same purity and prepared in the same manner as de- the isotopes during counting to a precision better than
scribed elsewhere.(262, The silver bromide and silver 0.1%.
chloride crystals were kindly supplied by Drs. R. Van Diffusion coefficients were calculated by a least-
Heyningen and F. Moser of the Eastman Kodak Re- squares fit of the data to Equation  (5 ). The error in the
search Laboratories. The total impurity content of the D's due to sectioning, counting, and temperature is
silver bromide was 0.1 ppm. The silver chloride crystal estimated to be a3 %. The values of [1 -  (DB/D«)] and
contained 100 ppm of sodium but the total heavy metal their errors were determined by a least-squares fit of the
impurity content was only several ppm. A silver bromide data to  Equation, (6 ).
crystal containing 0.08 mole percent CdBr  was grown Ezperimental Residts: Ten successful isotope effect

by the Bridgman techniques using silver bromide scraps runs were made, six on silver bromide, two on silver
from the above crystal and reagent grade Cd81·2. chloride, one on silver metal, and one on cadmium-

The Ag105 isotope was supplied by J. J. Hines of the doped silver bromide; three values of the isotope effect
were obtained from each run. In two additional runs

(257) Teltow,  J., Ann. Physik  5,  63,  71 (1949). reliable values of only Di05 were obtained, because too
(258) Ebert,  I., and Teltow, J., Ann. Physik 15, 268 (1955). little A.gill was present. A "zero isotope effect" experi-
(259) Friauf,  R. J., J. Appl. Phys. 105, 843  (1957). ment was also performed, in which the diffusing isotol
(260) Miller, A. S., and Maurer, R. J., J. Phys. Chem. Solids

4, 196 (1958).
was Agilo and the 7 and B radiation was counted  simu

(261) Weber,  M. D. R., Tech. Rept. COO-1197-12 (1964). taneously to serve as a check on the experimental tech-
(262) Peterson, N. L., Phys. Rev. 132, 2471 (1963). nique. Some of the penetration plots are shown in Fig-
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re 194. The results for diffusion of Ag105 in silver bromide
i 630,10and the cadmium-doped silver bromide, together with SCALE X' RANGE

the results of Friauf,(261) are shown as a function of te.m-                                                                               2        0  604
temperature in Figure 195.  ... 3            0-90.16.

Plots  of log (Nins/N111)   vs    log  N111 for diffusion in 14. ....trisilver chloride, silver metal and the cadmium-doped
silver bromide are shown iii Figure 196. All three sets of »« Ag METAL 930°C
data for the cadmium-doped specinien are given to show
the reproducibility of the counting. The "zero isotope        I SCALE 2

effect" experiment is shown   as  a  plot  of  log   (13/7)   va.
log 7. A similar set of curves for diffusion in pure silver           _ =,/21,# .Arbromide are shown in Figure 197. The vertical Scale is 0-

..19» A,:A.,4 1.'

.

the same for all the curves in Figures 196 and 197 (one        @ -
SCALE 2division = 0.02) and the zero position of each curve has          w -

been displaced.                                                   r
The isotope effect data, are listed in Table 69 for all          :                                         Agm 2950(

SCALE 3

three sets of counts on each sample. The errors are the         - Agol 253°C
SCALE I

AgBr 337 °C

least-squares standard errors for the fit of the data to SCALE 3
lilli  1  1  1

Equation (6). 024681012141618202224262830
Discussion:   The   values   of the diffusion coefficients X', cm'

found in this work are in good agreement with the data. 43143

in the literature and hence, are not tabulated here. The FIG. 194. Penetration Plots for Diffusion of Agi05 in Silver,
Silver Bromide, and Silver Chloride.value of D for silver metal agrees with the data of

Tomizuka and Sonder to  within  3% ;  the agreement(263)

with the work of Friauf(259) for pure silver bromide is TEMPERATURE,°C
350 300 250 200 175evident in Figure  195 ;  the  data on silver chloride  agree -5.0

with Compton and Maurer's(264, data to within 8 %.
-                   • R.J. FRIAUF

The experimental value of [1 - (Din/Dlos)] for self-                - • BOTH ISOTOPE61diffusion in silver metal is consistent only with diffusion                      - 0   0.08 % Cd Brz   THIS
-                                1 WORKoccurring by a vacancy mechanism and                                    -                        *. ONE ISOTOPE  

AKo = 0.860 E 0.047. -6.0-

From the data of Miller and Maurer(26'  silver difTusion                   -
in A.gBr  +  0.08 % CdBr2 at 200°C takes place by a                      -
vacancy mechanism. The experimental value of      -
[1 - (Diti/Dios)] for diffusion in this alloy gives        -
AKo - 0.656 za 0.021 for vacancy diffusion in silver -7.0-

bromide. M
Barr and Mundy(256) have suggested the empirical -

E
relation AK. AV where a·V is the activation volume -

0

'                                                                           0_for self-diffusion. All the measured values of AK to-
gether with the AV values are shown in Table 70. AK 8   I

--1 -8.0

for  sodium  is  calculated  from  Equation   (4)   on  the  as-                                     - .

sumption of a vacancy mechanism. AV for AgBr is the
sum of the activation volume for Ag+ vacancy migration
and Frenkel defect formation. It is interesting to note                -
that for close packed materials where the relaxation

-9.0
around a vacancy is expected to be small, that is, AV is
large, AK is large; when AV is small, AK is also small,
independent of structure. If the atoms neighboring the l i l I 111
vacancy do not relax, the atoms which form the saddle 1.44 1.60 1.76 1.92 208 2.24 2.40 2.56

(263) Toi-nizuka, C. T., and Sonder, E., Phys. Rev. 103, 1182 103/T,°K

(1956). 43146

(264) Compton, W. D., and Maurer, R. J., J. Phys. Chem. FIG. 195. Temperature Dependence of Aglos Diffusion in
Solids 1,  191 (1956). Silver Bromide.
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TABLE 69. ISOTOPE EFFECT FOR SILVER DIFFUSION
•   AgCI 253°C SILVER METAL, AgBr, AgCl, AND AgBr +  0.08% CdBi 2

AgCI 239'C Sample No. Count (1 - Dit,/Dix)

Ag METAL
930°C Ag  Metal  930°C                               1                    0.0184  rt   0.0011

2        0.0165 f 0.0014
3       0.0184 f 0.0011

RE -
AgE,r,008%Cd AgBr + 0.08% CdBrs       1         0.0144 f 0.0006

ilz ¥r,-r-- -- - 200'C 200°C                                                 2                    0.0138  E  0.0004
1.--ril--r

  AgC1 239'C                 1         0.0081 +E 0.0014
3                    0.0139  E   0.0004

2                       0.0078   E   0.0009
3                    0.0070  f  0.0007

-
*    .'..'                -             *                  .      Agw-   Ag Br Ag01  253°C                                         1                    0.0081   rt  0.0006

-                                                              220°C
2                       0.0066   3,   0.0009

I 3                    0.0083   zE  0.0007
4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0           1.5           1.0 AgBr 175°C                 1         0.0090 E 0.0014

LOG     Nni                                                                                                                                                  2                    0.0075  :1;  0.0011
43145                                                                                               3         0.0092 ,& 0.0011

.FIG. 196. Relative Rates of Diffusion of Aglos and Agill AgBr  204°C                                               1                        0.0077   3,   0.0007
in Silver, Silvei· Chloride, and Cadmium-doped Silver Bromide. 2 0.0082 a 0.0007

3                    0.0080  E  0.0008
AgBr  248°C                                               1                        0.0010   zE   0.0012

337 C
                 .                                             --                                                                                               2                    0.0007   f  0.0011

3                    0.0009  2&  0.0010
295 C

AgBr 253°C                    1        -0.0010 rE 0.0007

2                  -0.0008   .,   0.0007
3                       0.0001   dz   0.0006

AgBr  295°C                                               1                        0.0049   rt   0.0007
2                       0.0051   2t   0.0008

g 204"C
AgBr 337°C                  1         0.0042 k 0.0008

3        0.0062 d= 0.0006
-J

2 0.0036 31 0.0010
3                        0.0055   ==   0.0009

4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 20     1.5 1.0 TABLE 70. ACTIVATION VOLUMES AND IsoTOPE EFFECTS
LOG N„.

43144
Element Structure AV aK References

FIG. 197. Relative Rates of Diffusion of Aglos and Agill
Pd fcc 1.01 f 0.04 (254)in Silver Bromide.
NaCl fcc 0.93 * 0.09 (255)

Ag fcc 0.90 0.86   zi:   0.05  (265) this work
point are not free to move in the jump direction, result- AgBr fcc 0.69 0.66 3= 0.02 (266) this   work

ing in a AK close to one. Na bcc 0.52 0.50 9= 0.05 (267,256)

Before an analysis of the isotope effect in pure silver
bromide and silver chloride can be made, one must es-
tablish what fraction of the measured D's is due to each gen ion and the W's are the jump frequencies. Similarly
of the cliffusion mechanisms: vacancy, collinear inter- the three mobilities may be written

stitialcy, and noncollinear interstitialcy. el 2
The fraction of D due to each of the three diffusion "v    KT 6„ = - - FF-2a;

mechanisms (V = vacancy; i,1 - collinear intersti-
e  1tialcy; i,2 - noncollinear interstitialcy) may be calcu- Fi,1 = - - Wi,13 ;               (8)

lated in the following manner. The three tracer diffusion K:1'   6

coefficients may be written el  2
xi.2 - KT 8 FF:,22a,D,=    VW,  22   f ,   I

D;,1 - 3 6 W;.1 % 02.A.1 ;                 (7) cze,) Tomizuka, C. T., Progress in Very High Presmre R
seorch (John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1961) p. 266.

Di,2  -  3.f;  Wi.2  34 a2 A.2 , (266) Kurnick, S. W., J. Chem. Phys. 20, 218 (1952)
(im) Nachtrieb, N. H., Weil, J. A., Catalano, E., and Lawson,

where a is the distance between a silver ion and a halo- A. W., J. Chem. Phys. 20,  1189  (1952).
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where e is the charge on an electron, K is Boltzmann's from the observed isotope effect    [1 - (Dill/1)105)     =
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 0.014 for the cadmium doped silver bromide]. This

If we define 0  -  BJB. and K  =  Wi,i/1,1/:,2, We may gives negative values of [1 -  (Diii/1)105)]i for the four
write highest teiitperature runs in silver bromide. In fact,

0 - Pi.it Bi.2    IF,:,s (31( + 2)
therc is no combination of AK, , AKi,1 and AKi,2 that
will give agreement between the measured isotope effectBv     = TFI (   2   /

(9)       and the numbers in Table 71.
Wi,i (3K + 2) The observed values of [1 -  (Dru/1)106)] for the Silver

-  Wp (  2K / bromide and doped silver bromide samples may be made
self-consistent in the following manner. Since [1 -The fraction of D due to each of the three mechanisms
(Diii/Diod)  has a meclium value  at  high  temperatures.

may then be written practically zero at intermediate temperatures, and a
Dv                                                                 larger value at low temperatures, one mechanism must

Dv + Di.1 + Di,2 have a very low isotope effect and be dominant in the
middle temperature' range and the other two mecha-

A (10) nisms must produce the isotope effect at the higher and=

f          /     K*     )  3 f. ,  +  (        0        3 f,.4
lower temperatures. We see from Table 71 that the

' 4 (3K + 2/4  "      \3K + 2/4 vacancy and noncollinear interstitialcy mechanisms are
most prominent at the high temperatuie, and the col-

with similar expressions for the other two mechanisms.
linear interstitialcy mechanism becomes most promi-These fractions of D have been calculated from Com-

(245) (251,258) nent at low temperatures. Hence, the· results may  be ex-paan and Haven's values of the f's, Teltow's plained by AKi,2 being close to zero, AK:,1 being -0.7,values of 0, and Friauf's(259  and Weber's(261  values of 0 being much larger, K being larger and more tempera-K, and are given for the temperatures of interest in ture    dependent,     and   n    being    2    for    the    interstitialcy
Table 71. mechanism.

The work of Friauf and Weber established that the These suggested changes in * and K are not entirely
interstitial silver ions in silver bromide and silver chlo- without support from other investigations. Kumick,(266)
ride move by an interstitialcy mechanism, but their (257)using somewhat purer silver bromide than Teltow,value of K may be appreciably in error. The values of K

obtained larger values of * than Teltow. However a
for silver chloride show an improper temperature de- further increase by a factor of two is needed to explainpendence and a great deal of scatter. The values for the present data. Friauf(259  found K = Ko exp (U/KT)silver bromide show a proper temperature dependence with Ko = 0.026 and U = 0.15 eV. Since there are
only over a narrow temperature range and are incon- three i,2 type jumps for each i,1 type jump, one mightsistent outside this range. This is primarily due to the expect Ko = 0.33. Hove(268  has obtained a theoretical
extreme accuracy required in the experimental measure- value of U = 0.5 to 0.8. These values would lead to thements to allow a calculation of K. larger and more temperature-dependent K that is

The isotope effect for the interstitialcy mechanism needed to explain the present data.
may be obtained by subtracting (D ./DTOul) (0.014) The low-temperature silver bromide dalia and the

data on silver chloride are consistent with the above
TABLE 71. THE FRACTION OF D DUE To THE THREE value of aK:,1 and AKi,2, and with the values in TableDIFFUSION MECHANISMS IN AgBr AND AgCl

71. They would also be consistent with the suggested
Temp. I D./

1

2 S    1   t, S    1      0            K              'hanges i. 0 "' 10(OC) DTotal One   collinear   intel·stitialcy   jump     (i,1) and three

AgBr equivalent noncollinear interstitialcy jumps   (i,1)  have
been considered in the analysis of the dalia. There are

175 0.293 0.368 0.339 8.35 1.57 three more equivalent noncollinear interstitialcy jumps
204 0.365 0.293 0.342 5.76 1.25 which are possible.(247, These jumps were considered to
248 0.464 0.208 0.328 3.60 0.92 be energetically unfavorable by Friauf and were not in-
253 0.474 0.201 0.325 3.43 0.89 cluded in the analysis of his data. There is not sufficient
295 0.557 0.143 0.300 2.36 0.70

data. to determine the probability of this jump and its337 0.627 0.104 0.269 1.70 0.57
inclusion in the analysis would not change the need for

AgC1 a larger 0 to explain the isotope effect data.

It   is evident from Equation    (4)   that  a low isotope
253 0.218 0.370

0.412    12.0  I  -1.3 (268) Hove, J. E., Phys. R.ev. 102, 915 (19561.
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effect result, when f is known, may be explained by likely that in an interstitialcy movement the two atoms
either a small AK or a large n. For a crowdion type jump during the same vibration cycle (i.e., within
motion with a large n, the ionic charge would move a -10-12 sec).   For  the  noncollinear  interstitialcy  jump,   a
great deal further than the tracer atom. From Friauf's very small AK is not unreasonable, as an appreciable
measurements of ionic conductivity and tracer diffusion, amount of the translational kinetic energy must be
it is clear that n cannot be greater than two. From the transmitted to the saddle point atoms during this dog-
isotope effect measurements, either n -  2 and dIC - 0.7 leg type jump. It is clear that the isotope effect together
or 71 - 1 and AK - 0.35 for collinear interstitialcy. with Equation (4) may lead to atiibiguous results un-
Since the former explanation is preferred, it is most less the diffusion mechanism or AK is known.

2. Isotope Effect in the Diffusion of Zinc iii Silver (S. J. RoTHMAN,
N.   L.   PETERSON,   J. J. HINES, *   AND R. BASTAR)

The purpose of these experiments is to determine the counting must therefore be carried out with a precision
correlation coefficient, f, for the diffusion of zinc in sil- of 0.2 % or better.
ver. The correlation coefficient in turn gives information The isotopes Zn65 and Zn69 lend themselves quite well
about the relative jump frequencies of the zinc and silver to a precise measurement of the (65/(69 ratio. Zn69 has
atoms. a   short hal f-life    (13   hr   47   min) and emits   0.44   MeV

For the simultaneous diffusion by a vacancy mecha- gamma rays; Zn65 has a long half-life (245 days) and
nism of the two zinc isotopes Zn66 and Zn69 in silver emits 1.11 1\([eV gamma, rays. Thus a separation by

D)&
either half-life or energy is possible. Two methods

- -1 based on half-life separations and a third based on sepa-
D  

f   =                                                                                                   (1)                 ration  by  energy  have  been  used as follows:
C /BG \' Method a. At any time i after an arbitrary time zero,A K I  A/ - - 1 1
\'7 65 / the specific activity,  Y,  of as section is given  by:

where D= and D69 are the diffusion coefficients of ZnoG Y - (65 exp (-Adi) + (89 exp (-Xevt)  (3)
and Znf respectively, and AK is the fraction of the
translational kinetic energy of the activated complex where. X65 Mid A  are the decay constants of Zna and
which is possessed by the jumping atom when it is at Zn69 respectively. Since these are known, C65 and (69, and
the height of the potential barrier. (269, In other words, therefore    th eir ratio,    can    be obtained, from    a    linear

AK is a measure of the deviation of the vibration fre- least-squares fit of Y to 1, i.e., by counting the total

quency of the diffiising atom from being proportional to ganinia activity of each section several times in the
m-112. This deviation is caused by many-body effects at time that it takes tlie ZnG' to decay out, and fitting the

the saddle point. Since the value of AK in silver is known resulting data to the elapsed time. (This will be called

(aK = 0.86 =6 0.047, Peterson and Barr, preceding re- the  least-squares  analysis.)

port), f can be obtained' from a measurement of Method b. It is possible to count the total gamma ac-
(1)66/1)69) - 1. The latter quantity is given, in the case tivity of each section twice while the activity due to
of diffusion of the two isotopes from a thin layer in a Zns' is significant with respect to the Zn65 activity, then

sectioning experiment, by: count again after (69 < 0.001 (65, obtain (65 by correct-

Cw  CD# \
ing the latter to time zero, and obtain (69 by subtract-

ln (49
= Const  -  tbi, -  1  In (65,           (2)          ing (65 from the early counts. This method, first used

(270)by Barr, will be called Barr's method. Methods a and
where (65 and C.69 are the specific activities of Zn65 and b can obviously be used on the same sample.
ZnG' respectively in each section. Equation (2) shows Method c. The separation by energy (Hines' method)

r r,  65           69
that it is necessary to measure only the ratio of the is done by counting a standard mixture oI z,n    and Zn

specific activities of the two isotopes, and the specific and a section of the diffusion sample in two matched

activity of Zn65, but that the former must be measured scintillation counters. The output of one detector is fed

with very great precision, since D66/1)69 - 1.03. The into the first 200 channels and the output of the othe
detector into the second 200 channels of a multichanne.

* Chemistry Division.
(269) Mullen, J. G., Isotope Efect in Inte,·metattic Didlgion, (270) Barr, L. W., and LeC]aire, A. C., Correlation Efects in

Phys.  Rev.  121,  1649 (1961). Diftision,  Proc.  Brit.  Cer.  Soc.  No.  1,109  (1964).
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X2,  104 cme FIG. 199. ln ((68/Ces) vs. ]n (65 for Diffusion of Zinc in
43198

43139 Silver at 891°C.

Fig. 198. Penetratioii Plot for Diffusion of Zinc iii Silver at
782°C.

-1.88- SAMPLE -7                                                '

-•- SLOPE,0.01468 1 0.00061, BY BARR'S METHOD =-analyzer by means of a mixer-amplifier. A computer -  SLOPE •001463 £ 0.00049,FROM LEAST-

program (written by J. Milsted, CHM) then analyzes -1.90- SQUARES ANALYSIS I Ii.-
/-,65 i .69 - SAMPLE - 8 1.-th e  data,  to  give 6/5. SLOPE - 0.01335 f 0.00035, BY

-1.92 - HINES'S METHOD -

The experiments were carried out iii the following
way. A mixture of ZnG' and Zn65, adjusted so that 4 -

69 65 -1.94

C /C  .Bat the start of counting, was electroplated

.'. a_                              .                    3  f.':;;: '/////.......2.-in vacuum, diffusion annealed, and sectioned on a

Ln - 2-onto silver single crystals, which were then sealed off        «,

lathe. Each section was dissolved iii HNO3 ; the sections                                  . .         . S.,P3'S"   .-1.98

with very high specific activity were diluted by taking an                                   ·'11
aliquot, and the sections were then counted by one of .00                                                -

the methods described above. Great care was taken to
maintain the counting geometry constant for all sections                         *\-2.02

from a given run. 1-2.0491

The results are shown in Figures 198, 199, and 200. -2.04 |

Figure 198 shows a penetration plot [plot of log ((65                      11.5    10.5    9.5    8.5    7.5     6.5     5.5    4.5    3.5
 69) VS. r, where X is the distance of the center of the Ln C65

43261section from the sample surface] for the diffusion of Zn
FIG. 200. ln ((85/(69) vs. ]n C65 for Diffusion of Zinc in

in Ag at 782°C. The excellent linearity of this plot shows Silver at 951°C.
that it is indeed volume diffusion that is being measured.
The value of D obtained from it is in good agreement 3, which lay very far off the line, were not used in the
with the value in the literature. Figure 199 shows calculation of the slope.

(271)

the plots of ln ((65/C69) vs. 111 (66 for diffusion at 891°C. Figure 200 shows plots of ln ((65/(69) vs ln (65 for
The slopes obtained for the two samples, which were diffusion at 951°C. The ratios for sample 7 were deter-
A.nnealed simultaneously and counted on different mined both by least-squares analysis and by Barr's
ounters, are in fair agreement, indicating that sys- method; the agreement between the slopes is excellent.

bematic errors are less than 10 %. Three points on sample (The last point  has  been  left out from Barr's method.)
Mt) Sawatzky, A., and Jaumot, Jr., F. E., DilDision of Zinc The slope determined for sample 8 by Hines' method,

in Single Crystals of Silver, Phys.  Rev.  100,  1627 (1955). omitting the three points far off the line, is rather
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TABLE 72. CORRELATION FAC'rOR FOR THE DIFFUSION OF times, as the drop of (69/(65 from 6 to 0.01 allows 9
ZJNC IN SI VER half-lives of Cm for counting.

Sample Temp. (IC) Method               f                 The correlation factors for the diffusion of Zn in A.g
are given in Table 72,  including the value of f at 737°C

5 691 Least-squares 0.468 =1= 0.016 calculated theoretically by LeClaire.(272) Considering the
737 Theoretical(272) 0.47 difficulty of the experiment and the simplifications in

9 782 Least-squares 0.545 3= 0.012 the theory, the agreement is quite good. The agreement
3 891 Least-squares 0.641   &   0.016

4 891 Least-squares 0.587 rE 0.032 would be improved if AK were increased.

7 951 Least-squares 0.560 rt 0.019 In view of the general self-consistency of the data, it
7 951 Barr's 0.560 ., 0.023 seems unlikely that the decrease of f with increasing
8 951 Hines' 0.510 E 0.013 temperature above 891°C is due to experimental error,

although some large, unknown systematic error is pos-
sible. It is more likely that AK is temperature dependentsmaller, the difference again being outside the standard

error of the slopes. This seems to indicate a systematic and becomes small near the melting point, causing the

error  of  at  most   10 %; the error is probably  in Hhies product of f and AK to decrease with increasing tem-
method (see below). The errors given for the slopes  are pei'ature. Since the value of AK used here is based on
the standard errors from the least-squares fit of ln one experiment at 930°C, further measurements of that

(C./c.)  to lii CGS. quantity are needed. Diffusion by di-vacancies is con-
sidered to be much too small to account for the high-Of the three methods, the least-squares analysis seems

the most accurate. The error bars, which are the stand- temperature decrease iii the isotope effect.
The correlation factor is related to the atomic jumpard deviation about the regression for the least-squares

(273)

analysis for each point or the standard deviation about frequencies by
the mean of four determinations of the ratio by Barr's                                           7
method (two early counts combined with two late                        2101 + - W3

f =                          (4)counts),are shorter for this method. The present com-                                               7
puter program for Hines' method doesn't give a stand- 102 + Wl + 2 103
ard  error  for  the  ratio;  the probable source of error  in where wi is the jump frequency of a silver atom that isthe niethod is the following. The computer program
fits the peaks from one half of the MCA memory to the a nearest neighbor of both the zinc atom and the va-

peaks in the other half, on the assumption that the
cancy, w3 is the frequency of the jump that dissociates

peaks have a Gaussian shape. The Zne' peak is distorted the Zn-vacancy complex, and 102 is the frequency of the

to a non-Gaussian shape by radiation from Zn65 which Zn-vacancy interchange. If one assumes that 101 and
los are equal to the jump frequency of A.g atoms in pure

is Compton-scattered into this range, and by the an-
nihilation peak due to the decay of 3 % of the Zn65 by silver, 1,Fo, then
positron emission. Since the computer program will be

5  f:8  4.5                                                            (5)
changed to take account of the non-Gaussian shape of WO

the Zn69 peak, the data from Hines' method should be i.e., Zn atoms in silver exchange with a vacancy about
considered preliminary. On the other hand, this method four and one-half times as frequently as silver atoms.
eliminates dead time and decay corrections, which are
essential in the other two methods. Also, in this method (272) LeClaire, A. D., On the Theory of Impitrity Difusion in

Metals, Phil. Mag. 7,141  (1962)
each section is counted only once, while in the least- (273) Lidiard,  A.  B.,  Imp rity  Difusion  in  Crystals,  Phil.
squares method, each section is counted four to eight Mag. 46,  1218  (1955).

3. Diffusion in Grain Boundaries (N. L. PETERSON)

A new program was initiated during the past year Agi05 and Ag111 in silver bicrystals with a 16° tilt bound-
dealing with the isotope effect for diffusion of silver in ary about [100] axis, and in bicrystals with the samp
silver grain boundaries. The purpose of this work is to tilt about the [211] axis. Dislocations in the [100] bound·
determine the atomic jump mechanism by which atoms ary do not lie on slip planes and are not free to dissoci-
move along dislocations. It is planned to make isotope ate, while those in the [211] boundary do lie on slip
effect measurements on the simultaneous diffusion of planes and are free to dissociate. Different effects may
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be expected from the two types of boundaries. Measure- Further, the value of AK for self-diffusion in silver at
ments of the isotope effect in silver single crystals will temperatures close to the melting point are needed to
also be made as a function of temperature. These nieas- properly interpret the peculiar drop in the isotope effect
urements should further establish the value of AK dis- for zinc diffusion in silver  at  950°C. (See preceding.)
cussed iii the preceding sections and are necessary for '1'his latter effect ma,y prove, in itself, to be very inter-
the interpretation of the grain boundary experiments. csting.

4. Ultrafast Diffusion in Metals (N. L. PETERSON)

Another program initiated during the past year is on lish why these "substitutional" impurities diffuse in this
ultrafast diffusion in metals. The three 110ble metals are manner  and  in what other systems  are we likely  to  find
known to diffuse very rapidly in lead, and their diffu- similar behavior. Isotope effects for diffusion of silver in
sion coefficients as a function of pressure show a rather lead will be measured to establish the diffusion mecha-
small activation volume which varies with pressure. nisni. If these results establish the vacancy mechanism
These results have been ititerpreted as evidence for ill- as the prominent diffusion mechanism for noble metal
terstitial diffusion or as a highly correlated vacancy diffusion in lead, other impurity diffusion experiments
mechanism. The purpose of this program is first to estab- will be performed on materials of similar electronic
lish the diffusion mechanism of silver in lead and second, structure in an effort to sort out the underlying reason
if the mechanism is ati interstitial mechanism, to estab- for this ultrafast diffusion in certain metals.



F. TRANSITION METAL ALLOYS

1. Magnetic Properties

a. INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASURING THE a galvanometer) and so the transverse of the Y axis on
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITIES OF ME- the X-Y recorder is directly identified with the appropri-
TALLIC SINGLE CRYSTALS (J. W. Ross) ate torque.

The self-compensating torque magnetometer, which Low-frequency vibrations of the builcling severely af-
feet the noise level of the instrument. They are elinii-was briefly described in ANL-6516, has been extensively

modified to measure the paraniagnetic anisotropy of iiated, to a large extent, by the use of the capacitors

single crystal metals. Cl, (2, and CS . However, the use of too long a time

The design of the magnetometer is shown schemati- constant for the system results in forced oscillations

cally in Figure 201. The metallic  signal  crystal  is  sus- rather than damping. The values for Ci, (2, and (3

pended from a fine tungsten fiber W ina uniform mae given in Figure 202 are optimum. At the present time
netic field H. A torque on the specimen, C, results from the noise level has beeil reduced to 375 X 10-3 dyne
differences in the susceptibility in different crystallo- cm, i.e., 0.1 % of the expected signal. Drift in the system

graphic directions. C is given by is less than 5 X 10-3 dyne cm over a 24 hour period.
The susceptibility difference is to be measured as a

Tn. 'C= - cxi - x2)H2 sin 28 function of temperature below 300°K. A cryostat has
2 been designed and constIucted to maintain steady tem-

where m is the mass of the crystal, xi and x2 are sus-      ·-neratures over this range. The major requirement of the
ceptibilities in orthogonal crystallographic directions, dewar is that the atmosphere around the sample be con-
and 8 is the angle between the magnetic field and the stant so that convection currents are small and steady.

axis to which X1 refers. It has been assumed the third Also direct access to the crystal is desirable. These con-
ditions are met by having a detachable tail type of de-crystallographic axis is along the rod Q, i.e. perpendicu-

lar to H. A typical field strength is 104 oersted and, with war and relying on a pressure of 100 to 200 X 10-3 min
xi - xz = 10-' e.m.u. gm-1, a one-grani crystal would Hg helium gas to give a sufficiently good thermal link
produce a torque of 5 dyne-cm. By rotating the magnet between the inner cryostatwall and the crystal  (see Fig-
in a horizontal plane about the center of the crystal and ure  203). The temperature  of  the  sample  is  thus  con-
measuring the amplitude of the sin 28 curve for the trolled by that of the copper can.
couple, xi - xz can be determined. The "exchange" gas in the chamber E provides the

major coupling between the refrigerant liquid in A andIn order to measure the couple C an automatic com-
pensating unit has been devised. The torque on the the copper can. With an "exchange" gas pressure of

specimen is transferred to the mirror M through the 100 mm IIg of helium in E and liquid helium in A the

quartz rod Q. The rotation of the mirror deviates the crystal is at 6°K. Decreasing the pressure in E reduces

light beam falling on the photoresistors Pi and P2 caus- the  efliciency of the thermal link,  and  by  passing a cur-
ing the Wheatstone bridge arrangement to generate an rent through the manganin heater the temperature of
errot signal. After amplification, this signal is fed into the inner copper wall can be raised without excessive

the coil C situated between the poles of a permanent loss of refrigerant. Steady temperatures are main-
magnet S. Thus, a torque acts on thd rod Q and it is tained by balancing the heat input to the copper can

against the loss of heat to the liquid refrigerant via thedirectly proportional to the error voltage. The direction
stainless steel tubes and gas conduction in E. An auto-of the current, and hence the phase of the feedback
ma,tic bridge-type controller is used to regulate a con-signal, can be changed by the reversing switch R. The

magnitude of the current is obtained by measuring the stant temperature at the inner wall. A carbon control
voltage across a 1/09 resistor in series with the coil (see element is used below 25°K and a platinum resistance
Figure 202). thermometer above this temperature. The temperature

The instrument is calibrated in a direct fashion. The can be held steady to within 2&0.05°K over all tem-
time period of the fiber is measured with an object of perature ranges.
known moment of inertia attached to its lower end and In conclusion, it may be noted that the sensitivitj
so the torsion constant can be calculated. Without feed- of the instrument can be altered by adjusting thi
back, the passage of a known current through tbe coil strength of the permanent magnet S and the coil
causes an angular deflection of the mirror Oust as with parameters so making it possible to measure the fer-

220
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romagnetic anisotropy constants of crystals. The low
noise level also permits  one to measure small torques

r -1 (less than 0.1 dynes) encountered in de Haasvan Alphen
W experiments. The apparatus will be used initially to

measure the paramagnetic  anisotropy  of  a-U,  the  pur-
74 pose being to determine whether    a- U    is anti ferro-

s                             magnetic.\
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FIG. 201. The Magnetometer.
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43237
below 30°K that followed the Curie law and it was con-

FIG. 204. Magnetic Susceptibility vs. Solute Concentration cluded that magnetic impurities were present in the
of Pd-Ag, Pd-Cd, and Pb-Sb Alloys. alloys. The correction for the magnetic inipurities was

made by a least-squares lit of the data to an equation
b.  SUSCEPTIBILITIES    OF   Pt   AND    Pd -BASE

ALLOYS (D. J. LAM AND K. M. MYLES) x =  + b + cl'2.
Tlie present investigation was undertaken to ascer- The first term in the equation represents the Curie-law

taiti the generality of the conclusion by Hoare and his     behavior of the magnetic inipurities, while the second
(274,275)co-workers that the decrease of both the para- and third terms account for the spin susceptibility.

magnetic susceptibilities and the electronic specific After correction of the magnetic impurity effect, the
heats of Pd and Pt when alloyed with Ag and Au, measured susceptibilities can be expressed as
respectively, arises from the filling of the d-holes of the
transition  elements  by  the  s-electrons  of  the  lioble                  '          X= Xspin   Xorli t Xdic,
metals. Accordingly, the magnetic susceptibilities where Xspin is the spin paraniagnetic susceptibility,
of the binary systems Pt-Cu, Pcl-Cd, and Pd-Sb were xor,>. is the orbital paramagnetism of the conduction
measured from 4.2 to 300°K ill an effort to determine electrons and Xdi. is the diamagnetic susceptibility of
the effect of varying the valence of the nontransition the core and the conduction electrons.
element. If the usual parabolic band approximation for the d

The magnetic susceptibilities of alloys of Pd-Cd, holes is made, the effective reciprocal molar spin sus-
Pd-Sb, and Pt-Cu have been studied as functions of ceptibility at 0°K , Xspin,    is
composition ill the temperature range from 4.2 to 1 -lap
300°K. The room temperature susceptibilities are shown

Xspin  XO  A '
in Figures 204 and 205 respectively. The paramagnetic
susceptibilities of Pd and Pt decrease with solute con- where a is the molecular field coefficient as defined by

Shimizu d at., and is equal to the ratio of the molecu-(276)

centration and become negative with the additions of
lar field to the magnetization per unit volume, A is

(274) Hoare, F. E., Matthews, J. C., and Walliiig, J. C., The the atomic weight, p is the density, and xo is the spin
The,·mal and Magnetic Properties of Palladium-Silver Alloys,
Proc. Roy.  Soc.  A216,  502· (1953). (276) Shimizu, M., Takahashi, T. and Katsuki, A., Alagne&

(275) Budworth, D. W., Hoare, F. E., and Preston, J., The Susceptibility and Electronic Specijic Heat of T,·ansition Metals
The,·mal and Magnetic Properties of So„le Transition Element and Alloys II. Pd Metal and Pd-Ag and Pd-Rh Alloys, J. Phys.
Alloys, Proc. Roy. Soc. A251, 250 (1960). Soc. Japan  18,240  (1963).
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FIG. 207. Magnetic Susceptibility vs. Solute Concentration
-100 of Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag, Pd-Au, and Pt-Cu Alloys.
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e/a it is therefore suggested thfit the discrepancy might be
43402 due to the presence of ordered phases in the specimensFIG. 206. Magnetic Susceptibility of the d-Holes as a Func-
tion of e/a Ratio for Pd-Ag, Pd-Cd, and Pd-Sb Alloys at 0°K. studied by Budworth.

c. MAGNETIC MOMENTS IN IRON AND
susceptibility at 0°K, which is directly proportional to
the  density of states  at the Fermi surface,  N (Eo),  by NICKEL ALLOYS (A. T. ALI)RED, D. I. BARI)OS,

means of the relation AND M. V. NEVITT)

xo = 2BiN (Eo),
The composition dependence of the mean atomic

magnetic moment in solid solution alloys of iron and
where *B is the Bohr magneton. If the variation of a nickel has been studied experimentally for a number of
with composition were available, a measure of the years. Analysis of the results has shown that the ferro-
density of states at the Fermi surface could be obtained magnetism of iron appears to be different from that of
by calculating xo ; unfortunately these data do not nickel.(277, For example, if a series of nontransition
exist. However, if we assume that a has essentially no metal solutes is added to nickel or iron, the mean
compositional dependence in the Pd-rich alloys (Pd > moments in the nickel alloys are found to decrease at a
80a/o), as was found to be the case in Pd-Ag alloys by       I·ate approximately proportional to the valence of the

(276)Shimizu, and that a is numerically equal for the solute, while the mean moments in the iron alloys de-
three Pd-base systems over the same range of electron crease at a rate effectively independent of solute and
to atom ratio, then  N (Eo) is directly proportional  to numerically equal to the value of the moment for pure
Xd where xd is the spill susceptibility of the d holes iron. The simplest rationalization, if it is assumed that
Accordingly, Figure 206 suggests that the decrease in only nickel and iron atoms can have moments, is that
xd with increasing e/a for these alloys is consistent with in the nickel alloys the nickel moments are decreased by
the rigid-band interpretation. electron transfer between the nontransition metal and

As seen in Figure 207, the magnetic susceptibilities nickel, but in the iron alloys the nontransition metal
of the Pt-Cu alloys become diamagnetic near the equi- acts simply as a diluent. For iron the generalization is
atomic composition, which is essentially the same (278-280)based on results from alloys with aluminum,
composition as the paramagnetic to diamagnetic tran-
sition in the Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag, and Pd-Au alloys. The (277) See, for example, Mott, N. F., Advances in Physics 13,

Pt-Au susceptibilities as reported by Budworth et at.(2 5) 325  (1964)
(278) Fallot, Ag., Ann. Phys. 6,305  (1936).

(see  Figure  205)   do not exhibit this characteristic.   It
(279) Parsons, D., Sucksmith, W., and Thompson, J. E.,

has bcon our experience that in this system it is ex- Phil. Mag. 8, 1174  (1958).
treniely difficult to obtain random solid solutions, and (280) Arrott, A., and Sato, H., Phys. Rev. 114, 1420  (1959).
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TABLE 73. MAGNETIZATION AND HEAT-TREATMENT DATA 2.25

FOR BCC IRON-BE:RYLLIUM, IRON-GALLIUM
AND IRON-ARSENIC ALLOYS

4                         2.15-
Alloy Composition  («/0)     El          1 <ai:     ·i „2    (fB    ttfe

S L    5 2     g)  .   X  106)    at.)    at.  Fe)
Fe Ga As Be € 2 2.05 -

...
100.00 221.75 3.74 2.218 2.218 -

0
99.26 0.74 900  14 221.29 4.17 2.199 2.215 :1.95-

0

93.48 6.52 1155 7 219.63 6.21 2.076 2.221
=L

89.88 10.12 - 215.00 7.92 1.967 2.188 .--

89.31 10.69 rv - 216.83 9.02 1.973 2.209 laj°

86.16 13.84 - - 207.99 12.4 1.838 2.133 1 ·85 - 0

80.06 19.94 - - 201.35 14.9 1.676 2.093

98.21 1.79 900  14 217.50 3.89 2.184 2.224

95.30 4.70 1100 - 211.93 4.47 2.144 2.250 1.75-
92.16 7.84 7 206.90 5.45 2.109 2.288                                                                               |

89.01 10.99 - 199.70 5.82 2.051 2.304

85.8314.17 -   14 194.55 7.55 2.014 2.346                           11.65
81.7418.26 - 174,13 9.40   1.820   2.227                                         0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

97.75 2.25 600 14 216.80 4.02 2.184 2.234                                    N
95.99 4.01 N 212.87 4.08 2.157 2.247

Be

94.09 5.91 - 209.42 4.89 2.136 2.270 41490

FIG. 208. Plot of Atomic Magnetic Moment versus Concen-
tration for BCC Iron-Bery]lium Alloys.

(278,279) (281)

tin,
(278) (278)silicon, zinc, and gold; recent

data(282) on the iron-german'ium system have not sup- ents were calibrated with pure iron as a standard; the
(285) (286)

ported the generalization. data, of Weiss and Forrer and Danan were
The liinited extent of the literature data for iron is assumed to be correct. Standard extrapolation tech-

due to the low equilibrium solubility of appropriate niques against 1/H and T312 were used to obtain values
solutes    ill   a-iron    at    room    teniperature.    However,    a              of 0-,0 (emu/g), the saturation  magnetization  at  abso-
number of solutes have reasonable high-temperature lute zero, and from these mean atomic magnetic nio-
solubiliti.es. Thus, in the hoii-beryllium system(284 the ments were calculated. The accuracy of the moments is
solid solubility of beryllium in bcc iron decreases from

  considered to  be  *0.2 % relative to  pure iron, while
330/0 at 1165°C to 98/0 at room temperature; simi- uncertainties in composition are about f O.la/0.
larly, the solid solubility of gallium in iron(284) decreases Table 73 lists   for  the six beryllium, six gallium,   and
from 480/0 at 900°C to 1Oa/0 at room temperature, three arsenic alloys 0-,0 (emu/g), A (°IT312 X 108) the

13/2

and the solid solubility of arsenic iii iron 'eases temperature coefficient of the fl extrapolation, PB053) decl
from 8a/0 at 835°C to 4(:/O at rooni temperature. The the mean atomic niagnetic moment       (Be/at),      and

present work has shown that the metastable solid solu- (PB)Fe the moment per iron atom calculated by assum-

tion phases can be retained on quenching from high ing there are moments only on the iron atoms. The
(285,286)

temperatures  in all these three systems. data for pure iron are taken from the literature.
The magnetizations iii the above three systems have For the iron-bery]lium system, the mean moment

been measured by a force method. The apparatus and per atom 08 is plotted against concentration iii Figure
techniques were discussed in the 1964 Annual Report, 208. There is an initial linear decrease of moment with
ANL-7000. The specimen is suspended from a balance composition similar to that found in other systems. A
inside a cryostat between the poles of an electromagnet. similar plot for the iron-gallium and iron-arsenic systems
It is in a region of spatially constant magnetic-field is given iii Figure 209. Here both the mean moment,
gradient, and the force exerted upon it, measured by AB, and the moment per iron atom, < B Fe , are plotted.
the  balance,  is  related to  the magnetization.  The gradi- Again an initial linear decrease of the mean moment

with composition is observed. If the data in the linear
(281) Fallot, M., Ann. Phys. 7,420 (1937) regions are fitted by least squares analysis, the equations
(282) Lecocq, P., and Michel, A., Bull. Soc. Chim., France obtained  are:

1412 (1962).

(283)  Hansen,   M.,    Constitution   of Binary Alloys (McGraw
pB  =  2.218  f  0.006  -  2.262  f  0.108 NBe,       (11                    1Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1958) p. 162.

(284) Dasarathy, C., aiid Hume-Rothet·y, W., Proc. Roy. Soc. (285) Weiss, P., and Forrer,  R., Ann. Phys.  12,279  (1929).
A286,  141 (1965). (286) Danan, H, Comptes Rondus 246,73  (1958)
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2.4 an increase hi the moment on the d elections or a de-

-                                  •                  crease in the antiparallel moment on the 8 electrons.
E 2.3-  3   F/\     - If this is the case, the mechanisms of and reasons for

mi                     - such behavior are hard to ascertain at the present time.
5    2.2 ->--, x
10-                     \*    / PB Either electron transfer or changes in the relative posi-
8 2.1- tions of the bands could be cited, but there is no way of
S                                                        distinguishing between them witliout additional infor-

  2.0
- mation.

*                                                              To ascertain whether the different characteristics of
< 1.9- • Fe - Ga iron and nickel are inherent or simply due to the bcc

x Fe- As

I  1.8- and fcc structure, niagnetic measurements have been

1.7    lillI    Ill ' TABLE 74. MAGNETIZATION DATA FOR Ni-Fe-Al ALLOYS
0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20

N
SOLUTE Alloy Composition (a./ 0')

a.*9                       
P

42778                                                                                                                                     (emu/g)          6,8/at.)
FIG. 209. Plot of Mean Atomic Magnetic Moment, PH ,          ATi        Fe        Al

and Moment per Iron Atom, (pB)Fe, vs. Concentration for
BCC. Iron-Gallium and Ii·on-Arsenic Alloys. 80.0 20.0 0.0 101.68 1.058

78.4 19.6 2.0 97.80 1.007

158 - 2.214 =6 0.008 - 1.428 =1  0.095 Mca, (2) 72.0 18.0 10.0 85.29 0.840
76.0 19.0 5.0 91.44 0.926

158 - 2.216 zE 0.005 - 1.403 9, 0.143 N s,    (3 ) 60.0 40.0 0.0 144.46 1.489

where the probable errors are given for 95 % confidence 58.8 39.2 2.0 132.93 1.426

limits. 57.0 38.0 5.0 122.82 1.330

The rate of decrease of mean moment with composi-
54.0 36.0 10.0 105.56 1.176

tion  for the iron-beryllium system  in  Eq.   (1)  is con- 40.0 60.0 0.0 155.51 1.818

sistent with the model of dilution of a constant iron 39.2 58.8 2.0 143.96 1.732

moment. This is not the case, however, for the iron- 38.0 57.0 5.0 121.68 1.574

gallium and iron-arsenic systems. The rate of decrease 36.0 54.0 10.0 73.08 1.229

is slower than dilution, so that the apparent moment
per iron atom increases with composition as is seen in 2.0

Figure 209.
In the absence of any neutron diffraction data to 1.8 6  ,N i:F e=2:3

assign moments, one rationalization of this effect is         S
that the iron moment is indeed constant but a parallel 2   i.6-
moment is present on the gallium or arsenic atoms. A             
moment of about 0.8MB per gallium atom at 14a/0 fa   1.4 -

92

gallium or 0.8u8 per arsenic atom at Ga/0 arsenic would N i:F e=3:2-I   1.2-
be needed to account for the present data. The existence                    g
of such moments is unlikely since gallium and arsenic -     1.01-k-
are diamagnetic in the pure state.(287,288) Alternatively,            t                -* --0-if it is assumed that there are no moments on the solute W     0.8 - N i:F e.4:1

atoms, the moment per iron at;Onl, (1)8)pe, must in-                 
crease on adding gallium and arsenic to iron. 1\([ott, in a 0.6+

(277)                                                                         
                    0

recent publication, considers that iron contains 0.9 5
and 7.1 d electrons. The spin-up and spin-down d , ··-N:-AIBINARY
bands are not saturated, and the net moment of 2.2,18             2

2   0.2-
is made up of 2.4Fi, from the d electrons and an anti-
pa,rallel moment of 0.2Fs on the s electrons. The ap-                        i         i

0

parent increase in iron nionient in iron-gallium and 0            2                  5                                 10

ron-arsenic alloys could, therefore, arise from either ALUMINUM CONTENT, %

(287) Pankey,  Jr., T., J. Appl. Phys. 31,  1802 (1960) 43197

(288)  Metals  Handbook,  Vol.  1,  8th Edition (American Society FIG. 210. Plot of Meaii Atomic Magnetic Moment vs.
for Meta]s, Metals Park, Novelty, Ohio, 1961) p. 1198. Conceittratioii for FCC Nickel-Ii·on-Alumii,um Alloys.
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started on the fcc solid solution region of the nickel- while for the alloys with a ratio of 2:3 it is higher.  Thet
iron-aluminum ternary system. The idea, is to see results tend to indicate that aluminum affects the Ni
whether iron behaves the same iii an fcc environment moments but apparently not the Fe moments in the
as in its normal bcc environment. Three series of alloys fcc solid solution region.
with nickel-to-iron ratios  4:1,3:2,   and  2:3   and with 1n the binary fcc alloys with high iron contents there
increasing aluminum contents have been studied. The is some evidence for an antiferromagnetic alignment of
same technique has been used except the temperature Fe-Fe   nearest   neighbors.(290   The   rapid   decrease   of

1  12         r,1extrapolation  was  agamst  1   . i h e results are given in moment with aluminum additions in the alloy series
Table 74 and plotted in Figure 210. with the highest iron content may, therefore, indicate

As can be seen in Figure 210, the initial rate of de- that aluminum is enhancing this antiparallel alignment.
crease of the magnetic moment with aluminum content Magnetic  measurements  on  Fe-Ni-Al  bcc  alloys  are  now
for the series of alloys  based on  a Ni to  Fe ratio  of 4:1 in progress.

(289)and 3:2 i s the siwne as that of the Ni-Al binary alloys,
(289) Crangle, J., and Mai·tin, M. J. C., Phil. Mag. 4, 1006 (290) Crangle, J., and Hallam, G. C., Proc. Roy. Soc. A272,

(1959). 119 (1963).

2. Thermodynamic Properties

a. VAPOR PRESSURE STUDIES: Cu-Pt AND 213.    As    can    be    anticipated    from the activities,     the
Cu-Pd SYSTEMS (K. M. MYLES) excess free energies are largest in the Cu-Pt system and

least in the Ag-Pd system. It should be noted that the
Publications minimum in the free energies appears to shift from

K. M. Myles, Ther,nodjnamic Properties of Sotid 60a/oCu or Ag in the Pd-base systems to nearer the
Palladium-Silver  Alloys,  Acta  Met.  13,  109 (1965). equiatomic composition in the Cu-Pt system.

K. M. Myles, Thermodyna,nics of Copper-Platinwn This same conipositional displacement is evident in
Allous, I Metals 17, 1050 (1965). Abstract the enthalpies of formation plotted in Figure 214.

An earlier investigation suggested that contribu- The values for the Cu-Pd and Ag-Pd alloys are from
(291)

tions associated with chaiiges iii the electronic structure the compilation by Hultgren et al.(292  and are based on
upon alloying Ag with Pd characterized the thermo- results obtained from liquid-tin solution calorimetry.
dynamics of the system. It proved impossible, however, The values for the Cu-Pt alloys were calculated from
froin the results of this single system to obtain a quanti- the temperature dependencies of the activities and have
tative expression that would relate the two parameters. confidence limits of  250   cal/g-atom.   Preliminary
Since Pt and Cu are in the same groups in the Periodic data from a current investigation (J. B. Darby, Jr.)
Table as Pd and Ag, respectively, the Cu-Pt and Cu-Pd to determine the enthalpies of Cu-Pt by calorimetric
systems were studied to obtain additional information methods substantiate the compositional dependence
that might assist in the formulation of such a rela- of the enthalpies.
tionship. The thermodynamic properties were calcu- It has been suggested(2'3  that the enthalpies of the
lated from the vapor pressure of Cu over the alloys as Cu-Pd, Ag-Pd, and Au-Pd alloy systems attain maxi-
measured by the torsion-effusion niethod. nium values at the compositions where the respective

As seen in Figures 211 and 212, the activities of Cu relative Fermi energies also are maximum. These
at 1350°K deviate negatively from Raoult's law in compositions are at approximately 60a/oCu, Ag, and
both systems. While the activities of Pt also exhibit Au, where, as indicated by the leveling off of the mag-
negative deviations, the activities of Pd are charac- netic susceptibility at values characteristic of the
terized by negative deviations in the Cu-rich alloys and diamagnetic components, the noble metals have con-
by positive deviations in the Pd-rich alloys. Accord- tributed sufficient electrons to fill the d-band of Pd.
ingly, the activities of Cu and Pd in the Cu-Pd system
are quite similar to those of Ag and Pd in Ag-Pd alloys. (292) Hultgren, R., Orr, R. L., Anderson, P. D., and KelleyThe integral free energies of formation of the Cu-Pt, K. K., Selected Vati#es of Thermodynamic Properties of Metal,
Cu-Pd, and Ag-Pd alloy systems are shown in Figure and Alloi,8, John Wiley and Sons, New York  (1963).

0") Darby, J. B., Jr., to be published in Acta Met. See also
(:91) Myles, K. M., Acta Met. 13, 109 (1965). Pratt,  J.  N.,  Trans.  Farad.  Soc.  56,975  (1960).
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1.0 systems. Further, the approximate magnitude of this
contribution to the enthalpy can be obtained from

O.8 electron density-of-states data. Consistently, however,

-                                                  the enthalpies so calculated are more exothermic than
the measured values. Of the known endothermic contri-

0.6 -
a                                                butions, the ion-core repulsion term is alone sullicient

-

pt/ NCU ill magnitude to account for this disparity. ·Unfortu-
OA - nately, accurate values of the ionic radii of the atoms

in the alloy are required for a meaningful calculation of
02- this Contribution. These data are not available.

The immediate goal of the research efTort is to ex-
O.0 amine the general applicability of the hypothesis that

0 0.2 OA 06 0.8           1.0

N                              the electronic term is the dominant exothermic contri-
CU bution. Alloy systems will be selected where the elec-

43247 tron density-of-states are known or can be estimated
FIG. 211. Activities of Copper and Platinum at 1350°K. and where the configurational contributions may be

considered to be negligible. Several such systems are
1·0                                              the Pd-Cd, Pd-Sb, Pd-Rh, and Pd-Pt.
08 -                             Pd

0.6 -
0

a-
CU

0.4 - -400
I f25 cal//6-atom

0.2 -
-800

O        1 1 1 1'l l
0 0.2 04 0.6 08   1.0                  -1200 -

N                                             -CU                                                                                                                        Ag - Pd

43248 -1600 - (1200°K)

FIG. 212. Activities of Copper and Palladium at 1350°K. .-I IDEAL AF(1350 °K)
E- •-1859

(294)                                                                         O
2  -2000 -

Recent measurements on Cu-Pt alloys show that the
1 -               1knee in the susceptibilities occurs, like the

Inaxinium             ,  -2400 -in the enthalpy, near the equiatomic composition. 0
The entropies of formation, plotted in Figure 215,           0.-I Cu-Pd

have been calculated by means of the Gibbs-Helmholz -2800 -
LL (1350°K)

relationship. Because of the scatter band associated         4     -
with the Cu-Pt data no interpretation of the undula- -3200 -

tions in the center portion of the plot is warranted.                  -
Nevertheless, because the excess entropies are positive -3600 - Cu-Pt
for the Pt-base system and negative for the Pd-base _ (1350°K)
systems, it seems clear that some of the nonconfigura- -4000

tional contributions to the entropy must be considera-                        _
bly different in magnitude depending upon whether

-4400 111111111
Pt or Pd is the solvent nietal. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8      1.0

In  summary,  as a result  of the programmatic  effort                                                                              N B                                C u
expended thus far, it has been demonstrated that con-                                                           Ag
ributions of electronic Origill  characterize the thermo-

43244[ynamic properties of some transition-metal alloys FIG. 213. Ii,tegral Free Energies of Formation of Cu-Pt
(294) See another contribution to the 1965 Annual Report by Alloys (1350°K), Cu-Pd Alloys (1350°K), and Ag-Pd Alloys

D. J. Lam, J. W. Ross, K. M. Myles, wid M. V. Nevitt. (1200°K).
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b. SOLUTION CALORIMETRY: Au-Pd, Ni-Pd,
AND Cu-Pt SYSTEMS (J. B. DARBY, JR.)

0 P blication

-400 J. B. Darby, Jr., The Heats of Formation of Gold-
Palladium Alloys,  J. of Metals  17,  1050  (1965).

.-. Abstract
6 -800 Ag-Pd
O (1000°K) Tlie heats of solution of the component elements of an-
0 - alloy system are needed for calculating the heats of
6 -1200 - formation of alloys. A considerable portion of the'*       *250 | 03 experimental effort during the year has been devoted0                                 cal/9-atom
- -1600 therefore to the determination of the heats of solution
I
<)                                                   of the elements Cu, Ni, Pt, Cd, Sb, and Rh in liquid

-2000 tin at 698°K.

Cu-Pt The  purity  of  the  metals was 99.999 % or better,
(1350°K)

-2400 except for Rh, which was 99.95 % pure. The Cu, Ni, Pt,
CU-Pdciooo.K,           1                                and Rh samples were rolled into foil, approximately 0.1

nim thick, in order to enhance the rate of solution in
-2800

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 08     m              liquid tin; the two other metals were iIi massive form.

NB
CU All materials were annealed at elevated temperatures
Ag             alid water quenched prior to the solution experiments.

43246
The data are summarized in Table 75 together with

FIG. 214. Ititegi·aI Enthalpies of Formation of Cu-Pt Alloys the values obtained by other investigators, where
(1350°K), Cu-Pd Alloys (1000°IC),(293) and Ag-Ed Alloys available. The sign of the heat of solution is in keeping
(1000°K).(293) with the established convention for reporting thermo-

dynamic data, i. e., a positive value for an endothermic
reaction and a negative value for an exothermic one.
It will be noted that the transition elements have large
negative heats of solution in comparison  with  the  non-
transition elements.

2800
The heats of formation in the Au-Pd system were

Cu-Pt
found to be exothermic over the entire composition

2400 range, with a maximum value at approximately 400/0
palladium. As shown iii Figure 216, the composition-

E 2000 IDEAL TAS (1350°K) dependence of the heats of formation of the A.g-Pd,
0 •i859 Au-Pd, mid Cu-Pd systems follow a similar pattern.
0                                                                                                                     (295,f250 cal/6-atom Previous investigations shown for the296) have6  1600  silver-palladium system that the change in the total
E electron Fermi energy as a function of composition,0 1200

Ag-Pd resulting from the filling of the d band of palladium by

00                                                 excess 8 electrons from silver, is of the same order of
<1 800

magnitude as the observed heats of formation, and it
Cu-Pd attains a maximum value in the same concentration

400 range in which the AH is a maximum. Electronic
specific heat data are not available for the gold-pal-

o                                                                      ladium from which to determine the band shape, and to
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 calculate the change in total Fernli energy. However, on

NB CU the basis of the free electron model, the spin suscepti-
Ag bility is directly proportional   to the density of states;

43249 a relationship that appears to be valid for the silver-
FIG. 215. Integral Entropies of Formation of Cu-Pt Alloys palladium system. The similarity of the room tempera(AF and AH, Present Work; 1350°K), Cu-Pd Alloys (aF, ture susceptibilities for the Au-Pd, Ag-Pd and Cu-Pc,Present Work, 1350°K; aH, Hultgren et at.(292), 1000°K), and

Ag-Pd Alloys (AF, Myles,(291) 1200°K; AH, Hultgren d at., (292)
(295) Pratt, J. N., Trans. Faraday Soc. 56, 975 (1960).

1000'K) (:Dv Myles, K. M., Ada Met. 13, 109  (1965).
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TABLE 75.  THE HEATS oF SOLUTION oF Cu, ATi, Pt, Cd, Sb,                      O
AND R.h IN LIQUID Sn AT 698°K -200

Present Published Data -400
Investigation

Solute -600

AH.01'n
AH'.1..

(cal/g-atom) ,-111,1; a=I:6 Reference
  -800
7   -1000

CU +2,736 zE 10 2,830 700 (297>                    2

2,740 723 (298)  
-1200 Ag-Pd

8 -1400

ATi      1-10,914 zE 29 -11,495 702 (299)

2 -1600
Pt      -27,113 =E 49    1                                 2
Cd +1,670 ziz 4 +1,750 700 (300)                    I

4     -1800
+1,520 773 (297) Au - Pd

-2000

Sb       +3,648 f 10    t -2200
Rli - 29,700*                     x

-2400

t Data not available in the temperature range of this in- Cu- Pd

vestigation. -2600

*  A  tentative  value. -2800
x Not previously investigated. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8       1.0

N
Pd

systems suggest    that    the    band     shapes    of the three 41239

systems are nearly identical. Therefore, we surmise that FIG. 216. Heats of Formation for Silver-Palladium, Gold-
the coniposition depehdence of the heat of formation of Palladium, and Copper-Palladium Alloys; aH1000'K for Silver-

the gold-palladium system is derived mainly from a Palladium Alloys from Reference 297, aHs.1: for the Gold-

reduction in the total Fermi energy by filling the d       Palladium Alloys from This Work, and aH1000•K for Copper-
Palladium Alloys from Ref. 297.

band    of    palladium, as suggested previously    for     the
silver-palladium system. The differences in magnitude dynamic properties for this system. A preliminary
between the enthalpies in the three systems may reflect evaluation of the data from the present experiments
the variation in the Fermi energy levels of the noble shows reasonably good agreement in the AH values
metals relative to that of palladium, variations in a between the two methods. Since most of the alloys
positive heat contribution associated with the relative were in the ferroniagnetic state in our experiments
charge iii the ion-core repulsive energy, minor contribu- while all the alloys in the work of Bidwell and Speiser
tions from variations in the ionic size of the noble were in the paramagnetic state, it appears that the
metals, and other subtle interactions. The nature and magnetic contribution to the enthalpy in this system
magnitude of these contributions are difficult to assess is relatively small.
at this time. Experiments to determine the heats of formation of

A determination of the relative heats of formation, Cu-Pt alloys are in progress. Experience has indicated
aH, of solid nickel-palladium alloys at 298°If is almost that it is very difficult to retain upon quenching the
complete. The composition dependence of AH is disordered solid solutions characteristic of this system
unusual for a binary system having a complete series at elevated temperatures. By quenching small samples
of solid solutions in which no superlattices or misci- (-3,6 gram) from 1473°K or higher into a NaCl brine
bility gaps are known to exist. The AH values change bath at 268°K, samples have been obtained iii which
from positive (endothermic) to negative (exothermic) X-ray diffraction photographs indicated the absence
with an increasing palladium content. This behavior of long range order.
also was observed at 1173°K by Bidwell and Speiser

(301)

In order to explore further the effects associated with
using an emf method to determine the relative thermo- alterations in the electronic structure on the thermo-

(297) Hultgren, R., Orr, R. L., Anderson, P. D., and Kelley, dynamic properties of binary systems containing palla-
K. K., Selected Vatites of The,·modynamic Properties of Metals dium, the thermodynamic properties of the Cd-Pd
md ,41tovs, John Wiley and Shns, New York  (1963). and Sb-Pd systems are being investigated. A prelimi-

(298) Kleppa, O.  J.,  J. Phys.  Chem. 60,842  (1956)
(2og) King, R. C., and Kleppa, O   J., Acta Met. 12,87  (1964).

nary investigation was made in order to establish the
(300) pool,  M. J., Trans.  A.I.M.E.  233,  1711 (1965). credibility of the reported phase relationships in the
(301) Bidwell, L. R., and Speiser, R., Acta Met. 13, 61 (1965). two binary systems.
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3. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

a. VANADIUM-TECHNETIUM ALLOYS (D. 0. and orbital interactions are the predominant contribu-
1TAN OSTENBURG, D. J. LAM, AND J. J. SPOKAS* tors to the relaxation rate. Respectively, expressions

for these in terms of 8 and d density of states, n, (EF)Publication and  nd (E,), wave functions  t. (0), <r- Av. (average
D. 0. Van Ostenburg, J. J. Spokas and D. J. Lam, over Fermi surface), etc., are as follows:

Nuclear-Spin-Lattice Relaxation of V51 and Tcgg
in V-Tc Alloys, Phys.  Rev.  139, A713 (1965). (TiT)-1 - < 2  64'rliky 2<1 0,(0) 12>tin:(EF)

A preliminary account of this alloy system was given
in  the 1964 Annual Progress Report (ANL-7000). The /1\
final results may be found in the above publication. + (5) 641rli/07202<r-3>ivF(r),iJ(E,).
b. VANADIUM-NIOBIUM ALLOYS (D. O. VAN It is also assumed that there are 0.5 s electrons per

OSTENBURG, J. J. SPOKAS, AND D. J. LAM) atom in V and that this number persists throughout
the alloy system. This contributes 0.04 sec-1 °Icl for

Publications the contact term (first term ill this equation) to the
D. O. Van Ostenburg, D. J. Lam and J. J. Spokas, relaxation rate and this is subtracted from the meas-

Nuctear-Spin-Lattice Retazation of V51 in V-Nb ured (TiT)-1 for the alloys. Now, the analysis can
Alloys, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 10, 606 (1965) proceed as the orbital relaxation rate is known across
EE6. the system. (It is important to note that (TlT)olrb f:8

D. 0. Van Ostenburg, D. J. Lam and J. J. Spokas,     711.)
NIlfR, Nuclear-Spin-Lattice Retazation, and .Afag- The partitioning of the Knight shift and magnetic
netic Susceptibititj in V-Nb Altoys, J. Metals 17, susceptibility and how they are related is given in the
1039 (1965) Abstract. three following  equations:

The current investigation is part of a continuing
study of the electronic properties of transition meta]s K, (Fermi contact) =   <10(0) lt>x./N = ax, (2)
and their alloys. Our approach offers the possibility of
studying the band structure of alloys with composition                                            8,rIG (core polarization) =

-3
<p(0))dxd/N = bxd  (3)

as the primary independent variable. Previous systems
that we have studied show that in bcc transition-

Korb (orbital) - 2<r-3>dxorb/N = Oxorb ·   (4)transition metal alloys the concept of a rigid band is a
useful approximation and that the electrons outside the The coefficients a, b, and c are the so-called "constant"
closed 3p and 4p shells form a common conduction band proportionality factors.  (Note c = <r-3>d, where < >dwith admixture of s and non-s electronic states. To is  an  average overall d state.)
further elucidate this study the V-Nb system was Since in transition metals the d density of states is
chosen. A feature of this system is that it is bcc at all larger than that of the s electrons it is expected that the
compositions  and the electron: atom ratio is fixed  at 5. composition dependence of the relaxation rate will be

The ititerpretation of the Knight shift, magnetic controlled by the d density of states. A plot of (TiT)-1/2
susceptibility, and relaxation time is based upon parti- vs. e/a should follow the d-density-of-states curve,tioning these quantities into such terms as the contact, provided  F (]7)   and   <,·-3>F  do not change. Figure  217
orbital and core polarization. So far in several transi- shows that this is the case for V51 in V-lt'e, V-Cr andtion metal systems it has been sufficient to relate the V-Tc for e/a below about 5.6. The density of states for
Knight shift to the magnetic susceptibility via "con- V-Cr is shown, but this is similar for V-Fe in the non-
stant" proportionality factors. The V-Nb results, ferromagnetic bcc region and allegedly for V-Tc in
however, indicate  that  this  is. not  necessarily  the case the bcc region.
and that the proportionality factors do indeed ill some The composition dependence of the d density of states
cases vary with composition. The Knight shift and Ti in the V-Nb alloys is derived on the assumption of a
measurements     of    V51 are straightforward; however, linear decrease in 7 (term linear in T for the low tem-' those of Nb93 are complicated by the presence of quad- perature specific heat) from -22 X 10-4 cal/mole-deg2
rupolar interactions. in pure V to 18.3 X 10-4 cal/mole-deg2 in pure Nb

1n the V-Nb system it is assumed that the contact Consequently (TIT)91/2 might be expected to decrease
* Consultant to the Metallurgy Division, St. Procopius from pure V to pure Nb.

College. Figure 218 shows the (TlT)91/2 results vs. a/0 Nb in
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1.4

0 V" IN V-Tc,77"K a X(measured)
1.2- rn(E,),C.H. CHENG etal.

a V"IN V-Cr. J. 81.ITTERWOR-1 4.0 2 300 - 0  X(spin) +X(dio.)

«. 0 V" IN  V-Fe, Y. MASUDA et at.          2                                        -                               0  X(orb.)-./ L1

-·2   1.0 - 71< x  Tc- IN   V-Te, 7 7-K -3.0 ; :00 -a  8U0  -  446 *         "            :            - a
N 0.8- -2.0 S 260 -H             4<*                                                             A

i 06-
\00 -        k

a a
0\ 1/ 0 -1.0 (/) 240_                              8

r

-                           a4                                     -

0.4 -
44: 44*                                                             a

W
h.c.p    -0 2 - 220-

0                                                                                                                         (11

0.2- b. c.c -3             -1  -     b.c.c. + h.c.p. 6
5     200 -

0                                                                       2
111ll1illlllll1l
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-     VO

40330                                                                           
       0-    160-             0

FIG. 217. (TlT)-1/2 and the Density of States at the Fermi >< - O 0
0

0Surface 71(E,)  as a Function of e/a (electron: atom ratio). 140- 0

1.7 1200-                                 000,        -  Vs"(T= 773°K)                                                                  0
4-                                                                                                0                                                                                      1 00

- 0000
F 1.5                 0                                      0 0 0
                                                   80

0

'*:    1.3 -                           0                                                                 0 20 40 60 80 loo0
H-    -           0 ATOMIC PERCENT Nb IN V0

I.1 L o  0 42702

FIG. 219. Magnetic Susceptibility ])ata iii V-Nb Alloys and
0 20 40 60 80 100 the Partitioning into Xorb and xspin vs Atom Percent.

ATOMIC PERCENT Nb IN V
42700

FIG. 218. (TlT)-1/2 of V51 in V-Nb Alloys vs Atom Percent.

V. It is seen that the (relaxation rate)1/2 increases from 9.0
1.12 (sec °K)-1/2 to 1.55 (sec °K)-1/2. This is currently
interpreted to imply  that   <r-3>F  changes.                                                                           0                      K.,0.= c

rb.

  8.0-Let us now observe how these ideas can be correlated \

with the susceptibility and Knight shift ineasurements.
. Figure 219 shows the susceptibility  data  and the parti- 6    7.0-

1tioning into Xorh and X,pin based upon a linear relation-
.                                           0

ship between the 7's of pure V and Nb. (To date no Q    6.0-
0

7's  have  been  measured for V-Nb alloys. )
Equations (2), (3) and (4) can be written as, 5.0-

Kspin = b'xspin Korb = Cxorb                      E           o
-3     -3.00-  0     0

4                               0 0
where b'  -  az +  b (1  - x)  and x is the proportion of 8                          -

@  -4.0 -                        0character in the band. The compositional variation of
8,2                                                     0

c has been calculated from the (TlT)-1 data. Then b'            .
Q  -5.0 -

has been chosen such as to give agreement with the -                 O
--0                                                                                                   0experimental values of the V51 Knight shift. Figure 220

shows how b' and c vary with composition. Kv (meas- -6.0 K SPIN =  6 X SPIN

ured) and the partitioning described above into
forb, Kapin and Kv (calc.) is finally shown iii Figure 0 20 40 60 80 ioo

:21. ATOMIC PERCENT Nb IN V
The Nb98 Knight shift has been measured in the

42701

alloys and their composition dependence is not the FIG. 220. Composition Dependence of the Coefficients c and
same as that of V51. This implies that the coefficients     b:
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b' and c are quite different at the two sites. In other than 5 B sec. For a quadrupolarly split spin system with
words, the electronic character at the V and Nb sites half-integral spin, a Bloch decay following a 90° pulse
is quite different in the alloy. is expected, which is a sum of terms (5 for Nbn where

In pure, as-filed Nb, the Nb93 nuclei give TlT = 0.35 I  =  9/2)  which are the Fourier transforms of the transi-
sec °K. Nb dendrites have a narrower line and -10 tions 1/2 to - 1/2 ; f 1/2 to *3/2 ; f 3/2 to 3= 5/2, etc.
times greater intensity and TiT =  0.33 sec °K. For To first order, the first term is constant in time, hence
V-90a/0Nb,   TiT = 0.25-0.29   sec °K   and for it persists indefinitely. But a second order perturbation
V-80a/oNb,  TiT  =  0.28 zE 0.02 sec °K. Due to the calculation yields a decay  for the  1/2  to  - 1/2 transi-
exceedingly large quadrupole interaction of the Nb tion which reflects the distribution of frequencies for
nuclei, trustworthy Ti data could not be obtained for this transition over the sample. The absence of an
alloys containing less than 80a/0Nb. observable Bloch decay thus implies a decay time for

Following a 90° pulse no Bloch decay could be found the central transition which is less than 1 Bsec.
in those alloys containing less than 80a/0Nb. This is When no Bloch decay could be seen we looked for
due to the fact that the system has a dead time of less echoes produced by a two-pulse sequence consisting of

close spaced 90° and 30° to 40° pulses. Such echoes were
0.                                                                                                            found in all the alloy stuitples and provided signals with
0.6 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 which the thermal relaxation of the Nb spins could be

K (%)  0.5  - followed. IIowever, the resulting relaxation curves were
04L drastically nonexponential, except in the very con-

centrated Nb end, and an unambiguous Ti could not be
0 Kv (measured · determined.

0 0 0 0

000 0   K V.( orb. ) The Nb echoes have an amazing persistence relative3- 0 0
A-Kv (spin) to the magnitude of the external magnetic field. Figure
0   K v  ( c a l. ) 222  shows the amplitude  of  the  Nb echo versus extern al

magnetic field for the V-60a/0Nb alloy at 8 Mc/sec6 8 and 4.2°K. The sharp peak at -7090 Oe is from the

F: 1 4:I f f S.
V nuclei. The broad curve with a peak at -7600 Oe is
attributed to Nb and shows that the echo appears over

0 20 40 60 80 100 a range of several thousand Oe.
It is believed that the origin of these echoes is fromATOMIC PERCENT Nb IN V

quadrupole mechanisms. Magnetic interactions can be
42703

ruled out since, for example, the microscopic environ-FIG.  221. Kv (measured),   Kv   (orb), Kv (spin),    and    Kv
(calc.) vs Atom Percent in V-Nb Alloys. [Note Kv (calc.) is in ment of Nb and V atoms in the alloy is the same and
arbitrary units.] both nuclei have nearly the same nuclear magnetic

-                              V - 60  at. % Nb
8 Mc/sec
4.2 OK

Z0 -

0
<I

 
2
2
m

0

12,000 11,000 10,000 9,000 8pOO ·

7,000 6pOO spoo 4pOO 3pOO

MAGNETIC FIELD, Oe
42779

FIG. 222. Echo Amplitude vs. External Magnetic Field Following a Two-pulse Sequence Consisting of Close-spaced 90° and 30°
to 40° Pulses.

/
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moment. Consequently, in such a case both resonances certain fraction of the nuclei in the sample will be
would be about equally broad. However, it is found that within IIi of exact resonance, and for this fraction
the Nb resonance is about an order of magnitude Solomon's calculation does apply and these nuclei
broader than that of V. Observations at 8 and 12 Mc/sec sliould produce an echo. The remaining nuclei are
on the intermediate compositions show that the line sufficiently out of resonance with the rf pulses that no
nat·rows at the higher frequency and indicates that consistent effects are caused by the pulses and 110 echoes
second order quadrupole effects are predominant. This ensue. This picture indicates that a plot of echo ampli-
confirms that the saniple history dependence of the tude against magnetic field reflects the shape of the
signal intensity, line width and Ti in pure Nb metal central transition of the Nb resonance.
are caused by a large quadrupole interaction as sug-
gested by other investigators. c. PuA12 AND UAL SOLID SOLUTIONS (D. 0.

The echoes can be widerstood 111 terms of an extension ' AN OSTENBURG AND M. BRODSKY)
of Solomon's theory of multiple quadrupole echoes(302)

in solids. Recently Flett and Richards and Butter-(303) The study of the La,ves phase compound [U.Puloo_JA.12

worth(304, have shown that a static magnetic interaction where x takes the values 0,9.5, 27.5, 49.9, 69.9, 90.3,
and 100 a/0 has been continued. Iii this series U substi-

superimposed on a quadrupole one causes all of the
i echoes, but the so-called Ei echo of Solomon, to dis-

tutes for Pu and the corresponding changes induced at

4     appear. The combination of a first-and second-order the Al sites were studied via the A.127 limr line param-
eters. The purpose is to study features of the energy

  quadrupole coupling produces a similar effect. There is

        one
important difference between the case of Solomon's band structure, the effective exchange interaction be-

theory and the Nb alloy resonance. Solomon assumes tween itinerant .f and s electrons, and the electric field

                                                             gradients as
a function of U replacing Pu. The roomthat the amplitude of the rf field IIi is much greater

;         than the full width of the resonance. In our experiments temperature results show that the isotropic Knight

     the half-value width in the V-60a/oNb alloy at 8 shift increases monotonically  from  0.197 %  in  PuAls
to  -0.446 %  in UA12. The quadrupole coupling  con-

Mc/sec is -1400 Oe and IIi is only -140 Oe. Still a
stant reaches a maximum of 4.48 Mc/sec at z -  90a/0.

(302) Solomon,  I., Phys. Rev. 110,  61  (1958). Measurements will continue at lower temperatures in
1303) Flett, A. M., and Richards, J. C. S., Proc. Phys. Soc.

              86,  171 (1965)
these and other compounds and phases of Pu iii order

1 (304) Butterworth, J., Proc. Phys. Soc. 86,297 (155). to look for magnetic phenomena.
4

1
r.

4. Thermoelectric Power Measurements in Pd-rich Alloys and Their Relation to
f Electronic Structure (A. T. ALI)RED)

Palladium is a metal whose density of states and the electronic properties of palladium, the thermo-
2 electronic structure are reasonably well character- electric powers of a series of palladium-rich alloys with

ized(806,806' in terms of a narrow d band with high density elements from the first long period have been measured.
4        of states and a broad 8 band with low density of states. The first results were discussed in the Annual Report

The d band is filled beyond the peak and contains about for 1963, ANL-6868. It was pointed out that the high-
9.4(305) or 9.6(306, d electrons. Palladium is also a re- temperature thermoelectric power might be propor-

W.

««.    markably good solvent for metals; thus, all the ele- tional to either the density of states, N (E), or its
1,    ments from vanaclium through nickel in the first long energy derivative,  dN (E)/dE. To choose between  the

H .-,          period  have a solid solubility  of at least  25   at. % in two possibilities it was suggested that more work be
 %        palladium over  a wide range of  temperature. (307.308   In          done on dilute alloys. Thiswork has now been completed
·'*      the hope of gaining insight into the effect of alloying on and a selection of the data are given in Table 76 and
,,                                                                               plotted in Figure 223. For convenience the values are

              ('05) Mott, N.

F.,and Jones, H., The Theory of the Properties
of Metals and Alloys, Oxford University Press, Oxford, England given only at 500°C although the same general composi-

„ "936). tion dependence is observed at other temperatures be-
04. (3nG) Shimizu, M., Takahashi,  T. and Katsuki,  A.,  J. Phys. tween room temperature and 700°C.
., ';              .oc.  Japan  18,   240   (1963) The fact that the dilute alloys with iron, cobalt, and

(307)  Hansen, M., Constitution   of   Binai·y   ./1lloys,   M cC raw-e nickel contain magnetic moments suggests that(309-311)

1        Hill, New York  (1958).
(2.) KOster, W., and Haehl, W. D.,  Z. Met. 49, 647 (1958). (309) Gerstenberg, D ., Ann. Phys. 2 , 236  (1958).

 I'l
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TABLE 76. ABSOLUTE THERMOELECTRIC POWERS OF 30

PALLADIUM ALLOYS WITH ELEMENTS FROM FIRST LONG
0  Pd- Co

PERIOD AT 500'C. (Pure Palladium -  -24.2 Bv/°C.) 20- o  Pd - Cr
/  Pd- Fe

Cal o)V s(,Av/«C) (a/o)Cr S Bv/'C (a/AMn S Mv/«C 10- •  Pd - Mn
*   Pd - Ni

       0                      0 Pd-V1    -11.8     2 -19.1 2.5 -32.0 O-
2             -1.4             4            -12.0 4 -36.8     0-

W
4           +4.2            6            -7.3 7 -46.4 H        -1 0 -
6         +20.0           8           -6.1        10          -34.0                                        0

W
8 +24.8 10 -11.8 20 -27.3

*5  -2010 +24.6 20 -7.3 25 -16.0 d
20     +2.0    30     -9.2  2     -30 -
30    -6.2                                4

-40-
(a/o) Fe .9 *v/.C (a/o)Co SMvrc (a/o)Ni S BV/.C

-50
2.5 -26.2 5     -26.0     10 -24.3 0 4 8    12    16 20 24 28 32 36 40
5              -20.1             10              -15.6             20             -21 . 4 ATOMIC PERCENT SOLUTE

10        -3.6      20        -8.9      30      -19.7 43009

FIG. 223. Composition Dependence of Thermoelectric
Powei·s of Palladium Alloys at 500'C.extra contributions other than that due to the density

of states might be made to the thermoelectric power in magnetic susceptibility, which Gerstenberg(309' has
these alloys. As the composition dependence of both the measured for the same series of alloys studied here. It
thernioelectric power and the susceptibility in the would be worthwhile to measure these properties.
palladium-manganese system is similar to that in the The thermoelectric power and susceptibility show a
corresponding iron, cobalt, and nickel systems and as similar variation with concentration in the palladium-there are magnetic moments on manganese in other vanadium and palladium-chromium systems. However,
alloys, it seems likely that these comments may also if the susceptibility is simply proportional to density
be applied to the palla,dium-manganese system. It of states a maximum would be expected at low solute
thus appears that only in the palladium-vanadium and concentrations similar to that observed in the palla-
palladium-chromium systems might a correlation be cliuni-rhodium system.(313,314' Also, it is difficult to
made between thermoelectric power and density of   explain the change in sign of the thermoelectric power
states. of palladium on adding vanadium or chromium in

To lend weight to the correlation it is necessary to terms of the simple proportionality to density of states.
study other physical properties related to density of If, on the other hand, the proportionality is to the
states. The most obvious is low temperature specific energy derivative, the observed behavior would be
heat, but only data on very dilute palladium-iron alloys qualitatively predicted by the normal band model of
have   been   obtained. (3123 Another property   is   the   para- palladium. A paper is being written in which the above

considerations are elaborated.
(810) Crangle, J., Phil. Mag. 5,335  (1960).
(311) Bozorth, R M., Wolff, P. A., Davis, D. D., Compton, (313) Budworth, D. W., Hoare, F. E., and Preston, J., Proc.

V. B., and Wei·nick, J. H., Phys. Rev. 122, 1157 (1961), Roy.  Soc.  A257,  250  (1960).
(812) Veal, B. W., and Rayne, J. A., Phys. Rev. 135, A442 (314) Manuel, A. J., and St. Quinton, J. M. P., Proc. Roy.

(1964). Soc. A273, 412 (1963).

5. Intermediate Phases

a. STRUCTURES AND CORRELATIVE SCHEME A. E. Dwight, R. A. Conner, Jr., and J. W. Downey,
OF OCCURRENCE (A. E. DWIGHT) Crystat Struct,tres of Compounds of the Rare Earths

with Cu, Ag, Au and Ga, Proceedings of the Fifth
Publications Rare  Earth Research Conference,  35  (1965).

A. E. Dwight, R. A. Conner, Jr., and J. W. Downey, A. F. Berndt and A. E. Dwight, On the Occurrence e
Equi-atomic Compounds of the Transition and Some    UsX   Compounds   of   Uranium   with    Transi-.
Lanthanide Elements with Rh, Ir, Ni and Pt, tion Metals, Trans. Met. Soc. AIME 233, 2075
Acta Cryst. 18,835 (1965). (1965).
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The construction, uses and limitations of plots show- o SINGLE PHASE, ANL  DATA
ing the areas of stability of intermediate phases were e MULTIPHASE, ANL  DATA

a SINGLE PHASE, LITERATUREdiscussed in the 1964 Annual Report, ANL-7000. Two M   ' Ah-/SSI-='»..of the more thoroughly explored plol.8 are discussed in
_Mg Zn2  -%% <+  |ZrSi-the following section.

Figure 224 is a plot restricted to alloys containing ' 4"'i: ,Gle  
Ft oo,jii. ao ji dsshoj 3 tijida e  .e  straibs tinofi,  li  o vi 

MgZn                   gc h       1

Ti

MOSi2-type (Cllb) is stable. This area: includes the ANJB Mg Zn2

binary ZrPd2 and ZrA.112 compounds. Our work has       ZrSOLI D      \10\

shown that Cu can be substituted for more than half
SOLUT IUN

.illi T. f. '3,7  .dof the Pd in ZrPd2, but that no ZrCu2 exists.
The dominant compounds in Figure 224 are the

La.ves phases, and it is the distribution between the Hf Ta/ 'W·60--Re--0-Os--cR)I Pt- -AL Hg TS Pb
MgCu2-type ((15) and MgZn2-type ((14) which is of MgCu2 -MoSi2
interest. The fourteen binary ZrXY Laves phases are 43405
equally divided between i\(IgCu2 and MgZn, types. FIG. 224. Ai·eas of Stability for Zl'X, Compounds.

TABLE 77. Zi·(X'j")2 TERNARY LAVES PHASES

A elements B elements Compound            ao                co c/a Structure Type References

Zi            V, Al ZrVal 5.307 8.649 1.63  igZn' this work

Zr            Fe, Al Zi·,FeA17 7.447 MgZn: this work

Zr           Fe, Al Zi·:FeA13 5.231 8.499 1.625 MgZ n 2 this work

Zr        Co, Al Zi·4CoA17 7.437 this workMgCui
Zr         Co, Al Zr,Co,Al 5.028 8.074 1.605 MgZi,2 this woi·k

Zr         Ni, Al Zi·4NiAl 7 7.435 MgCu2 this work

Zr        Cu, Al Zr:CuA13 7.431 1\·IgCui this work

Zr                          V, Fe Zr\'Fe 5.08 8.31 1.63 MgZn: ANL-6677
Zr           V, Co ZrVCO . 5.070 8.268 1.631 MgZn, ANL-6677
Zr          V, Ni Zr2VATia 6.960 MgCu: (315)

Zr                               V, Ni ZrVNi 5.376 8.717 1.621 (316)MgZ n 2
Zr                               V, Nb Zr,31 47Nb:o 5.337 8.604 1.612 MgZni this work*

Zr          Mn, Ni Zr(MnNi)2               7 1\<gCus (315)

Zr         Fe, Ga Zr:Fe,Ga 5.070 8.250 1.627 MgZ n: (317)

Zr           Mo, Fe Zr(Mofe)2                ?                                                                                            (318)MgZn 2
Zr          Mo, Fe Zr,More, 5.082 8.319 1.637 MgZn: this work

* Discovered by R. Hehemann, Resident Research Associate from Case Ilistitute of Technology.

When ternary data are utilized to construct the area- strate extensive solid solubility, and occupy a large
of-stability plot in Figure 224, it is noted that the central part of the plot.
MgZn2-type is dominant. The 1\([gCu2-type compounds One area of M.gCu2 stability is of interest because its
exist in isolated enclaves and have limited solubility for existence was not previously known. Zi'4FeA17 was
ternary additions. The MgZn2-type compounds demon- found to be a true ternary MgCU2-type compound, and

(315) Clierkashin, Ye. Ye., Gladyshevsky, Ye. I., Kripyake- it was subsequently found that if one part in eight of the
vich, P. I., and Kuz'ma, Yu, B., X-my Structi:ral Analysis of Al in ZrA12 was replaced by any one element in the first
Certain  Systems  of Transition  Metals,  Rus.  J.  Itiorg.  Chem. 3, long period from Fe to Cu inclusive, the hexagonal
166  (1958). structure of ZrA12 was converted to the cubic MgCUQ-

(316) Nevitt, M. V., "Alloy Chemistry of Transition Ele- type. The area, of stability containing Zr4FeA17 lies
ments," in book Elect,·onie Strucittle and Alloy Chemist,·y of the
Transition Elements, P. A. Beck, Editor, Interscience (1963). close to ZrZ112 and it is assumed that Zi·4FeA17 and ZrZn2

(317) Markiv, V. Ya., Voroshilov, Yu. V., Kirpyakevich, P. I. are iii the same area. of MgCu, stability. If so, the mix-
id Cherkad,iti, E. E., New Compotmds of Types MACu,/LI ture of Al with a small amount of Fe, Co, Ni or Cu is

u,id  MgZn:  Containing  At  and  Ga,  Rus. J. Inorg.  Chem.  10,
equivalent in some way to Zn.

737  (1965).
(3181 Kuo, K.,  Te,·nary Laves and Sigma-Phases of l'ransition With the replacement of a larger amount of Al by

Metals, Ada Met. 1, 720 (1953) either Fe or Co, the ]\/IgZn2-type structure reappeared.
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1644       At o SINGLE PHASE, AN!_ DATA
1.65 e MULTIPHASE, ANL DATA MgCu20 -v-1.63

0                                            a SINGLE PHASE, LITERATURE Mg            si
000

0
0           0           00                               . r104 f,0    e     Co     Ni     Cu
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43403 MgCu2

FIG.  225. c/a Ratios  of MgZn 2-Type  Zi·X,  Compounds.
43404

These 1\/IgZn2-type compounds are true ternaries in the FIG. 226. Areas of Stability for ScX, Compounds.

Zr-Fe-Al and Zr-Co-Al systems. Data and references for
all known ternary ZrX2 compounds are collected in Ta- suggested its use in the study of c/a ratios. The c/a

ble 77. ratios of all binary and contiguous ternary alloys were

The existence of ternary compounds may be rational- plotted. It was found that contour lines representing
constant c/a ratios could be drawn as shown in Figureized by means of Figure 224. ZrVFe, ZrVCo and

Zi·21\/IoFe) are examples in which a "composite" B 225. An orderly set of contours leads to two observa-

element is equivalent to a single B element. Referring tions:    (1) the maximum    c/a ratio occurs   when   the
element is from the second long period, or it is Al, andto Zi·21\'IoFe:i, a line on Figure 224 connecting ZrM02

and Zr]le traverses the MgZn2 area. It appears that the <2) within the first and third long periods the c/a ratio

mixture of Mo and Fe is equivalent in some respect,
rises to a maximum and then decreases. In i\([gZn2-type

perhaps in electron concentration, to 1\([n. Therefore,
compounds   immediately    adjacent   to   a   MgCu2    area,

the Zr,1\40Fe3 compound and Zr}\/In, both have the the c/a ratio varies widely. This is in conflict with an

MgZi12-type structure. Zr (1\/InNi)2 is  a ternary MgC,12- earlier idea that the MgZn2-type structure gave way

type compound, which on Figure 224 overlies the to a MgCU2-type structure when lattice strain due to a
high c/a ratio became excessive.MgCu2 area containing ZrFe2 and ZrC02 ; .apparently,

the mixture of Mn and Ni is equivalent to Fe or Co. Figure 226 shows a plot for ScX2 alloys. Our recent

Iii the ZrVNi system there are apparently two ter-
identification of ScCu2 as MoSi2-type and ScZn2 as A182-
type   (Table  77)   permit the construction  of  a  nearlynary Laves phases. In Zi'21/Ni3, the combination of V

and Ni is equivalent to the Co in ZrCO2, wh.ile in ZrVNi, complete SdX2 plot. (SCPC12 is the only remaining un-

the combination of V and Ni is equivalent to the Mn in known  aniong  the transition elements.) The areas  of
}\([gCU2 and }\/IgZn2 stability are much sinipler than for

Zi·1\'Il12 . There are two ternary Laves phases that could
not be predicted from Figure 224. Zi'2FesGa has a the ZrX.2 plot already discussed. Temary compounds

MgZn,-type structure, yet only a }\/IgCu2 area centered can be obtained by selecting a pair of elements that
on ZrZng lies between ZrFe2 and ZrGaw. Zr,(VNb)2 lies straddle an area of stability, as evidenced by Sc (CoAl)2

and Sc (NiAl )2. (320)

on the edge of a 1\([gCu2 area but has the 1\([gZn2-type
The c/a ratios of ScX2 compounds exhibit a maximum

structure. These two compounds indicate that the
MgZn2-type structure is more. readily formed  in  ter- when X is from the second long period, as was the case

nary systems than the 1\/IgCu2-type with ZrX2· This trend is noted in all families of MgZn2-

It should be noted that a ternary 1\/IgZn2-type com- type compounds. It was noted in earlier work(321  that

pound does not always lie between binary MgCu2-type the c/a ratio increased with the radius ratio, when elec-

compounds from different areas. The series of alloys tron concentration was held constant. The earlier work

ranging from ZrC02 to ZrIr2 failed to contain any 1\([gZn2- was done on a series of alloys in which A was varied and

type compound(8191 after annealing at 900°C. A ZrWIr B held constant. In the present work a series of alloys was

alloy also did not show any ternary compound after (320) Teslyuk, M. Y., and Protasov, V. S., Crystal Structlit·e

annealing at 900°C Terna,·1/ Compoimds ScCo/ll and ScNi/ll, Dopovidi Akau.
Nauk Ukr. RSR, No. 5 599  (1965).The existence of a large and continuous MgZn2 area

(321) Dwight, A. E., 11zial Ratios at Hezagonal Laves Phases,
(319) Darby, J. B. Jr., private communication. J. Metals 14, 82  (1962).
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TABLE 78. OTHER INTERMETALLIC  OMPOUNDS lanthanide and B isa composite such as NiAu, represent
STUDIED IN 1965 progress up to the end of 1965 in the attempt to solve

A Crystal structures of lanthanide-Au compounds. WeB elements 4 bo co c/a Typeelements have not succeeded in solving the structure of NdPd or
-  -                    NdAu, but we have identified Nd;PdAu as a. FeB-type.

SC Cus 3.28 8.41 2.56 MoSi:
Sc Zn: 3.195 4.366 0.732 AlB2

The patterns of the binary NdPd and NdAu compounds
Sc Ni: 6.904 MgCu:

resemble that of Nd2PdAu sufficiently to indicate that
Sc Fee 4.944 8.100      1.638 MgZnt the structure is related, but further work is needed to
Ti50 Cuz Gati 3.11 bcc identify the binary structures.

Tm#Hf ATi5 3.29 CSCl The series of lanthanide-Ga compounds in Table
]Dy2 Ir Pt 3.436 CSCl

Hf                Ag 3.43 6.46 1.91 TiCu
78 all have the CrB-type structure, as was reported by

Gds Ni Au 7.153 4.537 5.490 FeB Dwight, Conner, and Downey:328) However, only ap-
Sm 2 Ni Au 7.23 4.59 5.66 FeB proximate unit cell constalits were given in the above

Nd2 7.329 4.635 5.728 FeB reference. Since then, solutions of the unit cell constantsNi Au
La2 Pt Au 7.53 4.69 5.88 FeB have been obtained by use of the CDC 3600 computer
Nd2 Pd Au 7.31 4.69 5.74 FeB and are listed in Table 78.
Nd2 Pt Au 7.31 4.62 5.74 FeB
Y Ga 4.296 10.876 4.074 CrB b. BINARY SYSTEMS CONTAINING TECHNE-La Ga 4.519 11.586 4.253 C i·B

Ce Ga 4.430 11.507 4.227 CrB TIUM    (J. B. DARBY,   JR.)
Pr Cia 4.441 11.337 4.199 CrB
Nd Ga 4.416 11.276 4.184 C i·B

P blications
Sin          Ca 4.381 11.122 4.147 CrB

J. B. Darby, Jr., J. W. Downey and L. J. Norton,Gd Ga 4.337 11.032 4.111 CrB
Tb Ga 4.311 10.939 4.085 CrB Intermed€ate   Phases   in   the   Technetiv,n-,4 Zw,zinum
Dy Ga 4.291 10.874 4.067 CrB and Technetium-Siticon Svste,ns, J. Less-Common
Ho Ga 4.274 10.801 4.050 CrB Metals  8,   15   (1965).

Er Ga 4.252 10.744 4.033 CrB J. B. Darby, Jr., A. F. Berndt, and J. W. Downey,
Tm Ga 4.237 10.682 4.022 CrB

So,ne    Intenned€ate     Phases     in    the     Thorium-Tech-
Lu Ga 4.209 10.582 4.000 CrB nethmz and Uranhm,Technetfunz Systems, J. Less-

Common Metals 9, 466 (1965).
used in which A was held constant and B varied. The The tentative structures of the compounds ThTC, and
trend shown in Figure 225 is for the c/a ratio to reach U2Tc, reported in the 1964 Annual Report to be iso-
a maximum at Mn in the first long period, Tc in the sec- morphic with MgZns and U,Ru, respectively, have been
ond, and near Re in the third. Therefore, there are three confirmed by X-ray metallography on new alloys that
factors that control c/a ratios in MgZn2-type Coill- were prepared with Tc metal of higher purity. The ab-
pounds:   (1) the radius  ratio or volume ratio,   (2) the sence of a La,ves-type phase  in the U-Tc system, reported
long  period from which  the B element comes,  and (3) in ANL-7000, is consistent with Dwight's results, which
the group from which the B element comes. Critical were summarized in an area-of-stability plot. Since op-
combinations of all three factors can result in a very tical metallography was not employed in this investiga-
high or a very low c/a ratio. On one extreme is Th- tion, it is uncertain whether the diffraction pattern of
Tc, ,(322, with c/a = 1.710 in which Tc is from the sec- UTC2 is that of a complex single phase or a mixture of
ond long period and in the Mn group and the radius two complex phases. The experimental results have
ratio is very large. The other extreme (B from the first been summarized in the second publication listed above.
or third long period, in the Cr group, with a low radius An investigation of the crystal structure of a com-
ratio) is represented by ZrCe With ZrXG a low C/a, pound near TcSi , reported iii the first publication listed
1.621. above, is continuing. X-ray powder patterns indicate

The intermetallie compounds studied during the past that this near-disilicide is apparently isostructural with
year other than ternary Laves phases are given in Table MnSil.7 · ever, the structure type of the latter(324) Ilow
78. The three bcc and CsCl-type compounds are all compound has not been satisfactorily characterized.
ternary, and are stabilized by selecting a pair of ele-
ments that are equivalent to one partner in a binary (323) Dwight, A. E., Conner, R. A., Jr., and Downey, J. W.,

impound. The series of teri]ary alloys in which A is a Crystal Structures of Compo·16·nds of the Rare Ea,·ths with (75, Ag,
An and Ga, Proceedings of the Fifth Rare Earth Reseat·ch

(322) Darby, J. B., Jr., Berndt, A. F., and Downey, J. W., Conference,  35  (1965).
Some Intermetallic Phases in the Thorium-Technelitan System, (324) Schwomma, 0., Nowotny, H., and Wittman, A., Mo-
J. Less-Common Metals 9, 466  (1965) nat;shefte Fur Chemie 94, 681  (1963).
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The space group and atomic positions for 1\InSL. 7 are will be made to establish the exact stoichiometric com-
currently being investigated; results  to date suggest a position and structural details of the technetium
further refinement of the structure is needed. A.n effort counterpart by single crystal techniques.

6. Superconductivity in Zr-Nb Alloy (S. T. ZEGLER ANT) R. F. HEHEMANN*)

PUblications 1000°C and water-quenched.    It is apparent   that   ir-

S. T. Zegler, Superconductivity in CraSi-type Ternary respective of structure, Te increases with increasing Nb

Phases with Niobium and Group VITI Metals, concentration. Also, consistent with the finding reported

Phys.  Rev. 137,  No. 5A, 1438-1440 (1965).
iii the 1964 A.nnual Report for Zr-Rh alloys, the rate of

S. T. Zegler, Superconductivdy in Zr-Rh Attoys, J. increase in To for the alpha structure is significantly

Phys. Chen. Solids 26, 1347-49 (1965).
greater than that for the structures consisting of omega
and beta. It is of interest to note that omega can be pro-

Aged Z·r-Nb Alloys duced in pure zirconium at high pressures and that Te

The investigation of superconductivity in Zr-Nb al- for the omega, 0.6°K, is slightly lower than that for

loys, briefly discussed in the 1964 Annual Report, was alpha, 0.7°K.c:'27)

extended during the year to include alloys at the Zr-rich The effect upon Te of aging at 375°C of alloys con-

end of the system. Attention was directed particularly taining 10 and 15 % Nb is illustrated in Figure 228. For

to examining the influence upon Te, the superconduct-
both alloys T. increases with aging time and approaches

ing critical temperature, of structural changes that oc- the sanie value as aging is prolonged. For the 10 % Nb

cur in alloys containing 10 and 15 % Nb during aging alloy, aging for one week has essentially doubled 77 C .

at 37500. After aging for one week both alloys consisted of beta and

At 1000°C, B-Zr and Nb are mutually soluble iii all omega in metastable equilibrium and in both alloys the

proportions and in alloys containing greater than(325) phases had essentially the same lattice parameters.

approximately  30 %  Nb  the body-centered cubic  beta The superconducting behavior of the aged Zr-Nb al-

phase can be retained in a metastable condition upon
loys can be interpreted in terms of the unique structural

water quenching.  Up to approximately 6 % Nb, how- arrangement that characterizes the beta-omega mixture.

ever, the beta is not retained upon quenching; it trans- Cooper has postulated(328  that superimposed films of a

forms martensitically, as in the case of pure Zr, to the
supercoliducting and a nonsiiperconducting metal can

hexagonal alpha structure. Between  6  and  30%  Nb, be expected to exhibit unique properties when their

quenched structures are mixtures of two metastable thickness is less than the coherence length. Specifically,

phases, omega and beta. As the concentration of Nb is a normal metal in contact with a superconductor will

increased from 6 to 30 %, the proportion of omega, de-
itself become superconducting if its thickness is less

creases. During quenching, the omega, is formed from than the coherence length. Conversely, a thin film super-

beta in a diffusionless manner and the temperature for
conductor in contact with a normal metal will itself

its initiation, w,, is lowered with increasing solute con- remain normal at temperatures below Te for the bulk

tent.(326) The omega phase forms also curing isothermal superconductor if its thickness is less than the co-

aging at temperatures below 55000.(326) During aging, herence length. Thus, superimposed films are expected

transformation of beta, to omega occurs by diffusion and to become superconducting at a temperature between

eventually after extended aging times a metastable the critical temperatures for the two individual metals.

equilibrium is established between a Nb-rich beta phase It is proposed that it is this behavior that is responsible   

and a Zr-rich omega phase.
for the relatively sharp transitions in the aged zirco-

In Figure 227 Te is plotted against the composition of
nium-niobium alloys. The beta phase in the alloys has

alloys that were isothermally annealed for 3 days at been enriched to 45 % niobium and thus, from Figure
227, should exhibit a To of 9.5°K, while the omega phase,

* Resident Research Associate during summer of 1965; depleted in niobium, should exhibit a To of approxi-
Professor of Physical Metallurgy at Case Institute of Tech- mately 2°K. However, because the wavelength of tl,B
nology.

(325) Rodgers, B. A., and Atkins, D. F., Trans. AIME 203,
1034 (1955) (327) Tittman, B., Hamilton, D., and Jayaraman, A., J.

(326) Cometto, D. J., Houze, C. L., Jr., and Hehemann, R. App.  Phys.  35,  732  (1964).
F.,  Trans. AIME 233,  30 (1965). (328) Cooper, L. AT., Phys. Rev. Letters 6, 689  (1961).
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tion of phase diagrams.(329  The superconducting transi-
FIG. 227.  T. vs. Composition of Zr-Nb A]loys Heat-treated tion temperature of a phase is uniquely related to

3 Days at 1000°C and Water-quenched. composition only when its particle size is large enough
for the phase to act as a bulk superconductor. This
size limitation must also be attained before separatemodulated structure is less than the coherence length,

the sample as a whole becomes superconducting at a normal to superconducting transitions can be observed
temperature between those for either phase. for the individual phases in an aggregate structure.

The results indicate also that superconductivity meas- (329) Matthias, B. T., Sitperconditctors, edited by M. Tanen-
urements must be used with caution in the determina- baum and W. V. Wi·ight, Interscience,  (1962).

)
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1. Chemical Potentials and Sintering in Pure Metals and Pure and Impure
Ionic Compounds (Theoretical) (D. W. READEY)

Mass transport during sintering of many solids is a x  -  -A:T hi  q  +   U  +  pQ-  k·TX.               (1)

chemical diffusion process caused by stress-induced
where q is the atomic vibrational partition function, U

chemical potential gradients. However, it is rarely the energy per atom iii the crystal relative to the in-
treated as such. The purpose of this investigation was finitely dispersed atoms, 0 - V/9 is the volume per
threefold: (1) To obtain the chemical potentials of the lattice site in the crystal, and Xv is the site fraction of
constituents of a solid as explicit functions of the stress

vacancies. The vacancy site fraction is also a function of
and defect concentrations; (2) to use the gradients of the pressure, namely,
these chemical potentials as the basis for sintering in
pure  metals  and  pure  ionic  solids;   (3)   to  treat sintering X.  -  q.e-EvlkT  6-pn /kT                         (2)

in an impure ionic solid as a chemical diffusion problem
here q. is the vibrational partition function for a, va-

and to illustrate the effect of impurities on sintering cancy and E. is the energy to form a vacancy in the
rates. lattice. The gradient in the chemical potential produces

The Model a volume flux to the surface during sintering given by
(neglecting correlation effects   in   diffusion)  :

The discussion is concerned only with the two-sphere
initial sintering model introduced by Kuczynski(330 and

J   -  97QD *                                                        (3)
is focused only on the initial material flux. The assump- -    l'kT

tions are: (1) Mass transport is by volume diffusion via, a
where g is a geometric factor, 7 is the surface tension,

vacancy   mechanism;   (2)    ideal solution theory holds; D* is the tracer diffusion coefficient in the metal, and r
(3)  the electronic and ionic transport numbers  are  re-

is the radius of curvature of the neck region. This is the
spectively unity and zero for the metal and the converse (330)same result obtained by Kuczynski who considered
for the ionic solid;   (4) the vacancy  concentrations   are only the vacancy flux.
everywhere at thermodynamic equilibrium; (5) vacancy
mobilities are independent of vacancy concentration; Pure Ionic Compound
(6) electrical neutrality holds everywhere. For the sake of generality, a compound A«Bo is Coll-

P·ure   Metal sidered and the procedure followed is the same as that
for the pure metal.  In this case,  the electrical neutrality

As an example of the method used, the chemical po- requirement creates a coupling between the fluxes on the
tential of the atoms ill the pure nletallic ci»tal io de

A and B sublattices 111 the fuiiti of 11 diffusion or Nprnst
rived including the effects of a surface tension stress and potential.(332   For this case,  the volume' flux is given by
the vacancy concentration. It is assumed that lattice

(neglecting correlation effects in diffusion)
vacancies are the only point defects present.

The technique used to obtain the chemical potential .r N g.):R DID;              (4)
is similar to that described in many texts on statistical - arkT 01)1 + cd)1
thermodynamics.(331  Briefly, the procedure is to form

where Q is now the volume per molecular site, and D 
the  grand partition function   (G.P.F.)   for the crystal

and Dl are the tracer diffusion coefficients of species A
consistent with the above assumptions. Then the general

and B, respectively.term of the G.P.F. is maximized with respect to the

number of atoms, N, and the number of vacaricies, n, Impvre Ionic Compound
with the total iiumber of lattice sites being given by,

For convenience, a compound AB with an impurity
4 -N t n. Since pV = A:T ln (G.P.F.), (331)

where p
DBG is considered. It is assumed that the excess charge

is the pressure, V the volume of the crystal, k is Boltz- of the D'+ ion is compensated by vacancies on the A
mann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature, the sublattice. The molecular flux to the neck region :-
chemical  potential  of the metal,  p, is given  by:

found to be (neglecting correlation effects in diffusion
(330) Kuczynski, G. C., Trans. A.I.M.E. 185,169 (1949)
(331) Fowler, R., and Guggenheim, E. A., Statistical Thermo- (332) Howard, R. E., and Lidiai·d, A. B., Repts. on Progress

dynamics, University Press, Cambridge, 1956, 701 pp. in Phys. 27,  161  (1964).

240
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gy C xI'Ke,t88 2 to put it into the usual form. By assuming reasonableJ N_ 7                             (5)
- r/oT L.XMA + .K:#af values for some of the parameters in Equations (5) and

(7), the variation of D. and D„„parent with impuritywhere XD is the impurity site fraction, BA and OB are the concentration are illustrated in Table 79.
vacancy mobilities on the A and B sublattices respec- Therefore, depending on the relative values of the
1·.ively, and K iD tlic Schottky product in the bulk ma- paranieters and the impurity concentrations for a given
terial. An important conclusion is that, if the phe- system, the sinteritig rate may show a niaxinium at some
noitienological  vacancy  diffusion  coefficient,  D.,  is

impurity concentration.
defined by

J.- -D.NUX.= -J,          (6)
TABLE 79. APPARENT DIFFUSION COEFFlelEN AND

where N is the number of molecular sites per unit vol- PHENOMENOLOGICAL \TACANCY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
uine,  then  it  can  be  shown  that AS A FUNCTION OF IMPURI'l'Y CONCENTRATION

0B
GA -

D= K    GB                                                 (7)                             8,1   =   10-10(cm'sec-'),  88  =   10-'(cm'sec-9,
10-8(cm2serl),

V    1 + .FF . K = 10-12 GB =
AD OA 10-4   (cmtsec-'),

K = 10-12
which is a function of the impurity concentration. There-
fore, in a chemical diffusion problem, one must carefully XD Dv Dapp...t Dapparent

clistinguish between vacancy mobilities,  GA  and  GB,
which are constant and the "vacancy diffusion coeffi- 10-6 10-10 10-16 10-14

10-5 10-8 10-15                    10-13

cient", which is not necessarily constant.
10-4 10-6 10-14      5 X 10-13

Equation   (5)  may be written
10-3 5 X 10-5 5 X 10-14 10-13

10-2 10-4 10-14                    10-14

J   =    97   D                                                        (8) 10-4 10-15 10-15
rkT apparent 10-1

2. Defect Equilibria in Nonstoichionietric Oxides (]M[. L. VOLPE AND J. F. REDDY)

The purpose of this program is to correlate the de- constant,    Ki    is   given   by    exp { - ali'i/RT},    where
pendencies of anion and cation diffusion, and semi- Afl- A.El- TASi.
conductivity on degree of nonstoichiometry within the Experimental verification of the theory is possible in

(333)framework of the Schottky and Wagner theory of principle through measurement of the pressure and tem-

defect solids. According to this theory, the equilibrium perature variation of a.t least five variables: the weight
between a nonstoichiometric di-divalent Compound gain due to excess oxygen, the density, the electronic
Aa-MB and  gaseous  B  can be written as follows: conductivity, the cation self-diffusion coefficient, and

the anion self-diffusion coefficient. All of these are either
3482 - 80 + 2p+ + VT,             (1)

proportional to or inversely proportional to [VT] or to
31/6

where p+ is an electron hole and Vi a cation vacancy. [p +],     each of which is proportional    to 1 and  to
exp { - afl/3RT\. Experimental confirmation of theThe charges are defined relative to the lattice.

From equation (1), since [p-9 = 2[Fi], it follows Schottky theory would consist in finding this predicted
that pressure and temperature dependence in all these prop-

erties.

[VA] = Pl/6.K:/3                     (2)          This type of confirmation has not been accomplished
41/3 previously for oxides because the diffusion coefficients,

semiconductivity, etc., are all sensitive to the purity of
or

the solid, its pretreatnient, and structural imperfections
Ip+1 - 21,3Pt/6.K /3,           (3)    that have not been systematica]ly controlled. There-

fore, to minimize these complicating factors,we intend to
iere P is the pressure of gaseous B and the equilibrituil

study electrical conductivity and diffusion as functions
(333) Schottky, W., and Wagner, C., Zeit. Physik. Cheni. Bll, of doping, oxygen pressure and temperature, on identi-

163 (1930). cal and well-characterized samples. Nickel oxide is well
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suited for a study of this type because its nonstoichi- method for determining slight deviations from stoicni-
(334)ometric range is large eough to provide easily measured ometry following the work of Newman and Chrenko,

effects, yet small enough to minimize the formation of and to grow very pure NiO single crystals by the method
defect clusters which would complicate the experiments. of   Cech and Alessandrini.(386'   The  investigation  will
It has the simple NaCI structure, with no solid phase then proceed with simultaneous cation self-diffusion and
changes, and is commercially available in single crystal electrical conductivity measurements oii doped and
form. undoped crystals.

We intend to initiate these studies by measuring the
variation of oxgyen self-diffusion coefficient with oxygen

(334) Newman, R., and Chi·enko, R. M., Phys. Rev. 114, 1507
pressure on commercially available single crystals of

18                                                                                       (1959).
NiO by use of the 0 exchange method. At the same (335) Cech, R. E., and Alessandrini, E. I., Trans. ASM 51,
time, attempts will be made to develop an optical 150 (1959).

3. Oxygen Self-Diffusion in Metal Oxides (W. K. CHEN AND R. A. JACKSON)

The intent of this program is to study the influence of is generated by the clectrolysis of 018 enriched water.
temperature and ambient oxygen pressure on oxygen Heating of the solid sample is accomplished with aii iii-
self-diffusion on metal oxides and to observe from this ductively heated Pt-20 %Rh cylindrical susceptor. The
information concerning the oxygen transport mechanism sample is contained in a perforated Pt-20 %Rh basket.
and defect structure. For mass spectrometric analysis of the 018 concentration

A number of oxygen self-diffusion studies have been iii the gas phase, the gas sample is extracted from the
made in the past years. The method generally used is a exchange chamber into the sampling bulb.
gas/solid isotope exchange technique. In brief, the metal
oxide is heated in a constant and limited volume of Diftision in a-Nb205
018 enriched oxygen gas. From the depletion of 018
concentration in the gas, the diffusion coefficient in the a-Nb205 is known to be stable over a moderately
solid is evaluated without determining the concentra- wide metal-excess range of composition. Based on cur-
tion profile within the crystal. In most cases, the analysis rent defect theory, it has been advanced that the non-
is based on the assumption that the metal-gas boundary stoichioniet,ric defect in a-Nb205 is an oxygen vacancy.
reaction is instantaneous or that the exchange reaction From a study of the influence of temperature and am-
is much greater than diffusion in the solid. However, bient oxygen pressure on the oxygen self-diffusion, the
this may not always be the case, as has been demon- oxygen transport process aswell as the nature of non-
strated by Haul and Just(336) for CdO· Furthermore, the stoichiometric disorder in a-Nb105 can be better under-
diffusion coefficient obtained by this method represents stood. Also, since Nb205 is amenable to the proton
an overall average value and does not provide direct activation technique and preliminary experiments indi-
information on effects such as anisotropy or preferential cate diffusion is rapid, it is an ideal system in which to
diffusion along grain boundaries. In view of this a more compare diffusion coefficients determined by proton ac-
direct method is to analyze the isotopic concentration tivation with those of gaseous exchange to determine the
profile in the solid. For this purpose proton activation effect of the gas-metal boundary reaction.
of the 018 has been proposed by Condit and Holt.(337) Single crystals have been grown from high-purity

In the past months, the gas/solid isotope exchange Nb206 Powder in an arc-image furnace under 1 atm.
apparatus has been constructed, diffusion measurements pressure of oxygen and 2-3 m m irregularly shaped
on a-Nb205 have begun, and a preliminary test of the transparent crystals have been obtained. These crystals
proton activation technique on A.1203 has been made. were ground into small crystallites. By sieving, small

crystalline particles of uniform size were obtained forGas/Solid Isotope Etchange Apparatus isotope exchange. These were annealed at 1300°C in air
The schematic of the gas/solid isotope exchange ap- for several days prior to use. From initial measuremeiits:.

18

paratus is given in Figure 229. O enriched oxgyen gas applied to particles of 80 B diameter while under an a
bient oxygen pressure of 175 mm Hg, an oxygen swi-(336) Haul, R., and Just, D., J. Appl. Phys. 33, 487 (1962).
diffusion coefficient, D = 4 X 10 11(337) Condit, R. H., and Holt, J. B., J Electrochem. Soc. cm2/sec, at 1043°C

111, 1193 (1964). has been obtained.
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FIG. 229. Schematic of Isotope Exchange Apparatus.

Proton Activation Anatysis 2.7 Mev and 0.5 MA for 10 min. The 018 enriched A12O3
piece was clearly distinguishable from the matrix in an

Small pieces of A1203  (1  - 2 nim dia.) previously en- autoradiograph indicating that the application of pro-
18riched with 018 to a few percent above the natural abun- ton induced radioactivity for analyzing 0 in Al,0,

dance (furnished by A. E. Paladino, Raytheon Co., is feasible. The proton beam used in this test was a 10-
Waltham,  Mass.) were embedded  in an A.1203 powder MeV cyclotron beam degraded by Al-foil to 2.7 MeV

IS                                                                                                           18

compact containing a natural abundance of O  as a (which is 0.11 MeV above the threshold for the O
matrix. The target was activated by a proton beam of (p,n)  Fls  reaction).

4. Grain Boundary Energies of Oxides (D. W. READEY AND R. E. JECH)

Grain boundaries in ceramic materials play an im- hedral angle, 8, formed on the free surface at the bound-
portant role in phenomena such as sintering, diffusion, ary plane of a bicrystal. The relative boundary energy,
and grain growth, and their influence extends to rela- AB, is given by
tively large distances from the boundary planes. Knowl-

e
edge concerning the structure and properties of grain AB  =  213 cos 2, (1)boundaries in oxides or ionic solids is virtually non-
existent. Due to the assumed complexity of intercrystal- where Xs is the energy of the free surface. Additional

line boundaries in an ionic solid or a,n oxide and paucity information concerning the mechanism of groove for-
of experimental data, there have been no theoretical mation will be obtained by studying the grooving
attempts to predict their properties. The purpose of this kinetics. After completion of this initial phase, we plan
program is to provide some basic experimental data on to investigate the effect of impurity segregation on the
the structural and energy properties of grain boundaries boundary energies.
of oxides that, it is hoped, will form a basis for future The groove angle at the boundary will be measured
+1-                                                                                                with a modified electronic surface measuring instrumenteoretical work.

Initially we plan to study the relative energies of rather than by the usual interferometric method. To
simple tilt and twist boundaries in pure oxides by the measure the angle, it is planned to reproduce the groove
grooving technique. This consists of measuring the di- profile on an z-y recorder. The vertical magnification
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will be accomplished by a commercially available elec- faces of two single crystals. Also, CoO bicrystals har _
tronic surface profilometer, which permits a magnifica- been grown in an arc-image Verneuil furnace. Bicrystals
tion up to 100,000 times. The horizontal travel of the of  CoO  are  advantageous   for  two   reasons:1)  Because
profilometer stylus is obtained with a linear strain gauge of their easy cleavage, the orientation of seed crystals
transducer and amplifier allowing a magnification up to may be performed optically;  2) the stoichiometry  of  the
10,000 times. Thus, it should be possible to produce a crystals may be varied, and it is of interest to observe
greatly magnified undistorted groove profile from which the effect of stoichiometry on boundary energies. At-
an accurate value of the groove angle can be obtained, tenipts to grow tilt bicrystals of A1203 ill the arc-image
The profilometer and linear transducer have been ob- furnace have proved unsuccessful duc to cracking at the
tained and preliminary tests indicate satisfactory oper- boundaries, probably caused by the anisotropic ther-
ation. mal expansion of A1203. It is hoped that the cracking

Pure twist bicrystals of A1203 have been prepared by can  be  alleviated ' by  more  careful  orientation  of  the
both hot pressing and sintering together the flat sur- seed crystals.

5. Transport Processes in lonic Oxides (D. W. READEY AND R. E. JECH)

The theory  for mass and  electrical transport in com . tures between 1200 and 1800°C. With such a large dop-
pletely ionic solids has been verified by a wealth of ex- ant solubility, it is possible to measure the variations of
perimental data for the alkali and silver halides. In the lattice parameter and density and verify that incorpora-
case of oxides there have been several studies of either tion of the rare earth introduces cation vacancies. Hence,
self-diffusion or conductivity, but an unambiguous in- the vacancy concentration and the ionic transport
terpretation of the results has generally been precluded properties can be varied in a controlled manner.
because of the presence of large unknown impurity con- Preliminary experiments have verified that Yb208
centrations. The application of ionic transport theory to and Gd203 are soluble up to at least Sm/0 in CaO and
oxides has been hindered by a lack of data on well- Nd:03 Up to about lm/0 at 1800°C. Experiments are now
characterized materials. under way to delineate precisely the solubility of G(1203,

Since purification techniques for oxides have not and the incorporation of cationic vacalicies, in CaO
reached a degree of development sufficient for meaning- between 1000 and 1800°C. The electrical conductivity
ful intrinsic transport studies, it is proposed to study apparatus, which utilizes the standard A.C. bridge
diffusion and electrical conductivity in the more ionic technique, is under construction. For the diffusion ex-
oxides containing a known impurity-introduced defect periments, Ca45 is the tracer isotope and a sectioiiing
concentration. technique is to be used. An electronic surface measuring

Initially, cation diffusion and conductivity in rare- instrument has been obtained to directly measure the
earth-doped calcium oxide will be studied as a function thickties3 of the sections removed. Th. is allows  sections
of temperature and dopant concentration. There is evi- as thin as one micron to be removed and provides a
dence that some of the rare earth oxides are soluble thickness accuracy of at least an order of magnitude(338)

in calcium oxide up to several mole percent at tempera- better than that afforded by weighing. Experiments are
in progress to determine the most satisfactory section-(338) Barry, T. L., thesis, Pennsylvania. State University,

1964. ing technique.

6. Interface Migration in Alkali Halides (C. F. GIBBON)

This program has been initiated to study the nature acteristics. In the doped crystals, an attempt will be
of grain boundary migration in ionic solids. The relation- made to correlate the effect of a given impurity ion with
ship between driving force and velocity in nominally the properties of that ion such as solubility, diffusivit
pure and doped alkali halides will be studied. In the and charge.
pure material, emphasis is on determining the effect of A simple device has been constructed in which halide
boundary misorientation on boundary migration char- bicrystals can be produced from shaped single crystals.
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ie crystals are placed together in a small furnace and face energy on the basis of a rigid lattice approximation.
heated to several hundred degrees below their melting The driving force, 78, can then be estimated and, thus,
points in either vacuum or inert gas. A hot platinum- the mobility.
rhodium wire is then passed through the interface be- An experimental determination of 7 may also be pos-
tween the crystals; a small zone is melted in this way sible by counterposing 011 the specimen a thermal, me-
and the crystals are joined together. The bicrystals have chanical or an electrical gradient. The second gradient
the shape of right triangular prisms with the boundaries would be varied Until zero bounda,ry velocity was found.
parallel to one of the faces. Thus, there is a driving force Since the numerical value of the second gradient is
for migration acting on the boundary toward the apex known, it can be set equal to 78, and 7 determined.
of the prism, 78, where 7 is the boundary energy and s Another method of determining the boundary tension is
is the ratio of the height of the prism to the width of its by studying groove profiles at the boundaries. The usual
base. Only the relative driving force is ktiown since no difficulty with the grooving technique in ionic solids is
absolute values for y are avad]A,blp. ilie appearance of facets; however, this difficuIty may

It is of interest to determine the variation of bound- be minimized by selection of certain crystallographic
(339)ary mobility with interface misorientation. Mobility planes as free surfaces.

here refers to the ratio of the boundary velocity to the (339) Robertson,W.M., Pi·oceedings   of   Inte,·nalional   Con-
driving force. In order to estimate this quantity, a com- ference on Sintering and Related Phenomena, Notre Danne,
puter program is being prepared to evaluate the inter- Indiana, June 21-23, 1965 (to be published).

7. Effect of Surface Structure on Catalytic Activities of Oxides
(M. L. VOLPE AND J. F. REI)Dy)

This program (see ANL-7000) was concluded during dered material, the dislocation density should have been
the past year with an investigation of the catalytic considerably higher, because of the creation of disloca-
decomposition of N"20 on single crystals of NiO. The tion loops by mechanical strain.(341) In addition, the
objectives were to determine the effect of dislocations powdered Catalyst would be expected to abound in sur-
and surface crystal orientations on catalytic activity. face steps and other inegularities and possibly have a
First, however, we wished to look for the existence of random selection of ciystallographic planes exposed to
especially active faces or surface irregularities such as the  reacting  gas.
might be formed by crushing a single crystal. This was The apparatus and methods used were essentially the
accomplished by comparing reaction rates on cleaved same as those used for CoO and were described in ANL-
single crystals with those on powders prepared by pul- 6868 and ANL-7000. One important difference was that,
verizing some of the large crystals. The observed ac- for NiO, the catalyst was not confined within a small
tivation energies were found to be quite reproducible chamber; that is, the quartz plug that was used in the
and the sallie for both the powder and single crystal work on CoO, was placed in the "out" position (see
catalysts. However, the pre-exponential factors were not ANL-6868, Figure 208 and A.NL-7000). More reproduci-
reproducible and were dependent upon the past history ble data. were obtained in this way. In addition, the
of the catalyst in an uncontrollable manner. NiO catalysts were subjected to more intense bakeouts

than were the CoO samples. The NiO catalysts were
Apparatus and Method outgassed between each run at temperatures of 450,

Single crystal wafers -1 cm2 in area were prepared as 600,700 or 900°C for periods of 4-5 hours, at pressures
outlined for CoO in ANL-7000 by cleaving NiO boules below 10-8 Torr. Rate data were obtained at tempera-
(procured from  the Fuji Titanium Industry Co.) along tures that ranged from 290° to 460°C.
{ 100}   faces.   A  few of these wafers were crushed  in  a
sapphire mortar to an average diaineter of 18 rt 4 F to Resutts

provide the powder samples. The total area of the pow- The results of this investigation are shown in Table
der sample was 8.9 cm2, and that of the wafers, 6.0 cm: 80, which lists the observed activation energies for both

he dislocation density of similar NiO boules has been the wafer and powder specimens. Pre-exponential
ven by T. Taked&(340) as -5 X 107 cm-2. In the pow-       -- -

(341) Hall, J. W., and Rase, H., Ind. and Eng. Chem. 3, 158
(340) Takeda, T., and Kondoh, H., J. Phys. Soc. Japan 17, (1964); Gilman, J. J., and Johnston, W. G., J. Appl. Phys.

1315 (1962). 27,  1018,  1262  (1056).
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TABLE 80. OBSERVED ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR N20 (0, S) = 34  2 + S.             CB.
DECOMPOSITION ON SINGLE CRYSTAL AND

POWDERED NiO SPECIMENS 1n these equations, S represents a surface site and

(N20, S) and (0, S) represent adsorbed species. Win-
11001 Wafers Powder Activation

ter   assumed   that   step    (2)   was   rate-determining   and
Outgassing Activation Energies Energies

Temperature (kcal/mole) (kcal/mole) that steps (1) and (3) were at equilibrium, whereby he
(°C) derived the following equation for the rate of deconi-

90 Torr* 45 Torr* 90 Torr* 45 Torr* position:

400 29.0 R =  -dPA,20/dt = kiPA.,0 (1  -1- kQPY: )-1.       (4)
450 26.2 28.8

600 25.0 24.0 28.2 25.8 Equation (4) predicts, that at high pressures, an ac-
700 25.5 tivation energy appropriate to ki/kz would be observed,
900 29.6 24.6 while at low pressures one due to ki alone would be

-

measured. Winter found at low oxygen pressures an
Average Activa- 26.4  E 7% 27.1  *  5%

activation energy of 6-7 kcal, while at high oxygeii pres-tion Energiest
sures it was 22 kcal. We, however, observed only the

I Nitrous oxide pressures. high activation energy (-26 kcal), whereas we would
t For all conditions of pressure and outgassing temperatitre. expect our experiments to produce only the lower ac-

tivation energy, having measured initial rates in which
factors (in the Arrhenius expression for rate constants. the oxygen pressure did not rise above a few microns.
k- Ae--E/RT) are not listed because they were irrepro- Thus our measured rate constant should have been
ducible and were obviously sensitive to uncontrollable ki,  if  steps   (1)- (3)  are  valid.
factors. In general, the pre-exponential terms were found Our findings would be compatible with a mechanism
to increase with increasing bakeout temperature up to based on equation   (3)  if the equilibrium condition  for
700°C, but at 900°C a drastic decrease was observed. oxygen adsorption were relaxed. We have been able to
It was impossible to duplicate pre-exponential terms obtain semiquantitative agreement with our results
measured after low temperature bakeouts when an in- from these equations by decomposing  step   (3)  into  two
termediate higher temperature outgassing had been in- stages, an adsorption and a desorption, not necessarily
terposed. In addition, the pre-exponential factors varied having equal rates, and postulating that the desorption
in a random manner with nitrous oxide pressure, being step,   (5), is rate-determining:
sometimes greater at 45 torr than at 90 torr. There was
no direct dependence of rate upon reactant pressure, (0, S) --+ H 02 + S;             (5)
at least in the 45-100-torr range. s + 34  2 -# (O,   S) .                                               (6)

In contrast, the activation energies were found to be
independent of bakeout temperature, catalyst history, We  postulated  that the adsorption  step, (6), followed

(344)

or pressure. The average for the wafers was 26.4 kcal/ Zeldovich(343) kinetics as found by Hauffe, and have

mole, for the powder 27.1 kcal/mole. They are equal to used his data and Winter'sc342  value for the equilibrium
well within their experimental standard deviation of constant for oxygen adsorption on NiO, to derive an
between 5 and 7 %. Thus, it can be concluded that varia- expression for the rate of desorption. Having obtained

tion of crystal face or of dislocation density does not af- expressions for the rates of steps (5) and (6), we used
fect the activation energy. them and appropriate steady-state assumptions to

derive the following equation which is in accord with
Dixussion our  results:

The sensitivity of the rates to pretreatment and previ- f -28.5  X  1031
ous history of the NiO catalysts was similar to the be- l  RT   J

p = 2.2 X 1050.A exl)< >.   (7)

havior we observed  with CoO catalysts (ANL-7000).
We attribute this behavior to the well-known inhibiting In this equation, p is the observed rate in moles of N O

effect of gaseous oxygen upon the rate of decomposition decomposed per minute, A is the surface area of the
of N20, over NiO powders:340 The mechanism Win- catalyst, and o· is the fraction of the surface covered by
ter postulated consists of the following steps:

(342) oxygen at the start of a run;  9 is constant during  a run,

but may vary from one run to another. Equation (7)
N20 +S- (N"20, S)             (1) (343) Taylor, H. A., and Thon, AT., J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 7
(N20, S) -0 N2 + (0, S)            (2)      4169 (1952).

(344) Engell, H. J., and Hauffe, K., Z. Electrochem. 57, 773
(342) Winter, E. R. S., Disc. Farad. Soc. 28,183 (1959) (1953).
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accounts for our observed dependence of the pre-expo- that such small differences, if they exist, could be meas-
nential factor on outgassing conditions through c. It ured on catalysts cut along the major crystal planes, as
also shows our observed lack of direct dependence on we have done with CoO.
nitrous oxide pressure, and it predicts the proper ac- In summary, the results of this program both for CoO
tivation energy, -28 ke.Al. The rates predicted a.re and NiO have showii that in electron transfer catalysis
smaller by a factor of about 10 t.han the observed rates, on semiconductor oxides, a. 20-30 percent variation of
but this is good agreement, t.:1),sidering the assumptions activation energy with crystallographic orientation can
and  approximations  used to obtain Equation (7) occur, but larger variations than this cannot be ex-

While the variability in pre-exponential terms did pected. With CoO, we found (see ANL-7000) that the
not permit us to determine whether surface irregulari- activation energy  for  the  { 110}   orientation  was  24 %
ties are the predominant catalytic sites, comparison of higher than for the { 1001,  and 8 %  higher than for the

I activation energy for the bulk single crystals with that { 111}  orientation. This order  and approximate magni-
of the powder demonstrated that all crystallographic tude is what would be preclicted by application of crys-
faces have about the same activation energies. The ex-      tal field theory to the desorption of oxygen from(345)

periments, however, did not eliminate the possibility of COO.
variations in activity from face-to-face of the order of
magnitude found for CoO. In fact, the lack of effect of (345) Dowden, D. A., and Wells, D., Actes Cong,·. Inte,·n.
pre-treatment on the NiO activation energies suggests Catalvse, Se, Paris, II, 1499  (1960).



H. X-RAY AND NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES

1. Neutron Diffraction Instrumentation (M. H. MuELLER, L. HEATON, AND
R. L. HITTERMAN)

Basic Digi·action Units age of 500 K. This storage should provide easy access

Although there has been very little change iii the to various programs and extensive storage of data.

basic neutron instruments during the past year we were which could eliminate down time from a jammed paper

not able to operate them full time during the past year tape or card punch. It is intended that this latoratory

because of a lack of neutrons. The longest shutdown development unit will be installed on Neutron Spec-

during 1965 of the CP-5 Reactor extended from the last trometer  II.

of  August  to  the  last  part  of  December  1965.
An iliary EquipmentBased oii the limited experience that we have had

with our automatic four-circle diffractometer, we. are In the last Annual Report(346  it was indicated that a
convinced ·that all instruments should be made auto- Cryo-Orienter was being designed to orient a crystal

matic as soon as possible in order to obtain the greatest with *0.01° precision about two axes (the phi and chi
amount of neutron data. We have also made an exten- motions of the orienter) while the crystal is held at con-
sive· investigation of the best method to use for auto- stant temperatures in the range from He to room tem-

matic control especially in planning for the future oper- perature. The design has been completed. It consists of
ation at the A.dvanced Argonne Research Reactor. As a a basic circle approximately 18 in. in diameter and 4 in.
result of discussion with users and suppliers, we are con- in width. The cryostat is inserted through the 5-in.
vinced that a small computer coupled to a diffraction width and holds the crystal in the center of the circle.

unit   provides   (1)   greatest  flexibility;    (2)   a  means of Another motion, which rotates the crystal about the
control;   and    (3)    data   collection   that   will   eliminate diffraction vector, will provide a convenient way to
many of the electronic chassis now required. As a result analyze for multi ple scattering.   All   of   the   large   basic
of these discussions the Direct Data Digitalization gears are Spiroid and provide a large contact surface,
(D ) group of the Applied Math Division have decided thus minimizing backlash in the gear train. Several
to establish a project to determine the best method of types of cryostats capable of tilting have been proposed
angle or shaft positioning, data collection and program- by suppliers.
ing for the benefit of the various diffraction groups and
projected   A2112   experiments.    It   has   been tentatively (346) Annual Report for 1964, Metallia·gy Division,  ANL-
decided to use an IBM-1130 computer with disc stor- 7000, p. 205.

2. Crystallographic Computer Programs (L. HEATON AND M. H. MUELLER)

Lattice-Constant-Dele,·mination P,·09,·am B-150 observation, versus scattering angle. Such a plot has the

Although we have used a least-squares method of ob- feature that any systematic error in the data shows up

taining lattice constants (unit cell edges) of orthogonal as a deviation from a straight horizontal line and is ex-

crystal systems for some time (Program MET-124), tremely useful ill evaluating the need for, or the effec-

we described an expansion of the computer program to tiveness of, the various systematic correction terms. The

include the nonorthogonal systems (monoclinic     and
B-106 program has been modified to B-150 and makes

tric]inic)   in  the  last Annual Report. (347) This has 'been off-line plots of v: vs 28< for each solution by using the

written up as program B-106. Since the very beginning Calcomp Magnetic Tape plotting system.

of these computer programs, we have recognized the Crystal-Orientation Program B-101
importance of evaluating a plot of the v terms, which are
the differences between   sin2   8.i. s   and   sin2   ecd.  for   each Program B-101 is written for use with three-circl

goniostats for obtaining accurate three-dimensione_
(347) A'nmial Report for 1964, Metalturgy Division,  ANL- neutron or X-ray diffraction data without the necessity

7000, p. 206. of precision crystal alignment. It is only required that a

248
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imited number of reflections be indexed and their ob- d H·A   =   sin  X,                                                   (1 )
served angles, 28, x, cp, together with the wa,velength of

d H ·B   =   cos  x  cos  p,                                         (2)
tl-ie i·kidiation, be used as input. In turn, the program by

andleast-squares methods determines the unit consttints, the
ori.entation of the unit cell with respect to the instru- d H·A   X  B   -   cos  x  sin  p.                                    (3)

nlent axes, and systen'ial.ic. correction term for the 28 The crystal axis which lies along A when X = 0, is de-and x angles. Using these constants of the experiment
termined from  a  set of  equation   (1)  with the observed

determined by least-squares methods, the computer x values and the d values calculated from the previouslygenerates the instiument angles 20, x, 40 for each hkt determined lattice constants by least-squares methods.
reflection permitted under the various extinction, oc- In the above least-squares procedure a zero correction
tant, and angle options selected. The output is listed in term for X is also determined. The crystal axis which
table form and/or on punch cards, whicK may be used lies along B when x=0,4=0 i s determined from a set
di.rectly iii the automatic programing equipment for of   equation    (2)   with the observed  w  values, x values
Neutron Diffractometer I.

calculated  from   (1)   and  d  values  calculated  from  the
Program B-101 consists of several parts. B-106, Lat- lattice constants.

tice Constant Determination Program, serves as the The computer then generates h*t inclices according tofirst stage and derives the unit cell constants ao, bo, co, extinction, octant and angle options and calculates thea, B, and 7 as well as any instrument correction term for
angle settings according to the relationshipsthe 28 angles. A set of instrument axes are chosen such

Ehat a unit vector, A, which lies along the 20 axis (the 28   -   2  sin-1  -l
cp axis corresponds to the 28 axis when x is zero), a unit 2d '
vector, B, which lies along the intersection of the x X  =  sin-1 dH·A,
plane and the scattering plane, and a unit vector, and
A X B, which lies along the x axis. These instrument i H.A X B
vectors form an orthogonal set of unit basis vectors. p -tan
The unit normal to any set of planes iii the crystal is H.B

given by a vector d (hkt) H(h/d) which has the com- The 28 and x values are corrected for systematic or
ponents sin x, cos x cos p, and cos x sin 42 along the re- zero errors and printed in tabular form and/or punch
spective instrument axes or card.

3.  Structure of Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate (J. C. TAYLOR* AND M. H. MUELLER)

P2tbtications should be of interest to compare the accuracy of the
X-ray versus neutron results for the nonhydrogenJ. C. Taylor and M. H. 1\([ueller, A Neutron Div.'.ac-
atoms. Although the two structures are iii basic agree-tion Study Of Uranyl Nitrate Hexahydrate, Acta

Cryst.  19,  536 (1965). ment there are some differences in the bond lengths
involving the U, N and 0 atoms that are significant.J. C. Taylor and M. H. Mueller, A Neut,·0,2 De.ac-                                                o

lion Stiidy Of U,·anvt Nit,·ate Hexahydrate, ANL- Table 81 gives the deviations in A between the atomic
6943 (Nov. 1965). coordinates of the nonhydrogen atoms as found by

X-ray and neution diffraction. The standard deviAtionsThe crystal structure as determined for this compound
was summarized in the last Annual Report (ANL-7000, of the atom types are given in Table 82. The neutron

study gives standard deviations that are approximatelyp.  207).  Details  of  the  work  can be found in the  above
publications. ten times lower, thus permitting conclusions that are

At the time of publicatioii we were unaware of an ill- not apparent in the X-ray results.

The uranium-to-oxygen distances in the uranyl groupdependent X-ray investigation by Hall, Rae and Wa-
tel's.(348) Since this is a heavy atom X-ray problem, it as determined by neutron diffraction are 1.770 f 0.007A

and 1.749 =E 0.007A, whereas by X-ray difTraction they
* Resident Research Associate from University of New are much higher, being 1.85 E 0.06A and 1.87 =t O.OBA.louth Wales, Australia.
(348) Hall, D., Rae, A. D., and Waters, T. AT., The Crystal                                            oThe results obtained with neutron diffraction are closer

to the distance of 1.71-1.76A usually found  in  uranylStl'11(tltre of Bi'nitratodiaquodiozoiti·ani267,1 (VI) 7.'elt·ahyd,·ate
(Ug·angl  A trate  Hezahgd,·ate), Acta Ci·yst. 19, 389-395 (1965). salts. In the neutron study the N-0 bonds in the ni-,
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TABLE 81. DEVIATIONS IN  A BETWEEN THE NEUTRON ation from a centric arrangement of the atoms about the
DATA OF THIS INVESTIGATION AND THE X-RAY DATA OF uranium than is apparent in the X-ray study. The
HALL, R.AE, AND J<TATE:RS(348) FOR URANYL NITRATE HEXA- uranyl angle in the neutron case, 175.5 f 0.5° is closer
HYDRATE to 180° than the angle of 173.7   2.0° found in the X-

Atom* Deviation (A) ray case. Hall, Rae and Waters found the two hydrogen
bonds involving the coordinated water oxygen were of

U 0.006 length 2.55 f 0.09.k and 2.89 f 0.09A and thus it
N,                                        0.017
N:                                                               0.199

would appear that this water oxygen forms one strong
O, 0.110 and one weak hydrogen bond. In the neutron diffrac-

02 0.084 tion study, however, these water-water distances were

03 0.068 found to be 2.692 ,& O.O09A and 2.705 E O.OO9A, indi-
0 0

04                                                               0.060
05                          0.198

eating hydrogen bonds of equal strength. Both studies
agree that the water-nitrate oxygen bonds are weak as

06                          0.143

O, 0.211 indicated by the distances of 2.918 ,& O.OO6A and

Os 0.051 2.997 zE 0.007A by neutrons and 2.91   O.09,I and

O 0.071 3.06 =1= 0.09A by X-rays.

Mean Deviation = 0.110 A TART,E 82.   STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN THE ATOMIC POSITIONS
FOR URANYL NITRATE HE:XAHYDRATE FROM NEUTRON

* Atom nomenclature of Taylor and Mueller in first publica- DIFFRACTION AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES
tion above.

B.(A) O.(A) (.(A)

Atom
trate groups between nitrogen and coordinated oyxgen

X-ray Neutron X-ray Neutron X-ray Neutron
are found to be significantly longer than the N-0
bonds between nitrogen and noncoordinated oxygen,      U    -    - 0.002 0.004 0.021*   -

which is also in agreement with neutron studies of O 0.041 0.004 0.049 0.006 0.061 0.007

rubidium uranyl nitra te and thorium nitrate penta-                       N                -               - 0.060 0.004 0.063 0.006

hydrate. These differences were not detected in the H      Not 10- 0.011 Not 10- 0.011 Not 10-  0.011
cated cated cated

X-ray study of Hall, Rae and Waters.
In our neutron investigation we have found less devi- * Redunda,it paranietet·.

4.  Crystal Structure of Thorium Nitrate Pentahydrate (M. H. MUELLER, J. C.
TAYLOR, AND R. L. HITTERMAN)

PubUcation The crystal is orthorhombic, space group Fdd2,
0

J. C. Taylor, M. H. Mueller and R. L. Hitterman, with a = 11.191 36 0.007A, b = 22.889 zE 0.015A and
0

The Crystal Stritchire of Thorium Nitrate Penta- c = 10.579 E 0.007A. The structure was solved from
hydrate by Neutron D Uraction, Amer. Cyst. Assoc. the three-dimensional Patterson function and refined

Prog. and Abstracts, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, p. 43, by the full-matrix least-squares method to R = 4.3 %

June 27-July 2, 1965. through use of 1642 independent reflections.

A neutron diffraction investigation of thorium nitrate Eleven oxygen atoms are bound to the thorium atom
pentahydrate,   Th (NO3)45820,   was   carried  out since (Figure 230), thus giving a coordination of eleven for

(1)  the  structure was unknown except for the Th atom the thorium. Eight of the oxygens are from the nitrate

location ;  (2 ) an X-ray study cannot reveal precisely the groups and three from water oxygens. The arrange-

light H atoms  in the presence  of the heavy  Th atoms; ment has a twofold axis of symmetry along the line

(3)   the water composition  was in doubt-it  was un- joining the Th  to the water oxygen,  0 (1).  When  com-

certain whether it contained 5 or 6 water molecules; (4) pared with the structures of other thorium salts, where

whereas ordinarily one would expect a threefold sym- coordination numbers of 8 and 12 are found, the ar-
metry in the nitrate groups, infrared evidence indicated rangement in the present structure is unusual.

that it might not be so;  and (5) spectroscopic evidence The nitrate groups are distorted from threefold sym·
indicated the presence of relatively "weak" and metry. The non-coordinated nitrate oxygens are about
"strong" type of hydrogen bonds. 0.05A closer to their respective nitrogens than the other
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r·' rtH(I) TABLE 83. DEVIATIONS BETWEEN THE NEUTRON AND
''t.br' , X-RAY COORDINATES
00(1) (1)   Without  X -ray  Imagina,·V  Dispersion   Co,·,·ection,   Af",   and

H(2) 0(12)

2 438 (2) With Imaginary Disperdon Correction, af"

,- - rt l    ... Nt,) 0(13) Deviation (.A) Deviation.  C..1     1-01 « «    -54--/.*--41/H(3) ./- v Atom Atom           (A)
Th·3,5---2.38 - -I                                                                                                 (1)                       (2)                                                      (3)0(11)

''',< .. ''r" O(1) 0.085 0.029 H(1)* 0.52/      , 2.554' : 0(21)

*9(22) \ a O(2) 0.070 0.036 H(2) 0.32-  - -
O(3) 0.041 0.024 H(3) 0.23

17-=Qe(2) N(1) 0.054 0.020 H (4) 0.31

g
.9(23)

O(11) 0.088
0.045                     H (5)                       0.48

O(12) 0.050 0.011

43012 O(13) 0.044 0.026 Mean Dev. = 0.37

FIG. 230. Oxygen Arrangement Around the Thorium Atom N (2) 0.048 0.016

O(21) 0.075 0.020As Viewed in "b" Direction.
O(22) 0.075 0.026

O (23) 0.082 0.037

'' ,
'1'Th(0.0.0) Mean Dev. = 0.065 0.026

"= -1.- -
, , * X-ray hydrogen positions determined from Fourier differ-i '   :. 0(21)

0(12) ence maps.
0(22' '   N(I) -
. . . .

.... 01#=4*4    --=Ee  -
, Th(*.1.*)

 H(5)  ll) 2.69-2.7OA,or "weak" water-nitrate oxygen bonds of.,:

0(23)v' '·2·90,·rk/ '5, i... length 2.90-2.95A. The bonding scheme is in accord' I
(351)

H"'3 i':i."R 2 -1,(3)   Z'(22)  1*0(21)
with infrared observations.

 ip"Cl)."'i. 8:,i,-  --b (2)                         )
When the neutron investigation was presented

orally it was found that an X-ray diffraction study
90(1) ,;Th( .0.*).   0(23) of this compound had just been carried out by Ueki,' ,

\

'-3; "-lif    '   ' j Zalkin and Templeton at the Lawrence Radiation
---@-Ih,(4.4·4)

I „ Laboratory.   Since  that   time  we  have   agreed  to   write., ,\'' '' separate coordinated papers, which have now been ac-C

b                                                                cepted by Acta Cryst. This is the first instance, accord-
a'

ing to the Editor of the Journal, when three-dimensional
43148 X-ray and neutron diffraction investigations of the same

compound will be published contiguously.FIG. 231. Hydrogen Bond Scheme.
At the time of the initial comparison of the results of

the neutron and X-ray studies, the mean deviations in
two coordinated oxygens and also the O-N-O angle in- the X-ray and neutron positions were 0.065A for N,O
volving the coordinated oxygens is approximately 60 and  0.37A  for  H, as shown in columns  (1)  and   (3)  ofless than the other two 0-N-0 angles. This confirms the Table 83.
infrared evidence. The higher deviations for the H were not surpirsing

(349)

The Th-0 distances to the nitrate oxygens (2.53- since the X-ray scattering factor for H is extremely
2.62A) are longer  than the distances  to  the  water oxy- small and for Th is extremely large.
gens (2.44-2.47A). These distances are longer than the The neutron results also enable the X-ray investiga-distance of 2.418A found in the Th02 fluorite structure. tors to determine the direction of polarity of their

The hydrogen bonds (Figure 231) serve  to  bind  the crystal, which allowed them to include the imaginarystructure together. As was also the case in our earlier part of the Th atomic scattering factor. This reduced the
study of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate, the hydrogen(350)

bonds are either "strong" water-water bonds of length
(351) Cho, J. S., and Wadsworth, M. E., An Infrared Study of

(349) Ferraro,  J.  R.,   The  Nitrate  Symmetry  in  Metallic ATi- Hydrated  Thoriwn Nit,·ate, TID-16465  (1962).
1,·ates, J. of Mol. Spectroscopy 4, 99-105 (1960). (352) Taylor, J. C., Mueller, M. H., and Hitterman, R. L.,

(350) Taylor, J. C., and Mueller, M. H., A Neut,·on Difrac- The Crystal Structure of Thorium Nitrate Pentahydrate by Nell-
lion  Study  of  Urant/l  Nitrate  Hexahydrate, Acta Cryst.  19, 536 iron Difraction, Amer. Cryst. Assoc. Prng. and Abstracts,
(1965). Gatlinburg, Tennessee, p. 43, June 27-July 2,1965.
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deviations between the two sets of positions to 0.026A fuller explanation of the above will be included in the
for N and 0, as shown in column (2) of Table 83. A paper to be published by Ueki, Zalkin and Templeton.

5.  Neutron Diffraction Study of Potassium Ferrocyanide Trideuterate (KFCT)
(M. H. MuELLER, J. C. TAYLOR, R. L. HITTERMAN, AND L. HEATON)

0

Potassium ferrocyanide   trideuterate,    IGFe (CN)6- tion were a - 9.44 rt 0.02A, b = 16.94 rt 0.04A, c =
3]10, shows ferroelectric behavior below - 24.5°C.(354 9.43 f 0.02A, and B = 90.07 f 0.08°. A total of 1068
Nuclear magnetic resonance and infrared absorption reflections of the type hlot and h/ct were collected at room
studies indicate that the ferroelectricity is associated temperature before the data collection had been sus-(354)

with a rearrangement of the water molecules in the crys- pended  at  this  point (late August   1965)   as   the  CP-5
tal from a disordered to an ordered state. The space Reactor was shut down until late December 1965.
group is (2/c at room temperature and Cc below the Although this number of reflections is not considered

Curie point. A neutron diffraction study of this com- adequate for good resolution of the structure in Foiirier
pound at room temperature was begun in order to de- maps, nevertheless, the analysis was commenced to de-
termine the nature of the disorder in the deuteron termine how far one could go.
positions. The observed intensities could be explained only by a

Since this is largely a problem of locating the waters, superposition of two identical C-face-centered lattices
it was decided to grow the crystals from a heavy water that were twinned by a 90° rotation with respect to

solution thus taking advantage of the large positive each other about the b axis. The positions of the ferro-

(+0.65 X 10 cm)   neutron  scattering  amplitude for cyanide groupings were in evidence in the three-di---12

deuterium in contrast to the negative value for hydro- mensional Patterson function. Fourier maps supported
gen (-0.378 X 10-12 cm). A large crystal that was one of the previous models suggested(354  for the Fe, K,

selected for the neutron diffraction investigation showed C, N, and 0 positions. These maps also tended to sup-
fairly pronounced extinction and well developed main port one of their models(354)

proposed for the half-

isogyns as described by Toyoda, Niizeki and Waku, deuteriunis, although these peaks were poor]y defined.(355)

and thus appeared to be a monoclinic single crystal. To  date an R factor of 21.5 % has been obtained with the
The cell dimensions as determined by neutron diffrac- least-squares method from 718 of the 1068 reflections.

A number of the reflections were omitted because of
twinning. Three-dimensional X-raydiffraction data have

(353) Waku, S., Masuno, K., and Tanaka, T, Ferroelectricity also been obtained that confirmed the positions of the
in the Potassium Fet'1'0Cyanide Group Ferl'Oelectrics Substituted
by  Deuteriwn for  Hydrogen,  J.  Phys.   Soc.  Japan 15, 1698-1699 heavier atoms. The fairly high R factor may be due to

(1959).
two causes: (1) some of the atoms ma.y still not be in

(354) Kiriyama, R., Kiriyama, H., Wada, T., Niizeki, N., and their best location and  (2 ) the strong X-ray and neutron
Hiraboyashi,  H. ,  Nuclear  Magnetic  Resonance  and  X-ray Stud- reflections have long tails in the b-direction, which add
ies   of   Potassium   Fer,·ocyanide    Trihydi·ate   Crystals,   J.    Phys to the intensities of their neighbors; this effect  is  prob-
Soc. Japan 19, 540-549 (1964)

(355) Toyoda, H., Niizeki, N., and Waku, S., Optical and ably caused by disorder in the crystal.
Structit,·al kinomaties in Polassiwn Ferrocvanide T'rihydrate It is intended to take 1500-2000 more reflections to

Crystals, J Phys.  Soc.  Japan  15,  1831-1841 (1960). permit a more detailed analysis of the stmicture.

6. Structure Determination of Manganese Silicide (M. H. MUELLER, H. W. KNOTT
AND L. HEATON)

Publication As indicated in the last Annual Report(356  the intensi-

M. H. Mueller and H. W. Knott, The Crystal St,·tic- ties from approximately 1700 reflections had been ob

ture of Afn#Si, , Anier. Cryst. Assoc. Prog. and (356) Annual Report for 1964, Metallurgy Division, ANL-7000,
Abstracts, Gatlinburg, Tennessee,  p.  73 (1965). p. 208.
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0
tained based on a tetragonal ce]1 with a = 5.506A and posed. This new cell has a co = 65.723A composition0
c = 17.523A. Since then, film techniques have indicated 1\([0158 6, body-centered probable space group I42d or
that this small "single crystal" also contained a very 14 with 164 atoms per unit cell. A total of approximately
tiny segment with a different orientation, which made it 3600 intensities from general hkt's will be collected. A
difficult to define the true identity distance along the least-squares treatment of  both the 28 positions and chi
co . Hence, a thorough check of a cell with a longer· co angles. through use of our B101 orientation computer
of 48.2A, primitive space group P4n2, 120 atoms per program has left no doubt about the unit cell size.
unit cell proposed by Schwomma et at.(357  could not be Iii all three cells of different co length, the unit cell
made at the time. However, our original intensity data consists of approximately equivalent manganese sub-
was used for Patterson, Fourier and least-squares tech- cells stacked along the c direction of either 4, 11, or 15
niques, which indicated that the unit cell with the short in number, depending upon the co length. The silicon
co of 17.46A seemed sufficient to define the cell as judged atoms in the vatious cells apparently deviate in varying
by the final R factor of 7.5 %. degrees from·a near planar hexagonal array parallel to

Additional work on the original data. and intensities a (110) face.
being collected from another crystal confirms the neces- (357) Schwomma, 0., Nowotny, H., and Wittman, A., Mo-
sky of an even longer co than Schwomma, et at.(35 ) pro- natshefte Fur Chemie  94,  681·  (1963).

7. Atomic Distributions in Liquid Binary Alloys (L. HEATON, R. BusCHERT* AND
E. H. HENNINGER*)

Publicat€on distributions about the Na and K atoms is invalid. A
new method of combining the X-ray and neutron dif-

E. Henninger, R. C. Buschert and L. Heaton, Atomic fractioii patterns was developed that can yield qualita-
Structure and Correlation in Liquid NaK by X-ray tive in formation on the cori·elation and serve as a test forand Neutron Dqraction, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.  10,         theoretical structural models. The new approach utilizes
No. 3, 377 (1965) Abstract. the ratio of the two weighted atomic distributions ob-

X-ray and neutron scattering patterns obtained from tained separately from the X-ray and neutron patterns.
a 50a/0 liquid sodium-potassium alloy were analyzed by For the 50a/oNaK system the neutron pattern alonethe method developed by Keating.'»* The results ill- gi.ves the true atomic distribution with nearest neighbor
dicated a very nearly random mixing of atom types, but concentrations at 4.4, 7.7 and 11.2A, and the comparisonfurther analysis of the data showed that the assunip- with the X-ray distribution indicates that at the first
tion, necessary for this two pattern method, of identical three nearest neighbor distances a given atom tends to

be  paired with atoms  of  the  opposite  type, with some
* Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana. concentration of Na-Na pairs at 5.OA and K-K pairs0
(358) Keating, D. T., J. Appl. Phys. 33,923 (1963) at  6  to  7A.



I. IRRADIATION EFFECTS AND DEFECTS IN METALS

1.  The  Effects of Neutron Irradiation  on the Yield Behavior of Niobium Single
Crystals (B. A. LoOMIS)

The yield behavior of niobium single crystals in the shear stress of niobium was approximately doubled
18

[213] crystallographic direction after neutron irradia- after  a  relatively  low  neutron   dose  of  1.6    X   10      neu-
tion  has been studied. Single crystalline tensile speci- trons/cm2 but further irradiation   up   to   1.2    X    1019

mens with a reduced section  of  25.4 mm length  and 3.2 neutrons/cn12 did not significantly increase this stress.

mm diameter were irradiated in the VT-7 facility of the Also, the data show that the total elongation of the
CP-5 reactor where the epi-cadmium neutron flux was niobium specimens was increased for irradiation levels
2 X 1013 neutrons/cm2/sec, and the temperature was up to 1.2 X 1019 neutrons/cm: The increased elonga-
150 =1= 1°C. Tensile deformation of the irradiated tion was due primarily to an increase of the easy glide

specimens at 20°C was performed on an Instron Ina- portion of the shear stress-shear strain curve. The
chine at a strain rate of 6.5 X 10-5/sec. The critical shear stress-shear strain curve for the unirradiated
resolved shear stress and the per cent total elongation specimen exhibited three-stage hardening, which (al-
of the specimens are presented in Table 84. though niobium is body-centered cubic) is characteristic

The data in Table 84 show that the critical resolved of face-centered cubic metals. However, a neutron dose
of 1.6  X  1018 neutrons  cm2 was sufficient to introduce a
pronounced yield point.

TABLE 84. CRITICAL RESOLVED SHEAR STRESS AND The results obtained in this study are not readily
ELONGATION OF NIOBIUM SINGLE CRYSTALS

explainable on the basis of similar studies with face-
Critical Resolved Total centered cubic copper, since for this metal the critical

Specimen No. Neutron
Dos 3 Shear Stress Elongation(neutrons/cm J resolved shear stress is proportional to the cube root

(kg/mm') (%) of the neutron dose. In order to obtain an understanding
136-1            0 1.9 46.3 of these results, specimens will be irradiated to a neutron

136-6 1.6  X 1018 4.1 54.3 dose greater than 102  neutrons/cni, and the de-

135-1 3.5 X 1018 4.0 62.0 pendence of the critical resolved shear stress on tkie
135-2 6.5 X 1018 4.1 64.1 neutron dose will be determined by tensile deforma-
134 1.2  X 1019 4.2 65.4

tion  in  situ.

2. Irradiation Induced Defect Clusters-Transmission Electron Microscopy Study
(K. L. MERKLE)

Pubtications energy in a single collision with a gold atom. They
K. L. Mei·kle, The Energy Dependence of Charged therefore behave much the same as an energetic

Particle Damage in Gotd, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. II gold atom. Upon penetration of the surface of the gold

10 (3),  364 (1965). [Abstract] film, they immediately initiate a displacement cascade.
K. L. Merkle, Fast Neutron In(hiced Displacement As a result the defect clusters created by the cascades

Cascades  in  Gold,  Bull.  Am.  Phys.  Soc.  II 10(5), lie in close proximity of the bombarding surface. In a

581 (1965). [Abstract] bombardment with 50 keV Xe-ions we find that the

The work on displacement cascades has been con- number of defect clusters is equal within the experi-
tinued. Previously we have performed a study of the mental error to the number of Xe-ions hitting the

energy dependence of the black spot damage by using surface. This, of course, supports our earlier conclu-

protons, deuterons, a-particles and fission fragments. sions derived from the energy-dependence study that

Recently we have performed some experiments with the black spots are directly produced in energetic

heavy ions of intermediate energy. Figure 232 for displacement cascades. At 20 keV, we get a smaller
example shows a gold film irradiated with 20 keV number of spots, but it is not as low as indicated by the
Xe-ions. These ions can transfer up to  96 % of their formerly derived probability function W (E)   for  spot

254
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FIG. 235. Gold Film Irradiated at 65°C with 100 kel Protons. Dose is 1.06 X 1017 p/cmi.

formation. This indicates that, on the average, smaller coiktrast. According to the contrast theory, the direc-
clusters can be observed if they are located near the tion of the dark-white contrast in dark field is opposite
surface rather than behig uniformly distributed to the bright field case if the defects are located near
throughout the foil. This is to be expected because the the lower surface of the film. Figures 232-234 show that
relaxation near t.he surface will enhance the diffraction this is indeed the case. It also follows from these figures
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'lat practically all the clusters are of vacancy type. At concluded that the enhanced production of vacancy

higher irradiation doses the surface of the films becomes tetrahe :ira takes place in the regioii defined by those

very heavily damaged. By chemically removing a sur- focusing collision sequences that produce interstitials
face layer after irradiation the penetration of the darn- at stacking faults. A region of this type should also
age can be studied, aiid the role of migration of defects be presetit around a grain boundary. We are led to the
under various witieali,ig conditions can bc studied. coticlusion that the grain boundary exerts a driving
An investigation of this type is under way. Last year force  onto   the  vacancies  in its vicin ity  if the focusing(359)

we reported on the formation of stacking fault tetra- model is to remain valid. However, there is the possi-

hedra in the vicinity of stacking faults and twin bound- bility that the increased vacancy concentration near
aries. Figure 235 shows an example of this, also includ- internal surfaces, due to focusing collisions, plays only
ing    two    grain    boundaries.    As   can    be    seen,    the grain a minor role in the formation of stacking fault tetra-
boundaries do not show an increased concentration of hedra near stacking ·faults. This observation might
defects. In some cases there even seems to be a de- indicate only that stacking faults are very good sinks
nuded zone around a grain boundary. Last year we for interstitials but not for vacancies. Additional ex-

(359) ANL-7000, 239-242; 251-258 (1964). periments are being performed to clear up this point.

3. Radiation Annealing in Charged Particle   Irradiations   (K.   L.   MERKLE
AND L. R. SINGER)

During the past year we succeeded iii performing annealing mechanisms are operating. It is interesting

some preliminary charged particle irradiations on thin- to compare the observed initial defect production rate
metal resistivity specimens near 4.2°K. The specimens with the theoretical one. It turns out that at a 1 MeV
are epitaxially grown single crystals and the thickness a-irradiation of gold the theoretical and experimental
is of the order of 10-5 to 10-4 cm. Potential and current rates are about equal, while in a 3.5 MeV a-irradiation,
leads   are   incorporated   in the shape   of the specimen. we observed a rate that Was about a factor of 3 higher
The irradiated part of the specimen is freely suspended than the theoretical one. This behavior is not under-

in a vacuum. Cooling is by conduction from a helium stood as yet, but we suspect that we are observing
reservoir. The temperature rise of the specimen during subthreshold displacements produced by focusing se-
irradiation is calculated to be of the order of 0.1°K quences at stacking faults. The stacking fault density
for a typical irradiation. Although a great many tech- in our samples is much higher than iii the samples used
nical difficulties had to be overcome, it is of definite
advantage to use thin-film resistivity specimens for 1.2

radiation damage studies. We can now, for example, --.-

study the energy dependence in heavy charged parti- 0- /-»F»..
cle irradiations. This is particularly important in the

«/./ii-..+-%investigation of cascade events. By raising the energy                         =
of the incoming particles we can change the recoil 0.8 -

C fspectrum. Figure 236 shows the change of electrical    rg
resistivity  as  a  function  of  the  dose  for  two  different                  0.6- I j

energies. For the same irradiations the damage rate    8  -  / /
d (ap)/d* is plotted as a function of Ap in Figure 237. 08 54-   <  / Au,  1  Me V a

i
Iii this plot a straight line would indicate a simple

02-I /exponential saturation behavior. It is obvious that the · Au, 3.5 MeVCZ

decrease in damage rate is di.fferent for the two ener-
gies and that it is not linear. Figure 238 shows that          f.          lilli
radiation     annealing     takes     place     even      at     very     low                              00                     5                     10                    15 20 25       30

doses. In the range below 0.05 619 cm one can approxi- 0   x   KY' gl / CM2]

mate the slope of the dose curve d (ap)/dt by  a linear
43391

function of ap. Another linear region is observed at FIG. 236. Ii,ci·ease of Electi·ical Resistivity with the Dose
0.6  <  p  <  1 *O cm in the case of gold. (see Figure 237 ) . at 4.2°K. The results of 2 Van de Graaff runs with 1 MeV and

It seems therefore that at least two different radiation 3.5 MeV 0-11;11·tioles are plotted.
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FIG.   237.   The  Same  Runs  as in Figure  236. The slope  of  the
dose curve is plotted against ap. The damage rate decreases
with increasing defect concentratioii iii a nonlinear fashio,1. 1510.3
The points plotted represent the difference between two    c 
successive resistivity readings divided by the dose difference.       C
Note that the damage i·ate changes by almost 2 orders of    A
magnitude. Q.   0.2-

<J
Cu, 140 ke V PROTONS

iii reactor and deuteron irradiations, where the ex-
perimental defect. production rate is usually at least a

0.1factor of 2 to 3 lower than the calculated one. This be-
havior might also be due to the anisotropy of the
threshold energy. In this case our results would indicate
that the average threshold energy iii the (100) plane         %   5   10  IS  20  25  30  35 40 45 50  55

is only about 20 eV. If one irradiates a sample loiig + x id4(PROTONS / CM2)
enough, it will finally reach a state where the number

43393of newly generated defects is equal to the number of FIG. 239. Dose Curve for Copper Irradiated with 140-keY
spontaneously recombining ones. By extrapolation , Protons.to 0 damage rate, Burger et al.(36(D found Ap. = 0.65
BQ cm in neutron irradiated gold. Our actual data and 3.5 meV a-runs, we can determine the saturation
exceed this value by almost a factor of 2. By using an concentration of defects. Assuming Ap = 2.5 BO cm/
extrapolation of the straight line portions of the 1 MeV

Ca/0), live find CiM«v  =  4.6  X  10-3 and CS.5Mov  =  5.7
(360) Burger, 0., Meissner, H., and Schilling, W., Phys X 10- . This implies that the region around a vacancy

Stat. Sol. 4,281 (1964). in which an interstitial is unstable is approximately 100
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atomic volumes. This is in good agreement with the through the surface and that one might never really
calculations of Gibson et al.(361  This result also indi- reach saturation of ap. This effect is negligible in our
cates that more energetic cascades contain a higher runs, as is best demonstrated by the fact that most,
concentration of point defects. We should, however, o f the dailiage is recovered    by     annealing     to     room

like to emphasize Eit thi,9 point thait these results are temperatiire After &11 anneal to i·oom temperature iii

preliminary and need itonfirmation through additional the 3.5-MeV run only 12.8 % of the resistivity increase

experiments. One concern that one might have in thin remained. This is of the same order as observed in bulk

film experiments is the possibility of material loss specimen. We have also conducted some preliminary
experiments on thin copper films. Figure 239 shows ap

(361) Gibson, J. B., Goland, A. N., Milgram, M., and Vine- as a function of the proton dose in an irradiation with
yard,  G.  H.,  Phys.  Rev.  120  1229 (1960). 140-keV protons.

4. Recovery of Lattice Parameter and Electrical Resistivity in Low-Temperature
Neutron-Irradiated Copper   (T. H. BLEWITT,   B. D. SHARMA, *  E. E. GRUBER,

AND J. A. TESK**)

The basic experimental techniques and purpose have beryllium capsule after one week (-3r/hr at 2").
been described previously (ANL-7000). Some modifi- A   tita.nium   capsule is therefore easier   to   handle
cations in technique have been necessary and will be and will provide a lower background during
explained later. Briefly, the purpose of the experiment the X-ray measurenieiits. Titanium is also as good
is to determine which defects are responsible for re- a thermal insulator as stainless steel.
covery iii the viirious temperature stages of recovery of 2) The berylliuni window, which allowed the X-ray
copper, following fast neutron irradiation. This is to be measurements, also corroded and leaked during
accomplished by simultaneously measuring the recovery the first experiment, so it is to be replaced by
of electrical resistivity and lattice parameter at 4.2°K making the lower outer jacket of the cryocapsule
in irradiated copper single crystals. a demountable section. This section is to be

To date, one experiment has been attempted but was vacuum tight and capable of being removed in
not successful as far as obtaining measurements of any vacuum, with the cryocapsule in place in the
of the desired parameters after neutron irradiation. cryostat-spectrometer assembly.

The reasons for the experimental failure were known, 3)  An   additional liquid helium reservoir   is   to   be

however, and the conclusion was that the experiment added to the cryocapsule, following the neutron

could be successfully completed by redesigning the irradiation, at low temperature and will provide

cryostat-spectrometer assembly, and the cryogenic for extended measurements at low temperatures.

capsule.  The most important modifications consist in: 4) A vernier drum dial has been added to the cryo-
1)   The use of titanium in  place of stainless steel and stat-spectrometer assembly to allow more pre-

beryllium for the cryogenic capsule. The reason cise relocation of the X-ray diffraction peak,

is that the titaniuni capsule should have much following neutron irradiation at low tempera-
lower activity after one week's storage (-200 tures.

mr/hr at 2")  as opposed  to  a stainless steel and This new cryostat assembly is cuiiently being com-
pleted by Janus Research Corporation in Stoneham,
Massachusetts. One of us has recently inspected the

* 1.N.S.E. Affiliate, Indian Atomic Energy Establishment,
cryostat and its development at Stoneham and found

Trombay, Bombay, India. that all indications show the assembly to be highly
** University of Illinois, Chicago Circle, Co,isultant to

Metallurgy Division. promising.

5. Low-Temperature Energy Release in Irradiated Copper (1\([. W. LuCAS)

The gas thermometer and heat switch described compensating thermometer from the hydrogen-filled

previously (ANL-7000)    ha.ve been tested   in    the re- part of the switch were not sufficiently leak tight at
frigerated Hole VT-53. The heat switch was found to the pressures involved (-300 psi) to prevent traces of
be    unreliabl e because 0-ring seals    that    separate the helium gas from entering the switch and keeping it
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permanently closed. When Viton-A 0-rings and re- ducers a bourdon tube is used to actuate the core of a
designed   seathigs   failed   to    cure   the   leak   the   head of differential transformer. The power supplies and de-
the thermometer was modified to allow a soldered modulator network for these transformers were not
assembly. sufficiently stable for the present application and have

Noise and drift in the output of the pressure trans- been replaced with superior units. These units are
ducers have also presented a problem. In these trans- presently being tested.

6. Low-Temperature Irradiation Effects  (J. A. HORAK)

Publication on the resistivity of three copper wires (99.999  1-)  of
Horak, J. A., and Blewitt, T. H., Radiation Efects different diameters. The magnitude of the initial in-

in litretats at Low Temperature, Bulletin of Am. crease is also seen, qualitatively at least, in the inset
Phys. Soc., Series 11, 10, No. 3 (1965) p. 360. portion of Figure  241 ;  the inset emphasizes  the  re-

The study of tlie increase in residual resistivity of sistivity increase during the first 500 minutes of ir-
radiation.metals aa a function of fast neutron exposure has been

continued. As reported iii the Annual Report for 1964 Experiments are currently under way to determine
(ANL-7000) polycrystalline wired of Cu, Ag, Au, Pt, the exact magnitude of the temperature increase

17    necessary to cause the initial jump iii resistivity; itPd, Ni, and Fe were irradiated to a dose of 1 X 10
71/cm2 of E > 1.0 MeV at 4.5°K. The change in re- appears to be a maximum of a few tenths of a degree

sistivity vs dose for these materials has been extended Kelvin.
A least-squares analysis of the data in Figure 241by a factor of six with a resistivity sensitivity ranging

--12 -13 indicates that the equation that best describes the fastfroni 8 X 10 Q cm to 5 X 10 9 cm.
neutron induced resistivity at 4.5°K, p ,  for the ele-Further information obtained on the initial rise in
ments mentioned is of the formresistivity at reactor startup greatly supports the idea,

that the increase is thermal iii naiure. The initial in- p;  =  A (1  - e«') +  ct,                              (1)
crease is inversely proportional to the low temperature

wheretherma,1 conductivity of the materials studied and its
magnitude  is  about  10 %  of  the residual resistivity. A, c, and a = experimentally determined parameters

for each element as shown in Table 85.A typical example is shown in Figure 240, which shows
The term t = irradiation time in minutes at a flux ofthe effects of reactor shutdown and subsequent startup

8.0                                                                                                                                                                                              5   X    1011           2 of  E > 1.0 MeV.lil      I                       cm sec
A .0.029"dia. Cu
•=0.018"dia. Cu The   physical   interpretation   of  Equation    (1)   is   as
•  = 0.011"

dia. Cu      fREACTOR DOWN7.0 -                                                                                                              - follows: The first two terms represent the production
-                            i                              of the highly concentrated regions of damage that areE                              I                       /

0                     9                      believed to occur in fast neutron irradiated metals.
This displacement cascade is pictured as a vacancy-

'0 6.0- 1
-

REACTOR rich core surrounded by all interstitial rich shell within
OFF  |Q-

6.00- - 
1 TABLE 85. EXPERIMENTALLY ])ETERMINED PARAMETERS

5.90-      ---
5.0-                                          _ FOR EQUATION (1)

5.80-                                1

5.70                     1                    1                                Element      .     A (10-8 Q Cm)       c   10-12 f'_cm    a (10-5 min-1)920 970 1020 min /
I I

ELAPSED TIME,min·
4.0                                       '

700 800 900 looo 1100 1200 CU 5.72 3.01 5.03

IRRADIATION   TIME , min.                                   Ag 1.70 2.93 9.16

Au 1.00 4.22 18.13
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a far lesser disturbed matrix. The exponential modifi- are currently being annealed to obtain the lowest
cation explains the fact that no new vacancy-inter- possible residual resistivity values; specimens    with
stitial pairs are created when the defect cascades over- these heat treatments will be irradiated at about 4.2°K
lap. The linear term is thought to be due to stable with both fast and thermal neutrons to obtain more
defect clusters or dislocation loops that are produced knowledge on the mechanisms of lattice defect pro-
by  the.interactions of the  displacement cascades. Work duction in metals. These materials will subsequently be
is now in progress to determine whether or not there is isochronally annea.led in an attempt to determine the
a saturation effect of the linear term. mechanisms by which the defects are eliminated from

Additional irradiation specimens of these materials the lattice.

7.  Effect of Low-Temperature Irradiation on Precipitation froIIl Solid Solution
(J. A. HORAK)

As a portion of the study of the role of lattice point in the aluminum   alloys,   is   the   same   for   butli   tlie   83-
defects in precipitation from solid solution, several quenched and rcverted states. At, low doses,
aluminum-zinc alloy specimens have been irradiated
at 4.5°K and subsequently isochronally annealed. 6 -  1.70 zE 0.02 X 10-11 22=,

An irradiation capsule containing Al (99.999+),
dt                             min

Cu(99.999+), Al-1.70a/oZn, Al-3.4la/0Zn, and Al- which decreases to
5.27a/oZn in the form of polycrystalline wires 60 to 70
mni long and 0.70 mni in diameter was irradiated at 1.57 rt 0.01 X 10-11 9-lm

111104.5°K in the CP-5 cryogenic facility. The aluminum
and copper were included primarily to monitor the as the dose approaches 1017, /cm: This means that the
irradiation and annealing since their behaviors under same damage mechanism is operative in both a.lumi-
irradiation and isochronal annealing have been studied num and aluminum zinc alloys and that no clustering
previously and are fairly well understood.(362) of zinc atoms is occurring during the irradiation.

All of the materials experienced the same thermal In the as-quenched and irradiated Al-5.27a/0 zinc
history that was selected to provide the desired thcrmo- alloy, the isochronal aging peak is observed at 260°K
dynamic state of the alloys prior to irradiation. The (for the dose employed) which is 20°K lower in tem-
thermal history is: perature than it is observed in unirradiated material.

1.   Solution     heat     treatment     at     282°C      in argon Utilizing the information of Simmons and Balluffi(363)
(99.999 %  pure  with  4.3 ppm nitrogen present) for aluminum as a first approximation, we can deter-
for 70 minutes. mine how the point defects generated by the irradia-

2. Quenched from 282°C into distilled H2O at 0'C tion can easily account for the peak shift of 20°K.
and held there for 10 seconds, transferred into With  the  use of Equation    (1), the vacancy concen-
petroleum ether at -70°C and held there for 10 tration after quenching is
seconds, and then into liquid nitrogen at 77°K.

3. Cooled from 77°K to 4.5°K and irradiated to a Cvq = e  f.e-li//kT9,                 (1)
dose of 2 X 1017 71/cm2 of E > 1.0 MeV.

where4. Isochronal annealing of the as-quenched and ir-
radiated state to 400°K, reverted at 400°K and             S.
cooled down to 4.5°K with cold helium gas. -t = 2.4,

k
5. Irradiated the reverted state at 4.5°K to a dose of

2 X 1017 n/Cn12 of E >  1.0 mEV. ap   =   3.0  BQ  cm/la/0 of vacancies,
6.  Isochronal annealing of the reverted and irradiated Ef = 0.77 eV,

state to 460°K which is about at the solvus line
for these alloys. Tq = 554°K,

The low-temperature fast neutron damage rates, as k = 0.86 X 10-4 eV/°K,measured by electrical resistivity, in the duminum and
and is estimated to be 10 atom fraction. With the-6

(362) Blewitt, T. H., Prov.  of  the Internal'l School  of  phv·8. ,
E. Fermi, XVIII Corso, Academic Press, New York and Lon- (363) Simmons, R. 0., and Balluffi, R. W., Phys. Rev. 117,
don (1962). 52 (1960).

4
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use of the as-listed value of 3.0 &19 cm per la/0 vacancies, onset of aging than after quenching. Hence, even if
we can compute the concentration of point defects, half of the defects still existing at 165°K were of the
assumed to be vacancies, present after irradiation and interstitial type, there are still more than enough
isochronal annealing to 165°K, where the aging begins. vax:ancies to produce the 20° shift.
The 0.115 19 cm of radiation, induced resistivity re- In addition, the concentration of defects present
maining in this alloy indicates a concentration some- easily explain the height of the maximum resistivity
what greater than 10-4 atom fraction, which is two at the aging peak being 21 % higher ill the irradiated
orders of magnitude greater than the concentration material.
that exists after quenching In the reverted Al-5.27a/0Zn alloy irradiation caused

If we utilize the relationship that the jump rate, J, the peak to be shifted from 325°K to 270°K. With the
.of an atom per second i:3 given by tlie cuticeritration use of the same method of analysis employed for the
of point defects present (assuming vacancies, CV), as-quenched  condition, this shift requires the concen-

times the jump frequency, v, of the atom, we can obtain tration poimt defects be two orders of magnitude larger
an idea of the concentration of defects required to after irradiation and annealing to the onset of aging
account for a peak shift of 20°K. than in the as-reverted material. The concentration

For the as-quenched  material,   Ji   =   Cvi· vi  and for indicated by the induced resistivity of 0.091 BO cm
the irradiated material, J2 - Cv2v, where subscripts remaining after annealing to 140°K is about four orders
1 and 2 refer to the temperatures 280° and 260°K, of magnitude larger. Hence, even if half of the point
respectively. If the concentration of vacancies is defects remaining at 140°K are interstitial type de-
hiversely proportional to their mobility at the two fects the vacancy concentration is more than adequate
temperatures of aging to account for the 55°K shift.

-En:/k T 1 For the reverted Al-5.27 a /0Zn alloy the height of the
CU2 - '1 - poe                               (2)         maximum at the resistivity peak was 118 % larger in
GI - 2 - voe-Ein/kT, the irradiated material that again is attributed to the

where
point defect concentration.

vo  = Debye frequency These results emphasize the role of lattice defects in
Ti = 260°K the   precipitation reaction. Since the lattice   vacancy   is

the defect present in large concentrations after quench-
T2 - 280°K ing and in smaller concentrations after reversion, the

With a value of 0.55 eV, which is iii the range ob- results obtained strongly indicate that the defect that
served during aging of Al-Zn. alloys, for the 20° shift enhanced the clustering of zinc atoms after irradiation
there should be about one order of magnitude more is the vacancy.
vacancies present after irradiation than after quenching. Another capsule containing the same materials in
As shown earlier, the resistivity values indicate that the reverted state is presently being irradiated at 4.5°K
these materials have two orders of magnitude more to obtain more details on the damage process and the
defects present after irradiation and annealing to the annealing behavior of these metals and alloys.

8. Irradiation and Solution Hardening (T. J. KoPPENAAL)

Publications Copper Singte CTI/stats, J. Metals, 17, 96 (1965 )
[Abstract].T. J. Koppenaal and R. J. Arsenault,* Thermalty

T. J. Koppenaal and R. J. Arsenault,* The Tempera-Activated Stip in Netitron-Irradiated Copper Single
Crystals,  Appl. Phys. Letters,   6,   159 (1965).

lure Dependence of the Activation Energv for Slip in

T. J. Koppenaa,1, Neutron In·adiatwn Strengthening Neutron Irradiated Copper Single Crt/stats, Bull.
in Copper Single Crystals, Phil. Mag., 11, 1257 Am.  Phys.  Soc.,  10,  361 (1965) [Abstract].

(1965). A Rate-Controlling .Afechanism for Stip in Neutron
T. J. Koppenaal and R. J. Arsenault,* A Rate Con- Irfadiated Copper Single C,·ystats**

trotling Afechanism for Stip in Neutron Irradiated
Copper Single Crystats,  Phil.  Mag;  12,951 (1965). A determination of the activation energy for ther-

T. J. Koppenaal, The Strength of Neutron Irradiated mally activated slip ill neutron irradiated crystals

* Metallurgy Division, Oak Ridge National  Laboratory,                ** Iii collaboratioti with R. J. At·senault, ORNL Metallurgy
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Division.
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090 should hopefully give some information as to the type
of defect that is responsible for the strengthening, and

0.85
determine the manner in which dislocation motion is

0.80 1.    T       T                      controlled
by these defects. Since the activation en-

C 0.75  1- -   1                   i  I             ergy forslipis expected to be stress dependent (see
2             -                                                       Koppenaa.1,(384  for example) and may also be tempera-

070     - ture-dependent (if, for instance, more thall oue slip mech-
T*= 2.25 kg/mmz

anism is in operation), we have experimentally deter-
065

mined the stress and temperature dependences of this
060 activation energy. Copper single crystals neutron210    220   230   240    250   260    270   280   290   300

TEMPERATURE,°K irradiated  to  8   X 1018  tivt of energy   > 1  MeV  at  60-

41038
100°C were used throughout this investigation.

FIG. 242. The Temperature Dependence of the Activation Creep measurements at constant stress were used to
Energy, H, for Slip in Neutron-irradiated Copper Single determine .the temperature, T, dependence of the ac-
Crystals. tivation energy,   H,   and.   the activation volume,   v"';   the

activation volume is defined as Ute product bl. (x - x ),
where b is the Biirgers' vector, t the distance between

3.0-H
0.3.,1  1 1

obstacles  and   (x   -   x')   the  distance  over  which  the

 _                     thermal activation occurs. Figure 242 shows the

2.5»-3:' H.Ho[l-(*)4]2
H  =  H (T) results and it is evident that the activation

_                      energy is temperature independent. Measurementsof  v*    =    v* (T) showed  that   the activation volume   is2.0 \ . TENSILE  TEST

: - also temperature independent. The results suggest that0 CREEP  TEST

1-  1.5 1 only one slip mechanism with a unique activation en-
\* ergy at zero stress is in existence.

10 The effective stress,   7·*,   dependence  of  the  activation\
-       0

.\R. 0 energy for slip was measured by both creep and tensile
05 .26- tests, and the results are shown in Figure 243. The solid

-»= line in Figure  243  is the theoretical H=H (r* )b y  the
0 1 1 1'l l (365,366)
0 1 2 3456 Fleischer theory for strengthening by tetragonal

f, kg /mmi distortions. This figure shows three important features.
41509 First, the tensile and creep data are in agreement with

FIG. 243. The Stress, ·r*, Dependence of the Activation each other; second,  the  data  are in excellent agreement
Energy, H, for Slip in Neutron-irradiated Copper Single with the Fleischer theory; and third, a single value  of
Cryst ls.

Ho (the activatiori etiergy at zero stress) ca,n be used to
explain the H - H(w*) dependence. As shown in Fig-
ure 243, Ho is 3.0 eV.

16                             Hol.   7* 4 -
The stress dependence of the activation volume, v*,

I4 V..  3 t (4) -I J is shown in Fig. 244 for both creep and tensile measure-
ments. The solid line is again that of the Fleischer

12                                     theory. This figure also shows that the two types of
N

f m 4 •TENSILE  TEST  - measurements are in agreement with each other.

2-r
o CREEP TEST Thus far, all of our results indicate that one and

08 \ only one slip mechanism with a unique value for Ho5- 4
6 0\ is present. We have made two additional interpreta-

1                           tions of our data to confirm this observation. If we

4 -                     0 >\ assume that H  can be expressed solely  as H=H (7*),
\

2             NA we may write the strain rate, 9, as
0 ---7

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C H(7*))0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7                                                        (1
Tf kg /mm 7  -  v  exp  (-  -BT    )  ,

41208

FIG. 244. The Stress, 7*, Dependence of the Activation (364) Koppenaal, T. J., Phil. Mag. 11, 1257 (1965)
Voluine, v*, for Slip in Neutron-irradiated Copper Single (365) Fleischer,  R. L., Acta Met.  10, 835  (1962).
Crystals. (366) Fleischer, R. L., J. Appl. Phys. 33, 3504 (1962).
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or Fleischer(365  calculated the interaction energy be-

H(r*)  = kT in v,                            (2) tween straight dislocations and dislocation vacancy
y                                                            loops  on  (111)  planes with  a/3 [111] Burger's vectors.

where v is a frequency factor. Equation (2) shows that By use of the results of his theoretical calculation, the
H (7*) should vary linearly with the temperature, T, strengilieiling at 0°K, 7  , was calculated to be 11.6

kg/ninie. This compares quite favorably with ourfor constant strain rate (tensile test) measurements.
Figure 245 shows such a behavior for the tensile test experimental value of 11.0 kg/mm: The maximum
dalia points taken  from  Fig.  243. It should be empha- force, Fo, exerted by the loops on a dislocation was
sized that Fig. 245 does not indicate a temperature experimentally determined to be 12 X 10-5 dynes.

dependence   of H; Figure 245 mei'ely reflects   the  fact Employing Fleischer's theory for vacancy loop Rt.iength-
ening, Fo is 14.5 X 10-5 dynes for the force oii an edge

that measurements at low temperatures were made
at high stresses,   and vice versa. Since Equation    (2)   is dislocation and 9.8 X 10-5 dynes for the force on a

valid only under the assumption that one slip niecha- screw dislocation. Thus, values of ·r: and Fo obtained
by experimental data are in excellent agreement withnism is in operation, the results hi Figure 245 confirm

I those predictetl by the theory in which the vacancy
this assumption. loop is the defect producing the strengthening.If we are involved with a single process, Ho can be
expressed as Finally, we can calculate the average diameter, d,

/1/
of these loops. From the Fleischer theory it can be

Ho =H+ /  v*(7*) dr*. (3) shown that
Jo                                                                                            2Ho

Equation   (3) was evaluated  by graphically measuring d = -Fn.                    (4)
the area under the v* vs T* curve, Figure 244, for
various values of r*. The results showed that Ho was Using  the  experimental  value  of  3.0  eV  for  Ho  and  the

experimental Fo value mentioned above, we obtain anindependent of T*, and the average value for Ho was                                     o
average loop diameter of -10A. From all that is2.87 eV, which agrees quite well with the value of

3.0  eV obtained from  the  H  =  H (7*)  measurements, currently known regarding the damage in neutron

Figure 243. The correlation of the Ho's must mean irradiated copper, this appears to be a very reasonable
value for the obstacle size.that a single rate controlling mechanism exists. In

addition, the correlation indicates that our data are
self-consistent, since essentially the same value of Ho 1.6 '1 1

is obtained by two independent methods. 1.4 ./
With the knowledge of the above information, we 1.2

1
can, perhaps, determine the specific defect responsible 1.0                                      «for the strengthening. From the dark-field electron        >

9 08                  /microscopy investigations of Merkle(36n and Essmann I
(368)and Wilkens, the small "black spots" seen in 0.6

neutron-irradiated copper are known to be vacancy 0.4     ,
loops  on (111) planes  with  a/3 [111] Burger's vectors.
We will thus assume that this is the defect responsible 0.2      8

for the strengthening and determine if our data are in 00  loo '
200 300 400 500

agreement with the assumption. TEMPERATURE,°K

(367)  Merkle,   K. L., A,gonne National Laboratory Annual 41207

Report  for 1968, Metallurgy Division, p. 375 of ANL-6868 FIG. 245. The Activation Energy, H, vs. Temperature for
(868) Essmann, U., and Wilkens, M., Phys. Status Solidi 4, Constant Strain Rate (Tensile Test) Measurements in Neu-

K53 (1964). tron-irradiated Copper Single Crystals.

9. Neutron Dose Dependence of Irradiation Hardening (C. ARNE ARENBERG
AND T. H. BLEWITT)

Fifteen years have elapsed since the initial discovery cant (an order of magnitude) neutron-irradiation
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the signifi- hardening of copper single crystals. In the interim(369)

(see) Blewitt, T. H., and Coltman, R. R., AECD 3095, NSA many experiments have been performed, the pioneering
(370)

5: 3260 (1951). ones by the workers at Oak Ridge, and corroberating
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from the earlier measurements with the use of macro
techniques. His results were interpreted by an equation             

I
of the form 7 - (0113 which agrees with the Oak

S       ' I                                     Ridge interpretation. Diehl,(37# in a recent article, is

1 1 still a protagonist of the one-half power relationship

plus  a  saturation  term.  His  arguments  are as follows:
Q                                                                                  1. The irradiation-induced  change   ill   Critical   shear

J * L stress rather than the absolute shear stress should

be plotted as a function of the dose.
2. There are systematic errors in the one-third

power dependence even when the absolute shear
I-' : .-P stress is plotted as a function of dose.

H                   1]   t ·                                            3,  Radiation  atid annealing have
been observed,  and

'· 1,#'Mi#' 1 11

can account for the deviation from the one-half
power law at high filives.

In  order to resolve this controversy,  a  miniature  tensilc

G    .1,4 41,f-0   | i -< f, Ii' -
M tester was designed and constructed that could be

N       LV   1    -, : L_1  operated in the cryogenic facility, Hole 53 in the CP-5
F -+ [ ]

reactor. The essential features of the tensile tester

F   " 11 „»,1 1 1 »E are shown in Figure 246. When gas pressure is applied
to the bellows the frameworks are pushed apart, subse-

B           -L il'1111 »SIR quently extending the copper specinien and con-

:        D      I '
comitantly moving the core of the linear variable dif-

1 Il Fr --STRFjl
ferential transformer. The gas pressure is monitored

C-flit::11: : :Mt:A:::5.1 by a strain gauge transducer and the resultant stress

K- 7741 238!
strain curve is plotted on  an XY recorder. The entire

m;--4.1-____ B system is shown in the block diagram of Figure 247.A+*r 11#1 Calibration of the tensile tester was performed by
43455 speciniens previously irradiated in Hole VT-7 of the

FIG. 246. Tensile Tester. CP-5 reactor against aii Instron tensile machine. Sell-
sitivity of the device was found to be 10-6  cm 'cm,

(371,372) (373)ones by Diehl and co-workers and Fischer. essentially limited by room vibration.
The Oak Ridge group measured the CRSS (critical Instead of the usual technique of growing single
resolved shear stress) at 4.2, 77, and 300°K following crystal copper specimens that included the end grips,
essentially fast neutron bombardment of the copper cylindrical  rods  approximately  one-tenth of  an  inch  in
single crystals in the Oak Ridge Graphite Reactor and diameter were grown and cut into approximately two-
in the LITR Reactor in the dose range of 1 X 1017 inch lengths and brass grips silver soldered to the ends.
to 1 X 10m neutrons/cm: Later workers obtained This was done since the previous method of growing the
data at lower doses but did not go higher than 1 X 10 crystal with integral grips in a graphite mold led to

19

net,trons/cm2 Their results turned out to be in sub- some work hardening due to the differential coefficient
stantial agreement with the Oak Ridge results but were of expansion betweeti copper and graphite. The present
interpreted to fit an equation of the form T OC A*ln, technique resulted in all single crystal copper specimens
where A is the form of exponential arising from radia- having a CRSS of less than 20 gm/mm2 and some as
tion    annealing.     More    recently, Koppenaal,(374, using low as 10 gm/mm2, the range being undoubtedly due
microstrain techniques, performed neutron radiation to work hardening produced while loading of the ten-
damage experiments and found very little difference in sile tester with the specinien.
the functional relationship of CRSS and neutron dosage The initial experiments were performed at ambient

(370) Blewitt, T. H., Coltman, R. R., Jamison, R. E., and temperatures in Hole 53 of the CP-5 reactor. In the       I
Redman, J. K., J.  Nucl. Mat. 2, No. 4, 277-298 (1960). first run that was attempted a hard vacuum was left        I

(371) R.ukwied, A., and Diehl, J., Z. Metallkunde, 55, 266 in the jacket of the chamber although the chamber
(1964). was filled with helium gas. This did not provide suffi·

(372) Diehl, J., Leitz, Chi·. and Schilling, W., Phys Letters cient cooling since the teniperatures went well over
4, 236 (1963). (375) Diehl, J., and Schilling, W.,  Third Internat. Conf.(373) Fischer, J., Z. Naturforschung, 17a, 603  (1962).

(374) Koppenaal, T. J., J. Appl. Phys., 35, 2750 (1964) Peaceful Uses Ato,nic Energy, to be published.
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250'C eventually, and the data indicated that after a idly as it was being produced. The second run was
while the hai'dening was annealing out almost as rap- performed with all jackets filled with gas and the results

are    shown in Figure 248. Temperature    control    was
r readily maintained this time at 130°C. Discontinuities

, 4 ill the curve are due to accidental work hardening of
PRESSURE         I

R  1 / GAUGE the specimen during the run. However, there is no
|             D,        v,       D, |                              ambiguity about the early data at low dosages. There isHe                               1 --- FLANGE a definite one-third power relationship during the firstCYL                   '    v*
| PRESSURE                    -- SUPPORT

TRANSDUCER
| --TENSILE are shown in Figure 249. Here data were obtained even

| POWER
CARRIER -            |     

TUBE minutes. The experiment was repeated and the results

TESTER prior to ten minutes with corrections being made for

 
SUPPLY AMPLIFIER -

DEMODULATOR the early temperatures being lower than the final
132°C. The one-third relationship is maintained hereX -Y ly from the beginning of the irradiation through fourl RECORDER•'X _J- - - - decades completely demonstrating the one-third power

43453
relationship at moderate temperatures and adequatelyFIG. 247. Block Diagram of Complete Tensile Testing Sys- demonstrating the feasibility of the miniature tensiletem. R is a pressure regulator;  Vt ,  92, and  Va are needle

valves ; Di, D 2, and D, are quick disconnects. tester for in sitit reactor experiments.
The critical experiments, however, to be performed

                                                                in the coming year will, of course, be at liquid helium
E
E     10.0 - temperatures where there  can  be  no  ambiguity  about.\ = •RUN-I,T.413'K
f _ •RUN-2,T.403°K the annealing out of any of the radiation hardening.
-b             -       *RUN-2, T =300°K In prephration for this, the tensile tester was operated

8 -

in a dewar of liquid nitrogen and functioned better than

m       1.0 r

at room temperature, there being less mechanical
hysteresis.

%                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 lao _

M                                            -
(,0                                                                                                                    -

-              C 1  UNIT a I min.  AT  4.6 MW REACTOR POWER)

0 -
W8 0,                1 51.0 -

W    -                                    --Ot

e                  i                                                                                                                                                                -
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J                                                                                                                                                                                   <
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»
r                                   - ./
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43456 43454

FIG. 248. Dose Dependence of Shear Stress. FIG. 249. Dose Dependence of Shear Stress.

10. Lattice Defects in Ouenched Copper (M. W. LUCAS AND R. M. J.  OTTERILL)

The vacancies that are frozen into a lattice when it dislocation loops in aluminum (which has a high stack-
is quenched can be made to cluster and form large ing-fault energy) and stacking-fault tetrahedra in gold
defects. These defects are bounded by dislocations (low  stacking-fault  energy).  It  is  remarkable  that  since
6nd may or may not contain regions of stacking fault. these first observations high and uniform concentrations
fhe first direct evidence of large defects was obtained of clustered-vacancy defects have not been observed
in 1958 by Hirsch and his co-workers at Cambridge, in other metals. Because copper has been the subject
using transmission electron microscopy. They found of numerous investigations into radiation damage and
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mechanical deformation effects, it is appropriate that pressure of 10-4 micron. At the same time a rough
an effort be made to observe the lattice defects that are vacuum is established over the quenching bath with
characteristic of quenched copper. Copper has a low a rotary pump. Provided the bypass is open, pure
stacking-fault energy and one might expect to observe carbon monoxide or other gases can be admitted to the
tetrahedra. The fact that none has been observed specimen enclosure, for prequench treatment of the
to date is thought to result from the ease with which specimen, without breaking the diaphragm. Before the
copper absorbs oxygen. Absorbed oxygen atoms prob- quench, such gas is pumped out of the enclosure, the
ably act as traps for quenched-in vacancies and thus bypass closed, and the 1-in. valve opened. The glass
suppress clustering. diaphragm is strong enough to support the small pres-

In the experiment now in progress, stringent pre- sure differential between the specimen enclosure and
cautions are taken to avoid this oxidation. The speci- space over the quenching bath and prevents vapor
men is mounted in a small Inconel holder and sur- from the bath from coming into contact with the hot
rounded by an Inconel radiation shield. These are

specimen during the few seconds required to establish
heated in a vertical quartz glass tube, which call be

the exact prequench conditions. When the fuse wire is
evacuated through a diffusion pump fitted with 8 melted thc specimen and radiation shield fall toward
liquid nitrogen cooled vapour trap. Heating is by an the quenching bath breaking through the glass dia-
induction coil wound around the outside of the tube
and  a  Pt-Pt  10 % rhodiuni thermocouple placed  be- phragm. The shield is arrested just above the surface

tween the specimen and radiation shield is used to of the quenching bath so as not to dissipate unnecessary

measure temperature. The shield and holder are sup- heat in the bath and adjacent to the specimen. The

ported by a link of fuse wire. diaphragm is quite close to the bath and it is estimated

The quenching bath, located at the lower end of the that the specimen is only in contact with the v;Lpor

tube, is isolated from the specimen by a ground glass above the bath for -0.1 sec before quenching com-
valve of 1-in. bore above which is a thin (0.005-0.010 niences.

in.)  glass  diaphragm;  the latter being provided  with a The quenched specimens are stored in the bath or in

bypass. With the 1-in. valve closed and the bypass liquid nitrogen prior to annealing treatments. They are
open the specimen enclosure can be evacuated to a then examined by transmission electroii microscopy.

11.   Energies and Atomic Configurations of Defects  in   FCC.   Metals
(R. M. J. COTTERILL)

**
Publications R.   M.   J.   Cotterill  and  L.  '1'. Bryant, Vacancy

Ctuste,·fizg Dit,·ing the Quenching of a "Typical"
R. M. J. Cotterill, "Vacancy Clusters in Pure and Noble    Metal,    Bull.    Phys.    Soc.    10,    581     (1965)

Impure F.C.C. Metals," Lattice Defects in Quenched [Abstract].
Metals, Academic  Press,  New  York   (1965)  pp  97- R. M. J. Cotterill and M. Doyama,* Divacancies in
162. Copper, Bull.  Am.  Phys.  Soc.  10,  618   (1965)

R. M. J. Cotterill and M. Doyania,* "Small Vacancy [Abstract].
Clusters in F.C.C. Metals," ibid., pp 653-665. R. M. J. Cotterill, Neut,·on-i,·,·adiation-induced Anni-

R. M. J. Cotterill and M. Doyama,* Stable and hitation of Stacking-fault Tetrahedra in Quenched
ilfetastabte Tel,·avacancies in an F.C.C. flfetal, Phys.

Gold, Bull.   Am.   Phys.   Soc.   10,   582    (1965)   [Ab-
Rev.   137,  p A 994-999 (1965). stract].R. M. J. Cotterill and M. Doyama,* The Ene,·gy and R. M. J. Cotterill, "A Comparative Study of Lattice
Atomic Co,4916,·ation of a Screw Dislocation in an Defects in Gold," Proc. of 23,·d Annual Meeting of
F.C.C. Metal, Phys.  Letters  14,  79 (1965). Electi'on    Microscopy     Soc.     of      America,     N.    Y.

R. M. J. Cotterill and M. Doyania,* Aforse Potentiat Aug. 1965, p. 20. [Abstract].
Catcutation of the Energies of Interstitiats in Copper, R. M. J. Cotterill and M. Doyama,* "Atomistic
Bull.  Am.  Phys.  Soc.  10,  323 (1965) [Abstract]. Calculations of Defect Configurations and Energiet

R. M. J. Cotterill and M. Doyania,* T,·uncated ll forse in Copper," PTOC. Of Melbourne Conf. on Elec.
Potential in F.C.C. Adetats, ibid. [Abstract].

* With the Solid State Science Division, ANL. ** With the Applied Mathematics Division, ANL.
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(1963)   [Abstract].
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p. 1095 [Abstract]. FIG. 250. Energy as a Function of Distance for the Born-
Atomistic calculations have been made of the atomic Mayer Potential and Morse Potential iii Copper. Morse curves

configurations and energies of lattice defects of several are plotted for three different truncations.
different types, including dislocations, stacking-faults,

0

point defects and surfaces. The calculations were of the and T = 0.078A-'. If the same analytical form is used
variational type and central forces were assumed. The for the Harrison pgtential, the constants are A =0 0
calculations were specifically for copper (and in some 0.094 eV, p = 2.40A, K = 1.46A-1,8 = 1.34A, and

  - 0. Various truncations were used in the calcula-cases alluminum) but they could easily be extended to
tions.other fcc metals.

Table 86 shows the results  for  each  of the sixteen
Catcidations of Stacking-fault Energy different calculations of 7. The ·y for copper calculated

with the use of a Born-Mayer potential is vanishinglyThe calculations of 7 were performed with a fault
small. Experimental values of 7 for copper lie in thethat was effectively infinite (as opposed to a fault

bounded   by   partial   dislocations).   Only   the intrinsic range    30-80     ergs     cm-:(MS-381      Even    for the infinite
truncation the Morse potential gives a larger value oftype of fault was examined, and in this particular study
y than does the Born-Mayer potential. The abolsutethe atoms were not permitted to relax.

Values of 7 for copper were obtained with a Morse      value of 7 is still quite low, however. It increases as the

potential and with a Born-Mayer potential (see Figure truncation is tightened, and for a truncation at 176
250).   Calculations   of  y   for   aluminum  were   made for neighboring atoms the value is quite reasonable (30.8
the Morse potential and for the potentials given by ergs  cni-2)

Johnson et  at.(376,  and by Harrison(377) (see Figure 251). Comparing the values of y obtaitied for alumbium
In the case of the calculation with the use of the poten- and copper by use of a Morse potential whose con-
tials of Johnson et al. and Harrison, values of ·y were stants were derived through the relevant values of Es,

the sublimation energy, we find that for equivalentobtained for the actual potential derived from neutron
scattering data. both with and without the approximate truncations the results are very similar. In fact, they

differ by only a few per cent. This is in disagreementanalytical form for large radii suggested by Johnson
et at. This analytical solution has the form with experiment. The value of y in aluminum is gener-

ally regarded as being in the region of 200 ergs cni
-2

V(r)   =  A (p/T)3  cos{2K (r  +  0)}  exp  (-Tr). (1) (i.e., perhaps three to five times the value of y for
copper). It is not clear at this time just why the calcu-For the Johnson et at. potential, the constants are0A - 0.228 eV, p = 2.66A, K = 1.40A-1, 0 = 0.14A, (378) Howie, A., and Swann, P. R., Phil. Mag., 6, 1215 (1961).

(379) Brown, L. M., Phil. Mag., 10,441 (1964).
* With the Solid State Science Division, ANL. (380) Brown, L. M., and Th6len, A. R.., Discussions Faraday
(378) Johnson, M. D., Hutchinson, R., and March, N. H.,         Soc.,38,35 (1964).

Pr·oc. Roy. Soc. London 282A, 283 (1964) (381) Jossang, T., Stowell, M. J., Hirth, J. P., and Lothe,
(3'7) Harrison, W. A., Phys. Rev. 129, 2512 (1963). J., Acta Met., 13, 279 (1965).
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FIG. 251. Energy as a Function of Distance for Various Potential in Aluminum. The distribution of atoms iii the first few neigh-

boring atomic shells is also indicated.

lated values of y for copper and aluminum should be so slip  plane and plose  to  it show appreciable distortion.

close to each other. The Morse potential whose con- Figure 253 is a view looking down onto the slip plane.

stants were calculated with the use of Ev , the vacancy It   shows the positions of atoms  in  the  {111}   plane
formation energy, instead of Es gives very poor results. immediately below  the slip plane  and  the  {111}  plane

The results for the more complex potentials are on immediately above the slip plme.
the whole more encouraging. One difference between The energy of the complete dislocation is plotted as a
calculations with the complex potentials and those eni- function of radius in Figure 254. Both the elasto-atomic

ploying the sinipler potentials concerns the effect of and atomistic energies are given. (The "elasto-atomic"

truncation. It can be seen from the Table that the positions being those given  by linear elastic theory.)
effect of truncation on calculations with the potentials The energies have been plotted against log r so that the

of Johnson et at. and Harrison is to decrease 7. Com- extent of the linear region of the curve (that would be
paring the two potential forms given by Johnson et at. in agreement with elastic theory) can clearly be seen.
and Harrison, respectively, for the same truncation
(at 134 atoms), we find values of y that are approxi-

Dissociated Edge Dislocation

mately equal and opposite. This is not surprising be- The final positions attained by the atoms in the
cause beyond the first shell of neighbors, the potentials study of the complete edge dislocation were used as the
are almost exastly 180° out of phase with each other initial positions in the examination of the dissociated

(See Figure  251).  For an infinite truncation the Harri- dislocation. When the atoms were allowed to relax in a

son potential gives   7     -    253.2    ergs cm-2, which   is in direction parallel to the dislocation, the dislocation

good agreement with the generally accepted value for· spontaneously dissociated. The positions of the atoms

aluminum quoted previously. near the dissociated dislocation are shown in Figure 255
(which  is  to be compared with Figure  253).  Two  dis-

Complete Edge Dislocation tinct partial dislocations can be observed in Figure 255

During the calculations for the complete dislocation and the region between them contains a stacking fault.

the atoms were not permitted to relax in a direction The separation distazice between the partials is approxi-

parallel to the dislocation line. This prevented dissocia- mately 20A or 8b.
tion. The positions of the atoms near the center of the The energy of the dissociated dislocation is plotted

dislocation are plotted in Figure 252. It can be seen as a function of radius in Figure 254. This curve has

froni the Figure  that  the  { 111}   planes  parallel  to the been made to correspond as closely as possible with
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TABLE 86. CALCULATIONS OF 7 FOR  ARIOUS ANALYTICAL AND NONANALYTICAL POTENTIALS

Born-Mayer: V(r) = L exp(-Ar)

Mc lal Cuitslatilb Tiulicaliull L(eV) A (A D X ergs elli 1

Copper Gibson et al. INF 0.053 13.9 0.007
176 atonis 0.053 13.9 0.007

Morse:  V(7)  =  D{exp(-2Q[r  -  70])  -  2 exp(-air  -70}) )

Metal Constants Truncation L(eV) ((A-1) ro(A) 7 ergs cm-2

Copper Derived fi·om ES INF 0.3236 1.2941 2.9133 0.422
200 0.3228 1.2888 2.9135 17.9
176 0.3226 1.2866 2.9130 30.8

Aluminum Derived from ES INF 0.2774 1.1180 3.3005 0.412
200 0.2763 1.1119 3.3013 16.3
176 0.2761 1.1096 3.3007 27.9
134 0.2762 1.1039 3.2966 43.8

Derived from EBF INF 0.1262 2.2623 2.8823 -0.37
176 0.1262 2.2623 2.8823 -0.37
134 0.1262 2.2623 2.8823 -0.32

Jonson dat.: 1/(r) = AG/r)' cos{2K(r + B)1 exp(-rr)

Metal Constants Truncation A (eV) p(A) K(A-1) 8(A) r(A-1)    7 ergs cm-1

Aluminum With analytical approximation INF 0.228 2.66 1.40 0.14 0.078 8.3
at large radii

Nonanalytical 134 -108.0

Harrison: V(r)  = AG/r)' cos{2K(r + 0) 1 exp(-Tr)

Metal Constants Truncation A (eV) P(A) K(A-1) 8(A)  (A-1)   y ergs cm-'

Aluminum With analytical approximation INF 0.094 2.40 1.46 1.34        0       253.2
at large radii

Nonanalytical 134 91.0

that of the complete dislocation. The radius in Figure The energy of the complete screw dislocation is
254 is measured   from   the   center   of   the   original com- plotted as a function of radius in Figure 257. Again,
plete dislocation. This means that in most cases points both the elasto-atomic and atomistic energies are
in the two curves correspond to the same atoms. Clearly, plotted. The energies are plotted against log r so that
the energy of dissociation is the vertical distance be- the extent of the linear region of the curve (that would
tween the asymptotic regions of the two curves. be in agreement with elastic theory) can be seen.
Comptete Screw Distocation Dissociated Screw Dislocation

For calculations on the complete screw dislocation, After the calculations on the complete screw clisloca-
the atoms were not permitted to relax in any direction tion were completed, the final positions of the atoms
perpendicular to the dislocation line. This prevented were fed back into the computer and further relaxations
dissociation. The positions of the atoms near the center were permitted, this time with the limitations against
of the dislocation,   and   in    (111)   planes immediately movements perpendicular to the dislocation line re-
above and below the slip plane, are plotted in Figure moved. The complete dislocation dissociated spon-
256b. For the sake of comparison the corresponding taneously. The positions of the atoms near the dissoci-
positions of atoms in the elasto-atomic approximation ated dislocation are shown iii Figure 256c (that should
are given in Figure 256a. be compared with Figure 256b. The two partial disloca-
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COMPLETE EDGE DISLOCATION
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FIG. 252. Positions of Atoms in Three Consecutive {1121 Planes Normal to the Complete Edge Dislocation Line. The distortion
of the lattice in the core region is not very severe. The core is neigher hollow nor like a liquid.
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FIG. 253. Positions of Atoms in Two {111 )  Planes, One Above (Triangles) and One Below (Circlus) the Slip Plane of the Complete

Edge Dislocation. The dislocation line lies along the <112> direction indicated by the arrow.
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.ions   can   be   distinguished in Figure  256c;   and  it   is
c]ca,r, too, that the region between them is a stacking 1.2 -

fault. The separation distance between the partials is > -
approximately 17A or 76.

z 1.0 -                             dThe energy of the dissociated dislocation is plotted                                               q
as   a   function   of   radius in Figure   257.   The   drop in 5 -      eY

energy during dissociation is the vertical distance be- »  0.8  -                                                            ©4

tween the asymptotic regions of the complete atomistic
8    -
8                                                                                                                2

o.n d  dissociated  atomistic  curves.                                                                                       v.,                                                                                               8 o J              J+                 /8 0.6 - el0

Discussion of Residts for Distocations 5 - . 4 81
It can be seen from Figures 252 and 253 that the     8                       o0.4  -. ./S   * if

complete  edge  dislocation  is  not  very  wide.  Formally,            U-                                                   8          ** *0 0
the width is defitied as being the range of z within     26    - .6 At
which the displacement is less than one-half of its 5  0.2  -                             0        *  1$      &
limiting value (i.e., -b/8 4 u(x) 4 b/8).(382.383, With                                  * *  x   fs:-      o *   e
this as the criterion, the dislocation in the present

: b 1 1 4 fi,1 l i l i lili0.0                    +study is found to have a width of 5b. The core radius             o.i 0.2 04 0.6      1.0          2      3   4      6       1 0

can be read off directly from Figure 254 and one gets a DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF EDGE DISLOCATION
value IN NEAREST NEIGHBOR DISTANCES

rf  =  3.Gdo. (2) 125-1975

The corresponding core energy is FIG. 254. Energy Within a Given Radius as a Function of
that Radius as Measured from the Center of an Edge Disloca-

ELe  =  0.65eV per do/245.                     (3)           tion. The three cases (elasto-atomic, complete, and disso-
ciated) are shown.

The spontaneous dissociation of the edge dislocation,
when the atoms are allowed to move in the y direction, to the surface, which relax through the greatest dis-
is clearly demonstrated by the difference between tances, were moved more often than the interior layers.
Figure 255 and Figure 253. Preliminary results give surface energies in the region

The plot of energy against log ,· for the complete of 4000 ergs cm-2 for copper. This is rather high com-
atomistic screw dislocation (see Figure 257) departs pared with experimental values. The surface tension of
from the linear behavior indicated by elastic theory copper is 1800 ergs cni-2 at 850°C and 1430 ergs cm-2
inside a radius at 10000C.(384, The present calculation, of course, applies

,·& - 2.ldo .                          (4)        to the absolute zero of temperature. The layer of atoms
right at the surface is found to relax outwards by about

The core energy corresponding to this core radius is 5 %. This is in good agreement with a recent experi-
Ei. c  =  0.5eV pei· do/2.                              (5) mental result for nickel.(38»   The surface energy is found

Free Surfaces to depend upon surface orientation according to the fol-
lowing scheme:

Atomistic calculations of the energies of, and relaxa-
tions at, free surfaces require the use of interatoniic 7112 > 7100 > 7110 > 7111 ·

potentials which have both attractive and repulsive The discrepancy between the calculated and experi-
terms. The purely repulsive Born-Mayer potential mental values of surface energy is probably due, in part,
would not give a stable surface. at least, to electron redistribution near the surface. This

Calculations of surface energies and configurations are effect has been ignored in the calculations.
now being performed with the Morse potentials de-
scribed earlier in this paper. Semi-infinite crystals with La,·ge Chisters of Facancies

various surface orientations were constructed;   and the Investigations of single, di-, tri-, and tetravacancies
atoms were relaxed layer by layer, the layers being have been described previously.(386,887  Calculations are

parallel to the surface in each case. The relaxations
followed an iterative pattern in which the la,yers closest (384) Udin, H., Shaler, A. J., and Wulff, J., J. Metals 1, 186

(1949).

(382)  Cottrell,  A. H., Dislocalions  and Plastic  Flow in Crystals (385) MacRae, A. V., and Gernier, L. H., Phys. Rev. Letters
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1953), p. 61.                             8, 489 (1962).

(383) Foreman, A. J., Jaswon, M. A. and Wood, J. K., Proc. (386) ANL-6868, 408-412  (1964).

Phys. Soc. A64, 156 (1951). (387) ANL-7000, 258-277   (1965).
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FIG.  255. Positions of Atoms in Two {1111 Planes, One Above (Triangles) and One Below (Circles) the Slip Plane of the Dissoci-
ated Edge Dislocation. The position of the original complete dislocatioil line is along the <112> direction indicated by the arrow.
The partial dislocations and the region of stacking fault that separates them can easily be distinguished by observing the figure
from either side at a low angle.

now under way for large clusters of vacancies. The voids would also be found to be stable. Thus it now
smallest octahedral void consisting of six vacancies is seems that the large voids observed by Yoshida et at.
found to be stable. This arrangement is related to the can be explained in theory.
square tetravacancy. It is equivalent to that tetra-
vacancy with the two relaxed atoms completely re- Interstitials

moved. There is a vacant space of about two atomic '1'he process of irradiation damage is one of consider-
volumes in the interior of the defect. This could be the able complexity. When a property such as electrical
nucleus of the large uncollapsed octahedral void ob- resistivity is monitored during the warming up of a
served by Yoshida et at.(388-391, Lai'ger clusters of vacan- metal specimeti irradiated at a low temperature, numer-
cies on  { 111}  planes have  also  been  examined,  and it is ous annealing stages are observed. These have been
found that the role of the 60° trivacancy as the "build- classified into stages I, II, III, IV and V, according to
ing block" of collapsed clusters, which was previously the tempeature range iii which they am observed in a
discussed in connection with the rhonibic tetravacancy, given metal; and some of these stages exhibit substages.
is continued. Not all stages are observed for a given set of irradiation

The next larger octagonal void, which contains nine- conditions. It might seem surprising at first that the
teen vacancies, has also been examined recently. It too simple basic process of irradiation damage, namely the
is found to be stable against spontaneous collapse. This displacement of atoms from their lattice sites, should
result is intrinsically dependent upon the use of a lead to such complications in the annealing spectra.
potential that has an attractive term. A calculation The reason for this is that the point defects generated
that involved a Born-Mayer potential would not give by the irradiation can interact with each other in a
stability. It appears most likely that larger octagonal variety of different ways. Interstitials can interact with

other interstitials and also with vacancies. Moreover,(388) Kiritani, M., J. Phys.  Soc. Japan, 19,618  (1964)
each of these interactions might itself occur in several(389) Kiritani, M., and Yoshida, S., Japan J. Appl. Phys.,

4, 148 (1965). different ways. For instance, several different stable

(390) Yoshida, S., Kiritani, M., and Shimomura, Y., Inter- interstitial-vacancy pairs might exist, each with its own
national Conference on Electron Dif,·action and C,·vstal Defects, binding and migration energy, and each with its own
Melbourne,   1965, IIG-4: Journal of Electronmicroscopy, 12, energy barrier  against  transition  into  a.nother  form.146 (1963).

(391) Kiritani, M., Shimomura, Y., and Yoshida, S., J. Phys. Calculations that are relevant to this type of prob-
Soc. Japan, 19, 1624 (1964) lem are not very advanced at this time. Some calcula-
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FIG. 257. Energy Within a Given Radius as a Function of
That Radius as Measured from the Center of a Screw Dislo-
cation. The three cases (elasto-atomic, complete, and dis-
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FIG. 256. Positions of Atoms in Two {111} Planes, One O.0

Above (Triangles) and One Below (Circles) the Slip Plane of
a Screw Dislocation. The dislocation line lies along the <110>
direction indicated by the arrow.
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tions of single interstitials have been published, and                                 b
100 110                                              '

TYPE BODY TETRAHEDRALthere has also been some preliminaiy work· on inter- SPLIT SPLIT SPLIT

stitial-vacancy pairs and di-interstitials. Larger com- VOLUME     1.34 0 1.34 n 1.36 n 1.32 n 1.38 n

plexes have not been dealt with at all. CHANGE
12.209) (2.37 01 (2.44 n) (2.46 n) (2.58 n 1

The formation energies of five different possible 125-1974

configurations of single interstitials were calculated. FIG. 258. Changes of Energy and Volume for Interstitials.
The configurations that were examined are shown in

(392)

Figure    258. The relative formation energies    of the with the conclusions drawn by Johnson and Brown
various configurations, when they are artificially pre- on the basis of their calculations, which involved the
vented from degenerating during the calculations, are use of a Born-Mayer potential function.
shown in Figure 258. The split-100 form has the lowest The volume changes associated with the various

energy. When the constraint against degeneration is types of interstitials are indicated in Figure 258. The

relaxed, it is found that all configurations spontaneously present calculation gives

degenerate to the split-100 configuration. The latter is (,22) Johnson, R. A., and Brown, E., Phys. Rev., 127, 416
therefore the only stable form. This is in agreement (1962).

L
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al/interatitial ss 0.49.                  (6 ) bination occurs. A knowledge of this process would
clearly be helpful in the interpretation of irradiation

where Q is the atomic volume. damage effects.
Migration energies of the various unstable inter- When the vacancy and interstitial are nearest neigh-

stitials and the one stable interstitial have not yet been bors, there is no energy barrier against recombination.
calculated. A maximum value can be extracted from This is intuitively obvious. Since  the  only  stable

'
inter-

the results given above, however. If the split-100 con- stitial is the split-100 or "dunibbell" type, we consider
figuration moves in a direction a,long its axis through a only those pairs which involving that interstitial. We
distance of one lattice constant (i.e., dov/1 where do may describe the various configurations of Frenkel pairs
is the nearest-neighbor distance) it reaches another by quoting the distance between the vacancy and the
stable split-100 position. Halfway along this jump it int;erstitial and the angle between the axis of the "dumb-
passes through the unstable body-centered position bell" and the line joining the vacancy to the center of
where the relative energy is +0.21eV. It is rather the axis of the "dumbbell." Thus the nearest-neighbor
unlikely that there are ally higher saddle point energy pairs are described as the do-90° type (of which there
barriers along this 100 direction, so one may conclude are four per interstitial) and the do-45° type (of which
that there are eight).   The neirest-neighbor distance   is   do  .

Ef 4 0.2leV.             (7) Both these types are unstable. There are four do·VS-90°
and two do -0° types, which are tinstable. All the

Frenket Pa*'8 types dov'3--a are unstable, and so are all the types
2do-a except the four pairs of type 2do-90°. Thus the

The study of lattice defects, which was described in closest stable pair shows a separation distance of 2do.
the preceding sections of this report, has recently been Except for this last type of pair, the rule for spontaneous
extended to Frenkel pairs. The aim of this new project recombination seems to be that this occurs if the
is to determine the least distance of separation between vacancy and interstitial have a common nearest-neigh-
a vacancy and an interstitial before spontaneous recom- bor atom.

12. A Theory of the Resistivity Change in a Metal Due to Multiple Point Defects
(L. C. R. ALFRED)

Point defects and aggregates of point defects are propose to extend the theory of residual resistivity to
formed iii Inetallic specimens after radiation damage, apply to a more general and a more realistic model of a
quenching, or cold working. Valuable information can defect-containing metallic specimen, one where the
be obtained on their concentration, spatial distribution, point defects are distributed in entirely M,blt,1'111 y   Cull-
interaction and annealing mechanism by a careful figurations rather than set in regular geometrical pat-
interpretation of data on the resistivity change (in terns.

correlation with data on changes in other physical The first step in our theory is the separation of the
properties) they bring about in the metal. It is in this defect population into complexes of point defects. A
interpretation of resistivity data that an accurate complex of defects is defined here as the assembly of all
theoretical estimate of the resistivity change in the the point defects that are close enough to each other
specimen can be an extremely useful parameter. Previ- (within    -8.OA    for   the    common    metals)     to    interact
ous theoretical estimates of these resistivity changes significantly. It follows froni this definition that com-
have been restricted to simple systems-usually to plexes do not interact with each other and that their
specimens with a uniform distribution of point de- respective scattering power is additive. The resistivity
fects or to specimens containing defect aggregates    c

hange, ap, in the specimen can therefore be expressed
(393)

with a high degree of symmetry (like defect pairs                                               ™(394)

as the sum of the resistivity change, Ap , due to each
and spherical voids(395)). In the present investigation we

complex, giving us the simple relation
(393) Nordheim, L., Ann. Phys. Lpz. 9,607 (1931).
Friedel, J., Adv. in Phys. 3, 446 (1954). ap   =  E  ap™.                                              (1)
(394) Flynn, C. P ., Phys. Rev. 126,533 (1962).                                                       m

Fli'nn, C. P., J. Phys. Radium 23, 654 (1962). In the more general case of an anisotropic system, we(895) Asdente, M., and Friedel, J., J. Phys. Chem. of Solids
11, 115 (1959). have

i
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ape  =  E  ApH  , (2) where A (k,k') is the total scattering amplitude of the
™ conduction electrons scattered  by  the  potential  V (r).

where apiand api are changesiii the resistivity teiisor. In the approximation of a, superposition potential, i.c.,
The next step in the theory is the deteri'tiitiatioii of this V(T) = Sol/9(1· - ro), Fo being the potential of the
resistivity change paranleter,  ap"' or apz ,  for the defect   at  ,·„  ,   it   can   be   showi-i (397     1.hat
n#h defect complex in the specimen. We will assume

A (k,k')    =    E  Fo (k,k')that this typical defect complex is made up, in general,                       u
of displaced ions, vacancies and impurity atoms dis-                1
tributed  at  an   arbitrary   set  of  points  {r,}   in  the lattice + = Lim   T f '):<'3230  ) d,  (7)2,r- *-Oand   that its effective scattering   potential   is    F (r).
Adopting a free electron model of the host met.al and + tormo of higher ordel ill F,
assuming elastic scattering of the conduction -electrons where
and small changes in resistivity, the Boltzmann elec-
tron transport equations can be solved for the(396) Fu (k,k') = e,(k-k')''910 Ck,k,)'

current density in the metal, giving the expression with   A o (k,k') denoting the scattering   amplitude
3,107  r

corresponding to the central potential Vo. In the phase

J   =   irki  J    ( £ .k) kdtu shift representation,    A o (k,k') is given by the usual
( 3)                  expression

(398)

+ %0<t f {E·(k' - k)}P 'kdwdw',
lDN· 1£0 J Ao(k,k') = (iko)-1 E (gl + 1)e'l

1-0                              (8)
where

no  is the number of electrons per unit volume, ·sin  gTPi{ cos   (k,k')},

r   is the relaxation time, where 711 is the Ith-order phase shift. In the Born ap-
v    is the volume of the metal, proximation, (398)

Mo is the Fermi momentum in the metal,
Au (k,k')  =  <k I Va I k'>.                     (9)2       is  the electric field,

Pf' is the transition probability for scattering from Neglecting the Second- and higher-order interference
momentum hk to momentum h/G', terms in equation 7, Pt' takes the form

dw is a surface element on the k sphere,
and La h

pt' = + rE E A,At exp i{ (k - k')

dw' is a surface element on the k' sphere. (10)

The conductivity in the metal can then be obtained .(1.0   -  Th)}   +C· C · 1
from Ohm's law:

3
which can be expanded in spherical harmonics as

J.  =   E  0.71.€j, (4) follows:
3-1

where  7,· is the conductivity tensor. On inverting the p  , - 1  E E A,Al  -2T i,2 2
2 Lo h  Ki'Loh /         1-0

GZ· matrix, it can be shown that for small changes in
resistivity, the resistivity change parameter Apt is · (1 + 1/2)*J:+92(KRA)Pi{COS (x,Roh) } (11)

given by
+ '.,]

vA:j |E| J {£i(kg _ ki)}kiPt'dwdw'
apo = -                     12      · (5) where

3110·  [f   ( E,ki)k,dw]
E - |k - k'| and Roh   -    |To   -   Th  1.

This expression can be evaluated once we know Pi' in In the case of a defect complex with a center of Sym-
metry, g' can be replaced to a good approximation

terms of k and k'. k'                     by the first term of the expansion and it can be shown
Formally, the transition probability Pk can be ex-

( 396) that the resistivity change is then given by
pressed as

Pi'  =  1 A (k,k')  12,                               (6)                           ap"a  -  31.1 lf f(u)  sin #(1  -  cos e)de,       (12)
z'r IV

(396) Mackenzie, J. K., and Sondheimer, E. H., Phys. Rev.
77, 264 (1956). (39') Schick, L. H., R.evs. Mod. Phys. 33,608 (1961)

Ziman, J. M., Electrons and Phonons, Clarendon Press, (398) Mott, AT. F., and Massey, H. S. W., The Theory of

Ox ford  (1960). Atomic Collisions, Clarendoii PI'eSS, Oxford (1949).
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TABLE 87. CHANGE IN RESISTIVITY FOR COPPER order terms of the expansion for P ' have to be con
IN BOHM-CM/(a/0) sidered.

Interstitial- To illustrate our theory the resistivity change in
Vacancy Interstitial Divacancy Vacancy copper due to la/o concentration of some standard

Pair defects(399-401) have been evaluated with account taken
of the lattice strain around them. The phase shifts util-

Pi·Asent Theory 1.1 1.24 2.12 2.3

Experimental 1. 1(403) _ 2.0(404) 1.3(404) ized in this computation were derived from a semiem-
Estimate pirical estimate(402) based on experimental data on the

monovacancy in copper.(403) The results are presented in
(404)Table 87. Agreement with experimental data, where

where available, is quite good.
8     is the angle (k,k'), ('") Tewordt, L., Phys. Rev. 109,61 (1958)N the number of atoms in the metal, (400) Benneman, K. H., Z. fur Phys. 165, 445 (1961).

and (401) Oli, B., and March, N. H. (to be published).

(402) Kohn, W., and Vosko, S. H., Phys. Rev. 119, 912 (1960).

f(e) =I E Ao.4.' sin 2Rot,ko sin 8/2 (403) Budin, C., Dermyrou, F., Lucasson, A., and Lucasson,

0 h 2120„ko sin 0/2
P., C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris 258, 1518 (1963)

(404) Simmonds, R. 0., Koehler, J. S., and Baluffi, R. W.,
Radiation   Damage   in   Solids,   Vol.    1,   p.    155,    International

For an asymmetric defect complex, however, the higher- Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (1962).

13. Resistivity Change Due to Vacancy Clusters in Copper (L. C. R. ALFRED)

Cotterill and Doyama,(4ov have recently determined TABLE 88. NORMALIZED RESISTIVITY CHANGE

the atomic configuration of small vacancy clusters in (i.e., APN/Napi) FOR  ACANCY CLUSTERS

IN COPPER
copper employing a computer model of the metal. They
find that the more stable configurations for the va-             N           1 2 345
cancies are not those forming open voids but those that

Present Calculations 1.0 .964 1.036 1.073   -are condensed around one or more interstitial Cu atoms.
Asdente and Friedel(406) 1.0 .983 .961 .931 .895It is of interest to find out if the resistivity change

ApN due to these heterogeneous clusters bears a simple
relation to the number of vacancies, N, in the cluster per vacancy decreases. This unusual feature of the
as it does iii the case of vacancies that nucleate into resistivity change curve, i.e., Apw/N vs. N, for small
perfect voids.(406) clusters is rather interesting since we know from ex-

(407)

The theory on the resistivity change due to multiple perimental data on vacancy annealing that the

point defects discussed above    (see  item   12)   was em- curve must drop to values less than api, the resistivity
ployed to evaluate the resistivity change for the stable change due to the monovacancy, for much larger clus-
clusters. The resistivity change per vacancy (see Table ters. It is very probably an indication that the resistiv-

88)  tends to increase with the size of the cluster, unlike ity-change curve will puts through a maximum for
some value of N and then go down as expected. Wethe case of the perfect voids where the resistivity change
should be able to confirm this point when the configura-
tions for the larger vacancy clusters become available.

(405) R. M. J. Cotte,·ill and M. Doyama (to be published).
(406) M. Asdente and J. Friedel, J. Phys. & Chem. of Sglids (407) G. Thomas and J. Washburn, Rev. of Mod. Phys. 35,

11, 115 (1959). 993 (1963).
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J. CORROSION RESEARCH

1.   Low-Pressure   Oxidation and Growth Morphology   (R..   K.   HART,   J.   K.   MAURIN,
AND D. G. PILNEY)

Publications punched from 0.005-in. sheet and then annealed to
remove work structures. These discs are then thinned

R. K. Hart and J. K. Maurin, Morphology and Struc- in a jet-polishing apparatus, with two opposed jets ofture of Oxides Grown on Aluminum in Superheated
Steam, Corrosion  21,  222   (1965).

electrolyte, until they perforate at one spot. They are
then immediately transferred to a regular electro-

R. K. Hart, Corrections for X-rav Intensitv Data polishing bath and further metal is renioved Until aObtained From Electron Microprobes, ANL-7078
(November 1965).

uniformly thin and electron transparent area is ob-
tained around the original performation. The wholeR. K. Hart and D. G. Pilney, Growth and Annealing disc is then mounted in a specimen holder for observa-

of Evaporated Aluminum-Sukon Films, ANL-7102 tion. Specimens that have been prepared in this way
(November 1965). have contained very few dislocations and are much

easier to heat to a uniform temperature than those cut
Direct Observation of Oxide Nuclei on Metal Foils from a larger sheet and then sandwiched between grids.

During the past year a number of changes have been
I =r                        -==   ==1====

made to the experimental apparatus as well as in the .1   - i U,technique for preparing suitable specimens.
.-   --     -                 t. 1..   1'  -

.1The standard specimen chamber of the Siemens
.·electron microscope has been replaced with a facility A//Fil#    7411,·    . ..1

box   (shown iii Figure 259 ) that contains sufficient ports 4„„,--.  11': 63+:   -     f       t;:· 4 1
to  accommodate the  following: :    f V. 2/1.:'   I·D.. -a  ,  1.,„i

a. An auxiliary pumping system that is liquid ,                      ----/....+.   C .,6-*:#S...
nitrogen trapped  and  has a pumping speed  at  the               p &:,I;  -2.
specimen of about 800 L/s;

b. A cycloidal residual-gas analyzer with unit resolu-        · :  Al -5 .    ,9 :,;.. --4/ 1PVt.:I-*44
tion  through  m/e 44;

c. A variable leak valve with external connections to
   -"4   .., 1/8,11<2 1 3.=11==*...oxygen, hydrogen and inert gas cylinders; 48-i'/67:ilt-s.:G': *Stt  4 2  '-       '

d. A liquid-nitrogen cooled copper ring to trap con- :3.X -4641&79r14241 :0",f,1,554.1;"                4 2. 4  ..4      -:. 9, 4 * „... ... ... . "-.-.taminants and water vapor.                                                               , .C..fi.tr.„ / r r ..,t.

All high-vacuum seals are made by means of either      £         . -
-

... ./ . ..  I +
, )

Viton 0 rings or gold gaskets. With both the regular - - · .:rfa  .,
--

,  :    7:> IT. 3 -.    I. .

microscope vveiiiini   system   and  the auxiliary system 12--- :  ;,p...:f a:1 66 ....   ...= I
operating together, the pressure at the specimen can be -0'" 4 ..i:* .i .      .S>,i       'reduced to the low 10-7 torr range. This is a.holit two
orders of magilitude better than is obtained with the                                                    -.,0  40 -- 1  aj  ..  r.·.-4   .A.

microscope system alone.   At   the   improved  vacuum           p. 91* i 1  '           'e':2"B't .... 1 .4//W.*12.i##Ill.73; 't. Ilevel the total partial pressure of non-air constituents                    ) . . , ::, *446&.         '                                                 4in the residual gas was 6.8 X 10-8 torr as opposed to  ',..'...h'*..1.

. e  .....4.   .'...... 6.,3- ·'  1 .t 2.9  X  10-7 torr with the regular system: reduction  by  a                            r .- I
factor of 4.2. By evacuating the system and then "

; f#31ii
oxygenating under dynamic conditions, the oxygen . 2 8- .'r. -

partial pressure can be altered over a rtinge of pressuleb                                                                     . i.               .6.4.,1 ,1......' 
from 10-1 to 10-8 torr.

. •...  *03%

   The one-stage electrothinning process for preparing 42528

v metal foils which are suitable for electron transmission FIG. 259. Exposed View of Facility Box in Place on 1\Iicro-
scope Column. The copper ring meiitioned in the text is notexperiments has now been replaced by a two-stage shown. The tube at left is connected to residual gas analyzer,

process. Samples in the form of 2.3-mm-dia. discs are and the large port at right to the auxiliary pumping system.
279
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FIG. 260. Aluminum foil Electrothinned in Perchloric Acid/Aleohol arid Then Oxidized iii Regular Microscope T-acuum (3 X 10-5
torr)  at 540°C for One Hour. Data used in Fig.  261  were obtained from nuclei marked A and B.

Growth of Ntictef on Aluminum Two types of growing nuclei have been observed,
even on the same crystal surface. One has seemed to

The growth of oxide nuclei on aluminum at 540°C
be   a   conglomeration   of  small   particles; the other  hashas been observed in the electron microscope at residual
appeared to be homogeneous and to conform to a wellgas pressures of 2 X 10-5 torr, 5 X 10-6 torr, and in an

oxygenated environment at a total pressure of 2 X defined shape. Both types can be seen in Figure 260.

10-4 torr. The reason for this deviation in morphology is not at

After the metal has been brought to the reaction all   evident at present;   it is hoped that forthcoming
evidence will enable this feature to be better understood.

temperature there is a period of time, referred to as
Homogeneous nuclei often contain moir6 fringes, asthe induction period, during which no visible changes

shown in the last Annual Report and these have(408)

are observed. The duration of this induction period been useful iIl determining the epitaxial relationshipappears to be dependent on a number of factors such
as temperature, surface condition and residual gas between nuclei and the underlying metal. Also, con-

siderable information has been obtained from this
pressure.

At the end of the induction period, all nuclei that are phenomenon about the defect structure of nuclei before

to grow in a certain area become visible simultaneously and after they have joined together. Another important
and form faster than the eye can follow. This is not so aspect of nioir6 fringes is that they reveal the presence
with all other metals because in some cases successive of very small nuclei that are othenvise invisible under

generations of nuclei have been observed. However, normal contrast in the electron microscope. Many
0

with aluminum, the general growth mechanism ap- otherwise invisible nuclei of 20OA and less in diameter
pears to be the spread of this one generation of nuclei
across the surface, with their subsequent join-up to (408) Annual Report for 1964, Aletall,Ligu Division, ANL-7000,
produce a coiitinuous oxide film. p. 216.
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FIG. 261. Variation of the Area of Two Nuclei Growing on a (110) Aluminum Surface as a Function of Time. The separation be-
tween nuclear centers was 37001.

have been revealed in this way. No dislocations have TABLE 90. EFFECT OF SPECTROMETER SETTING ON
MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF ALUMINUM OXIDEbeen seen in these very small nuclei.

The growth kinetics of nuclei has been stuclied by Devia- Devia-
determining the contact area increase of nuclei as a tion tionAna- Ana-
function of exposure time. Ideally, one would like to Setting lyzed Al From Setting

lyzed Al
From

Specimen A* Nominal B*:F Nominal
consider the volume increase as a function of time. The 20 Content

28 Content
   3 ,0- ta, 16)

Compo-
sitiondetermination of their volumes has so far proven to be

(%) (%)
quite difficult although an attempt has been made by
applying the shadowing technique. Another possible Sapphire 49.49 47.58 10.0 49.45 52.80 0.2
way to do this is by stereo electron microscopy, but Sintered 49.49 49.99 5.5 49.48 52.09 1.5

this would require a tiltable hot stage, which is not Al:OB

available at the present tinie.
* Setting A is with the spectrometer peaked on aluminum

The change in area vs. time for the two nuclei, A and standard.
B in Figure 260, is plotted in Figure 261. The first part, ** Setting B is with the spectrometer peaked on the speci-
marked   (A)   + (B), represents  the  sum  of  the areas nien.

of the two crystals whereas the section marked   (A  +B)
is the area of the joined nuclei. It will be noted that the       vacuum and for twelve different crystals in the case of
area coverage of the metal surface increases rapidly iniproved niicroscope vacuum.

'
after  a  join-up  of individual nuclei  and then, after  a
period of time, the rate falls off. E#'ect of Spectral Line Shift on Microprobe Data

Counts have been made of the number of nuclei/cm2
In certain oxides, for example, A1203, a wa,velengthformed on (001) and (110) aluminum surfaces: The

values given in Table 89 are the averages for twenty shift of the emission line occurredcdog, between the heavy
element ill the oxide and that of the metal standard.different Crystals ill the case of regular microscope
The effect of spectral line shift on microprobe intensity

TABLE 89. NUCLEUS COUNTS IN ELECTRON MICROSCOPE data, is being investigated on the oxides of aluminum,
RESIDUAL GASES iron and cobalt.

Results obtained with aluminum oxide are shown in
Regular Microscope · Improved Microscope

:rystal Face Vacuum Vacuum Table 90. These are from samples of a-Al,03 that were
2.3(*1.0)  X 10-6 Torr 4.9(=EO.5) X 10-6 Torr

(409) Mulvey, T., Report on the First EiL,·opean Colloquiian(001) 2.61   X 108N/cm' 1.07  X  10;N/cm2
(110) 2.82  X   lOBAT/cm'                1.18  X 108N/cm:

071 Elect,·071 Probe X-ray Mic,·oanalysis, Brit. J. Sci. Instrum.

42, 57 (1965).
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crystallized to differetit degrees, one sample being a types of the same oxide vary by 0.03°C and that the
single crystal and the other a sintered compact of poly- peaked settings differ from the aluminum standard
crystalline oxide. settings by as much as 0.04°C.

The aluminum results given in Table 90 have been The greater deviation of the aluminum content of
corrected for absorption only. It will be noted that the the sintered oxide from the nominal composition is
spectrometer settings for different crystallographic most probably due to porosity.

2. Electrochemical Study of Zirconium Oxidation (J. LEvITAN, J. E. DRALEY
AND C. J. VAN DRITNEN)

Pgtbtication If electron transport is the more difficult, an applied

D. H. Bradhurst, J. E. Draley and C. J. Van Drunen, ca,thodic current should largely be carried by ions, and

An Electrochemicat Afodet ·for the Oxidation 03 the oxidation rate should decrease. lf ion transport is

Zirconium, J. Electrochem. Soc. 112, 1171-77 the more difficult, a small applied current should have

(1965).
no discernible effect.

In an attempt to find correlation between these two
Stirvey of O idation of Severat ilietats observations, the potential between metal and platinum

powder hi contact with the exterior of the growing
According   to    the.  electrochemical   analysis   of   oxida-

tion developed in reference and in the last Annual(410) oxide film was recorded for a number of metals. At the

Report (ANL-7000,   p.   222), the relationship between same time, weight gains were recorded; after some time,

the potential developed on an oxidizing metal with a cathodic current of the same magnitude as the oxida-

reference  to the exterior  of the oxide  film   (E)   and the tion current · (judged from the slope of the weight gain

kinetic and thermodynamic parameters is the following: curve) was applied. A reduction in the slope of the
weight-gain curve was sought.

12:                              The potentials measured are shown in Figure 262.-E.-E„
R.E =                  '                                 In addition to those shown, no significant potential was
RJR« + 1 developed on Cu, Ti or V. For Cu and Ti, the method

where Eo and Ee are the thermodynamic potentials for of measuring apparently failed, for the oxide grew up

the cathodic (reduction of 02 to 0- in oxide film) and around the platinum powder, and metal to metal con-

anodic (oxidation of metal to metal ions in oxide film )         tact was perhaps maintained. No
such obvious difficulty

was observed for vanadium; perhaps a fortuitous
half-cell reactions ;  R;   and  R.  are the kinetic "retard-
ances" for oxidation (and the migration of ions) and     Potential of zero was developed.

reduction  (and the migration of electrons), respectively. Five curves show potentials substantially different

For active metals, both Ee and Ea can be  estimated
from zero. Of the three negative ones (Zr,  Hf,  Cr),  the

to be positive. Under these circumstances, the ratio of oxidation rate was reduced for zirconium and hafnium

the ionic to electronic retardances has a major im- by  an  applied  cathodic  current; for chromium  a  high

portance in determining the polarity of E. The value
series resistance developed,    and   no significant current

of  E  can  be  seen  to  vary  from   +Eo  to   - E«  as Ri/Re could be passed with the means at hand. Tantalum

changes from very large to very small. It should, there- developed a positive potential; a cathodic current

fore, be possible to estimate whether an oxidation reac- caused no change in oxidation rate. Under the condi-

tion is largely limited by ion transport or by electron tions where the positive potential formed on niobium

transport siniply from the sign of the potential de- (400 mm oxygen pressure), no provision had been

veloped, for those cases where the potential is a sig- made to apply current. The application of current to

nificant fraction of the thermodynamic potential for the remaining cases where the test could reasonably be

oxidation. made (V and Nb-100 mm) caused no discernible change
It should also be possible to estimate whether ion or in oxidation rate. The oxidation rate for aluminum was

electron transport is rate-controlling by observing the too small to be measured with the apparatus employed.
effect of applying a current to an oxidizing specimen. Thus, for the three testable cases where the type o

rate control could be estimated from the theory, al-
(410) Bradhurst, D. H., Draley, J. E., and Van Drunen, C. J.,

An Electrochemical Model for the Oxidation of Zirconium, J. were verified by the effect of polarizing current on

Electrochem. Soc. 112, 1171-77 (1965). oxidation rate.
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9:Eide flfodifcations and Rate Controt 0.6

Monoclinic zirconia transforms to the tetragonal
w ; (411 412) f\-4.(550°C)modification at temperatures exceeding 1000-0

SA             By cooling, monoclinic phase is formed from the tetrag-
onal, though this transforniation ha,s a significazit

<Nb (450°C 8 400 mm Hg )
hysteresis. The transformation is reversible and has 0.2

nia.ny characteristics typical of martensitic shear trans-
formation.(413, The position of atoms in both lattices              0          , ,
are similar, the most significant difference being the Al(550°C)

Nb(600°C)change in coordination of Zr atoms and of one of the      3
two oxygen atoms, requiring the severing of some bonds        :  -0.2

(414)during the inversion.                                                    i
W

Thermodynamic considerations indicate that tetrag-
    -0.4

onal zirconia can be stabilized at temperatures much
(412,415)lower than 1000°C by application of pressure.

-0.6 Hf (700°C)   -The back transformation upon the release of pressure
is apparently sluggish.

Studies of zirconia transformation have also been -0.8 Cr(700°C)
extended to films formed during zirconium oxidation.
The presence of tetragoiial phase was observed in these

-1.0 Zr(700°C)films by means of differential thermoanalysis, X-ray
(411,413,416-418)and electron diffraction. Small mean crys- 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210

tallite  size  is  also  a  favorable  factor  in tetragonal phase TIME, min

formation. (417,419) (420)Pemsler, studying oxidation kinet-
.FIG. 262. Poteiitial across the Growing Oxide Layer (P02 =ics, takes into account the presence of tetragonal phase.

100  mm  Hg).Conditions at the beginning of the oxidation are favor-
able for tetragonal oxide formation even far below
1000°C: rapid   oxidation   and   small mean crystallite what are the changes in ionic and electronic retardances
size, compressive stress in the initially formed film, and with oxidation time and with the changing oxide
a high degree of nonstoichiometry of formed zirconia. crystalline structure?
With increasing duration of oxidation, the factors According  to  the  approximation  developed,(410)
stabilizing the tetragonal phase are weakened: grain
growth occurs, conipressive stresses are reduced, and so

R. -  9 (1 +  1 - 4 1,is the defect concentration. Accordingly, Pemsler be- 130 1

lieves a hybrid monoclirtic-tel;ragonal phase is formed, Eo is the thermodynamic potential for the entire oxida-
then the nionoclinic modification is stabilized. tion reaction, i is the oxidation current, and R is the

If these considerations apply, there are some obvious resistance to the passage of a small external current.
questions  for  our  type of  investigation:  how important Ri can be calculated from the relationship
are the ionic and electronic processes during the initial

1/12 -  (1/Re) + (1/R ).stages of oxidation,  when  tetragonal  phase  is  present;
Values of the oxidation current were obtained from(411) Korobkov, I. I., and Ignatov, D. V., Dokl. Ak. Nauk the average of weight-gain curves such as those inSSSR  (Russ.)  120,  527  (1958).

(412) Baun, W. L., Science 140, 1330 (1963) Figure 263. Resistances were measured, after certain
(413) Bailey,  J.  E., Proc.  Roy.  Soc., A,  279,395 (1964) periods of reaction in oxygen, immediately after ini-
(414) Smith, D. K., and Newkirk, H. W., Act;a Cryst. 18, 983 mersion iii a mixed alkali metal carbonate bath.

(1965). Retardances increased with time of oxidation, aschem. Soc. Meeting, October 10-14, 1965, Buffalo, New York.
(415) Whitney, ]). E., J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 45, 612 (1962) expected for decreasing oxidation rate. The ratio
(416) Schwartz, C. M., Vaughan, D. A., and Cocks, G. G., Re/R4 is indicative of the degree of control by the

USAEC Rep., BMI-793 (1952). electronic processes. This quantity is shown in Figure
(417)  C.ai·vie, R. C., J. Phys. Chem. 69, 4, 1238 (1965) 264 as a function of time at 550 and 700°C. As can be
(418) Nomura, S., and Akutsu, Ch., Preseitted at Eleclru-

seen, the ratio is low at the beginning of oxidation,
(419) Mazdiyasni, K. S., Lynch, C. T., and Smith, S., Am.

Ceram.  Soc.  48,  372  (1965). increasing to a constant value at each temperature.
(420) Pemsler, J. P., Presented at Electrochem. Soc. Meeting, The low Re/R  ratio at the beginning of oxidation

October 10-14, 1965, Buffalo, New York. suggests a controlling influence of the ionic process on
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175                                                                              the rate of oxidation at these stages. If extrapolation tx
zero is correct, the very short time control is entirely

150 ionic. Perhaps the tetragonal phase formed during the
initial oxidation stages has a higher oxidation rate

125
N

  largely because of greater electron conductivity (higher
-
E ZOO defect concentration?).  With the course of oxidation,
Za                                appearance of the nionoclinic phase increases the
   70

- electronic retardance and the Re/R: ratio. Finally, when
0

W 50

an approximately constant value. This value
is lower

monoclinic phase is stabilized, this ratio approaches

25
for 700°C than for 550°C and is due presumably to an
increased defect structure with the increase of tempera-

0 240 300 ture and to the cracking, which is more extensive at
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 270

TIME,min higher temper[iturcs. During oxidation, the film grows
FIG. 263. Zr Oxidation at 700°C (Six Identical Runs). at the metal/oxide interface, perhaps forming a hybrid

25                                                 crystal, the share of tetragonal phase being larger at1111111 7000C than at 550°C, thus enabling an easier electron
550·'C _ transference.

20 - --   »

According to the expression given above for the
a

potential between metal and the scale exterior, a
15 -                                                                              -

.-                                       constant Re/Ri value would presumably lead to a
0           700°C

5                                     o                     v          o                constant E value, since it is believed that at a stabilized
1 0-                   6                                                  -a                                                   Re/Ri ratio the Ee and E. will not change. Potentials

a o of a number of specimens oxidizing in oxygen at 100
5- 0 °                                           -       mm pressure have been observed to reach an approxi-

a
mately constant value after a period. The time required

0 1111111 to reach this nearly constant value was generally
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

OXIDATION TIME, min greater at 550 than at 700°C, in accordance with the
FIG. 264. R. to 12: Ratio at 550 and 700°C. RJR: values in Figure 264.

3. Polarization Studies (R. A. LEGAULT, J. E. DRALEY, AND J. BETTIN)

A    satisfactory    apparatus    for obtaining
electro-                                                                  i.                                                             (2)AE = KA In .„·

chemical polarization measurements on film-forming                  %K
metals immersed in extremely high-purity water has I -ie- ig                         (3)
been devised. These measurements are being applied
to the problem of elucidating the corrosion behavior                                               / I

-AE =K e l n t -:- +
eAE / K   of such materials in general, and to explaining the \ZK

behavior of aluminum in particular. Equations relating                                                                          (4)

applied current and electrochemical potential have been + <t + eaE/K.-1,)i.R.
derived on the basis of models that involve mixed \ZK

transport and activation control of the anodic and AE is the change from open-circuit (corroding) to
cathodic reactions. polarized potential; Ke is the exponential constant

Beginning with conventional equations for the case     in the equation for activation-controlled cathodic
of activation-energy control, and adding terms for the current (= RT/aoZeF; IG = IG + Ff, where
difficulty of transport of ions and electrons through the

RT
protective film, derivation of the following equations K.=
has been accomplished: -         (1   -  aa) Zo· F

and Kf is the exponential constant for transport of
aE  =  K. ln fi +  (ic  - WK)Re                       ( 1)

K ions through  the  hlm;  R.  is   the  electronic film resist-
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..nce;  iE,  ie  ,  i.,   and  I are, respectively, the corrosion
current, cathodic current, anode current, and applied 48

currellt.

It has been found possible to fit the polarization data 44

for 1100 aluminum very well with Equation (4). Two
40illustrations are given in Figures 265 and 266, where

Equation     (4),   with   the constants listed,    is   used   to
36                                    0draw lines through the sanie dalia points. The fit of

Figure 265 is the special case where Re = 0. On the
32

basis of such figures, it is not possible to determine
the best values of the electrochemical constants.

28It is possible to apply other tooto to tho equation for
> -
Ethe purpose of determining the correct values and sig- w 24 --

nificance of the constants. The polarization resistance,
P, is defined as the slope of the E vs. I curve at I = 0. 20
From Equation   (4 ) ,                                                                                                                                                 _

KA(Ke + €IR.                            16
P =                             (5)€K(ICA  + Ke + EK·Re)

I 2

If Re = 0, this can be rewritten                                              -
8

1                                               -

4 =   /1     1\               (6)p l- + -1
CILA KC)

0' ' , " ' '
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0      1.2       1.4      1.6

48   1           i     ,     ,     , I,Fa

FIG. 266. Fit for Polarization of 1100 Aluminum after 4844
Hours in Pure Water at 96°C. it, = 0.52, Ka = 34.0, K. = 29.2,
R. = 10.35.

40

12.0
1 l i l l i

36                                   0

11.0 -
.

32                                                                                                                                                                      E                                                                                                                       •

1                                                  3.
28                                                                                    IO.0 -0

%>
E 24 - 8  9.0-

_1W,                   8
S

20 8.0 -

16                                                                                      1             1                 1     1     1    1   17.0 2    3   4  5 6 7 8 9 1 0
TIME,doys

I2

FIG. 267. Corrosion of 1100 Aluminum in Pure Water at
95°C.

8

-                                                                                          By measuring the amount of corrosion and the polari-
4

zation resistance as a function of time, the validity of
Equation    (6)   can   be   evaluated. For these conditions

0                 '          '          1          1          1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10      1.2 1.4 1.6 the amount of corrosion varies with the logarithm of

I, Fo time, as shown in Figure 267. The corrosion current is
thus inversely proportional to time.FIG. 265. Fit for Polarization of 1100 Aluminum after 48

Hours in Pure Water at 96°C. 4 = 0.52, K. - 27.4, K. = 40, If KA were  constant with respect  to  time, P should
R.-0. vary linearly with time. As shown in Figure 268, this
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FIG. 268. Variation of Polarization Resistance with Time for One Specimen of 1100 Aluminum, Pure Water, 95°C.

is not the case. Given the experimental values of iK, (4)    offers the possibility of fitting each low-current
fits   to polarization curves at.various exposure times polarization curve with several discrete sets of values
can be obtained with Re = 0 and variable K,t . How- for the constants. To distinguish between these, .polari-
ever, the values of Ke so obtaizied do not remain con- zation is being extended to higher currents. In addition,
stant with time, aiid it is concluded that the electronic Equation (4) is being modified to irtclude the cathoclic
resistance of the oxide film cannot be neglected. liberation of hydrogen beneath the oxide film as well as

The particular combin:ttion of constants in Equation above it.

4. Mechanism of Aqueous Corrosion of 1100 Aluminum (S. MORI, J. E. DRALEY
AND R. E. LoEss)

Kinetics rate).    Variation    of    c    with increasing temperature    is

Logarithmic rate constants have now been deter- unknown:  if it increases,  an unusually low temperature
coefficient for corrosion can be expected.mined for corrosion of 1100 aluminum in oxygenated

and deoxygenated water at 95°C for comparison with The logarithmic "intercept" (amount of corrosion
at one day) is considerably lower at 95°C than at 50 or

previously determined constants at 50 and 70°C. The
rate increases consistently with temperature, providing 70°C. This is apparently a reflection of the fact that

an approximate activation energy of 4 kcal/g-atom Al. boehmite is stable in water at 95°C ; at this temperature

On the basis of the best kinetic model we have been the higher hydrate (bayerite, Al[OH]3) is not produced
in quantity during early stages of corrosion.able to develop, the corrosion rate constant is equal

to b/c, where b is the constant for the logarithmic growth Corrosion-Product Dissolution
of uncracked protective oxide (Boehmite, AlOOH)

«
films, and c is the compactness" of the overlying This   study   has been completed during   the   yea...
cracked oxide layer (ratio of thickness of uncracked It has been found that the bayerite layer formed in
film to that of cracked oxide for the same corrosion the first few days' exposure to water at 70°C does not

*.
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ignificantly influence the subsequent reaction rate. Corrosion is now being observed at constant potential
Under the (slowly refreshed) conditions of the experi- relative to a reference electrode. The first specimen
ments, after a few days, only the bayerite layer is slowly has been corroding logarithmically, at a potential
dissolved at a constant rate. The underlying boehmite about 0.2V more negative (cathodically polarized) than
film is continuously produced as the corrosion product, normal. The rate constant is about 234 times that of
and does not significantly dissolve. unpolarized specimens.

It is hoped to confirm the belief that corrosion is
Efect  of  FOZaTizatio71  On  COTTOSi011 enhanced by the disrution of protective film by libera-

In work reported last year (ANL-7000, pp. 214-215), tion of some of the corrosion product hydrogen beneath
applied cathodic currents increased the amount of the film. If results are sufficiently precise, it is also
corrosion suffered at 70°C, whole anodic currents de- hoped that the logarithmic growth constant for un-
creased it. However, corrosion did not remain logarith- cracked film can be deduced from the behavior of
mic and it was not possible to make quantitative com- specimens which are polarized allodically below the
parisons between rate constants. hydrogen evolution potential.

5. High-Temperature Corrosion of Aluminun Alloys (W. E. RuTHER, J. E.
DRALEY, AND D. J. DORMAN)

Static Conditions continuously decreased, more rapidly than for para-
The study of the reaction kinetics of a corrosion- bolic oxidation. Hydrogen damage to a parabolically           

resistant aluminum alloy iti high-temperature water forming film would be expected to cause a curve up-
has been extended to exposures of short duration in an ward iii Figure 269. It is not yet possible to specify the
effort to restrict attention to the thin corrosion coating. correct model for the reaction, although the general           
From longer tests reported last year, it was obvious expression derived for low temperature aqueous corro-

sion can be fitted to the data.that transitions in corrosion rate occurred after ex-
In an effort to provide further enlightenment, theposures of several weeks. It was speculated that these

transitions were due to partial rupture of relatively effects of some experimental parameters were investi-
gated (Figure 270). Increasing  the  area  of  the  alumi-large areas of the protective portion of the corrosion

coating. By limitiiig attention to the thin coating re. num exposed had 110 observable effect. When the dis-
gion, it was hoped that complications of this sort could solved oxygen content was reduced, the corrosion
be   eliminated. As before,    the obj ective   of the kinetic rate decreased with time more rapidly than before.

study is to test models of the corrosion mechanism Increasing the water refreshment rate by a factor of

with quantitative data. 3.7 caused less initial corrosion and nearly parabolic
In order to secure reproducible results, it was neces- reaction thereafter. The former result is similar to that

observed for short periods at low temperatures, (421)

sary to provide water at the correct temperature and
oxygen content from the very first exposure, to exercise where the formation of a more aggressive solution by

the production of local alkalinity has been proposed.great care in the sample preparation, to shield the
specimens from the stream of incoming water and to Under these circumstances, a decrease in the rate of

corrosion product dissolution might be expected toavoid traces of moisture iii the test autoclave prior to
accompany the increased refreshment rate. This wasthe admission of the corrodant. Ill each experiment,
actually  observed,  as  shown  in  Table  91.three samples were simultaneously exposed. An eddy

current thickness gauge repeated observations of a The latter result suggests that for long exposures,

single sample without damage. Aluminum alloy Type more corrosioii would be experienced in the more
A288 was used (lw/oNi, 0.510/oFe, O.ltv/oTi, rapidly refreshed test. This observation (as well as an
0.003tu/oSi) throughout the study. increase in the amount of product lost) is typical for

tests of longer duration.The results for two sets of specimens are shown in
To test any model in which film forms and breaksirigure 269. Scatter is relatively small as shown by the

ars on the data, points near the middle of the curve; down, it is helpful to have available the growth raie
continuous exposure of  a set of specimens  for'73  hour8 coilstarit. High-purity material normally suffers severe

demonstrated that interruption of exposure for the (421) Draley, J E., Mori, Shiro, and Loess, R. E., J. Elec-
others did not infl,ience results. The rate of corrosion trochcm. Soc. 110, 622  (1963).
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grain boundary attack in water, but some years ago TABLE 91. CORROSION PRODUCT RETENTION AS A FUNCTIO

an electropolished single crystal showed only slight oF EXPERIMENT  ARIABLES IN TESTING AT 260°C

film growth for some time in water at 150'C. It was Calcu-

hoped that extrapolation of behavior at such tempera- Average lated ActualMetal
tzie ox,de„ (m  i')tures to 260°C would provide the desired growth rate Test Corroded

constant. (mg/cmD Formed** (mg/cm•J

(mg/cm')
Unfortunately, a single crystal of high purity alumi-

num corroded more rapidly at 150°C than the alloy at Refei·ence Conditions 1.78 3.95 3.53 0.42

260°C      (Figure 271). Polycrystalline    material,    as an- 1.73 3.84 3.47     0.37

ticipated, was worse. Faster R.efreshment 1.46 3.24 2.98 0.26

Lower Oxygen 1.52 3.37 3.00 0.37

Dynamic Testing Increased Al Area 1.80 4.00 3.64 0.36

Further experiments have been performed during * Values for defilmed specimens at end of tests

the past year to test predictions of the colloidal cor- ** Assuming A120 :,H:O formed

rosiori product hypothesis for dynamic corrosion of
I 0

2.0 -   TEMPERATURE 150°C
N
E                                                                   25-30 ppm OXYGEN
  CONTINUOUS 10 cc/min REFRESHMENT '

8
E                                                                   Al AREA 50 cm272.6 hour 1
. 1.6

EXPOSURE   /'
U)

8 N -

f                                                            .24             - E  
  1.2 ES        1
w                                                                                                                                                        /

a                            \                       3                            /0                                                                                          4                                            /W
b

INTERRUPTED TESTS            e MULTICRYSTALLINE

  0.8                                            S  4                   /U                                                                                                                         -                                                       /1-           W4 90
LU 0.4 o FIRST EXPERIMENT    -                           //0 DUPLICATE EXPERIMENT /3/

0 -4,- SINGLE CRYSTAL

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 2      «'  1-1   1
11/2 1/2

ITIME] hours                               0
0 1 2 3 4 5

FIG. 269. Corrosion of A-288 Aluminum in 260°C Water, 11/2 1/2

30 ppm Oxygen, 10 cc/min Refreshment. ITIME] , hours

.|f'IG. 271. Behavior ot WY.991:Itu/'0Al in Water aD 150"C.
2.0

.
E
0      _    DASHED LINE- REFERENCE EXPERIMENTS /O -      aluminum alloys. As before, 8001 aluminum was used
E          10 cc/mio FLOW                                                        in the experinient l program at a temperature of 260°C*

 
1.6 OXYGEN 30-40 pp m

52 cm2 of ALUMINUM0
_1            -          260°C

==  9,,                         _        and flow rate of 6 to 7 meters

per second.

.,                                                                                      The hypothesis assumes that the colloid issuing from
S 1.2 cracks in the protective oxide agglomerates and de-

;         1/ . _        posits on any available surface. If the surface is corrod-
0 - */H                  b ri ing aluminum, the deposit tends to reduce the further
5 0.8 -)»      3 i corrosion by random plugging of the coating cracks.

- :I -    If the deposit forms on stainless steel, its beneficial<I
5 4/ 0 INCREASED At AREA (3x) -     action is lost to the aluminum. Thus, by varying the
  0,4 - /'%< 0 INCREASED REFRESHMENT (3.7 x)K     ,                                   ratio of aluminum to stainless steel surfaces in the
S -//

a LOWER OXYGEN (0.1-0.3 ppm)     -
loop, it should be possible to vary the aluminum cor-

00     2     4 6 8       10       12 .14 rosion rate.

'"2        "2                                           Enough stainless steel sheet was added to  the  dg -[TIMEJ ,
hours

FIG. 270.  Effect of Testing Variables on Corrosion Behavior namic test facility to double the exposed area of steel.

of Aluminum Alloy A-288. The corrosion rate was only slightly greater than for
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BT,E 92. COMPARISON OF TWO DYNAMIC CORRosION TESTS                   16              1             1             1             1             1

Normal (low) High Area;                     -
Area; 21-Day 28-Day CONTROL RUN DISTILLED WATER

Exposure Exposure 3 12-                                                         -
(immediately after colloid run )

r-          -
Average metal loss 13.1 mg/cm2 4.60 Ing/cm,

01

Estimated AlOOH prnriliced 29.1 nig/on12 10.2                                  0' 8- / -8
(From Metal Loss)

Actual Average Pi·oduct R.e- 11.6 Ing/cm*         7.0 ALUMINUM OXIDE COLLOID
maining a 4- (35 ppm)               -

Corrosion Product Lost 17.5 nig/cm2 2.3 mg/cm'
Actual/Theoretical Present 40% 78%          -        ___-0----0---  -

at End of Test                                                                        l        i        l        l        I0
Al Area 70 cm2 1470 cni2                    0        5       10       15       20       25       30

Maximum Dissolved, Calc. 2.4  ing/c1112           0.14 nig/cni2 TIME, doys

from Solubility (2 )( 10-'g
Al,03/L at 1.51/hi refresh.)

FIG. 272. Effect of Aluminum Oxide Colloid on Corrosion

Ratio, Dissolved to Actual 0.14 0.06
of 8001 Aluminum, 260°C, Seve,i Meters per Second Velocity.

Loss 4

Corrosion Rate in Last 7-1)ay 40 rtidd 5.8 indd                        1        1        1        1        1        1
Period STATIC REFRESHED

TEST A 288

. '3-     .    <               -m
the control experiment. A greater change in rate might        T
have occurred if the stainless steel area had been added       6

M 2-                                    -
to a system with a ra,tio of aluminum to stainless steel S STATIC REFRESHED

in a niore sensitive range.                                                                i                                                          
              8001 cold  test)

In  a second experiment  it  was  established  that  our           W i· - DYNAMIC TEST 8001
35 ppm A'203 x H20 COLLOID

dynamic test facility behaved in typical fashion when
aluminum area was added just upstream of the cor-
rosion specimens. About 1400 cni2 of aluminum area.       0     5    10    15    20    25    30    350

was added, and the (usual) sample area was about 70 TIME, days

cm: The corrosion rate was reduced by a factor of FIG. 273. Comparison of Dynamic Corrosion with Colloid
about 7 after afew weeks exposure. Injection with Static Behavior.

If an A.10OH corrosion product is assumed (Table
92)   then  78 %  of this product was still adhering  to the ppm colloid caused only a slight reduction in corrosi011
specimens at the end of the experiment, as compared rate. In a new test, 35 ppm colloid, added just upstream
to  40 %  ill the normal test. Further consideration of the corrosion samples, markedly reduced the cor-
indicates that oxide solubility can only account for 6 rosion rate, as shown iii Figure 272. Iii Figure 273 the
to 14 % of the actual loss of corrosion product, based on dynamic test with the colloid addition is compared with
published solubility data and the known refresh- previous static (refreshed) experiments with the same(422)

ment rate. and similar alloys. It will be noted that the corrosion
Assuming 170 deposition iii the high area, test, (a rate     (slope)     is    of    the same order    as,     and   the    total

minimum of) about 40 ppm of colloid iii the streani corrosion  is   actually  less  than,   that   for  the static tests.
was calculated. Several years ago the addition of 1 to 4 The latter may be due to the slightly lower pH of the

colloid run. This colloid experiment probably represents
(422) Dillon, R. L., HW-61089 (Aug 1959). the best substantive evidence for the colloid hypothesis.
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